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BIOGRAPHY OF MICHAt KALECKI 

Michal Kalecki was born in Lodz on June 22nd, 1899. His father was an owner 

of a small spinning-mill and later a book keeper. In 1917 he finished a Grammar 

School in Lodz and in the same year started to study at Warsaw Polytechnic. In 

1919 he was called up and as a result of the interruption was able to continue his 

studies only two years later, this time at the Polytechnic in Gdansk. In 1923 shortly 

before he should have finished, he had to interrupt his studies because his father 

had lost his means of livelihood. Amongst many other casual jobs by which he was 

able to earn his living was collaboration with a servicing enterprise gathering data 

on the financial position of establishments applying for credit (so-called credit en¬ 

quiry) ; this collaboration was for Kalecki the first experience of its kind in practical 

economic analysis. His interest in economic problems had begun while he was study¬ 

ing at the Polytechnic. During these years he became acquainted amongst others 

with the main lines of the economic theory of Karl Marx. Marx’ schemes of repro¬ 

duction made a particularly powerful impression on Kalecki. There is a certain 

paradox in the fact that Kalecki—later one of the most consistent theorists of in¬ 

adequate effective demand in capitalism came across Marx’ schemes for the first 

time in the book by Tugan-Baranowski, the originator of the theory of disproportions 

which utterly ignores the problem of inadequate demand in capitalist economy. 

The interesting part of Tugan’s conception is however the stress on investments as 

a factor in the realization of capitalist profit even then when they do not serve the 

increase of consumption in the subsequent period. 

Kalecki’s first publications on economics were devoted mainly to an analysis 

of the business cycle and to a description of the structure of big enterprises and 

their activity in home and world markets. An attempt to found a newspaper enti¬ 

tled “Koniunktura wlokiennicza” (The Textile Market) in Lodz ended with the first 

issue. However, for many years he wrote for “Przeglijd Gospodarczy” (The Econom¬ 

ic Review) and “Polska Gospodarcza” (Polish Economy). 

Kalecki went to Warsaw in 1927 and at the beginning earned his living with 

temporary jobs. Only at the end of 1929 did he obtain work at the Institute of Re¬ 

search on Business Cycles and Prices, directed by Professor Edward Lipinski. Taking 

part in the current work of the Institute, Kalecki conducted reasearch into aspects 

of the business cycle and published his results in the Institute bulletin “Koniunktura 

gospodarcza” (The Business Cycle). At the same time, his attention was turned to 

problems of considerably broader scope and degree of generality. Together with 

one of the most prominent Polish economists and statisticians of the inter-war period, 

Ludwik Landau, he conducted research within the Institute into the Polish national 

income. The results of these studies are two books written jointly: Szacunek dochodu 
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spolecznego w 1929 r. (An Estimate of the National Income in 1929), Warsaw 1934 

and Dochod spoleczny z r. 1933 i podstawy badan periodycznych nctd zmianami do- 

chodu (The National Income in 1933 and the Foundations of Periodic Research 

into the Changes in Income), Warsaw 1935. Another smaller contribution written 

jointly by these authors was Wahania cen i kosztow a wahania produkcji przemyslo- 

wej w Polsce (The Fluctuations in Prices and Costs and Fluctuations of Industrial 

Production in Poland), 1935. 
In 1933 in the Institute’s series of publications, Kalecki published a book which 

after a certain period of time, gained a lasting place in the history of economic 

thought. Proba teorii koniunktury (An Attempt at a Business Cycle Theory) is his 

own theoretical summary of his economic interests over ten years. There is no doubt 

that, apart from current analyses, the path that Kalecki took to reach his own theory 

of the business cycle led through Marxist schemes of reproduction as well as the 

above mentioned research on the volume and division of the national income. The 

final impulse which led to the writing of Proba teorii koniunktury was a reading of 

Tinberger’s study, Ein Schijfbauzyklusl which suggested to Kalecki the mathe¬ 

matical construction of the general cycle theory. 

It is possible to present briefly Kalecki’s main idea on the theory of business 

cycles as follows: with an incomplete use of productive capacity, gross profits are 

determined by the volume of the consumption and investment expenditure of capi¬ 

talists—although it may appear that the reverse is true—that gross profits determine 

expenditure. The common-sense opinion that the more capitalists consume, the less 

they invest, holds true only for individual capitalists: it does not, however, hold 

true for the whole class. 
The key to an understanding of the business cycle fluctuations is the process 

of investment. Investment improves the economic situation during the gestation 

period opening a valve whereby additional purchasing power is received into the 

national economy. However, the increase in the productive apparatus and thus in 

production as a result of a new investment, leads to a decline in the rate of profits 

and further to a breakdown of the boom. Kalecki saw one of the greatest paradoxes 

in the capitalist system in the fact that an increase in the productive apparatus, and 

thus an enrichment of society, carries in itself the seeds of crisis during which this 

enrichment proves to be only potential, for a certain portion of the productive 

apparatus is unused and may be set into motion only during the next turn ot the 

business cycle1. 

1 The changes which Kalecki introduced into his model in several later publications amount 

only to a more developed and somewhat amended presentation of the motivation of the investment 

decisions of capitalist entrepreneurs and to the introduction of stocks-movement as a factor of the 

business cycle. These changes are not vital to the fundamental framework of the model and, in the 

opinion of some, even destroy the clarity of the original model. Kalecki himself maintained that the 

changes introduced by him constituted a certain progress, for they consolidated his theory and 

brought it nearer to reality. 
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Kalecki’s theory shed some light on the role of additional purchasing power, 

produced by a budget deficit, an export surplus and other similar means, which enable 

capitalists to attain profits exceeding their own purchase of goods and services. It 

also gave a basis for a new conception of the economic role of a bourgeois state, 

as well as the role of expansion on external markets2 3. 

Deeply anti-capitalist in its basic assumptions, Kalecki’s conception may be 

regarded as a development of certain of Marx ideas, expounded in the third 

volume of The Capital, and, at the same time, as a solution to the problems 

with which Roza Luksemburg struggled twenty years earlier. 

Kalecki’s theory might have played an important political role in counteracting 

the burgeois tendencies aiming to shift the burden of crisis onto the shoulders 

of the working class by reducing wages. These tendencies were, of course, strongly 

attacked by Marxists. The Marxists’ arguments were mainly limited to the social 

aspects of the problem without sufficiently clear, economic proof that this lowering 

of prices cannot even be considered a “capitalist method of overcoming the crisis”, 

since it is not a method at all. Such a proof could have been found in Kalecki’s 

writings. He explained that as a result of wage reductions the workers’ income 

decline; this however does not increase the total amount of profits (and accum¬ 

ulation), but contributes to the fall in the national income and a deepening of the 

crisis. 

Unfortunately the main line of Kalecki’s theory was not understood properly. 

And though Kalecki was, in the thirties, closely connected with the leftist socialist 

movement (he published several articles in “Przeglqd Socjalistyczny” (The Socialist 

Review) under the assumed name of Henryk Braun), he was criticized from the 

political standpoint by some Marxists. The tendency of suppressing anything that 

had a touch of “Luxemburgism” prevailing then among Marxists might have been 

the reason for these criticisms. 

In 1935 John Maynard Keynes published his General Theory of Employment, 

Interest and Money, in which he broke with the traditional attitude of hiding one’s 

head in the sand, peculiar to academic economics up to that time, taking as the 

2 Kalecki dealt with this item most precisely in his Theory of Economic Dynamics where we 

read: The connection between “external” profits and imperialism is obvious. The fight for the divi¬ 

sion of existing foreign markets and the expansion of colonial empires, which provide new opportu¬ 

nities for the export of capital associated with the export of goods, can be viewed as a drive for 

export surplus, the classical source of “external” profits. Armaments and wars, usually financed 

from budget definits, are also a source of this kind of profits. M. Kalecki, Theory of Economic 

Dynamics, London 1956, p. 52. 

3 Kalecki’s work entitled Place nominalne i place realne (Nominal Wages and Real Wages), 

Warsaw 1939, includes a detailed exposition of his theory of wages. This work, published by the 

Institute of Social Economy with an introduction by L. Krzywicki, was written at the request of the 

then Ministry of Labour and Welfare, in connection with the appearance of J. Wqtecki’s book called 

Sztywne place zrodlem bezrobocia (Fixed Wages as a Source of Unemployment). 
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starting-point of his deliberations the fact of the existence of depressions, of mass 

unemployment and of the difficulty of maintaining the equilibrium in a capitalist 

economy. In inadequate demand he perceived the chief restraint on the growth of 

capitalist production, and in investment—the main-spring of its growth. The nature of 

the analysed subject itself—disproportions in the capitalist economy as a whole- 

caused the appearance in Keynes’ reasoning of certain analogies with the ideas of 

the earlier classical economics (particularly the macro-economic approach) and 

even with Marxist economics (particularly the denial of Say’s law and a grasp of 

the role of means of production in the dynamics of capitalist production) and with 

the views of Roza Luksemburg (the significance of inadequate demand). Keynes’ 

approach to certain basic problems in capitalist economy quickly earned him an 

unusual fame and this in consequence had some influence on the attitude towards 

Kalecki’s ideas. In spite of the basic differences in the attitudes and conclusions of 

Keynes—a doctor of capitalism with the help of modern methods, and Kalecki 

a convinced critic of capitalism, attention began to be paid to the similarities of 

certain concepts. This is the beginning of Kalecki’s paradoxical and perhaps unique 

international career as a pupil and interpreter of Keynes. Keynes himself treated 

him as such, in all good faith, for up to the end of his life he had never heard of 

Kalecki’s work published before his General Theory4. 

In this way, as a result of particular historical conditions, Kalecki was pressed 

formally into the Keynesian current, but with his unequivocal socialist attitude, 

the adjective “Left-wing” was usually added to the name “Keynesist”. 

Before Keynes’ “General Theory” was published Kalecki’s theory did not draw 

much attention either in Poland or in western academic circles. In the year in which 

Proba teorii koniunktury was published, Kalecki presented his theory in a report 

at the conference of the International Econometric Society in Leyden, (Netherlands). 

Nothing points here to the fact that the beginning of what was later called “revolu¬ 

tion” was observed in it. However, his paper was published in the Society’s periodical 

4 An article written after Keynes' death (“Economic Journal”, Vol. 57, 1947) by E. A. G. Ro¬ 

binson who stood far from Keynesism, drew attention for the first time in print to the fact that Mi¬ 

chal Kalecki came to conclusions, similar to those of Keynes, quite independently. Four years later 

the American econometrist Klein, author of the book The Keynesian Revolution published in 1947, did 

so more fully. In 1951 on the occasion of the appearance of Harrod’s book on Keynes, he wrote: 

“Recently, after having reexamined Kalecki’s theory of business cycle (in an article by Kalecki 

published in “Econometrica”, July 1935) I have decided that he actually created a system that 

contains everything of importance in the Keynesian system, in addition to other contributions... 

yet I believe that he has a theory of employment that is the equal of Keynes’. Kalecki’s theory at¬ 

tracted attention for reasons largely unrelated to its revolutionary statement on the theory of employ¬ 

ment, and he certainly lacked Keynes’s reputation or ability to draw world-wide attention; hence 

his achievement is relatively unnoticed. Some respects in which Kalecki's model is superior are that 

it is explicitly dynamic; it takes income distribution as well as level into account; and it makes the 

important distinction between investment orders and investment outlays”. (“Journal of Political 

Economy”, October 1951). 
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in the July 1935 issue, and in addition he was recommended to the Rockefeller 

Foundation as a candidate for a scholarship. 

After he had received the scholarship for a year, Kalecki went to Sweden in order 

to make scientific contact with Myrdal and other economists and there grew the 

intention of writing a book of a general nature, but particularly on the extension of 

the profit theory. When he had already begun to dictate the book to his wife, he 

received news of the appearance of a book by Keynes, solving certain questions in 

a similar way. So he gave up work on his own book and went to England where he 

worked at the London School of Economics. 

In London, Kalecki made friends with the German refugee, Erwin Rothbarth. 

Rothbarth was fascinated by Kalecki’s concept of the business cycle; taking the 

mathematical model of Kalecki’s cycle as a basis, he tried to create a uniform theory 

of the economic dynamics of capitalism, embracing trend and long waves as well 

as the cycle. The work was never completed for the author died on the anti-fascist 

front towards the end of the war. But from the two friends conversations were born 

a number of ideas which were later absorbed and developed in Kalecki’s studies on 

the dynamics of capitalist economy. 

Kalecki used his stay, first and foremost, for studies with the aim of consolidating 

and enlarging his first book on the cycle. At the beginning of 1937 he published a new 

version of his book in the Review of Economic Studies, comparing it with the as¬ 

sumptions of Keynes’ theory. Towards the end of this year he published in “Econo¬ 

mica” a contribution entitled The Principle of Increasing Risk. The principle present¬ 

ed here, as Kalecki underlined, is an expansion and generalization of certain ideas 

voiced earlier in Marek Breit’s German article5. Early in 1938 Kalecki published 

a theoretical and statistical article on the working class share in the national income 

{The Distribution of the National Income, “Econometrica”, April 1938); in this article 

appears the important difference in attitude between Kalecki and Keynes, especially 

in the manner of the treatment of the working class and the analysis of the role 

of capitalist monopolies. The final remark of Kalecki’s study reads unequivocally: 

“The results arrived at in this essay have a more general aspect. A world in which 

the degree of monopoly determines the distribution of the national income is a world 

far removed from the pattern of free competition. Monopoly appears to be deeply 

rooted in the nature of the capitalist system: free competition, as an assumption, mqy 

be useful in the first stage of certain investigations, but as a description ot the normal 

state of capitalist economy it is merely a myth”. 

Kalecki left London to study in other countries. He spent several months in 

Paris, studying the results of Blum’s economic policy, amongst other things for 

a statistical verification of his theory of real and nominal wages, explained in detail 

5 M. Breit, Ein Beitrag zur Theorie des Geld- und Kapitalmarktes (“Zeitschrift fur National- 

okonomie”), Band VI, Heft 5. 
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in later publications, but already contained in a shorter form in the first book on 

the cycle. . . 
At the beginning of 1938 Kalecki went to Cambridge. He had already visited 

that dynamic centre of economic thought during his stay in London, establishing 

scientific contact with Joan Robinson, Piero Sraffa, R. F. Kahn and others. Towards 

the end of 1937 he met Keynes but this meeting did not serve as the beginning of an 

intellectual exchange, or closer scientific collaboration. Quite apart from the differ¬ 

ences in their social attitudes, their personal situations were diametrically opposite. 

Keynes was absorbed in the search for historical analogies: he was collecting material 

for a biography of Newton and marvelled that, at first, only people below forty 

understood Newton’s discoveries. Kalecki had completely different worries: he was 

looking for a job and Keynes offered to help him. 

The fact that, at the end of 1936, his closest friends and collaborators, Marek 

Breit and Ludwik Landau, were discharged from the Institute of Research on Busi¬ 

ness Cycles had led Kalecki to the decision to stay in England longer. The reason 

for their discharge was a report, by them, on the country’s economic position. The 

then Vice-premier and Minister of the Treasury, Eugeniusz Kwiatkowski, demand¬ 

ed the disciplinary discharge of the authors. To manifest his protest Kalecki re¬ 

signed from the Institute, and published a statement to that effect in the Warsaw 

press. 
Kalecki used the first part of his stay in Cambridge—apart from attending 

Sraffa’s seminars and establishing other scientific contacts—to prepare the book, 

Essays in the Theory of Economic Fluctuations: this appeared in 1939. The book 

included the three mentioned above essays on the division of the national income, 

the principle of growing profit and the theory of the cycle with substantial alterations; 

and also three others not published before: Investment and Income, Money and Real 

Wages and The Long-term Rate of Interest. Tn this way, the theory of business cycles 

was shown on the wide background of the economic problems of the capitalist system. 

It was just here that Kalecki most explicitly made use of the notion of the Keynesian 

theory in the broadest sense, which includes also his own theoretical views. At the 

same time, however, the Marxist origin of his theory was shown clearly in this book as 

perhaps in no other. In the essay on investment and income, he underlined the basic 

similarity between his equilibrium equation and the Marxist schemes of expanded 

reproduction. However, he noted at the same time that Marx did not follow up the 

problem (at least in the second volume of The Capital of what happens when 

investment outlays do not provide the dynamic equilibrium. In Kalecki’s opinion, 

Roza Luksemburg dealt with this problem in Akumulacja Kapitalu (The Accumu¬ 

lation of Capital), where she affirmed that if capitalists save, profits may be realized 

only when the defined volume of investments correspond to them. R. Luksemburg 

was of the opinion that in pure capitalism, such a correspondence over a long period 

is impossible; and this causes the necessity of the external expansion of capitalism. 

Kalecki notes that Roza Luksemburg’s theory cannot be accepted as a whole, but 
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that the necessity of covering saving surpluses with investments was grasped probably 

more clearly by her than by anyone else before (...) the publication of Keynes’ Gener¬ 

al Theory6. 

In January, 1940 Kalecki obtained a job at the Oxford Institute of Statistics. 

This institute, directed by Professor A. L. Bowley, in co-operation with his deputy, 

the German Social Democrat F. Burchardt, brought together a circle of prominent, 

often left-wing economists, like J. Steindl, T. Balogh, W. Goldmann and others 

during the war. Like the whole Institute, Kalecki occupied himself with statistical 

and economic studies on different aspects of war economy in Great Britain (many 

papers by Kalecki were published in the Institute Bulletin). Amongst these publi¬ 

cations by Kalecki, his works on the subject of rationing which were very radical 

from the point of view of the social distribution of the consumption income and the 

degree of the state’s regulatory role, deserve particular attention. Kalecki’s plan, 

published in its developed form in 1941, provoked lively interest with opposition 

expressed by conservative circles. The development of the war situation led to a grad¬ 

ual introduction of rationing in accordance with a scheme not so very different 

from that of Kalecki. 

In 1943 Kalecki published a critical analysis of Beveridge’s plan (Economic 

Implications of the Beveridge Plan) and pointed out that the plan went only half-way 

and, above all, that a high margin of unemployment was assumed in it. 

Some other important essays written by Kalecki while at the Institute appeared 

in two collected volumes: The Economics of Full Employment (first published at the 

end of 1944, the book ran to several editions) and Essays in War Economics. 

Kalecki also presented the results of his research in monographical lectures 

given at Oxford University of which the Institute of Statistics was a part. 

In connection with his studies on war economy and a policy of full employment, 

there appeared Kalecki’s paper The Political Aspects of Full Employment (“Political 

Quarterly”, 4/1943). In this article Kalecki’s critical attitude to the possibility of 

a lasting assurance of full employment in capitalism clearly appeared. Publishing 

this article in Polish twenty years later, Kalecki added in the foreword the following 

comment: “Were my predictions of that time correct? Perhaps, but as is usual with 

historical predictions, not necessarily in every detail. In the article, having analysed 

the character of the resistance by big business to an improvement of the business 

cycle by means of state outlays, I forecast in the future some relief of these crises 

by this method, but not that they would be completely prevented. I stated further 

that, against a background of state intervention in the course of the business cycle, 

there would appear a phenomenon which I called the political business cycle . 

6 Obviously, from intrinsic point of view it would be more fair to compare R. Luxemburg s 

theory of accumulation with Kalecki’s Proba teorii koniunktury of 1933. The connection of the 

latter with R. Luxemburg’s theory is significantly more clear and direct than her connection with 

Keynes’ theory, both on account of the basic theoretical assumptions and the social attitude of the 

authors. 
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It seems that the present actual state of affairs correspond in the main to this prognos¬ 

is On the other hand, support of a policy of full employment in armaments is tied up 

in my article with integral Fascism. It turned out however that armaments could 

play an important role in combating mass unemployment even without “Fascism 

taking over”. [Szkice o funkcjonowctniu wspolczesnego kapitalizmu, (Essays on the 

Functioning of Modern Capitalism), Warsaw 1962, from the Foreword]. 

Beside his work at the Institute, Kalecki continued his purely theoretical studies. 

A book entitled Studies in Economic Dynamics (1943) contained the results of these 

studies begun earlier in Cambridge. Amongst other theoretical contributions it is 

worthwhile to mention: A Theory of Technical Progress (1941) and The Supply 

Curve of an Industry under Imperfect Competition (1940). 

Towards the end of the war Kalecki formulated suggestions for the French 

government on the subject of rationing and control over the economy. In March 

1945, he left Paris for Montreal where he conducted research into the problems ol 

post-war economic reconstruction and into the problems of full employment in the 

International Labour Office. 
Between July and October, 1946 Kalecki was in Warsaw acting as an economic 

counsellor to the Central Planning Office and to the Ministry of Finances. 

At the end of 1946, with the approval of the Polish authorities, he took up the 

post of deputy director of a section of the economic department in the United Nations 

Secretariat in New York. The chief purpose of this department was to work out the 

World Economic Reports. 
While working for the UN, Kalecki spent two months in 1951 in Israel as an 

economic expert (vide: his Report on Alain Current Economic Problems of Israel, 

1951). A similar invitation from Mexico met with a refusal from the UN Secretariat, 

undoubtedly on political grounds. 
McCarthyist tendencies made themselves felt even in the UN Secretariat. In 

the spring of 1954 a chapter from the report on the Chinese Peoples’ Republic was 

completely disfigured—despite Kalecki’s protests. Somewhat later, a reorganization 

of the UN Secretariat was used to limit Kalecki’s influence on the contents of reports 

worked out there. Under such circumstances, after obtaining the consent of the 

Polish authorities, Kalecki tendered his resignation and left the United States at the 

end of 1954. At the beginning of 1955, he gave lectures at Oxford and Cambridge 

during his return journey to Poland. 

After his return to Poland, Kalecki’s activities followed two main lines. 

The first one was the work in an advisory capacity to the economic planning 

bodies. From May, 1955 to March, 1957 he was an economic counsellor with the 

Office of Ministers’ Council and subsequently with the Planning Commission. 

During 1957-1960 he was the chairman of the Commission for Perspective Planning. 

In this capacity he worked out the first version of the perspective plan of Poland s 

economic growth in the years 1960 to 1980. He was one of the vice chairmen ot 

the Economic Council from February, 1957 until it ceased to exist at the beginning 
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of 1963. He plays an active role in the work of the Council for Mutual Economic 

Assistance (CMEA), particularly as chairman of the Polish delegation to the Eco¬ 

nomic Commission of CMEA. A wide range of expert advice, his programmes, 

plans and also several publications were the result of this line of work. 

The other line, in many aspects difficult to distinguish from the first one, is the 

research and teaching activity, even more intensive and diverse in recent years. It is 

possible to divide Kalecki’s recent scientific interests into three groups: the problems 

of capitalist countries, the theoretical problems of socialist economy and finally the 

problems of developing countries. 

In 1955-1961 Kalecki led a group in the Department of Economic Sciences of 

the Polish Academy of Science, conducting research into contemporary capitalism. 

The results of the work of this group were issued in the series Studia z zakresu koniunk- 

tury wspolczesnego kapitalizmu (Studies in the Business Cycle of Contemporary 

Capitalism, four issues were printed between 1957 and 1960). These shed some 

light on, amongst others, the problems of the business cycle in the U.S.A. and 

in certain countries in Western Europe during the years 1950-1955, structural 

transformations in the economy of capitalist countries, the recessions in the period 

1956-1958 and the role of capital export from industrialised to developing 

countries. 

In 1956 the Central Qualification Commission bestowed on Kalecki the first 

academic title of his life—Professor. In the following year he was elected associate 

member of the Polish Academy of Science. 

In 1961 Kalecki gave up his work in the Department of Economic Science 

in the Polish Academy and went to the Central School of Planning and Statistics, 

where he gives lectures in the theory of business cycles, the growth of capitalist 

economy and in the theory of the growth of socialist economy. 

Amongst theoretical publications devoted to the problems of capitalist economy, 

his study Observations on the Theory of Growth (“Economic Journal”, March, 1962) 

had vital significance. Already in earlier publications, and particularly in the Theory 

of Economic Dynamics (English editions 1954 and 1956, translations into Italian, 

Japanese, Spanish, Polish), which was a synthesis of two of Kalecki’s earlier books, 

he emphasised that long-term development is not self-explanatory and inseparable 

from capitalist economy; but that it must be supported by innovations coming, 

in some way, from outside and embracing also discoveries of new raw material 

sources. The above mentioned study is devoted to a theoretical substantiation of 

his own conception: and in it he gave his opinion on certain aspects of the theory 

of economic growth as formulated by R. F. Harrod. In opposition to Harrod’s 

attitude that the contradiction of capitalist economy is expressed in fluctuations 

around the line of trend, Kalecki set the thesis that the contradiction of the capital¬ 

ist system lies deeper, that “this system cannot get out of the impasse of fluctua¬ 

tions around the stable position, if such ‘semiexogenical’ factors such as animating 

investment by innovations, do not support economic growth”. 
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Another group of problems which have been a subject of interest for Kalecki 

for many years were the problems of the development of those countries of the 

so-called “third world”. He carried on systematic research in this sphere while he 

was working for UN and summed it up in an essay The Financing of Economic 

Development, published for the first time in 1955. 

In the years 1959 and 1960 Kalecki spent several months in India where he 

worked out a memorandum for the Indian government on the problems of financing 

the third five-year plan. 
In a similar capacity he went to the Cuban Republic where he prepared a docu¬ 

ment on the foundations of Cuba’s economic plan. For several years Kalecki has 

conducted seminars on the economy of developing countries which are attended by 

people working for organizations dealing with developing countries and by research 

workers from various centres and institutes. From 1962 he has been a chairman of 

the Scientific Council of the Department of Economic Problems in Developing 

Countries created by The Central School of Planning and Statistics and Warsaw 

University. 
In the spring of 1963 he delivered a paper on long-term planning at a plenary 

session of an international conference in Geneva, devoted to the problems of the 

“third world”. 
The problems of the theory of socialist economy, particularly the theory of 

growth, have occupied a central position in Kalecki’s scientific work during the past 

ten years. His formula of socialist economy growth, whose basic aspects had already 

been presented in 1956 in a paper delivered at the Second Congress of Polish Eco¬ 

nomists, played a key role in theoretical discussions in Poland and in a deepening 

of the understanding of a number of actual processes. Kalecki’s model was later 

improved and developed repeatedly into the systematic Zarys teorii wzrostu gospo- 

darki socjalistycznej (Outline of the Theory of Growth in the Socialist Economy; 

the Polish edition appeared in 1963). Kalecki’s theory of growth of socialist economy 

supplies convincing evidence of the fertility of the basic methodological assumptions 

of Marxism, primarily by the demonstration that an analysis of functional interrela¬ 

tions appearing in the model cannot be carried out without a consideration of the 

basic parameter—production relations. Apparently insignificant differences between 

the model which Kalecki used for an analysis of the factors of economic growth 

in socialism and certain models in the West, hide, in fact, the deep contradiction which 

is immediately visible when the formal interrelations are subjected to an analysis, 

fully conscious of the specific aspects of the assumptions connected with the system. 

This theoretician of inadequate effective demand who examined in such a penetrating 

way the capitalist world not being a subject to the rules of common sense deals again, 

in his studies on socialism, with a normal world in which the growth of social wealth 

depends in a natural way on its reproduction ability with aggregate demand adjusted, 

according to a plan, to the production potential. 

Emphasising the superiority of the socialist planned economy with regard to the 
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possibilities of taking full advantage of the social growth potential, Kalecki con¬ 

sistently opposed volountarism in planning the rate of growth, primarily through 

the setting of too high a rate of investment. Hence the role that was played in his 

theory by an analysis of the limiting factors, the so-called “investment barriers”, the 

ignoring of which would have led, in spite of all intentions, to a lowering of the 

long-term rate of growth below the actual potential. For this reason, Kalecki formu¬ 

lated the “principle of allowing for the level of consumption in the short period”, 

a principle which, if not observed, would lead to negative results not only from 

the social point of view, but also from the purely economic point of view, by 

an unfavourable “feed-back effect” on the labour efficiency in the widest 

sense. 
The attention with which Kalecki examined the limiting factors did not in any 

way lead him to the fatalistic conclusion that passive adjustment to the “barriers” is 

necessary, but rather to seek real means to remove them by way of raising the effec¬ 

tiveness of managing the economy. “Observation of the principle of the reality of the 

plan and of allowing for the level of consumption in the short period, leads to moder¬ 

ation in the setting of the rate of growth. Avoidance of waste and care over the 

effectiveness of investment permit it to be maintained at a relatively high 

level in spite of this—these words from the article O podstawowych zasadach planowa- 

nia meloletniego (The Basic Principles of Long-term Planning), “Zycie Gospo- 

darcze” No. 24/1963 characterize his general approach to the problem. 
Kalecki devoted his energies in the recent period to the theoretical foundations 

and practical methods of effectiveness calculation in a socialist economy. His studies 

devoted to the theory of choice between investment variants, and particularly to 

the methodology of determining the so-called recoupment period amongst others 

Uogolnienie wzoru efektywnosci inwestycji [(A Generalization of the Model of Invest¬ 

ment Effectiveness), written jointly with M. Rakowski] played an important role 

in the preparation of suitable planning instruction. Tn this sphere one ought to note 

the article Zagadnienie optymalnej struktury spozycia (The Problem of Optimal Con¬ 
sumption Structure), “Gospodarka Planowa” No. 6/1963, which treats the problem 

of the choice of the optimum, from the point of view of minimizing social outlays, 

structure of consumption in a perspective plan. This concept may play an important 

role in the long-term price theory in socialist economy. 
A vital feature of Kalecki’s way of seeing the problems of economic calculation 

in socialist economy is the concrete and consistent application of the principle of 

a national effectiveness criterion and the subordination to it of partial criteria. This 

amongst other things, allows many technical fetishes resulting from just such a sec¬ 

toral point of view to be counteracted. 
The problem of shaping the macro-economic proportions over a longer period 

of time, occupied a central place in Kalecki’s approach to the methods of raising 

efficiency in socialist economy. This finds expression, amongst others, in the position 

which he took up in 1956-1958 in a period of broad discussion on changes in the 
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economy functioning model. While he appreciated the role of positive changes in 

the management system (particularly the development of workers’ participation in 

management) and played personally an active part in the preparation of these 

changes—at the same time Kalecki emphasised the decisive significance of a proper 

and realistic formation of basic proportions in the process of growth. 

written by 

Tadeusz Kowalik 
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NOTES ON THE THEORY OF IMPERIALISM 

The Marxian theory of imperialism, as developed chiefly by Hilferding, Rosa 

Luxemburg, and Lenin and since accepted with but few modifications by most 

Marxists, has served at least three major purposes. First, it provides a theory of 

international relations within the capitalist world, encompassing not only relations 

between advanced and underdeveloped countries but also among the advanced 

countries themselves. Second, it contributes to the clarification of the development 

of social and political conditions within the various capitalist countries, both ad¬ 

vanced and underdeveloped. And third, it purports to provide an important part of 

the explanation of strictly economic tendencies and trends within the advanced 

capitalist countries. In this third connection, two points have been usually stressed. 

The unequal relations between the developed and underdeveloped countries result 

in the establishment of terms of trade which greatly favor the former at the expense 

of the latter. In this way wealth is transferred from the poor countries to the rich, 

and the disposable surplus of the rich—which can be used to support parasitic 

classes, a “workers’ aristocracy”, as well for normal purposes of capital accumula¬ 

tion—is vastly expanded. But imperialism, by putting capital export at the very center 

of the economic stage1, is also supposed to provide a crucially important outlet 

for the surplus of the rich countries. In the terminology of bourgeois economics, 

capital export expands effective demand and thereby raises income and employ¬ 

ment above what they otherwise would have been. It is this last aspect of the tradi¬ 

tional theory of imperialism which seems to us to be in particular need of rethink¬ 

ing in the light of conditions existing today, nearly half a century after publication 

of Lenin’s classic work. As we hope to make clear, even within the confines of a brief 

exploratory essay, the problem is very much more complicated than Marxists have 

been wont to think, and the breadth and depth of its ramifications can hardly be 

exaggerated. 

1 “Under the old type of capitalism”, Lenin wrote, “when free competition prevailed, the 

export of commodities was the most typical feature. Under modem capitalism, when monopo¬ 

lies prevail, the export of capital has become the typical feature”. (Imperialism the Highest Stage 

of Capitalism, Chapter 4). 

[13] 
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I 

At the outset it must be stressed that the familiar national aggregates—Gross 

National Product, national income, employment, etc—are almost entirely irrele¬ 

vant to the explanation of imperialist behavior. In capitalist societies, these are ex 

post calculations which play little if any causal role2. Nor does it make any dif¬ 

ference whether the “costs” of imperialism (in terms of military outlays, losses in 

wars, aid to client states, and the like) are greater or less than the “returns”, for 

the simple reason that the costs are borne by the public at large while the returns 

accrue to that small, but usually dominant, section of the capitalist class which has 

extensive international interests. If these two points are kept firmly in mind, it will 

be seen that all liberal and Social Democratic efforts to -refute Marxian—or for that 

matter any other predominantly economic—theories of imperialism on the ground 

that in some sense or other it “doesn’t pay” have no claim to scientific standing3. 

All of which is only another way of saying that the relevant actors on the im¬ 

perialist stage are classes and their subdivisions down to and including their indi¬ 

vidual members. And this means in the first instance the dominant classes in the 

most advanced capitalist countries to which the less developed and underdeveloped 

countries stand in various relations of subordination. In terms of the total system, 

these are the classes which have the power of initiative: they are, so to speak, the 

independent variables. The behavior of other classes—including the subordinate 

classes in the dominant countries as well as both the dominant and the subordinate 

classes in the subordinate countries—is primarily reactive. One of the most impor¬ 

tant tasks of a theory of imperialism is therefore to analyze the composition and 

interests of the dominant classes in the dominant countries. 

At the expense of some oversimplification, we can say that the traditional 

Marxist view has been that the imperialist ruling classes are made up of industrialists 

and bankers and that a certain characteristic evolution has taken place in the rela¬ 

tions between the two groups. In the first phase—up to the closing decades of the 

19th century—the industrialists played the leading role. Their interests in the under¬ 

developed countries were of two kinds: as sources of cheap food and raw materials 

2 To be sure, depressions and mass unemployment have pushed capitalist governments into 

armaments’ expansion, aggressive foreign policy and even war, but the analysis of these crucially 

important problems is a task of the general theory of monopoly capitalism which is obviously 

much broader than the classical “pure" theory of imperialism. 

3 It should perhaps be added that in addition to being based on a fatal methodological error, 

these alleged refutations of economic theories of imperialism usually rely on arguments which 

can only be described as nonsensical. In this connection a good recent example is Hans Neisser’s 

Economic Imperialism Reconsidered, “Social Research”, Spring 1960. Neisser would like to com¬ 

pare what the capitalist world is like today with what it would have been like “if western econo¬ 

mic penetration of the rest of the world had stopped at the beginning of the nineteenth century”, 

(p. 73.). That this involves a wholly fanciful and arbitrary invention of a century and a half 

of world history does not trouble him in the least. 
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which would have the effect of raising the rate of surplus value and lowering the 

organic composition of capital, thus doubly boosting the rate of profit, and as 

markets for manufactured goods which would help to solve the realization problem. 

Both these ends would best be served by free trade and free competition which 

could be counted upon to turn the underdeveloped countries into complementary 

appendages of the advanced countries. 

The second phase, beginning around 1880 or so, is characterized by the dom¬ 

inance of finance capital. Concentration and centralization of capital lead to 

spread of the corporate form, of stock markets, etc. In this context, bankers (in¬ 

vestment bankers in the United States) seize the initiative, promote mergers and 

monopolies over which they establish their dominance, and thus become the leading 

echelon of the capitalist class. Since the bankers deal in capital rather than in com¬ 

modities, their primary interest in the underdeveloped countries is in exporting 

capital to them at highest possible rates of profit. This end, however, is not furthered 

by free trade and free competition. Finance capitalists in each imperialist country 

want to establish an exclusive domain out of which they can keep their rivals and 

within which they can fully protect their investments. Hence the vigorous revival 

of empire-building—somewhat in abeyance since mercantile days—in the closing 

decades of the 19th century. There is, of course, no implication that export of capital 

is in conflict with the aims of the preceding period—raw materials and markets—for, 

on the contrary, they complement each other nicely. It is only that in the Hilfer- 

ding-Lenin theory it is the export of capital which dominates imperialist policy. 

This theory, taken together with Lenin’s very important Law of Uneven De¬ 

velopment, worked well in explaining the main lines of development of the world 

economy and of world politics in the period before the First World War. Since then, 

however, certain changes in the characteristics of the ruling classes in the dominant 

countries have taken place which need to be taken into account in the development 

of the theory. 

II 

One can no longer today speak of either industrialists or bankers as the leading 

echelon of the dominant capitalist classes. The big monopolistic corporations, 

which were formed and in their early years controlled by bankers, proved to be 

enormously profitable and in due course, through paying off their debts and plowing 

back their earnings, achieved financial independence and indeed in many cases 

acquired substantial control over banks and other financial institutions. These 

giant corporations are the basic units of monopoly capitalism in its present stage; 

their (big) owners and functionaries constitute the leading echelon of the ruling 

class. It is through analyzing these corporate giants and their interests that we can 

best comprehend the functioning of imperialism today. 

In size, complexity of structure, and multiplicity of interests the corporate 

giant of today differs markedly from the industrialist or the banker of an earlier 
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period. This can be most graphically illustrated by an actual case, and for this pur¬ 

pose we can hardly do better than select Standard Oil of New Jersey (hereafter re¬ 

ferred to as Standard or Jersey). This corporation was the earliest of its kind any¬ 

where in the world; it is today the second largest industrial corporation in the world 

(second only to General Motors); and its international ramifications are at least 

as complicated and far reaching as those of any other corporation. It shows in 

clearest and most developed form the “ideal type” to which hundreds of other 

giant corporations, both in the United States and in the other advanced capitalist 

countries, are more or less close approximations. 

Here, in brief summary form, are some of the most important data about the 

size, structure, and operations of Jersey4. 

Size. As of December 31, 1962, Jersey had total assets of $11,488 million. Its 

aggregate revenues for the year 1962 came to $10,567 million, and its net income to 

$841 million (Form 10-K). 
Geographical distribution of assets and earnings. As of the end of 1958, the 

percentage distribution of earnings and assets by various regions was as follows 

(Notice): 
Assets Earnings 

U.S. and Canada 67 34 

Latin America 20 39 

Eastern Hemisphere 13 27 

Total 100 100 

Rate of return on stockholders' equity. During 1962 the percentage rates of 

return on stockholders’ equity in different regions were as follows {Annual Report): 

United States 7.4 

Other Western Hemisphere : 17.6 

Eastern Hemisphere 15.0 

Number of subsidiaries. As of the end of 1962, Jersey owned 50 percent or mor<? 

of the stock in 275 subsidiaries in 52 countries. The following is a list of the number; 

of such subsidiaries by country of organization {Form 10-K) : 

U.S.A. 77 Morocco 2 

Canada 37 Switzerland 2 

Great Britain 24 Uruguay 2 

Panama 17 Venezuela 2 

France 12 Algeria 1 

Bahamas 8 Dominican Republic 1 

Italy 6 

4 The sources are the company's 1962 Annual Report, its Notice of Special Stockholders' Meet¬ 

ing (October 7, 1959), and its Form 10-K for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1962, filed with 

the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to Section 13 of the Securities Act of 1934. 

These sources are identified as Annual Report, Notice, and Form 10-K respectively. 
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Sweden 6 Egypt 1 

Colombia 5 El Salvador 1 

Netherlands 5 Finland 1 

Australia 4 Hungary 1 

Brazil 4 India 1 

Chile 4 Indonesia 1 

Germany 4 Kenya 1 

Philippines 4 Luxemburg 1 

Argentina 3 Madagascar 1 

Denmark 3 Mexico 1 

Ireland 3 New Zealand - 1 

Japan 3 Paraguay 1 

Neth. Antilles 3 Peru 1 

Norway 3 Republic of Congo 1 

Austria 2 Singapore 1 

Belgium 2 South Africa 1 

Bermuda 2 Spain 1 

Iraq 2 Surinam 1 

Malaya 2 Tunisia 1 

Recapitulating by regions, we find that Jersey had 114 subsidiaries in the United 

States and Canada, 43 in Latin America, 77 in Europe, 14 in Asia, 9 in Africa, 

and 18 in other regions. 

Countries marketed in. According to the Annual Report, Jersey sold to “more 

than 100” countries in 1962. 

It would obviously be wrong to expect a corporation like this to behave like 

a British cotton mill owner interested in getting his raw cotton from abroad at the 

lowest possible price and in exporting his products to a duty-free India, or like 

a Rothschild or a Morgan disposing over great amounts of liquid capital and in¬ 

terested in investing it abroad at the highest attainable rate of profit. Standard’s 

interests are much more complicated. Take, for example, the question of exports 

and imports. Though Standard, through its principal U.S. affiliate, Humble Oil 

and Refining Company, is one of the biggest producers in the country, the company 

is definitely not interested in protectionist measures. Quite to the contrary, it is a strong 

opponent of the present system of controls which limit the importation of fuel 

oil5. “In the interests of consumers, the national economy, and the international 

relations of our country”, states the 1962 Annual Report, “we hppe that these un¬ 

necessary controls not only will be relaxed... but will be completely removed . 

Behind this public spiritedness, of course, lies Standard’s interest in having its 

relatively low-cost Venezuelan subsidiary, Creole Petroleum, sell freely in the lu¬ 

crative East Coast fuel-oil market. 

Or take the question of capital exports. On the face of it, one might be tempted 

to conclude from the tremendous magnitude and variety of Standard’s foreign 

6 The existence of these import restrictions is a reflection of the great political power ot the 

oil and gas producing states, especially exercised through the Democratic Party. 
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operations that over the years the corporation has been a large and consistent ex¬ 

porter of capital. The conclusion, however, would not be justified. From the data 

presented above, it appears clearly that foreign operations are much more profi¬ 

table than domestic, and this has been the case since the early days of the corpo¬ 

ration. Under these conditions, a small initial export of capital could, and undoubt¬ 

edly did, expand rapidly through the reinvestment of its own earnings. Not only 

that. So great have been the profits of foreign operations that in most years even 

after the needs of expansion have been covered, large sums have been available 

for remittance to the parent corporation in the United States. The year 1962 may 

be taken as an example: Standard paid out dividends to its shareholders, the vast 

majority of whom are resident in the United States, a total of $538 million. In the 

same year, however, operations in the United States produced a net income of 

only $309 million. It follows that some 40 percent of dividends plus whatever net 

investment may have been made in the United States during the year were financed 

from the profits of foreign operations. Far from being an exporter of capital, the 

corporation is a large and consistent importer of capital into the United States. 

The foregoing gives hardly more than a hint of the complexity of Standard s 

interests. It takes no account of the fact that the oil industry as organized by the 

giant international corporations is in reality a congeries of businesses: extraction 

of the raw material from the subsoil, transportation by pipe-line and tanker, process¬ 

ing in some of the most technologically advanced plants in the world, and finally 

selling a variety of products in markets all over the world. Nor is Standard confined 

to the oil industry even in this comprehensive sense. It is a large and growing supplier 

of natural gas to the gas pipe-line companies; it is a major producer of artificial 

rubber, plastics, resins, and other petrochemical products; and it recently entered 

the fertilizer business with plans which, according to the 1962 Annual Report, ‘"will 

make Jersey an important factor in the world fertilizer industry”. Finally, Jersey, 

like other giant corporations, maintains a large research and development program 

the purpose of which is not only to lower costs and hence increase profits from 

existing operations but also to invent new products and open up new lines of business. 

As an illustration of the latter, we may cite the following from the 1962 Annual 

Report: “Food from oil through biological fermentation is an intriguing possibility. 

Esso Research, in a small pilot plant, has produced a white powder that resembles 

powdered milk or yeast. It is odorless, has a bland taste, and is high in protein 

and B vitamins. The first goal is to develop food supplements for animals, but it 

is hoped that the technique may one day help to improve the diet and health of the 

world’s growing population”. Quite a promising market, one must admit. 

This is, of course, not the place for a detailed examination of the structure 

and interests of Standard Oil or any other corporation. But enough has been said, 

we hope, to carry the conviction that such a huge and complicated institutional 

“capitalist” can hardly be assumed to have exactly the same attitudes and behavior 

patterns as the industrial or finance capitalists of classical Marxian theory. But 
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before we explore this subject further, we must ask whether Standard Oil is indeed 

an ideal type which helps us to distil the essence of capitalist reality, or whether 

on the contrary it may not be an exceptional case which we should rather ignore 

than put at the center of the analytical stage. 

Ill 

Up to the Second World War, it would have been correct to treat Standard 

Oil as a sort of exception—a very important one, to be sure, exercising tremendous, 

and at times even decisive, influence on United States world policy. Nevertheless, 

in the world-wide scope and ramifications of its operations not only was it far ahead 

of all others; there were only a handful that could be said to be developing along 

the same lines. Many U.S. corporations of course had large interests in exports 

or imports, and quite a few had foreign branches or subsidiaries. In neither respect, 

however, was the situation much different from what it had been in 1929. Direct 

investments of U.S. corporations indeed declined slightly between 1929 and 19466. 

Most of the giant corporations which dominated the U.S. economy were, in the 

words of “Business Week”, “domestically oriented enterprises with international 

operations” and not, like Standard Oil, “truly world oriented corporations”7. 

A big change took place during the next decade and a half. To quote “Busi¬ 

ness Week” again: “In industry after industry, U.S. companies found that their 

overseas earnings were soaring, and that their return on investment abroad was 

frequently much higher than in the U.S. As earnings abroad began to rise, profit 

margins from domestic operations started to shrink... This is the combination that 

forced development of the multinational company”8. The foreign direct investments 

of U.S. corporations increased sharply—from the already cited figure of $7.2 bil¬ 

lion in 1946 to $34.7 billion in 19619. While this tremendous jump of course in¬ 

volved actual capital exports by many individual companies, it cannot be over¬ 

emphasized that for the United States as a whole the amount of income transferred 

to the United States on direct investment account far exceeded the direct capital 

outflow. The two series, which can be constructed from official government statis¬ 

tics for the years 1950 and later, are as follows: 

6 The figure was $7.5 billion in 1929 and $7.2 billion in 1946. U.S. Department of Com¬ 

merce, Office of Business Economics, U.S. Business Investments in Foreign Countries: A Supple¬ 

ment to the Survey of Current Business, 1960, p. 1. 

7 Multinational Companies, A Special Report, “Business Week”, April 20, 1963. It is interest¬ 

ing to note that in the United States, the business press is often far ahead of economists in recog¬ 

nizing, and even attempting to analyze, the latest developments in the capitalist economy. 

8 Ibid. The shrinkage of profit margins in the U.S. economy, beginning as early as 1950 and 

in spite of unprecedentedly rapid technological progress and slowly rising unemployment, is a 

complete mystery to bourgeois thought, both journalistic and academic. Since it is obviously im¬ 

possible to pursue this subject within the confines of this essay, we must be content to refer the 

reader to a forthcoming work, tentatively entitled Monopoly Capital, by the present authors. 

9 U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business, August 1962, p. 22. 
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Year 

Net Direct 

Investment Capital 

Outflow 

($ Millions) 

Direct 

Investment 

Income 

($ Millions) 

1950 621 1.294 

1951 528 1.492 

1952 850 1.419 

1953 722 1.442 

1954 664 1.725 

1955 779 1.975 

1956 1.859 2.120 

1957 2.058 2.313 

1958 1.094 2.198 

1959 1.372 2.206 

1960 1.694 2.348 

1961 1.467 2.672 

Totals. 13.708 23.204 

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current 

Business, November 1954, pp. 9, 13; August 1955, pp. 18, 20; Au¬ 

gust 1957, p. 25; August 1959, p. 31; August 1961, pp. 22-23; Au¬ 

gust 1962, pp. 22-23. 

From the figures presented it will be seen that from 1950 through 1961, U.S. cor¬ 

porations were able to expand their direct foreign investments by $27.5 billion 

while at the same time taking in as income $9.5 billion more than they sent out 

as capital. Foreign investment, it seems, far from being a means of developing 

underdeveloped countries, is a most efficient device for transferring wealth from 

poorer to richer countries while at the same time enabling the richer to expand 

their control over the economies of the poorer. 

But this is not the aspect of the matter which primarily concerns us at the 

moment. The point is that in the course of expanding their foreign assets and oper¬ 

ations in this spectacular way, most of the corporate giants which dominate the 

U.S. economy have taken the road long since pioneered by Standard Oil. They 

have become, in “Business Week’s” terminology, multinational corporations10. It 

is not enough that a multinational corporation should have a base of operations 

abroad; its true differentia specified is that “its management makes fundamental 

decision on marketing, production, and research in terms of the alternatives that 

10 The term seems to have originated with David E. Lilienthal, Director of the Tennessee 

Valley Authority under Roosevelt and of the Atomic Energy Commision under Truman, and now 

Chairman of the Development and Resources Corporation which appears to be backed and con¬ 

trolled by the international banking house of Lazard Freres. A paper delivered by Mr. Lilienthal 

at the Carnegie Institute of Technology in April, 1960, and later published by Development and 

Resources Corporation, bears the title The Multinational Corporation. 
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are available to it anywhere in the world”11. This, of course, is what Standard Oil 

has been doing since roughly the beginning of the century. The difference is that 

what was then the exception has today become the rule. 

IV 

One cannot say of the giant multinational company of today that it is prima¬ 

rily interested, like the industrialist of the 19th century, in the export of commod¬ 

ities ; or, like the banker of the early 20th century, in the export of capital. Gen¬ 

eral Motors, for example, produces automobiles for the rapidly expanding Euro¬ 

pean market not in Detroit but in Britain and West Germany; and it probably 

exports many more from its European subsidiaries to the underdeveloped coun¬ 

tries than it does from the United States. In many cases, indeed, the foreign sub¬ 

sidiaries of U.S. companies are large-scale exporters to the U.S. market. In 1957, 

for example, the aggregate sales (excluding intercorporate petroleum sales) of di¬ 

rect-investment enterprises abroad was $32 billion. Of this amount, more than 

$3.5 billion (11 percent) was exported to the United States12. Considering that 

aggregate merchandise imports into the United States in 1957 came to $13.2 bil¬ 

lion, it is a most striking fact that more than a quarter of this total was supplied 

by the foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies. And as for capital export, we have 

already seen that U.S. multinational companies are on balance massive importers, 

not exporters, of capital. 
What all this means is that one must beware of easy generalizations about 

the specifically economic interests of the leading actors on the imperialist stage. 

Their interests are in fact variegated and complex, often contradictory rather than 

complementary. Subsidiaries of a U.S. company in two foreign countries may 

both be in a good position to export to a third country. If one gets the business, 

the interests of the other will be damaged. Which should be favored? Or a certain 

company produces raw materials through a subsidiary in one country, processes 

the materials through another subsidiary in a second country, and sells the fin¬ 

ished product through yet another subsidiary in the United States. Intercorporate 

prices can be so fixed as to allocate revenues and profits in any number of ways 

among the subsidiaries and countries. Which set of prices should actually be se¬ 

lected? These examples illustrate the kind of problem which the top managements 

of the multinational corporations have to solve every day; and about the only 

valid generalization one can make is that in every case they will seek a solution 

which maximizes the (long-run) profits of the enterprise as a whole. And this of 

course means that whenever necessary to the furtherance of this goal, the interests 

of particular subsidiaries and countries will be ruthlessly sacrificed. This is admit¬ 

ted with refreshing candor by the authors of the “Business Week” report already 

cited: “The goal, in the multinational corporation, is the greatest good for the 

11 “Business Week’s” Multinational Companies. 
12 U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Business Investments in Foreign Countries, p. 3. 
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whole unit, even if the interests of a single part of the unit must suffer. One large 

U.S. manufacturer, for example, concedes that it penalizes some of its overseas 

subsidiaries for the good of the total corporation by forcing them to pay more 

than necessary for parts they import from the parent and from other subsidiaries. 

Says one of the company’s executives: ‘We do this in countries where we either 

anticipate or already face restrictions on profit repatriation. We want some way 

to get our money out.’ ” 

A whole treatise could—and should—be written about the way the national 

interests of the subordinate countries fare under the regime of multinational cor¬ 

porations. Here we will have to be content with one illustration—a case which 

is less well known that it deserves to be but which we believe to be fully typical. 

One of the most important natural resources of the Caribbean area is bauxite. 

Jamaica, Surinam, British Guiana, and the Dominican Republic are all important 

producers, with operations being organized and controlled by a few U.S. and one 
Canadian corporate giants. Separate figures on the operations of these subsidiar¬ 

ies are not published. However, the U.S. Department of Commerce does report 

the profits accruing to U.S. mining companies on their operations in Western 

Hemisphere dependencies of European countries, at least 90 percent of which must 

be attributable to bauxite production in Jamaica, Surinam, and British Guiana. 

Adding a conservatively estimated figure for profits of the Canadian company, 

profits from operations in these three countries in 1961 were between $70 and 

$75 million on an investment estimated at between $220 and $270 million13. This 

profit rate of between 26 and 34 percent suggests, in the opinion of Philip Reno, 
that “this could well be among the most profitable U.S. investment structures in 

the world.” However, this is only part of the story. Commerce Department figures 

give current costs of U.S. aluminium company operations in the three countries 

for 1957. Of the total of $81 million, no less than $31 million, or almost 40 per¬ 

cent, are classified under the heading of “Materials and Services.” Since it is simply 
incomprehensible how materials and services could constitute so large a share of 

the costs of an extractive operation of this kind (more than 50 percent greater than 

wages and salaries), one can only conclude that this item is artificially padded to 

cover excessive payments to U.S. shipping, insurance, and other interests. In this 

manner, profits (and hence taxes) can be kept down and funds can be remitted 

from the colony to the metropolis. 

Nor is even this all. The price of bauxite produced in the United States dou¬ 

bled in the two decades from 1939 to 1959, while the price of bauxite imported from 

Surinam and British Guiana remained almost the same throughout the whole pe¬ 

riod. This means that profits which should have been realized by the subsidiary 

13 All figures are from an article Aluminium Profits and Caribbean People, by Philip Reno, 

“Monthly Review,” October 1963. Mr. Reno spent several months in British Guiana studying 

the operations of the aluminium companies. 
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companies and been taxed by the Surinam and British Guiana governments were 

in fact realized in the United States. At length, however, the parent aluminium 

companies, with one exception, began to alter this price structure, and here we 

get a revealing glimpse of the kind of considerations that determine the policy 

decision of the multinational corporations. In Philip Reno’s words: “The prices 

set on bauxite from all the Caribbean countries except British Guiana did finally 

begin to rise a few years ago. The explanation lies with the law granting tax con¬ 

cessions to U.S. companies operating in other countries of this Hemisphere 

through what are called Western Hemisphere Trade Corporations. Instead of a 

52 percent corporate income tax, West Hemisphere Trade Corporations pay the 

U.S. only 25 percent. By raising the price of bauxite, U.S. companies could now 

reduce their total income taxes. The price of bauxite began to rise for the first time 

in 20 years, except for British Guiana bauxite mined by Altd, Canada-based and 

unaffected by Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation maneuvers.” 
If this is a fair sample of how the underdeveloped countries are treated by 

the multinational companies, it does not follow that these giant enterprises are 

any more concerned to promote the national interests of the advanced countries, 

including even the one in which their headquarters are situated. Quite apart from 

particular actions—-like the Ford Motor Company’s remittance abroad of several 

hundred million dollars to buy out the minority interest in Ford of Britain at a 

time when the U.S. government was expressing serious concern about the state 

of the country’s balance of payments—a plausible argument could be made that 

in the last fifteen years U.S. corporations have developed their foreign operations 
at the expense of, and often in direct competition with, their domestic operations 

and that these policies have constituted one of the causes of the lagging growth rate 

of the U.S. economy and hence of the rising trend of unemployment which is now 

perhaps the nation’s number one domestic problem. Whether or not this is really 

the case—and it would probably be impossible to prove either that it is or isn’t—it 

remains true that the decisions and actions of the multinational companies are 

taken solely with a view to promoting the interests of the companies themselves 

and that whatever effects, beneficial or injurious, they may have on the various 

countries in which they operate are strictly incidental. 

V 

Does this mean that the giant multinational companies have no interests in 

common on which they can unite? Are there no general policies which they ex¬ 
pect their governments—and the governments of the dominant imperialist states 

are indeed theirs—to follow? The answer is that there are common interests and 

desired general policies, but that for the most part they are not narrowly economic 

in nature. The multinational companies often have conflicting interests when it 

comes to tariffs, export subsidies, foreign investment, etc. But they are absolutely 

united on two things: First, they want the world of nations in which they can oper- 
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ate to be as large as possible. And second, they want its laws and institutions to 

be favorable to the unfettered development of private capitalist enterprise. Or to 

put the point in another way, their ideal would be a world of nations in every one 

of which they could operate uninhibited by local obstacles to their making and 

freely disposing of maximum attainable profits. This means not only that they 

are opposed to revolutions which threaten to exclude them altogethei from ceitam 

areas_as, for example, the Cuban Revolution excluded all U.S. corporations from 

Cuba—but also that they are adamantly opposed to all forms of state capitalism 

(using the term in its broadest sense) which might tend to hamper their own oper¬ 

ations or to reserve potentially profitable areas of economic activity for the na¬ 

tionals of the countries in question14. Their attitude is well expressed in the 1962 

Annual Report of Standard Oil on which we have already drawn for illustrative 

material: “Both at home and abroad, a greater awareness is needed of the impor¬ 

tance of private investment to economic progress. Some countries have shown 

a trend toward state enterprise both through government participation in new 

commercial ventures and through nationalization of established private businesses. 

The interest of these nations will best be served, however, by fostering societies 

that are based on those principles of free enterprise which have produced the out¬ 

standing economic development of many other nations. It is reassuring to see steps 

taken—such as the Hickenlooper Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961—to ensure that economic assistance funds from the United States encourage 

a climate of progress by emphasizing the importance and protection of private 

investment in nations receiving aid from the United States.” It would be wrong 

to think that the management of Standard Oil opposes government enterprise in 

the subordinate countries because of a naive belief that state action is identical 

with socialism. The explanation is much more rational: government enterprise 

and state action in these countries generally represent attempts on the part of the 

native bourgeoisies to appropriate for themselves a larger share of locally pro¬ 

duced surplus at the expense of the multinational companies. It is only natural that 

such attempts should be resolutely opposed by the multinational companies. 

The general policy which the multinational companies) require of their gov¬ 

ernment can thus be summed up in a simple formula: to make a world safe for 

Standard Oil. In more ideological terms, this means to protect the “free world” 

and to extent its boundaries wherever and whenever possible, which of course has 

been the proclaimed aim of U.S. policy ever since the promulgation of the “Tru¬ 

man Doctrine” in 1947. The negative side of the coin is anti-Communism. The 

necessary complement is the building up and maintenance of a tremendous global 

military machine. 

11 This does not mean, of course, that they oppose foreign governments’ undertaking public 

works—roads, harbors, public health and education programs, etc., etc.—of a kind that will be¬ 

nefit their own operations. For such beneficent activities they even favor generous “foreign aid” 

from their own government. 
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All the major struggles going on in the world today can be traced to this 

hunger of the multinational corporations for maximum Lebensraum. And the con¬ 

nection usually has a direct, immediate, and visible aspect. We cite just two facts 

relative to Cuba and Vietnam where the essence of present-day imperialist policy 

can be seen in its clearest form. Under the heading “Standard Oil Co. (New Jer¬ 

sey)”, in Standard and Poor’s Standard Corporate Descriptions, dated July 24, 

1961, we learn that “loss of $62,269,000 resulting from expropriation of Cuban 

properties in 1960 was charged to earned surplus.” And from the same company’s 

1962 Annual Report we learn that “Jersey continues to look for attractive oppor¬ 

tunities both in areas where we now operate and in those where we do not,” and 

that the following are among the measures being taken to implement this policy: 

“A refinery in which the company will have majority interest is under construc¬ 

tion in Malaya, and affiliates have part interests in a refinery under construction 

in Australia and one that is being planned for Vietnam”. 
Losses in Cuba, plans for South Vietnam: what more eloquent commentary 

could there be on the struggles now going on in and around those two little coun¬ 

tries on opposite sides of the globe? 





Fritz Behrens 

D.D.R. 

DER DURCHSCHNITTSLOHN BEI OPTIMAL 
ERWEITERTER REPRODUKTION 

Der Durchschnittslohn ist nicht nur ein Stimulant fiir die Arbeitsproduktivitat 

in ihm kommt auch die Effektivitat der sozialistischen Produktionsverhaltnisse 

zum Ausdruck. Seine Bewegungen als Nominallohn, aber auch als Reallohn sind 

auBerdem ein Element des Prozesses der erweiterten Reproduktion der sozialisti¬ 

schen Produktionsverhaltnisse und ihrer materielltechnischen Basis. Das okonomi- 

sche Gesetz, das die Yerteilung der Konsumtionsmittel fiir die groBe Masse der 

Werktatigen im Kapitalismus regelt, ist das Lohngesetz, das auf dem Wert der Arbeits- 

kraft als Ware beruht und bewirkt, daB sich der Anteil der Arbeiterklasse an dem 

von ihr geschaffenen Wertprodukt in Schranken halt, die der Ververtung des Kapi- 

tals angemessen sind. Im Sozialismus tritt an die Stelle des stummen Zwanges der 

okonomischen Verhaltnisse, der im Kapitalismus auf die Arbeiter einwirkt und 

sie unter die BotmaBigkeit ihrer Ausbeuter zwingt, die freiwillige Disziplin der 

Werktatigen. Diese beruht auf einer neuen Arbeitsmoral. Bis aber—wie Marx es 

ausgedriickt hat—die Arbeit „selbst das erste Lebensbedtirfnis” der Menschen 

geworden ist oder solange die Gesellschaft — um noch einmal mit Marx zu spre- 

chen — noch „in jeder Beziehung, okonomisch, sittlich, geistig — mit den Mut- 

termalen der alten Gesellschaft” behaftet ist, „aus deren SchoB sie herkommt”, so 

lange wird auch die sozialistische Gesellschaft nicht auf einen okonomischen Zwang 

verzichten konnen, wenn dieser okonomische Zwang auch grundlegend vom stum¬ 

men Zwang der okonomischen Verhaltnisse im Kapitalismus verschieden ist. Unter 

sozialistischen Bedingungen beruht der okonomische Zwang in der Yerteilung nach 

der Leistung und fiihrt zu der unmittelbaren Interessiertheit der Werktatigen am 

Ergebnis der materiellen Produktion, die untereinander auch durch die Ver- 

kniipfung von Lohnentwicklung und Steigerung der Arbeitsproduktivitat erreicht 

wird. 
Die Verteilung nach der Leistung ist eine objektive Notwendigkeit, bis die 

gesellschaftlichen Produktivkrafte das Entwicklungsniveau erreicht haben werden, 

das eine Verteilung nach den Bedurfnissen ermoglicht. Bis dahin ist die Verteilung 

nach der Leistung der notwendige Verteilungsmodus der materiellen Giiter, weil 

sie den Anteil eines jeden Werktatigen am Produkt der gesellschaftlichen Arbeit 

von der Art und vom Grad seiner Teilnahme an der gesellschaftlichen Arbeit direkt 

[27] 
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abhangig macht und auf diese Weise personliche Interessen mit denen der Gesell- 

schaft verbinde. Der Lohn wird durch objektive okonomische Gesetze bestimmt, 

die nicht ohne Schadigung der Yolkswirtschaft ignoriert werden diirfen. Wird das 

Gesetz der Verteilung nach der Leistung nicht richtig ausgenutzt oder gar gegen 

dieses Gesetz verstoBen, so fiihrt das zu einer Verletzung des erforderlichen Ver- 

haltnisses zwischen Lohnentwicklung und der Entwicklung der Arbeitsprodukti- 

vitat und das zeigt sich u.a. iiber den Lohnanteil der Selbstkosten in der Rentabili- 

tatsentwicklung der Betriebe, aber vor allem in einer Diskrepanz zwischen Waren- 

fonds und Kauffonds. Alle diese —und andere — Symptome bringen Storungen 

im. Prozess der gesellschaftlichen Reproduktion zum Ausdruck. 

Soil der Prozess der erweiterten Reproduktion storungsfrei ablaufen und 

sollen zugleich optimale Ergebnisse der okonomischen Tatigkeit erzielt werden, 

so muB ein optimales Entwicklungsverhaltnis zwischen Durchschnittslohn und 

Arbeitsproduktivitat geplant und verwirklicht werden. 

Soil erweiterte Reproduktion moglich sein, so muB die Abteilung I der gesell¬ 

schaftlichen Produktion ein Produkt erzeugen, das nicht nur die verbrauchten 

Produktionsmittel ersetzt, sondern auch fur die Erweiterung der Produktion der 

erforderlichen Produktionsmittel liefert. Die Abteilung II der gesellschaftlichen 

Produktion muB ein Produkt erzeugen, das wertmaBig und stofflich die individuel- 

en und gesellschaftlichen Bediirfnisse der Werktatigen befriedigt. Daraus folgt, 

daB das Wertprodukt der Abteilung I groBer sein muB als der Wert der verbrauch¬ 

ten Produktionsmittel. 

Im Gegensatz zur einfachen Reproduktion, wo Lohn und Reineinkommen der 

Gesellschaft ganz in die individuelle und gesellschafliche Konsumtion eingehen, 

so daB das Produkt der Abteilung I der gesellschaftlichen Produktion gleich dem 

Lohn und dem Reineinkommen der Abteilung II ist, geht bei erweiterter Repro¬ 

duktion nur ein Teil des Reineinkommens in die individuelle und gesellschaftliche 

Konsumtion ein, weil ein Teil fiir die Akkumulation verwendet werden muB. Das 

Produkt der Abteilung II ist daher nur gleich dem Lohn plus einem Teil des Rein¬ 

einkommens der Gesellschaft, dem Teil, der in die Konsumtion eingeht. 

Es gibt aber bekanntlich zwei Arten der erweiterten Reproduktion: 

1. die extensiv erweiterte Reproduktion 

2. die intensiv erweiterte Reproduktion. 

Gemeinsames Merkmal jeder erweiterten Reproduktion ist, daB ein Teil des 

gesellschaftlichen Reineinkommens akkumuliert und investiert wird. Extensiv er¬ 

weiterte Reproduktion erweitert nur das Feld der Produktion. Es werden zusatz- 

liche Arbeitskrafte beschaftigt, ohne daB die Arbeitsproduktivitat steigt. Intensiv 

erweiterter Reproduktion dagegen ist mit wissenschaftlich-technischem Fortschritt 

verbunden und fiihrt 

1. zu einer Steigerung der Arbeitsproduktivitat, 

2. zu einer Senkung des Gesamtaufwandes an Arbeit bzw. der Selbstkosten. 
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Maximal erweiterte Reproduktion ist dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB der gesamte 

Zuwachs an Nettoprodukt akkumuliert wird, d.h. 

Daraus folgt 

und 

AA = AN (1.1) 

A„ — A0-\-AN (1.2) 

=
* II (1.3) 

Minimal erweiterte Reproduktion hat mit einfacher Reproduktion gemeinsam, 

daB die Konsumtion maximal, erhoht wird, ohne daB die Akkumulation sich veran- 

dert. Sie unterscheidet sich von der einfachen Reproduktion dadurch, daB akku¬ 

muliert wird und ist gekennzeichnet durch 

Daraus folgt 

und 

AK= AN 

Kn = Ko+AN 

A„ — A0 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Optimal erweiterte Reproduktion ist eine solche, bei der ein maximaler Zu¬ 

wachs des Nettoproduktes durch optimale Kombination des Zuwachses von Akku¬ 

mulation und Konsumtion erzielt wird. Die Akkumulationsrate ist niedriger als 

bei maximal erweiterter Reproduktion und die Konsumtionsrate ist niedriger als 

bei minimal erweiterter Reproduktion. Sie ist gekennzeichnet durch 

AN = AAA-AK (3.1) 

A„ = A0-\-AA (3.2) 

Kn = K0-\-AK (3.3) 

Ein wesentliches Merkmal optimal erweiterter Reproduktion als beste Verbin- 

dung von Erhohung der Akkumulation und wachsender Konsumtion ist eine hohe 

Effektivitat der Akkumulation. Das Wachstum des Nettoprodukts hangt nicht 

nur von der Rate der Akkumulation, sondern auch von ihrer Effektivitat ab. Wenn 

wir die Rate der Akkumulation mit a, ihre Effektivitat mit E bezeichnen, ist 

AN_A_ AN 

~N~ ~ N ' A 

= a - E 

Der Ausdruck (4) ist sehr global und verbirgt als Aggregatausdruck verschie- 

dene Effekte struktureller und anderer Art, die bei naherer Analyse aufgezeigt 

werden miissen. Doch kommt es uns hier nur darauf an, zu zeigen, daB neben 

der Rate der Akkumulation ihre Effektivitat ein wesentlicher Faktor des Zuwach¬ 

ses des Nettoproduktes ist. Die Effektivitat der Akkumulation aber hangt auBei 

vom technisch-organisatorischen Niveau der Wirtschaft, d.h. auBer vom Niveau 

der Arbeitsproduktivitat und den Selbstkosten, in entscheidendem MaBe von der 
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Entwicklung der materiellen Konsumtion ab, fur die wieder die Entwicklung des 

Durchschnittslohnes von entscheidender Bedeutung ist. 

Diese Uberlegungen sind — wie leicht einleuchtet — von groBer aktueller 

Bedeutung. 
So richtig es ist, daB die Akkumulationsrate umso hoher sein muss, je niedriger 

die Effektivitat der Akkumulation ist, so richtig ist es, daB die Hohe der Akkumu¬ 

lationsrate von der Konsumtionsrate mitbestimmt wird, weil die Entwicklung der 

Konsumtion ein wichtiges Moment der Effektivitat der Akkumulation ist. Je nie¬ 

driger die Akkumulationsrate ist, umso hoher muB nicht nur, sondern kann auch 

die Effektivitat der Akkumulation sein. 

Hier ist jedoch eine doppelte Einschrankung zu machen. 

Erstens gilt der letzte Satz nur, wenn die Konsumtion wachst, und nicht auch 

dann, wenn die Akkumulationsrate infolge Fehler in der Planting niedrig ist. Wenn 

ein unverhaltnismaBiger Teil des Nettoproduktes fiir unproduktive Zwecke ver- 

wendet wird, kann sich hinter einer hohen Rate der Akkumulation eine niedrige 

Rate fiir materielle Investitionen verbergen. Eine iibermaBige Erweiterung des 

Grundfonds auBerhalb der materiellen Produktion — Bau von Kulturhausern, 

von kostspieligen Verwaltungsgebauden usw. — geht auf Kosten der erweiterten 

Reproduktion der materiellen Produktivkrafte. AuBerdem kann eine Diskrepanz 

zwischen Akkumulation und Investition entstehen, wenn die Umlauffonds infolge 

nicht bedarfsgerechter Produktion anwachsen. In beiden Fallen: Yerschwendung 

von Nettoprodukt und Aufblahung der Umlauffonds ist die effektive Akkumu¬ 

lationsrate niedrig, ohne daB die Konsumtion wachst. Daraus folgt aber, daB 

auch die Effektivitat der Akkumulation niedrig ist, weil keine materiellen Anreize 

zu ihrer Erhohung erwachsen. 

Dazu kommt zweitens, daB eine wachsende und hohe Konsumtion nur dann 

zu einer hohen Effektivitat der Akkumulation fiihrt, wenn sie auch mit einer Ho- 

hung des kulturellen Niveaus der Werktatigen verbunden ist, so daB durch vertiefte 

Einsicht in die okonomische Notwendigkeit die Einheit von individuellen und 

gesellschaftlichen Interessen im Handeln der Werktatigen wachst. 

Das Niveau der Effektivitat der Akkumulation hangt von zwei Grundfak- 

toren ab: 

erstens vom technisch-organisatorischem Niveau der durch die produktive 

Verwendung des akkumulierten Nettoprodukts neu geschaffenen Anlagen und 

zweitens vom technisch-organisatorischem Niveau der bereits vorhandenen 

produktiven Anlagen verniittelst derer die produktiven Investitionen durchgefiihrt 

und die erforderlichcn zusatzlichen Umlauffonds produziert werden. 

Das technisch-organisatorische Niveau beinhaltet aber eine gesellschaftliche 

Komponente, die im Sozialismus als materielle Interessiertheit der Werktatigen an 

der Steigerung der Arbeitsproduktivitat und Senkung der Selbstkosten, d.h. an 

der Entwicklung der materiellen Produktion zum Ausdruck kommt. Die materielle 

Interessiertheit kann aber ohne eine mit der Akkumulation verbundene Konsumtion 
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nicht zur Entfaltung kommen. Deswegen kommt der Ermittlung einer zwischen der 

minimal und der maximal erweiterten Reproduktion liegenden optimal erweiterten 

Reproduktion eine groBe Bedeutung zu. Hierfiir ist die Bestimmung des optimalen 

Zuwachses des Durchschnittslohnes aber grundlegend, denn die Arbeit der Werk- 

tatigen in der materiellen Produktion und besonders der Produktionsarbeiter neben 

dem ingenieur- und leitungstechnischem Personal ist fiir die standige Steigerung 

der Arbeitsproduktivitat entscheidend. 

Die Bedeutung des optimalen Zuwachses des Durchschnittslohnes ist also keine 

rechnerische Angelegenheit, sondern ergibt sich aus wirtschaftspolitischen Ent- 

scheidungen, die auf ein optimales Yerhaltnis des Zuwachses der Konsumtion und 

der Akkumulation bezwecken. Da unter sozialistischen Bedingungen der Produktion 

eine Erweiterung der Produktion, somit Akkumulation und Investition der akku- 

mulierten Mittel nicht um des Profites Willen und natiirlich auch nicht um der 

Erweiterung des Produktes Widen stattfindet, sondern zwecks Erweiterung und 

Verbesserung der Konsumtion, muB die Festlegung der optimalen Akkumulations- 

rate mit der Festlegung der optimalen Konsumtionsrate identisch sein. Wie sich 

die einfache Reproduktion verbietet, weil sie den gesellschaftlichen Fortschritt 

unmoglich macht, so verbietet sich die maximal erweiterte Reproduktion, wenn 

man von historisch begriindeten Ausnahmefallen absieht, weil die Effektivitat der 

Akkumulation von Faktoren abhangig ist, unter denen der materielle Anreiz auf 

der Grundlage eines wachsenden materiellen und kulturellen Niveaus der Werk- 

tatigen eine ganz entscheidende Rode spied. Sod eine maximale Effektivitat der 

Akkumulation erreicht werden, so muB die Akkumulation von einer entsprechen- 

den Zunahme der individuellen und gesellschaftlichen Konsumtion begleitet sein, 

die einen ausreichenden Anreiz zur Ausnutzung ader Reserven zur Steigerung der 

Arbeitsproduktivitat und Senkung der Selbstkosten bietet. Mit anderen Worten: 

aus der Tatsache, daB der Zuwachs der Nettoproduktes auBer von der Rate der 

Akkumulation von der Effektivitat der Akkumulation bestimmt wird, folgt, daB 

ein maximaler Zuwachs des Nettoprodukts auf die Dauer nur erreicht werden 

kann, wenn mit einer Akkumulationsrate, die niedriger als die maximale Rate ist, 

ein solcher Zuwachs der Konsumtion verbunden wird, bei der die Effektivitat der 

Akkumulation maximal wird. Das ist offensichtlich eine optimal erweiterte Repro¬ 

duktion. 
Die optimal erweiterte Reproduktion ist nur dann zu erreichen, wenn die 

Planung der volkswirtschaftlichen Entwicklung sich auf durch empirische Analyse 

gewonnene Kennziffern stiitzt, die die objektiven okonomischen Prozesse moglichst 

exakt und umfassend widerspiegeln und wenn die entscheidenden Kennziffern des 

Nutzeffektes der gesellschaftlichen Arbeit und der Effektivitat der Akkumulation 

in das Programm des Kampfes der werktatigen Massen um die Erfiillung der Plane 

aufgenommen werden. 

Die optimale erweiterte Reproduktion setzt aber vor allem ein optimales Ent- 

wicklungsverhaltnis zwischen Durchschnittslohn und Arbeitsproduktivitat voiaus. 
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Wenn die Herstellung — Planung und Verwirklichung — eines solchen Verhalt- 

nisses auch auf wirtschaftpolitischen Entscheidungen und MaBnahmen beruht, 

so setzen diese ebenfalls eine genaue Analyse der realen Entwicklungsprozesse 

voraus. Im folgenden soli nur ein bestimmter Aspekt der Planung dieses Entwick- 

lungsverhaltnisses beleuchtet werden. Dabei muB auf die Analyse einer Reihe 

Voraussetzungen und Nebenumstande hier verzichtet werden. Das ist an anderer 

Stelle geschehen. Jedoch muB bemerkt werden, daB diese Frage im folgenden nur 

unter der Annahme behandelt werden soli, daB die Preise mcht mit dem durch 

Steigerung der Arbeitsproduktivitat bewirkten Sinken des Wertes ebenfalls sinken 

0der — anders ausgedriickt — ,daB die Erhohung des Reallohnes nur durch Er- 

hohung des Nominallohnes erzielt wird. 

Wir gehen aus von den Formeln 

C
l 

II (5.1) 

und 

lk'=4-' Ap 
(5.2) 

Aus (5.2) folgt 
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Diese Ausdriicke bringen aber nur sehr allgemein das Entwicklungsverhaltnis 

von Durchschnittslohn und Arbeitsproduktivitat zum Ausdruck. Sie lassen zwar 

erkennen, daB dieses Entwicklungsverhaltnis die Lohnkosten beeinfluBt, ohne aber 

die Entwicklung ihrer wesentlichen Bestandteile zu zeigen. Wenn wir den Ausdruck 

Ik bzw. Ik' prazisieren, haben wir 

Ik., 

Ik' = 

B„—Pmn 

(1 +mn)Qn 

N„ 
(1 

B„—Pmn 

(lk0+mnlk0)Qn 

Daraus ergibt sich fiir die Rate des Reineinkommens 

(■Bn-Pmn\)Ap' 
m„ 

Wir haben auBerdem 

r ■ ik0 • on 

KAp' 

l • IK • Qo 

Kn_ 

a = l-b- 

-1 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Wenn wir statt Gm = 1+m Ausdruck (14) in (14.1) und (15.1) einsetzen, 

erhalten wir 
K., 

a = l- 
Nn • Ap’ 

V ■ Iko • <2„ 

V _ a-1 

Ap' KnQnlk0 

L„Nn 

(14.1) 

(16) 

k= 1- 
Nn • Ap' 

l • lk0 • Qn 

V k-1 

Ap' A„Qnlk{] 

LnNn 

(15.1) 

(17) 
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Die beiden Ausdrlicke (16) und (17) lessen sicH fur die volkswirtschaftliche Pla- 

nung verwenden. Um eine Formel fur die betriebliche Planung zu erhalten, bezeich- 

nen wir das betriebliche Reineinkommen mit 

A = B-Sk (18.1) 

und definieren 

II (18.2) 

Wir bezeichnen weiter 
S = Sk-L, (18.3) 

so daB ist 
B—S - L-\-X (18.4) 

Wir haben dann 
B-S L+X 

lk ~~ (1+A')2 (1+X')Q 

(19) 

und erhalten weiter 
„ Bn-Sn Ln+X„ 

lkn (i+a;)<2„ (i+K)Qn 

(20) 

K 
(Bn-Sn)Ap' , (L„+X„)Ap' , 

l'lk0Qn l’lKQn 
(21) 

Ik' 
(B„—Sn) Ln+K 

~ (Ik0+XJk0)Qn (lk0+X'Jk0)Qn 
(22) 

Wahrend das gesellschaftliche Reineinkommen ist 

R = L • A 

ist das betriebliche Reineinkommen 

A = L • A' 



Fritz Behrens 

THE AVERAGE WAGE RATE UNDER AN OPTIMUM EXTENDED REPRODUCTION 

Summary 

The average wage rate is an important factor of efficiency of extended reproduction under 

socialist production relations. It is based on the cardinal principle of compensation according to 

performance; this governs the distribution of consumption goods and leads to a direct interest of 

working people in the results of their work, thus establishing a link between individual and social 

interests. This principle has to be strictly observed, if the social reproduction is to develop without 

disturbances. And if it is to yield optimum results, an optimum ratio between the growth in the 

average wage rate and the productivity of labour has to be planned and realized. 

Three kinds of extended reproduction may be distinguished—maximum, minimum and op¬ 

timum— according to which part of the increment in the net output is going to the accumulation 

fund. An optimum reproduction is characterized by an optimum combination of increases in ac¬ 

cumulation and consumption; this results in a higher efficiency of accumulation. 

The lower is the rate of accumulation, the higher has to be its efficiency, and under certain 

conditions, this may be so, namely if no excessive part of accumulation is devoted to unproductive 

investment and the rising consumption strengthens the links between individual and social 
interests. 

The efficiency of accumulation is determined by the technical and organizational level of 

the economy. An important factor which determines that level under socialist production rela¬ 

tions, is the material interest of workers in raising their labour productivity and reducing the cost 

of production. This, however, cannot be obtained unless accumulation is accompanied by a 

growth in consumption, and for this purpose an optimum increase in the average wage rate has 

to be fixed. 

Thus the importance for the socialist system of an optimum growth in the average wage 

rate, is not an accounting problem, but lies in the policy decisions aimed at an optimum relation 

between the growth in consumption and accumulation to be obtained which leads to an 

optimum extended reproduction. For, given the dependence of growth in the net output on both 

the rate of accumulation and its efficiency, a maximum growth can be permanently achieved only 

if the rate of accumulation, being lower than a maximum, is accompanied by a rising consump¬ 

tion which secures a maximum efficiency of that accumulation. 

An optimum extended reproduction can be arrived at only if the planning of growth is 

based on indices which are empirically tested and do reflect the objective economic processes as 

exactly and comprehensively as possible. But, first of all, it implies an optimum relation between 

the growth in the average wage rate and the labour productivity to be fixed. Some aspects of 

fixing that relation are illustrated in a set of mathematical formulae which may be applied 

to the national economy as a whole and to a single enterprise respectively. 

[35] 





Czeslaw Bobrowski 

POLOGNE 

LES PAYS SOUS-DEVELOPPES AU 
SEUIL DE LA PLANIFICATION 

Dans la mesure ou la publication d’un plan pluriannuel peut etre consideree en 

tant qu’un acte significatif, la planification est en voie de devenir monnaie courante 

dans les pays sous-developpes. En effet, la liste des plans pluriannuels publies par 

les gouvernements respectifs comporte aujourd’hui plus de 60 postes, dont une 

dizaine concerne des territoires encore dependants. A l’appel ne manque qu’une 

dizaine de pays. II s’agit la d’un phenomene tres recent. En effet, si Ton fait abstrac¬ 

tion des territoires dependants, rares sont les plans publies a une date anterieure 

a 1961 et tout a fait exceptionnels ceux faisant suite a un autre plan pluriannuel. 

Au cours de la decennie 1950-60 l’adoption par un pays sous-developpe d’un 

plan pluriannuel equivalait a un choix fondamental de l’orientation de toute sa 

politique economique — on voudrait presqu’ecrire: a un choix de la voie de de- 

veloppement. Pour illustrer cette affirmation il suffit je crois, de citer le cas de 1 Inde 

ou celui de la Republique Arabe Unie. La planification pluriannuelle etait precedee, 

accompagnee ou suivie d une serie de mesures visant a modifier les structures et 

les institutions de ces pays (il ne s’agit pas la de juger 1 efficacite de ces mesures 

ni leur bien-fonde mais simplement de constater le lien organique entre le passage 

a la planification pluriannuelle et l’adoption des mesures de cette sorte). En parti- 

culier (aussi bien dans les deux cas cites a titre d’exemple que dans d’autres pays 

ayant opte pour la planification dans la decennie passee) les plans pluriannuels en 

regie generale precisaient avec plus ou moins de nettete le dessein d elargir le secteur 

d’Etat ou tout au moins de renforcer le dirigisme. Ils ne se limitaient pas a tracer 

l’avenir en meme temps souhaitable et juge possible mais s’attachaient egalement 

a indiquer les moyens a mettre en oeuvre pour atteindre les objectifs des plans. 

En est-il de meme en ce qui concerne les plans publies ces temps derniers? 

Meme une analyse tres sommaire oblige a repondre par la negative. Et l’etude 

plus detaillee ne pourrait que renforcer ces conclusions. Arretons-nous a certaines 

caracteristiques faciles a saisir et cependant significatives de la soixantaine de plans 

figurant sur notre liste, en envisageant notamment l’horizon temporel et l’etendue 

des plans en question. 
En ce qui concerne les plans des territoires dependants le tableau est d’une 

simplicity extreme: il s’agit exclusivement de plans sectoriels (secteur public) et 

[37] 
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d’un horizon temporel generalement modeste puisque jamais superieur a cinq ans 

et le plus souvent inferieur a ce delai. On voit tres bien les idees, les besoins et 

l’ambiance ayant presides a Tetablissement de cette sorte de plans. Du point de 

vue technique il s’agissait de depasser le cadre trop rigide des budgets annuels et 

d’assurer une plus grande complementarity des investissements publics ainsi que 

des meilleurs conditions de leur execution. Dans la mesure ou ces investissements 

ont des repercussions sur la cadence de la croissance generate ou sur celle d’un 

secteur particulier, des objectifs quelque peu plus vastes que ceux mentionnes plus 

haut pouvaient dans certains cas egalement entrer en jeu. Du point de vue poli¬ 

tique ces plans obeissaient au souci de l’administration coloniale de se tirer hono- 

rablement de l’affaire difficile que represented toujours les dernieres annees de 

decolonisation. En meme temps la perspective de la decolonisation toute proche 

imposait tout naturellement des limites a l’extension de ces plans dans le temps 

et l’espace. Neanmoins pour les futurs pays independants, quel que soient les chan- 

gements d’orientation de la politique economique a venir, ces plans sectoriels et 

a relativement court terme represented une etape d’apprentissage qui n’est pas 

sans valeur appreciable. 

C’est un tableau tout different que nous decouvrons en nous tournant vers 

les plans des pays independants. Dans ce groupe les plans limites au secteur public 

ne represented qu’un peu plus d’un tiers de l’ensemble. L’horizon temporel est 

le plus souvent superieur a cinq ans—dans certains cas il s’approche de dix ans 

quand il ne les atteint pas. Il est difficile de ne pas trouver ces constatations signi- 

ficatives. Certes, l’aHongement de l’horizon temporel n’est pas seulement un ob- 

jectif qui seduit tout planificateur mais aussi une tendance caracteristique de l’eta- 

pe actuelle de la planification aussi bien dans les pays socialistes que capitalistes. 

Et il ne fait aucun doute que la planification sectorielle meme etendue a l’ensemble 

du secteur public represente en quelque sorte un stade inferieur de la planification. 

Celle-ci ne peut porter tous ses fruits qu’au moment ou l’economie dans son en¬ 

semble devient soumise—d’une maniere ou d’une autre—a Taction du plan, ou 

tout au moins devient l’objet d’analyse et de reflexion pour le planificateur. Ce- 

pendant, il est aussi evident—la constatation est presque trop elementaire—que 

Textension du plan a l’ensemble de l’economie ainsi que Tallongement de son ho¬ 

rizon temporel comportent des aleas d’envergure. 

Ces aleas apparaissent en meme temps dans le domaine de Tinformation (ou 

si Ton prefere dans celui de la documentation) necessaire pour Tetablissement d’un 

plan et dans celui des moyens a mettre en oeuvre pour realiser ses objectifs. Dans 

la mesure ou Telargissement de Thorizon temporel permet de considerer comme 

variables politiques certaines grandeurs qui a court terme ne sont que des con- 

traintes et donnees exogenes; dans la mesure ou un laps de temps plus long per¬ 

met de remplacer par Techel tenement des objectifs dans le temps le choix des prio- 

rites ou le dosage—combien difficile—des moyens alloues a divers objectifs con- 

currentiels; dans la mesure enfin, ou Textension du plan a Tensemble de l’eco- 
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nomie permet des choix plus rationnels et des impulsions plus variees et plus ri¬ 

ches, il n’y a pas de doute que l’extension des plans dans l’espace et le temps rend 

beaucoup plus aise l’etablissement de ces plans en eux-meme coherents et pleins 

d’interet. Mais il est infiniment plus delicat de les realiser. 

Ce n’est pas un hasard si les pays socialistes ont suivi une voie caracterisee 

par l’extension graduelle des plans dans le temps et dans l’espace et s il ne s atta- 

chent que depuis peu a mettre en oeuvre des plans perspectifs tandis que 1 etape 

des plans quinquennaux fut toujours precMee par une etape d’apprentissage (sous 

la forme d’etablissement des plans sectoriels ou des plans generaux bi- ou tri-an- 

nuels). Et dans la mesure ou la France peut etre a juste titre consideree comme 

celui des pays capitalistes qui s’est engagee le plus loin dans la voie de la plani¬ 

fication, il n’est pas moins significatif de constater que dans ce pays le delai de 

quatre ans ne sera prolonge a cinq ans qu’a partir du plan prochain (c est-a-dire 

le cinquieme du nombre). 
Faut-il croire que ces pays qui d’emblee ont elabore des plans generaux plun- 

annuels, et ceci en depit des lacunes patentes soit dans le domaine de 1 informa¬ 

tion soit dans celui des moyens d’implantation des plans, ont voulu sauter “1 eta¬ 

pe d’apprentissage”? En regie generale une telle conclusion serait lausse. Dans 

beaucoup, sinon dans la plupart des cas, les plans en question ne sont pas a vrai 

dire destines a etre realises. Dans d’autres ils serviront peut-etre de point de de¬ 

part pour Elaboration de plans plus limites dans le temps et l’espace, mais en 

toute circonstance ils ne seront pas directement appliques. Certains de ces plans 

ne sont en realite que des tres vagues programmes—s’lls emploient le langage de 

planification, ils n’en ont pas emprunte la methode. Ceux qui ont ete construits 

a l’aide de methodes plus rigoureuses se bornent en regie generale a definir les ob- 

jectifs ultimes pour l’ensemble de la periode planifiee et devalued que d’une ma- 

niere tres globale les moyens necessaires pour arriver au taux de croissance sou- 

haite. Ils ne s’attachent ni a preciser “le sender” conduisant aux objectifs ultimes 

(les etapes du plan) ni a prendre position a l’egard des problemes mstitutionnels 

dont dependent les chances d’implantation d’un plan donne. En depit des appa- 

rences nous avons done affaire a quelque chose de tres different de cette notion 

d’un plan general pluriannuel a laquelle nous ont habitue aussi bien l’economie 

socialiste que les tentatives de planification les plus serieuses dont la dermere de- 

cennie fut temoin dans certains pays capitalistes developpes et sous-developpes. 

La majeure partie des plans en question doit en effet sa naissance a des con¬ 

ditions politiques au sens etroit de ce terme. Il y en a qui sont le produit de 1’inde- 

pendance recemment acquise: une tentative de repondre au plus vite a la deman- 

de des masses par une promesse d’un avenir radieux ou une tentative de mobili- 

ser ces masses autour d’objectifs ambitieux. Il y en a dont Elaboration resulte 

directement du changement d’attitude des Etats-Unis a l’egard de la planification 

dans les pays sous-developpes (on sait qu’au lieu de la combattre les Etats-Unis 

considered aujourd’hui la planification—ou tout au moins ses apparences—com- 
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me une condition essentielle pour obtenir l’aide americaine). On en trouvera me- 

me qui paraissent etre une manoeuvre electorate plutot qu’autre chose ou au con- 

traire une tentative des techniciens d’entrainer dans une certaine voie les gouver- 

nants conservateurs bien decides a ne pas la suivre. Dans ces conditions ce n’est 

qu’une fraction infime des plans pluriannuels publies recemment qui represente 

une option reelle analogue a ce qui a eu lieu dans des pays comme l’lnde ou la 

Republique Arabe Unie. 

A certains egards les progres de la planification dans les pays sous-develop¬ 

pes sont done plus apparents que reels et on peut se demander meme si plusieurs 

pays qui ne sont arrives qu’au stade de la planification sectorielle ne sont pas en 

realite plus avances dans la voie de la planification que les nombreux pays ayant 

publie ces temps derniers des plans generaux pluriannuels. II semble en tout cas 

legitime d’en tirer deux conclusions: 1) que la regie generate d’apres laquelle le 

developpement d’une planification efficace doit passer par une etape de planifica¬ 

tion sectorielle a horizon temporel assez limite, reste valable sauf cas vraiment 

exceptionnels; 2) que le probleme de la generalisation de la planification de vaste 

etendue et de grande intensite est loin d’etre tranche dans les pays sous-developpes. 

Ceci nous amene au probleme des conditions dans lesquelles va s’effectuer 

dans les pays sous-developpes ce processus inevitable que l’extension et l’appro- 

fondissement de la planification represente de l’avis quasi-unanime. Plus preci- 

sement il s’agit des conditions intellectuelles de ce processus—abstraction faite des 

facteurs politiques externes et internes qui, bien que decisifs, depassent le cadre 

de nos reflexions. A deux egards ces conditions different d’une maniere tranchee 

de celles que les planificateurs des pays socialistes et ceux des pays occidentaux 

ont connu en leur temps: 1) il existe aujourd’hui une experience en la matiere— 

riche, vaste et variee—puisqu’englobant plusieurs pays et embrassant une longue 

periode: 2) ces dernieres annees ont apportees une moisson abondante de travaux 

theoriques concernant soit les problemes du sous-developpement, soit meme le 

probleme precis de la planification dans les pays sous-developpes1. 

L’acces a l’experience etrangere en matiere de planification semble en general 

assez bien assure quoique d’une maniere assez inegale. En effet, les moyens de 

transmissions sont nombreux2, surtout en ce qui concerne les pays capitalistes 

developpes et en premier lieu les anciennes puissances coloniales. Mais les expe¬ 

riences socialistes ainsi que cedes des pays sous-developpes pratiquant la plani- 

1 Les travaux respectifs sont trop nombreux et trop connus pour etre cites ici. Mentionnons 

cependant la serie des exposes fait en 1962 au Congres tenu a Geneve sous les auspices des Na¬ 

tions Unies par H. B. Chenery, R. Frisch, M. Kalecki, K. S. Krishnaswamy, P. Masse, G. F. Pa- 
panek, I. FI. A. Rahman, J. Tinbergen et d’autres. 

Formation professionnelle acquise a l’etranger, enseignement des universitaires provenant des 

pays developpes, la participation des experts etrangers dans l’elaboration des plans, les stages dans 

les organes de planification etrangers et jusqu'a l'aide materielle qui—meme quand elle n’est pas 

accompagnee de pressions—devient aisement un outil de proselytisme conscient ou involontaire. 
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fication depuis un certain temps ne sont plus ignorees. Done ce n’est pas le prob¬ 

leme de connctissance qui se pose en premier lieu mais celui de Vutilite et de Vutili- 

sation des experiences etrangeres. Or, a cet egard le cas de la planification socia- 

liste est en quelque sorte l’inverse de celui de la planification occidentale. Les prob- 

lemes que les planificateurs socialistes ont eu a affronter sont dans une tres vaste 

mesure analogues a ceux que les planificateurs des pays sous-developpes devront 

resoudre un jour. En effet, parmi les pays socialistes seules la Tchecoslovaquie et 

l’Allemagne Democratique etaient industrialisees au depart de l’economie plani- 

fiee. Tous les autres pays ont eu a resoudre le probleme du sous-developpement, 

agrave d’ailleurs par des dommages extremement importants subis du fait de l’in- 

tervention etrangere, des mouvements contre-revolutionnaires et des guerres de- 

vastatrices. Cependant, la transformation economique des pays socialistes s’est 

accomplie dans un cadre institutionnel et politique qui n’est propre qu’a ces pays. 

Le systeme de planification socialiste est a tel point integre dans un regime econo¬ 

mique et politique precis que de le copier en dehors de ce cadre apparait impen- 

sable a prime abord. Pour etre utilisee dans les pays sous-developpes, l’experience 

des pays socialistes doit etre interpretee et en premier lieu decomposee en deux 

categories d’elements: ceux d’une portee plus generate et ceux qui ne sont valab- 

les que dans le cadre socialiste3. Or, ce travail considerable n’en est qu’a ses debuts. 

Les experiences occidentales de planification sont liees au cadre institution¬ 

nel, aux structures et conditions economiques precises d’une maniere moins appa- 

rente. Le regime socialiste fut le promoteur indeniable de la planification. Or, si 

le capitalisme moderne a un stade de son evolution a donne naissance a une cer- 

taine planification il lui imposait en meme temps des limitations. Et ces limita¬ 

tions sont suffisamment severes pour que de nombreux economistes continuent 

a contester la compatibility de la planification et du capitalisme. Pour etre sub- 

tils et insuffisamment analyses les liens entre la planification et le capitalisme mo¬ 

derne (qui d’ailleurs a l’oppose de ce qui se passe dans le camp socialiste ne sont 

pas mis en evidence et soulignes par les officiels) sont neanmoins reels et puissants. 

On pourrait probablement sans grande difficulty retrouver dans ces liens Impli¬ 

cation des differences qui existent entre les methodes et la fonction de la planifi¬ 

cation dans des pays capitalistes particulars4. Sans approfondir ce sujet impor¬ 

tant et passionnant nous nous arreterons a quelques caracteristiques propres a 

3 Etant donne la predominance dans les pays sous-developpes des economistes de forma¬ 

tion occidentale, l’experience socialiste doit etre en quelque sorte aussi traduite dans un Ian- 

gage different et rattachee aux preoccupations directes de ces economistes dont 1 attitude est sou- 

vent determinee par leur formation. Les travaux des economistes marxistes de 1 Occident (Dobb, 

Bettelheim et d’autres) ont a ce point de vue une importance certaine. 

4 Les plans des Pays-Bas par ex. sont strictement indicatifs mais les responsables arrivent 

a y integrer une politique des revenus ou tout au moins des salaires. En France, par contre, dont 

les plans comportent une forte dose d’objectifs imperatifs 1 absence ou presque d une telle poli¬ 

tique passe pour la principale faiblesse de la planification en meme temps que pour un probleme 

quasi insoluble. 
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toute plantation dans un pays developpe et qui reduisent sensiblement la portee 

de l’experience de ces pays du point de vue qui nous interesse. 

1) Le cadre institutionnel herite du passe est considere par les planificateurs 

comme une donnee—il ne leur appartient pas d’en proposer la transformation, 

meme si ce cadre represente un obstacle a la croissance. Certes, un plan peut en 

visager la transformation des structures economiques en tant qu un sous-pro 

duit” de la croissance mais cette transformation n’est consideree comme un ob 

jectif direct du plan qu’exceptionnellement et sur une echelle restreinte. A cet 

egard les pays sous-developpes sont plus proches des pays socialistes que des pays 

capitalistes developpes. Si dans les pays socialistes des changements institution 

nels et de structure ont constitues en quelque sorte des prealables a la planta¬ 

tions (prealables de fait ou intellectuels), des modifications dans ce domaine ou 

la continuation des desseins partiellement realises font partie integrante de la pla¬ 

ntation socialiste. Nous ne pensons pas que puisse etre contestee la these sui- 

vant laquelle, pour aboutir a des resultats tangibles, la plantation dans les pays 

sous-developpes doit considerer le cadre institutionnel comme une variable poli¬ 

tique et que l’objectif de transformation profonde des structures y est primordial 

sinon decisif pour la cadence de croissance. 
2) Quelque soit le regime et le niveau de developpement, 1 optimation d un 

plan constitue la tache essentielle d’un planificateur. Mais le terme optimation 

n’a pas le meme sens dans les pays developpes que dans un pays sous-developpe, 

qu’il soit socialiste ou non. La “fonction de bien-etre” aussi discutable qu elle 

soit theoriquement en tant que point de depart de la plantation, n est pas en 

pratique sans une utilite certaine dans des pays deja developpes ayant deja atteint 

un niveau de vie eleve et d’epargne reelle. Ceci d’autant plus qu’il s’agit la en regie 

generate des pays dont le taux de croissance de la population est modere, sinon 

faible. Par contre, cette formule est vide de sens pour des pays a population en 

extension et qui ne peuvent concilier qu’a longue echelle l’objectif d augmentation 

du niveau de vie avec celui d’un taux de croissance tres eleve. En outre, dans des 

pays developpes la notion d’optimation du plan est en quelque sorte corrigee par 

celle—imprecise mais combien importante—des “tensions intolerables”. Le terme 

“tension” a d’ailleurs deux significations: d'un cote il designe la precarite des 

equilibres partiels que le planificateur se decide a affronter afin de maintenir un 

taux de croissance eleve et de l’autre les oppositions que le plan peut rencontrer 

dans tel ou tel autre groupe social. Les pays sous-developpes peuvent-ils se payer 

le luxe de viser deliberement un taux de croissance relativement bas pour eviter 

les difficultes et tensions pouvant apparaitre en cours de route? 

3) Ce qui caracterise la position d’un planificateur dans un pays hautement 

developpe devant le probleme d’implantation du plan c'est en meme temps la pe- 

nurie, sinon l’absence, des instruments “forts” et l’extreme abondance d’instru- 

ments “faibles”— nuances et indirects mais somme toute assez efficaces. La penurie 

des instruments de la premiere categorie releve des limitations que la logique me- 
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me d’une economie capitaliste developpee impose au planificateur, de son peu de 

gout pour les instruments imperatifs. L’abondance de la deuxieme categorie resul- 

te du niveau eleve du developpement economique. A ce niveau l’economie dis¬ 

pose de reserves (capacites productives, stocks, cadres, etc.); Pelasticite des tres 

nombreuses variables est grande ainsi que la mobilite d’un nombre important de 

facteurs; le reseau des organismes pouvant contribuer a transmettre les impul¬ 

sions du plan, merne quand elles sont nuancees, est developpe et diversifie. Si on 

y ajoute les liens qui existent entre l’appareil gouvernemantal et celui des gran- 

des unites economiques5, il n’est pas etonnant que meme les plans dits indicatifs 

peuvent avoir une efficacite certaine (en realite d’ailleurs on retrouve une part 

“imperative” dans tous les plans). Est-il necessaire de souligner que les pays sous- 

developpes se trouvent dans une situation nettement opposee—qu il leur est sou- 

vent plus facile de trancher le noeud Gordien que de le defaire? 

4) Les informations que le planificateur d’un pays developpe traduit en de¬ 

cisions et objectifs du plan sont plus ou moins adequates a ses besoins. Ceci re- 

sulte en partie de ce que l’information economique est abondante mais aussi de 

ce que ses besoins ne sont pas illimites. Arretons-nous a ce dernier aspect qui, en 

general, attire moins l’attention. Une premiere limitation de ces besoins ne con- 

cerne qu’une partie des plans et notamment ceux qui se bornent a definir les agre- 

gats globaux sans preciser les objectifs detailles. Dans ce cas-la une bonne stati- 

stique moderne suffit entierement—ce qui evidemment n’est pas le cas d’une plani¬ 

fication plus detaillee et qui a besoins de recourir aux enquetes, aux avis des ex¬ 

perts, etc. Une deuxieme limitation des besoins d’information celle-ci pratique- 

ment generale—resulte de ce qu’en plusieures matieres les planificateurs des pays 

developpes peuvent recourir (faute de mieux mais sans commettre de grosses er- 

reurs) a cette technique theoriquement tres discutable que represente 1 extrapola¬ 

tion du trend. En effet, qu’il s’agisse de coefficients techniques, de la structure et 

de l’elasticite de la demande, du comportement futur des unites economiques et 

des unites familiales, dans une economie deja diversifiee et deja prospere. Il y a 

de fortes chances que la realite ne s’ecarte pas de maniere notable des pievisions 

extrapolees des series statistiques longues, precises et maniees par des techniciens 

hautement qualifies. Enfin, les planificateurs d’un pays developpe sauf cas excep- 

tionnel n’ont pas du tout a se pencher sur le probleme des goulots d’etranglement 

eventuels resultants des capacites organisationnelles insuffisantes. Sans doute les 

pays sous-developpes parviendront un jour a se doter de renseignements statisti¬ 

ques a la mesure des exigences modernes, et ils trouveront des methodes et 

techniques permettant d’evaluer sans trop d’erreur ces phenomenes qui echap- 

peront toujours a la statistique (autoconsommation et investissements realises 

entierement en dehors du marche). Mais pour juger de revolution future des 

6 Le travail de Frangois Perroux consacre au IVeme Plan frangais signale ce lien d’une 

maniere particulierement interessante. 
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coefficients techniques, de la structure de consommation, etc. les methodes qui 

peuvent satisfaire les planificateurs occidentaux ne suffiront pas dans un pays 

visant a accelerer radicalement sa cadence de croissance ainsi que de transformer 

la structure de son economie. 
Avant d’aborder le dernier probleme—celui de la contribution de la science 

economique—quelques remarques preliminaires paraissent indispensables. Ce n’est 

pas sur le probleme de la valeur intrinseque des travaux theoriques que nous avons 

l’intention de nous pencher mais sur celui des rapports entre ces travaux et la 

planification dans les pays sous-developpes. De ce point de vue l’echo qu’une voix 

est susceptible de provoquer peut etre plus important que la voix meme. D’autre 

part, il n’est pas question ici de prendre position a 1’egard d’une contribution 

scientifique particuliere, aussi importante soit-elle. Force nous est done de simpli¬ 

fier—quelque peu abusivement—-en parlant de courants ou tendances. Finalement, 

il parait inutile de s’etendre sur l’indeniable apport des travaux scientifiques au 

progres de la planification dans les pays sous-developpes—nous nous attacherons 

plutot a en indiquer les limitations et les lacunes. 

Les tres nombreux et importants travaux consacres au probleme du sous-de- 

veloppement, au mecanisme de croissance et aux obstacles que celle-ci rencontre 

ont l’indeniable merite de dissiper les mythes herites du passe et de permettre aux 

planificateurs des pays sous-developpes d’affronter les taches qui les attendent sans 

mauvaise conscience. Il existe cependant un certain revers de la medaille. C’est 

le propre de la science de chercher a generalise^ de faire abstraction de ce qui 

parait secondaire ou exceptionnel. A vrai dire la notion meme des pays sous-de¬ 

veloppes est une generalisation risquee—c’est un ensemble tres heteroclite, beau- 

coup moins homogene que celui des pays capitalistes hautement developpes (c’est 

a peine une boutade que de dire que les pays sous-developpes n’ont qu’un seul 

trait absolument general : celui de ne pas etre developpes). Plusieurs obstacles 

aux processus de developpement ont ete mis en vedette: le taux insuffisant de 

l’epargne reelle, la tension inevitable de la balance commerciale, la “barriere ali- 

mentaire” resultant d’une plus grande elasticite de la consommation que de la 

production dans ce domaine, etc. Tout ceci est juste le plus souvent, mais pas tou- 

jours. Par ex. dans les pays petroliers ce n’est pas le niveau de l’epargne ni la pe- 

nurie des devises qui constituent le goulot d’etranglement mais la capacite absor- 

bante insuffisante en matiere des investissements productifs. Dans certains cas on 

decouvre que le vrai probleme n’est pas celui du volume de la consommation ali- 

mentaire mais celui de la structure de cette consommation (le Ghana). Dans d’au- 

tres—un cas limite peut-etre—on est oblige de constater que les facteurs sociolo- 

giques et politiques represented l’unique obstacle a l’acceleration de la cadence 

de croissance (la Guyanne Britannique). Il est normal certes, que les analystes 

du probleme du sous-developpement passent outre a ces “anomalies”, aussi nom- 

breuses soient-elles. Mais les planificateurs des pays respectifs n’ont pas droit 

a ce privilege. 
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En matiere de la strategic du developpement deux courants peuvent etre de¬ 

ceits. L’un est avant tout soucieux de la rationnalite des decisions et de l’alloca- 

tion des ressources, en meme temps qu’attache a la notion d’une croissance 

equilibree. L’autre, plus attache au mouvement qu’a tout autre chose, a tendance 

a considerer toute strategic du developpement comme un pari et attribue une im¬ 

portance primordiale aux “faits accomplis” qui transforment les structures et 

declanchent des processus sociologiques et politiques en chaine. La premiere ten¬ 

dance n’est pas necessairement une expression des positions politiques de droite 

comme la seconde, de celles de gauche. Cependant, on peut craindre que la pre¬ 

miere -— independament des intentions subjectives de ses partisans —- ne fournisse 

un excellent pretexte a l’immobilisme et aux tendances conservatives dans les pays 

sous-developpes. C’est ce que croient en tout cas les partisans de la deuxieme ten¬ 

dance — y compris l’auteur de ces lignes. Or, c’est le premier courant qui continue 

a predominer dans les travaux theoriques publies sur les problemes du sous-deve- 

loppement, surtout en langue anglaise. 

On mesurera l’importance des travaux consacres directement aux problemes 

de la planification dans les pays sous-developpes en se rappellant que dans les pays 

socialistes la theorie de la planification suivait le travail empirique des planifica- 

teurs plutot qu’elle ne le devan^ait (il en a ete de meme par ex. en France). Comme 

Monsieur Jourdain, le planificateur faisait de la prose avant d appeller le maitre 

de philosophic”. Cet ordre de choses, historiquement justifie, est aujourd’hui ren- 

verse au benefice des planificateurs des pays sous-developpes, Le probleme se pose 

cependant si les regies de grammaire que l’on propose ne risquent pas de deformer 

quelque peu le langage. 
La planification n’est pas un jeu abstrait — c’est une forme particuliere de la 

politique economique moderne, qu’il soit indicatif ou imperatif un plan traite des 

moyens necessaires pour atteindre un but — dans des conditions donnees. Or, ces 

conditions ne sont pas standarisees — au contraire elles different d un pays a 1 autre 

en fonction du niveau de developpement, du cadre institutionnel, etc. etc. II est 

impossible de tourner ce probleme — chaque approche du probleme de methodo- 

logie de la planification sous-entend un ensemble de conditions. Et il en est de meme 

en ce qui concerne un niveau d’abstraction tres eleve, a cette difference pres que 

le “milieu” dans lequel la planification est censee de se mouvoir est alors peu rea- 

liste, qu’il est une convention simplifiee. Peu importe de classer certains courants de 

pensee en matiere de methodologie de la planification en tant qu’un reflet des con¬ 

ditions propres aux pays hautement developpes ou en tant que des schemas abstraits 

conpus pour un milieu conventionnel. Sans adaptation necessaire, parfois radicale, 

ces methodes ne pourront pas etre appliquees dans une realite conciete diffeiente du 

milieu reel ou conventionnel pour lequel elles ont ete con?ues. 

Dans la majorite des travaux theoriques occidentaux la notion de planification 

est reduite a la seule elaboration du plan, c’est-a-dire a l’allocation des ressources 

aux objectifs generaux definis (par ex. dans le cadre de la fonction du bien-etre) 
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et compte tenu des contraintes. Ceci sous-entend que le probleme de 1 information 

d’un cote et celui de l’implantation du plan de l’autre sont par ailleurs resolus. 

Or, nous avons vu plus haut qu’il n’en est pas ainsi dans les pays sous-developpes6. 

Et les contraintes? Certes, il en existe qui sont reellement des donnees exogenes 

devant lesquelles le planificateur ne peut que s’incliner, mais combien de goulots 

d’etranglement peuvent etre elargis si le planificateur ose s’attaquer aux institutions 

existantes, s’il se decide a imposer les privations necessaries, s’il parvient a pro- 

voquer une vague d’enthousiasme ou de devouement! L’appareil conceptuel dont 

se sert un theoricien n’est pas neutre — bien au contraire —, il reflete des attitu¬ 

des precises a l’egard de la politique economique. Et il ne s’agit pas la d’une que- 

relle de mots mais d’un probleme riche en consequences pratiques. L attitude 

passive ou active — des planificateurs, leur sens plus ou moins grand de respon- 

sabilite ainsi que leur influence sur la politique concrete d’un gouvernement donne 

depend dans une mesure non negligeable de l'acceptation donneeau terme plani- 

fication”. 
Il ne nous est pas possible dans le cadre de cet article de traiter le fond des 

problemes de la methodologie. Nous nous limiterons done a signaler une sorte 

de cas limite en la matiere. Il existe des methodes et techniques qui, a juste titre, 

peuvent etre considerees comme un grand progres par rapport aux methodes stric- 

tement empiriques — a condition d’etre appliquees dans un milieu riche en cadres, 

en informations, en instruments d’implantation du plan. Nous avons nomme l’em- 

ploi des modeles globaux et du tableau des entrees et sorties intersectoriels, la pree¬ 

minence ou tout au moins la priorite dans le temps de l’approche global (par grands 

agregats) par rapport aux projets concrets, 1 analyse a 1 aide des coefticients globaux 

d’intensite du capital, etc. Tous ces beaux outils, utils dans une certaine mesure 

dans les plus developpes des pays sous-developpes, le sont bien moins dans d’autres. 

Et ils deviennent meme dangeureux, dans la mesure ou l’apparente elegance des 

methodes peut voiler un contenu peu consistant. Ce n'est pas sous-estimer les capa- 

cites des planificateurs des pays sous-developpes que de souligner cette ecueil pos¬ 

sible— e’est se rendre compte de l’immensite de leur tache. 

6 Dans la plantation socialiste les trois phases (documentation, elaboration d'un plan et 

son implantation) sont considerees comme un tout indissoluble et recouvert par un meme voca¬ 

ble, celui de plantation. 
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DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ON THE THRESHOLD OF LONG-TERM PLANNING 

Summary 

The extensive list of developing countries which have published theirlong-term plans, seems 

to indicate a very important advance in the process of spreading long-term planning. Eco¬ 

nomic plans applied by dependent territories are, however, short-term, and in most cases limited 

to the public sector. On the other hand, the very long-term plans published by the majority of in. 

dependent countries are generally vague and non-specific. Such plans cannot be considered as a 

choice of a definite course of development but as an action dictated by short-term political rea¬ 

sons. Long-term planning in developing countries is (except for a few cases) in its early stages 

and development through the stage of partial and short-term planning seems to be inevitable 

for these countries. 
The main feature of the intellectual conditions under which the above-mentioned process is 

taking place, is the fact that in contrast to the socialist and advanced capitalist countries devel¬ 

oping areas on the threshold of planning have at their disposal: 

1) The experience in planning acquired by other countries. 

2) Abundant theoretical literature. 

The experience of socialist countries is the more precious since it mainly concerns the same 

problems which developing countries are now faced with i.e. overcoming the lag in development. 

This experience, since it was gained under completely different economic and social condi¬ 

tions, if it is to be used, must be divided into elements peculiar to a socialist structure and those 

which may be more widely applied. This interpretation process is not as yet very advanced. The 

experience of capitalist countries refers to different institutional conditions and above all to a 

different stage of development. As a result, such experience is of little value or even useless as far 

as the following basic problems are concerned: 

a) the treatment of institutions as politically variable, 

b) the drive towards the optimalization of a plan without excessively reckoning with numer¬ 

ous limitations and strains, 
c) overcoming the gaps in information as well as overcoming the poverty of methods tor 

implementing the plan. 
With respect to theoretical works dealing with the problems of development, the danger lies 

in the obvious tendency inevitable in this science, towards generalization, which does not take 

into consideration a great variety of problems dependent upon conditions characteristic for each 

country. . . f 
At the same time, tendencies prevailing in western theoretical studies are in danger ol cre¬ 

ating the illusion that formal elegance of methods may be brought into general use in developing 

countries without detriment to the realism of the plans. 

[47] 
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CCCP 

HEKOTOPLIE COOEPA)KEHHfl O CXEMAX 
BOCnPOH3BO,n;CTBA 

H3BecTHo yna3aHiie B.H. JleHHHa o tom, hto rjih. coipiajiHCTHHecnoii okoho- 

mhkh coxpaHHeT cboio CHJiy Heo6xo,n,HMOCTb onpe^eneHHoro cootbctctbhh MOKfly 

flByMH 6oju>iuhmh noflpa3AeJieHHHMH oGmecTBemioro npoiisBoacTBa: I—npoH3- 

BOflCTBO Cpe^CTB np0H3B0flCTBa H II-npOH3BOACTBO npeflMCTOB nOTpeSneHHH. 

Il3BecTHO, hto coAepmaHiie 3Toro cootbctctbhh ;i;jth ycjiOBHH nanHTajiHCTHHecnoro 

xo3HiicTBa pacKpBiTO K. MapncoM b ero cxeMax npocToro h pacuiHpeHHoro boc- 

npoH3BOflCTBa, nojiyHHBHiHx flajiBHeHuiee pa3BHTHe b paGoTax B.H. JleHHHa, 

yKa3aBiuero hx 3HaneHHe b ycjioBHHx copHajiH3Ma. Hjth pejieii npaKTHHecKoro 

HpHMeHeHHH B nJiaHHpOBaHHH COUHaJHICTHHeCKOTO HapOflHOrO X03HHCTBa OHH 

flOJBKHBI GbITb P33BHTBI H pa3paG0TaHBI B fleTajIHX. npH 3TOM MOJKHO c caMoro 

Hanajia paccMaTpiiBaTb pacmHpeHHoe BOcnpoH3BOflCTBo, hmch b BH,ny, hto cootho- 

uieHiiH ^jih npocToro BocnpoH3Bo^cTBa 0Ka>KyTCH oxBaneHHBiMH Kan ocoGbih 

nacTHBiH cjiynan. 

Ohcbhaho, nepBoe, hto neoGxojpiMo jj,jih stoto pqejiaTb, oto pa3o6paTb cxeMy 

Mapnca c tohkh 3peHHH toto, KaKHe ee ojicmchtbi h ycjioBHH coxpaHHioT CHJiy 

flJIH COpnaJHICTHHeCKOI'O X03HHCTBa H KaKHe HeT. 

BBeflH nOflCTpOHHO HOMepa ,,1” H ,,2” flJIH Bcex BeJIHHHH, OTHOCHIUHXCH 

k I hjih II noApa3,n;ejieHHK), h AonojiHHTejibHO k o6o3HaHeHHHM Mapnca o6o3Ha- 

neHHH mc, mv, mm a;jih Tpex nacTen, Ha KOTopbie pacna/jaeTcn npnGaBOHHaH cto- 

HMOCTb: yBejiHHeHHe nocTOHHHoro nararrajia, yBejiHHeHHe nepeMeHHoro nanHTajia 

h noTpeGjieHHe nararrajiHCTOB, mo>kcm cooTHomeHHe Mapnca 3anncaTb b aji- 

reSpaHHecnoH cJjopMe cjienyiouiHM o6pa30M: 

«’i + wly+wlm = c2+m2c 

Bhobb co3AaHHan ctohmoctb I po,n:pa3flejieHHH 6e3 oGpamaeMOH b hcm Ha 

yBejiHHeHHe nocTOHHHoro nanHTajia nacTH iipuSaBOHnoii ctohmocth flOJi>KHa 

paBHHTbCH nocTOHHHOMy nanHTajiy II no^pa3AejieHHH, njiioc oGpamaeMan b hcm 

Ha yBejiHHeHHe nocTOHHHoro nanHTajia nacTb npHGaBOHHOH ctohmocth. 

Cpa3y me bh^ho nepBoe BH^OHSMeiieiiiie cxeMbi npiiMeHHTejibHO n coipia- 

jiH3My. 3^ecb HeT nanHTajiHCTOB, HeT hx napa3HTHHecnoro noTpeGjieHHH. Huane 

roBopn, OTna^aeT ajieMeHT tnlm h HamicaHHoe Bbirne paBeHCTBO ynpoipaeTca: 

Vi + mlv = c2+m2c 

[49] 
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Ho, ecnH HeT mm = wlm+w2m, to HivieeM 

mXo = mx~ mu 

CflejiaB cooTBeTCTByiomyio noAcraHOBKy nepeHeceM mXc HanpaBO h Harne 

paBeHCTBO npe^cxaneT b bhac 

== Cz+mc 

3to BHTaeTCH oneHB npocTo: bhobb co3AaHHan b I ctohmoctb paBHa nocroHH- 

HOMy Kamrrajiy II noApa3flejreHHH, nmoc oOpaipaeMan bo BceM HapoflHOM xo3hh- 

CTBe Ha yBejiiHieHiie nocTOHHHoro KanuTaJia nacTB npuSaBOHHOH ctohmocth. 

3aMeTHM, hto BMecTe c mm Bbinano H3 ypaBHeHHH mv: AJin ycnoBHH Kanii- 

TanH3Ma mv (nan h mc) nepnaeTCH H3 m. 3to He Bonpoc o cxpyKType noApa3Ae- 

jieHiin, a o tom, naKOH H3 flByx KJiaccoB noTpeOjineT cooTBeTCTByiomyio ctohmoctb. 

^jia copnajiHCTHHecKHx ycjioBHii Tan Bonpoc He Mo>KeT ct3Bhtbch . 

TenepB oOpaTHMCH k HenoTopbiM ocoSchhocthm cxeM Mapnca. 

Bo-nepBbix, b hhx npiiHHMaeTCH, hto yBejiHHeHiie KanHTajia b I h II nep- 

naeTCH tojibko cooTBeTCTBeHHO H3 mx h m2. Bo3mo>khoctb yBejiiiHeHHH npoii3BOA~ 

CTBa b I 3a cneT m2 hjtii bo II 3a cneT m1 b hhx HCKJiiOHaeTCH. 3to 03HanaeT, hto 

HCKJiiOHaeTCH nepeHHB KaniiTanoB, Bonpocti, CBH3aHHbie c hum, oTHeceHbi k III to- 

My Kanumam. B coimaJiHCTHHecKiix ycjiOBHHX stot Bonpoc, OAHano, npnoGpeTaeT 

hhoh xapaKTep. YBejiHHeHHe cpe,n;cTB Kan I, Tan h II nepnaeTCH H3 oouiero 4)OHAa 

npHSaBOHHoro npoflyiera, kotopbih bo Bcex cbohx Hacrnx 3flecB npiiHaAne>KHT oa- 

HOMy xo3HHHy—oSmecTBy, ho Ba>KHoe 3HaneHHe HMeeT pa3JiHHeHiie ero Hacren no 

HanpaBJieHHio. OflHaKO nocjieflHee pa3JiHHeHHe ecTB pa3JiHneHHe Me>KAy cootbct- 

CTByiomHMH npHpamemiHMH: Acl h z1c2, a He nacTHMH caMOH ctohmocth no hx hctoh- 

HHKy. no3TOMy mbi MOHteM OTOpocHTB b HauieM ypaBHeHHH npoMe>KyTOHHoe 3BeHO: 

vx + mx -- c2Jrmc 

BBe^H A-ri>i Been npoAyKU,HH noApa3AeJieHHii P, HMeeM: 

Px—cx - c2 + mc 

H, HanoHep, yHHTbiBan, hto mc = Ac 

Px = cx-\-c2+Ac = c+Zlc 

T.e. oneHB npocToe cooTHomeHHe: npoAyKpiiH I AOJi>KHa paBHHTBCH cyMMe (JiOHAa 

B03MeipeHHH nepeHeceHHOH ctohmocth c h (JioHAa yBejinneHiiH nocTOHHHoro nann- 

Tajia. 

CjieAyioineii ocoociiiioctbio MapncoBbix cxeM hbjihctch OTO>KecTBJieHiie 

nocTOHHHoro KanHTana c nepeHeceHHOH ctohmoctbio (npHAepncHBancB ero Mbi h mo- 

tjih nncaTB ajih npnpau;eHHH nocTOHHHoro Kanmajia Ac). 

Hnorpa CHHTaiOT, hto 3Ta ocoGchiioctb cxeM He otkjiohhct hx ot achctbiitcjib- 

HOCTH, eCJIH CHHTaTB BpeMH oSopOTa paBHbIM OAHOMy TOAy HJIH, HTO CaMH CXeMbI 

OTHOCHTCH K AHKJI3M, paBHbIM OAHOMy BpeMeHH oSopOTa. OAHaKO, JierKO yOeAHTBCH 

B TOM, HTO 3TO He TaK. IlyCTB BpeMH ripOH3BOACTBa COCTaBJIHeT Be3Ae TOA H 3TO 
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coBna/i;aeT co BpeMeHeM o6opoTa nepeMeHHoro KanHTajia h oSoporaoH nacTH 

nocTOHHHoro KanHTajia, a BpeMH o6opoTa ocHOBHoro KanHTajia — 5 jieT. IlycTb 
c = 1100, B TOM HHCJie 1000 OCHOBHOTO H 100 oOopoTHoro, a V — 100, T.e. Beet 

KanmaJi paBeH 1200. JJjih npocTOTbi ocraBHM b CTopoHe m. Tor^a (6e3 yneTa 

npHObuin) roflOBan npoAyKpHH cocTaBHT: 

1000 : 5 + 100+100 = 400 = 300 c+100 v. 

KanHTan oSopamiBaeTCH, cneAOBaTejibHo, b 1200 : 400 = 3 rofla. Ho 

b TpexjieTHeft npo^yKAiiii 6y,n;eT 900c+300 v, b cociaBe >Ke aBaHcupoBaiiHoro 

KanHTajia mbi imeeM 1100 c+100 v, T.e. cooTHomeHiie c h v cobccm Apyroe— 

He3aBHCHMO ot Toro, 6epeM jih mbi o;piojieTHioio npo^ynpHio hjih TpexjieTHioio. 

Ecjih 3a 3 ro,u;a peajiH3yeTCH 300 m, 113 kotopbix, AonycTHM, 240 oSpaujaeTCH 

Ha yBejiHHeHHe Kamrrajia, to npH coxpaiieriHii cTpyKTypbi aBaiiCHpoBaiiHoro i<a- 

niiTajia 11 : 1 H3 hhx Ha yBejinneHiie nocTOHHHoro Kamrrajia ,n;oji>KHO Gbitb 220 

(b t.h. 200 Ha ochobhoh) ii 20 Ha yBejnineHne nepeMeHHoro. Hobbih KanHTaji 

cocTaBHT 1320 c+120 v h 3a cjieAyiomHe Tpn roAa npoAyKAHH 6e3 npHSbijin 

cocTaBHT 3 (1200 : 5 + 120+120) = 1080 c+360 v. 

B cocTaBe npoflynpim mbi h3xoahm AonojiHHTejibHo no cpaBHeHHio c nepBbiM 

TpexjieTHeM 60 v h 180 c. B cyMMe sto achctbiitcjilho paBHo 240, oSpameHHbiM- 

Ha yBejiHneHHe KanHTajia, ho coothouichhc nacTeii 3Aecb chjibho OTJiHnaeTCH 

ot cooTHOuieHiiH 220 : 20. HHane roBopn, ecjiH ynecrb pa3JiHHHyio o6opanHBae- 

moctb ochobhoto h oSopoTHoro KanHTaJioB, to npnGaBJieHHeM K HCXOftHBIM 900 c 

(hjih 300 v — cm. npoAyKH,HK) nepBoro TpexjieTHn) AonoJiHHTejibHbix 220 c 

(hjih 20 v) He jib 3 a nojiynHTb cooTBeTCTBeHHbie nacTH npoAyKijHH BToporo Tpex- 

jieTHH — 1080 c hjih 360 v (nojiyiHTcn 1120 h 320, T.e. Ha 40 Oojibine c h Ha 

40 MeHbine v). 

Htoobi ynecTb pa3JiHHiie o6opotob hcoSxoahmo bbccth HeKOTopbiii napaMeTp. 

3to MonceT 6bitb ,,+oHAoeMKOCTb” — oTHOiueffiie npnpocra cpe^CTB npoH3BOACTBa 

k npnpocTy npoAyKAHH. O^HaKo, b othohichuh nepeMeHHoro KanHTajia Bonpoc 

He ctoht: b KamAOM ijHKJie oh B03BpainaeTCH acjihi-com. Hoctohhhbih me bo3- 

BpamaeTCH b 3aBHCHM0CTH ot oSopamiBaeMocTH (h aojih) ochobhoto KanHTajia. 

npn BBe^eHHH me Tanoro napaMeTpa OTna^aeT HeoGxoflHMocTb onepnpoBaTb 

tojibko i^HKJiaMH, oTBenaioiniiMH o^HOMy oOopoTy, MomHO npocTO nepeiiTH k eAH- 

HHpe BpeMeHH — to Ay. B ranoM cjiynae yKa3aHHbiM napaMeTpoM 6yAeT cjiymHTb 

nonpocTy ctohmoctb AonoJiHHTejibHbix cpe^cTB npoH3BOACTBa, KOTopbie nap,o 

BJiomHTb, hto6bi nojiynHTb npnpocT toaoboh npoAyKAHH Ha I, cnameM, py6jib. 

EcJIH 3T0 /, TO BBeflH BCJIHHHHy Zlc = mc, HMeeM A JIH IipnpOCTa IipOAyKipiH 

, „ Ac m. 
AP = — = —+ 

/ / 

X(ajiee, BamHOii nepToii MapncoBbix cxeM hbjihctch hx hhcto TeopeTiinecKHii 

xapaKTep, no3BOJiHK>mHii oTBJienbcn ot Bcero, npoMe c+epbi npoH3BOACTBa. 

KoHenHo, He nrpaeT pojiH to, hto ocraBJineMyio Ha noTpeSjieHHe nacTb npn6a- 
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BOHHOH CTOHMOCTH m,n KanHTaJIHCT IIOTpeGjIHeT He OflHH, a BMeCTe CO CBOHMH 

MHHiiCTpaMH, xyAO>Kiim<aMH, reHepajiaMH, coJiflaTaMH, noJiHpeHCKHMH h BopaMH. 

KpOMe oToro, ecTb npoH3BOAHTejiH ycjiyr, kotopbimh nojib3yioTCH h pa6onHe 

(Tex >Ke hjih ap>thx xvaohhihkob, Bpaneii, yniiTejicn h t.a.)- BBeAenne hx b cxeMy 

noTpeSoBajro 6bi nepeBO^a cooTBeTCTByioinen nacra v b m, paccMOTpeHne stoh 

nacTii m, nan Haora, KOTopan He hbjihctch hh noTpeOjieHneM KanHTaJiHCTOB, 

hh HaKonJieHHeM h t.a- 

OAHano, mo>kho pacuiHpHTejiBHO TOJiKOBaTb noTpeSjiHeMyio nacTb npH6a- 

BOHHOH CTOHMOCTH Wm> K3K nOKpblBaiOmyiO nOTpeOjieHHe He TOJIbKO KanHTaJiHCTOBi 

ho h Been HenpoH3BOACTBeHHOH ccjiepbi, a ee <J)opMajibHoe npoHCxo>KAeHHe H3 

cJiOHAa 3apa6oTHOH njiaTbi b cxeMe npocTO HrHopnpoBaTb nan Hajiorn h T.n. JEih 

cxeMbi KaniiTajiHCTiHiecKoro B0cnp0H3B0ACTBa sto bbixoa. Ho oh He toahtch 

AJih Hac, nocKOJibKy mbi tojibko hto hckjiiohhjih BOBce mm. CjieAOBaTejibHO, 

Heo6xoAHMO BBecTH Henp0H3B0ACTBeHHyio ccjiepy. Ho pa3 Mbi ee bboahm, to HaAO 

pa3JixiHaTb b Hen m aT e p h a jib h o e noTpeOjieHHe h 3apa6oTHyio njiaTy ee paooTiniKOB, 

pa3JiHnaTb, c Apyroii cropoHbi, omiaHHBaeMyio nacrb ee ycjiyr h ocTaJibHoe. 

Ho, b TaKOM cjiynae, HaAO bo II noApa3AeJieHHH npoH3BOACTBO MaTepnaJioB 

AJIH HenpOH3BOACTBeHHOH C(f)epbl pa36lITB Ha npOH3BOACTBO HX AJIH TOII ee 'laCTII, 

ycjiyrn KOTopon oiuiaHHBaiOTCH HacejieHiieM, h ocTaJibHoe. npn stom ObiBaeT 

h Tan, hto ycjiyrn HeKOTopoii 113 cooTBeTCTByiomux oTpacjieft b oahoh nacTii 

oiuiaHHBaioTCH, b Apyroii — HeT (HanpHMep, HapHAy c SecruiaTHoii mcahahhckoh 

noMombio HMeiOTCH 11 njiaTHbie hojihkjihhhkh) . B stom OTHOUieHHH acjio oGctoht 

Tan >Ke, Kan h c phaom npoAyKTOB ccjiepbi npoii3BOACTBa, KOTopbie nacTHHHO 

ncnojib3yioTCH nan cpeACTBa npoii3BOACTBa, h3Cthhho Kan npeAMeTbi noTpeSjieHHH. 

B cxeMe mo>kho yniiTbiBaTb npocTO OTAeJibHO to h APyroe, pa3Hecn sth nacTH 

no cooTBeTCTByiomiiM noApa3AeJieHHHM. Ho, KpOMe Toro, h b Tex cjiynanx, KorAa 

ycjiyrn onJiaHHBaioTCH, onjiaTa hx nan npaBiuio He noKpbiBaeT pacxoAOB rocyAap- 

CTBa. OAHano, h sto mohcho HrHopnpoBaTb npn nocTpoeHim cxeMbi, oraecn npo- 

nopu,HOHajibHyio nacrb caMHx ycjiyr k toii hx hscth, KOTopan He onjianiiBaeTCH. 

Echh Aa>Ke AonycTHTb, hto cpeAH onjianiiBaeMbix ycjiyr ecTb Tanne, KOTopbie 

nepeKpbiBaioT pacxoAbi, to h36bitok mo>kho cniiTaTb noKpbiBaiomHM HeKOTopyio 

nacTb Apyrnx ycjiyr. B oSipeM HTore onjiaTa bo bchkom cjiynae He npeBbicirr 

pacxoAOB. 

Hajiee ycjioBHMcn corjiacHo npHHHTbiM cxeMaM SajiaHca HapoAHoro xo3HHCTBa 

caM 06'beM ycjiyr opemiBaTb cyMMOH MaTepnajibHbix 3aTpaT 11 3apa6oTHoii njiaTbi, 

T.e. HexoAHTb H3 Toro, hto HHKaKoro npnSaBOHHoro npoAyKTa (nan 11 BooSipe 

npoAyKTa) b HenpoH3BOACTBeHHoii ccjiepe He npoH3BOAHTCH. 

Ho 3to eme He Bee. CopnajiHCTHHecKoe xo3hhctbo He ocTaeTCH HenoABH>KHbiM 

HJIH paCTyiUHM TOJIbKO KOJIHHeCTBeHHO. OHO p33BHBaeTCH B HanpaBJieHHH K KOM- 

MyHH3My. 3to 3H3HHT, hto Bee 6ojibuiaH nacTb npoAyKpHH pacnpeAeJineTCH He 

no TpyAy, a no noTpeSHOCTH H, CjieAOBaTejibHO, SeauiaTHO. no nporpaMMe KnCC 

k 1980 roAy 6yAyT pacnpeAejiHTbcn TaKHM o6pa30M nauinma, KOMMyHajibHbie 
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ycjiyrii, BKJiio'iaK ropoACKoii TpaHcnopT, 3HanHxejiBHaH nacxb npo^yKpira o6mecx- 

BenHoro nHTaHHH. TaraiM o6pa30M, ajih coAHaJiHCxnnecKOH skohomhi-ch, pa3Bii- 

BaiomeHCB b HanpaBJieHHH k KOMMyHH3My, HaAO BBecxn b cxeMbi HOBoe ^ejieHHe: 

npoH3BOACTBo npeAMexoB noTpeSjieHHH pa3AejnixB Ha npoH3BOACxBO npeAMexoB 

noTpeSjieHHH, oiuianHBaeMbix HacejieHHeM, h npoH3BOACXBO npeAMexoB noxpe6- 

jieHHH, pacnpeAejineMbix SecmiaxHo. 

B pe3yjibTaTe Bcero cKa3aHnoro npHxoAHM k cneAyiomeMy AeJiemno, Tan 

CKa3aTb, no noAJie>KameMy cxeMbi: 

I. IIpOH3BOACTBO CpeACTB npOH3BOACTBa 

II. IIpoii3boactbo npeAMeTOB noTpeSjieHHH 

a) AJi^ HacejieHim 

a) nnaTHbix 

/5) GecnjiaTHbix 

b) ajih HenpoH3BOACTBeHHon ccfoepbi 

a) onjiaHHBaeMoii nacxn 

/S) HeonjiannBaeMOH 

Henpon3BOACTBeHHan ccj)epa 

a) onnaHHBaeMaH nacxb 

ft) HeonjiamiBaeMan 

B cocTaBe ctohmocth npoAyKpiiH HeobxoAiiMO npn stom pa3JinnaxB nepe- 

HeceHHyio cxohmocxb cpeACTB npon3BOACTBa c, bhobb co3AaHHyio ctohmoctb, 

pacnaAaiomyiocn Ha c|)oha 3apa6oxHon rniaxbi v h npnbbiiiB m. H3 cjDOHAa 3apa- 

6othoh nnaTbi npn stoat HeKOXopan nacxb obpamaexcn Ha onnaTy pa3Horo poAa 

ycjiyr HenpoH3BOACXBeHHon cc^epbi. IIoTpebjieHHe HenpoH3BOACXBeHHOH c(J)epbi 

noKpbiBaeTcn nacxHHHo 3a cnex axon omiaxbi h nacxHHHo 3a cnex npHSbuin c(J)epbi 

npoH3BOACXBa. OcxajiBHan nacxb npnSbiJiH obpamaexcn Ha pacunipeHne npon3- 

BOACXBa h o6pa3yex Ac = fAP 

B cocxaBe cxohmocxh ripoAyi<nnH I h II 6yAeM HMexs: 1) nepeHeceHHyK) 

CXOHMOCXb C = Cj + ^2 = Cy-\-Ca-\-Cb = Cv\-Ca^Cap-\~Cha-\~Chp, TJJfi nOACXpOHHbie IIH- 

Aencbi, nan h b Apyrnx cnynanx b AaJiBHenmeM, 03Hanaiox, nxo cooxBexcxByiomHe 

BeJiHHHHbi oxhochxch k yKa3aHHbiM Bbiuie nacxHM II noApa3AeJieHHH. 2) (J)oha 

3apnJiaxbi 

v = ^1 + ^2 = V1 JrVaJrvb — v [-\-‘Vao’Jr'VapJrVbctJ-Vbp 

3) npiiobuiB 

m = = m1-\-ma+mb = + + 

Mbi pa3jio>khjih npoAyKAHio Bcex oxpacjien np0H3B0ACXBa Ha xpn cnaraeMbix, 

cnuxan, nxo BenuniiHa oxpa>i<aex BecB xpyA, 3axpaneHHbiH b cooxBexcxByiomHx 

oxpacjwx npoH3BOACXBa. B AencxBiixeJiBHOCxn npoAyKAHH IIa/3 h 116 MO>Kex 

nepeAaBaxBCH no ceoeexoHMoexn rocyAapcxBy n hm nepeAaBaxbcn no Haananeinno. 

Ho, xorAa SyAex 3axpyAHeH aHajiH3, xai< nan AO-ao BbirjiHAeJio 6bi xan, 6yATO 

npHbaBOHHbin npOAynx co3Aaexcn xojibko b Henoxopon nacxn a He bo Been cc^epe 
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np0H3B0ACTBa. 3Ha^HT 6yaeM chht3Tb, hto Beflymee Bee xo3hhctbo rocy^apcTBO 

noKynaeT npoflynpHio Ila0 h life nan h I, c yneTOM m, T.e. no bojihoh ctohmoctii. 

tjto KacaeTCH HenpoH3BOflCTBeHHOH cfcepbi, to ctohmoctb ee coflep>KaHHH N 

coctoht H3 MaTepnajiBHoro ee noTpeGnemiH M h ^oiifla 3apa6oTHon njiaTbi ee 

paSoTHHKOB Z (nyAa npncoeAHHHM Taione >Ka;iOBaHHe BoeHHOCJiy>KaLAHX, neHCiin, 

CTiineHAHii h T.n.). TaKHM oGpa30M HMeeM: 

Bch npoAyKAHH ccjiepbi np0H3B0ACTBa P = c+v+m h cooTBeTCTBeHHbix 

ee nacrca (oTMenaeMbix noACTponHbiMH yi<a3aTejinMH) h Bee pacxoAbi Henpoii3BOA~ 

CTBeHHOii ccjiepbi = M+Z h to we c yKa3aTejiHMH a h /5 A-n« onnanuBaeMoii 

ee nacTH h aJih HeonJianHBaeMoii Haem. 
TenepB cocraBHM GanaHCOBbie ypaBiieHHH. Px aojiikho noKpbiTB Bee npon3- 

BOACTBeHHoe noTpeSjieHHe h npnpameHHe MaTepnaJiBHbix (Jiohaob b cc|)epe npoii3- 

BOACTBa: 
Pi = C1 + Caa+t‘a/?+cfca + cb^+^C- 

Pax+ N<* AOJDKHO GaJiaHCHpOBaTBCH C nOJIHbIM cJiohaom 3apa6oTHOH njiaTbi (BKJIIO^aH 

3apa6oTHyio ruiaTy paGoTHiiKOB Henp0H3B0ACTBeHH0H ccjiepbi): 

Paa + Na = Vi + Vaa + VapP-Vba + Vbp + Zx + Zp. 

Pap mbi 3AecB oTAeJiBHo He GanaHcnpyeM hh c neM — sto GecnjiaTHo pacnpeAeJine- 

Mbie Gjiara. 

Pba h Pbp aoji>kho oTBenaTB noTpeGjieHino MaTepnanoB b cooTBeTCTByioiAiix 

nacTHX HenpOH3BOACTBeHHOH ccjiepbi: 

Pa3BepHyB jieBbie nacTii no cjiaraeMbiM 11 otGpochb b sthx Tpex paBeHCTBax 

OAHHanoBbie cjiaraeMbie cnpaBa h cJieBa, Hanmneivi hx b biiag • 

' vx+mt = caa+caP+cba+cbll+Ac 

ca<x +Woa + -4^a = V1 Jrvap~\-'vba ~\~vbP -f- Zp 

CbaJTvbotJTmba = 

Cbp-\-vbp-{-mbp = Mp. 

CpeACTBa rocyAapCTBa cocraBJiHioTCH nyTeM nepeAami eMy npnGbiJin H3 Bcex 

OTpacjien npoH3BOACTBa. 

ripH 3TOM BCH npHGblJIB AOJI>KHa paBHHTBCH npiipameHIIIO (JlOHAOB Ccjiepbi 

npoH3BOACTBa, ctohmoctii coAepncaHiiH HeonjiamiBaeMOH HacejiemieM Haem 

Henpoii3BOACTBeHHoii ccjiepbi h ctohmoctii npoAyKAiiii IIa/3/?, KOTopyio rocyAapcTBO 

TaKJKe aoji>kho ,,BbiKynHTB” ajih GecnjiaTHoro pacnpeAeneHiin: 

miJrmaa~\-rnapJ~mbxJrmbp — zlc -J- Mp + Zp -\-cap -1-map 

OTCiOAa 

Ac = mx-pmari+mba-Pmbp—Mp—Zp—cap-vap. 
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IloflCTaBHB 3TO b nepBoe H3 npiiBeAeHHBix Bbiiue ypaBHeHHH, nonyHHM nocjie 

SJieMeiiTapHbix npeo6pa30BaHHH 

Mp-\-Zp — c2-\-m2 cap vaft map. 

C flpyroH CTopoHbi, earn noAcraBHTb Ma H3 TpeTbero ypaBHeHHH bo Bxopoe 

h Bbipa3iiTb H3 Hero Zp, a H3 neTBepToro ypaBHeHHH Bbipa3HTb Mp h naiiTH hx cyMMy, 

TO nOJiyHHM B TOHHOCTH TO >I<e. OieflOBaTeilbHO, OflHO H3 HaUIHX paBeHCTB HBJIHeTCH 

npoH3BOACTBeHHbiM, T.e. GajiaHC Me>Kfly npHSbuibio h ee Hcnojib30BaHHeM ynce 

coflep>KHTCH b npeflbi^ymHx paBeHCTBax. B hhx hct BOBce sneMeHTOB c1} vaa, 

tnap, Z„; ho 3to He ^oji>kho Hac y^HBUHTb. Kan H3BecTHO, c, BbinaflaeT, Tan Kan 

3to — nacTb npoflyKmHH I, ocTaiomancH b I. Tan nee vaa bxo^ht b npopybajHio II, 

Bbii<ynae.\iyio Ha 3apa6oTHyio njiaTy, h BbiKynaeTCH pa6oTHHKaMH Tex >Ke oTpacnen. 

Jlanee, map ecTb npuSbuib, peaxnisyeMan OTpacjiHMH IIa/3, hbh npoflyKijHH ,,Bbi- 

KynaeTCH” rocy^apcTBOM fljin 6ecnnaTHoro pacnpeflejieHHH. Pecypcbi >ne ajih 

3Toro rocy^apcTBO no Hameii cxeMe nepnaer tojibko b bh^c npnGbuin Bceii cc|)epbi 

npoH3BOACTBa (Hajiom h T.n. ,h;jih npocTOTM npe^nojiaraioTCH y>Ke BbiHTeHHbiMH 

hx 3apa6oTHOH njiaTbi h t.Cne^oBaTenbiio, npHSbuib, Bxo,n,HinaH b cocTaB 

peHbi npoflyKH;HH IIa(i, y Be jihhhban 3Ty u;eHy, pobho HacTOJibKO >ne yBejiHHHT 

pecypcbi rocyflapcTBa h noaTOMy H3 SanaHCOBbix ypaBHeHHH BbinaflaeT. HaKOHeu;, 

nojio>KeHHe c Zx aHaJiorHHHO vaa. 

OTCyTCTBHe B ypaBHeHHHX cx H Vaa He HBJIHeTCH 3flecb HeM-TO HOBbIM: BnOJIHe 

aHajioniHHoe noJio>i<eHiie HMeeT MecTO h b ajireSpaimecKOM Bbipa>KeHHH ocHOBHoro 

cooTHomeHHH cxeM Alaptcca, r/je Bee BTopoe noApasAeJieHHe cboahtch k HarneMy Ilaa. 

TaKHM o6pa30M, bch cxeMa anreSpaHnecKH OTpancaeTCH chctcmoh neTbipex 

ypaBHeHHH (*). CxeMa nee Mapnca OTpancaeTCH oahhm ypaBHeHHeM. Tpn flonoJiHH- 

TejiBHbix ypaBHeHHH hohbjihiotch BCJieflCTBHe: 

1) BbiflejieHHH H3 npoAyKHHH II no,a;pa3ln;eJieHHH MaTepnajibHbix 3aTpax 

HenpoH3BOACTBeHHoii ctjtepbi, 2) BbifleneHHH H3 nocJieAHeH nacTH, ycjiyrn KOTOpon 

onjiaHHBaiOTCH HaceJieHHeM h 3) Bbi,n;ejieHHH H3 ripo,ayKHHH II no,qpa3;iejieHHH 

nacTH, pacnpefleJineMOH GeciuiaTHO. Ecjih nepBoe h BTopoe hbjihiotch jinuib 

,n;onoHHHTejibHOH KOiiKpeTHaanHeii cxeMbi, to TpeTbe h oTpancaeT ocooeHiiocTB 

BocnpoH3BOflCTBa h nepHOfl nepexo^a k KOMMyHH3My. 

IIosTOMy fljiH 6ojiee npi-coro BbiHBJieHHH Tex ocoSeHHOcren cxeMbi, KOTopbie 

CBH3aHbi HMeHHO c maBHbiM co^epHcaHHeM 3HOXH h ee CpaBHeHHH co cxeMOH 

Mapnca npeflCTaBJineT iiHTepec ocboSoahtl ee ot y'lera nenp0H3B0ACTBeHH0H 

ccjiepbi. TTtth 3Toro ^ocTaTOHHO b Hauinx ypaBHeHHHX (*), nocKOJii.Ky ohh ynce 

HMeiOTCH B HarneM paCnOpHHCeHHH, IIOJIO>I<HTb Na = Np = 0, CJieAOBaTCJIBHO 

Ma = Mp = Za = Zp — 0 h TaKHce Pba = Pbp = 0 KaK H BCe HX cocraBHbie 

nacTH. BcjieflCTBiie 3Toro TepnioT cmbicji TpeTbe h neTBcpToe H3 ypaBHeHHH ( ). 

OtSpoctib b nepBbix flByx HyneBbie HJienbi, nojiynHM 

( v-L+m-L = caa+cap+Ac = c2-\-Ac 

\ caa.-\-Tnart = v1 -j-vap. 
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riepBoe H3 3THX ypaBHemiH b xohhocxh oxBenaex ajireGpaHnecKOH cJ)opMe 

cxembi paciuHpeHHoro BOcnponaBOACXBa K. Mapnca (b KOTopoft mo>kho BMecTO 

mlc-\-m2c nucaxb Ac). 
BTopoe ypaBHeHHe AonoJiHaex ee SanaHcoM MOKAy cJjohaom 3apa6oTHon 

nJiaTbi h miaTHOH nacxbio npoAyKAHH II noApa3AeAeHHH. 

IlepBoe ypaBHeHHe b cxewe Mapnca, nan H3BecTHO, SKBHBajieHXHO xaione 

6aJiaHcy MOKpy 4>ohaom 3apa6oxHOH njiaTbi h Been npoAyKAHen II noApa3AeJieHHH 

6e3 toh ee nacxn, noxopan noxpeSjiHexcH KanHTaJiHCTOM. ,II,jih 3Toro HaAO ynecxb, 

hto Ac = m—mv—mm = mx+w2—mv—mm. CAeJiaB xanyio noACxaHOBKy h npn- 

6aBHB k oSeHM nacTHM v2 npeBpaTHM nepBoe ypaBHeHHe b 

V— C24"^2_l“^2 m +*2 

hto h Bbipa>naeT ynoMHHyTBifi SaJiaHC. 

B HauiHx >ne ypaBHeHHHX BTopoe ypaBHeHHe, T.e. SaiiaHC Me>KAy 4>ohaom 

3apa6oTHOH nnaxbi h njiaxHOH nacxbio npoAyKAHH II noApa3AeJieHHH, MO>KeT 

6bixb npeo6pa30BaHO b 6anaHC Me>KAy ee SecnjiaxHOH nacxbio h , ,npH6biJibio<: c, 

iipeAHasnaeMOH Ha ee BbiKyn rocyAapcxBOM. 

JJjih sxoro Bbipa3HM H3 nepBoro ypaBHeHHH 

Caol = 01+%-Ca/} —Ac 

h noAexaBHB ero bo Bxopoe npnSaBHM k o6eHM ero nacxHM map. riocjie SJieMeHxap- 

hbix npeo6pa30BaHHii (h o6beAHHCHH>i maa-\-map = m2) npeAcxaBHM ero b BiiAe 

m1+m2—Ac = cap+vaP+mat3 
HJIH KOpOXKO I 

m—Ac = Paf5, 

hxo h Bbipa>naex ynoMHHyxBnl 6ajianc. B HeM xopomo Bbipa>neH xox npocxon 

(Jianx, hxo xox/i 6ecnjiaxHaH nacxb npoAyKU,HH II noApa3AeneiniH pacnpeAeJin- 

exca He no xpyAy, ho xpyA h xoJibKO xpyA hbjihcxch ee hcxohhhkom. 



A. J. Boyarski 

CONSIDERATIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF REPRODUCTION SCHEMATA 

Summary 

The basic relations between the first and the second departments sectors are also valid in 

socialist economy, but they should be developed and worked over in detail for practical use. Let 

us start from the schemes of expanded reproduction. The basic task is to find an answer to the 

question: "Which elements of Marx’s schemes are valid in socialism, and which are not?” 

The basic equation of the scheme 

v1+m1 = cc 

in the socialist economy changes into 

vl+ml = c2+m2 

In Marx's schemes constant capital is considered as transferred value. This is right providing 

either that the velocity of capital is one year or that the schemes cover the cycle of one turnover 

of capital. However in reality this is not so. In order to take into consideration the differences in 

time during the turnover of capital the parameter of capital intensity should be introduced. 

The parameter is calculated as the ratio of the increase of means of production to the increase 

of the volume of production. 

The part of the surplus value symbolized by mm may be treated not only as the consumption 

of capitalists but also as the consumption of the whole unproductive sphere. The introduced 

sphere of services should also be reconsidered by dividing them into those paid by the population 

and the other ones. Thus we come to the following scheme of the national economy: 

I. Production of the means of production 

H. Production of the means of consumption 

a. for the population 

a. paid 

16. unpaid 

b. for the unproductive sphere 

a. the paid part 

/3. the unpaid part 

c. the unproductive sphere 

a. the paid part 

p. the unpaid part 

Thus from the new equations received from such a scheme, the surplus value equals the 

increase in the fund of the productive sphere, the value of maintenance of the part of unproduc¬ 

tive sphere unpaid by the population and the value of production in the section Ha, which 

the state should buy for free use. 

Four basic equations appear in socialism instead of the one produced by Marx. These are 

a result of: 

I. the separation of the subdivision of material expenditure of the unproductive sphere 

from the production in department II 

[57] 
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2. the separation of the services paid by the state from the above, 

3. the separation of the subdivision of goods distributed freely from the production of 

department II. 

The latter is typical for the period of transition into communism. 

The result of the modernized schemes of reproduction in socialist economy is that though 

the part of production in department II is not distributed according to the input of labour, labour 

and only labour is the source of its value. 



Wlodzimierz Brus 

Kazimierz Laski 

Poland 

growth at the full employment of 
productive forces 

The degree of the utilization of productive forces and their development are one 

of the basic indicators of the economic effectiveness and the dynamics of every sys¬ 

tem of production. There is a close interdependence between the degree of the util¬ 

ization of productive forces, on the one hand, and their development, on the other. 

By bringing this interdependence out to light it is possible to show certain basic aspects 

of the superiority of the socialist system over the capitalist one. 

The full utilization of productive forces can be best defined as the state at which 

the national income actually produced reaches the level equal to the national income 

that can possibly be attained. If we denote the national income actually produced 

by D and the national income that it is possible to achieve, or the maximum income, 

by jDmax, we have: 
D = Dmax 

when the productive forces are fully employed. 
However, the simplicity of this definition is only apparent (we shall return to 

this question later on). But even on the basis of this definition we can and should 

confront the notion of a full employment of productive forces with the notion of 

an optimal employment. 
By optimal employment of productive forces can be understood not only theii 

full employment but also a situation in which the physical structure of national income 

(i.e. the structure of consumption and the resultant structure of productive accumu¬ 

lation) is best geared to the existing needs of society and to the degree of the in¬ 

tensity of those needs. Social needs in this context are interpreted broadly as com¬ 

prising both individual and social preferences assuming that they are somehow 

reconciled. We can assume, for instance, that individual preferences are included 

in social preferences if the former do not conflict with the latter which are superior. 

A special aspect of the physical structure of national income is the share of 

consumer goods in income, on the one hand, and the share of the productively ac¬ 

cumulated goods, particularly investment goods, on the other. The former satisfy 

the current consumption requirements, the latter-the future consumption require¬ 

ments through increased income which they make possible. An optimal physical 

159] 
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structure of national income and an optimal employment of productive resources 

from this point of view are not, of course, tantamount to the proportional degree of 

the satisfaction of current and future consumption needs but they are tantamount 

to a compromise between these needs, expressed in an optimum rate of growth. 

Thus, to the same extent, the problem of the optimal employment of productive forces 

is not identical with the problem of their full utilization. 

These introductory remarks, of course, were not meant to exhaust the whole 

complex problem of the relationship between the full and optimal employment of 

productive forces. Their object was to emphasize that the problem of full utili¬ 

zation of productive forces analysed in this paper does not exhaust the problem of 

their optimal utilization. The latter question is undoubtedly broader and includes 

the problem of full utilization as a basic, although not the only, element. Both prob¬ 

lems become identical if it is assumed that the structure of productive capacity 

(considering also foreign trade) corresponds fully to the structure of needs in a broad 

sense. 

1. Full Employment of Productive Assets 

A full employment of productive forces comprises, first, a full utilization of 

productive assets and, secondly, a full utilization of labour force. Let us first consid¬ 

er both these problems separately and then in their mutual relationship. 

On the surface, it should not be difficult to define precisely the state of the full 

employment of productive assets. There is a defined productive capacity of particular 

elements of equipment and the level of production equal to this productive capacity 

means that the production apparatus is fully employed. Denoting actual income by 

D and the productive capacity of the production apparatus by T>M’max we have 

jp _ JpM, max 

when productive assets are fully employed. 

However, when we go deeper into this definition we encounter, as is usual with 

definitions, considerable complications. We can distinguish without difficulty, for 

instance, a factory which is not fully employed or which operates, say, 2 days 

a week, from a fully employed factory operating at the limit of its productive 

capacity. However, can we consider as a full employment of productive assets a 

state in which the shift-coefficient is lower than that technically possible and 

economically desirable? Or a state in which difficulties in cooperation cause that 

certain factories (or divisions) produce less than they could and should? Further, 

it is assumed that in a state of full employment of productive capacity proper input- 

output lelations are preserved among different divisions and branches of production 

(e.g. the demand for steel at the full employment of the establishments using steel 

and the supply of steel at the full employment of the productive capacity of steel 

mills). When these relations are not preserved and when productive capacities of 
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interrelated branches are not properly balanced a full utilization of productive ca¬ 

pacity is possible only to the extent determined by various bottlenecks (after allowing 

for foreign trade). Is it possible, then, to consider as full employment of productive 

capacity a situation in which the insufficient supply of certain raw materials imposes 

limitations on the employment of productive capacity in different branches of the 

manufacturing industry? What should be done, for instance, when stocks and re¬ 

serves (constituting a part of working capital), exceed, particularly in certain lines, all 

reasonable limits? It is also quite possible that certain reserves of productive capac¬ 

ity are kept idle on purpose, particularly in some branches of production, in order 

to ensure a required degree of flexibility. 
It is easy to see that situations described above can also appear in a socialist 

economy. Can we, then, talk about a full employment of productive assets in a so¬ 

cialist economy? Yes, we can, but only in a specific sense. All cases of less than full 

employment of productive capacity result either from bad organization or from 
above mentioned disproportions, or are intended. But in a socialist economy there 

does not appear a specific and very important case of less than full employment of 

productive capacity due to the lack of aggregate effective demand. Only in this 

sense can we speak of a full employment of productive capacity in a socialist 

economy and contrast it, from this point of view, with a capitalist economy suffering 

notoriously from less than full employment of capital assets, which cannot be explain¬ 

ed by difficulties on the supply side. In the above sense we speak of a full employ¬ 

ment of productive capacity when an increase in aggregate demand does not result 

in increased production at a given level of productive capacity; by the same token, 

we speak of less than full employment when the reverse is true. 
This statement is of great importance for the analysis of growth. Especially the 

formulae describing the factors of growth of national income, although they merely 

define certain relationships and therefore can formally be applied to any system of 

production, are not really applicable to a capitalist system. 
In the indirect formula1 of the type D = M\ fixed capital assets M are treated as 

a factor which together with the capital intensity coefficient k determines the level 

of national income. Accordingly productive investment / is treated as a factor which 

expands productive capacity and in consequence, co-determines an increase in national 

income. In a capitalist economy, at a less than full employment of productive capac¬ 

ity investment is nevertheless, primarily a factor determining the demand for capital 

goods and also, via the demand for consumer good, a factor determining national 

income. 
Let us assume, that we deal with a purely capitalist economy in which the workers 

spend all their earnings on current consumption and do not save, and the capitalists, 

being the symbol of their class, purchase only investment goods, and do not consume. 

1 K. taski, Czynniki wzrostu dochodu narodowego w gospodarce socjalistycznej (Factors of 

Growth in National Income in a Socialist Economy), “Ekonomista”, No. 2, 1960. 
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In this situation, by definition, wages P would equal consumption K, and investment 

/would be equal to profits (or savings) O. Indeed, if we have 

P — K 

and the national income 
D = P+O 

and 
D = K+I 

then, of course 1=0 

i.e. the investment in a given period equals the profits in this period. 

This, of course, follows from the definition and cannot be questioned. However, 

the problem consists in a proper interpretation. Kalecki proved that this equality 

should be understood as meaning that investment determines profits, and not the 

other way around2. At the first glance this seems absurd, because in accordance 

with common sense it should be expected that it is profits that determine the volume 

of investment. However, this is not so. 

If investment is I, and at the same time there is a given rate of surplus value 

m—the same in both divisions of social production—then, first of all, wages Px 

in Division / are determined. Indeed, production in Division / is 

PiJrOx — / 

but - = m , hence Ox = Px • m 
Pi 

and therefore Px+Pxm = / 

Thus investment determines the demand for consumer goods which comes from 

Division / and also the supply, equal to this demand, flowing from Division II 

to Division I since if 

Px = 02 

also o2 = 
I 

1+m' ’ 

The production of Division II equals 

P2+02 = K 

= m , hence P2 
<>2 

m 

2 M. Kalecki, Theory of Economic Dynamics, London 1956, p. 53. 
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and therefore 

^ + Oz = K 
m 

K= 

K=Oz 

—T + l 
m 

1+m' 

m! 

1 —|— /7?/ 
and thus the total production of consumer goods is —^7— times larger than <9, 

which is the production of consumer goods for Division I. It is now easy to determine 

K in relation to I. 
I 1+ra' I 

K = 
1 -\-m' m m 

Finally, also income is determined by investment: 

D = I+K 

D — /+ 
m 

m' 

TYl I 
and D = — /, where i — --T = — which is the rate of investment3. 

i 1+m D 

Very deeply rooted in our minds is the notion that national income in a given 

period is a given quantity, a sort of a loaf of bread of a given weight. This notion 

is true on the assumption that productive capacity is utilized to the full. When the 

loaf is given then the less we earmark for investment the more we can consume, and 

vice versa. The division of the loaf of bread is thus independent of its size and should 

be considered separately. 

When we deal with a capitalist economy in which the productive capacity is 

not fully employed we cannot assume that national income is given. It increases as 

the degree of the utilization of the productive capacity increases. And the degree of 

utilization increases as investment increases, at a given rate of investment (which, 

as we have already seen depends upon the rate of surplus value). Thus, in a capi¬ 

talist system national income varies with the size of the part earmarked for investment. 

Then it is not the rate of investment (and the rate of surplus value) that adjusts 

itself to the volume of investment at a given income, but national income adjusts 

itself to investment at a given rate of investment. 

3 Obviously under the term “the rate of investment” the relative rate of investment in the 

national income is meant here, and in this meaning will the above term be used in all the paper. 
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In a socialist economy, on the other hand, the level of national income is deter¬ 

mined by the full (in the sense defined above) employment of productive capacity. 

From this point of view, then, income is given and the lesser the share of investment 

the more remains for current consumption, and vice versa. A socialist state deter¬ 

mines in its plan the volume of investment and also the amount of saved profits needed 

for financing the investment. But neither investment, nor savings which are equal 

to it determine national income; it is determined by the existing productive capacity. 

When the volume of investment changes, the rate of investment changes, but income 

does not change. 

If the planning authority determines investment as equal to /, then, knowing 

also the volume of income it simultaneously determines the rate of investment 

i = —J-— , and the rate of surplus product m' = ;4- It could be said, therefore, 
DM’max 1 r 1_z 

that in a socialist economy the national income in a given period is a constant func¬ 

tion of investment and the rate of investment in this period 

M, max 

Dm’ max = / •--— = /— = const. 
/ i 

The whole problem can be presented graphically. On the axis of abscissae 

investment is measured as an independent variable and along the axis of ordinates 

4 If 
m' 

1 +?n' ’ 
then m' = i (1 +m') 

m' — im = i 
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national income is measured as a function of investment. DM’max is the level of 

national income attainable at the full employment of productive capacity. 

To attain -DM>*max in a capitalist economy the volume of investment / is required 

when the rate of investment is /. In no case can the income actually attained exceed 
£)M, max, but jj. can be iess t]jan that_ jn a capitalist economy this happens, as a rule, 

if investment is less than I. When investment /'< /, the national income D < DM> max 

and the decrease in income is larger than the decrease in investment because consump¬ 

tion declines with investment (K' < K). Consumption decreases, first of all because, 

some workers in Division / lose their jobs and earnings and, secondly, because togeth¬ 

er with them also the workers who previously produced consumer goods for the 

former lose, in turn, their jobs and earnings. 

The Keynesian School—which several scores of years after Marx admitted final¬ 

ly that in a capitalist economy national income may and, in fact, as a rule does re¬ 

main at a less than full employment level, i.e. below DM’max—points out that the cause 

is the insufficient propensity to invest i.e. insufficient investment (/' < I). From the 

purely formal point of view this is correct as long as it is recognized that the rate of 

investment i is given. However, i depends upon the rate of surplus value m'. Therefore 

it would be more correct to say that at a given propensity to invest (if this rather du¬ 

bious terminology is to be used) the rate of surplus value, or the rate of exploitation 

is too high. It would be beyond bourgeois economics, however, to concede this fact, 

because it would expose the immanent and insuperable contradictions in capitalism. 

If the rate of exploitation were lowered this would not be without effect on invest¬ 

ment which is embarked upon to bring profit. And it is obvious that in theory (igno¬ 

ring the capitalistic system of production) it is possible to ensure the level of national 

income equal to DM’max at any level of investment providing that appropriate rates 

of investment and of surplus value are found for given investment. 

This happens in a socialist economy in which national income reaches the value 

pM, max jn consequence of the full employment of productive capacity regardless of 

the volume of investment. When investment declines from / to /' by AI then con¬ 

sumption simultaneously increases by the same quantity AK = AI. This effect is 

obtained by adjusting the rate of investment to each given level of investment. Invest¬ 

ment / is accompanied by the rate of investment i = —~—, and investment /' is 

r 
accompanied by the rate of investment i' = - -M> max. In line with the change in the 

rate of investment there will be a corresponding change in the rate of surplus 

product which for the planning authority in a socialist system is not a final 

objective but merely a means toward financing planned investment. 

So far we have been considering this problem taking the productive capacity 

as given. However during the process of growth productive capacity changes. For 

a capitalist economy an analysis of the indirect type and the way in which the role 

of productive assets is taken into account is useless. This comes out even more clearly 
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when we deal with the process of growth. The indirect factors determining the rate 

of growth of income are expressed by the Kalecki formula 

where 

r = -=-i+u- 
k 

denotes relative increase in gross national income 

the incremental coefficient of capital intensity 

the rate of gross productive investment 

the coefficient of improvements 

the coefficient of decline in national income 

ffi consequence of wear and tear of the productive equipment. _ 
In this formula investment is treated as a factor expanding the production ap¬ 

paratus and not as a factor determining the demand. However, when the productive 

capacity is not fully utilized then investment put into operation (and with this we are 

concerned in the above formula) does not play any part in determining an increase 

in national income. For it may happen that investment put into operation, instead 

of increasing income, will only increase the amount of unused productive capacity. 

Indeed, there is no reason to believe that in capitalism investment put into operation, 

that is an increase in productive capacity, determines an increase in national income 

in a different manner than the productive apparatus in general determines national 

income in general. 
At the bottom of the above formula lies the assumption that the productive capac¬ 

ity is fully employed and therefore it determines the volume of income through the 

average coefficient of capital intensity. On this assumption-justified in a socialist 

economy—also investment put into operation determines an increase in income 

taking into account the incremental coefficient of capital intensity. This formula can 

then be applied only to such an economy in which investment, via new productive 

capacity, determines, together with the old productive capacity, the volume of national 

income. 
It follows that between the rate of investment i and the rate of increase in income 

r there does not exist, by any means, a similar relationship in a capitalist economy 

as there is in a socialist economy. This matter is directly related to the role of the 

coefficient u. In a socialist economy where productive capacity is fully employed this 

coefficient expresses the effect of constant improvements in the utilization of the exist¬ 

ing capacity resulting from improved skills of the workers, improvements in organiza¬ 

tion, a decrease in work stoppage and deficiencies, better cooperation, a greater numbei 

of shifts worked, and so on. This is a slow but systematic process and it can be observ¬ 

ed in every socialist enterprise. It can be assumed, therefore, that the coefficient u 

0 CfZ zagadnien teorii dynamiki gospodarki socjalistycznej (Problems in the Theory of Dy¬ 

namics of a Socialist Economy) in the collective study: Zagadnienia ekonomu politycznej socjahzmu 

(Problems in the Political Economy of Socialism), Warsaw 1960, 3rd Edition. 
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is in a socialist economy a constant quantity and, what is of particular importance, 

that it is always positive. 

In a capitalist economy the situation is quite different. It is true that in capitalistic 

enterprises improvements also take place all the time, sometimes even on a larger 

scale than in similar socialist enterprises. The point is, however, that since the produc¬ 

tive capacity is not fully employed the coefficient u fluctuates considerably and de¬ 

pending on the phase of the business cycle it assumes either positive or negative 

values. Under these circumstances i, k and a which are given, are accompanied in 

capitalism by completely different rates of growth in income—r, depending upon 

the size and sign of the coefficient u. At each breakdown of the business cycle the 

coefficient u becomes negative, and quite often this factor more than offsets the 

effect of the factors — i—a, giving in effect a decline instead of an increase in national 

income. 

It should be noted, however, that also the role of the coefficients a and k is not 

identical in different systems of production. The shrinking of productive capacity 

expressed by the coefficient a is much stronger in a capitalist economy in which the 

process of absolescence of equipment is not socially controlled and is often subject 

to the destroying influence of competition. The differences in the role of the coeffi¬ 

cient k are of an even greater importance. In a socialist economy it is a variable 

independent of i (in a certain sense, used in this content) but in capitalism this is not 

so. For different values of k and at a given distribution of an increase in income 

between wages and profits, the profit from a given amount of productive investment 

will also be different (assuming a given degree of their utilization). It is obvious that 

through the rate of profit this will affect the rate of investment i. 

It follows that the above formula cannot be directly applied to a capitalist eco¬ 

nomy, but that it expresses correctly the process of growth in a planned economy in 

which, because of the full employment of productive capacity, the coefficient u is 
i 

relatively constant and positive and in which, therefore, the productive effect of 

investment • i actually determines (together with the coefficients a and u) the rate 
k 

of growth of income. In the capitalist system, on the other hand, it would be more 

correct to say that the coefficient of improvements u depends upon the rate of eco¬ 

nomic growth rather than the other way around. 

This point should be stressed because sometimes rash statements are made to 

the effect that the above formula—which, incidentally, displays a considerable formal 

similarity to the models of the Harrod-Domar type is applicable to every system 

of production. It is not our intention to enter into the discusion of the theory of 

growth of a capitalist economy. But every reasonably correct model of this type 

must take into account the demand side as well as the supply side. With this approach 

investment cannot be treated exclusively as a factor forming new productive capacity 

and thus new supply, but should be treated as a factor creating demand. Investment 
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undertaken in a given period of time is a basic factor determining total demand and 

thus the income produced. In turn, an increase in investment becomes a basic factor 

determining in a given period of time an increase in aggregate demand (not supply) 

and in consequence—an increase in income. Only at a certain level of an increase in 

investment will the effects on the demand side be sufficient for creating income cor¬ 

responding to the full employment of the productive capacity. It is easiest to em- 

phazise this point by assuming that for a certain period of time productive investment 

is stabilized on a fairly high level. In a socialist economy this stabilization will be 

accompanied by an increase (even though at a relatively declining rate) in national 

income as long as the stabilized investment expands productive capacity. In capi¬ 

talism, on the other hand, investment stabilized on the same level will be accompanied 

by the stabilization of total demand and supply, and an increase in productive capac¬ 

ity will simply raise the amount of unused capacity. 
This problem can be fairly clearly presented graphically. Let us measure, as 

before, the volume of investment along the axis of abscissae and the volume of 

income corresponding to the given level of investments along the axis of ordinates. 

The relationship between investment in a given period of time and income in the 

same period is a specific feature of a capitalist economy and is expressed by a simpli¬ 

fied linear relationship of the type D, = — • /,. When investment is I\ then income 

must be D't. Let us measure along the negative part of the axis of abscissae the 

amount of fixed productive capital assets M and along the axis of ordinates the 

volume of income that can be achieved when these assets are fully employed. Moreover, 

let us assume that there is the linear relationship -D?*,max = • Mt, where k denotes 

both the average and the incremental coefficient of capital intensity. Thus the income 

that can be attained in year t is DtM,max and is greater than D't because we have assumed 

that, as is usual in a capitalist economy, there exists some unused capacity. The 

segment T)'Z)(M,max denotes then the amount of unused productive capacity measur¬ 

ed by the difference between the actual income and the attainable income. 
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Let us now assume than in the year t-\-1 investment does not change and is /,'. 

Consequently income does not change either, and is D\. The productive capacity, 

however, is in this year M't+1 = (for simplicity we disregard improvements and 

the wear and tear of productive equipment), because the increase in productive 

equipment in the year ?+l is determined by investment in the year t. 

To the assets M't+X there corresponding the income D^’1max = D^,max-\-AD', 

and AD' denotes an increase in income corresponding to the increase in productive 

capacity by I[. However, owing to the stabilization of investment, there was no 

increase in income in the year t-\-1, but an increase in unused capacity of the order AD'. 

It is also easy to see that there is a certain level of investment and a certain rate 

of their growth which ensure a stable and full employment of productive capacity. 

The investment in the year t would have to be It and in the year t+1 they would have 

to reach It+1 that is they would have to increase by AI. Only in this case income in 

the year f+1 would increase by AD = A- * d/and simultaneously the increase in in¬ 

come in year t+1 due to the investment in year t would be AD = — • It. 

We would have then 

hence 

lrAI=T-'- 

AI 1 
• i. 

The right side of this equation is a simplified version of the Kalecki formula 

expressing the growth of productive capacity without the factors a and u. The left 

side—characteristic of a capitalist economy—is the increase in investment required 

for an increase in demand sufficient for ensuring a stable and full utilization of pro¬ 

ductive capacity. In capitalism, however, even a stable growth in investment is 

problematic, to say nothing of a stable growth at the rate • i6. 

In a socialist economy, on the other hand, income in a given period, as we have 

shown, does not depend upon investment in this period. Income depends upon the 

productive capacity available and, as a rule, fully employed in a given period. 

If, investment is stabilized then it does not follow, by any means, that income will 

be stabilized (for simplicity we still ignore the coefficients a and u); only the rate 

of investment i will change with an increase in income. 

For national income in year t equal to Z)f’max the rate of investment is a function 

/, 
of the level of investment It; hence we have i = ^ max-. The increase in income in 

year £+1 is AD, regardless of the level of investment in year t+1 which is It+1- 

6 Cf. E. D. Domar, Essays in the Theory of Economic Growth, New York 1957, p. 97. 
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This is so because it depends—in accordance with the formula AD — It • ^ upon 

investment in the preceding period. If investment in year f+1 are stabilized at the 

level I, then, the rate of investment will simply change from i to i . It is possible, 

of course, that investment will increase by AI to It+1 in year t+1. In this case the 

rate i will not change. However, if for some reason it is deemed desirable that invest¬ 

ment be raised by more or less than Zl/, or even be lowered, then, anyway, this will 

not affect the magnitude D"f“ which—we repeat—is determined by the existing 

productive capacity. Changes occur not in income, but in i and are expressed by 

different slopes of the straight line with the slope coefficient equal to-j- which is the 

reciprocal of the rate of investment. 
Does it follow that demand does not play any part in the process of growth in 

a socialist economy? By no means, but its role differs from that played by demand 

in a capitalist economy. Demand is a primary magnitude only in societies which have 

lost control over the functioning and the development of their productive resources. 

In a socialist economy it is not income and the degree of the utilization of productive 

capacity that are adjusted to total demand but it is the other way around total 

demand must fit into the framework determined by the actual level of income which, 

in turn, depends upon the existing productive capacity7. 

It is obvious that there is always a conflict between the existing needs and the 

level of income which limits the possibilities of satisfying these needs. These possi¬ 

bilities always lag behind growing social needs and this is a basic stimulus to growth. 

Each determination of the size of demand is only a current solution of the conflict 

between social needs and the possibilities of meeting them. The conflict itself will 

always exist because social needs will never stop growing. The thesis of the saturation 

of needs is based on the assumption of their stability while in fact they are a product 

of historical development and, to some extent, a function of the development ol pro¬ 

duction itself. The conflict between the production potential and demand is then 

a manifestation of a basic conflict characteristic of a given type of production relations 

and not a result of a high level of the satisfaction of social needs, as some apologists 

of capitalism allege. 

2. Full Employment of the Labour Force 

In discussing the notion of full employment of productive capacity we have 

disregarded labour force. We have tacitly assumed that labour force is not a factor 

limiting the degree of the utilization of capacity. Turning now to the notion of full 

employment of labour force we assume, for the time being, that the productive ap¬ 

paratus is not a factor limiting the degree of the utilization of capacity. 

7 Limitations on the side of demand, however, may appear in some branches of production 

in consequence of wrong decisions concerning past investment. 
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As full employment of labour force can be understood a situation in which all 

persons able to work can find employment. In spite of its apparent simplicity this 

statement is not deprived of a double meaning. The notion of “being able to work ’ 

depends partly on biological factors, particularly age, and partly on socio-economic 

factors. Some factors extend the period of occupational activity (particularly the 

extension of the length of human life), others shorten it (the extension of the period 

needed for general education and trade training, the system of retirement pensions). 

Both groups of factors are strongly affected by the development of material produc¬ 

tion. An essential part is also played by customs, religion and other factors limit¬ 

ing sometimes the possibilities of employment for certain social groups. This is 

often true as far as women are concerned. Under given social and economic condi¬ 

tions, however, the number of persons able to work is given, with a certain limitation 

which shall be discussed later. 
Under given conditions the length of the working week or the working year is 

also given. In modern societies the maximum length of the working week is regulated 

by law and this length—varying in historical development but given in a given peiiod 

of time—is a point of reference for defining full employment. If, for instance, the 

length of the working week is 48 hours but a certain portion of the laboui force is 

against its will—employed only for 32 hours a week then we have a state of less than 

full employment of the labour force. 
In consequence we can determine not only the number of persons able to work 

but also the potential length of working time during a year. Thus, to a full employment 

of the labour force there corresponds—at a given level of the productivity of labour 

and a given distribution of manpower between the productive and non-productive 
divisions—a certain potential level of national income T>z’max. If the actual income 

jr) _ ^z.max t]ien we hayg a state of full employment. 

A developed socialist economy is characterized by the absence of unemployment 

and a full employment of its labour force, as its essential features. This requires an 

adaptation of the territorial and the occupational structures of labour power to the 

trends in the demand for labour. This adaptation is an intended objective of economic 

planning and, sooner or later, is achieved. As long as there exist structural imbalances 

we can talk of a full employment of the labour force in principle if, firstly, the number 

of vacancies is at least equal to the number of jobs wanted and, secondly, if the num¬ 

ber of persons seeking work is relatively insignificant in comparison with the labour 

force. 
In our further considerations we shall disregard the territorial and structural 

distribution of the labour force and consequently the degree of its employment will 

depend simply on the demand for labour forthcoming from the productive (and non¬ 

productive) division. Since we have already assumed that the production appaiatus, 

that is the objective conditions, do not constitute a limiting factor, then in a socialist 

economy in which the demand for labour is determined by planning no other state 

than that of full employment is conceivable under the assumed conditions. 
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The situation is different in a capitalist economy. Here the workers have a right 

to work and to earn income providing that they simultaneously create profits. The 

demand for labour is then a derivative of profits and as a rule is below the level 

of full employment. Both for purely economic reasons and for political reasons 

capitalism cannot exist without “a reserve industrial army” which appears as a more 

or less permanent phenomenon in the course of business cycle. The existence of 

business cycles by itself assumes less than full employment of labour force. Indeed, 

without unemployment and or part-time employment sudden increases and declines 

in production and employment would be impossible. 

In a socialist economy, because of full employment, an increase in employment 

is limited by an increase in the labour force. In other words, if the state of full employ¬ 

ment is to be maintained then employment must increase at the same rate as the 

labour force or the population, if it is assumed that the rates of growth of the labour 

force and of the population are identical. 

The balancing of the rates of growth of employment and of the labour force 

is a necessary condition for maintaining full employment, but it is not a sufficient 

condition if in the starting period there was a state of less than full employment 

of the labour force. Let us denote the labour force in the period zero by N0 and the 

employment in the period zero by Z . If the labour force and employment are a func¬ 

tion of time and grow at the annual rate y and a respectively then in the year t 

Nt =iV0(l+y)f 

and Z( = Z0(l + a)t. 

Thus we have Nt = Zt when N0 — Z0 (i.e. when there was a state of full em¬ 

ployment in the starting period) and when a — y (i.e. when the labour force and 

employment grow at the same rate). If, however N0 > Z0 then also Nt > Zt even 

though a = y, and then a state of less than full employment persists in spite of the 

same rate of growth in the labour force and employment. Unemployment will grow 

in this case also at the rate a — y. 

Of course, if even the condition a = y is not satisfied, and a < y, then regardless 

of what the situation was in the starting period unemployment will arise or increase 

in consequence of the rate of growth in the labour force being faster than the rate 

of growth in employment. 

At full employment the rate of growth in employment cannot, in principle, 

surpass the rate of growth of the labour force. However at full employment there may 

exist certain groups of people who under certain circumstances would be willing 

to start working although they are not actively seeking work. This applies, first of all, 

to married women and to those branches of economy in which paid work has not 

been distinctly separated from family labour. It is particularly difficult to determine 

the degree of the utilization of labour power on privately owned peasant farms. 

It can be assumed that persons who live on farms and whose productivity of labour 

is nil (that is those whose labour does not increase production) are actually unem- 
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ployed. Full employment means then that there does not exist this kind of unused 

labour force, also known as agrarian overpopulation. However, even if there is no 

overt agrarian overpopulation there still may exist in agriculture certain surpluses of 

manpower whose productivity of labour is relatively low in consequence of its not 

being fully employed during the year. It might be said that this is underemployed 

labour force. It can partly be transferred (at a certain loss to agricultural production) 

to non-agricultural occupations, and partly can combine work in agriculture with some 

other employment. In such cases it is possible to activate a certain part of the popu¬ 

lation by appropriate economic measures and to increase employment more than 

it would rise by itself owing to a natural increase in the labour force, (the building of 

nurseries and kindergartens, the provision of transportation to the place of work, 

seasonal employment, etc. are the examples of such measures). The activating of 

these groups raises the coefficient of occupational activeness, that is the ratio of 

those employed to the total population. Thus, even at full employment, if and 

as long as this ratio increases, the rate of growth in employment may grow faster 

than the rate of population increase. However, after the reserves hidden in these 

marginal groups have been exhausted and a new ratio of employment to population 

has been achieved the rate of growth of employment must again be adjusted to the 

rate of growth of the labour force and population. 

Under certain circumstances it may happen, however, that the coefficient of 

occupationel activeness will decline. For instance, when married women who bring 

up their children go to work because the earnings of the head of the family are 

insufficient then an increase in these earnings may result in a drop in the employment 

of married women. An extension of the period of education and the lowering of the 

retirement age would have a similar effect. In all such cases the rate of increase in 

employment is lower that the rate of growth in the labour force and the population 

as long as the coefficient of occupational activeness declines. After a new ratio of 

those employed to the whole population is reached the rate of growth in employ¬ 

ment increases and catches up again with the rate of growth in the labour force. 

3. Growth at the Full Employment of Productive Forces 

We shall now attempt to relate our considerations on the full employment 

of the production apparatus on the one hand, and of the labour force, on the other. 

As long as we discuss these two problems independently, a full employment of the 

productive apparatus may be accompanied by less than full employment of the 

labour force, and vice versa. To some extent this is a problem of a technical and 

balance-sheet nature. The production apparatus in order to be fully utilized requires 

a certain amount of manpower. If both these quantities are adjusted to one another 

then a full employment of productive resources is possible from the technical and 

balance-sheet point of view. Whether this possibility is turned into reality will de¬ 

pend to a considerable extent, on the nature of the production relations. In a socialist 
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economy the adaptation of the productive apparatus to the resources of manpower 

is not only a necessary, but also a sufficient condition for a full employment of 

productive forces. 
If the production apparatus is not adjusted to the available labour force and 

does not provide jobs for all those able to work then even in a socialist system full 

employment is not immediately attainable. However, this kind of situation is in 

a socialist system a relict of the past and no matter how serious problems it may 

produce it is not a characteristic feature of a socialist economy. Appropriate steps 

will be taken immediately to remedy the situation and sooner or later imbalances 

will be eliminated. 

Generally, if 
max __ jyZ* max 

then D < Dmax 

i.e. if a full employment of productive resources is possible from the technical and 

balance-sheet points of view then income can reach the maximum value or be 

below it. The first alternative occurs in a socialist system and the second—in a capi¬ 

talist system. 

jj~ £)M,max ^ ^)Z,max 

then £>max < £>z’max 

and if 

then DmaX 

i.e. if the production apparatus and the labour force are not adjusted, then the maxi¬ 

mum value of income corresponds to the full employment of the factor that is at 

a minimum. Income may, or may not, reach the maximum, as has already been 

stressed, depending upon the nature of production relations. 

Let us assume that in the starting period there exists the state of full employment 

of productive forces of the type D = 2)M’max — _Dz,max. jf- the econ0my grows at that 

time then certain conditions must be satisfied to ensure full employment of productive 

forces also in the future. Let us first assume growth without technical progress 

with the resultant constant productivity of labour; also the incremental (meaning 

the productivity of labour in production establishments put into operation every 

year) and the average productivity of labour are equal to one another. Under these 

circumstances the rate of growth of income, determined by the direct factors, i.e. 

the living labour and its productivity, is equal to the rate of growth in employment 

r = a 

and growth ensures the full utilization of productive resources when 

a — y 

i.e. when the rate of growth in employment equals the rate of growth in the labour 

force or the population with a given coefficient of occupational activeness. 
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To growth thus defined, at given coefficients k, a, and u, there corresponds 

a defined rate of investment i. In accordance with the indirect formula we have 

r = -j- i—a+w 
k 

and in accordance with the direct formula 

r = a 

hence -J- i—a+ U — a 
K 

and hence i — k(oc-{-a—U) 

We can find the rate of investment graphically by measuring off the rate of 

growth of the labour force y along the axis of ordinates. The line parallel to the axis 

of abscissae intersects the straight line j- at the point A whose abscissa gives the 

rate of investment ensuring full employment of productive forces. 

It should be emphasized that in a capitalist economy growth at a full employment 

of the productive capacity—even if it were considered possible—does not necessarily 

ensure a simultaneous full employment of the labour force. Indeed, the postulate 

by Domar that investment grows in accordance with the formula 

AI' 1 . 

means only that demand should grow at the same rate as productive capacity. If 

this happens and if at the starting point the productive capacity is fully employed, 

then it will continue to be so. This will be accompanied by some rate of growth in 

income and if the productivity of labour is constant then it equals the rate of growth 

of employment 
r = a 

If, however, a < y then unemployment results even if there was no unemploy¬ 

ment at the starting point. 
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Full employment of the productive capacity in a capitalist economy is possible, 

then, at various rates of growth in income, providing that the Domar formula is 

satisfied. These various rates of growth in income are accompanied, at a constant 

productivity of labour, by various rates of growth in employment. If to start with 

we have full employment then an increase in employment cannot, of course be 

greater than it is made possible by an increase in the labour force, but it can be smaller. 

Under these circumstances the productive capacity can be fully utilized with less 

than full employment of the labour force. 

In a capitalist economy there are considerable and almost insurmountable 

difficulties in satisfying the conditions of the Domar formula. This is so because the 

formula has to be satisfied not at any level, but at the level strictly determined by the 

balance of the labour force and by the rate of its growth, if full employment is 

to be maintained (and if—as we have assumed—the productivity of labour 

is constant). 

In a socialist economy both the determination of the rate of growth at which 

the productive forces are fully employed and its realization by an appropriate rate 

of investment, strictly defined with our assumptions, is quite feasible, because it is 

ensured by economic planning. On the other hand, in a capitalist economy, even if 

it is assumed that this rate of growth and the rate of investment necessary for sus¬ 

taining it are known, there do not exist the institutional conditions that would 

transform this knowledge into economic decisions. There is no wonder then, that the 

rate of growth corresponding to a full employment of productive forces is an unat¬ 

tainable goal in a capitalist economy. 

Is it true, though, that for given y, i.e. for a given rate of growth in the labour 

force, the rate of growth with a full employment of productive resources is strictly 

determined? It is easy to see that this conclusion has been arrived at on the simpli¬ 

fying assumption that the productivity of labour is constant. It should suffice to take 

the less abstract assumption that with technical progress and with constant k the 

rate of growth of the productivity of labour (3 is given (thus the previously described 

situation when /? = 0 is a special case). 

Assuming as before that at the starting period productive resources are fully 

employed the rate of growth of income determined by the direct factors is 

r = a+/S 

where the product a '(3 has been left out as an insignificant magnitude. Hence the 

rate of growth in employment is 

a = r-p 

and the condition of growth ensuring a full employment of productive resources is 

the equation 

« = y 
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Since, at the same time, according to the indirect formula 

r = i' ~—a-\-u 
k 

then i •— a-\-(3 

hence i — k(a-\-^+a—u) 

and i is again strictly determined. 

The rate of investment required under these conditions can be found by a graphi¬ 

cal method: 

Measuring off the rate of growth in the labour force y along the axis of ordi¬ 

nates we find point A whose abscissa gives the rate of investment for growth with 

given coefficients u, a, (3 and k. 

Thus also after allowing for technical progress and increased productivity there 

exists a certain rate of growth that makes possible a full employment of productive 

forces and there also exists a rate of investment needed of attaining the required rate 

of growth. However, it is less strictly determined than in the case when it is assumed 

that there is no technical progress. For a given coefficient k, there may be different 

values of ft and thus there may exist different rates of growth satisfying the condition 

of full employment of productive resources. Therefore, the postulate of the rate of 

growth thus defined does not mean that there is here no problem of the optimiza¬ 

tion of the rate of growth of income, all the more so that also the coefficient k is 

subject to economic choice in connection with the choice of the technique of produc¬ 

tion. When there is no technical progress the constancy of k means also that /? = 0 

and therefore, since the rate of growth of the labour force y is given, the rate of 

growth at full employment of productive forces is also given. In this case the rate 

of growth is not subject to economic choice, but the way of achieving this rate ensur¬ 

ing a full employment of productive resources is subject to choice. 

We have already indicated that there are insurmountable obstacles in main¬ 

taining this rate of growth in a capitalist economy, even in the simplest case when 

technical progress is disregarded and when it is assumed that the productive resources 
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are fully employed at the starting period. Very often, however, the problem 

consists not in maintaining but in achieving the rate of growth ensuring full employ¬ 

ment of productive resources. Furthermore, with technical progress and increased 

productivity of labour the rate of such growth is not uniquely determined, particu¬ 

larly when the coefficient k varies. In such cases the problem is much more compli¬ 

cated. The objective is not to maintain given rates of growth and of investment 

but to change them so that the productive forces can be fully employed. The problem 

consists also in choosing an optimum rate of growth under given conditions. To 

solve these problems the economic system must be flexible in determining the funda 

mental economic ratios, must know the starting point and the objectives as well 

as the intermediate stages of the chosen road. From this point of view the superiority 

of the planned socialist economy over the spontaneous capitalist economy can be 

most easily seen. 



Alain Cotta 

France 

THE GROWTH OF THE SECTOR OF PRODUCTION 

1. The aggregate analysis of growth is gradually exhausting its potentialities 

The recent theoretical developments which give up summary relationships and 

sequences (rate of investment, accelerator, average or marginal capital coefficients, 

...) to the benefit of a Cobb-Douglas function are proving less and less convincing. 

We may even ask ourselves whether the latest measurements of growth in the American 

economy do not definitely call into question the adequacy of this type of analysis. 

As we all know, the aggregate production function is represented as follows1 * * * V: 

Vm = A ■ T-m • 

The introduction of the variable V, is necessary in order to take into account 

the increases in the national product independant of those of the factors of pro¬ 

duction T and C. Furthermore, most observations suggest that this variable, which 

was initially assumed to contain residual and negligible phenomena only, is in 

actual fact of paramount importance. Solow goes so far as to maintain that the 

rate of technical progress alone accounts for approximately 80% of the long period 

growth of the national product of the U.S.A. A similar conclusion is reached by the 

authors of recent long-term projections for continental Europe, where the value 

of the coefficient V is situated between 1 and 2%, for the last decade. 

1 where Y = National Income or National Product 

T = Labour 

C = Capital 

a and ft = Elasticity of the National Product with respect to Labour and Capital 

V = Rate of increase in productivity 

T = Time 

A = Constant of adjustment. 

The use of the Cobb-Douglas function has become almost systematic over the past few years, 

in particular for the elaboration of long-term projections. Much could be said about these tech¬ 

niques which are more attractive than convincing. See in particular: B. F. Massel, Capital For¬ 

mation and Technological Change in United States Manufacturing, “The Review of Economics and 

Statistics”, May 1960; R. Solow, Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function, “Re¬ 

view of Economics and Statistics”, No. 39, 1957; Rapport d’un groupe d’experts, C. Gruson, Jean 

Bernard, R. Regul ... in Methodes de prevision du developpement economique a long terme, in In¬ 

formations Statistiques, “Revue de 1’Office Statistique des Communautes Europeennes”, No. 6, 

1960. 
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The values found for this rate of productivity V almost lead to a rejection of 

the function—and of the analytical approach underlying it—since the quanti¬ 

tative relationships it aims at explaining, turn out to be of secondary importance 

only. But such values also entail a condemnation of the use of a mere V coefficient. 

It is hard position indeed, to go on regarding the “Rate of Technical Progress” 

as a catch-all variable, whose importance is admitted to be equalled only by our 

ignorance of it. It is, of course, always unpleasant to have to realize that all our 

statistical measurements lead to a flat denial of the theory which made them pos¬ 

sible. Still, we had better face the fact, rather than close our eyes and begin once 

again to harp on the ever-so attractive themes of Innovation and Productivity. 

By keeping our eyes open we should at least be able to see the dual course which 

the theory of growth and its associated product—i.e., of fluctuations—ought to 

take nowadays. 
The first should be that of analytical precision, and a measurement of phenom¬ 

ena relating to innovation. It is high time we stopped opposing the “qualitative” 

argument of technical progress to statistical measurements of past periods of growth. 

The only way in which we can do this is to begin by making detailed case studies 

of the changes in the production functions of firms and industrial branches, which, 

contrary to aggregate measurements, do retain their full meaning. Only a more 

precise knowledge of long-term changes in technical coefficients can enable us to 

rid ourselves of Schumpeter’s incantations. Not only shall we have to measure 

these changes, but also obtain such a knowledge of their history as will make them 

understandable. At a later stage, we shall undoubtedly have to re-examine the 

essentials of our theory of investment. One cannot fail to notice how little influence 

the advance of our understanding of the process of growth has had on the analysis 

of investment. The models of growth have multiplied. Every ideology (Marxian, 

classical and neo-classical, or Keynesian) now has its own. All are based, more or 

less directly, on an investment function which remains singularly summary. We 

still seem to remain faithful to the traditional image of a private investment decision, 

which mathematically formalized or not, is based on the marginal calculus. The 

analysis of public investment, whatever the types of development or the nations 

which it is supposed to represent (developped or under-developped, planned or un¬ 

planned economies) is still in its infancy and contents itself to-day with ascribing to 

the public authorities ultra-marginalist motivations. Finally, no effort has been made 

to take into account the major discovery for the second half of this century: the 

fact that the kind of investment on which growth always hinges is not the produc¬ 

tion of machinery, but either the creation of an “infra-structure”, or the increase 

in the sum of human knowledge (total and per capita). 

The second course which the theory of growth should take springs from the 

stalemate in which our all purely global explanations find themselves to-day. 

Yet, history teaches us that the development of national aggregates is always di¬ 

versified. This is the case for national output, total income, the flows of internal 
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and external transactions. This diversity, once it is admitted and recognized, leaves 

us with a choice between two types of analysis. We can either first study aggregate 

growth and then try to explain it by splitting it up into its most characteristic com¬ 

ponents ; or we can admit that the development of national aggregates is only the 

result of a statistical reconstruction, the integration into a whole of those partial 

flows which are always our first personal experience of reality. In the latter case 

we ought to reverse the logical sequence of our approach—i.e., we ought to con¬ 

centrate our efforts on explaining the growth of these partial flows which, once 

summated—a process which of course has nothing to do with that of arithmetical 

addition—give us aggregate growth. The essential problem then becomes that of 

choosing the lines of dissociation characteristic of aggregate flows. It is not insoluble, 

especially since we already have at our disposal sectoral dissociations. The theo¬ 

retical reconstruction of aggregate growth can then be carried out from the develop¬ 

ment of the sectors of production, provided we know its general condition and 

mechanisms2. We shall attempt to do so by adopting the classical distinction3 be¬ 

tween the sectors producing consumer goods and those turning out producer goods. 

2. The Growth of the Sector of Consumer Goods 

The growth of the sector of production has in the western analytical develop¬ 

ments of the last twenty years never aroused so much interest as aggregate growth. 

Our knowledge here, is at best purely historical. However, monographs dealing 

with the long-term development of the production of certain sectors are beginning 

to mount up. It should now be possible to give an analytical explanation of the 

regular patterns which they contain. 

2.1. Two types of sectoral development are most frequently met: semi-log- 

arithmetic growth and logistic growth. The former holds for a great number of 

sectors producing food stuff's. The latter for all the other sectors, particularly 

those producing durable consumer goods4. These two types of adjustment take 

into account the changes in the rate of growth of a sector through time, and also— 

notably in the case of the logistic adjustment—the existence of a “ceiling value” 

2 This was attempted in a two-sector model of growth presented in Warsaw in November, 

1961, cf. Un Modele de Croissance Intersectoriel in “Economic Appliquee”, No. 1-2, 1962, pp. 

199-227. But, not to mention the fact that in this earlier model the contents of the two sectors are 

not specified, the justifications given for the pattern of growth assigned to each of them are, at 

the very least, inadequate. 

3 We have here deliberately left out all the problems relating to the statistical definition of 

the “sector”, and the classification of certain sectors into “producer goods” or “consumer 

goods”. 

4 See S. Kuznets, Secular Movements in Production and Prices, New York; L. Dupriez, Des 

mouvements economiques generaux, Louvain 1951; W. G. Hoffmann, The Growth of Industrial 

Economics, Manchester 1958, First Edition 1931; W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth, 

Cambridge 1960. 
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of production. Their use, which has become more and more common, invites the 

following remarks5. 
(a) In all cases the functions chosen to represent the growth of a sector (F(t) 

= a+b log . I, Pm = jffr, . pm = K ■ A(B,>- or Gompertz curves) are only 

statistical adjustment functions. Real values often deviate from the curve of the 

mathematical function, whatever the quality of the fit. 

(b) It must not be forgotten that all historical developments can always be 

adjusted to fit several of these functions. The logistic and the Gompertz functions 

are here often in competition, both being similar means of representating an S- 

shaped curve. The same possibility holds for the semi-logarithmetic and logistic 

functions, since the upper part of both curves can, according to the choice of co¬ 

efficients, present an almost identical shape. In no case then, can an economic 

content be given without further analysis to a mathematical presentation. 

(c) Even if we admit here that the logistic adjustment is often the better one, 

it appears that no “ceiling”, stricto sensu, can be assigned to production. Even 

if the rate of growth of sectoral production follows the pattern specific to logistic 

development, the existence of a permanent maximum value is rarely noticed. The 

production of the sector continues to grow slowly in the region of this value, 

(m = P(()) or else it falls sharply. 
(d) Even when it would seem to be ascertainable, the existence of a “ceiling 

value” is only temporary. If we fit data for fairly distant periods, we are confronted 

by sudden “leaps” upwards of the ceilings (contained in the changes of the 

constant m) which alter the whole appearance and significance of the logistic 

curve. The production of the sector appears then to have obeyed two or several 

logistic functions. It must therefore be admitted that the shape of the curve is al¬ 

ways subject to historical contingency. 
(e) Whatever may be the qualities of the adjustments carried out and what¬ 

ever may be the frequency and the importance of the discontinuities observed, 

there are at least two historical features common to all the sectors producing con¬ 

sumer goods, irrespective of the economic system in which they take place. 

First of all, the changes in the rate of growth of the sector through time. With¬ 

out forcing history it can be stated that every sector lives through three distinctly 

different periods. The first is that of its birth: the period of implantation, charac¬ 

terized by the small value of its total output, both in absolute and relative terms, 

and by an increasing rate of growth. The second is the period of maturity, in which 

the absolute and the relative level of production becomes significant while the rate 

of growth, by this time high, remains fairly constant. In the third period, that of 

senescence, the sector grows at a very slow pace or decreases, while the relative 

and absolute levels of its production remain high but are decreasing. 

6 On the subject of the logistic trend and its interpretation, see the appendix where second¬ 

ary mathematical developments have been confined. 
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Next, we notice immediately that in each of these three stages the rates of 

growth of the sectors are linked with the rate of growth of the whole economy. 

The connection is, of course, positive. Therefore, the three periods of each sector 

are much more clearly defined—and can be better compared—if we measure the 

rate of growth of a sector at each point of time, in relation to that of the re¬ 

maining sectors. 

It is precisely the regularity of these two patterns which require an explana¬ 

tion. The fact is, that although monographs are mounting up as was mentioned 

earlier, no theoretical analysis of the logistic development of sectoral production 

has been really attempted. The only question to which an answer is sometimes 

sought is not so much that of the plurality of the stages, as that of the reasons for 

the decrease in, or the slowing down of the rate of growth. A set of two forces is 

then brought in, named “expansionary” and “braking” factors, among which are 

found pele-mele somewhat ill-defined variables: the willingness to innovate, the 

saturation of demand, public intervention and still others. Even if, admittedly, 

there is nothing here but a lack of accuracy, a large number of questions still re¬ 

main unanswered: the differences between the* logistic patterns of the various sec¬ 

tors (i.e., the different values of the coefficients m, a, b,) the meaning of the 

“leaps” of the ceilings, the economic content of the decreasing stage—when it 

exists. A systematic and general interpretation of the development of sectoral pro¬ 

duction, remains therefore necessary. 

2.2. The birth of a sector is that of a commodity. The appearance and the 

development of the sector is directly related to the newness of the product and to 

the way in which the new commodity is accepted socially and is spread through¬ 

out the whole economy. The relation is not only one of simultaneity but one of 

cause-and-effect. It is the speed with which the commodity is spread in the commu¬ 

nity which determines the rate of growth of the sector. An analysis of the speed of 

diffusion must then precede that of the rate of growth and its changes in the long 

period. 

The notion of propagation or of diffusion, and therefore the measurement 

of its velocity, is connected with the number of individuals or households who 

acquire the commodity. For each commodity a “rate of possession” can be defined 

and measured, namely the ratio of the number of units of the commodity already 

purchased, to the number of individuals or households at a certain date t. Let the 

“rate of possession” be called T, so that: 

where /7(I): the total number of units 

of the commodities already 

in the hands of the consum¬ 

ers at t or “contingent” 

N(t): the number of individuals 

or households at t. 
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The value of this ratio indicates the extent of the diffusion of the commodity 

in the economy at time t. The speed of propagation is therefore given by the 

changes in the ratio through time, i.e. by: 

Whether or not we admit at this stage that the number of individuals and 

of households varies (i.e., that there is a certain rate of change of the population), 

the determination of the function T(t) — f(t) enables us to know both the speed 

of propagation and the changes in the “contingent”, in other words, the level of 

production of the commodity and its changes. The statistical measurement of this 

function is the same, every time we can rely on long-term series. But it only states 

in a different form the changes in the level and rate of production. An analytical 

explanation of the function appears more interesting as soon as we admit a causal 

relationship between the rate of possession of the commodity and the rate of 

growth of the sector. 
Every function of an economic variable changing with time—however nice 

it may look—is indeterminate. The change in the rate of possession through time 

can only be explained by that of another variable, which also varies with time, but 

in a way which is better understood. One variable springs to mind here: Income. 

Indeed, as soon as the rate of possession of a commodity at any given date is meas¬ 

ured, (and still more clearly, whenever several measurements relating to differ¬ 

ent points of time are carried out for several commodities), we are immediately 

tempted to find an explanation of it in terms of differences in income. The collec¬ 

tive rate of possession is a function of the average level of income. The higher this 

is, the higher the rate or rates of possession. If we become aware of this dependence, 

we are also rapidly led to taking into account the distribution of income. The rate 

of possession r< o then can be considered as a function of the level of income 

and its distribution. We have: 

T(t) =/(^(())+W(t) 

where T(() is the rate of possession, R(1) the income of the unit of consumption 

and £/(t) the “uncertainty” variable containing all other determining factors out¬ 

side income. The representation of this function does indeed vary with the differ¬ 

ent consumer goods, but, for most of these, follows the general pattern of change 

of an S-shaped, if not to say logistic curve. 

This representation must be both justified and specified6. The justification is 

fairly simple. If we take an instance of durable consumer goods—the motor car, 

we can easily see the reasons why the increase in the rate of possession in relation 

to income, leaving aside all external elements contained in t/(f), is not linear. The 

6 It is assumed in this diagram that there is a maximum rate of possession equal to unity. 

This is not realistic. Furthermore, the maximum will be different according as one considers in¬ 

dividuals or households. 
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lowest income groups are unable to acquire the commodity, whereas the very high 

income groups do so without difficulty. It is those members of the community 

with average incomes who will be most consciously attracted towards the com¬ 

modity and whose efforts to hold it will be the greater as their total income is lower. 

The S-shape of the curve thus describes the effort of saving of the middle classes 

who wish to look different from what they really are. 

Fig. 1. Rate of possession of a commodity and 

distribution of revenue 

Each of the relationships is specific to the commodity whose rate of posses¬ 

sion is being analyzed. The diversity of the curves and of the value of the average 

rate of possession is a result of the influence of numerous factors, and notably 

of the objective degree of necessity. The higher this is, the higher the rate of pos¬ 

session of the commodity. Other factors nevertheless play an important role, for 

instance the degree of indivisibility of the commodity. 

The speed of diffusion of the commodity through the economy T[t) is then 

explained, partly by changes in the level of income and its distribution, partly by 

possible modifications of the variable C/((). 

The increase in the income of households induces that of the rate of posses¬ 

sion of the various consumer goods. If 

R{t) = g(0, T(t) =fR(» =f(s(0) = fit) ■ 

An increase in the numbers of each income group will shift upwards the curve 

representing the rate of possession. This shift, i.e. the rise in the average rate of 

possession, bears a direct relation to the rate of growth of the total income both 

of the community and of each particular group. We cannot here forget movements 

in prices. It appears very likely that the relative price of a commodity will decrease 

with time, under capitalism as well as in planned economies, although in different 

ways. The “real income” effect therefore always contains a “relative price” effect 

which explains its importance. 
A detailed examination of the changes in the rate of possession shows, how¬ 

ever, that the role played by changes in income is not entirely determining and that 
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other influences are at play, contained here in the uncertainty variable U(t). This 

fact becomes clear when we compare the rates of possession of a certain commod¬ 

ity at different points of time, or still better, when we make several comparisons 

between different communities. In the latter case, we see that the same level of 

real income can give rise to different rates of possession of any one commodity. 

The uncertainty variable U(t) indeed, contains several factors which influence 

the rate of possession independently of income. The most important are the in. 

ducements emanating from the sector itself and/or from the public sector, and 

aiming at increasing the rate of possession at a given level of income. 
Among the inducements emanating from the producers one must, of course, 

mention publicity and the introduction of credit facilities, whose combined effect 

is to increase the rate of possession by imposing or facilitating the anticipated 

purchase. Their object can even be to raise the maximum possible rate of posses¬ 

sion (which so appeared before the advertising campaign). Everybody knows 

the recent advertising slogans in the U.S.A.: “no less than two cars per house¬ 

hold” and “a television set for everybody”. Credit is then the complement of such 

a policy. It enables desires to materialize more easily. 
It often happens that, in addition to these inducements of a purely private 

nature, we find in Western economies public inducements. There are even cases 

where the role of the public sector is such that it then offers differences of degree 

only (and no longer on nature) with the action of the state in planned economies. 

Entire sectors (the motor car or the electrical household equipment industries...) 

are considered vital for a steady and rapid growth of the Western economies. This 

is why the public authorities intervene to forestall local recessions by raising* 

whenever necessary, the rate of possession of certain commodities. The means 

of this kind of policy are well known: selective credit policies, fiscal measures, etc- 

These two types of inducements, private and public, combine in a very un¬ 

equal manner, according to the country and the period. It is therefore preferable 

to introduce them in the form of an uncertainty variable, provided we are aware 

of its precise content and are thus able to analyse its variations with time7. The 

speed of propagation is, nevertheless, closely related to the growth of average in¬ 

come, to the changes in its distribution and to the modifications of the uncertain 

variable. The geometric representation of the changes in the rate of possession 

includes these two influences. The first of these shifts the curve upwards, the 
second to the left. 

7 It appears that in France, the value of the two variables (income and uncertainty factor) 

is exactly identical (£, l). On changes in the rate of possession of motor-cars, see E. Lisle and H. 

Faure, Un module prospectif du marche de Vautomobile, “Revue du Credoc”, No. 4, 1959. This 

variable U(t) could, incidentally, be more precisely expressed. The public and private inducements 

which it contains depend (in number and intensity) on the relative importance of the sector. It 

might not be impossible to replace the variable U(t) by a function U(Sy, with 5 expressing the re¬ 
lative importance of the sector. 
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2.3. The determination of the value of the rate of possession and of its changes 

through that of the average level of income and of its pattern of distribution 

appears at first sight to be a satisfactory hypothesis, all the more so since the fac¬ 

tors at play beside income are taken into account with the introduction of an un¬ 

certainty variable whose content is specified. We may, however, ask ourselves 

whether this causal relationship is the best that can be found. Some doubt will arise 

if we realize that the two variables (the rate of possession and income) belong to 

two distinct fields of analysis: the former to that of stocks, the latter to flows. The 

concept of the rate of possession involves indeed that of a “contingent” and, for 

all available commodities as a whole, that of the capital (assets) of the households, 

since the commodities produced by the sectors here considered, are consumer goods. 

Fig. 2 The development of the rate of possession 

The relationship which we have just presented is therefore affected by a de¬ 

fect common to all theories of growth: the monopoly held by explanations in 

terms of flows. It becomes more and more obvious that all the representations 

and analyses of growth make use only of the notion of flows, income notably. 

The growth of capital is certainly acknowledged via investment flows and capital 

coefficients. But it is not given primary importance; it is often even posited with¬ 

out subsequent analysis, as a condition and/or a consequence of an increase in flows. 

The monopoly held by flows in economic theory would be justified if it were 

really possible to leave out capital altogether, that is to say, if all goods produced 

in each period of the development process were non-durable consumer goods. 

In this case, total consumption would indeed only be a periodic flow, and invest¬ 

ment only a sum of future flows; the structural pattern of consumption would 

then depend exclusively on that of total income. It is precisely in so far as this 

kind of situation is witnessed in the economies still at the very early stages of their 

development, that the contemporary theories of growth provide a good account 

of 19th century developments. 
They are, however, totally inadequate for the 20th century in which growth 

is essentially characterized by the appearance and mass-diffusion of durable con¬ 

sumer goods. Apart from foodstuffs, whose relative importance is continuously 

declining, all consumer goods have a lifetime which far exceeds the accounting 

period of flows: the year. There would be plenty to say here about the growing 
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analytical lack of precision of national accounting aggregates. The level of con¬ 

sumption in particular, can be calculated only at the price of a series of evidently 

false assumptions regarding the lifetime of goods. Its calculation and its changes, 

particularly in a period of slump is then no longer really meaningful. What used 

to be a reasonable approximation some decades ago—and may still be so for 

under-developped countries—has for developped economies become a major defect 

which calls into question the validity of the concept of consumption. Even the 

distinction drawn more and more frequently nowadays between non-durable, semi- 

durable and durable goods, does not take a sufficient account of the fact that 

the accumulation of durable goods by households is becoming the most impor¬ 

tant phenomenon in the growth of developped countries. One can do so only by 

positing that the demand for such goods depends on the capital of the household 

prior to any dependence on their income. The content of this dependence can be 

specified, only following a preliminary inquiry into the capital of the households 

and its changes. Let us attempt it by defining the capital of the household as the 

sum total of the goods held by the unit of consumption. Two large categories of 

goods can immediately be distinguished: physical commodities (including all the 

consumer goods whose lifetime exceeds a year) and all financial assets. For each 

unit of consumption, this capital is characterized by its total size and its compo¬ 

sition—its structure—i.e., the two ratios expressing the relative magnitude of the 

two types of assets. 

It appears possible to maintain that the structure of the capital of the house¬ 

hold in fact depends on its total size. Three categories of households can here be 

distinguished and defined by the structure of their assets. 

—When the total capital is very small, it consists of two elements assuming 

almost equal relative importance: on the one hand, a group of material assets of 

primary utility (furniture, clothing, ...); on the other, a small amount of financial 

assets constituting a safety reserve and nearly always held in cash8. 

—When the total capital grows the relative weight of the two elements changes, 

the greater share of the increase in total capital being devoted to the acquisi¬ 

tion of material durable goods. There actually exists a “strategic” value of the 

total capital, beyond which a process of systematic and continuous acquisition of 

goods takes place. Two remarks must here be made, the first of which concerns 

the duration of this type of behaviour: this is essentially dependent on the number 

8 Ihe problem of the valuation of material assets is here assumed to be solved. The struc¬ 

ture of the capital owned by the household can then be measured by the two ratios: 

Value of financial assets Value of material assets 

Total capital Total capital 

While it is always difficult to give a definite value to long-term (fixed) assets (e.g. houses), the valu¬ 

ation problem is relatively easier in the durable goods for which there is generally a second-hand 

market. We can then choose between the familiar four types of valuation: market price—replace¬ 

ment costs—accounting value and subjective value. 
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and the value of the durable goods available in the economy. Nowadays, these 

are numerous and fairly costly but their total value can be calculated. The du¬ 

ration of the process of accumulation of material assets is a function of this total 

value and of the sums of money periodically used for this purpose. It therefore 

varies with the households, their desire and ability for periodic accumulation. The 

second remark concerns the latter variable; the capital of the household can grow 

in two main ways (if we neglect inheritances): the setting aside of a certain amount 

from income and borrowing. It is these last two factors which decide, for every 

household of the same nation and for different nations, how quickly a certain 

amount of private capital for expenditure can be built up. 

Once this capital has been constituted, a second “threshold” appears as 

soon as the household possesses virtually all the range of material assets available 

on the market. Subsequent increases in capital either take the form either of sump¬ 

tuary material assets (additional places of residence, collections, ...) or much more 

commonly, of a new type of financial assets. These are securities rather than cash, 

whether they take the form of stocks and shares (Western countries) or of Govern¬ 

ment bonds only (Eastern countries). As a rule it must be admitted that as total 

capital grows, an increasing share of it is made up by financial assets. 

This very brief analysis of the development of the capital of households ap¬ 

pears, sufficient to shed some more light on the process of determination of the 

rates of possession and therefore of the changes in the rates of growth of the 

different sectors. Indeed, the rate of possession of a commodity is on average 

higher, as the capital of the households increases. It then is a function of the average 

level of capital and its distribution. This distribution itself must be understood 

and measured in relation to the strategic values of total capital which have just 

been defined. What we know and can guess about this distribution of capital and 

above all, about its changes in every nation, enables us to suppose that the major 

feature of the growth now taking place in most countries is the fact that a high 

number of households is moving from the first category to the second. The diffu¬ 

sion of durable commodities is the most characteristic indication of the increasing 

affluence of the community, that is to say, of its growth. The changes in the rates 

of possession in relation to capital can be represented as follows: 

Fig. 3. Rate of possession and capital of the households 
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The rate of possession, which is very low when capital is less than its first 

strategic value, rises as soon as the threshold has been crossed. The shape of the 

curve would be totally discontinuous, were it not for the multiplicity of the goods 

to be acquired in the second stage of the accumulation of assets, the diversity of 

the order in which they are acquired and the absenteism of a small fraction of the 

owners of a very large amount of capital. 
The increase in the rate of possession T{t) —f{t) is then closely related to 

that of average capital and still more to its distribution. This causal dependence 

is much more direct than the dependence on income since this is in reality only 

one of the possible sources of an increase in capital, the second being the raising 

of loans. It will enable us to answer the questions arising from the diversity of the 

logistic patterns of growth of the sectors of production. 
2.4. The growth of the output of a sector producing consumer goods reflects 

the growth of the “contingent”, that is to say, for a given population, of the rate 

of possession. The maximum rate of possession (one unit of the commodity per 

household or individual, or more) definies then a potential contingent which 

would be achieved by the end of the process of development. At every point of time 

a real contingent exists which is a measure of the demand which has already been 

met. The difference between the potential and the actual contingent defines and 

measures the potential demand, i.e. that fraction which remains to be met. Sub¬ 

sequent changes in the rate of growth can then only reflect changes in the rate at 

which the potential demand is met. The same holds for the diversity witnessed in 

the growth of different sectors. 

Let us consider the emergence of a sector. When the new commodity appears 

the potential demand for it is very high but its immediately solvable fraction is 

limited by the distribution of capital among households. The new commodity is 

always, if only for a short period, a luxury article regarded and desired as such 

by the producers and the consumers and is reserved in fact for the owners of a very 

large amount of capital, i.e. the numbers of our third category. The acquisition 

of the commodity is therefore possible (only for this) privileged group in the short 

run. This varies considerably in size with the level of development reached by the 

economy where the new good is being introduced. The higher the level of development 

of the nation, the shorter is the stage of implantation of the sector and the higher 

its rate of growth during this stage. Again, the speed of diffusion will increase with 

the degree of divisibility of the commodity. 

The stage of maturity is that of the diffusion of the commodity throughout 

the entire community. The new article, at first a luxury, gives rise to a potential 

market which the various firms wish to exploit. The psychology of “imitators” 

is well-known nowadays. In this second stage the speed of diffusion, and therefore 

the rate of growth of the sector will depend essentially on the distribution of capital 

and its long-period changes as well as on the changes in the relative price of the 

commodity. 
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The stage of maturity really begins when the possession of the commodity 

becomes possible for the households making up the second category, that is to say, 

with more than a certain amount of capital. Once this has been reached, however, 

the rate of growth of the sector depends on the distribution of capital and the more 

equalitarian the distribution, the higher will be the rate of growth. When this is 

the case the sharply rising part of the logistic curve will be contained between two 

dates relatively close together. If the distribution is markedly unequal and remains 

so in the long period, the stage of maturity will be much more spread over time. 

In the extreme case, where inequality in the distribution of capital is carried to 

its furthest limit (underdeveloped countries), the growth of the sector is seriously 

endangered by the absence of any mass-demand. Recourse to import then replaces 

the domestic creation of a sector. In every case, the rate of growth of the sector de¬ 

pends on that of the average amount of capital, i.e., on that share of income 

which is not spent on the acquisition of non-durable consumer goods (which is 

considerably different from the rate of saving given by present calculations), and on 

the average level of individual indebtedness. 

We certainly cannot—as do most analyses conducted in terms of flows—neg¬ 

lect the changes in the relative price of the commodity. This price always falls 

in the long period on two accounts: first, because of “secondary innovations” 

which play an appreciably more important role than the simplistic conception of 

Schumpeterian innovation would like us to admit. The fall in the average cost 

(excluding profit) of a commodity is a result of enterprise in the general sense of 

the word, which under every economic system, consists both of management and 

the introduction of secondary innovations. But the relative price decreases also 

as a result of the fall in the profit margin. The profit margin inherent in the new 

commodity is generally high and always above the average. For a number of fa¬ 

miliar reasons (the emergence of new producers, price competition, increases in 

capital costs...) it tends to decline until it reaches a so-called “professional margin” 

which is nothing else than the equilibrium profit margin of the sector, which closes 

the market to new competitors while ensuring the financial profitability of the capital 

already invested in the production process. 

This fall in the relative price can follow different patterns. Two policies are 

possible in a capitalist as well as in a planned economy. Either the relative price 

can be quickly stepped down, so as to speed up the diffusion of the commodity 

and raise the rate of growth of the sector, or the action on this price can be more 

gradual—or even non-existent. The motivations behind these two extreme policies 

can, of course, be different. In a capitalist economy the firms (whether or not there 

is an explicit agreement between them) face a choice between the maximation of 

total profit and that of the rate of profit. In a planned economy the choice is more 

specific: it concerns the willingness of the authorities to favour or not the “demo¬ 

cratization” of the commodity. In both regimes, however, there always is a strong 

pressure of demand for a faster diffusion of the commodity and for a reduction 
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in the relative price; how and how soon this will take place depends on the degree 

of resistance to demand offered by the private firms and/or the public authorities. 

As soon as the commodity has been acquired by all the individuals or house¬ 

holds making up the second category, the third stage, senescence, sets in. The speed 

of diffusion slows down even if there is an increase in the average level of capital, 

since the still unfulfilled fraction of demand is diminishing. Furthermore, it becomes 

increasingly difficult to mobilize potential demand since this should now originate 

in the members of the third category. Even in a highly developed country there 

can always be found a certain proportion of individuals and households in an eco¬ 

nomically precarious condition, a sign of the imperfection of society. In this last 

stage the rate of growth is therefore closely dependent on the growth of population 

and on the intensity of replacements. 
The development of the production of the sector is largely and permanently 

determined by the rate of increase in the number of households (or population). 

During the last stage the influence of this particular factor is more clearly seen. 

We have assumed so far that the “contingent” of commodities acquired, was a func¬ 

tion of the rate of possesion only, the number of households remaining constant. If, 

however, the latter increases the production of the sector will continue to expand. 

This fact explains why the most usual pattern of development, during the stage of 

senescence of the sector, is one of slow growth and rather than complete stagna¬ 

tion—i.e., a situation in which the ceiling value, strictly understood, does not 

materialize. The production of the sector tends “logistically” towards an exponential 

curve. 

The replacement of durable goods is one of the last phenomena which must 

absolutely be integrated into our analysis. Its existence has so far been assumed 

implicitely. Indeed, if the lifetime of consumer goods were infinite, the “contingent” 

of commodities acquired by the population would grow with an initially increasing 

and then decreasing rate until it reached a maximum value. Once this had been 

reached production would cease. The curve of its development, far from conform¬ 

ing to a logistic pattern, would only show an increasing and later decreasing 

rate of growth. The logistic trend is explained precisely by the demand for re¬ 

placements. If we call 0 the average lifetime of the commodity, the total output 

of the sector becomes: 

P(t) = Pn(t) +^(t_©) 

where P(t) is the total output of the sector 

Pn(t) the output sold as first equipment 

P«(,_e) the output sold as “replacement” 

The introduction of replacements enables us to explain the increasing period 

within the stage of maturity of certain sectors: it is the result of the adding-up of 

two types of demand, first equipment and replacements. We can also give a more 

precise meaning to the ceiling value of the logistic trend: This is equal to the num- 
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ber of replacements, periodically necessary, of the maximum “contingent”. Much 

could be said here about the concept of the average lifetime of a durable commod¬ 

ity. This in fact covers great disparities. Those households with a high amount 

of capital will replace their goods more frequently than the other categories. Also, 

the average lifetime can vary as a result of publicity in particular, whose object 

is to reduce it. Indeed, the shorter the lifetime of the commodity, the higher the 

rate of growth of the sector will be throughout all its stages. 

The introduction of these different variables (population, average lifetime of 

commodities, relative price...) leads to an explanation of the diversity in the pat¬ 

tern of growth of the various sectors and its discontinuity. The discontinuity of 

the ceiling value, already mentioned, can nearly always be explained, either by 

abrupt variations in the number of consumers (opening up or closing of a foreign 

market) or by sudden changes in the distribution of capital, due itself to modi¬ 

fications in the distribution of incomes, consumption patterns or borrowing fa¬ 

cilities. It must be pointed out that this major discontinuity brings into question not 

the logistic trend itself but one of its common and easily-made interpretations: 

the notion of the saturation of demand. There is in reality no precise objective 

limit that could be assigned to the output of a sector turning out consumer goods. 

The only phenomenon which is sure to occur is the ultimate emergence of a stage 

of senescence, marked by a very slow rate of growth, stagnation or unequivocal 

decline. The end of a sector is never mechanistically pre-determined. But there 

is a basic causal relationship leading from the distribution of capital and its long¬ 

term variations to the changes in the rate of growth of output. 

3. The Growth of the Sector of Producer Goods 

The logistic trend is thus only one mean among others of accounting for the 

long-term pattern of growth of a sector producing consumer goods. Does it apply, 

even in this limited sense, for the other sectors of production, those which turn 

out producer goods? If this is the case, it can only indirectly be so because the ten¬ 

dency common to the sectors producing consumer goods will ultimately impose 

itself on the other sectors. The analysis of this new relationship between the deve¬ 

lopments of two different types of industry is likely to be more difficult in view of 

the multiplicity and the diversity of the connections between all the sectors. We 

can undertake it only by making a simplifying assumption at the outset, which 

we shall try to remove at a later stage. 

3.1. The growth of output in a consumer goods sector implies that of those 

sectors which supply it with its factors of production. The propagation effect of 

the development of the consumer goods sector is thus determined by the various 

coefficients of its production function. We shall assume here that the consumer 

goods sector (A) acquires from a single producer goods sector (B) the whole of 

one of the factors which it requires. In view of the fact that the strongest links exist- 
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ing between two different types of sectors originate in the need for equipment 

goods, we shall here concentrate on this particular connection, which can later 

be extended to all other factors of production (raw materials in particular). 

It is assumed that the equipment goods sector B develops by producing ex¬ 

clusively for the benefit of a consumer goods sector A, whose growth follows a lo¬ 

gistic pattern. The growth of output of B is then that of the production of the in¬ 

vestment goods necessary for A. Calling k the capital coefficient of sector A, the 

amount of capital installed in the sector is given by the expression: 

&A(t) — kPA(t) = k ' 1_|_eb-at (1) 

The development of the capital installed in A therefore follows the logistic pattern. 

This will reflect every acceleration or deceleration of the growth of output, while 

amplifying them in absolute value since the ratio k connecting capital and output 

is above unity. The turning point on each curve then corresponds to the same point 

of time and the successive stages of growth are in the two cases identical. Only 

the ceiling-value will be different {in' — ink). 

The output of sector B reflects the investment process carried out by sector 

A. That is to say: 

P B(t) ~ 
dKA(t) 

dt 

a - m ■ ab at 

(l+ee-fl02 
{m = mk) (2) 

The production of sector B following therefore the 

outlined below (Diagram 4): 

type of development 

Fig. 4. The growth of the sector of producer goods 

One can see the essential difference between the types of development of the 

two related sectors. While the growth of sector A follows its logistic trend, that 

of sector B is divided into two clearly distinguishable phases. The first one (OT) 

is a stage of sharp growth, taking place at an increasing rate which corresponds 

to he rising rate of growth of sector A, i.e., prior to the turning point {t = b\a). 
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The second stage sets in abruptly as soon as this point has been reached, that is, 

as soon as the output of the sector of consumer goods begins to grow at a decreas¬ 

ing rate. The production of the sector of producer goods B then falls in absolute 

value. The logistic trend of sector A is therefore propagated into sector B by de¬ 

termining its growth and fall but the type of growth transmitted by A is totally differ¬ 

ent from the pattern of its own growth. 

We must here re-introduce two difficulties, connected with possible variations 

in the capital coefficients and the demand for replacements. We have, indeed, as¬ 

sumed that the capital coefficients (k) of the sector A remains constant through time. 

In the long period this assumption cannot be retained. We must on the con¬ 

trary accept that this coefficient varies, or rather that it falls in the course of time. 

The fall in the average capital coefficient (induced by that of the marginal coeffi¬ 

cient) is in full agreement with the conclusions reached in the monographs devoted 

to the measurement of their long-term variations. This fall can be regarded as a par¬ 

ticular case of the changes in all productivity indices and as one of the reasons for 

the gradual decrease in average costs. 

The peculiarity of this fall lies in the fact that the modification of the capital 

coefficient of a sector is the result of the combined efforts of the entrepreneurs of 

this sector and of the producers of the equipment goods which it uses. The growth 

of sector A benefits from both internal and external economies. 

The reduction of the capital coefficient appreciably modifies the development 

of the capital installed in sector A and therefore also the production of sector B. 

The growth of this capital (KA{t)) becomes less and less close to that of output 

since the ratio k decreases with time. The absolute value of the production of 

sector B (PB{t)) is less than it was when the ceofhcient was constant. The point 

T is shifted downwards. But nothing is changed in the general pattern of production 

of the sector B. The decreasing stage only is slightly brought forward in time. 

The second difficulty must now be tackled: the demand for replacements of 

the equipment goods. We shall remove our assumption that the lifetime of the 

investment goods installed in sector A is infinite and assume it to be equal to 1 peri¬ 

ods (years). We must accept the fact that the development of the production of 

sector B will be a function of the requirements of sector A in investment goods, 

both for increases in capacity and replacements. We have: 

PK„ = ^+K-i (3) 

whose expression will be different according as we do or do not take into account 

changes in the capital coefficient. In the most general case the output of the sector 

B can be seen to be a function of the two variables T and 1. The following conclu¬ 

sions can then be drawn: 

a) However large the production of sector A, the development of the output 

of the sector B depends on the lifetime of the goods which it turns out. Two extreme 
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cases are possible, the first being that in which the lifetime is infinite. Sector B will 

then regress as quickly as it has grown. Its growth is divided into two violent stages. 

Generally speaking, any abrupt change in the development of sector A (a leap in 

the ceiling or a temporary regression) induces changes in the same direction and 

immediately amplified in sector B. In the other extreme case where the lifetime 

of the equipment goods is nil, the growth of sector B is similar to that of sector 

A. It is determined by the ratio of the value of the factor supplied by B to the value 

of the output of A. In between these two extreme cases the influence of A can easily 

be explained. The shorter the life of the equipment, the closer to a logistic trend 

will be the growth of sector B. Except in the first A periods, the importance of re¬ 

placements is always greater than that of additional equipment. When A is high, on 

the contrary, the dissociation between the two patterns of growth increases. 

b) The lifetime which we must integrate into our analysis is not an objective 

datum since it includes obsolescence. It varies then with time, during the process 

of growth of the two sectors. What course will it take? Almost certainly the same 

as growth. Indeed the stage of emergence of sector B(OT) is that in which compe¬ 

tition through innovation prevails. During this stage the elimination of firms gives 

rise to a new situation in which an attenuation of obsolescence, and therefore an 

increase in A, is likely to happen. If this assumption is correct, the growth of the 

sector B is slowed down and its decline is speeded up. 

c) The decline of sector B is limited by the needs of sector A for regular re¬ 

placement of its capital. This limit value is therefore determined exactly in the 

same way as the ceiling value of production in sector A, independently even of 

possible changes in k8 9. The discontinuities in the maximum value of the production 

of sector A, its slow rise or rapid fall are transmitted to sector via the changes in 

this limit value. 

This brief analysis of the process of growth in the two related sectors in the 

long period leads to admit that the logistic trend is not always transmitted. The 

growth of sector B will assume this pattern only if the goods supplied to the sector 

A have a short lifetime. If we extend the analysis to all the goods which establish 

a link between the two sectors, we reach the conclusion that the transmission of 

the pattern of growth of the sector of consumer goods A is probable if the sector 

of producer goods B is a supplier of raw materials and highly improbable if it pro¬ 

duces equipment goods. In the latter case the logistic trend of sector A brings about 

a pattern of development in sector B marked by the succesion of two sharply con¬ 

trasting stages. 

3.2 The propagation of the growth of sector A into sector B can be more easily 

analyzed if each sector A represents the total demand for a sector B. In reality we 

know that this assumption is untenable. Each producer goods sector has to meet 

8 There is a limit value of the production of the sector of producer goods (B) equal to —. 

The changes in the two variables k and A can then be reintroduced as a function of time. 
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the demand of several consumer- goods sectors, each of which follows its own develop¬ 

ment. A summation of their specific demands would have to take into account so 

many variables (date of emergence of each consumer goods sector, specific features 

of its development, leaps in the ceiling...) that no significant result can be a priori 
suggested. We can, however, make the two following remarks. 

In the first place, the creation of any consumer goods sector implies the pre¬ 

vious existence of a producer goods sector. This unavoidable priority in time is 

obvious in the case of such factors of production as raw materials. The problem 

is more complex in the case of these equipment goods which are designed to meet 

the specific demand and requirements of a particular consumer goods sector. The 

birth of a sector A always entails the transformation of the production functions 

of seveial pioducer goods sectors up to the point when new goods are created by 

one of them. The emergence of a new sector A has then at least two consequences: 

on the one hand, a noticeable increase in the production of the sectors of producer 

goods, on the other hand variable changes in their production functions, which 

are unpredictable a priori. These two effects will be more intensely felt if the demand 

originating in a new sector A is directed towards a small number of producer goods 

sectors. The analysis of these processes of propagation leads to emphasizing the de¬ 

termining role played by the internal mobility of capital in the producer goods 

sectors. Growth is an alteration as much as an addition of flows. It consists of 

a tiansformation of the already accumulated goods as much as a creation of 
new ones. 

The fact remains, however, that the development of the output of any one 

producer goods sector depends on that of several consumer goods sectors. How 

regular this development will be depends on the number of links with the 

sectors of consumer goods, that is to say, ultimately, on the degree of specificity 

of the equipment goods supplied. If these are a-specific, that is to say, are required 

for the production of the greater number of present and future consumer goods 

(a form of power supply, for instance), the growth of the producer goods sector, 

while accumulating the fluctuations of each of the consumer sectors, closely re¬ 

sembles that of the whole economy. It is exponential rather than logistic. If on the 

contrary the producer goods sector supplies such goods as can only be used by 

a small number of consumer goods industries, our preceding conclusions will apply. 

Both the short term and the long term fluctuations of the consumer sectors will 
be propagated and amplified. 

4. These few considerations on the growth of the sectors of production offer 

some interest only if they enable us to explain and organize in a more satisfactory 

way the growth of a national economy. As a matter of fact, it does appear that 

both the rate and the pattern of development of a nation and those of sectoral 
production are closely related. 

In the two cases, there is not only a mere interdependency relationship—which 

would only amount to a tautology—but one of cause and effect. The rate of growth 
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of the national economy turns upon the development of the sectors catering for 

final demand. Contrary a certain indetermination inherent in current theories or 

models of growth we do not think that aggregate growth is permanently stimulated 

by the creation of any new sector. In the long period, saving alone cannot bring 

about a process of fast and sustained growth. The sectors which are decisive lor 

growth are those which directly satisfy final demand, the consumer goods sectors 

which are themselves of two types: those which meet the demand of households 

and those which cater for public demand. Both consist of producers of commodi¬ 

ties and suppliers of services. The importance of services should certainly not 

be neglected. It even tends to grow with the level of development. But a service 

is always threatened by the appearance of a new durable commodity that would 

be a total substitute for it. It is really the durable consumer goods making up pri¬ 

vate and public demand which in any economic system are the stimulants of growth. 

The rate of growth of a national economy depends on the rate of possesion, both 

private and public, of the durable goods in existence. This rate defines for each 

point of time the share of public and private demand which has already been ful¬ 

filled, and that which remains to be fulfilled, that is, the potential of growth arising 

from desires. The fastest periods of aggregate growth are those during which the 

sectors turning out producer goods are going through the stage of their youth and, 

above all, that of their maturity—those periods during which the rate of possession 

rises rapidly through the progressive acquisition of equipment by the households 

with an medium-sized amount of capital. There are therefore great risks that the 

rate of growth will diminish when the rates of possession of most durable con¬ 

sumer goods approach their maximum value. If the consumer goods sectors pro¬ 

ducing for private demand have reached the stage of senescence, where production 

is mainly for replacements, the aggregate rate of growth can only be low. The pos¬ 

sibilities of a stagnation are even close at hand. 

In such a situation only a short-term expansion has any chance of spoiling 

the picture”—for a limited period only. The expansion can only be temporal y 

and its occurrence due to factors bearing upon the litetime of goods. Over a long 

period the rate of growth can be raised in two ways only: either through the appeal- 

ance of new durable consumer goods for private use, or through a lasting increase 

in the relative importance of public demand. New durable goods for private use 

are not very likely to have a lasting effect in an already affluent society, because 

the rate of possession of the new commodity will rise very quickly—except in the spe¬ 

cial case of a good characterized by its high value and indivisibility. Only an increase 

in public demand can then normally have such a lasting effect the creation of goods 

for collective use. We have here an instance of the ambiguity often inherent in the dis¬ 

tinction between “services” and “physical commodities”. Most services, and the most 

important of them, involve the preliminary creation of collective goods (transport, 

communications, national defence...). Whatever the form it takes, the growing 

importance of collective goods is inevitable. Even those who are least inclined to 
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accept it will teconcile themselves to it when its necessity becomes obvious to the 
individuals themselves. 

The same relationship can also be established in the analysis of fluctuations. 

The discontinuous variations in the rates of growth of the consumer sectors are 

contained in those of the aggregate rate of growth. They can arise from changes 

in the lifetime of goods, in the capital coefficients, in the ceiling values or, more 

directly, in the distribution of capital via fluctuations in the borrowing facilities 

available to households. But in the short term, there is a real that the rate of growth 

of the consumer goods sectors will be determined without adequate knowledge 

of the volume of demand. It is mainly in the stage of maturity that the risks of fluc¬ 

tuations are greatest. The private entrepreneurs or, in a planned economy, the 

public authorities are easily tempted to project into the future the higher rates of 

growth of the sectors witnessed during this stage, and therefore to embark on ex¬ 

cessive investment programmes. The logistic trend, unforeseen or inadequately 

anticipated, then induces a long period of over-capitalization. The installation 

of excess capacity appears in the consumer goods sectors—and consequently also 

in the investment goods sectors—at a time when it becomes obvious that the high 

rates of growth of some sectors, resulting from a rapid diffusion of durable goods, 

cannot be maintained. It is in our view scarcely doubtful that here is to be found 

the most important cause of the recessions which the western economies have ex¬ 

perienced over the past twenty years. An examination of the various successive 

recessions in one country (Great Britain since the war) shows that a contraction 

of aggregate output is always localized in a sector producing durable consumer 

goods, whose rate of growth, until then higher than the average rate, decreases 

abruptly. Furthermore, it can be seen that two successive recessions do not originate 

in the contraction of the same sector. Sectoral over-capitalization takes time to be 

re-absorbed—as much time as is required for the rate of possession to move up 

and therefore justify the actual level of installed capacity. It could not even be ab¬ 

sorbed entirely, if it had exceeded the level of capacity required for production 

during the stage of maturity. 

It is therefore an inadequate knowledge of the propagation of the goods into 

the capital of the individuals and the community which largely explains short-term 

fluctuations. We can well wonder at this point whether, contrary to what is gener¬ 

ally maintained, the recessions of the contemporary period and those of the last 

century are not similar in nature. We would rather incline to think so and explain 

the great differences in the course of short-term fluctuations during these two cen¬ 

turies by differences in the goods produced by the consumer goods sectors. The 

violence of 19th century fluctuations would be explained by the nature of the con¬ 

sumer goods of that period: they were non durable goods and the potential demand 

for them was therefore constantly very high. Its transistory increases brought about 

a rise in the demand for the output of the producer goods sectors, where the fluc¬ 

tuations remained localized. To-day’s consumer goods, which have become durables, 
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have a demand which can be more easily postponed or anticipated. The ampli¬ 

tude of the fluctuations is therefore reduced—all the more so, as there is no ob¬ 

jective limit to public demand. Thus does recession replace depression. 
In the last analysis the rate and the pattern of growth depend on the same 

variable • the changes in the volume and the distribution of public and private capi¬ 

tal Even when the private firms and or the planning authorities appear to have 

the power of deciding the forms of development by determining the rates of growth 

of the different sectors, they still remain ultimately dependent on individual choices, 
which nowadays concern the forms and directions of the accumulation of capital 

for collective use. Short-term fluctuations are the penalty for the erroneous belief 

that individuals will consent, or can be made to surrender their power of choice. 

Because the majority of their choices are decisions on the utilization of assets and 

not of income-flows, when the level of development rises, a theory of growth 

must necessarily be a theory of the development of the assets held by the house¬ 

holds or the public authorities. The fundamental aspect of socialisation lies in the 

growing importance of collective goods. The fact that they are under public con¬ 

trol, however advisable such control may be on many grounds, is by itself no suf¬ 

ficient justification for their existence. They must also be and remain real substi¬ 

tutes for those consumption goods which can be privately owned. There is a great 
truth in Adam Smith’s assertion that consumption is the sole ultimate object of 

saving. One should always remember it. 

MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX 

I. Let P be the output of a consumer goods sector following a logistic pat¬ 

tern of growth, 

We have (1) P — 
m 

(m, b, a — constants) 
1 + 

Let a be the rate of growth of a sector. 

dP _ ameb at 
We have (2) a = = fit) = n , 

(1+eb~a,y 

and (2a) a = d~ =f(P) = ^ X P X {m-P) = ~P2+ctP 

dCL 
Let express the change in the rate of growth of the sector. 

... da ct2m • eb~a,(eb~at—l) 
We have (3) ^ =-(1+^-• 

The changes of the three variables through time |P, a, 1 can be expressed thus: 
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t 0 b/a +99 

p 
m turning point 

l + eb n . 
m/2 k 

II e 

ameb .am-— 

(1+e6)2' 4 ^0 

da d2p 

dt dt2 

a2meb (eb— 1) 

(1+c6)3 + ° ~° 

K therefore defines the ceiling value of production. Its value is m/2 at the in¬ 

stant when the rate of growth of production begins to decline. The ratio b/a is a 

measure of the length of the increasing period, since the turning point (p — m/2) 

is defined by t = b/a. Therefore, the greater is b/a, the slower the process of 

growth (for a given value of m) and vice-versa. 

Let now tt(() be the “contingent” of the commodities already produced at 

instant t. We have: 

h 
P(t)dt 

h> 
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Writing u = eb at 

du = — aeb~a,dt 

n, to 

h 
m 

1+e' b—at dt 

with 
crw 

it yields 
m 

n. t) = m{tx—t o)+—log 1 + eb-al° 
(4) 

If we assume the lifetime of the commodities to be infinite, we have: 

(4a) 

If the lifetime is equal to O, we can write tx — t 

t0 = t-9 
which yields: 

m 
ll(t) = m0+— log 

a 

l+e‘ b-at 
(4b) 

In the case where the lifetime is infinite, the development of the “contingent’ 

of commodities is as follows: 

t 0 b/a <P 

n(t) 0 m/aib-\- log • 
1 +ebj 

<P 

Representative curve of the “contingent” 

0 = infinite 
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We can therefore see that if the lifetime of goods is infinite, the development 

of the “contingent” becomes roughly linear ultimately (kt), i.e., production be¬ 

comes permanently roughly equal to the ceiling value k. It is the introduction of 

replacements (0) which gives the “contingent” its limit value (kO when t-» + co). 

The causal relationship must here be reversed. It is the existence of this limit value 

of the “contingent” (kO) which, with an average lifetime of the goods 0, yields 

the ceiling value of production (k). 

Representative curve of the contingent 

Lifetime = 0 

If the lifetime is nil, the development of the contingent is equal to that of pro¬ 

duction. We have: 77(t) = p(t) 
i Tr n(t) 

Denoting now the rate of possession by Vt = —ry 
nv) 

If n(t) remains constant, we have: 

r»-T\ '+>s( 
1 J-pb-af \1 
—--j infinite lifetime (5) 

®+ilog (1+t*~<-<»)] llfetime 0 (5a) 

The function V(t) = f(t) is therefore of the same type as the function express¬ 

ing the development of the contingent. The speed of diffusion is therefore given 

by a logistic function, whose coefficients are directly linked with those of the ini¬ 

tial function expressing the development of production. 

Given that the rate of possession is related to the capital held by households 

(average capital and pattern of distribution of this capital when the commodity 

is introduced, and changes in both the absolute level of capital and its distribu¬ 

tion through time), the values of the coefficients k, a, b, of the initial logistic func¬ 

tion are explained by the data relative to the capital of households. We only need 

here to reverse the order of causality. 
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Capital -*• V(t) =f(t) -> 77(0 = g(0 P(0 =7(0 

We can also introduce the changes in the number of households with n(t) = n0e'‘ 

with i = rate of change of the population. 
II*. The production of the sector of producer goods can be inferred from 

that of the consumer goods sector, by assuming one-way relationship between 

them: 

dk(t) 

dt 

pi(0 = i+eb-ot ~~ 

,. m 

JCW“*-T+?=- 

am'eb~at 

Production of the consumer 

goods sector. (1) 

Installed capacity in the con¬ 

sumer goods sector. (2) 

Changes in the installed capac¬ 

ity of the consumer goods sec¬ 

tor (3) 

output of the producer goods 

sector 

7.(0 
With m = ink 

k = constant 

lifetime of equipment goods = infinite 

The geometric representation of the development of production in the producer 

goods sector is given by one of the previous curves with m being substi¬ 

tuted for m. 

Let us now assume a change of k, or more specifically, exponential decline through¬ 

time. We then have: 

k(t) = ^(o) eet with e\ < 1 

The development of production in the producer goods sector is then given by the 

following function: 

rD _ dk(t) _ d(k0eet ■ mll+eb~at) eet[eb~at(a+Q)+Q]mk0 

[ %W dt dt (l + e6-at)2 

The shape of the representative curve changes with the values given to 

q which modifies the influence of the exponential trend on the previous function 

(3). The value of will be so chosen as to give: 

eQ # and < 1 (0.99 for instance) 

We shall finally assume that the lifetime of equipment goods is not infinite but 

equal to a finite value X. In this case, we have: 

7.(0 
dk{t) 

dt 
+k(t—X) 
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Production for additions to capacity Production for replacements 

We obtain a function with two variables t and X and of the following form: 

P*(t) 
mkoeQteb at (#+£) + £ 

(l + eft-flf)2 

mkoee(t 
l-l~eb-a (t-A) 

We can write Pft) = W(t) 

k(f) = Y(t) 

(5) 

which yields lF(t) = Y\t)+Y(t-X) (5a) 

We can then obtain Vt-X from F(() by operating a movement of translation par¬ 

allel to the t axis and with modulus X (the curvatures which are obtained are 

evidently independent of the values of q). The successive transitions from function 

(3) to functions (4) and (5) show that in practice the value of X is much more im¬ 

portant that that of q (especially if we assign to e- a value close to unity). 

For X = 0, = logistic trend; for X — do, xP(t) shows the same pattern of de¬ 

velopment as A* (function 3). Therefore, the higher is the value of X, the sharper 

the contrast between the two stages of the development of the producer goods 

sector, and vice versa. 
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE THEORY OF 
INVESTMENT PLANNING AND ECONOMIC 

GROWTH 

The economist Widest eed once said that mathematical modes of statement served 

to “precipitate the assumptions held in solution in the verbiage of our ordinary 

disquisitions”. What is less commonly recognised is that this virtue may have to 

be purchased at the price of a quite serious defect: namely that the more formal¬ 

ised is a theory, the more likely is it that corollaries derived from it will be vul¬ 

nerable because of some implicit assumption concealed behind its formal structure 

rather than from logical flaws which are more easily detectable. 

An example of this would seem to be an assumption implicit in most models 

of general market equilibrium in recent times (especially in the generalised type 

of model deriving from Walras), to the effect that the price of any commodity or 

productive factor which is in surplus supply will fall to zero1. A consequential cor¬ 

ollary which has done damage in recent decades to clarity of thought about the 

problems of underdeveloped economies with surplus labour is that there can be 

no conflict between the objectives of maximising what the classical economists 

called net ‘product’, or revenue, and of maximising ‘gross product’ or ‘gross rev¬ 

enue’. Yet it may be remembered that David Ricardo thought otherwise, and 

that one of the differences between him and Adam Smith was the former’s con¬ 

tention that “Adam Smith constantly magnifies the advantages which a country 

derives from a large gross, rather than a large net income”2. 

As soon as one scrutinises the above assumption as applied to labour, its ab¬ 

surdity immediately becomes evident. One does not need to be an adherent of a 

subsistence theory of wages (in any rigid sense, at least) to appreciate that wages 

must have some minimum level if work is to continue at all; since, unlike other 

categories of income, wages have the special character of an essential input to la¬ 

bour-power (as ores are essential inputs to metal production or textile fibres to 

cloth-making). Hence labour cannot be realistically treated as simply one among 

1 /.<?., it will fall to zero if the excess of supply over demand persists despite an initial decline 

of price to some positive figure. If the latter promotes, e.g., demand-substitution of sufficient mag¬ 

nitude to take up the excess supply, equilibrium will of course be reached at some positive price. 

2 The opening sentence of Chapter XXVI of Principles of Political Economy and Taxation: 

the chapter entitled On Gross and Net Revenue (Sraffa edition of Works and Correspondence of 

David Ricardo, Vol. I, p. 347). 

[107] 
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a series of n ultimate factors of production. Here classical political economy had 

more realistic sense in treating labour as unique from the standpoint of cost, and 

the defectiveness of modern formalism in its treatment of all factors of production 

and their prices as on a par becomes evident. 

At a less formal level, when practical conclusions for policy have been in mind 

the assumption of which we have spoken has sometimes been translated into the 

following proposition: that from the social point of view labour should be treated 

as having a zero social cost so long as there is surplus labour, and that optimal 

planning implies the assigning of a zero accounting-price to labour. But this prop¬ 

osition (which derives from the very contingent notion, so-called 'opportunity 

cost’) suffers from an analogous defect. In practice it is rarely if ever possible to 

increase the employment of labour without increasing total consumption. This 

is partly because an individual who is working a full working week has higher nu¬ 

tritional (and perhaps recreational) needs than one who is idle, and partly for in¬ 

centive reasons. It is a familiar fact that in unindustrialised, or little-industrialised 

countries, wages in regular industrial employment are very substantially higher 

than the average standard of living in the village where labour is underemployed 

if not actually unemployed. It is also probably the case, under conditions of over- 

populated peasant agriculture, that the removal of a ‘mouth’ from the family unit 

(by migration from village to town) will leave total consumption by the family 

unaltered: it will merely mean that the remaining members of the family will re¬ 

lax their belts a little and take more from the common bowl now that population- 

pressure is eased. Such additional consumption consequent on an increase of in¬ 

dustrial employment cannot be ignored as a social cost. 

Failure to appreciate the distinction between maximising total product (in¬ 

cluding wage-earners’ consumption) and maximising net product or surplus has 

led to a too hasty, and fallacious, identification of the conditions of so-called stat¬ 

ic equilibrium and the conditions for growth. To speak more specifically: it has 

enabled certain corollaries to be drawn from the Theory of Marginal Productivity 

and to be applied as imperatives for the process of economic development. These 

corollaries have affected the answers to two questions that are crucial to invest¬ 

ment-planning policy: firstly the question of choice of methods of production, 

or of technique, about which there has been considerable discussion among western 

economists over the past decade; secondly the question of the distribution of in¬ 

vestment between sectors, in particular between production of capital goods and 

production of consumer goods (the famous Departments I and II of Marx). Ana¬ 

lytically these two questions are distinct, though interrelated; but they have been 

commonly associated as conjoint questions in discussions of economic develop¬ 

ment and growth. 

Traditionally it was assumed by economists in capitalist countries that the 

answers to both questions followed as direct corollaries from accepted economic 

theory. As regards choice of technique, this was held to be governed by the prin- 
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ciple of comparative costs when factor-prices were determined in accordance with 

the theory of marginal productivity. According to the existing ‘factor endowment’ 

(relative supplies of the factors of production) of a country, the relative marginal 

productivities of factors would determine factor-prices and hence influence factor- 

substitution and the choice of technique. At the same time it would determine 

the comparative costs of different products. Thus in a situation where capital was 

scarce and labour plentiful the marginal productivity and hence the price of cap¬ 

ital would tend to be high, and equivalently the marginal productivity and price 

of labour would be low. This would encourage a substitution of labour for capital 

wherever possible by appropriate shifts both in the lines of industrial specialisa¬ 

tion and in the methods of production used in any given industry. Lines of pro¬ 

duction tending naturally to employ a high ratio of labour to capital, (or with a 

low ‘organic composition of capital’, in Marx’s terminology) would tend to be 

lower-cost lines than those where the contrary condition prevailed—namely a low 

ratio of labour to capital (or a high ‘organic composition’). In so far as techni¬ 

ques in any given industry were capable of variation, the more labour-using (or 

‘labour-intensive’) technique, which economises on capital, would tend, ceteris 

paribus, to come out as the lower-cost method of production. 

On this basis was erected a veritable theory of a hierarchy of stages of devel¬ 

opment, each stage of development being characterised by a particular state of 

factor-endowment. At the lowest stage of development, where the economy of 

a country was characterised by abundance of labour and scarce capital, there seemed 

to be no possibility of doubt as to the most ‘economic’ policy to pursue regarding 

choice of technique and allocation of investment between industries. The principle 

of comparative cost dictated a concentration on industries that were labour-using 

and capital-economising and upon methods of production with a similar bias. In the 

degree that a country, in the course of development, accumulated capital, so that 

the ratio of capital to labour was appreciably raised, it could graduate towards 

more capital-intensive techniques and towards investment in industries involving 

a higher degree of mechanisation (which were usually identified, somewhat loosely, 

with ‘heavy industries’). Here was both a simple and a direct corollary of economic 

theory as a guide to makers of economic policy. Many no doubt supposed that 

there could seldom have been a corollary of economic theory that was more certain 

and so beyond controversy. When a path in conflict with it was taken by Soviet 

development in the 1930’s, economists in Western countries took for granted the 

uneconomic and probably self-defeating character of this attempt to leap over 

essential stages of growth. A development-policy of this kind which sacrificed eco¬ 

nomic rationality on the altar of national aggrandisement or military necessity 

could only increase the ultimate cost of growth3. 

3 Mr. Peter Wiles in a recent work, The Political Economy of Communism (Oxford 1962), 

persists in maintaining that any departure from what he calls ‘balanced growth is pointless and 

uneconomic. 
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The Achilles heel of this plausible thesis consists in the purely static character 

of the analysis on which it rests and in its failure to appreciate that the needs of 

growth can, and do, conflict with the conditions whereby total production, or nation¬ 

al income, and also employment are maximised at any given date. There is also 

the further consideration (on which we shall not dwell here) that the doctrine of 

comparative costs, if it is to sustain those free trade implications which have been 

deduced from it since Ricardo’s day, must depend on another implicit assumption: 

namely that changes in the amount of trade undertaken by a country do not exert 

any appreciable influence on the terms of trade (which is equivalent to assuming 

that the relevant demand-elasticities are very high). It is a familiar fact that in the 

case of underdeveloped countries this assumption is least of all justified. 

In the discussions of recent years among economists in England and America 

it has been the view that investment-policy should be judged primarily in terms 

of its effect on the rate of growth that has formed the main ground of criticism of 

traditional doctrine (or at least of its corollaries). If the effect of investment policy 

on growth is adopted as the guiding criterion, substantially different conclusions 

are reached from those drawn from the comparative-cost-cwra-marginal-produc- 

tivity doctrine. In particular, the desirability is indicated of a higher degree of capi¬ 

tal-intensity of investment than traditional doctrine prescribes and also the advan¬ 

tage of allocating as large a proportion of investment as possible to the capital 

goods sector in order to broaden the basis for future investment. This discussion 

is probably familiar already to most readers, and no more than a summary of the 

argument and of its main implications will be attempted here. 

Analysis of the effects of particular policies on growth will, of course, depend 

on what is regarded as being the main investment-determinant (or determinants), 

since the rate of growth is very largely (though not, of course, exclusively) dependent 

on the rate of investment that an economy can achieve. The older notion that such 

a determinant is to be sought in some kind of ‘savings fund’ can certainly not be 

maintained in conditions of surplus labour; and the notion of an independently 

given ‘savings ratio’ as setting a ceiling upon investment is manifestly inapplicable 

to conditions of a planned economy where the chief components of such a ratio 

are among the dependent variables of planning policy. But this does not mean 

that there is no economic ‘ceiling’ on investment short of a rate of investment that 

immediately absorbs all unused resources into production (so that the condition 

of a labour reserve for industrial expansion that we have posited as characteristic 

of countries at early stages of development disappears). It means merely that we 

have to look for such limiting factors among the ‘real’ or basic features of an eco¬ 

nomy, connected with its conditions of production or its productive structure. 

There are two limiting factors which experience has shown to be particularly 

relevant to underdeveloped economies. Firstly, there is the supply of wage-goods 

available to meet the consumption-needs of workers employed in the investment 

sector of the economy (meaning by this a sector that includes both the work of 
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building and construction and the manufacture of constructional materials and 

equipment used and installed in the new construction-projects). In turn this supply 

of available wage-goods will depend upon the surplus of production over consump¬ 

tion in the wage-goods industries4. Secondly, there is the productive capacity of 

the industries producing capital goods of all kinds (Marx’s Department I)—a pro¬ 

ductive capacity consisting in the size of the installed capital equipment of this 

group of industries5 6. 
As bottlenecks these two factors may well be jointly operative rather than 

alternatives: they may be always present in the background of every historical 

situation. Yet it seems likely that in any given situation one of them will be more 
important that the other; possibly the former of them at early stages of development 

in underdeveloped countries and the latter at later stages when industrial construc¬ 

tion has got well under way and a substantial industrial base has been constructed. 

At any rate there is no need to argue about their relative priority. This may well 

vary in different cases as well as changing at different stages of development; and 

although the practical consequence of emphasising each of them is rather different, 

there is in this respect no conflict between their respective implications, which can 

be regarded as constituent elements of any planning policy designed to maximise 

growth. 
At first sight it might seem as though the surplus of wage-goods over the self¬ 

consumption of them by their producers bears an analogy with the savings-ratio 

mentioned above which forms the crux of many theories of giowth, in paiticular 

those of the Harrod-Domar type. In a sense such an analogy can be found; but 

it is mainly a formal analogy, since the savings-ratio as customarily conceived is 
compounded of (and dependent upon) the savings-propensities (or their inverse, 

the consumption-propensities) of individuals. Viewed concretely in the context we 

have here indicated, it has an important difference; and attention is at once focussed 

upon a particular way in which the surplus-ratio may be raised, namely by laising 

labour-productivity. This is, indeed, the crux of the case for choosing more capital- 

intensive techniques than the traditional theory allows a case that has been argued 

in the past decade by the present writer and by Professor Amartya Kumai Sen . 

4 These will include agriculture, so that in a predominantly peasant country this surplus will 

largely depend upon the productivity of peasant agriculture relatively to peasant consumption. 

5 I leave it as an open question whether this should include the production of raw materials 

(‘objects of labour’) or be confined to the production of metals and machinery (‘instruments of 

labour’), each of the two main sectors being treated as vertically integrated back to the production 

of their’several raw materials. For many purposes the latter seems to be the more convenient. 
6 M. Dobb in “Economie Appliquee”, 1954, Vol. VII, No. 3; in “Review of Economic Stud¬ 

ies” 1955-6, Vol. XXIV, No. 1; and in An Essay on Economic Growth and Planning, London 

1960. A. K. Sen in “Quarterly Journal of Economics”, November 1957, and in Choice of Techni¬ 

ques, Oxford 1960. Cf. also W. Galenson and H. Leibenstein in Quarterly Journal of Economics , 

August 1955, where, however, it is implied in places that there is advantage in choosing an in¬ 

definitely high capital-intensity: this as will be seen above is not so. 
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It does not follow, because labour-intensive techniques are deleterious to the 

growth-potential (by keeping labour productivity low), that capital-intensity can 

with advantage be raised indefinitely, since more capital-intensive equipment will 

tend to be more costly to produce, and at some point this rise in cost will offset 

(in its effect on the use of a given investment-potential to promote growth) the 

favourable effect of a rise in productivity of those using this equipment, and hence 

in the surplus-ratio. There comes an optimum point in the choice of more capital- 

intensive methods: a point that will tend to come sooner, ceteris paribus, the lower 

is the initial-level of real wages, and conversely. In a simplified two-sector model 

used by the present writer some years ago this point was formally defined by saying 

that, if pc and pt stand for the productivity of labour in the consumer goods (or 

wage-goods) sector and the investment sector (producing capital goods) respecti¬ 

vely, there will tend to be a certain relationship between a rising value of pc and 

falling values of pt (1 /p, being the cost of capital goods). If we write Lc and Lt for 

the labour force of the two sectors and 

jS_ = lpc—w\ 
W \ W I 

for the ratio of surplus product to wages (= consumption) in the consumption 

goods sector, the output of capital goods can be seen to depend upon the size of 

fipi, and Lt in turn upon Lc • s/w. The condition for maximising L,p;, and hence 

the rate of growth of the economy, is that a relation between pc and pt should nor¬ 

mally be chosen (as one moves along the range of relevant alternatives in the direction 

of more costly techniques) such that the following condition is fulfilled: 

—dpi dpc j+w 

Pi ~ Pc s' 

It may be noted that it is only in the unreal case where vv = 0 that this would 

be identical with the point where the total output of consumer goods is maximised7 

(and the capital-output ratio minimised) according to the prescriptions of the tradi¬ 

tional theory. Total consumption in the immediate future will be smaller, therefore, 

if investment is governed by this criterion than if less capital-intensive methods 

had been chosen; so also will employment be smaller. To this extent there is a con¬ 

flict of objectives. But the conflict is no more than a short-period one. A policy 

that maximises the rate of increase in investment will ipso facto maximise the rate 

of increase both of total employment and of the output of consumption goods; 

and in the longer period (which may not be so very long in time) will make the 

absolute level as well as the increase of employment and consumption greater than 

if the more cautious and gradual path of development had been taken. For this 

7 That is, identical with the point where the proportionate rise of pc is equal to the propor¬ 

tional fall of Pi. 
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reason it seems preferable to express the issue in terms of a difference between the 

short-period and the long-period effects of different investment-policies, rather than 

as a conflict of objectives as has sometimes been done (e.g. the objective of maxi¬ 

mising employment or consumption versus the objective of maximising growth). 

Such a conflict, as we have said, only applies within a certain time-horizon; and 

beyond it what maximises investment and its rate of increase will also maximise 

employment and consumption. 

It should perhaps be emphasised that what has been said about choice of tech¬ 

nique applies on condition that consumption per head (i.e. w in the notation adopted) 

does not rise proprotionately with the rise of productivity, consequent on choos¬ 

ing a more expensive technique. In a capitalist economy (and a fortiori, perhaps, 

in a peasant economy) there is no guarantee that this will not occur, since1 the 

higher productivity will accrue as higher individual incomes (in particular higher 

profits) which may result in higher consumption-standards and in proportionately 

higher individual consumption. In countries with a peasant agriculture it is a familiar 

problem (and itself constituting a barrier to development) that improved agri¬ 

cultural productivity (or alternatively price- or tax-concessions in favour of agri¬ 

culture) may have little, if any, effect on the marketed surplus of agricultural food¬ 

stuffs, but instand exhaust its effect largely in augmenting the self-consumption of 

peasant producers, or alternatively encouraging them to enjoy more leisure. This 

is one of the reasons why a high growth-rate policy such as we have described can 

be expected to be characteristic of planned socialist economies (or at least of eco¬ 

nomies with a large State sector) and not of free market economies. 

Regarding the second of the two limiting factors of which we have spoken, 

somewhat analogous considerations apply: namely that while a policy of assigning 

priority to investment in the capital goods sector will cause consumption to grow 

relatively slowly in the immediate future, by augmenting the investment-potentiality 

of future years it will eventually enable consumption to increase more rapidly, 

both absolutely and proportionately, than it could have done if the capital goods 

sector at earlier dates had grown more slowly. If, of course, the existing level of 

consumption per head of the labour force has to be regarded as constant (e.g. for 

efficiency or incentive reasons), then the allocation of investment between the two 

main sectors is determined for us, within very narrow limits, and there is little or 

no choice in the matter. Output-capacity in the consumption goods industries 

must expand in step with total employment; hence the capital goods sector cannot 

expand faster than the consumption goods sector, unless expansion of the former 

is accompanied by a shift towards more labour-saving techniques. Expressed in 

the notation employed above, growth must be so balanced as to observe the equality 

Lt = Lc • s/w: that is, employment in the investment sector can grow no faster 

than does the surplus production of the wage-goods sector, and (apart from a raising 

of productivity by rationalised organisation or improved technique) investment 

must be allocated so as to keep the growth-rates of the two sectors uniform. 
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But although real wages are subject to a minimum level and even above this 

level may be causally related to working efficiency, the existing wage-level may 

have some flexibility at least over limited periods of time. In this case8 it will be 

possible to expand the investment sector more rapidly than the rest of the economy; 

which will have the effect of increasing the relative investment-potential, and hence 

the rate at which the system can grow, at future dates. It should be noted that, 

although this will mean (unless technical innovation is sufficiently rapid) that con¬ 

sumption will grow more slowly than employment, this is not inconsistent with 

a continuing rise in total consumption and even in consumption per capita of the 

population (since the proportion of the whole population employed in industry 

is rising). Total consumption will, as we have said, increase more slowly in the 

immediate future than if investment-priority had been given to the consumption 

goods industries instead of to capital goods industries; but after a certain date in 

the future total consumption under the high-growth-rate policy will rise above 

what it would have been under a policy initially more favorable to consumption. 

It will have been noted that the simplified model of which we have been speak¬ 

ing is essentially a model in terms of labour and its product, in which capital does 

not figure separately as a quantity, or as a factor of production. merely capital 

goods that are products of labour at some previous stage of production and which 

play the role of aids to labour influencing labour’s productivity. The problem of 

choosing the type of capital good, and the appropriate distribution of labour between 

the sectors, that promoted maximum growth could have been expressed as a minimum 

problem in terms of cost-minimising the social cost of maintaining a given rate 

of growth. In any economy where calculation is in value terms, it will be in this 

form that the problem will be immediately expressed, at any rate to those taking 

decisions ’decentrally’ at lower levels, such as administrators of particular indus¬ 

tries or managers of enterprises. Some interest accordingly attaches to the question 

as to how our principle applies when expressed in this way? What kind of price- 

structure is conductive to the taking of the right kind of decision? 

At first sight it might seem that, from the nature of our model, the principle 

must now appear as one of minimising labour input to produce a given quantum 

of output. But this cannot be so in any simpliste interpretation of minimising labour 

cost; since such a principle can only be applied subject to a certain investment- 

constraint—that labour is so distributed and methods of production so chosen as 

to maximise investment (measured in terms of labour-inputs). Otherwise, the prin¬ 

ciple of minimising expenditure of labour would lead to the use of the most produc¬ 

tive known techniques however expensive and capital-intensive, so long as increase 

in capital-intensity yielded any addition, however small, to net productivity (in the 

notation of our example used above, it would imply choosing the highest possible 

8 Also if technical innovation is sufficiently rapid; or again if the supply of consumer goods 

and/or capital goods can be augmented by improved terms of trade with other countries or with 

an agricultural hinterland of the developing economy. 
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value of pc when this is interpreted net of the cost of maintenance or replacement 

of equipment). It follows that cost must be so interpreted as to make some allowance 

for such an investment constraint (for which purpose, incidentally, capital goods 

currently produced will need to be priced and aggregated into a total). Such an 

allowance seems only possible if the use of capital goods is in some way debited 

with the contribution which it can make to the appearance of a surplus product. 

Professor V. V. Novozhilov of Leningrad has suggested a method of pricing 

that makes an allowance of this kind; and there is some interest, accordingly, in 

considering how the operation of his method (and the use of ‘minimum cost’ so 

interpreted) is related to the principle we have enunciated. To do this was the object 

(in part) of an article by the present writer in the journal “Kyklos” in 1961 (Vol. 

XIV, Fasc. 2, pp. 135-150); and the remainder of the present paper will consist 

of a reproduction of the analysis in the concluding part of that article. 

Professor V. V. Novozhilov’s proposal is as follows9. A ratio which he terms 

the “marginal effectiveness of investment” is calculated thus. A given quantity 

of investment funds is allocated according to a uniform ratio at the margin of all 

uses and in such a way that, when possible investment projects and their variants 

have been arranged in an order of their effectiveness, all projects yielding an effec¬ 

tiveness-ratio higher than the ratio selected as standard are given priority. When 

the whole investment fund has been allocated in this way without surplus or de¬ 

ficiency, there will be a given minimum effectiveness ratio at the margin of allocation. 

This will constitute for the time-being the standard ratio. The ratio in question is 

defined as that of the reduction of operating cost (or prime cost) resulting from 

a given increase of investment to the absolute amount of this investment. Thus, 

where C1 and C2 stand for the prime costs respectively in two projects of different 

technical types, and K1 and Kz for the initial capital cost, the effectiveness-ratio 

will be 

k,-k: 

Writing the above ratio as r. Professor Novozhilov then proceeds to show 

that if rK is added to C to represent the social cost of a product (which he calls 

narodnokhoziaistvennaia sebestoimost, or national-economic cost), this will render 

the cost of a product lowest when produced by the technique, or method of produc¬ 

tion, that yields an effectiveness-ratio of r. It is to be noted that rK as a magnitude 

will be independent of the units in which K and C are expressed (i.e. the relative 

valuation of capital goods and the elements of prime costs); since the larger is 

K relatively to C, the smaller will be r, and conversely10. 

9 Cf. lsmerenie Zatrat i ikh Resultatov v Sotsialisticheskom Khoziaistvie (Comparison of Ex¬ 

penditures and their Results in a Socialist Economy) in Primenenie Matematiki v Ekonomiches- 

kikh Issledovaniakh (The Use of Mathematics in Economic Investigations), ed. V. S. Nemchinov, 

Moscow 1959, pp. 42-213. 

10 V. V. Novozhilov, loc. cit., pp. 112-115. 
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Thus, suppose that there are three technical variants under consideration 

such that: 

and 

Kx < Kz< K3< Ki and Cx > C2 > C3 > C 

Cx — C2 ^ C2—C3 . ^ C3-—C4 

> K3-K2 Ki-Ka 

then it will follow that 

rK3+Ca < r^+C4; also < rW2+C2 and < rKx + Cv 

It follows that if one adopts this principle as the basis of social costing (whether 

for the purpose of accounting prices only or of fixing actual prices) and alternative 

methods of production are chosen according to which of them yields the least cost, 

the result will be the maximum economy of social labour in the qualified sense of 

which we have spoken (qualified, i.e., by an investment constraint). The inclusion 

of rK as an element in cost, in addition to C, is a recognition of the latter constraint 

and is itself a reflection of it in the costing-process. 

At first sight this may seem to bear no close relation to the criterion for max¬ 

imising growth discussed above. Reflection, however, will show, I think, that 

there is such a connection. Let us first try to express this connection in foimal terms, 

in this way. We have said above that in our model a condition for maximising 

growth11 is that —dpt_ dp^ s+w 

~~Pi ~ Pc ' S 

| or alternatively that 
dpc 

Pc 

— dpi s \ 

Pi ' s+wj 

It can also be shown that the magnitude (s-\-w)/s is a measure of the proportional 

increase in surplus resulting from a proportional rise in pc: i.e., 

dpc j+w ds 

~Jc **' 

Now Professor Novozhilov’s rK (which we have seen is, as a composite magnitude, 

independent of the relative valuation of K and C) when expressed as a ratio to 

C if C consists exclusively of wages (or alternatively as a ratio to that proportion 

of C which consists of wages) can be shown to be a measure of the relationship in 

our model between the proportional change of pc and the proportional change 

of p^2. This relationship we have just seen is s/s-\-w when growth is being maxi- 

11 In what we have called elsewhere a “normal” case where the p's at different (vertical) 

stages of production are approximately uniform. 

12 Since r is equivalent to dpcjdpi and rK can be expressed as 

dpc 

dPilPi 
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mised. Accordingly, if we write as a the proportion of prime cost that consists 

of wages, rKjaC = sjs-\-w, since r we have seen is derived by allocating invest¬ 

ment so as to have the maximum effect in raising the productivity of labour13. For 

any economic unit (e.g. an industrial enterprise) to which rK is debited as a cost 

as well as C, that method of producing a given output which minimizes rK-\-C will 

be the most profitable (or involve the smallest loss), at whatever level the selling-price 

may be, provided that selling-prices are proportionall to the Novozhilov costprice. 

But if only C is debited to it as an actual cost, that method of production will only 

be the most profitable if the selling-price is so fixed as to make profit above C when 

expressed as a ratio to aC — s/w: i.e. to make it greater than rK/aC by s'+w/co14. 

In common sense terms the point of this may be expressed in this way. We 

are comparing the reduced wage-cost of producing a given output with the increased 

investment-cost of making this reduction; and rK is a measure of this relation. 

In other words, it measures the economy of labour resulting from more investment 

against the additional expenditure of labour in the investment sector that is in¬ 

volved thereby. With a given investment-potential for the economy as a whole, the 

use of more investment in one direction involves reduced investment, and hence 

a reduced contribution to growth, in some other direction. This reduced contribu¬ 

tion to growth in another direction is the addition to surplus that the investment 

could there have yielded (assuming that surplus is a crucial investment-determinant). 

If rK is to be an adequate measure of the social cost of using more investment, 

it must be a measure of the marginal contribution being made in the economy as 

a whole to the increase in labour-productivity. It follows that for relative prices 

to be an adequate reflection of social cost, whether they are prices of consumer 

goods or of capital goods, they must at each stage of production be proportional 

to C plus rK15. 

This when divided by pc (which in this context would be the equivalent of C if C consisted exclu¬ 

sively of wages) becomes dpc\pc 

dpilPi 

13 This is subject to a crucial proviso, however: that the output-plan is appropriately fixed. 

If output is not fixed in a manner consistent with maximising growth, the above equality may not 

hold, since the allocation of investment is relative to a given pattern of output, and accordingly 

r may have different values for different output-patterns. 

14 Since s/w = 
sls + W 

w/s + w 

So far as consumer goods are concerned, prices will only be equilibrium-prices (ignoring direct 

taxes on wages or saving out of wages) if they are at this level (c.f. the present writer’s Essay, pp. 

91-2, 95-6). It may also be noted that, if selling prices are proportional to rK+C but diverge 

therefrom, total profit as a ratio to K will not be uniform in all industries. 

15 K will here represent, of course, the value of the capital goods used in the particular pro¬ 

duction-process in question, not some generalised K averaged out over production as a whole. 

The value of r will be derived, however, from a generalised social effectiveness-ratio applying to 

the economy at large. 
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It has often been supposed that a quantity such as rK can be used to determine 

the rate of investment itself as well as its optimum allocation. But this is not so. 

Professor Novozhilov’s rK can only be derived on the basis of prior postulation 

of the amount of total investment (measured, for example, in a given aggregate 

output of the capital goods sector). Since in the real world planners can never make 

the volume of investment what they will (but can only influence its rate of change), 

one need not be unduly worried or surprised that theory should be unable to postu¬ 

late on a priori grounds some optimum rate of investment. If in the real world in¬ 

vestment is subject to definite determinants, theory is only being realistic (and is 

not being arbitrary) in starting from the postulate of a given volume of investment, 

and then investigating the limits within which, and the means by which, this quantum 

of investment can be changed over time. 
It remains, in conclusion, to make one general observation about the impli¬ 

cations of the approach we have outlined for practical problems of economic de¬ 

velopment. One thing that follows is that what matters from the standpoint of 

actual policy is not so much what the rate of investment happens to be at some 

initial date: this will be largely determined by past history, at least so far as the 

‘ceiling’ on it is concerned. What matters most is how that volume of investment 

is utilised and the difference made by the mode of utilisation to the rate at which 

that rate of investment can change. Investment-allocation must accordingly be thought 

of, not in terms of equations defining a static equilibrium, but in terms of this rate 

of change. To take some pre-existing ‘savings ratio’ and extrapolate it into the 

future (as is implicitly done in so many 'western’ discussions of the limiting factors 

upon development) tends to give an unduly conservative bias. Any such ratio, 

based on today’s situation or yesterday’s, is not the rigidly limiting factor that 

it is commonly supposed to be, because it can itself be changed by the course of 

development, if development is planned to that end. Economically backward coun¬ 

tries may not be able to ‘pull themselves up by their own bootstraps : if, for example, 

they altogether lack the means of producting machinery themselves, they must 

inevitably import machinery, at any rate for a time; if they possess a purely sub- 

sistance agriculture that yields little or no surplus, they must even import food. 

But their dependence for development on outside aid is much less, and their ability 

to develop out of their own resources is much greater, given correct policies, than 

economists have traditionally allowed. True, such more optimistic perspectives 

will not emerge from the free operation of market forces, but presuppose planning 

both as a mechanism of coordination and as a means of imposing a correct order 

of priorities; and planning if it is to be comprehensive in turn presupposes social 

ownership of the means of production. 
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Poland 

A NOTE ON THE RATE OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
IN DEVELOPED AND UNDERDEVELOPED 

COUNTRIES 

The problem of economic underdevelopment has two aspects. The first and basic 

one is concerned with low living standarts, or simple misery of the prevailing part 

of humanity, inhabiting those countries, which are underdeveloped. Increasing 

production capacities as well as production per capita is necessary in order to over¬ 

come this situation. The second aspect of the problem is concerned with a tremendous 

span in incomes between backward and developed countries. This span is the source 

of very serious troubles of economic, social and political nature on a world scale. 

A high rate of growth of the underdeveloped countries is not sufficient to overcome 

this span; this rate, moreover, must be higher than the rate of growth of the devel¬ 

oped economies. 

It is obvious, that the rate of growth in both types of countries is influenced by 

a number of factors, and that the influence of those factors varies according to cir¬ 

cumstances. If we assume full employment of the existing production capacities 

(that is to say, if we do not take into account possible difficulties in production result¬ 

ing from the lack of effective demand, and if abstraction is made from the possibility 

of employing hidden reserves of the economy), then the rate of economic growth 

will depend on the share of investment in national income and on the effectiveness 

of investment. The effectiveness of investment will be, in turn, dependent on three 

factors: 

1. the relation between labour and capital available in respective countries that 

is to say on the rate of substitution of labour by capital, which determines the choice 

between capital saving and capital consuming techniques, 

2. the interindustrial structure of investment, which will influence the capital-out¬ 

put ratio, independent of the rate of substitution between capital and labour in 

a given economy; this is due to the fact, that alternatives of production techniques 

in separate industries are limitted, 

3. the rate (and character) of technical progress. 

The present paper is concerned with the influence of this last factor on the rate 

of growth in developed and underdeveloped countries, that is to say with possible 

[119] 
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increasing or decreasing of the span between the standarts of living of the population 

in both groups of countries. 
•Jt* 

In order to study the influence of technical progress we must start by introduc¬ 

ing two, highly unrealistic assumptions, namely, that the rate of substitution between 

labour and capital, and also the structure of production in both types of countries 

are univocaly determined, and that they are not subject to change during the period 

under consideration. Under such assumptions, the capital-output ratio, (determined 

in the initial period by both factors mentionned above, and thus different for both 

groups considered), will change during the process of growth only under the influence 

of technical progress. Thus, we will attempt to answer the question, whether tech¬ 

nical progress will influence the capital-ouput ratio in the developed and underde¬ 

veloped countries in the same, or in a different way; if we reach the second conclu¬ 

sion we will ask further, whether technical progress will tend to narrow or to widen 

the span between the rates of growth in both types of countries. 

At first sight the answers may seem quite obvious. Nowadays circumstances 

the achievements of science and technical improvements are equaly accessible to all 

countries. Although most of those improvements are made in highly developed coun¬ 

tries, they can not and are not monopolised by them, except for special cases1. Each 

country can profit from the general achievements and apply them to its own purposes. 

The opinion is even often heard, that in this respect underdeveloped countries are 

in a better position than developed ones, since they can take advantage of the achieve¬ 

ments of industrialized nations, without having to bear the costs of laboratories and 

research institutes. Such a view does not seem quite correct, since in most cases the 

countries “importing” technical knowledge must either pay for the trade marks, 

or buy improved capital goods at a price, which containes “excess gaines” of their 

producers. And even if this is not the case, underdeveloped countries lose advantages 

connected with competition, offered by each innovation to its first producer. For all 

the above reasons it can be said, that although underdeveloped countries are perhaps 

not in a worst position in this field, they are also not priviledged anyway, what am- 

mounts to assuming, that they have equal access to technical achievements with the 

developed countries. 

If this is the case, it would seem, that there are no reasons, why technical progress 

should differ amongst various groups of countries. In fact, however, the situation is 

different. 

Let us present the problem on a graph (Figure 1), in which the vertical axis 

presents the ammounts of capital, and the horizontal axis the ammount of labour 

necessary to produce a given amount of a certain commodity. The curve t, called 

the curve of equal commodity (and often, determined as the production function, 

which is not correct), presents various technical alternatives, that is to say various 

1 Concerning mainly production of military equipment, and having no direct economic meaning. 
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relations between labour and capital leading to the production of the same ammount 

of a commodity. The curve t in our example shall present macroeconomic technical 

alternatives, that is to say, the average technique used in the initial period in the econ¬ 

omy as a whole. (Since it is only in the macroeconomic setting, that we have the 

right to assume, that this curve is an uninterrupted function, i.e., that for each rela¬ 

tion between labour and capital a corresponding technique may be found. If we 

analize production by branches, in which case the ammount of possible technique is 

always Emitted, and the function of equal product interrupted, some of the cases, which 

are of interrest to us may not occur.) Let us then assume, that the relation between 

labour and capital on the one hand, and between branch of production with a high 

and low capital coefficient on the other in an underdeveloped country is such, that 

technique B is the average technique for the economy as a whole. For a developed 

country, which has a greater amount of capital versus labour, and a higher pro¬ 

portion of capital consuming industries, the corresponding technique will be technique 

A, having a high capital coefficient and situated more to the left. 

Let us assume moreover, that technical progress which took place in the period 

of time under consideration, increased to the same degree the effectiveness of both 

factors of production in all technical alternatives, and thus, that mutual relations 

of those factors did not change2. (This assumption is not indispensable for further 

reasoning, since the relations considered will appear also under other types of techni¬ 

cal progress, but it makes graphical presentation of the problem much easier. On the 

other hand it is not unrealistic to assume, that both outlays of labour and those of 

capital per unit of product diminish, owing to technical progress. Empirical research 

has shown, over and over again, that in the long run the capital coefficient is constant 

2 Harrod used the word “neutral” to determine this type of progress; since in present literature 

progress under which the capital coefficient does not change is understood by “neutral progress”, 

it would be better to determine it rather as “proportional progress”. 
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in various national economies, in which both in the structure of output by industr.es. 

and in the rate of substitution changes occur, which would suggest an increase 

in the capital output ratio. This would suggest, that technical progress as such was 

also of a capital-saving character.) The effects of this progress are shown on the 

curve t+1 in which technique A' corresponds to technique A, and technique B 

to technique B. As can be seen, if other conditions do not change, and especialy if 

this is true for the rate of substitution, the countries using both techniques achieve 

the same advantages from technical progress. 

It should be noticed, however, that this is only due to a specific shape of the 

curve t+1, or in other words, due to the assumption, that technical progress under 

consideration has the same intensity for all “grades of techniques”, that is to say, 

that it is as great for capital consuming techniques as for the capital saving ones. 

But, as shown by Prof. M. Kalecki (who analysed the problem in his Outline of 

the Theory of Growth of a Socialist Economy from a slightly different aspect), such 

a shape of the curve of technical progress is not a fixed rule, since technical progress 

at a certain point may be much higher than at other points. 

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the consequences of such an alternative for the group 

of countries considered. 

Figure 2 presents the case, in which technical progress during the period t was 

extremely fast for capital consuming techniques, whilest the more capital saving 

was the technique, the lower was its rate. Figure 3 presents the inverse case, in which 

technical progress is greater for capital saving techniques. 

It is obvious, that progress in the field of capital consuming techniques acts in 

favour of highly developed countries, while progress in the field of capital saving 

techniques—acts in favour of less developed ones. The fact, that both types of coun¬ 

tries have full knowledge as to the ways of introducing technique A' or B' does not 
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change the situation. It is not the question of limitted knowledge, but of limitted 

possibilities of its application, or rather the question, that it is not expedient to apply 

this knowledge to all circumstances. In a country, where using the spade for road 

building is the most “rational” technique, improvements in the construction of 

buldodgers will not influence the effectiveness of investment, just as in a country, where 

the scarcity of the labour force makes automatic weaving machines profitable, 

improving the effectiveness of hand weaving leads to no useful purpose. 

Thus the question whether technical progress will influence the existing “span” 

between developed and underdeveloped countries, and what shall that influence be, 

can be reduced to the question, whether such a progress is of a uniform character, 

i.e. whether it is the same in all sectors of technique, or whether it “diverges in some 

direction”. 

The analysis of modern technical innovations seems to leave no doubt about 

the fact, that they are most numerous and most important for those techniques of 

production, which have a higher rate of capital versus labour. This can be explained 

not only by the objective fact, that the simpler the tools, the smaller are the possibi¬ 

lities of their improvement. One should notice in the first place the important factor 

mentionned above, namely that technical innovations are made in the first place 

in highly developed countries, which actually proceed only along the upper part 

of the curve of technical alternatives, which has a high rate of substitution of capital 

for labour. The innovations made in those countries are thus mainly concerned with 

capital consuming techniques, actually in use there. Capital saving techniques which 

thus imply relative abundance of the labour force versus capital, and which are 

not is use in those countries, are therefore not considered by the research institutes 

even if their improvement could, objectively speaking, lead to the same effects as 

improvement of capital consuming techniques.3 And finaly, last but not least, this 

kind of divergencies of technical progress are influenced by the existing output struc¬ 

ture of the separate types of countries. As we know, technical progress is the greatest 

in new fields of production, such as chemical industry electronics etc. And since 

highly developed countries have a greater share of those industries in their GNP, 

progress reached along this line has a greater influence there on the average effec¬ 

tiveness of production, than in underdeveloped ones. There are no reasons to suppose, 

that any one of the three factors mentionned above will fade away in the near future, 

so that is should be assumed, that the existing “divergence” of technical progress 

will be the same in the future. 

This seems to lead to the conclusion, that technical progress shall not diminish 

the gap between developed, and underdeveloped countries, but moreover, caeteris 

paribus, it will widen it. 

3 It should be noticed, that in a number of countries, including highly developed ones, research 

concerning techniques of production best suited to the conditions of backward areas is under way. 

Its results may hamper this tendency to a certain extent, but they will not stop it altogether. 
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This pesimistic conclusion, however, is limitted by the method of analysis used 

thus far, which on the one hand does not take into account the scale of production, 

and on the other limits the concept of technical progress, following in this last re¬ 

spect a traditional way of thinking. Both those problems should be now considered. 

* 

It is well known, that rational division of labour within the enterprise, as well 

as highly efficient and specialised tools can be effectively introduced only if production 

exceeds a certain minimum level. So called economies of scale which usualy tend to 

diminish labour and capital input, were one of the basic factors of increasing effec¬ 

tiveness of production in developed economies. 

From the strictly formal point of view, techniques of production which are 

already known, and which are suitable for production on a large scale, form a part 

of the set of existing techniques, amongst which the investor can make his choice. 

Thus, their introduction should not be treated as technical progress, but only as 

a shift along the existing curve of alternative techniques. However, in conditions of 

underdeveloped countries, theoretical knowledge alone of those technical solutions 

does not change the fact, that very often they do not enter into the “range of choice 

of the investor, for the simple reason, that it is practicaly impossible to apply them. 

This, in turn may have two reasons: first, a market which is limitted, and second, 

technical impossibility of obtaining capital needed for this type of production4. 

This situation is somewhat similar to the case presented above, in which actual 

technical progress was not “effective” from the point of view of underdeveloped 

countries, since it took place in this section of the curve of technical alternatives, 

which could not be taken into account by the investors in those countries, owing 

to the prevailing rate of substitution. In the case, which we are considering now, 

the technical improvements are not “effective” owing to the limitations of the market, 

and to “absolute” lack of capital, which makes their application impossible. However, 

along with the progress of industralization policies, both those “technical bariers”, 

hindering more effective methods of production, will gradualy diminish. The result 

will be similar to the impact of innovations which makes the introduction ol better 

technical solutions possible. 

Let us put it in an other way: owing to economic and social bariers, which 

hinder the application of known, optimal from the technical point of view, methods 

of production in underdeveloped countries, the set of technical alternatives at the 

disposal of those countries is smaller, than in developed ones. Thus, as industrali¬ 

zation proceeds, this set will become wider and wider, including those techniques of 

large scale, which are already in use in developed countries, and independent of 

new technical solutions, which may appear in the meanwhile. This is why the rate 

4 This last case is typical for small farmer's production and production of craftsmen, which 

has often a high capital coefficient owing to the use of very imefficient tools. In both cases it is very 

often impossible to obtain normal credits for production purposes. 
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of technical progress in underdeveloped countries will be actualy faster, than would 

seem, basing on the previous reasoning. (When economies of scale are taken into 

account, the curve of alternative techniques is subject to modification. The lower 

part of the curve in the case of underdeveloped countries will be higher in relation 

to the x axis, than in the case of developed ones, and thus the span between this part 

of the curve and the curve t+1 will be greater. This, to a certain extent will counter¬ 

balance the divergence of technical progress towards capital consuming techniques 

which was mentionned above). 
# 

In the current meaning technical progress is understood as introducing technical 

innovations which enable to achieve the same output, using an ammount of factors 

of production smaller than before, or obtaining new production effects by means 

of the factors given. In this respect progress is always connected with a change of 

techniques, that is to say with introducing new tools, and that is why—as a matter 

of fact—it is always connected with investment (independent of, whether new equip¬ 

ment is considered, or old one improved). Owing to this type of interrelation, it 

should be called “dependent progress”, since it can occur owing to investment 

activity only, and its range is dependent on the size of that activity. 

Besides this kind of progress, however, there is also another one, which can 

be defined as “independent progress” in the sense that it is not so related to the size 

of accumulation. It is characterized not by a change of the tools, but by achieving 

better results than previously by applying the same equipment and technical methods. 

In the first place so called “organizational progress” should be mentionned here, 

consisting of improvements of managerial methods and of the labour division within 

the enterprise. Increase of the efficiency of labour connected with the growth of the 

general level of culture and qualifications of the staff, and enabling to achieve better 

results on the basis of the same equipment is another kind of independent progress. 

(Both kinds of independent progress mentionned above could be limitted, in principle, 

to reducing the labour force employed, in most cases, however, especialy what 

concerns the “progress of qualifications”, they are both labour- and capital-saving.) 

Although this kind of progress, and especialy organizational! progress, was often 

pointed out in literature, it was however very often omitted in model building, 

since it was either assumed, that it implies small investment outlays enabling to 

include it into the first category of technical progress, or that its meaning is so small, 

that it can be omitted5. 
Such assumptions were correct in a number of case. They freed the model ana¬ 

lysis from a number of factors of a social, rather than economic character and en¬ 

abled to show the immediate relations between the rate of growth of national income 

5 The problem of the rise of knowledge and qualifications, as well as the problem of the scale 

of production, was considered very often not within the analysis of technical progress, but within 

the framework of “external” and “internal economies. 
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and the level of investment and its effectiveness. By the way, when studying a devel¬ 

oped economy, which is internaly stabilized, and which developes by way of a steady 

evolution, one can assume correctly, that independent progress has a constant rela¬ 

tion to dependent progress, so that it can be omitted. The situation is the same when 

we compare two economies which are similar from the structural and institutional 

point of view; one can take for granted that in both cases the importance of inde¬ 

pendent progress and the rate of its change are the same. 

The matter, however, appears in a different light, when we start investigating 

problems of development and not only growth, considering a backward country 

in which the start towards accelerated accumulation is connected with far reaching 

changes of institutional, social and cultural conditions. In such an economy inde¬ 

pendent progress will be of vital importance, and its rate may be almost unconnected 

with the rate of dependent progress. 

The rate of organizational progress will be faster than in developed countries, 

especially if it is considered in a broad sense—not only as improvement of the methods 

of management within the enterprise, but also as the improvement of relations between 

the enterprises and within the national economy as a whole. The difference will be 

very great in the field of raising the efficiency without additional investment, due 

to the rise in the general level of knowledge and technical abilities of the workers. 

This last corrolary could be put into doubt, since such a growth takes also place in 

developed countries. But in the underdeveloped countries there is an additional fac¬ 

tor in this respect, independent of the fact, that as a rule, the lower the starting point, 

the faster is the growth of efficiency resulting from teaching the workers basic technical 

abilities. Namely, in the developed countries having an old industrial tradition, the 

greater part of the staff of factories and enterprises consists of experienced workers; 

this assures their own high efficiency and also makes it easy to brush up profession¬ 

al skills of the new employed. Percent-wise, the ammount of workers having many 

years of professional experience does not change substantially, since the rotation of 

labour is smooth. On the contrary, underdeveloped countries, starting on their way 

of industrialization, either have no skilled workers with long experience, or very 

few of them. However, as time goes on, the percent of such workers will be steadily 

increasing, and this alone will be an important factor of the growth of the average 

productivity of labour. 
* 

The above remarks were intended to show, that there are certain differencies 

between the developed and underdeveloped countries and sometimes contradictory 

tendencies in the field of technical progress. This will last as long, as long there will 

be substantial institutional and economic differences between those two groups of 

countries (thus, as long as the division into those two groups will keep its sense). 

Dependent progress has a higher rate in the “upper range of technique”, and that is 

why it can bring relatively greater advantages to developed countries, while inde¬ 

pendent progress, on the contrary, is featured rather by a “divergence towards capital- 
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saving techniques”, and thus it shall probably have a greater impact on underdevel¬ 

oped countries. This impact, however, as shown by the previous analysis, will be 

visible only in those countries, which have broken with social and economic stagna¬ 

tion, engaging on the path of accelerated developement. 

It is of course impossible to tell, whether those “divergences” of the various 

types of techniques will be mutualy balanced, or whether one tendency will be strong¬ 

er than the other. One essential difference between both kinds of progress should be, 

however, pointed out, since it has substantial influence on their mutual weight. 

Dependent progress influences only this part of national income, which results from 

new investment, while independent progress, on the contrary, leads to the more 

effective use of both old and new equipment, and that is why it has a much greater 

range. 

This is one of the reasons, for supposing, that technical progress is one of the 

factors acting in the direction of closing the gap between developed and underdevel¬ 

oped countries. 
* 

Other factors, which besides technical progress can influence the changes of 

effectiveness of investment in both groups of countries were omitted in our consid¬ 

erations, namely changes within the interindustrial structure of investment, and 

changes of the rate of substitution of labour and capital. 

The first factor will rather act to the disadvantage of underdeveloped countries, 

especially in the first period of industrialization, during which the necessity of building 

up the infrastructure and the basic industries will bring about an increase of the 

capital-coefficient of investment. The second factor, however, will probably have 

a stronger influence on the increase of this coefficient in developed, than in under¬ 

developed countries, since in the last ones, owing to substantial labour reserves, the 

rate of substitution will probably be subject to smaller change than in the former. 

Thus, possible effects of changes in the structure of investment and in the rate 

of substitution on changes in the coefficient of capital in developed and underdevelop¬ 

ed countries could, to a certain degree, be mutualy cancelled out, and therefore finaly, 

the effectiveness of investment in both groups of countries will be the more dependent 

on the rate and character of technical progress. 
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Poland 

THE OVERALL AND PARTIAL OPTIMUM 

This work shows the means by which coordination is achieved between what are 

known as the over-all optimum and the partial optimum. 

This method is illustrated by an example of the optimum division of raw materials, 

used for the manufacture of different products, between the various branches. Thus 

we are concerned with a division of a limited quantity of this raw material—in com¬ 

parison with the utilized production capacity—between its various applications, 

with the aim of achieving the optimum, i.e. to maximize the value of the ready 

product1. Let us assume that the following magnitudes are known: 

1) ct\j—the quantity of the /-th raw material utilized for the manufacture of 

a unit of the y-th product, in the /-th branch, where 

i = 1 

7=1. 2 . m (/) 

/= 1, 2 . ^ 

2) p'j —prices of a unit of y-th product in the /-th branch. Let us assume, that 

we are concerned with market commodities, the prices of which depend in a small 

extent on the changes in production. In other words, these prices are constant through 

a given not too long period, irrespective of the fluctuations of supply. 

3) clkj —the quantities of units of the production capacities of the k-th equipment, 

necessary for the manufacture of a unit of the y-th product in the /-th branch. 

4) Denoting the required quantity of the y-th product of the /-th branch by 

xlj, we can express the target function as 

s m{l) 

U --= V \pljXlj — maximum 
/=! 7 = 1 

The task lies in determining s.m{l) unknowns 

x) // = 1, 2 ... m{l) / = 1, 2 ... s). 

Apart from the condition U = maximum, the following conditions which follow 

1 We can of course define the criterion of optimality differently—depending on the task we 
set for ourselves. 

[129] 
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from the balance of raw material and the production capacity in each branch, must 

also be fulfilled: 

s m(J) 

i) 2’IVk-p. i=1> 
/= i j= i 
where Pt is the overall quantity of the available raw material, 

s m(/) 

1=1 j= 1 
where C[ = the overall production capacity of the k-th equipment in the 

/-th branch. 

3) 0. 

This last condition is of course obvious—production cannot be negative. 

In solving this problem, which leads to the usual linear programme, let us 

allocate the /-th raw material (in this example we assume that we are dealing with one 

raw material) of the 1 branch, of magnitude 

m(0 

j= i 

where x) are the already known quantities of the y-th product in the /-th branch. 

This method, which does not give rise to any doubts from the theoretical point 

of view, is however, difficult to realize in practice. 

Moreover, it assumes that the optimization calculation is made at the level of 

the Planning Commission; this in itself creates difficulties in the gathering and then 

in the processing of vast amounts of information. 

This approach, moreover, implies a fully centralized economy, in which all 

decisions, concerning even the most minute details of production, are taken at the 

highest level. Such a system of administrating the national economy, which is impos¬ 

sible to realize in its most extreme form, is—as has been shown by experience— 

ineffective from the economical point of view. 

The means of reconciling these two contradictory tendencies appearing here— 

on the one hand, the search for the optimum ought, so to speak, to be universal 

and on a nationwide scale, while on the other hand, the factors mentioned above 

favour decentralization, i.e. the calculation should be based on partial optimums— 

ought therefore to be found. 

The question therefore arises of whether partial optimums ensure the general 

optimum. 

This is an essential problem for socialist economies. 

The answer tends to be negative since in shifting the calculation to a lower level, 

the division of means made centrally precedes the optimization calculation, i.e. the 

partial optimum is calculated with certain limits remaining beyond the optimization 

calculation. 
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However, in my opinion, the progress which has been made in the field of econ¬ 

ometric methods during the last few years, has made it possible to verify these 

limits in such a way that the condition of coordination between the partial optimum 

and the overall optimum has been fulfilled. 

Consequently, let us suppose that, in the first approximation the division of raw 

materials has been completely casual, but that it was made in such a way of course that 

Vnl_ / , r il — P; 
Z=1 

where P}t is the quantity of the z-th raw material (equal to 1) allocated to the 1 branch; 

the superscript denotes the successive number of the sector. The particular branches 

then determine their own optimal programme—according to the principle of maxi¬ 

mization of value, i.e. 
m(l) 

Ul = ?lPM = maximum 
j=i 

—on the basis of the given limits of raw materials which are set for them, and re¬ 

taining the conditions which result from limitations involving raw materials and 

production capacities 
m(l) 

(!) 
j= i 

m(Z) 

ydjXj<c{ (2) 
j= 1 

In order to show that this division is correct we will calculate the price, which 

let us say is economically justified, of raw materials for each branch. These prices will 

follow from the solution of the dual programme originating from the original 

program contained in the above equation and the above set of inequalities. We will 

exclude limitations connected with the production capacity in so much as the prices 

of this mass are of no interest to us. Consequently the dual programme will assume 

the following form: 

V = y^Pgul — maximum 
i—i 

YcijAP) 

1=1 

u\ ^0, 

where u\ are the corresponding prices of the z-th raw material in each branch. It 

can be assumed a priori that prices expressed in this way will not be uniform for 

all branches, which suggests that the division of raw materials is not optimal. 
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Let us assume that when we are considering five branches, and that the relations 

of prices for these branches calculated from the dual model can be described as follows: 

uf > uj > uf > uf > uf 

(the subscripts denote the number of the branch). This set of prices shows the degree 

of scarcity of the raw material appearing in the given branch; as the price is greater, so 

the degree of scarcity will be more acute. The optimal division of raw materials is 

established when the economically justified prices, in all spheres of application 

(branches), have been levelled out; it seems that no proof need be provided for this 

statement. 
In this case the central (planning) institute, receiving information about prices 

calculated on the basis of the limits which it has establihed itself, corrects these lim¬ 

its by decreasing allocations for branches, which have achieved a lower price and 

increasing allocations for those branches in which these prices are higher. There can 

be several of these corrections, but there should not be many of them since the gap 

between prices has already given a sufficient indication of more or less what quan¬ 

tities of raw materials ought to be transferred from one branch to another and from 

which branches they should be transfered. 

Consequently in the example cited above it is obvious that branches 5 and 2 

ought to transfer means to branches 3 and 1. It is understood that a new optimal 

programme should be calculated at the lower level after each new limit, has been set 

and that the price of raw material is calculated from its dual solution. 
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A GENERALIZED FORM OF THE REFI 
INTERFLOW TABLE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the theory of the refi model (re = real, fi = financial) of the Institute of Eco¬ 

nomics at the University of Oslo, we need an interflow table which is considerably 

more refined than the usual input-output tables, and even more elaborate than 

the forms discussed in the Oslo median model (memorandum of 10 October 1956), 

the interflow table with competitive imports (memorandum of 7 June 1959) and the 

interflow tables for investment planning (for instance tab. (16.1) in the memorandum 

of 15 July 1959). 
The main problems in the refi-table are to take account of the following com¬ 

plications : 
1) The distinction between establishments (plants) and enterprises (firms) 

in the production. This leads to the concept of ownership sectors as distinct from 

production sectors. The investment and operation decisions rest to a large extent 

with the ownership sectors. 
2) The explicit introduction of financial objects (money, credit documents etc.) 

and the trading in such objects. These operations must be analytically coordinated 

with the operations in real objects so as to arrive at a coherent common system. 

3) The explicit introduction of financial sectors, i.e. sectors whose main pur¬ 

pose is to produce and exchange financial objects. 

4) A more detailed consideration of the various kinds of transfers (taxes, so¬ 

cial security contributions and benefits, interests, dividends etc.). 

All these desiderata must be weighed against each other so as to arrive at a 

presentation that is reasonably simple and can be represented in a central table 

of two dimensions (with whatever special appended tables that may be needed). 

The main idea of the central table here presented is that it is general in the 

sense that it allows for a variety of different conventions on the concrete content 

of the individual figures. The various special cases are generated by putting some 

of the elements of the general table equal to zero or equal to some specific con¬ 

cretely determined figures. This general approach is a necessary basis lor discuss¬ 

ing the best form to be actually used in a specific work on numerical data. 
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Note. The table is general in the sense that it may be applied under a variety of special 
certain magnitudes zero by definition, or equal to other preassigned figures. 
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Work is now being done in a cooperative effort of several Norwegian Gov¬ 

ernment Departments (Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Industry, Ministry of 

Commerce), the Norwegian Central Bank of issue, the Central Bureau of Statis¬ 

tics and the Institute of Economics at the University of Oslo with a view to build¬ 

ing up a better analytical foundation for the national budget—including invest¬ 

ment plans—and, in general, for objective discussions on economic policy. 
The form of the interflow table which is presented in the sequel, is the out¬ 

growth of many and long discussions that have taken place in the Institute of Eco¬ 

nomics at the University of Oslo. Valuable contribution to these discussions have 

in particular been made by the research associates Hans Heli (the role of owner¬ 

ship sectors), Tore Johansen (symbolism), Hans Jacob Kreyberg (general aspects), 

Jan Serck-Hanssen (competitive imports and the relation between domestic mar¬ 

ket prices and cif and fob prices) and Tore Thonstad (accounting principles and 

the typographical shape of the table). Subsequently the results have been refor¬ 

mulated and to a considerable extent modified by me. I am responsible for the 

table as now presented. 

2. GENERAL REMARKS ON THE STRUCTURE 

OF THE TABLE 

The table is built up in rows and columns as indicated in the accompanying 

tab. (2.1). The rows are grouped together in certain horizontal parts and the col¬ 

umns in certain vertical parts. The order of succession of these parts are chosen 

in such a way that the upper left region of the refi table resembles as much as pos¬ 

sible the previously used interflow tables that were mentioned in Section 1. 

The specification of the individual rows within a certain horizontal part in 

the refi table and the specification of the individual columns in a certain vertical 
part is to be decided in each concrete case. But the horizontal parts and the ver¬ 

tical parts are standard. Each part is indicated by a standardized affix, for instan¬ 

ce k, o), i etc. for the horizontal parts and h, co, j etc. for the vertical parts as ex¬ 

hibited in tab. (2.1). Each of these affixes runs through a certain number of values 

indicating the individual rows or columns. 

It will be found convenient to let the numbering of the individual rows be 

different from that of the columns. One may, for instance, let the individual row 

numbers be selected from among 1-499 and the column numbers from among 

501-999, and in such a way that if there is a correspondence between a certain row 

and a certain column, the column number should be exactly 500 larger than the 

row number. If it is not found inconvenient to use four digits, one may instead 

let the column number be exactly 1000 larger than the corresponding row number. 

There is no necessity of letting the numbering run continuously. We may for in¬ 

stance number the rows in the first horizontal part 001, 002 etc. and those in the 

second horizontal part 051, 052 etc. And similarly for the columns. 
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As a general principle of balancing it may be convenient to require that 

whenever there is a correspondence between a row and a column, the row sum 

should be equal to the column sum, and for a row that has no corresponding col¬ 

umn, or a column that has no corresponding row, the sum should be zero. This 

we may call the correspondence principle for balancing. In the general form of 

the refi table we will, however, not impose these conditions strictly, but allow cer¬ 

tain exceptions as explained below. By so doing we may in certain cases let a row 

sum or a column sum record some essential figure which it seems more logical 

to have as a marginal total than as a (perhaps negative) balancing item in the in¬ 

terior of the table. 

Whatever the exceptions to the correspondence principle are, it will, of course, 

always be true that the sum of the column sums is equal to the sum of the row 

sums. This gives a means of numerical checking and will also help to clear up the 

logic of the exceptions to the correspondence principle. Examples are given below. 

The whole interflow table is assumed to apply to a given period, say a given 

year. For this period we assume in essence that the prices of real goods and serv¬ 

ices are given. They are observed or estimated as the average prices prevailing 

in the period in question. 

Financial objects may be assumed to be traded at the prices actually prevail¬ 

ing. If we do not consider the chaining of the refi tables from one period to an¬ 

other in such a way that the value of the stocks of financial objects at any given 

point of time is logically connected with the interflow tables for each period, we do 

not need to consider (positive or negative) income elements arising from changes 

in the prices of stocks and bounds and other financial objects. Such elements 

need therefore not be considered in the table. If it is wanted to do so, it may be 

done through specifications in appropriate rows and columns in the table. Some 

special considerations on this aspect of the financial interflow are offered in Sec¬ 

tion 15 of the memorandum General theory of the kernel model, of 7 February 1958. 

Depreciation on real capital (leading from the concept of gross investment 

to that of net investment, and correspondingly from the concept of gross national 

product to that of net national product) is not considered explicitly in the table, 

but it could be introduced by the inclusion of an extra row and column. Compare 

tab. (1.1) in the memorandum of 7 June 1959. 

3. THE HORIZONTAL PARTS OF THE TABLE 

I. The first horizontal part of the table represents delivering production sec¬ 

tors, current account. The classification over the individual rows is here made ac¬ 

cording to the production sector in which the establishments (plants) are classi¬ 

fied. It is not made according to enterprises (firms). The standard affix denoting 

delivering production sector is k. As an additional sector in this group we con- 
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sider an accounting sector for foreign trade. Its affix is co. In the actual numerical 

work now going on the number of sectors in this part will be between 40 and 50. 

II. The next horizontal part represents consumer groups. On a given row in 

this part are recorded the distributed primary factor remunerations that go to the 

consumer group in question. The fact that these items represent distributed re¬ 

muneration means that we here only consider the amounts that go to households. 

One or more of these consumer groups pertain, for instance, to ownership groups 

—and for these only the distributed remuneration is recorded here, while the rest 

is retained as a surplus in the production sectors (perhaps later to be transferred 

to an ownership sector as explained below). 
On each row the distributed remunerations are broken down according to the 

sectors where the primary factor input was made (represented by columns, as dis¬ 

cussed in Section 4). 
On the first row in the horizontal consumer group part we record Govern¬ 

ment sales of goods and services. In other words we consider the amount of these 

sales as a remuneration of a primary factor. (This means that these sales will have 

to be included in the concept of gross national product). This special factor is de¬ 

noted by the affix 0. We could, of course, have recorded Government sales of 

goods and services on a production sector’s row, but it has been found convenient 

rather to take them as pertaining to a consumer group. 

III. The third horizontal part of the table represents what may be called cat¬ 

egorized transfers. These are transfers classified according to the special kind of 

the transfers, for instance direct and indirect taxes, social security contributions, 

interests, dividends etc. The rows of this horizontal part pertain to transfer items 

that are recorded as positive numbers for the sector that makes the payment (which 

can be interpreted as the sector that receives a corresponding productive service). 

The standardized affix for the rows in this part is /u. An example of the specifica¬ 

tion of these rows is given in tab. (2.1). The last row is a row for accounting trans¬ 

fers that may be needed for the purpose of balancing the table. 

In many cases we have a choice of whether we want to let a transfer pass 

through one of the categories now considered or go directly from the paying to the 

receiving sector (which may, for instance, be an ownership sector or a financial 

sector). This is exemplified in Section 6 below. 

The interflow table is not constructed so as to exhibit the three dimentional 

breakdown according to paying sector, receiving sector and the category of the 

transfer. We can only choose between two out of the three breakdowns. If a three 

dimensional breakdown is wanted, it must be made in a special table appended 

to the interflow table. 

The horizontal part representing categorized transfers has its counterpart in 

a vertical part of such transfers as explained under V in Section 4. 

IV. The fourth horizontal part represents ownership sectors, i.e. enterprises. 

They are denoted by the standarized affix e (e = enterprise). 
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A rough breakdown in this horizontal part of the table may, for instance, be: 

1. State enterprises. 

2. Local Government enterprises. 

3. Big private enterprises whose main field of operation is in industry and 

mining. 

4. Non-big enterprises whose main field of operation is in industry and 

mining. 

5. Enterprises whose main field of operation is in shipping and whaling. 

6. Other enterprises operating in more than one production sector. 

7. Single-sector enterprises, i.e. enterprises each of which only operates in one 

of the classified production sectors. 

Y. The fifth and last horizontal part represents the financial sectors, i.e. sec¬ 

tions whose main purpose is the operation in financial objects. They are denoted 

by the standardized affix / (/ = financial). Some examples of sectors in this part 

are given in tab. (2.1). A last sector in this part is the Rest of the world. Its row 

is only used for balancing purposes, when needed. 

The ownership sectors and the financial sectors have certain features in com¬ 

mon, but concretely they are sufficiently distinct to warrant a separate treatment 

of them. 

4. THE VERTICAL PARTS OF THE TABLE 

I. The first vertical part represents receiving production sectors, current ac¬ 

count. This part corresponds to the horizontal part I. The standardized affixes 

for the columns are h and co. 

In a given column in this vertical part are recorded inputs into the sector in 

question. Some of these inputs may be recorded under the horizontal parts repre¬ 

senting delivering sectors or categorized transfers or ownership sectors (when the 

ownership sector takes over the surplus from the production sector) or financial 

sectors. 

Since there is a choice of recording categorized transfers in a horizontal part 

or in a vertical part, as explained below under VI, the column sum of a given re¬ 

ceiving sector need not be equal to the actual production in the sector. This is why 

it is denoted X(h) rather than Xh. And similarly for the receiving sector co. 

II. The second vertical part represents the consumers as receiving units. The 

first column (or set of columns) represents Government consumption on current 

account. It will contain big items. The standard affix is G. If Government con¬ 

sumption on current account is split into headings (for instance in conformity 

with the state budget or local Government budgets), G will run through a certain 

number of affixes. 

The items WiG are particularly important for i = Wage or salary households. 
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The rest of the columns in this vertical part, i.e. those with standard affix j, 

represent private consumer groups. They correspond to the rows i. That is to say, 

for each value of i there is a corresponding j and vice versa. 

The balancing of the individual consumer groups may be done in different 

ways; either vertically or horizontally. Through the accounting transfer row or 

column any balance from an individual houshold’s row may be transferred to its 

column, or vice versa. In whatever way this is done, it is convenient to impose the 

rule that the sum in the column of a private consumer group should be equal to 

the sum in its row. This is indicated in tab (2.1) where the same symbol is used 

for column sum and row sum, i.e. RU) = Rw for i =j. This sum may be, say, 

zero or actual consumption in the consumer group in question. 

It is also possible to arrange the balancing in such a way that dej (for e = 

single-sector enterprises) records the total saving (real and financial) in the private 

consumer group j. 
Similar remarks apply to Government consumption. Here it will be conven¬ 

ient to impose the condition 

2f(0) = ZqX(G) (4.1) 

III. The third vertical part represents the inputs in various investment direc¬ 

tions. 
There are two main vertical sections here: investment in production sectors 

and investment in consumer groups. 

In the former of these sections there is a subsection for investment in the reg¬ 

ular production sectors—with standard affix g—and investment in the accounting 

sector for foreign trade—with standard affix co. The latter of these subsections is 

relatively unimportant and nothing much would be lost by putting all elements 

in this column equal to zero by definition. Occasionally there may, however, occur 

a concrete item which would find its natural place here. The former of the two 

subsections is important. Its standard affix g is different from the standard affix 

h of receiving sectors on current account. There are several reasons for this dis¬ 

tinction. One is that the investment directions for production sectors may be either 

more aggregated or less aggregated than the receiving sectors on current account1. 

In the actual numerical work now being done, there will be between 20 and 25 

investment directions in this subsection. 

In the section for investment in consumer groups there are also two subsec¬ 

tions, one for investment in Government administration—with standard affix G— 

and one for investment in private household groups—with standard affix j. The 

former of these subsections may be divided in different special directions, i.e. dif¬ 

ferent values of the affix G. This breakdown may or may not be similar to that 

used for Government consumption on current account. For the latter of the sub- 

1 In Sections 15 and 16 of the memorandum of 15 July 1959 a great variety of investment 

directions are considered. 
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sections one may conveniently use a breakdown similar to that for consumer 

groups on current account, i.e. j may in both cases run through the same private 

consumer groups (but the individual column numbers will be different, compare 

the remarks in Section 2). If such a breakdown is found difficult for lack of data, 

an aggregation will have to be made, even down to a single column j in the private 

investment subsection. 

In the investment column or columns for private consumer groups we may 

—if the data are available—record investment in semi-durable or durable consumer 

goods. An attempt should be made to include at least residential building and 

private automobiles. 

In all the investment columns we allow in principle for the same whole varie¬ 

ty of inputs which we considered in the regular production sectors, i.e. labour in¬ 

put and other types of primary factors remuneration (the rows i) and all sorts of 

taxes and other transfers (the rows f) as well as surplusses (the rows e and /). In 

other words each investment direction may in principle be considered itself as a 

sort of a production sector. In the general form of the table it is very convenient 

to keep this possibility open. One only has to think of the need for expressing the 

effect of a diversified system of taxes on special investment directions. If it is not 

wanted to take advantage of the book-keeping possibilities that are thus kept open, 

one just has to put some of the items in the investment columns equal to zero. 

The concrete meaning of the column sums /(g), /«,) etc. will depend on the 

particular conventions adopted for the recording of the individual items in these 

columns. For further comments on this point see Section 7. 

IV. Net increase in inventories is recorded in a separate column (with stand¬ 

ard affix L) immediately after the vertical part for investment in fixed real capi¬ 

tal. The items in the inventory column are broken down according to the sector 

of origin (the rows) for the inventory items. The possibility is kept open of con¬ 

sidering all sorts of inputs here in the same way we followed for the investments 

in fixed real capital. 
V. The Rest of the world as a receiving sector is represented by two columns, 

one for exports and the other for competitive imports. 

As a general rule the items in these columns are recorded in domestic market 

prices, the correctional term Xm which is needed in order to correct the values 

in such a way as to bring the balance in conformity with what the Rest of the 

world is actually to be credited or debited for, is entered as one component of the 

export item on the co row. This correctional term Xm may be looked upon as the 

“total actual product” in the accounting sector for foreign trade. This question 

is discussed in greater detail in connection with (16.2) in the momoiandum of 15 

July 1959 (where / was used instead of the now standardized affix co). 

The item BA represents reexport (at domestic market prices) of non-competi¬ 

tive import items, and Bz represents competitive imports, if any, into the account¬ 

ing sector for foreign trade. By the definition of the subtotal Xuy the symbol B, 
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recorded as a component in the same cell as BA, will be equal to the sum of all 

the 5-items on row w, i.e. 

B = EhBh+B(0fEGBGfEjBj+EgBJg+Bi+EGBJG+EjB^+BL+BA-Bz (4.2) 

There will always be some practical difficulty in defining concretely what is 

to be included in the concept of “non-competitive” imports, but the difficulties 

can be surmounted with a sufficient degree of approximation. 

The principle will be to include imports of such kinds of goods and services 

which cannot be conceived of as produced domestically under existing technical 

conditions and the system of prices for which the interflow table is constructed. 

It should be noted that it is only a question of whether the kinds of goods can be 

conceived of as produced domestically or not. If a certain kind of good can ac¬ 

tually be conceived of as produced at home, it should not be classified as non-com¬ 

petitive, even if the domestic capacity of production is so limited that it is likely 

that a smaller or larger quantity of the good will in any case have to be imported. 

Any such import that may take place because of limited domestic capacity of pro¬ 

duction should be taken as competitive import. An essential point in the subse¬ 

quent programming formulation—where the competitive imports represent de¬ 

grees of freedom—is precisely that the amount of these imports will be determined 

by taking account of the domestic capacity bounds. 

By going through the list of commodities imported and deciding each case 

according to the above criterion (for Norway say tea, coffee, bananas, certain 

kinds of machinery etc.), it will be possible to reach sufficiently accurate figures 

for the non-competitive imports in a given year (actual work in Norway will be 

done on 700-800 import goods for the year 1955). From these figures one may 

in the usual way derive non-competitive import coefficients (expressed in relation 

to the actual production in the production sectors or in relation to disposable in¬ 

come in consumer groups etc.). 

Categorized transfers for the Rest of the world are recorded either in the hor¬ 

izontal p part or in the vertical v part (with / = Rest of the world) and with ac¬ 

counting transfer to the TtxA or 7),z cells (with p = accounting transfer row) 

so that the sum total E of the columns A and — Z becomes equal to the actual net 

export surplus (positive or negative) for which the Rest of the world is to be de¬ 

bited. This amount E is to be compensated through the change in financial objects 

with the Rest of the world. Compare the remark below under VII on the column 

sum —E for the aggregation of all the columns of minus increase in financial ob¬ 

jects. 

VI. The vertical part categorized transfers is broken down into individual 

columns that correspond exactly to those in the horizontal part p. We thus have 

a great freedom of choice in deciding whether we want to record such a transfer 

in a row or in a column. A given item of transfer will either have to be recorded 

positively in a row or negatively in the corresponding column or vice versa. 
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Since every transfer that is made from one sector or group must be made to 

another sector or group, the grand total row sum T/t for the transfer category /u, 

must be equal to the grand total column sum for the same category of transfers. 

That is we have 

T/x = Sp for all /u (4.3) 

But we do not, of course, have any corresponding equality for individual sec¬ 

tors or groups. For instance 

T^h may be different from Skv even if ft = v and h — k (4.4) 

VII. In the last vertical part are recorded changes in the holdings of financial 

objects (financial assets). An actual increase in such a holding is recorded as a neg¬ 

ative number. That is, the items record minus the increase. The standard affix 

for the individual columns here is X. The following is an example of how the break¬ 

down in the increase in financial assets, i.e. the specification of the individual 

columns, may be made. 

1. Net purchase of existing real caiptal (as distinct from the real investment 

of the period to which the interflow table pertains). Such a purchase has in this 

connection to be considered as “financial” even if the underlying object is real. 

2. Net increase in cash and deposits in the Central bank of issue. 

3. Net increase in the holdings of Government bills. 

4. Net increase in the holdings of Government bonds. 

5. Net increase in the holdings of non-Government bonds issued by others 

than the holder. 
6. Net increase in the holdings of non-Government bonds issued by the holder. 

7. Net increase in the holdings of stocks issued by others than the holder. 

8. Net increase in the holdings of stocks issued by the holder. 

9. Net increase in special forms of financial capital investment. 

10. Net increase in the holdings of banking deposits (the net increase will be 

positive if the public has actually increased its banking deposits). 

11. Net increase in bank loans. 

12. Net increase in the holdings of other domestic financial assets. 

13. Net increase in the holdings of foreign financial assets. 

Since the items recorded in these columns pertain to changes in what any do¬ 

mestic sector holds of the various kinds of assets2, the grand total of all the X col¬ 

umns, must correspond to the opposite of the change in the financial holdings 

of the Rest of the World (in its relation to our country). In other words the grand 

total of all the X columns in the interflow table must be equal to —E, where E is 

the net export surplus reckoned in the prices at which the rest ot the world is to 

be debited. Compare V of Section 4. 

2 The rest of the world row under / is only a balancing row which may be used if it is 

wanted to produce zero sums in certains rows and columns. 
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5. AB SECTOR PRICES YS. PRICES TO BE PAID BY THE RECEIVING 

SECTORS 

In principle the total input into a domestic sector should be reckoned in such 

a way that this total input includes domestic indirect taxes and similar items. In 

this sense the total input (to be balanced against the sectors output) is a market 

price concept, not a factor cost concept. 

This, however, still leaves open the question of the particular way in which 

all the inputs, including indirect taxes and similar items, are distributed over the 

cells of the column for the receiving sector in question. 

Special indirect taxes levied on the production in each separate sector can 

from the practical statistical viewpoint easily be charged directly to the sector in 

question (as is done in the Norwegian input-output work). But for the general 

sales tax such a distribution is not so easy to obtain when this tax is levied on the 

last stage of the circulation process. In this case it is statistically simpler to charge 

the sales tax to the special sector “Internal trade” and from this sector to pass it on 

as part of the inputs that go to the various receiving sectors from the sector “In¬ 

ternal trade”. If this is done, we may say that the deliveries from one sector to 

another are reckoned in “ab sector” prices. (This is done in the Norwegian input- 

output work). 

In point of principle it would be more satisfactory to distribute all indirect 

taxes over the various delivering sectors. This would be done by including also the 

general sales tax in the respective h columns for receiving sectors so that these taxes 

would be passed on as part of the delivery from each sector. This would mean a sys¬ 

tem of “prices to be paid by receiving sectors” instead of “ab sector prices”. 

From the programming viewpoint it does not matter very much which one 

of the two procedures is followed, provided the input to all sectors from the “In¬ 

ternal trade” sector is properly counted (and the input-output coefficients reckoned 

accordingly). In the “ab sector” system this means a higher input to all sectors 

from the “Internal trade” sector. 

The distinction between domestic market price and cif and fob prices in relation 

to the rest of the world is discussed under V, in Section 4. 

6. TRANSFERRING SURPLUS FROM PRODUCTION SECTORS 

The transferring of surplus from a production sector may be done in a great 

number of different ways, and the particular way that is chosen will entail different 

interpretations of the grand total column sum Xw, X(w) etc. and the grand total 

row sums X(k)+J(k), X((0)+J(<0) etc. 

Before we discuss these various ways of transferring we will state an equation 

which in the refi interflow table replaces the rule that the grand total in the column 

for sector h is equal to the grand total in the row of this sector. 
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Let 

yh = (6.1) 

be the subtotal in column h up to and including the /-items. 

Then by the definition of the column sum—see tab. (2.1)—we have 

X(h) — YhJr^e^eh~ir^f^Jh (6-2) 

On the other hand we have by the definition of the grand total on row h 

X(h) = Xh+XvShv-XxFhl-J(h) (6.3) 

From (6.2) and (6.3) follows 

-A/,— (Yh—XvShv) = 2^;. F/, a -i-/(;,)+d e h+Xf ()f h (6.4) 

The left member of (6.4) is the surplus of sector h in the classical (median 

model) sense. Hence the right member of (6.4) also expresses this surplus. This right 

member can now be interpreted in a refi sense. We can break it down into the fol¬ 

lowing three parts 

% = the financial objects which the production sector h ac¬ 

quires on its own account. This is the increase in what (6.5) 

may in a large sense be looked upon as the “cash 

holdings” of the establishments in the sector. 

J(h) = the gross real investment which the production sector (6.6) 

h acquires on its own account, including in this real 

investment both investment in fixed real capital and 

in inventories. 

Zedeh+Zfdfh = the net surplus of the production sector h over and (6.7) 

above (6.5) and (6.6). This surplus is distributed to 

the e and / sectors. 

If we allow the sector to acquire nothing on its own account, the whole surplus 

will be in the form of (6.7), the sum of which corresponds to the median model 

surplus concept 8h. 
On the other hand if an accounting rule is adopted whereby (6.7) is put zero, 

the sector h must invest all its surplus in the form of either (6.5) or (6.6), or in the 

form of a mixture of these two elements such that their sum is equal to the surplus. 

Further, if the sector is not allowed to acquire any financial objects, and (6.7) 

is by definition put equal to zero, the sector must invest all its surplus in the form 

°f 
Still another alternative is that we let all the surplus in sector h be transferred 

in the form (6.7) except that we put the elements deh = 0 for e = single-sector 

enterprises, meaning by this that we do not record any 5-surplus for the independent 

establishments in the production sector li (i.e. those belonging to single-sector 

enterprises). In this case the sum of (6.5) and (6.6) would express the total surplus 

in these independent establishments. And we would also have an expression for 
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the forms in which this surplus is retained by the sector, namely in the financial 

form (6.5) or in the real form (6.6). 
If we allow certain (6.7) items, i.e. surpasses to be transferred to the e and 

/sectors, these surpasses must, of course, in turn be disposed of in some way. The 

way in which it is done is expressed by the horizontal balancing of the e and/rows. 

The grand total on each such row, i.e. J(e) and J(f) respectively, can then be looked 

upon as the gross real investment (including investments in fixed real capital and 

in inventories) that is required by these sectors as their property. And the (5 elements 

on the e and /rows can be looked upon as the surpasses which accrue to the e and 

/ sectors through various activities including the investment directions considered 

as production activities. 
We can throw further light on this way of balancing by considering the equality 

between the sum of the row totals and the sum of the column totals. Making use 

of (4.1) and (4.3), we get3. 

^'g/(9) + /t0) + ^,G^(G) + ^'j^(y) + A) = (^.8) 

This equation expresses the fact that the sum of everything that is invested 

in all investment directions (the left member of (6.8))—with the interpretation 

of the elements in the investment direction columns which we have chosen—is 

equal to the sum of all investments that are acquired as the property of any sector 

or group (the right member of (6.8)). 
In the special case discussed above as an illustration of the horizontal bal¬ 

ancing of the e and / rows, the elements J^, etc. in the left member of (6.8) 

are equal to the actual gross investments. These we denote with a subscript with¬ 

out parenthesis, i.e. 
Z/'+J.+ZaJe+Z/j+L (6.9) 

This equality between the investment totals symbolized with and without 

a parenthesis around the subscript need not always hold. It all depends on how 

we want to perform the horizontal balancing in the e and/rows. We may perhaps 

decide to distribute the previous grand total over the various investment direction 

columns as negative items so as to have the grand total on each e row equal to 

zero. And similarly on each / row. If this is done, the left member of (6.8), i.e. the 

sum of the column totals for the investment directions, would only indicate that 

part of the gross investments which is acquired as the property of the sectors indi¬ 

cated by the affixes in the right member of (6.8) when the terms with J(e) drop out. 

If this way of balancing the e and / rows is combined with the procedure of 

including also the surplus of the independent establishments in the sum (6.7), so 

that the sum of (6.5) and (6.6) is zero, we may still have /(k), /(a)) and J(o) different 

from zero, but the gross investments that are acquired as property by the production 

sectors could now only be brought about through a decline in the financial hold- 

3 Compare the remark before (4.1). For more precision we could introduce “Flouseholds” 

as an ownership sector, and add Jn\ as a term beside R(i). 
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ings of these sectors. Hence the column totals written in the left member of (6.8) 

would only represent those investments that are acquired by the production sectors 

through depletion of the financial holdings of these sectors (plus the unimportant 

item /(0)). 

If in the latter case we do not allow the production sectors to make any change 

in their holdings of financial assets (for instance because we never reckon with any 

such holdings), all the items in both members of (6.8) would be zero (except /(0)). 

In all the above cases we may, if we like, include in the investment direction 

cells of rows e and / a component representing a surplus accruing to the e and 

/ sectors through the investment directions considered as production activities—as 

we suggested above in the special case first considered when we discussed the hori¬ 

zontal balancing of the e and / rows. But if the gross investments acquired by the 

e and / sectors as their property is distributed back as negative elements over the 

e and / rows and in the investment direction columns, the net negative elements 

here would not represent the total investments acquired by the e and / sectors, 

but only the investments acquired by the e and / sectors through the surplusses in 

these sectors exclusive of the surplusses which these sectors have realized in the 

investment directions considered as production activities. 

Even so, there is much to be said for this way of balancing horizontal the e and 

/sectors, because we would get a picture of how the surplus of a given e ox f sector 

is distributed over gross real investments in the various production sectors (and 

over the acquisition of financial assets), while we only get an expression for the 

e and/sectors’ total gross investment in real capital (and their acquisition of financial 

assets) if we perform the horizontal balancing in such a way that the gross invest¬ 

ment in real capital appears as a grand total. 

With these general rules in mind we may consider in more detail some examples 

of ways of recording transfers of surplusses. 

7. A CLOSER EXAMINATION OF TRANSFERS AND THE BALANCING 

OF THE VARIOUS PARTS OF THE INTERFLOW TABLE 

For more precision in the subsequent discussion we will make some additional 

explanations about the symbols in tab. (2.1). In so doing we will for completeness 

follow the indication in the footnote 1) to the text immediately before (6.8). That 

is, we assume that the grand total on row i is denoted i?(i)+/(i) instead of simply 

R(i). We may, if we like, also assume that households is one of the rows in the e part, 

but this is not necessary. As suggested in Section 3. V, we may also use a row for 

the Rest of the world, but that is not necessary either. Compare the remark below 

under (7.15). 
We begin by stating explicitly an assumption that was already contained im¬ 

plicitly in the reasoning about (6.1)—(6.4), namely that 

X(k) = Xw when h corresponds to k (7.1) 
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A similar statement must be made for the accounting sector for foreign trade. 

Following the principle of numbering of rows and columns explained in Section 

2, we might for full typographical precision have used a different affix for the row 

and the column of the accounting sector, instead of the single affix to. We don’t 

need to do it, however, if we only remember the convention 

column sum X( m\= X(m) ^-2) 
tool/ 

equals the item X(a\ = X(a>) that occurs in the grand total of row co 
\row/ 

We also state explicitly the assumption that 

R(j) = R{j) when j corresponds to i (7.3) 

Finally we recall (4.1). 
When these assumptions are made, the equality of the sum of row sums and 

the sum of column sums in tab. (2.1) lead to the equation (6.8) where, however, 

the item 27;/(i) now has to be added in the right member so that the equation be¬ 

comes 

m ')+27g/(G)+2^jJo-)+-L() = ® )+«7(0)+2Te/(e)++27;/(i) 
W ro" (7.4) 

We will not make any assumption about a correspondence between the J ele¬ 

ments in the left and right member of (7.4) similar to the correspondence assump¬ 

tions (7.1)—(7.3) and (4.1). 
To arrive at a precise interpretation of the J items in (7.4) we must consider 

in general the way in which the various parts of tab. (2.1) are balanced. In this 

connection there are three different parts of the table to consider. 

I. The correspondence balancing part consisting of the rows k, co, o, i and 

the corresponding current account columns h, co, G, j. 

II. The vertical balancing part consisting of the investment columns g, co, G, 

j, L and the two Rest of the world columns A and — Z, as well as the v and l columns. 

III. The horizontal balancing part, consisting of the rows p, e and /. 

Regarding the correspondence balancing part we note in the first place that 

by (6.4)—which follows from (7.1) together with (6.1)—we have the interpretation 

(6.6) of J(h). For complete typographical precision we might have written 

7(k cor.ii) instead of J{h) (7.5) 

The symbol to the left in (7.5) means the magnitude J(k) for that value of the row 

affix k which corresponds to the column affix h. Similarly for FhX. The simpler no¬ 

tation used in (6.3)-(6.7) is, however, clear enough. 

It should be noted that J{h) means the gross real investment which emerges 

as the property of production sector h, regardless of what is the nature of these 

investments. In principle the ownership distribution of the new investment items 

may be different from the distribution of these items according to the kind of in¬ 

vestment or the production sector where the new capital goods are to be used. 
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In practice certain simplifying conventions in this respect may be made, but such 

conventions are only specializations, not included in the standard conventions on 

the symbols of the table. 
By a reasoning similar to (6.1)—(6.7) we are by (7.2)-(7.3) and (4.1) led to the 

interpretations specified in tab. (7.6). 

Through (6.5)-(6.7) and tab. (7.6) the balancing of the correspondence part 

of the table is specified. Even with these standard conventions a great variety of 

specialized conventions may be made according to what we decide to include in 

the transfer elements T and S and the surplus elements <5. 
Regarding the vertical balancing part we first note that each investment column 

is considered more or less as a complete production sector that may receive inputs 

and deliver a total output. The same applies to the inventory column. The inputs 

in any of these columns may be of all sorts: deliveries from the regular production 

sectors, for instance Jkg, non-competitive imports BJg etc. Categorized transfers for 

the investment directions and the inventory columns can only be recorded on the 

fi row, but on these rows all categorized transfers can be specified. In principle, 

surplus items of the categories d can also be recorded for each investment 

direction. 

Table (7.6). Ways of placing the surplus arising on current account operations in the 

following sectors. 

Compare also (6.5)-(6.7). 

Accounting 

sector for 

foreign trade 

Sector for 

Government 

sales of goods 

and services, 

Consumer group 

No. i. Current 

account 

and Government 

consumption. 

CO Compare (4.1) i 

The financial objects which the sector 

acquires on its own account (i.e. as its 

property). 

27. F0x 
. 

27 /V. 

The gross real investment goods (pro¬ 

duced the same year) which the sector 

acquires on its own account (i.e. as its 

property), including both investment in 

fixed real capital and in inventories. 

/(CO) 

in the sense of 

J( “ 1 Vrow/ 

J(o) J(i) 

The surplus of the sector over and 

above the preceeding two items. This 

surplus is passed on as a transfer to 

the e and / sectors. 

^e^eco 2727? 
+FfFc/)fG 

Ze^ej 

+ZftfJ 
(j corresponding 

to 0 
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The total output in each investment direction is in tab. (2.1) expressed by the 

column sums J(g), /(a))... We have for generality put a parenthesis around the 

subscript on these magnitudes, but in all cases where the (5-items are taken to denote 

actual surplusses to be transferred to ownership or financial sectors, the investment 

column sums will be identical with the actual gross investments. The same applies 

to the column sum L(). Compare the comments to (6.9). In order to standardize 

the notation as much as possible, we will in the following make this convention. 

I.e. we assume 

J(g) = Jgi J(G) — JG) J(j) — //> A) L 

where the symbols without parenthesis around the subscript are the actual real 

investments in the various directions. In accordance with (7.7) we let the 5-items 

in the fixed capital investment columns and the inventory column denote actual 

surplusses to be transferred to ownership or financial sectors. 

We assume that the investment directions and the inventory column have no 

other form of surplus than those of the 5-form. That is, they cannot place their 

surplus in any of the categories corresponding to (6.5) and (6.6), i.e. to those in 

the first two horizontal parts of tab. (7.6). 

The vertical balancing of the two Rest of the world columns is simple. The sum 

total of these two columns is equal to the export surplus E (positive, negative or 

zero) conceived of as that amount for which the Rest of the world is to be debited. 

The vertical balancing of the v columns simply consists in recording the col¬ 

umn sums. 
Finally, the sum of the column sums in the 2-columns must be equal to the 

negative of the export surplus, i.e. it must be equal to —E. This sum expresses the 

total (positive, negative or zero) of all financial objects which the domestic sectors 

have acquired as their property. 

Now for the horizontal balancing part. 

On each /z row the balancing consists simply in recording the row sums 

the assumption being that the entries in this horizontal part Tand those in the 

vertical part Sv are made in such a way that (4.3) is fulfilled. For more typographical 

precision we could write this convention 

Tp = Sv when fi corresponds to v (7.8) 

For instance, since all direct taxes are recorded on row /u = direct taxes, or in col¬ 

umn v = direct taxes4, the two balancing elements in the column v = direct taxes 

on the row / — state budget and Local Government budgets together will show 

the total of all direct taxes (and direct subsidies, if any)6. 

4 On the row [j, = direct taxes an actual tax would be recorded as a positive number and 

that for an actual subsidy would be recorded as a negative number, while in the column v ~ di¬ 

rect taxes we will have the opposite rule. 

6 From a formal viewpoint the horizontal /r-part and the vertical r-part could be looked 

upon as belonging to the “correspondence balancing part” of the table. 
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Each of the e rows or / rows is considered only as an accounting sector that 

can receive payments (i.e. render services) only in the form of surplus transfers 

d or in the form of categorized transfers S. If material production services are to 

be taken account of for any e or / sector, it must be done by a (5-transfer or an S- 

transfer from a production sector or a consumer group. For any e sector the total 

surplus that is available and must be placed, is consequently 

SHdrt + d^ + Zad'G+Zjd'j+Z'dig+dU+SGdiG+Sjttj + deL+deA + deZ + ZvSe 

By the definition of the total on row e in tab. (2.1), the sum (7.9) is equal to 

Zjex+J(e) (7-10) 

The sum (7.9) expresses the various sources of the surplus in sector e and (7.10) 

represents the two ways in which this surplus can be placed. These two ways are 

completely analogous to (6.5)-(6.6) and the first two horizontal parts of tab. (7.6). 

For an e sector there is no concept corresponding to (6.7) or the lower part 

of tab. (7.6). If we should introduce such a concept for an e sector, it would have 

to be the negative of (7.9), and in this case the surplus of the e sector would by de¬ 

finition be zero. It is more natural to consider (7.9) as a specification of the ways 

in which the surplus in sector e is created, and (7.10) as a specification of the ways 

in which it is placed. 
An exactly similar reasoning applies to the / sectors. 

We can therefore formulate the interpretations given in tab. (7.11). 

Table (7.11). Ways of placing the surplus arising on current account operations in the 

following sectors. 

Compare also (6.5)-(6.7) and tab. (7.6). 

Ownership 

sector 

e 

Financial 

sector 

/ 

The financial objects which the sector acquires on its own account 

(i.e. as its property). 
(Since we want to have the column sum of all the A columns equal 

to —E, we do not record separately the Rest of the world s acqui¬ 

sition of financial objects. This appears as the various A column 

sums). 

ZxFeX 

The gross real investment goods (produced the same year) which 

the sector acquires on its own account (i.e. as its property) including 

both investment in fixed real capital and in inventories. 

(Since the J items only pertain to domestic investments, the Rest 

of the world has no such investments. Export of fixed capital 

goods is recorded in the A column and export of previously exist¬ 

ing fixed capital goods is recorded in the column A = existing 

real capital. Compare Section 4.VII.1). 

J(e) J{f) 
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We have now given a complete description of the standard meaning of the 

magnitudes entering into tab. (2.1). 

Apart from the meaning of the symbols there is also the question of how the 

figures are to be entered in the various cells of the table. We will not discuss all 

possibilities, but only mention how the table will look if the /(e) item is distributed 

over the various investment columns and similarly for J(f). It is sufficient to indicate 

that part of the table that is changed. This is shown in tab. (7.12). 

Table (7.12) 

Domestic gross investment in fixed real capital 
Net increase in 

inventories 
Grand 

total 

g 0) G j L 

e 
dig °eco deG dJe] deL 

0 

Aea) J(eco) —J(eG) J(ej) J(eL) 

/ 
°fg dfco dfG dfj dfL 

0 

J(fg) —J(fG) —J(fL) 

J0} Jg Jj L 

Grand 

total 
■ ^eJ(eg) —27./(eo)) (eG) ^eJ(e j) (eL) ... 
—ZfJ(fg) —2//(/co) —ZjJ(fG) -ZfJ(fj) —ZfJifL) 

In this table J{eg), J(fg) etc. denote how much of the gross investment in the 

g direction that has been acquired as the property of the e and / sectors respectively. 

Similarly for /(eco), etc. 

The individual row sums e and / in tab. (7.12) will be zero and the sum of all 

the column sums in the investment directions and in the inventory column will 

now indicate those parts of the new real investment that was acquired by the pro¬ 

duction sectors, the accounting sector co, the sector for Government sales of goods 

and services and the consumer groups as their own property. In other words we have 

Jr£AJj~~Z‘eJ(ej)~£fJ(fj)]Jr[L — £eJ(eL)~£fJ(fL)] ~ (fc)+^(cu) + J(o)(;> 

(7.13) 

This follows from the fact that the sum of column sums must be equal to the 

sum of the row sums also when tab. (2.1) is reshaped as indicated in tab. (7.12) 

(and the term /(l) added in the grand total on row i). 

The various investments in Government administration will ordinarily not be 

included either in the left or in the right member of (7.12). In the left member 

their positive entries are cancelled by the subtraction in the form of J(fG) with / 
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= State budget and Local Government budgets, (except perhaps for small amounts 

included in /(to) or J(o). 

Several of the investment items in (7.13) may ordinarily be put equal to zero 

by definition, for instance If a small amount is included in /(o), this same 

amount will ordinarily be equal to the difference expressed by the third bracket 

in the left member of (7.13). 

We will now give some examples of ways of recording categorized transfers 

and transfers of surplusses. 

Take for instance a large gift from abroad accruing to the state budget. It may 

be recorded in anyone of a number of different ways. 

(7.14) One way—and perhaps the simplest—is to enter the amount positively on the 

/1 row gifts in the column A, and at the same time positively on the / row state budget 

and in the v column gifts. In this way the relation (4.3) is fulfilled and the result 

will be that the export surplus—i.e. the total amount by which the Rest of the world 

is to be debited—is increased by the amount in question. And this amount appears 

also as an increase of the surplus creating items of the state budget (compare the 

last term of (7.9) when the equation is applied to the / row state budget). How 

the state balances this increase, depends on its various activities. It may do it in 

the F or J form (whether the recording is made as in tab. (2.1) or in the reshaped 

(7.10) form), or it may do it by increasing Government consumption—in which 

case it would decrease <5yG—or it may do it in other ways. In any case the State 

budget would be balanced. 

(7.15) Another way of recording the foreign gift would be to use the Rest of the 

world row / if such a row is included in the table. The gift could then be entered 

twice on the / row Rest of the world, namely positively in the A column and nega¬ 

tively in the v column gifts. At the same time the amount would be entered positi¬ 

vely on/row State budget in the v column gifts. This would zero balance the/row 

Rest of the world, and it would also zero balance the v column gifts, but E and 

the State budget surplus would be increased. The question of how the increased 

State surplus is used, would be the same as under (7.14). This recording via 

the Rest of the world row is more complicated than that by way of (7.14), so 

transactions of this sort are no argument in favour of introducing a Rest of the 

world row. 

As another example consider the dividends collected by the State on its hold¬ 

ings of stocks in independent establishments that can be classified under the re¬ 

ceiving production sectors h. 

(7.16) One possibility is to enter the dividend positively under dfh (with/= State 

budget). If so, the effect on the horizontal balancing will appear immediately under 

—FfX or J(f), or be used by the State in some other way. 

(7.17) Another possibility is to enter the dividend positively under deh (with e 

= State enterprises). The horizontal balancing will then either appear in —FeX or 
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in J(e), or it may be passed on to the State budget by entering the total of the collected 

dividends negatively under Sev (with e = State enterprises, and r = accounting 

transfers) and positively under Sfv (with / = State budget, and v = accounting 

transfers). In the latter case the dividends will finish up by effecting the State budget 

in the same way as under (7.16). 

(7.18) A third possibility is to enter the State collected dividends positively under 

Tflh (with /u = dividends) and positively under (with f — State budget and 

v = dividends). This will not disturb the equality (4.3), and will affect the State 

surplus in the same way as under (7.16)—(7.17). 

(7.19) A fourth possibility is to enter the State collected dividends negatively under 

Skv (with k = the delivering sector k corresponding to the receiving sector h and 

v = dividends), and at the same time enter the collected amount positively under 

Sfv (with /= State budget and v = dividends). 

Second, consider the dividends collected by the State on its holdings of stocks 

in combined enterprises. 
(7.20) One possibility to record these dividends is to enter them negatively under 

SeV (with e = the various ownership sectors involved, and v = dividends) and at the 

same time positively under Sfv (with /= State budget and v — dividends). The 

effect on the State budget would be similar to that under (7.18)—(7.19). 

(7.21) Another posibility is to record these dividends negatively under Sev as in 

(7.20) (with e — the combined enterprises involved and v — dividends) and posi¬ 

tively under SeV (with e = State enterprises, and v = dividends). The ensuing sur¬ 

plus on the State enterprises may be handled as under (7.17). 

Third, consider in a more general way the recording of any surplus of the 

establishments in a given receiving production sector h. The surplus is defined as 

the left member of (6.4). Some remarks on the placing of this surplus were made 

after (6.7), we will now add some further possibilities, also including the sectors 

mentioned in tab. (7.6). 

(7.22) The logically most straightforward way to record the surplus of sector h is 

to distribute all of it over the deh and fyh cells in the column h (one of the values 

of e corresponding to single-sector enterprises). In this case the sum of the deh and 

dfh items becomes equal to the left member of (6.4), and hence 

J{k) ~ k corresponding to h (7.22a) 

The only gross real investment which the delivering production sector k can acqui¬ 

re on its own account, will in this case be what it purchases through depletion of 

its holdings of financial objects. Compare also the discussion after (6.7). 

(7.23) In the case (7.22) it might be natural to record on the e and / rows not only 

the total surplusses realized in the h columns, but also those realized in the sectors 

mentioned in tab. (7.6). For the rows cu, 0 and /' we would then get equations similar 

to (7.22a). 
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As to the surplusses in the investment directions we must remember that the 

items dJeg, 83eU), 83eG, $ij and $eL cannot be deduced from other individual entries 

in the table, but will have to be determined by some additional information or 

conventions and then entered directly on the e and / rows. That is to say, for the 

investment directions we assume no other form of surplus than the Akind. Com¬ 

pare the paragraph after (7.7). 

In any case the horizontal balancing of the e and / rows can be made by en¬ 

tering the items — Fek and J(e), respectively -Ffi and J{f), as in tab. (2.1), or 

by splitting the totals /(e) and 7(/) in the way indicated in tab. (7.12). 

(7.24) If we follow (7.23) except for the fact that the total surplusses of the in¬ 

dependent establishments are not recorded as ^-elements, compare (6.4), or, to 

be more specific, if we put the sum (Zedeh+Zfdfh) for the independent estab¬ 

lishments in sector h equal to zero, the independent establishments in sector k (k 

corresponding to h) would increase the sum of their holdings of financial objects 

and their real investments by an amount equal to their total surplus. 

Now let the symbol J'{k) indicate the real investments retained as the property 

of the independent establishments in sector k and the symbol J[k) indicate the real 

investments that are acquired as the property of the other establishments in sector 

k so that J(k) = J[k)-\-J[ky 
The investments J[k) can only be brought about through a decline in the 

financial holdings of the sectors in question, compare (7.22a). That is, we may 

write 
^ = -2^ (7.24a) 

And similarly for the whole of J(C0), /(0) and J^y For all these sectors we will 

now use the right hand expression corresponding to (7.24a). For independent es¬ 

tablishments, on the contrary, we retain the expression J[k). 

If further all /(e) and J{f) items are distributed as in tab. (7.12), the sum of 

all the column sums in the investment directions g, co, G, j, L would be equal to 

ZkJ[k)-Zi [ZjH+F'oi+Frt+ZiF*] (7.24b) 

For instance, if by convention the sectors indicated in the bracket of (7.24b) 

are not allowed to have any change in their financial holdings, the sum of all the 

column sums in the investment directions mentioned would be equal to the first 

term in (7.24b). 
The above reasoning will, of course, apply to any splitting of the production 

sectors in two groups, one of which has its total surplus transferred to the e and 

/ rows, and another for which the sum (Eedeh-\-Zfdfl) is zero. 

(7.25) If we want to eliminate the J{k), J((0), /(o) and J(i) items altogether, we 

can, for instance, increase deh—and/or 8fh—(with h corresponding to k and with 

e — the various ownership sectors, including the single-sector enterprise ones and 

f — the various financial sectors) sufficiently to make up for the amount pre¬ 

viously defined as J(ky And similarly for J(a), Jio) and J(i) (with households 
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as one of the e-rows). The ensuing items J^ and J(f^ could, if we want to, be dis¬ 

tributed over the investment columns as in tab. (7.12). If so, the sum in each of 

the investment columns g, co, G, j and L would be zero (if we assume that none 

of these column sums can be negative). 

(7.26) If we proceed as in (7.25) except for the independent establishments and 

if we further use the (7.12) principle, the sum of the column sums in the invest¬ 

ment directions would be equal to £kJ'(k). This is a more general reasoning than 

the one in the comment immediately after (7.24b). 



Jaroslav Habr 

Czechoslovakia 

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE THEORY 
OF SLIDING PLANS 

INTRODUCTION 

There is nothing new in the idea of sliding plans1. So far, however, this planning 

method has not been explored theoretically, nor has it found application in practice. 

While it was merely “wishful thinking” on the part of many planners for some 

time past, this proposal has again come up for serious discussion in recent years [I]. 

The latest achievements of economic science, modern computing machinery, 

and the considerable experience gained in planning of the traditional type make 

it now possible to treat the problem of sliding plans in a more realistic way. The 

old idea is now getting a new impetus thanks to powerful instruments such as linear 

programming, input-output analysis, economic cybernetics, and electronic com¬ 

puters. 
The method of “rigid” plans as represented by Soviet planning technique was 

based on the proposition that in planning only two alternatives exist: binding plans, 

represented by directives, and non-binding “plans”, amounting to little more than 

prognoses. Naturally, the latter type was found to be entirely unsuitable for con¬ 

crete measures in a society building socialism. This proposition, allowing for only 

two alternatives, has considerably contributed to the difficulties encountered with 

traditional planning methods. Given the technical impossibility of computing 

several alternatives, any deviations from the originally assumed conditions had to 

be corrected “in midstream” by more or less improvised measures. 

1. The Development of Alternative Trajectories 

If we were to establish sliding plans in the conventional rigid way, as is typical 

for plans covering a fixed number of years (n-year plans), our difficulties would 

be likely to increase even more. We have arrived, therefore, to the idea of formu¬ 

lating sliding plans as the development of alternative trajectories. 

This proposal is based on two principles: 

1) Plans are drawn up as* alternatives within a certain spectrum. 

1 Such suggestions were submitted e.g. in the 1947 discussion on planning methods to be 

adopted under the First Czechoslovak Five-Year Plan. 

[157] 
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2) Shifting the plan from the initial to the next planning horizon is again car¬ 

ried out within a certain spectrum. 

1) The dominant trajectory in the spectrum is the planned trajectory. The whole 

economic policy is concentrating its attention upon this trajectory in such a way 

as to secure development along this path. The width of the spectrum is given by 

the deviations of the boundary trajectories from the planned trajectotry. The former 

represent lines along which the economy might develop in case that economic policy 

did not succeed in creating exact conditions for the planned development. Here 

we have in mind the potential effect of exogenous factors, positive or negative, 

or other disturbing factors. The planned trajectory may be conceived as the result 

of an ex ante optimization, and the boundary trajectories as “optimistic” or “pessi¬ 

mistic” alternatives. Naturally, a spectrum may cover a larger number of alter¬ 

natives than basic trajectories2. 

The proposed development of alternative trajectories may be applied in practice 

using different concepts of such trajectories. They may be quantitative (as expressed 

in quantitatively stated plan targets), or qualitative. 

2) The length (period) of the shift and the distance (interval) of the planning 

horizon will depend on several factors. Among purely economic factors the length 

of production and investment cycles will be of particular importance. Generally, 

the distance of the planning horizon exceeds the length of the shift. When the shift 

period comes to its end (at the end of every year, for instance) the planners will 

always find a ready spectrum of trajectories so that the new plan may be directly 

linked up with the stage of growth already achieved. 

With the shift of the planning horizon, the basic trajectories will be partitioned 

again. However, this only applies to those trajectories which have to be taken into 

account in view of the level actually attained. Evidently, the partition process is 

not of the partition-tree type, that is, it is not subject to a chain growth. Those 

trajectories that were not in accordance with the development that has actually 

occurred will be left out in the subsequent analysis. This reduction in the number 

of trajectories will take place even if it could be supposed that in the subsequent 

development actual conditions might coincide with the level that would be reached 

following some of the dismissed trajectories. The principle will always hold that 

a certain objective stated ex ante may be attained along different trajectories, but 

a concrete result reached ex post may only be realized along a unique trajectory. 

In other words, the actual path of development eliminates all different simultaneous 

trajectories from future consideration. 

2 Generally, there is no need to tie up the concept of alternative trajectories with optimiza¬ 

tion, defining one or the other as “better” or “worse”. Ther£ need not be any evaluation at all. 

Alternative trajectories may be simply taken as potential development paths derived from the 

effect of such decisive factors as population growth, technical progress, etc. in fact, they will re¬ 

quire a good deal of analytical work. 
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Our procedure may be demonstrated in the following diagram: 

horizon (h) = 2 time units 

shift = 1 time unit 

number of basic trajectories = 3 (optimal, better, worse; 1, 2, 3) 

time axis = T 

axis of values of the objective function = E 

a) Possibilities of development at origin (/„) 

b) Possibilities of development after the first shift, if actual development proceeded 

in line with the plan 

c) Possibilities of development after the second shift, if in this period development 

was less favourable than was provided for under the plan 
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2. Model of Growth 

The development of alternative trajectories is capable of being applied over 

a very wide field: in various types of models, for differing v/idth and density of the 

trajectory spectrum, for various aggregation of effects (different dimensions), for 

various echelons of control (firm, sector, or on a national scale). The fact that al¬ 

ternative paths of development with intentional or random changes in the para¬ 

meters of the model may be simulated by means of efficient computers, considerably 

facilitates the practical application of this procedure. 

In the following we shall demonstrate the idea of a sliding plan with alternative 

trajectories on a model3. 

This is a macroeconomic, two sector, optimizing model with three basic trajec¬ 

tories. It is based on the input-output analysis combined with linear programming. 

An element of automatic regulation of the on-off type has been incorporated in 

the model with a view to achieving a kind of dynamic equilibrium. 

Conceptually the model implies a certain strict formalization, but it weakens 

the rigidity of the procedure in two directions: 

1. The results gained by formalized iterations are checked by intraposition of logical 

analyses with a view to actively influencing the decisive parameters (man-»ma- 

chine->man etc.)4. 

2. The model uses feedback approximations technique. 

Essentially, the formalized apparatus is intended to achieve two objectives: 

optimization (linear programming) and balancing (input-output analysis). These 

methods, however, are no substitutes for detailed partial analyses, particularly for 

the sectoral and intra-sectoral analyses. On the contrary, the optimizing and bal¬ 

ancing methods and detailed sector analyses are rather complementary5. 

3 Some elements of the proposed model have been described in a paper on investment and 

input-output analysis, written in 1958. A summary was published in [2], 

4 Some elements of this procedure are referred to as “discrete programming”. See e.g. [3]. 

5 This fact has been properly stressed by Chenery already in the first applications of the 
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Another characteristic feature of the model is the inference of alternative means 

from long-term objectives; these means are taken as short-term objectives, and 

instantaneous means are inferred from these short-term objectives. Such permanent 

transformation of objectives into means is essential in growth dynamics. 

Taking into account the scope of this paper, the model based on the above prin¬ 

ciples will be described in a simplified form. Some possibilities of its further de¬ 

velopment will be mentioned, however. In our model both boundary trajectories 

are trajectories derived by optimization. Different criteria are used, of course, in 

either case. One extreme criterion is consumption, the other investment. In contra¬ 

diction to the usual types of optimization, maximization in this case relates to 
gross output in either sector. 

Let us start from the case where the maximum volume of gross output of the 

industries manufacturing consumers’ goods has been selected as criterion for opti¬ 

mization. The case where the maximum volume of the gross output of industries 

supplying producers’ goods has been taken as criterion for optimization will be 

discussed subsequently. In view of the fact that this is a two-sector model there 

is no need explicitly to deal with the problem of the output structure within the 

two sectors. Similarly, the relations between gross and net outputs (effectivity of 

the system) may be now left out of consideration, though data on this point are 

indispensable if we wish to obtain information on the effect of optimization on 

consumption or on the process of reproduction. Finally, the effect of foreign trade 

is likewise disregarded, i.e. its potential impact on the original ratio between the 
output volumes of the two sectors. 

For the basis year (t0) we have data on the following magnitudes: 

technical coefficients #ll! #12! 

investment in the two sectors Y1 
net output of consumers’ goods y2 
gross output of the investment sector 

gross output of consumers’ goods *2 

labor-input coefficients vtfi, w2 

investment-input coefficients k2 

labour force z2 

fixed assets Fi, f2 

available increments AZ , af 
The index placed in the upper right part of a symbol indicates the time interval, 

if such a distinction is necessary. The technical coefficients, and the labour-input 

and investment-input coefficients are assumed to be constant in the first draft of 
the model. 

input-output method to problems of economic growth [4], Experience obtained so far corroborates 

this proposition. Of special relevance in this connection is the principle of the “sectoral” indus¬ 

trial organization which is typical for the present stage of development in the planned economies. 
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Table of basic relations 

Xi x2 investment consumption 
total 

output _ 

an #12 Yx Cl i -\X\“f- #12-^2 H- ^1 = 

a%\ «22 Y, x2 a 2 xXx “f U 2 zX2 “t“ Y2 = X2 

ZA wxXx < Zx 
W1 

\(AZ) 

W2 zj W2X2 ^ Z2 

kx Fx (A F,) kxX 1 < Fx 

Jc 2 F2 {A FA k2X2 < F2 

It is easy to see that the first part of the table relates to the input-output ana¬ 

lysis and the other part to linear programming. 

Let us first consider the constraints given by the labour force. 

In the base period, production can be characterized by two boundary conditions 

as expressed by the following inequalities: 

wxX[ < Z° 

w2X° < Z2° 

In the following time-interval (t0 -* tx) the labour constraints may be expected to 

shift, particularly as a result of the potential labour-increment (AZ1). This incre¬ 

ment at the beginning of the period tx can be allocated alternatively for either sector. 

Compared with the base relations we thus obtain three inequalities, consisting of two 

boundary conditions on each variable and one substitution constraint6. 

AZ1 

wJltfZl+AZ1 or Z11<^i°+-- 

w.Xl^Zl+AZ1 or Xl^X°2A 
ZIZ1 

W’a 

_wxX\_w2X\_ 

z;+z6+zizi"l'z?+z«+ziz1^ 
Similarly, having determined X\ and X\ (by some optimization or by ex post 

observation) we can further develop the relations for subsequent periods. In this 

model we shall assume that the allocation of the new labour force, once it is carried 

through, is not changed any more. 

Let us now consider the objective function. As mentioned above, the object 

of maximization is the gross output of consumers’ goods. Such optimization deter- 

6 This freedom to substitute is in this case reserved only for the potential increment. Natu¬ 

rally, the range of choice may be narrowed or widened according to the substitutibility and mo¬ 

bility of labour. 
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mines at the same time the output ratio for the two sectors (X1 : X2 = + : A2). 

In view of the fact that the optimization will result in a number of solutions giving 

identical values of the given objective function, we must introduce into the problem 

a secondary optimizing criterion in addition to the principal maximizing function. 

The volume of the gross output of the sector producing investment goods will 

serve as such a criterion. In the combined objective function we shall thus max¬ 

imize X2, and, for equal values of X2, we shall maximize Xx (maximizing the ratio 

Below there is an example with numerical data. It is also presented in the fol¬ 

lowing diagrams. 

Initial data 

Z° = 12 

Z2° = 6 

«°=!=3 

Additional data 

ZlZ1 = 12 (total addition of labour force in period 1) 

zlZ2 = 18 (total addition of labour force in period 2) 

Calculations 

At the beginning of period t1 

A1 X 6+~ = 12 

X\ < 2+-~ = 6 

2XI+3XI < 12+6+12 = 30 

Solution 

X\ = 6 X\ = 6 R1 = % = 1 X\ — 0.5 X\ = 0.5 
6 

At the beginning of period i2 

1 R 
^?<6+-^=15 

7 It is obvious that this optimizing procedure is based on a proposition contrary to that 

which is implied in the wellknown model of Professor Oscar Lange [5], We shall see, however, 

that Lange’s proposition may be taken as the basis for the design of the second boundary trajec¬ 

tory. In that case we shall maximize Xlt and for equal values of Xx we shall maximize X2 (mini¬ 

mizing to the ratio R). 

A? = 6 = 2 

A2° = 2 w2 - 3 

A? = 0.75 A° = 0.25 
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X|<6+^-=12 

2Xf+3X\ < 12+18+18 

Solution 

XI = 6 XI =12 = AS = 0.33 11 = 0.67 

Partial generalization: 

If there were no other constraint, the ratio R would successively decline (and 

the indicator l2 would increase) as a result of the steady rise in output X2, i.e. in 

correspondence with the potential increase of the labour force8. The intensity of 

this growth would depend on the absolute rise in employment (AZ) as well as on 

all factors which influence the coefficient w2. 

The tendency for all the increase in employment to be allocated to the second 

sector would continue as long as the labour force is the decisive bottleneck in this 

sector’s production. However, as soon as capacity becomes a bottleneck in this 

sector the situation for optimization will be a different one. 

There will be now two cases possible9. If both the capacity limit and the em¬ 

ployment limit result in the same output level in sector two, or if the capacity limit 

gets below the level which was warranted by the existing allocation of labour force 

8 It is obvious that full employment is postulated in the model. 

9 Disregarding the situation where there is an excess supply of labour for either sector. 
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IF1 Z°\ 
in this sector h, f < — , optimization will take into account the supplementary 

\ k\ w, I 
criterion, that is, the simultaneous maximization of Xx. Since the same level of 

X2 may be attained with different levels of Xx, maximization will be effected by 

allocating the entire increment in employment to sector one (Fig. 5a). 

a) 

Fig. 5a 

If the capacity limit is within the range of the potential increment 
Zg+zlZ1 > 

w2 

pi Z°\ 
>4^> — . optimization will result in distributing the employment increment 

k\ w.2 ] 

between sector one and two. The allocation ratio will depend on the vertex of the 

convex feasibility surface (see point Pt in figure 5b). 

It is now possible to discuss the process of optimizing gross output for sector 

two for all constraint combinations which may occur in employment and in ca¬ 

pacities (live and embodied labour) in both sectors. Let us start with a situation in 

which the labour force is the bottleneck in the production of sector two. In such 

a case all potential increment in employment will be allocated to this sectoi. It the 
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allocation of subsequent increment will be effected in the same way, the ratio 22 

will increase as will the total gross output ; this will continue up to the point when 

the delivery of investment goods from sector one will not be sufficient to warrant 

such further expansion of production in sector two as would correspond to the 

increment of employment. Thus the output capacity of sector two will become 

a limiting factor again. As long as further capacity increments in sector two are 

not sufficient to absorb the potential increments in employment, the surplus labour 

force will be allocated to sector one. Thus the ratio A2 will decline and there will 

be a shift in favour of the production of sector one. The rate of growth of gross 

output in the second sector will be slowed down until it will almost reach stagna¬ 

tion. On the other hand, changing the ratio R in favour sector one—and hence 

allocating the potential labour force increment to this sector—will result in gradual 

expansion of the output basis for investment goods. Depending on the length of 

the investment cycle and the internal ratio between the output of investment goods 

for the first and second sectors, the above factor will result—after a certain time- 

lag—in gradual rise of the capacity limit in sector two. The labour force will again 

turn into a limiting factor. 
It can be seen that under otherwise constant conditions (theoretically) devel¬ 

opment will be automatic. The trajectories which are derived from maximizing 

the gross output of consumption goods will exhibit an oscillatory motion. The 

shape of this sinusoidal function (period, amplitude, phase) will be given by the 

development of bottlenecks (labour force —> capacity —> labour force, etc.). 

This applies analogically, though in the opposite direction, to the growth 

and rhythm of trajectory development derived from maximizing the gross output 

in sector two (with subsidiary maximization of the ratio 2). This trajectory likewise 

would tend to oscillate steadily, the oscillation depending on whether the bottleneck 

in sector one is given by the labour force or by the capacity constraint. 

The idea now suggests itself of making use of both the trajectories derived by 

maximization according to the two extremal principles and to obtain a new trajec¬ 

tory which might be characterized as the path of dynamic equilibrium. Economic 

policy would concentrate attention on this trajectory, which might serve as the 

basis of the plan. Deviations of actual development from planned growth might 

be compensated by influencing the parameters whose alteration would shift the 

vertex of the convex feasibility surface to the level of the planned trajectory. The 

planned trajectory might be corrected in accordance with the possible changes in 

the boundary trajectories. 

3. Further Development of the Model 

The two sector model described above may be developed in at least two direc¬ 

tions : increasing the number of constraints, increasing the number of variables. 

The following modifications of the model are possible. 
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So far the labour force entered the optimizing process in the form of two bound¬ 

ary conditions on the variables and of one substitution limitation, while the ca¬ 

pacity constraints were only introduced as boundary conditions on the outputs. 

Taking into consideration substitution possibilities, one could treat capacities in 

an analogical way as the labour force. 

So far we did not consider changes in the structure of X1 and X2 due to the 

effect of foreign trade. It might be taken into account by means of additional con¬ 

straints, possibly in terms of substitution. 

Conceptually it might be quite easy to expand the two-sector model into a three- 

sector one. In contrast to conventional concepts of three-sector models9, the third 

variable will be represented in this case by the sector of intermediate output. 

In the two-sector model the important problem of the ratio of investment in 

sector one and sector two (Zliq, AF?) is not taken into consideration. It might 

be possible, of course, to disaggregate the variable X1 also in this respect. 

So far we have assumed both the stability of the coefficients w and k and the 

independence of the limiting factors Z and F. Making the model a moie realistic 

one certainly implies dropping these assumptions and taking into consideration of 

such influences as technical progress, using the results of research and development 

(“investment in people”), the influence of technology on the technical coefficients10, 

the influence of investment coefficients on the technical coefficients as well as sub¬ 

stitution effects* 11. 
In this form the model does not explicitly touch upon the problem of the central 

allocation of bottleneck factors and of decentralized optimal decision-making (the 

problem of “pyramidation”). So far this question has not been solved satisfactorily. 

Considering the extent of the problem there is no other way than solving it through 

approximations by means of simulation12. 
In conclusion we should like to stress that the method of development of 

alternative trajectories is universal in application to such an extent that it is not 

confined to the model described. Obviously, this model is only one of many possible 

tools that may be employed in the successive development of the trajectory spectrum. 
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Roy Harrod 

Great Britain 

OPTIMUM INVESTMENT FOR GROWTH 

The subject to be discussed is the best division of resources between the production 

of consumer goods and the production of capital goods; in other words, the choice 

between consumption now and consumption at a later date. One solution to this 

problem was given by F. P. Ramsey1. Ramsey’s solution was an impracticable 

one, because it involved plotting out the whole path through time to a condition 

called Bliss, at which the return to any further investment would be zero. It may 

also be objected to this solution that it ignores other and more important factors 

responsible for growth. While the theoretically correct solution may imply meas¬ 

uring quantities that cannot easily be measured and assuming away uncertainties, 

it is claimed that what follows furnishes a correct solution in principle without 

reference to a long stretch of future time. 

One factor of growth is the population increase. We may assume that there 

ought to be at least as much new investment as will maintain the existing capital/ 

labour ratio. This will be required to prevent a decline in output per head. It may 

even be necessary to raise the capital/labour ratio somewhat as an offset to dimin¬ 

ishing returns from natural resources in cases where that condition is piesent in 

significant degree. It could further be argued that some extra investment is re¬ 

quired in cases where there is disguised unemployment, so as to set these unem¬ 

ployed to work. The question of disguised unemployment will be considered 

below. 
For the rest growth consists in the growth of output per head. This is the cen¬ 

tral problem. Some writers have proceeded at once to the consideration of the 

growth in output per head as being determined by an increase in the capital/laboui 

ratio. Doubtless this is one element in the situation, but I suggest that it has been 

greatly over stressed. It is better not to regard it as a factor of growth operating 

in its own right, but as a necessary corollary where other factors of growth are 

operating. Indeed if an attempt were made to get growth in output per head mere¬ 

ly by increasing the capital/labour ratio, when no other factors of increase were 

operating, it is likely that one would run into sharply diminishing returns, and 

very soon a nil return, from any further rise in the capital/laboui ratio. 

1 A Mathematical Theory of Saving, “The Economic Journal”, December 1928. 

[169] 
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The factor making for growth in output per head may be described by the 

compendious expression “technical progress”. This has two aspects. (1) Technical 

progress may consist in the application of new discoveries in science and technol¬ 

ogy. This will be importantly so in the most mature countries. (2) In developing 

countries there will normally be great fields for the application of knowledge that 

already exists somewhere in the world. What limits the rate of technical pi ogress 

is the maximum possible rate at which cadres of qualified personnel can be in¬ 

creased. Such personnel must include those capable of giving already existing ideas 

in science and technology practical application. The cadres consist also of general 

managers, engineers, draftsmen, accountants, maintenance men, foremen etc. A 

higher rate of increase of these cadres can be secured by additional education and 

training, which is one form of investment. But educational and training facilities 

alone are not enough; it is necessary that there should, at the same time, come into 

being modern industrial equipment at the rate required to give employment and 

experience to the increasing cadres. For some of them the necessary training and 

the progressive raising of their quality can be achieved only by the actual expe¬ 

rience of working on the job. 

It may be noted that technical progress does not necessarily require any fresh 

investment at all. It may consist merely of a more efficient utilization of existing 

capital resources. Or capital equipment may be modernized without the use of 

fresh capital, merely by the substitution of improved forms of capital when the 

old is due for replacement. The new equipment would not necessarily cost more 

than the old. It must be allowed, however, that technical progress will more usu¬ 

ally require additional capital. 

In what follows I shall discuss, first, the choice among possible uses of fresh 

capital, and secondly, the question of what is the optimum amount of fresh capi¬ 

tal in total to be brought into use. 

I. Direction of investment. It seems that projects should be preferred where 

the capital/output ratio is lower. This seems unequivocal. The problem at once 

comes up of how the “output” is to be valued. 

Fresh capital may be used merely to reduplicate existing equipment, e.g. so 

as to give employment to a population increase. This is sometimes called “widen¬ 

ing”. In this case there is no difficulty in valuing the output, since one could 

refer to the value of the output already being produced by similar equipment. As 

against this, the fresh capital may be used to introduce improved methods, or to 

produce goods and services not hitherto produced. In this case the valuation is 

more complicated. 

(i) The prospective output should be assigned a value equal to the unit value, 

or better, the unit cost of production, of the goods in question at the time when 

the investment (or decision to invest) is made. It may be contemplated that the 

goods produced in consequence of the fresh investment will have a lower cost than 
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the similar goods previously produced. But the right way to measure the output 

resulting from the fresh investment is to value it at the cost of production pre¬ 

vailing prior to that investment. Where the goods are not produced in the country 

at all, the import price may be taken. 

The value of the output of capital invested in infrastructure presents a more 

difficult problem. In this case we may have to fall back on rough estimates, or 

even guesses; unhappily in economics we are unlikely to be able to escape from 

the need for rough estimates in many cases. 

I will note at once that the recommendation often made to developing coun¬ 

tries, where labour is abundant and capital scarce, that they should give prefer 

ence to labour intensive projects, i.e. those with low capital/labour ratio, ap¬ 

pears to be without foundation. There is, of course, no direct relation between the 

capital/output ratio and the capital/labour ratio. The recommendation is mis¬ 

taken, anyhow, if it is desired to get the maximum uplift of production from a 

given sacrifice of present consumption. 

II. To determine the capital/output ratio, output must be measured net. To 

start with, we must take “value added” i.e. subtract the value of materials etc. 

used. But we also have to subtract the value of the non-capital factors. These 

should be valued at “opportunity cost”, i.e. at their values in other occupations, 

as ruling at the time when the investment (or decision to invest) is made. 

An example of this may be given in global terms, taking the average capital/ 

output ratio of the global incremental investment in a given year. Suppose that 

it is hoped by investment to raise national income from £1 million to £1.05 mil¬ 

lion and that, the capital/output ratio being 3 :1, £15 million of capital is required. 

Suppose that the projects use labour etc. previously otherwise employed. 

If the value added by this labour was previously £0.5 million, then for the 

fresh investment of £15 million to add £0.5 million to national income, the 

specific projects embodying the new investment must show value added at £0.1 

million. 
If there is initial disguised unemployment, the true “opportunity cost of la¬ 

bour might be zero. This point is often made, but there is danger of exaggeration. 

Those previously unemployed are not likely to be of so good a quality as those 

taken into employment on the new projects. There is likely to be a multilateral 

swopping of jobs. 

The case where the opportunity cost of labour is truly zero is clearly the one 

most favourable to labour intensive projects. But even in this extreme case it does 

not follow that labour intensive projects are always to be preferred to capital in¬ 

tensive projects. 

An example may be given. In the following table C stands for a unit of capi¬ 

tal arbitrarily defined; and x2 show the amount of value added by each project, 

y is the opportunity cost of labour. 
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Table 1 

Capital/Labour Capital/Output 

ratio ratio 

Capital Intensive Project C : 1 C : xx-ly 

Labour Intensive Project C : 2 C : x2 — 2y 

Next consider two countries. The two projects which each country has to com¬ 

pare are identical. It is assumed that the opportunity cost of labour in the capital 

abundant country is one and that in the labour abundant country zero. 

Table 2 

CapitaljOutput ratios 

Labour abundant Capital abundant 

country country 

C. I. Project C : xx C :xx- 1 

L. I. Project C : x2 C : xz — 2 

In the labour abundant country nothing is subtracted from value added since 

the opportunity cost of labour is zero. It follows from this table that in the labour 

abundant country the labour intensive project has a lower capital/output ratio 

relatively to the capital intensive project than it has in the capital abundant coun¬ 

try. It follows from this again that the labour abundant country is likely to be in 

a position in which it ought to choose more labour intensive projects than the ca¬ 

pital abundant country. It does not follow that the labour abundant country 

ought normally to prefer labour intensive projects to capital intensive projects. 

It all depends on the capital/output ratios of the projects. Let us suppose that the 

value of xx in the above table happened to be 10 and that of x2 to be 5; we 

get the following result. 

Table 3 

Capital I Output ratios 

L. A. Country C. A. Country 

C. I. Project C : 10 C : 9 

L. I. Project C : 5 C : 3 

The question of foreign trade is not under consideration here. E.g. both projects 

might relate to non-tradeable goods (including infrastructure) or to goods the 

transport costs of which preclude international interchange. 

It is evident that, if there has to be a choice between these two projects, both 

countries should choose the capital intensive project, even although in the labour 

abundant country labour is a free good. 
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The only possible modification to the rule that the project with the lowest 

capital output ratio is to be preferred is if giving extra employment is considered 

to be an end in itself, even at the sacrifice of national income. 

It is doubtful whether it would ever be wise to entertain such an objective, 

viz. giving extra employment at the cost of a lower level of total consumption. 

There is a certain maximum increase of income, say A Y, (income), if projects with 

the lowest capital output ratio are chosen. If there is to be continuing growth some 

part of zlThas to go to AT (investment). What remains, namely A consump¬ 

tion, may be urgently required as an incentive for the co-operating factors. This 

is especially likely to be so in developing countries where the increases in the cadres 

of qualified personnel are by far the most important contributors to growth. 

It is impossible to translate unskilled labour into skilled labour, or less qualified 

into more highly qualified personnel without providing any incentive. The training 

of qualified personnel is a cumulative process. If the growth of these cadres 

can proceed at a higher rate than the growth of national income, the growth of 

the latter ought to begin to accelerate. It is accordingly very dangerous to sacri¬ 

fice any of the increasing output that would otherwise be available for distribu¬ 

tion, merely in order to mop up the disguised unemployment. 

Furthermore the disguised unemployed may have certain compensations in 

their way of life for their very low income. It is surely unwise to disturb them, 

perhaps at some sacrifice to their happiness, until it is quite certain that they can 

be given a distinctly higher material standard of living. In regard to the disguised 

unemployment some patience may be necessary. The first task surely is to get the 

maximum possible increase of national income. 

There may, on the other hand, sometimes be a case for preferring a project 

with a higher capital/output ratio, if this is one which is especially favourable to 

the training of qualified personnel, because that training is so important a factor 

in growth. We might even reach the paradox of preferring a more capital intensive 

project, where this had a rich output in the way of training personnel, even if its 

capital/output ratio was higher than those of some investment projects to which 

it was preferred. 
(2) How much investment? In my Second Essay2 and also in my Presiden¬ 

tial Address to the Royal Economic Society3 I supplied the following equation 

pcG(con)n 4 

r„ is the welfare optimum rate of interest. As such it might be thought to be 

relevant only capitalist societies. I would claim, on the contrary, that this equa¬ 

tion is absolutely fundamental to growth theory and applicable to socialist and 

2 "Economic Journal”, June 1960. 

3 "Economic Journal”, September 1963. 

4 This was given as pcGn in my Second Essay, but corrected to pcG(con)n in my Presidential. 
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capitalist economies alike. It can be re-stated without any reference to “interest” 

in the capitalist sense. In capitalist value theory the actual rate of interest is, in 

equilibrium, equal to the marginal rate of return on investment. In the above 

equation r„ is not an actual rate of interest but a welfare optimum rate. The wel¬ 

fare optimum rate of interest is equal to the welfare optimum marginal rate of 

return on investment. We may call this the minimum acceptable rate of return 

on investment, assessing what is “acceptable” by the welfare optimum criterion. 

(The precise meaning of “rate of return” will be discussed shortly). 

Thus the left hand term (rn) of the above equation may be interpreted as 

meaning “the minimum acceptable rate of return on investment”. 

I hope that the fundamental character of the equation is becoming apparent. 

What it is showing is that all investment projects should be undertaken, the pro- 

pcG(con)n , .. . . , 
spective rate of return on which is not less than ~ > and that no invest- 

ment project should be undertaken the prospective rate of return on which is less 

than ^cg(con)rc. in fine, it gives the criterion for whether investment projects 
e 

should be undertaken or not. The equation may be called simply “the investment 

criterion”. 

pc Gn (from which pcG(con)n may be derived in a manner shown in my Pre¬ 

sidential; see also below) is the “natural” or welfare optimum rate of growth of 

output per caput. I take this to be determined primarily by technical progress, as¬ 

suming that all new knowledge is applied as soon as convenient. In developing 

countries technical progress depends almost entirely on the maximum feasible rate 

of increase of cadres of qualified personnel. 

pcGn also assumes that all and no more than all investment projects warranted 

by the investment criterion are undertaken. If less are undertaken then presum¬ 

ably pcG (actual) will be less than pcGn. Thus / (investment) will be less than 

/0 (optimum investment) on two counts: (1) / is less than /0 supposing pcGn and 

(2) if more, not less, / is required to get the optimum. 

If more investment is undertaken than required by the criterion, this will pre¬ 

sumably push pcG above pcGn, but at the expense of the welfare optimum. The 

loss of utility from present consumption will not be compensated for by the increased 

consumption later due to higher growth. These relations my be shown by a simple 

diagram. 

e in the investment criterion is the elasticity of the curve showing the mar¬ 

ginal utility of income over the relevant range. The curve for the whole economy 

must be found by weighting individuals appropriately, u (Con) is the marginal 

utility of consumption. 

Conr—Conx^ (uCon^ 

Coil! u(Conr)—i^Coni) 
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The evaluation of e is of course a difficult matter. It is interesting to note that 

the independent investigations by Dr N. P. Barten* 5 and Dr L. Johansen6 give it 

values of 0.5 and 0.53 respectively. Further enquiries are needed. I confess that 

these values seem to me to be rather low, but their close similarity is striking. 

* The higher the growth, the greater the rate of return there must be on a marginal 

investment, to justify it from a welfare optimum point of view; therefore the higher the 

growth, the lower ceteris paribus the welfare optimum amount of investment. 

If we took easl and pcG(Con)n as 5°/o we should get a minimum acceptable 

rate of return of 10%. 
The capital/output ratio may be thought of as a global statistical fact relating 

to the whole existing corpus of capital in the country. An approximate figure for 

this in a number of countries is said to be 3:1, giving a rate of return of 33,3%. 

If this global ratio remains constant through time, then the incremental capital/ 

output ratio must be also 3:1. Then I — 3(AY). 

I may add, by way of digression, that I feel sure that in the course of develop¬ 

ment from a very low level the capital/output ratio rises. If during the course of 

such development the capital/output ratio rises from 2:1 to 3:1, then the incre¬ 

mental capital/output ratio during the course of this period must be higher than 

3 :1. 
In an example previously given, it was suggest that the capital required to 

effectuate an increase of income of £0.5 million might be £15 million. 

Two difficulties must now be faced. 

1. The return on an investment is usually achieved over a number of years. 

It may be measured by a “present value” method; if, when future returns are dis¬ 

counted backwards at x% a year (compound), the present value is the greater than 

the value of the initial investment, then the rate of return is greater than x%. Or 

other methods of measurement may be used. Such methods imply a constancy 

of r over the term of years in which the investment is being productive. This re¬ 

striction is involved by the equation. But there is no reason why the result given 

6 Bayesian Estimated Consumer Demand Functions under Conditions of almost additive prefer - 

ences, Rotterdam, Economic Institute, 1962, p. 27. 

6 Multi-sectoral Study of Economic Growth, p. 107. 
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by the equation for the minimum acceptable rate of return (rn) should not be 

modified, if changes in the growth rate in the future, or in e, should seem 

probable. 
2. In capitalist economics it is assumed that the value involved in any invest¬ 

ment project that comes up for decision is small in relation to the total economy. 

(A more important consequence of this assumption is discussed below). If an in¬ 

vestment plan (or project) is large, it will affect ^(Con!) by a substantial amount. 

The right assumption here seems to be that investment decisions will in the follow¬ 

ing years reduce consumption and thereby elevate w(Con) by a proportionate 

amount. One could, on a rigid postulate, assume that national income would in 

future grow at the same rate as consumption; that would totally eliminate the 

problem discussed in this paragraph, since on that assumption pcGn would be 

equal to pcG(con)n. But one might, on the contrary, wish to assume that techni¬ 

cal progress was continually biasing productive methods towards a higher capi¬ 

tal/output ratio. One can be rough and ready only in these approximative evalua¬ 

tions. If the assessment is that the capital/output ratio will be rising—not an as¬ 

sumption to be taken as the one most usually applicable—then we must suppose 

that consumption will be rising at a somewhat slower pace than total output. The 

“investment criterion” should be modified to allow for this. 

It is now necessary to consider how the “return” that is an ingredient of the 

“rate of return” should be measured, and the relation of the “rate of return” to 

the capital/output ratio, or, better, to the output/capital ratio. This is indeed the 

crux of the problem. 

This might be true in an economy where the overall capital/output ratio re¬ 

mained constant at 3:1. But it might well be the case that output might rise some¬ 

what even if there was no increase of capital at all. Even in the absence of fresh 

investment, technical progress might secure a better re-deployment of labour or 

greater efficiency; cadres of qualified personnel might be increasing. The forms 

taken by existing capital might be modernized on occasions of replacement with¬ 

out the total corpus of capital increasing. It might be that for these reasons in¬ 

come could rise by £0.25 million without fresh investment. Next let us suppose that 

the greater rise, viz. of £0.5 million, occurs, there being a net investment of £.15 

million. In this case only £0.25 million is to be attributed to the fresh investment 

and the capital/output ratio on this fresh investment will be 6 :1 (rate of return 

16.6%). All specific projects undertaken may have this high capital/output ratio, 

while the overall capital/output ratio of the whole corpus of capital in the coun¬ 

try remains constant at 3 :1. The reason why the higher capital/output ratio of the 

specific new projects does not gradually cause a rise in the average capital/out- 

put ratio of the whole corpus of capital is that output is all the while growing for 

other reasons. 

The next point to be noted is the distinction between the average incremental 

capital/output ratio and the marginal incremental capital/output ratio. The aver- 
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age ratio may be, say, 6:1, while the marginal ratio, representing the minimum 

acceptable rate of return, is as high as 10:1. 

We next come to a point of the utmost importance. Much of A Y is distributed 

among the various factors of production, including the population increase. 

It may now begin to become plain why I asked that, in computing the capi¬ 

tal/output ratios, we should take the opportunity costs of other factors at the mo¬ 

ment that the investment (or the decision to invest) is made. This includes the case 

where the opportunity cost of labour is zero owing to disguised unemployment. 

The net return to the agency looking after an investment project will be lower than 

the output (capital ratio, because its costs will rise, as, owing to general progress, 

what it has to pay to its factors rises. The output, in the sense used in the expression 

output/capital ratio, includes this, since the higher pay to factors of production 

is found out of the value of the additional output. 

There is a further point of importance. It is likely that that part of AY which 

is dependent on / will be produced by a small fraction of the population only, viz. 

that part of it which is in direct contact with the new investment projects under¬ 

taken in a given year. This could conceivably be as little as 5% of the whole popu¬ 

lation. Then, if the average rise in income in the whole economy attribut able to 

fresh investment is 2J%, the output of this part of the labour force will go up by 

20x24% = 50%. 

Agencies responsible for investment can dispose of the additional product 

in one more of 3 ways. 1. They can raise the wages of the factors they employ so 

as to absorb it. They would hardly allow the total increase of output to be so absorb¬ 

ed. 2. They can lower prices fully in proportion to increased output per caput 

(or per unit value of non-capital factors). In this case the whole of the economy 

shares in the benefits of the higher productivity. 3. They can maintain prices at the 

old level and retain for themselves the difference between costs as now reduced 

and prices (not reduced), so as to have a fund for further investment. If this last 

mentioned (3) is the sole treatment, the fund thus accruing must be used at once 

for further investment, whether by the agency itself or by transference to some 

other agency. If this is not done, unemployment will occur. I think that this holds 

of socialist, as well as capitalist, economies. 

It is to be noted that if, under 1 above, the agencies raise wages, there may be 

sympathetic wage increases in sectors where there has been no increase in produc¬ 

tivity (or not so much as the rise in wages). If the average overall increase in wages 

is more than 5% (on my numerical example), then there will be a cost inflation. 

If it is exactly 5%, inflation can be avoided, provided that the agencies responsible 

for increased productivity translate the whole of this into lower prices and hold 

nothing back for a capital fund. Otherwise the average rise of wages must be less 

than 5%. 

The rate of return on a particular investment project that is relevant to the 

investment criterion is net output valued on the basis that the price or prices of 
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output are frozen from the moment that the investment is made and that the wages 

etc that it has to pay to factors are also frozen. The rate of return thus defined 

appears to me to be identical with the output/capital ratio of the investment project 

in question. 
In a capitalist economy the rate of return, the forecasting of which influences 

investment decisions, is simply the expected flow of receipts from sales minus all 

expenses; in other words, the profit. 
In general it appears to me that this expected capitalistic rate of return will 

be lower than the output/capital ratio. The capitalistic firm will emphatically not 

forecast its profit on the basis that wages will continue to be the same as at the 

time of the investment, if it believes that wages will be levered up by general forces 

in the economy. A very tightly monopolistic firm might push on any wage increases 

into prices, thus safeguarding its net receipts per unit; but the circumstances 

in which this would be most conducive to profit are very unlikely to be realized. 

Wages do in fact normally increase relatively to prices and in this way part of the 

A Y due to I is distributed among the main mass of the population. 

What justified the classical economists, stemming from Adam Smith, in re¬ 

garding the rate of profit rather than the output/capital ratio as the right criterion 

for investment was their atomistic assumption that any one particular investment 

project was so small in relation to the total economy that in fact its rate of piofit 

was equal to its output/capital ratio. There was an implicit assumption that neither 

wages nor prices could be at all affected by one particular investment project. 

I have suggested that the criterion for an investment decision is that its rate 

of return or its output/capital ratio (r„), as measured above, shall not be less than 

pcG(con)n . Thig CQuld bg a matter for evaluation and action by a planning agency. 
e 

In a capitalist system the projected rate of return (profit) that actuates in¬ 

vestment is, I submit, normally less than the output/capital ratio; and the criterion 

for decision is the relation of this projected rate of return to the current rate of 

interest. Accordingly it is expedient for the current rate of interest in capitalist 

economies to be as much below —-— as the projected profit rate is below 
e 

the output /capital ratio as measured in this paper. 

When I gave my Presidential Address I observed that, taking rn as the optimum 

rate of interest, the equation 

pcG(con)?i 

seemed to require a rate of interest much above the level that I felt in my bones 

to be right. I gave an explanation of the discrepancy, which may have some valid¬ 

ity. I now add this further explanation of why the optimum rate of interest in 

a capitalist economy is likely to be below the r„ given in the equation. 
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It has been assumed in the foregoing that the amount of capital disposal en¬ 

tailed by the “investment criterion’’ can be forthcoming. This is normally the case. 

But, when, owing to a central plan for expedited development, there is an upward 

kink in the potential growth curve, it may not be possible to supply such capital 

disposal (i.e. productive resources to be- devoted to investment projects) without 

a depression of the pre-existing level of consumption. 1 would urge that no such 

depression should normally be contemplated as an ingredient of a plan for opti¬ 

mum development; if there is a plan for an expedited rate of investment and growth, 

it should be assumed that an incentive, constituting some fraction of AY, should 

be provided for the increasing cadres of qualified personnel, with possibly something 

over for the main masses of labour. 

Without these incentives the growth just will not occur, since, as stated earlier, 

an increase of investment, unmatched by growing cadres of qualified personnel, 

is likely soon to run into the realm of zero net return. Developing countries, if and 

when actuated by a new plan for expedited growth, may have to forego some in¬ 

vestment projects that are justified by the “investment criterion”. If an expedited 

growth is achieved, the amount of capital disposal available, after the minimum 

allowance required, out of the increased output, for incentives to the increasing 

cadres of qualified personnel etc., should grow and approach in due course the 

amount sufficient to implement all investments required by the “investment cri¬ 

terion”. 

What I have offered in this article, as a contribution to dynamic economics, 

does not, alas, give complete solutions. M. Kalecki has made seminal contributions 

to this branch of economics. Although a festschrift is now being compiled, I have 

confidence that he will still continue to make contributions in this field, which is 

so important to the thousands of millions of men and women who do not have 

enough income. 





L. R. Klein 

U.S.A. 

THE ROLE OF ECONOMETRICS 
IN SOCIALIST ECONOMICS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Econometric Society has been an international body since its founding in 

1930, and the society functions today on an international plane. Our subject is 

truly international and transcends political or national boundaries. It is true that 

much of econometric work has been centered in the United States and Western 

Europe, but the predominant position of these areas is changing, and surely devel¬ 

opments of the future will come in good measure from other parts of the world 

and will be relevant to the framework of other kinds of economic systems, espe¬ 

cially socialist systems. As it is some of the most celebrated contributions in eco¬ 

nometrics emanated from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Although the 

quantity was limited, the quality was high. The works of Kalecki and Lange, together 

with those of Slutsky, Konius, and others have stood the test of time, a rigorous test 

in scholarly work, and we have hopes of seeing a great flow from a new generation 

of Eastern econometricians as a result of renewed interest in our subject. 

Of what does econometrics consist? It is the statistical description of a math¬ 

ematical formulation of economic behavior. Economic behavior of households, 

production units, and government bureaus goes on whether we are dealing with 

capitalist or socialist systems. The analysis of this kind of behavior has proved 

to be amenable to econometric treatment in the capitalist environment, and there 

is no reason why it is not equally amenable to such treatment in the socialist en¬ 

vironment. To a large extent we have dealt with economic decisions under the price 

or market system in econometric analysis of the capitalist economies, but in the 

socialist economies decisions are interrelated and connected by dynamic leads, 

lags, or accumulations and should be subjected to the same kind of treatment. 

Econometric tools are powerful, giving subtle insights into human economic be¬ 

havior if skillfully applied, and there is no reason why this application should not 

now be made in the case of socialist behavior. The essence of the mattei is the un¬ 

raveling and understanding of the chains of interrelatedness among economic de¬ 

cisions. This is a problem for application of mathematical statistical methods re¬ 

gardless of the environment. Econometrics is not necessarily geared to the price 

[•181] 
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system, the market economy, the maximization of private profits or any of the 

other peculiar characteristics of the capitalist system. It is merely the quantifica¬ 

tion of human behavior of a type that is fundamental in any environment. 

It is true that much of econometric work has been linked to the characteristics 

of the capitalist economies, but if it were not so these methods would have failed 

in their analysis of capitalist economic behavior. Even within the capitalist group 

of nations a great deal of econometric analysis varies with the environment. In 

the field of macroeconomic model construction, crude imitative attempts to con¬ 

struct models for one country that are exact duplicates of models previously con¬ 

structed for other countries have not been successful. Better models result when 

they are properly adapted to show the institutional environment of the economy 

they are trying to describe. Also, within a country, different periods with more 

or less of a market economy (war and peace, e.g.) must be differently treated in 

an econometric model. The essential thing is to capture the main economic prob¬ 

lems and processes of the environment being studied. The methods, and not purely 

the form, of econometrics that have fruitfully been applied to capitalist prob¬ 

lems are now in need of transplantation to socialist problems. If our methods work 

well in such diverse places as the United States, Japan, and India, it would be 

strange if they did not also work well, upon proper adaptation, in Poland and 

other socialist economies. 

2. ECONOMETRICS APPLIED TO ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 

OF A SOCIALIST ECONOMY 

Econometrics is developing along two main routes at this time. A more tra¬ 

ditional type is based on the inferential methods of mathematical statistics. These 

studies include such things as demand analysis, estimation of cost or production 

functions, graduation of income distributions, time series analysis, index construc¬ 

tion, macroeconomic model building, and applications to problems of forecasting 

or public policy formation. The main characteristic of these studies is that they 

are based on statistical samples of data from non-experimental observations and 

attempt to make inferences about population parameters from these samples. They 

are essentially applications of the standard methods of mathematical statistics to 

hypotheses suggested by economic analysis. The main problem in applying stand¬ 

ard methods of mathematical statistics arise because the sample data are non- 

experimental and often few in number. 

The other main route of development in econometrics is in linear program¬ 

ming, input-output analysis, and similar planning models. It is not impossible 

that this kind of analysis could also be based on samples and make use of the methods 

of statistical inference, but there are good reasons why this is implausible. A dis¬ 

tinguishing feature of programming and input-output analysis is that finely de¬ 

tailed sectors and processes are treated. In order to accomodate a fine degree of 
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detail, simple linear relationships are posited and coefficients are estimated from 

single observations or controlled variables. Simplicity in parametric structure and 

in estimation of unknown coefficients is necessary because there are so many sec¬ 

tors and interrelationships to be considered. Other computation problems besides 

those associated with parameter estimation are formidable here; therefore the 

problems of statistical inference tend to be overlooked or set aside for the present. 

Professor Lange’s book (Introduction to Econometrics) is roughly divided 

along these lines. The first half covers time series, demand, and income distribu¬ 

tion analysis, while the second half is devoted to programming methods. Program¬ 

ming and input-output methods have recently been applied and developed on 

a large scale in socialist economies; therefore, I shall concentrate now in trying 

to amplify the possible uses of these methods in Socialist economics. It is the main 

purpose of this paper to try to explore the possibilities for application of the other 

methods of econometrics to economic problems of socialism. 

Demand Analysis: First, let us consider demand analysis. The problem here 

is to study the relationship between consumer demand for individual goods, on 

the one hand, and relative prices, consumer incomes, and similar explanatory var¬ 

iables on the other. In capitalist market economies, consumer purchasing deci¬ 

sions are largely left to individual choice, and it is a challenging problem to anal¬ 

yze the factors responsible for such choices and indeed to predict them—whether 

for private gain or for public policy formation. What is the corresponding demand 

problem for socialism? 
In a socialist economy based on free consumer decisions; where choice may 

be made for the composition of expenditures, or the total of expenditures, or both; 

there must be forecasts of future consumer demand. Given the purchasing power 

that will be distributed to wage earners and the prices of consumer goods, the flow 

of goods that is being currently produced must be matched against consumer de¬ 

mand for this flow when the goods reach final markets. Econometric estimates 

of demand functions, as mathematical equations associating quantities demanded 

with incomes, prices, and other variables will be indispensable tools for making 

intelligent judgments about the magnitude of consumer demand. The cost of not 

making such an analysis will be to have excessive inventory build-up or queuing. 

Alternatively, if consumer markets are not left with a large measure of freedom 

of choice, there is a cost in planning the population’s consumption of individual 

commodities. It seems to me that it would be more efficient to allow consumer 

choice to a large extent, predict the magnitude of this choice using data on mar¬ 

ket prices and incomes together with econometric methods, and adjust production 

plans accordingly. This does not mean that people will get what they want, for 

they may very well desire more than available resources permit, but it would be 

extremely useful for production planners to know the magnitude of the unsatis¬ 

fied demands that will exist and the overall inflationary pressure. Armed with the 

econometric tools, it will also be possible to make conditional predictions of what 
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would happen to demand if incomes and prices were changed—changed in such 

a way as to make overall plans more feasible in terms of available resources. In 

this way, demand analysis, which has become an important tool in capitalist eco¬ 

nomies, whether used by public authorities or private business, can be made to 

serve socialist production plans. 
The overall level of demand is represented in macroeconomic models by ag¬ 

gregate savings or consumption functions. These two are part of demand analysis, 

and they can be derived as the summation, over commodities, of individual de¬ 

mand functions. Even though a socialist economic plan will often allocate the 

amount of goods to be left for personal consumption, it is still valuable to have 

econometric estimates of the aggregative consumption function, for the plan may 

be close to or far from what consumers would select if left to their own choices. 

It is important to know how much inflationary pressure a given production—in¬ 

vestment plan is going to generate. Then counter measures can be more efficiently 

devised. It is for these reasons that I feel that demand analysis is just as significant 

for the socialist as for the capitalist market economy. 

Production and Cost Analysis: Input-output analysis shows the flows of inter¬ 

mediate goods through the various sectors of the economy and the way in which 

they are transformed into final production. In a sense, these are a set of highly 

inter-related production functions. Production analysis, however, as it has devel¬ 

oped in econometrics is a more detailed study of the processes by which original 

and derived factors of production convert their powers into a flow of output. This 

could be either at a global level for the economy as a whole or for individual pro¬ 

duction units. I have estimated production functions for individual railway systems 

and have seen studies for individual farms, electric power plants, and other sec¬ 

tors of the economy. These studies have revealed important characteristics of labor 

productivity, economy in the use of fuels or materials (intermediate inputs), and 

the course of technological progress over time. These are technical or engineering 

relationships and exist in any kind of economy as laws of nature, quite apart from 

the form of market organization. It is true that hypotheses of cost minimization 

or profit maximization according to bourgeois tenets of neoclassical economics 

have been used to assist in parameter estimation for these studies, but these assists 

were really conveniences and not always essential to the estimation process. In 

any event, the implications of cost minimization or some other optimization objec¬ 

tive would seem to be justified for the description of behavior patterns of plant 

managers under socialism, and estimation procedures that are analogous to those 

used in capitalist studies would seem to be quite applicable to the case of socialist 

production. 

Cost function are equally valuable. They might be used to assist in cost ac¬ 

counting, for inferential statistical methods help to allocate joint costs that are 

not ordinarily separable by standard accounting procedures. They can be used 

for setting of cost standards. They can also be used to estimate capacity outputs. 
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where capacity is understood to be constrained by economic considerations; i.e. 

capacity output is defined within the framework of associated economic costs and 

not as a pure physical engineering concept. Cost functions can also be estimated 

from individual plant data as well as from industry or economy wide totals. 

Macro Models'. Demand, production or cost analysis can be developed, eco- 

nometrically, for individual commodities or individual plants, as well as for broad 

aggregates covering the economy as a whole. Indeed, these studies are usually un¬ 

derstood as part of microeconomics. Their relevance to problems of socialism 

should be evident, as argued above. 

In capitalist countries we originally estimated macroeconomic models for the 

purpose of studying business cycles. This was a major contribution of Kalecki s 

original macro model, which became a fountainhead of later development in this 

line of research. But if business cycles are eliminated from the socialist economy, 

do socialist economists have use for econometric business cycle research in the 

form of macroeconomic model building? I shall argue that there are other uses 

for macro models besides pure business-cycle analysis, and these uses make such mo¬ 

dels of great value for socialist planning. I shall also argue that while the capitalist 

business cycle is not present in the socialist economy, there are dynamic movements 

(or possibly fluctuations) that can and should be studied from such models. 

Aggregative models are extremely valuable for the study of economic growth. 

They show how broad decisions about the division between consumption and 

capital formation, between the personal and public sectors, or between the foreign 

and domestic sectors will affect the rate of economic growth. Such models help 

to answer questions about the degree of “returns to scale at different stages of 

development in the life of an economy. They may be useful, in developing coun¬ 

tries, in showing the extent to which fast growth rates in the early stages, when 

there is so much scope for expansion, can be maintained and for how long . If 

such models are programmed to simulate growth of an economy with an assumed 

time path of external factors, either as systematic variables or as random shocks, 

they can be used to predict the future growth of a planned economy undei alter¬ 

native policies. Such growth models are aggregative and deal with global variables. 

They do not show the fine industrial detail of output divided, say, into sev¬ 

eral hundred sectors but they can feasibly be constructed to show growth paths 

in a few sectors. Beyond the ultimate aggregation into such totals as national pro- 

uct or an index of industrial output, growth models can be constructed to display 

the following outline of variables: 

1. Production and employment 

a. Agriculture 

b. Manufacturing 

c. Distribution, trade, and other services 

1 L. R. Klein, A Model of Japanese Economic Growth, 1878-1937, “Econometrica , Vol. 29 

(July 1961), 277-92. 
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2. Expenditure 

a. Consumption 

b. Fixed capital formation 

c. Stock changes 
d. Public administration 

3. Foreign trade 

a. Exports 

b. Imports 
c. Shipping, tourism, and other services 

d. Capital flows 

4. Prices 

a. Prices of goods and services by production sector 

b. Prices of goods and services by consumption sector 

c. Wage rate 

5. Miscellaneous 

a. Money 

b. Surpluses 

c. Population 

d. Taxes2 

This is not a unique classification but indicative of the kind of detail that could 

readily be shown in an aggregative growth model. Systems of 30-40 equations 

could probably explain movements in these variables. Through consolidation and 

aggregation, explanation could be obtained in systems of approximately 10 equa¬ 

tions, and possibly more detail could be included by going to systems of 50 or 

more equations. I am, however, speaking of an order of magnitude considerably 

below that of large input-output systems. 
As was mentioned already, the original development of macro models in eco¬ 

nometrics was for the study of capitalist business cycles3. The cycle mechanism 

of capitalism will not carry over to the socialist economy, but that does not mean 

that analogous dynamic systems have no place in the study of a socialist economy. 

Such an economy does not stand still. It is an interesting and useful study to pre¬ 

dict where it will be at any point of time in the near future under alternative as¬ 

sumptions. In fact, much of the emphasis in the use of dynamic macro models 

in capitalist economies has shifted from business cycle analysis to prediction of 

alternative positions of the system under varying short-run conditions. One of the 

main sources of movement in such systems in the post-war capitalist economy 

has been inventory fluctuations. These are short-cycles that might be distinguished 

from the traditional capitalist business cycle mechanism. It seems to me that so- 

2 Taxes are here understood to play quite different roles in socialist and capitalist economies; 

nevertheless they define important money flows that are relevant to the understanding of either 
kind of economy. 

3 J. Tinbergen, Statistical Testing of Business Cycle Theories, Vol. II, Business Cycles in the 
United States of America, 1919-1932, (Geneva, Feague of Nations, 1939). 
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cialist economies will also have inventory fluctuations. Plans are not always per¬ 

fect. Random errors may give rise to these short fluctuations or temporary pauses 

in the path of growth and development. In fact, the most celebrated simulation 

study of a capitalist business cycle model has shown that the mechanism respon¬ 

sible for the generation of short cycles (approximately four years’ periodicity) has 

been the propagation of random shocks through a dynamic model of the U.S.A. . 

The effect of propagated shocks on the dynamics of an economy were brought 

to the attention of economists by Slutsky and Frisch5. There are numerous sources 

of shocks in a socialist economy. There may be years of exceptionally good or 

exceptionally poor harvests. Foreign trade may swing widely as a result of events 

far beyond plan control, halting the flow of strategic materials or capital goods. 

Such swings may cause shifts and realignments in domestic production. Or do¬ 

mestic planners may make mistakes. They may supply too much of one kind of 

good or too little of another. Inventory fluctuations cannot be avoided in the best 

of circumstances. There will be degrees of inflationary or deflationary pressure. 

With all these kinds of disturbances piling up on even the most efficiently man¬ 

aged socialist economy, it would seem useful to have an econometric model of the 

lead-lag interrelationships among the various sectors of the economy on the sides of 

production and consumption. Whatever the resulting fluctuations or movements are 

called, it is important to have econometric methods for proper understanding of them. 

Problems of Prediction: Some positive applications of econometric investiga¬ 

tions in a socialist economy would be in the prediction of overseas activity in the 

capitalist economies, predictions of trade flows, predictions of the degree of in¬ 

flationary pressure, predictions of future growth rates, or predictions of specific 

lines of demand. 

Macro model construction, demand analysis, and production analysis have 

been established as accepted means of investigation in Western Europe, North 

America, India, Japan, and other places of the capitalist world. Passive descrip¬ 

tion of the market economy should be accepted without debate as a field for eco¬ 

nometric analysis. It has proved extremely valuable in forecasting aggregate activ¬ 

ity, in predicting agricultural demand, and in many other applications. Since 

the socialist countries are extremely anxious to predict capitalist developments it 

would seem logical to develop econometric methods for this job. Socialist econom¬ 

ists would gain better insight into the functioning of the market economy if they 

were to employ econometric methods of inference from non-expenmental obser¬ 

vational samples according to principles of mathematical statistics. There have 

* I. Adelman and F. Adelman, The Dynamic Properties of the Klein-Goldberger Model, Eco- 

nometrica”, Vol. 27, (Oct., 1959), 596-625. 

« E Slutsky, The Summation of Random Causes as the Source of Cyclic Processes co- 

nometrica”, Vol. 5 (April 1937), 105-46. R. Frisch, Propagation Problems and Impulse Problems 

in Dynamic Economics, Economic Essays in Honor of Gustav Cassel, London 1933. 
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been many ill founded predictions of capitalist aggregate economic activity in the 

socialist countries, and much of this can be traced to faulty analysis that would 

be rectified by turning to the more powerful techniques of econometrics. 

Where trade agreements are negotiated bilaterally, there may be little scope 

for statistical inference to reveal more about underlying behavior patterns. But 

a segment of international trade in socialist countries will follow the world mar¬ 

ket economy. Here the proper approach would be to estimate propensities to ex¬ 

port and import for the socialist nations and their trading partners. 

In the domestic economies of socialist countries, if input-output schemes 

are to be used, there is the remaining matter of determining the bill of final de¬ 

mand. Some of these cannot be fixed by planning authorities and will have to be 

estimated from family budget expenditure functions or time series demand func¬ 

tions. The aggregation of these estimated functions will determine the equation 

for overall final demand, and this will enable planners to determine the force of 

inflationary pressure. The more precisely one knows this pressure in advance, the 

more intelligently and efficiently can the planners implement their programs. 

Estimates of behavioral and technological relationships from non-experimental 

data require samples of moderate size, say 20 or more annual observations or 10 

years or more of quarterly and monthly observation. In many newly developing 

countries there is not an adequate historical record from a homogeneous environ¬ 

ment. In such cases, much progress can be made through the use of microecono¬ 

mic data contained in cross-section samples of households (family budget) or pro¬ 

ducing plants. It would be possible to estimate most or perhaps the whole of a 

macro model from cross section samples if properly treated by modern econo¬ 

metric methods. 

3. A RECONSIDERATION OF THE KALECKl MACRO MODEL 

In macroeconomic model building there are two distinct branches of the subject. 

One deals with matters of principle and shows the logical mathematical structure 

of a self contained system that brings out the essence of economic dynamics, by 

focusing attention on very specific aspects of behavior. From very few main prin¬ 

ciples of behavior, systems that are not wholly realistic or practical are built 

to exhibit movement like that of the actual dynamic economy. These are pedagogical 

models that are intended to emphasize some main points of economic dynamics. 

This exercise belongs largely to mathematical economics. 

In the other branch of the subject much larger, more detailed, and more cum¬ 

bersome models are prepared that are designed to be fitted to data of the economy 

and trace out actual movements of economic variables over time. These are part 

of econometrics. They are pieced together by combining several a priori hypoth¬ 

eses from the pedagogical models of mathematical economics and adding equa¬ 

tions to bring out the institutional nature of the economy being studied—its tax 
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laws, banking practices, degree of market imperfection, dependence on external 

trading relationships, exchange controls, etc. 

The econometric models that I have constructed as practical tools for analyzing 

or predicting the economies of the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, and 

Japan have been based on combinationsi from the theoretical models of Marx, 

Kalecki, Keynes, Lange, Hicks, Kaldor, Metzler, Goodwin, and others6. It is fitting 

at this time to re-examine the position of the Kalecki model in this hierarchy and 

its relevance to model building of the present day. 

The Marxian schemes of reproduction and accumulation and the Keynesian 

models of effective demand are the forerunners of the present theoretical model 

building. It is often not adequately appreciated how the Kalecki model, constructed 

in the Marxian spirit, actually pre-shadowed all the essential ingredients of the 

Keynesian system that have made the latter system so popular among the piesent 

generation of Western economists. It is usually thought that the recent rapid devel¬ 

opment of macroeconomic model building in the econometric branch of the subject 

is an outgrowth of the neo Keynesian development. Actually most models in exist¬ 

ence today could be decomposed into ideas first found in the models of Kalecki, 

Kaldor, Metzler, and Goodwin. The latter three could have been developed as 

natural extensions of the Kalecki theory. The mathematical interpretations of 

Keynes by Lange and Hicks undoubtedly reinforced the development and certainly 

enhanced it, but the basic ingredients of the Keynesian development were already 

available in Kalecki’s model. 
Although the aggregative econometric models now being used in practical 

work look fairly complicated they can actually be seen to consist of the following 

basic endogenous components7: 

1. Aggregate demand—consumption and capital goods. 

2. Stock adjustment processes—celled flexible accelerators. 

3. Production adjustment. 
4. Theory of interest wage, and price formation. 

5. Shifts between sectors of the economy. 

6 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. II, (Chicago 1909). M. Kalecki, A Macrodynamic Theory of Business 

Cycles, “Econometrica”, Vol. 3 (July 1935), 327-44 [This is the best mathematical statement, but 

the model was available in published form elsewhere at an earlier date], J. M. Keynes, The General 

Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, (London 1936). O. Lange, The Rate of Interest and 

the Optimum Propensity to Consume, “Economica” Vol. V, N.S. (Feb. 1938), 12-32. J. R. Hicks, 

Mr. Keynes and the Classics: A Suggested Interpretation, “Econometrica” Vol. 5 (April 1937), 

147-59. N. Kaldor, A Model of the Trade Cycle, “Economic Journal”, Vol. L (March 1940) 78-92, 

L. Metzler, The Nature and Stability of Inventory Cycles, “The Review of Economic Statistics . 

Vol XXIII (Aug. 1941), 113—29. R. M. Goodwin, The Nonlinear Accelerator and the Persistence 

of Business Cycles, “Econometrica”, Vol. 19, (January 1951), 1-17. 

7 All the systems contain important exogenous effects such as exports, population trends, 

technical improvement, and growth of the public sector. These can readily be added to any theoret¬ 

ical model. 
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Let us now examine the Kalecki model from this point of view, which attrib¬ 

utes modern development to a narrow chain of ideas. The model is: 

B = C+A (0 
C = C^+XB (2> 
I/K = aB/K+P (3) 

L(t) = T(t — &) (4> 
t 

A(t) = | I(r)dr (5) 

*»=L(,)_n0 (6) 
dt 

B = gross profits accruing to the capitalist sector 

C = consumption by capitalists 

A = saving by capitalists 

I = orders of capital goods 

L = deliveries of capital goods 

K = stock of capital 

V = depreciation 

If v is a known function of time, this forms a closed system of 6 equations in 

6 variables. 
Equation (2) is a familiar linear consumption function. Like Marx, Kalecki 

assumes that workers have no savings, consume all their income, and that all sav¬ 

ings are done by capitalists. The principal results would not be greatly changed 

if this consumption function were to be modified by allowing wage earners to make 

a small contribution (at the margin) to saving. In fact, we have excellent modern 

econometric evidence from family budgets that show the marginal savings coefficient 

out of wage income to be greater than zero. 

In addition to allowing wage earner savings, equation (2) is modified in eco¬ 

nometric models today by introducing distributed lag effects and institutional tax- 

transfer variables. These are the usual steps that are taken to adapt a theoretical 

model for use in applied econometrics. 

The investment function (3) is a close foreshadowing of many modern devel¬ 

opments in econometrics. In general terms, it makes investment orders a function 

of capitalist income and the stock of capital, though it combines all these variables 

in ratio forms. It is an open question under debate among econometricians whethei 

investment should depend on output or on non-wage income. Plausible arguments 

can be made for both sides, but empirically a decisive choice cannot be made. 

In this sens, Kalecki’s investment function is one that is still in use and not refuted 

by data available today. It is also very popular to include the stock ol capital in the 

investment function. Although Kalecki, and later Kaldor, did not argue explicitly 

as many modern theorists do, their investment equations are, in fact, expressions 

for the flexible accelerator, written as: 

I = a iQ+ctiK, 
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where Q = aggregate real output. This is the Goodwin function, except for the 

nonlinearities at the capacity ceiling or depreciation floor. 

Together equations (2) and (3) and identities make up the total of effective 

demand if we consider a closed economy without government demand. Therefore 

Kalecki’s model covers points 1 and 2 above, as basic endogenous components 

of modern econometric models. The relationship between orders and deliveries 

of capital goods is also remarkable in anticipating a later development. Today, 

much work on capital formation in econometric models is based on data for housing 

starts, capital appropriations, and orders for capital goods. These are then aver¬ 

aged over time to be “phased in” to actual effective demand components of aggre¬ 

gate output (equations (4) and (5)). This is precisely what Kalecki did in his model 

thirty years ago. 

The other equations of the model are definitions that find a place in practically 

all modern systems. At this stage of Kalecki’s work, there is not an explicit treatment 

of prices, wages, or interest rates in his system. He did, however, introduce very 

soon after publication of this model a theory of interest, in which velocity of cir¬ 

culation is made to depend on the rate of interest. This is an alternative way of 

looking at the Keynesian theory of liquidity preference. Both theories are alike 

in assuming that velocity is not a constant and is affected by interest rate move¬ 

ments8. 
The theory of production adjustment and inventory behavior came later in 

the writings of other authors. While it should not be said that all the basic ingre¬ 

dients of modern econometric systems stemmed from Kalecki’s model, it can be 

said that all the components of Kalecki’s model are finding their way into strategic 

places in modern econometric models. His theories of the early 1930’s are seen 

to be intellectual tours de force in the light of modern developments. 

8 Cf. J. N. Behrman, The Short-term Interest Rate and the Velocity of Circulation, "'Eco- 

nometrica”, Vol. 16 (April 1948), 185-90. 





Zygmunt Knyziak 

Poland 

THE EFFICIENCY OF INTERNATIONAL 
SPECIALIZATION IN PRODUCTION AMONG 

SOCIALIST COUNTRIES 
(Economic criteria and the method of analisis of efficiency') 

One of the methods of developing the international division of labour among so¬ 

cialist countries is specialization in production achieved among particular coun¬ 

tries. It may appear in the form of inter-sector or within-sector specialization. The 

subject of our considerations is specialization within-sector and only those aspects 

of inter-sector specialization which stem from certain relationships and elements 

common to both these forms of specialization. 

Within-sector specialization on an international scale, similarly as co-operation 

in production within one country, is warranted by the economic superiority of 

large-scale over small-scale production, the superiority of long production runs 

over short runs. Thus its development is confined mainly to manufacturing. The 

range of goods produced increases in consequence of growing and more varied 

needs, but production runs are relatively short due to the limited domestic demand. 

This makes it impossible to develop large-scale production and consequently to 

lower the cost of production and to raise the productivity of labour. It is not always 

possible to expand export considerably with the help of classical forms of expansion 

on foreign markets and thus to secure the desired amount of foreign currencies 

for import requirements. Economic co-operation among sccialist countries create 

the possibilities of planning for increased foreign trade which should result in longer 

production runs and lead in consequence to the development of within-sector spe¬ 

cialization in production among different countries. By narrowing the range of 

goods produced by a given industry or sector and by making production runs longer 

for a smaller number of products each of the countries participating in this kind 

of specialization obtains economic advantages consisting in a general reduction in 

social labour outlays necessary for satisfying the demand for a given amount of 

goods needed for investment and consumption purposes. 

For the determination of rational and, at the same time, realistic criteria for 

the appraisal of these advantages it is necessary to take into account the specific 

conditions of the co-operation among the socialist countries. The major obser¬ 

vations that could be made in this respect are as follows: 

[193] 
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1. The co-operating socialist countries have different levels of the productivity 

of labour in their corresponding manufacturing industries. These differences are 

as a rule greater in older industrial establishment and smaller in newly designed 

ones There may be cases, of course, in which in a given sector or industry there 

are no differences between labour productivities in particular countries. This applies 

particularly to some sectors of the machine industry developed in recent times in 

all socialist countries at a very rapid rate and on the basis of similar levels of techni¬ 

que. Economic advantages from specialization will depend upon whether or not 

in a given sector of production included in the process of specialization there are 

differences in the levels of the productivity of labour among the countries con¬ 

cerned. 
2. There is no perfect mobility of labour and investment means among the 

co-operating countries. This causes that the equalization of the levels of the pro¬ 

ductivity of social labour among these countries must be achieved on the basis o 

their own domestic resources. The sovereign nature of the national economy of each 

country necessitates the preservation of balanced foreign trade and payments. 

3. The exchange of the products included in specialization among the countries 

concerned is based on world prices which are uniform and independent of differ¬ 

ences in labour outlays needed for the production of a given commodity in par¬ 

ticular countries1. 
A simplified diagram of within-sector specialization corresponding to the above 

conditions will look as follows: 
— let us assume that in the three countries A, B and C there is the same level 

of the productivity of labour in a given sector and that each of them produces 15 

commodities in the same amount of 20 units. Since world prices aie the same foi 

particular commodities then each country will obtain, say, 150 units of international 

currency for its products. The cost of production measured by the length of work¬ 

ing time is also the same and amounts to 40 thousand hours in each country; 

_let Us assume that no investment outlays are required to change the range 

of products; 
— let us assume that as a result of specialization each country limits the range 

to i of the number of commodities and increases the production of each of the 

retained commodities threefold. Thus each country will produce 5 commodities, 

each in the amount of 60 units. Since we have already as-sumed that world prices, 

regardles of the product, are the same, then the value of production expressed in 

the international currency will not change and will amount to 150 units in each 

country. Each country will now exchange its products to the value of 100 interna¬ 

tional monetary units, in order to satisfy by imports the domestic demand foi the 

goods that it has ceased to produce. 

1 Studies have been embarked upon by CMEA to develop a common cost basis for unit 

prices used in trade among the CMEA countries in accordance with the conditions of produc¬ 

tion and exchange prevailing in the socialist countries. 
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— let us assume that the threefold increase in the production of each commo¬ 

dity was accompanied by a rise in the productivity of labour by 20 per cent which 

will result in the lowering of the cost of production in each country by 8 thousand 

hours. 

As a result, the advantage accrued to each country in consequence of special¬ 

ization was a lowering of the social labour outlays needed for meeting the domestic 

demand of the same magnitude and structure. The advantage has accrued as a re¬ 

sult of enlarging the market for particular products. 

In our example the advantages were the same in each country and were pro¬ 

portional to the volume of foreign trade turnover that has resulted from specializa¬ 

tion. In actual practice the advantages achieved by specialization in production 

vary, as a rule, from country to country. This is due to the fact that: 

— the level of the productivity of labour in a given industry (branch) may be 

different in particular countries; 

— the sensitivity of production costs to production increases may vary. In 

those products in which the share of raw and other materials is large, even a sub¬ 

stantial increase in production may only slightly lower the cost of production. 

As a rule, the costs expressing the outlays of living labour are more sensitive to 

increases. Thus the cost structure in production affected by specialization will in¬ 

fluence a rise in the productivity of labour; 

— an increase in production will be due, as a rule, to new investments. The 

size of investment outlays and consequently the technical level of investment pro¬ 

jects may be different in particular countries. It will depend upon the human and 

capital resources of the country concerned. In effect, countries possessing more 

capital will be able to apply better technique, and vice versa. This does not neces¬ 

sarily predetermine the volume of savings in the cost of production thus achieved, 

because these savings depend also upon the leveljof real wages in the country. How¬ 

ever, the impact of the level of technique on new investments may cause differ¬ 

ences in the magnitude of advantages achieved in particular countries. 

Let us now consider a situation in which, in consequence of the factors de¬ 

scribed above, the unit costs of production without specialization are different 

and are the lowest in country A. In this situation, if we wanted to achieve the abso¬ 

lutely lowest costs of production for all three countries we would have to produce 

all commodities in one country. The remaining countries B and C could satisfy 

their demand by importing these commodities from country A. To balance their 

foreign trade countries B and C would have to export those commodities which 

they could produce more efficiently than country A. It could be surmised, with 

a high degree of probability, that under these conditions country A would turn 

out to be more economically developed than countries B and C. In this case their 

export potential could conceivably be in agriculture or in the extracting industry 

providing that they were endowed with the resources of raw materials that would 

be easy to exploit. It is easy to show that this would lead to a further increase in 
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the economic inequalities among these countries because the export of raw materials 

and agricultural products is generally less profitable than the export of manufac¬ 

tured goods. 
Of course, not every inter-sector division of production among economically 

sovereign countries leads to the widening of economic gap. The effect may be posi¬ 

tive and may even lead to a greater equality in the economic levels of the countries 

concerned if, under the conditions of different levels of productivity among different 

countries, we are guided not by the criterion of the absolute minimum of labour 

outlays in all countries, but by the criterion of a relative minimum. Then each country 

has an equal chance of participating in inter-sector specialization and in reaping 

the advantages thus accrued. The second condition is the determination of type 

of specialization and of its scope from the point of view of balancing foreign trade. 

With this approach the distinction between within-sector and inter-sector special¬ 

ization becomes, really, a formality. The differences appearing in this case are 

those of scale rather than of the nature and essence of the advantages achieved 

by specialization in particular countries2. The smaller the differences in the level 

of the productivity of labour among the countries concerned, the smaller the part 

played by these differences. 
In the above example we could have proved just as easily the rationality of 

inter-sector specialization assuming that the division of production applies not to 

the products of the same industry (sector) but to the products of different sectors. 

As a result, the countries involved would reap the advantages of larged markets 

for this products. The greater the differences in lowering production costs by in¬ 

creasing production and the greater the differences in the material and value struc¬ 

tures of costs, the greater would be the differences in the advantages accrued. 

The idea of co-operation and economic assistance could, in this situation, be 

expanded by the acceptance of the rule of dividing joint advantages resultant from 

specialization among all the participants in proportion to their participation in 

specialization. In other words, the advantages accruing to each country in propor¬ 

tion to increased trade resulting from specialization should be on the same level. 

The equalization of the rate of gain among the countries concerned could be attain¬ 

ed by applying appropriate equalization subsidies in international clearing, or in 

some other way. 

It follows from the above considerations that when capital and human re¬ 

sources are in short supply the rational criterion of within-sector specialization among 

particular countries is the criterion of relative and not of absolute advantages. 

This corresponds to viewing specialization from the standpoint of the interests of 

particular countries. It is in the interest of all countries to maximize joint advan¬ 

tages. The criterion of an absolute increase in advantages can be fully applied only 

2 This applies to manufacturing. The international devision of labour between manufactur¬ 

ing and the extracting (raw materials) industry is a more complex problem, outside the scope 

of this paper. 
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when the economies of particular countries constitute one economic entity in which 

capital and human resources can circulate freely3. 

Let us now deal with the problem of determining the advantages of within- 

sector specialization. The magnitude of advantages for one country depends upon 

the difference between the cost of production before and after specialization. The 

calculation is based on the hypothesis that as production increases labour outlays 

per unit of product decline. This hypothesis is not always true in practice. In most 

cases production increases depend upon the introduction of more efficient technique 

which raises the productivity of labour and lowers the cost of production. 

An analysis of the efficiency of specialization cannot be limited to studying the 

current costs (K) of an enterprise. Specialization should by analysed from the point 

of view of the criterion of general economic efficiency. And then efficiency depends 

not only upon the effect of a decrease in cost as production increases but also upon 

its relationship to the size of investment outlays required for introducing new tech¬ 

nique which raised the productivity of labour. In order to take into account the 

general economic criterion we have to add the investment factor — J to the cost 

of production factor in our calculations = -^Z+Aj. ^ denotes the size of the 

investment outlays necessary for increasing production and T is a limiting period 

of the profitability of investment outlays for more efficient technique | thus — is 

a normative coefficient od efficiencyj. The extent to which the investment factoi 

in the calculation of efficiency affects the result depends upon changes in the capital 

intensity of production and the limiting period of profitability T. 

T is the same for the whole country. There are differences in T in particular 

countries. Where capital resources are relatively high and manpower low the mar¬ 

ginal period of profitability is greater, and vice versa. Thus T determines the level 

of investment acceptable from the point of view of the internal economic conditions 

of the country and of the internal criterion of the efficiency of investments. 

The effect of increasing production on the cost of production and on the capital 

intensity of production together with quantity T affect decisively the efficiency of 

specialization and the optimal level of specialized production (e.g. production 

runs) determined by the point in which E = — J-\-K = min. 

3 This criterion can be applied at present to the co-operation among the socialist countries 

with respect to the extracting industries. If the output of a raw material is most efficient m country 

A then an increase in production in country A to meet the requirements of other countries may 

take place providing that assistance is obtained from other countries for investment and perhaps 

even operating purposes. Investment assistance for the manufacturing industries is not warrante 

because in this field the chances of efficient production are the same in all countries m the near 

or more distant future. The only permanent limiting condition may turn out to be the cost of trans¬ 

portation. 
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It is not always possible to achieve the optimal volume of the production (run) 

of a given commodity in the course of the co-ordination of production among the 

countries concerned. This is due to the simple reason that the scale of production 

does not depend upon one country, but it depends upon all countries participating 

in specialization and their demand for a given product may vary. And secondly, 

it is in the interest of all the countries involved to maximize joint advantages (i.e. 

the sum of the advantages accrued to particular countries) and not to maximize 

the advantages for each country separately. 
Within-sector specialization leads to matched sales in foreign trade. The in¬ 

creased production of certain commodities with the elimination of others produced 

before is accompanied by increased exports and imports. As mentioned above, 

the rule is that payments resulting from increased foreign trade are balanced. There¬ 

fore, the notion of the programme of specialization in production for the whole 

industry or branch should be used and the advantages due to specialization should 

be calculated with respect to this programme. 

Let us assume that in consequence of specialization agreements country A has 

the following production programme before und after specialization: 

Production Programme 

Before specialization After specialization 

Product Quan- Unit Total 1 
J. - 

Total 

1 
J 

Quan- Unit Total 1 
J j 

Total 

1 
tity cost cost tity cost cost Jy+k 

*1 100 25 2,500 700 3,200 200 20 4,000 1,300 5,300 

*2 180 23 4,200 1,017 5,217 250 20 5,000 1,400 6,200 

60 30 1,800 417 2,217 — — — — — 

40 25 1,000 200 1,200 — — — — — 

20 25 500 166 666 — — — — — 

2 — — 10,000 2,500 12,500 — — 9,000 2,700 11,700 

The programme of production after specialization will be accompanied by the 

following programme of foreign trade: 

Export-Import Programme after Specialization 

Product 
World unit prices in 

international currency 

Export Import 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

0.4 100 40 _ _ 

X, 0.5 70 35 — — 

x3 0.6 — — 60 36 

X4 0.4 — — 40 16 

x$ 0.4 — — 20 8 

y — — 75 — 60 
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It follows from the above tables that the variant of the production programme 

after specialization is more efficient from the point of view of production costs 

and investment outlays than the variant before specialization. Hence, it follows 

that VEJ i+A,]±0M.J51>,, where: /„ denotes investments before 

specialization, i^0—the cost of production before specialization, /.—investments 

after specialization, Ks—the cost of production after specialization, 0bal the bal 

ance of foreign trade after specialization, ED — the index of the average efficiency 

of investments in export production4. 
This inequality must be satisfied by the variant after specialization if it is to 

be considered as more efficient in comparison with the variant before specialization. 

In the numerical example above the fact that investment outlays after specialization 

are higher than in the variant before specialization by 2700-/—2500-T= 200-T, 

has been outweighed by the lowering of the cost ot production and by the additional 

advantages from the favorable balance of trade. This reflects the index of the effi¬ 

ciency of the specialization programme. In our example it is +/fsj±0 bal ■En = 

1 
= 11700— \5-Ed , whereas for the programme before specialization it is^/0 

= 12500. Thus 11,700—15< 12,500. In consequence country A has saved 

12,500—11,700 = 800 units (in the international currency), having satisfied its 

domestic demand to the same extent as before. Moreover its balance of foreign 

trade is now positive and amounts to 75-60 = 15 units in the international cur¬ 

rency which after converting into the domestic currency is 15 EDn • Thus the com¬ 

bined advantages of specialization in production are 800+15 EDn units in the 

domestic currency. 
It should be stressed that in the above example exports and imports have not 

been balanced and therefore country A has gained an additional advantage m the 

amount of its positive balance of foreign trade. In the example this has been em¬ 

phasized on purpose, because cases when foreign trade is fully balanced after specia¬ 

lization are rare and not typical. It is extremely difficult to achieve the ideal state 

of the full equilibrium of foreign trade in the co-ordination of the plans of particular 

countries. In fact, this is impossible to achieve in practice and certain deviation 

from equilibrium have to be expected. This, of course, does not undermine that 

4 The index of the investments in export production (or import prevention production) is 

1 
~j’J+Kp . 1 

calculated in the following way: EDn -- 
D„ 

where J denotes investment outlays, —■ the 

normative coefficient of efficiency, t+-the cost of manufacturing after deducting the cost of raw 

materials in foreign currencies from the cost of production, Ar-net revenue m foreign currencies 

after deducting from gross revenue the foreign currency value of raw materials. The numera or 

is expressed in domestic currency and the denominator in the international currency. 
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whole principle of striving for a full equilibrium. It remains an important goal 

by which we should be guided in co-ordinating the plans of the countries under¬ 

taking within-sector specialization of production. 

We can now determine the general conditions and formulae for calculating 

the relative advantages of within-sector specialization. 

The basic condition of the greater efficiency of the programme of production 

allowing for specialization and of the possible variants of this programme is that 

the following inequality should be satisfied: 

± 

±0bal-2 •EDn > T y^Jsn -jT + ^snl ±Obal-n ’ ^Dn 

where the notations are as above and si, s2... sn stand for different variations of 

the specialization programme. 

Thus, the main formula for defining the amount of the economic advantages 

of within-sector specialization is as follows6: 

£ ~f 7o+*o • wo-J^ Y Js+Xs ‘ H’s] ±0ba1' E°n 

where 

Ws denotes the economic advantages of specialization in terms of the domestic 

currency, 

~ denotes the normative coefficient of efficiency, 

J0 denotes the investment outlays in particular product lines without specializa¬ 

tion, 

x0 denotes the number of commodities produced before specialization 

iv0 denotes the unit cost of the commodities produced before specialization (in 

the domestic currency), 

Js denotes the investment outlays in particular product lines after specialization 

xs denotes the number of commodities produced after specialization, 

ws denotes the unit cost of the commodities produced after specialization (in the 

domestic currency), 

0bai denotes the balance of foreign trade in the commodities included in specializa¬ 

tion (in the international currency), 

EDn denotes the index of the average foreign currency efficiency of investments 

related to the export production of a given country. 

This technique—only a little modified—was put before the Economic Commission of CMEA 

as the most suitable for interest of various countries. It was based upon S. Gora’s, Z. Knyziak’s 
M. Rakowski’s works. 
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The amount of advantages should be comparable to the advantages accrued 

in other countries participing in specialization. Therefore, these advantages should 

also be calculated in the international currency. This can be achieved by dividing 

Ws by the index EDn. 

^sd = 

rrJS+Xs 
T 

±0 toal* 

where Wsd denotes the economic advantage of specialization in terms of the inter¬ 

national currency; the other notations are as above. 

Thus the combined advantages of specializations are the sum of the advan¬ 

tages Wsd of each of the countries participating in specialization. Striving for the 

maximization of combined advantages should constitute a basis for the allocation 

of specialization targets among the particular countries. 

It is easy to see that in the above formulae the advantages of specialization 

are expressed in the units of the index of the investment efficiency of the production 

programme. They combine the real quantities of the cost of production (K) and the 

conventional investment factor ~ J, thus providing a basis for a full determination 

of the economic effects of specialization. Apart from this basic computational 

approach to the advantages of specialization additional calculations can be made 

to separate the cost effect from the investment effect arising from specialization. 

In our example within-sector specialization resulted in the lowering of pro¬ 

duction costs by 10000-9000 = 1000 units in the domestic currency. To these ad¬ 

vantages should be added the advantage of the positive trade balance in the amount 

of 15 units in the international currency which after converting into the domestic 

currency amounts to 15 • eex, where eex is the index of the average foreign curiency 

efficiency of the export of a given country6. 

Thus the overall real savings in the cost of production are: 1000+15 • eex. Sim¬ 

ilarly we can calculate the investment effect. In our example the investment out¬ 

lays on production without specialization were 2500 • T, and after specialization 

2700 • T. However, the excess of investment outlays after specialization amounting 

to 200 T should be reduced by the additional advantage of having a positive balance 

of payments. In this case the investment gain is 15 • mex where mex is the average 

capital intensity of export production in a given country7. The final real effect of 

6 The index of the foreign currency efficiency of exports differs from the index EDn in that 

the former does not allow for the investment factor. 

£ex = ^Pt the notations being as in EDn. The index of the average foreign currency efficiency 
On 

of exports determines the cost incurred on the average by the national economy for obtaining 

a foreign unit for the exported goods. 

7 The index mex = —, where J denotes investment outlays and Dn as above. 
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within-sector specialization is in our example 1000+15 • eex in savings in the cost 

of production in the domestic currency and 200-15 mex in the surplus of invest¬ 

ment outlays. (The total of the real effect may assume positive or negative values 

depending upon the costs and investment outlays in the programmes compared 

and upon the balance of foreign trade). 
The above method of calculating the efficiency and the scale of advantages 

accruing to each country from within-sector specialization can be used also for 

estimating the advantages of inter-sector specialization in manufacturing. As the 

productivity of labour in manufacturing approaches the same level in particular 

countries, and the facts seem to confirm this assumption, the inter-sector speciali¬ 

zation of production may become a natural consequence of the development of 

within-sector specialization, not excluding the latter, of course. International specia¬ 

lization in production amongst the socialist countries does not exhaust the possi¬ 

bilities of economic co-operation within CMEA. In contrast to specialization 

in production, however, other forms usually require financial assistance in current 

operations, both in the form of material and human resources. Economic criteria 

of these forms of co-operation and the corresponding methods of calculation are 

now being studied in the socialist countries. 



Tadeusz Kowalik 

Poland 

R. LUXEMBURG’S THEORY OF ACCUMULATION 
AND IMPERIALISM 

(An Attempted Interpretation) 

I 

When in January 1912 R. Luxemburg set about completing a popular outline of 

her lectures in economics she encountered an unexpected difficulty in presenting 

capitalist production in its specific interrelations and the objective historic limits 

of capitalism. She then concluded that—as she wrote in the Foreword to The Ac¬ 

cumulation of Capital—what matters is not only the method of exposition, but also 

the solution of an important theoretical problem, only touched upon by Marx m 

the second volume of Capital. While arranging the first chapter of the popular outline 

she was still convinced that in Marx’s theory economics has found its “crowning 

achievement” and can be developed by his disciples only in detalis. Working on the 

last chapter (Trends in the Development of a Capitalist Economy) she comes to the 

conclusion that it is necessary to embark upon a new analysis of the basic problems 

of the capitalist system as a whole and to study the new problems that have emerged 

in the new stage of capitalism. 
Her changed attitude toward Marx’s theoretical achievements manifested itself 

in a changed attitude toward Capital. In the Introduction to Political Economy she 

uses the method that Marx applied in the first colume of Capital. Similarly as m this 

part of Marx’s work and in the first two parts of the second volume of Capital the 

starting point for R. Luxemburg was an analysis of individual capital. It is true that 

this method differs considerably from the micro-economic method of analysis devel¬ 

oped toward the end of the 19 th century, since both Marx and R. Luxemburg always 

remembered that individual capital is only a relatively independent part of social 

capital. However, as long as this analysis has not been crowned by a study of total 

social capital and of its internal interdependence, their method also could not be 

called macro-economic. The very essence of the turning point in the views of R. Luxem¬ 

burg in the course of the year 1912 consists in grasping the importance of this kind of 

(macro-economic) analysis. Fascinated both by Marx’s method used by him in the 

third part of the second volume of Capital (The Reproduction and Circulation of Total 

Social Capital) and by the Marxian reproduction schemata contained in that pait 

she embarks upon writing her opus magnus. 

{203] 
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The genealogy of problems and methods used in The Accumulation of Capital 

stems, then, from the last part of the second volume of the work of Marx. It is through 

the prism of this method that she evaluates the achievements of economic thought 

in literature, exposing now Quesney as the author of Economic Tables and a forerun¬ 

ner of the Marxian theory of reproduction. In Marx’s construction she saw the most 

perfect embodiment of the Marxian method of abstraction (dialectic deduction) 

and the most important tool of economic analysis. 

Quesney advanced in her eyes to the rank of a founder of economics as an exact 

science and the same criterion of evaluation—the maturity of the approach to the 

problem of reproduction—compells her to criticize Adam Smith not for losing in 

universal categories the specific features of a bourgeois society, but, on the contrary, 

for the fact that “the specifically capitalist function of wage labour in the productive 

process completely obscured for him the eternal and universal function of the means 

of production within the labour process1. 

Answering the question why in later studies the treatment of this problem was 

less advanced than the approach taken by Quesnay, and why Marx could essentially 

push forward the theory of reproduction, she emphasizes the discovery by Marx 

of the dual nature of labour creating value. “This inspired fundamental law of Marx’s 

theory of value (...) led him (...) to distinguish and to integrate those two aspects 

in the total reproductive process: the aspect of value and that of actual material 

connections”2. 

R. Luxemburg attached a great deal of importance to the fact that Marx distin¬ 

guished between, and presented schematically the two basic divisions of social 

production—the division producing the means of production and the division pro¬ 

ducing the means of consumption. Thanks to this fundamental idea it has become 

possible to make a precise analysis of the problem of social reproduction. Pre-Marx¬ 

ian economics could not reconcile an analysis of the process of labour from the 

material angle with the value—approach to production and could not reconcile 

the forms of the movement of individual capital with the movement of total social 

capital. Creating the schemata of simple reproduction Marx threw on this problem 

a ray of light, comprising in two surprisingly simple series of numbers all these points 

of view with their interdependencies and contradictions3. 

R. Luxemburg was not the only one fascinated by the Marxian construction of 

the schemata of reproduction. Under the influence of this construction was, for 

instance, a great part of the economic writings of the Russian legal Marxists (partic¬ 

ularly Boulghakov and Tougan-Baranovsky), and also the first economic works 

by Lenin, amongst others his Development of Capitalism in Russia. They valued this 

construction, however, for providing a solution to the problem of reproduction and 

realization in the conditions of a capitalist economy. Luxemburg was the only known 

1 R. Luxemburg, The Accumulation of Capital, London 1951, p. 73. 
2 Ibid., p. 105 

3 Ibid., pp. 264-265. 
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economist who had noticed, even before World War I, the universal, supracapital- 

istic nature and significance of this theoretical construction and who had realized 

that these schemata will also be of great importance in a socialist economy. 

In the work of R. Luxemburg there is a fairly detailed description of the appli¬ 

cation of these schemata (of both simple and expanded reproduction) to the condi¬ 

tions prevailing in a socialist economy. The comments of R. Luxemburg on this 

subject may sound commonplace today. However, viewed historically they were an 

important event. Let us investigate this matter more closely. 

Criticizing the classical and vulgar bourgeois economics Marx waged for decades 

a battle for the recognition of the historical nature of capitalism and of the categories 

reflecting its features and of the economic laws governing it, and thus also for the 

recognition of the historical character of political economy. Under these circumstances 

it was easy to fall into polemic extremes, to disregard the importance of formu¬ 

lating categories and laws of universal application, that is those pertaining to all 

material production by man. Even Engels whose interest more often went beyond 

the problems of the capitalist system (even in his work in which he postulated the 

creation of political economy in a broader sense, having as its subject-matter also 

the economy of pre-capitalistic formations) wrote: “Who would like to apply to the 

economy of Tierrct del Fuego the same laws as to the economy of the contemporary 

England he would produce nothing but most commonplace cliches”4. This con¬ 

viction haunted Marxian writers for a long time and can explain the great importance 

attached to one sentence written by Lenin with reference to Bukharin’s book on the 

period of transition and published only toward the end of the nineteen twenties. 

In this sentence Lenin pointed out the necessity of analysing the proportions between 

Division I and Division II and the share of accumulation also in the conditions of 

communism5. A general realization of the importance of the Marxian reproduction 

schema for the theory of the political economy of socialism is a relatively recent 

development6. Later still, partly due to the influence of Leontieff’s input-output tables, 

the scope of its general theoretical application, regardless of the political system, and 

its real significance have come to be generally recognized. The first systematic outline 

of “the general theory of reproduction” was given by Oscar Lange7. He also anounc- 

ed that his presentation of the more basic problem of political economy will begin 

4 F. Engels, Anty Duhring, Warsaw 1948, pp. 174-176.1 discussed this matter in greater detail 

in my paper Zprehistoriiekonomiipolitycznejsocjalizmu (From the Prehistory of the Political Econo¬ 

my of Socialism), “Ekonomista” No. 4/63. 

5 Leninskij Sbornik, vol. XI, published for the first time in 1929. An interesting comment on 

this utterance by Lenin—see G. Tyemkin Karola Marksa obraz gospodarki (Marx’s Picture of Econ¬ 

omy), Warsaw 1962, p. 244-5. 
c J. Stalin enumerates a number of theses of the Marxian theory of reproduction which are 

applicable also to a socialist economy (Ekonomiczne problemy socjalizmu ZSRR, Warsaw 1952, 

p 37)—which can be regarded as an adequate summary of the views of R. Luxemburg. 

7 O. Lange: Teoria reprodukcjiiakumulacji (The Theory of Reproduction and Accumulation). 

Warsaw 1961. 
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with the theory of reproduction and accumulation thus interpreted*. A return to the 

theory of reproduction of Quesney-Marx manifests itself in contemporary econo¬ 

mic literature not only in direct references to the schemata, but in an increasing 

application of the analysis of total quantities, first of all, in the theory of growth, and 

particularly in the analysis of the dynamics and the factors of growth of national 

income and its distribution with respect to developed and underdeveloped countries 

both in the socialist and in the capitalist system. It is interesting to note, however, 

that all this happened as if irrespective of the conclusions reached by R. Luxemburg, 

without any reference to her achievements in this field. 

II 

R. Luxemburg appraised very highly the cognitive values of the Marxian schem¬ 

ata of reproduction primarily as a tool of macro-economic analysis and she thought 

that for Marx it would have only been a matter of time to take advantage of this tool 

of analysis for studying the specific features of reproduction and the accumulation 

of total social capital. From this point of view this is perhaps the least elaborate part 

of Capital (the third part of the second volume) and the analysis of accumulation is 

only just begun. Without further transformations the Marxian schema of accumula¬ 

tion (expaned reproduction) cannot be used for an analysis of the accumulation of 

capital because it contains a number of assumptions which make it difficult to under¬ 

stand the movements of total capital. 
According to R. Luxemburg the fault of the schema of accumulation stems 

from the following four incorrect assumptions: 
1. The schema assumes that capitalist production creates a sufficiently large 

sales market for itself and that, therefore, an indentity between the conditions of 

production and realization can be assumed. This is at odds not only with the spirit 

of Marx’s theory but also with many utterances in the first and third volume of 

Capital in which it is stressed that there is a tendency on the part of total demand to 

lag behind rapidly increasing production. 
2. In the Marxian schema the monetary form and the monetary phase of capital 

in the process of the accumulation of capital are disregarded. No conclusions are drawn 

from the fact of rejecting by Marx (in the first volume of Capital) the Say’s Law. 

It is assumed that all savings are somehow transformed by the capitalists into real 

accumulation. The disregard of the circulation of money in the schema in her 

opinion, “has great disadvantages of its own”8 9. 

8 O. Lange, Political Economy, Vol. 1, Warsaw 1963, p. XI. 

0 Because it is forgotten that “Even if the transformation of the surplus value is not essential 

to real reproduction it is the economic sine qua non of capitalist accumulation (ibid., p. 139). 

Although Marx raised this problem many times in the second volume of Capital, but in her opinion, 

the shortcoming of his analysis was that “he attempted to solve the problem formulating it incorrectly 

as the matter of the sources of money. In fact, what matters is the actual demand, the consumption, 

of commodities and not the sources of money used for paying for these commodities”. In the light of 
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3. Marx analyses the accumulation of capital within the framework of society 

composed exclusively of the capitalist class and the working class, that is within the 

framework of pure capitalism. This assumption rendered impossible, in her opinion, 

the discovery for whose benefit the expansion of production takes place. Approached 

from this angle the schema can only be interpreted as a vision of production tor 

production10. R. Luxemburg keeps asking: what is the starting point for accumula¬ 

tion, what provides incentives for expanding production and consequently, who 

is the buyer of steadily expanding production, or more strictly, of the capitalized sur¬ 

plus value? According to R. Luxemburg no answer can be given to these questions 

on the basis of Marx’s assumptions. 

4. Finally, R. Luxemburg criticizes the Marxian schema for disregarding the 

increasing productivity of labour, for assuming an unchanging organic composition 

of capital. Similarly as was the case with many Marxists of her days, she knew then 

only one type of technical progress which is now called “capital-consuming . She 

was convinced that technical progress must manifest itself in an increasing share 

of fixed capital in the value of the product, i.e. in the increasing organic composition 

of capital, or, what for her was only another way of expressing the same phenomenon, 

in an increasing share of Division’ (the production of the means of production) 

in the total social product. Thus the fact of allowing for technical progress was 

supposed to introduce into the problem of reproduction numerous difficulties in 

maintaining the proportions both value-wise and material-wise. 

these contentions by R. Luxemburg it is surprising that Paul M. Sweezy accused her that: “We leave 

out of account altogether purely monetary problems of capital accumulation though she devotes 

a great deal of attention to them, frequently even confusing the question, where does the demand 

come from with the question, where does the money come from. It is in discussing the later question 

that she shows to least advantage; but it is, after all, a minor problem which is essentially irrelevant 

to her main thesis”. (P. M. Sweezy, Theory of Capitalist Development, New York 1942, p. 204). 

It can be argued, of course, that R. Luxemburg did not quite understand Marx in this respect that 

her reasoning is not correct. But the misunderstanding consists in the fact that she has been accused 

of the very thing against which she so consistently fought. 

10 Ibid, pp. 333-334. R. Luxemburg saw, of courses, that expanded reproduction is expressed 
in an increase in the consumption fund of the capitalists and in the wage fund (w and v). She thought, 

however, that this does not solve the problem of equilibrium between production and consumption 

in a capitalist economy. Thus the known joke by Bucharin, allegedly exposing the main error of 

R. Luxemburg's theory of accumulation, that “if someone excludes expanded reproduction at the 

beginning of a logical proof, it is naturally easy to make it disappear at the end; it is simply a question 

of the simple reproduction of a simple logical error” (Der Imperialisms und die Akkumulation des 

Kapitals, Vienna-Berlin, 1926, p. 20)—misses the point completely. Bucharin’s joke stemmed from 

the extreme disregard of the problem of underconsumption in the capitalist system. It is surprising 

that this joke provides the basis for the criticism of Luxemburg’s theory, written by Sweezy in the 

foreward to the Italian edition of her work which was published in 1960, at the same time when the 

author of the foreword worked together with P. Baran on the book on the contemporary American 

capitalism whose central part is devoted to the Problem of Surplus Absorption (compare the 

titles of Chapters 3-7 given in the “Monthly Review”, No. 3-4, 1962) which is the central theme of 

R. Luxemburg’s work. 
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III 

At different stages of her thinking R. Luxemburg tried to reject Marx’s assump¬ 

tion which she criticized. However, with one exception (which shall be elaborated 

upon later on) this has not led her to an appropriate change in the construction of 

the schemata of reproduction. After a long consideration of the role of money in 

capitalist reproduction contained in the first part of the book R. Luxemburg does 

not return to this problem in Part III in which she develops her own approach to the 

problem of capitalist accumulation. The situation is similar with regard to the next 

problem. Luxemburg did not confine herself to attacking the one-sidedness of the 

view that capitalist expanded reproduction determines the size of the market, and 

emphasized the reverse relationship—that of the dependence of the process of expand¬ 

ing production on the size of the market, seeing in the insufficiency of total demand 

a bottleneck limiting production. The problem of insufficient demand is somewhat 

of an obsession of her book. It would not be an exaggeration to say that she succeeded 

in coming close to the contemporary problem of equilibrium between savings and 

investments. This is the way in which should be interpreted her contention that 

the conditions of the realization and the conditions of the capitalization of surplus 

value differ from each other both with respect to time and with respect to place11. 

But nowhere has she succeeded in presenting her views on this subject in the form 

of an improved schema. 

The situation is not different with respect to the Marxian abstraction of pure 

capitalism. Although the criticism of this abstraction runs throughout the whole 

book, whenewer she resorts to the schemata of reproduction she uses the Marxian 

schemata based on this assumption. In this sense, that is in the sense of her under¬ 

standing the scientific precision of an analysis following on the lines of Quesney’s 

Tables, Rosa Luxemburg did not even make an attempt at “a strictly scientific ap- 

11 Ibid., p. 421 Cf. also p. 342. A similar interpretation of the work of R. Luxemburg was given 

in 1930 by M. Kalecki. Strassing certain basic similarities between his approach to investment and 

national income and the theory of reproduction developed by Marx and Luxemburg he noted that 

in the second volume of Capital Marx showed interest in the ideal conditions of equilibrium but 

did not ponder over what happens when investment do not ensure equilibrium and therefore failed 

to realize the key role of investments in determining the volume of production and employment. 

“Exactly the reverse attitude—wrote Kalecki—is represented by one of his eminent pupils, Rosa 

Luxemburg. In her Akkumulation des Kapitals she stressed the point that if capitalists are saving, 

their profits can be “realized” only if a corresponding amount is spent by them on investment. She, 

however, considered impossible the persistence of net investment (at least in the long run) in a closed 

capitalist economy; thus, according to her, it is only the existence of exports to the non-capitalist 

countries which allows for the expansion of capitalist system. The theory cannot be accepted as a whole, 

but the necessity of covering the “gap of saving” by home investment or exports was outlined by 

her perhaps more clearly, than anywhere else before the publication of Mr. Keynes's General Theory” 

(M. Kalecki, Essays in the Theory of Economic Fluctuations, London 1939, p. 45-46). Joan Robinson’s 

interpretation in her foreword to the English translation of the work of R. Luxemburg goes along 

the same general line. 
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proach” to the problem of the accumulation of capital, to say nothing of the hope 

expressed by her in the foreward that her approach will succeed. 

The only correction made by Luxemburg in the schemata was that she allowed 

for an increase in the productivity of labour. She did it by introducing the increasing 

organic composition of capital to the Marxian second schema of expanded repro¬ 

duction. The ratio of fixed capital (c) to variable capital (v) is in her interpretation 

5 :1 in the first year, 6:1 in the second year, 7:1 in the third year and 8:1 in the fourth 

year. In this way she obtained for these four years (periods) the figures whose ratios 

indicate an increasing deficit of the means of production (16 for the second year, 

45 for the third and 88 for the fourth) and an increasing corresponding surplus of 

the means of consumption12. 

The schema thus constructed becomes for R. Luxemburg a basis for reaching 

conclusions whose main theme is that no change “in the method of production in 

the course of accumulation” can be accomplished without undermining the basic 

assumptions of the Marxian schema. She also contended that disproportions arising 

because of that in the process of capitalist accumulation can be liquidated or damp¬ 

ened only outside the framework of pure capitalism by exchange between capitalist 

and pre-capitalist systems. 

It is easy to see that all this reasoning is based on two dubious assumptions. 

One of them has not survided the test of confrontation with reality. There is little 

doubt today that technical progress does not have to manifest itself in an increase 

in the organic composition of capital. From this point of view progress may be 

neutral or even capital-saving, that is it can result in a decrease in the organic com¬ 

position of capital. The second error consist in accepting as consistent with reality 

an acceptable simplifying assumption, when in fact accumulation does not have 

to be allocated to the same division in which it had been obtained13,14. 

12 Ibid., pp. 337-339. 

13 O. Lange was right in writting: “In the Marxian schemata and in later considerations by 

Lenin there was the simplifying assumption that accumulation is allocated to the same division in 

which it had been obtained. In real life, however, there are flows of accumulation between the di¬ 

visions (...). In a planned economy accumulation comes primarily from Division II and is allocated 

mostly in Division I”. O. Lange, Teoria reprodukcji i akumulacji (The Theory of Reproduction and 

Accumulation) Warsaw, 1961, p. 41. In this work Lange also proved that it is not true that changes 

in the proportions between Division I and Division II are directly affected by changes in the organic 

composition of capital (cf. ibid., p. 48-49). 

11 Both these erroneous theses by Rosa Luxemburg had become a theoretical starting point 

for two different books by Marxist authors. The book by Fritz Sternberg: Der lmperalismus was 

published in 1926. The author’s contention (not a simplifying assumption, but a contention) that 

accumulation cannot be transferred from one division to anather plays an important part in the 

theoretical construction. Cf. also Der Imperialismus und seine Kritiker by the same author, 1929, 

p. 29. The basic theoretical design aspounded by Henryk Grossmann in his work: Das Akkumula- 

tions-und Zusammenbrucksgesetz des kapitalistischen Systems, 1929, is based on the law of more 

rapid growth of Division I. Stenberg was at that time a follower of Rosa Luxemburg s economic 

theory and Grossmann was her ardent epponent. These two books were the subject of the heated 
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IV 

Thus in her only attempt to introduce corrections in the Marxian schemata of 

expanded reproduction R. Luxemburg cannot claim any visible theoretical achieve¬ 

ments. Her attempt deserves attention as the first effort in literature to introduce 

technical progress to the general formula of economic growth1®, but it has not contrib¬ 

uted to advancing the problem of the capitalist accumulation of capital. What is 

more, no conclusions resulted from this attempt concerning her main contention that 

the tendency to underconsumption is the main source of basic difficulties in capitalism. 

In relation to other faults noticed by her in the Marxian schemata of expanded repro¬ 

duction as tools for solving this problem, she did not even make such an attempt. 

In this sense the book by Rosa Luxemburg is disappointing. However, even in its 

purely theoretical aspect this book was an important event in the development of 

economic thought, and not only because it drew attention to the universal value of 

inter-branch proportions in the schemata. 

Its importance consists in expounding the following theses or postulates: 

1) The stressing of the necessity of analysing the accumulation of capital (growth 

of a capitalist economy) in terms of aggregates. Rosa Luxemburg suggested that 

the problem of the movements of total social capital and the laws of its accumula¬ 

tion should be studied and presented in a mathematical form and should be analysed 

in terms as precise as those in which Marx presented his proportions and inter-branch 

relationships in social reproduction. Her error consisted in thinking that the schemata 

of reproduction are suitable for this purpose after a few improvements. Thus she 

overestimated Marx’s theoretical construction, rather than underestimated it.16 

2) An attempt at a theoretical formulation of the known Marxian statement 

that the conditions of production are not identical with the conditions of realization. 

In consequence of rejecting Say’s Law she tried to prove that also as far as the capi¬ 

talist class is concerned savings do not have to be equal to actual accumulation 

(investments), that accumulation is affected to a large extent by the prospect of a grow¬ 

ing sales; market which, in turn, is determined primarily the existing sales situation, 

that pure capitalism provides too weak a basis for rapid economic growth. 

This was the direction of the development of political economy in the following 

decades. The analysis of capitalism and of its development in aggregative terms and 

the emphasis on the deficiency of demand are the characteristic features of the Key- 

controversy that went on in the twenties and at the beginning of the thirties concerning the ques¬ 

tion of the collapse of capitalism. 
15 This was done earlier by Lenin in his work: With Reference to the So-called Question of the 

Markets (1893). This work was published for the first time only in 1937. 

10 Writing about the thirty-years long discussion on the importance of the Marxian schemata 

of reproduction for determining the prospects of the capitalist mode of production Oscar Lange 

concluded: “This discussion led nowhere because, as it has turned out, the schemata of equilibrium 

of reproduction do not suffice for solving the problem involved in this discussion”. O. Lange, Teoria 

reprodukcji i akumulacji (The Theory of Reproduction and Accumulation) op. cit. p. 61. 
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nesian revolution. The same applies to the pre-Keynesian theory of business cycles 

based on the Marxian principles and of the theory of the dynamics of capitalism 

developed later by M. Kalecki. 

3) For similar reasons well deserving notice is the attempt by Rosa Luxemburg 

to include the monetary system in the theory of capitalist reproduction and accumu¬ 

lation. In traditional economic literature this problem was neglected. Either the prob¬ 

lem of dynamic equilibrium under the conditions of capitalist accumulation was 

considered on the assumption of neutral money (see, for instance, works by Tougan- 
Baranovsky, Boulghakov, Grossman and others) or the problem of economic equilib¬ 

rium was limited to narrowly conceived market-money processes, in isolation from 

the problems of reproduction. It can be seen from numerous passages of the second 

volume of Capital that Marx’s aim was to include the monetary system to the anal¬ 

ysis of the problem of capitalist reproduction. However, his death prevented him 

from accomplishing this. It is true that neither had Rose Luxemburg succeeded in 

solving this tremendously difficult question. But in contrast to many other disciples 

of Marx she considered the solving of this problem as one of the most important 

tasks and she formulated it in a much more lucid and precise way than her predeces¬ 

sors. Similarly as in previously mentioned problems intuition had not failed her. 

She sensed correctly that without the inclusion of the monetary system the problem 

of equilibrium in the process of capitalist accumulation cannot be solved17. 

V 

Why did Rosa Luxemburg raise again the problem of incentives to accumulation, 

investments and technical progress? Marx analysed this problem exclusively with 

reference to an individual capitalist and only with this approach was it possible 

to be satisfied with the explanation of investment incentives given in the first volume 

of Capital. However, this explanation, consisting in saying that the capitalist strives 

incessantly to maximize his profits and that this striving becomes for each individual 

capitalist the “external law of compulsion” determined by competition, does not 

suffice when one wants to explain this problem in terms of total social capital. This an¬ 

swer, however, seems incomplete. It may be surmised that there was also another reason 

that prompted her to deal with this problem again. Reading her works one can detect 

the ripening understanding of changed investment incentives in the period of monop¬ 

olistic capitalism. The promoter of technical progress in capitalism was, in her 

17 One of the ways of solving this problem was given by Lange in his work: Price Flexibility 

and Employment, Bloomington 1944. From the point of view of interest to us Lange’ analyses in 

his book the mechanism of cumulative processes aiming at the transformation of the distortion of 

equilibrium on the market for one commodity into the state’ of disequilibrium ot the whole 

national economy and the conditions of restoring equilibrium. It seems that the book by Lange 

referred to here and the studies published by Kalecki taken together provide a sufficient solution 

to the problems raised by Rosa Luxemburg. This problem, however, cannot be elaborated upon 

here. 
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opinion, the small and medium entrepreneur. For the conditions in which this type 

of entrepreneur predominates it would suffice to analyse the incentives determined 

by free competition. But the entrepreneur of the period of free competition and 

with him the mechanism of competition are begining to fade away into the past. 

We are entering the era of industrial giants which R. Luxemburg analysed in her 

Social Reform. Therefore, it was necessary to go back to incentives and forces de¬ 

termining the dimensions of the accumulation of capital. 

In her discussion with Berstein Rosa Luxemburg expressed the following view: 

“In the general development of capitalism small capital, according to Marx, plays 

the part of the pioneer of technical revolution (...). If small capital is the champion 

of technical progress and if technical progress is the pulse of a capitalist economy 

then small capital is a phenomenon inseparable from capitalist development (■••)• 

The gradual disappearance of medium sized firms would not mean, as Bernstein seems 

to think, that the development of capitalism is revolutionary, but on the contrary, 

it would indicate, that it is stagnant and drowsy”18. 

In the light of this view The Accumulation of Capital can be regarded as R. Lux¬ 

emburg’s attempt to answer the following question: Why does capitalism not 

show signs of stagnation despite the fact that in the period of the maturity of capital¬ 

ism the role played by small and medium sized enterprises is becoming less and less 

important19. 
The general tenor of her answer is that because of a tendency to limit the consump¬ 

tion fund of the working class and because consumption expenditures of the capi¬ 

talists have their natural limits, pure capitalism is not in a position to provide suffi¬ 

ciently strong incentives to accumulation. An analysis in those terms cannot give 

an explanation for a rapid development of productive resources and the growth 

of production so far. A very large part of incentives to accumulation capitalism owes 

to a steady and uninterrupted economic exchange between the capitalist and non¬ 

capitalist environments. In this way Luxemburg combined an analysis of the eco¬ 

nomic dynamics of capitalism with changes in the economic and social structure 

of the world economy. In her opinion this should lead to a change of the view on the 

mutual relationship of what Marx called primitive accumulation and what he defined 

as the (proper) accumulation of capital. She argued that the processes included in 

the first category cannot be treated exclusively as an historical annex presenting 

the genesis of capital, the time of its birth. Seeing over more clearly the importance 

of the underdeveloped countries for the growth and future of the capitalist system 

18 Although the subtitle in The Accumulation is: A Contribution to the Economic Explanation 

of Imperialism, Rose Luxemburg does not deal in this work with an analysis of capitalistic associations. 

In one of the footnotes she explained that “It would go beyond the scope of the present treatise to 

deal with cartels and trusts as specific phenomena of the imperialist phase”. R. Luxemburg, The 

Accumulation of Capital, p. 457. 

19 R. Luxemburg, Reforma socjalna czy rewolucjal (Social Reform or Revolution?) in Wybor 

pism (Selected Papers) vol. I, Warsaw 1959, pp. 161 and 163. 
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she pressed for a broader interpretation of the process of the development of capital¬ 

ism than the interpretation given by Marx in Capital. Economic exchange between 

the capitalist and pre-capitalist environments is so important a part of this process 

that the term “primitive accumulation” does not seem to her to be a fortunate one20. 

Capital, in her opinion, not only is born “soaked in blood and dirt”, but grows later 

in very much the same way, until the moment of its collapse. 

Marx analysed the accumulation of capital on the assumption of the general 

and exclusive rules of capitalist production treating it exclusively as a relationship 

between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Rosa Luxemburg considers this approach 

as too narrow, because accumulation, as a real historical process, has two aspects. 

“One concerns the commodity market and the place where surplus value is' pro¬ 

duced—the factory, the mine, the agricultural estate. Regarded in this hight accumu¬ 

lation is a purely economic process (...). Here, in form at any rate, peace property 

and equality prevail and the keen didactics of scientific analysis were required in 

the course of accumulation into appropriation of other people’s property’ how 

commodity exchange into exploitation and equality becomes class-rule. 

The other aspect of the accumulation of capital concerns the relations between 

capitalism and the non-capitalist modes of production which start making their 

appearance on the international stage. Its predominant methods are colonial policy, 

an international loan system—a policy of spheres of interest—and war. Forces, 

fraud, oppresion, looting are openly displayed without any attempt at concealment 

and it requires an effort to discover within this tangle of political violence and con¬ 

tests of power the stern laws of the economic process (...). The conditions for the 

reproduction of capital provide. The organic link between these two aspects of the 

accumulation of capital. The historical career of capitalism can only be appreciated 

by taking them together”21. 

The authoress of Accumulation accuses liberal economics of analysing only 

one side of the process of accumulation: “the area of peaceful coexistence, wonders 

of technique and pure commodity trade”. The second aspect of accumulation is 

left by liberal economics outside the scope of its interest, and the acts of violence 

accompanying accumulation are treated as a separate matter of foreign policy. But 

political violence is “nothing but a vehicle for the economic process”22. Starting 

from this assumption R. Luxemburg devotes almost one third of her book to the 

analysis of historical conditions of accumulation and argues not only with bourgeois 

economics but also with the then prevailing trends of theoretical Marsian economics. 

The idea of a peaceful development of accumulation on a world scale is consid¬ 

ered by her as an expression of the ideology and harmony of the interest of capital 

and labour. Free trade, in her opinion never expressed the needs of accumulation 

20 Luxemburg, The Accumulation of Capital, London 1951, p. 364. 

21 Ibid., p. 452. 

22 Ibid., p. 452. 
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of capital so broadly interpreted and could not be in the history of capitalism any¬ 

thing else but an episode which in Europe happened to occur in I860’ and 1870’. 

For this reason it is erroneous, in her opinion (contrary to Engels) “attributing the 

general reversion to protective tariffs after the seventies simply to a defensive reaction 

against English Free Trade23’’. 
Including in the analysis of the process of the accumulation of capital the problem 

of precapitalist environment and its role in the development of capitalism R. Lux¬ 

emburg attempted to develop a theory of the development of capitalism much broad¬ 

er than the Marxian theory, she tried to enrich the content of the scientific abstrac¬ 

tion: “capital”, or “total capital”, because from the point of view of pure capitalism 

it is impossible to understand the antagonisms of the world economy arising in the 

process of accumulation. When for Marx the term “capital” meant only the relation¬ 

ship of exploitation between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, for her it was the 

term expressing the relationship of power over both the proletariat and the preca¬ 

pitalist environment being drawn into the cogwheel of the capitalist world economy 

(in today’s terms: over the underdeveloped countries and areas). 

Rosa Luxemburg deemed it necessary to abandon the assumption of the absolute 

hegemony of capital over the whole world not only because this assumption excluded 

a priori the process of imperialism. She thought, in accordance with the spirit of 

Marxian theory, that the experience of imperialism is so important and essential 

that it is necessary to reformulate in its light the Marxian theory of the development 

of capitalism (as being based on too narrow historical foundations). And the newest 

phase of capitalism system—imperialism—should be explained by this general 

theory. She thought that there is no “Chinese Wall” between classical capitalism 

and the phase of imperialism. Neither is there such a wall between the processes 

contributing to the rise of capitalism by subjugating the traditional forms of produc¬ 

tion and the process of the collapse of capitalism whose main sources lie also in the 

contradictions arising against the background of economic and political relationship 

between these two worlds. In her interpretation imperialism is a period of wars and 

revolutions due to the exhaustion of the non-capitalist environment providing for 

capitalist accumulation outside markets, areas for the profitable investment of ca¬ 

pital, and basic raw materials. Without this environment as a feeding ground accu¬ 

mulation would be impossible. 

And again in the purely theoretical field of endeavour in which she anounces 

a formulation of these processes in precise laws of accumulation Luxemburg’s efforts 

rather end in a failure. Her important achievement, however, is that she put the prob¬ 

lem of underdeveloped countries in the centre of interest and that she approached 

this problem from the point of view of the prospect of the further development 

(collapse) of capitalism sensing that here is the key to the problem of the disintegra¬ 

tion of the international capitalist system heralding the collapse of the capitalist 

mode of production. 

23 Ibid., p. 449. 
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In analysing the mutual relationship between capital and its historical envi¬ 

ronment developed against the background of international loans she perceives the 

problem of national liberation revolutions in the epoch of imperialism and points 

out that this epoch comprises both the division of colonies among the colonial 

powers and the process of the emancipation of these colonies from the imperialist 

yoke24. 

She then shows that the emancipation of “hinterlands” is accomplished by 

revolution whose object is to abolish the obsolete forms of government and to estab¬ 

lish a new system of goverment suitable for the purposes of capitalist production. 

This was the sense of the then revolutions in Russia, Turkey and China. In the Rus¬ 

sian and Chinese revolutions she notices new features consisting in drawing to the 

surface not only “precapitalistic reckoning” but also new antagonisms directed against 

the rule of capitalism. This, in her opinion, makes these revolutions more vigorous 

but also delays the final victory and makes it more difficult to achieve. 

A young capitalist nation usually resorts to war as a means of rejecting the 

yoke of imperialist control. National liberation wars become a baptism of fire and 

a test of independence of a young state. The first step to economic independence 

is a military and financial reform25. 

Thus Rosa Luxemburg’s interpretation of the phase of imperialism is very 

broad. It contains both the period (and the phenomena) of the division of colonies 

among the capitalist powers and the period (and the process) of the liberation of 

colonies and dependencies observed on such a large scale after World War II. In its 

political aspect this process is almost complete. However, in other respects Luxem¬ 

burg’s prognostication has not been confirmed by historical developments. Together 

with many other economists, she overestimated the ability of international capital 

to industrialize backward countries. The awakening of these countries from their 

lethargy and their striving for economic and political independence is born in them 

at a relatively low level of economic development and is related to a more and more 

often voiced conviction that monopolistic capitalism cannot industralize those 

“hinterlands”. This conviction, however, is of a relatively recent date and is connected 

with the establishment of the socialist system. 

Sometimes Rosa Luxemburg defines imperialism very narrowly. The chapter on 

protective custom duties and accumulation opens with the following sentence: 

24 The chapter on international loans (interpreted broadly—both as loans in the strict sence 

and the export of productive capital) begins with the following interesting theses: “The imperialist 

phase of capitalist accumulation which implies universal competition comprises industrialization 

and capitalist emancipation of the hinterland where capital formerly realised its surplus value. 

Characteristic of this phase are: lending abroad, railroad constructions, revolutions and wars (...). 

Just as the substitution of commodity economy for a natural economy and that of capitalist pro¬ 

duction for a simple commodity production was achieved by wars, social crises and the destination 

of entire social systems, so at present the achievement of capitalist autonomy in the hinterland and 

backward colonies is attained amidst wars and revolutions”. (The Accumulation of Capital, p. 419). 

26 Ibid. p. 420. 
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“Imperialism is the political expression of the accumulation of capital in its compet¬ 

itive struggle for what remains still open of the non-capitalist environment”26. It 

does not seem right, however, to treat this and similar sentences, as it had been done 

by her numerous critics, as an exhaustive definition of imperialism. In the above sen¬ 

tence she showed one side of the phenomenon, as can be seen from the sentences 

following it. In the Accumulation of Capital there are several partial definitions 

which—even though they may not form a classical and comprehensive definition— 

indicate the main features of the epoch of imperialism, noticed by her27. 

Stressing the importance of underdeveloped countries for the accumulation of 

capital and the resultant contradictions between capital and its environment she 

noticed also another “contradictory phenomena that the old capitalist countries 

provide ever larger markets for... one another”28. 

The description of imperialism given in the Accumulation of Capital is completed 

by her numerous remarks on this subject written in the first year of the war, entitled: 

The Crisis of Social Democracy. Writing that the maturing of imperialism can best 

be seen on the example of Germany where this process lasted longer than elsewhere 

she stressed two specific forms of capital accumulation: the rapid process of cartel¬ 

ization and the centralization of banking. “Heavy industry, the very branch of 

capital directly interested in government contracts, armaments and such imperialistic 

enterprises as railways, ore mines etc., became in the hands of cartels the most 

influential factor in the state. And banks moulded capital into a monolithic force 

of accumulated energy”29. She stresses further that “this young imperialism bursting 

with power, which entered the world arena with a tremendous apetite at the moment 

when the whole world was actually divided, had to become very quickly an incalcul¬ 

able factor of general anxiety”30. 

These opinions seem to form a sufficiently strong basis for the following conclu¬ 

sions. The authoress of The Accumulation of Capital has not created a uniform andin- 

ternaly solid and comprehensive definition of imperialism. Although she dealt in 

her book mainly with international aspects of imperialism she was fully aware of the 

phenomena of the concentration and centralization of production and banking, 

institutionalized in the form of cartels and trusts, and characteristic of the new phase 

of capitalism. We find in her writings all features of imperialism enumerated by 

Lenin in his very precise definition, although she did not attempt to arrange them 

in the order of importance. 

26 Ibid., p. 446. 

27 R. Luxemburg, Akumulacja kapitalu, Antykrytyka—Akumulacja kapitalu czyli co epigoni 

zrobili z teorii Marksa (Accumulation of Capital, Anticritique—Accumulation of Capital or what 

the Epigones Did with the Marx’s Theory), Warsaw 1963, pp. 615, 634 etc. 

28 R. Luxemburg, Accumulation of Capital, London 1951, p. 367; cf. also R. Luxemburg, 

Akumulacja Kapitalu, Antykrytyka (Accumulation of Capital, Anticritique). Warsaw 1963, p. 730. 

29 R. Luxemburg, Kryzys socjaldemokracji (The Crisis of Social Democracy), Warsaw 1951 p 

62. 
30 Ibid. p. 63. 
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A specific feature of Rosa Luxemburg’s approach to the problem under consid¬ 

eration is an attempt to explain imperialism as a phenomenon conected primarily 

with the peculiarly capitalistic tendency for demand to lag behind potential and 

actual production. Her specific interpretation of the market (the problem of reali¬ 

zation) has become a basis for a very interesting and original analysis of the arma¬ 

ment industry as a sphere of accumulation. 

VI 

Militarism as a sphere of the accumulation of capital—this is the title of the 

last chapter of R. Luxemburg’s work. She makes an attempt to approach from a theo¬ 

retical angle the importance of armament production (as production and not as a tool 

of external expansion) for stimulating economic growth in capitalism31. The pio¬ 

neering analysis of this thoroughly contemporary problem was undertaken by her 

very early and contained, of course, some loopholes in reasoning and certain incon¬ 

sistencies. It is interesting to note, however, that the basic direction of the solution 

proposed by her can be considered as an antecedent of the contemporary Marxian 

and Keynesian attitude to this problem. 

She attacked the conviction prevailing at that time that the bourgeois state 

can only redistribute profits and incomes without changing antyhing in the condi¬ 

tions of reproduction of total social capital. This conviction also applied to govern¬ 

ment expenditures for armament production and to the belief that the state acting 

in this capacity creates “by the sleight of hand” new demand, new purchasing power, 

thus influencing the magnitude of the total accumulation of capital. The demand 

created in this way by the state “has the same effects as a newly opened market”32. 

In the era of imperialism armament production becomes one of the important ways 

of solving difficulties in the realization of growing production. The attractiveness of 

expanding this sphere of the accumulation for capital consists, in addition, in the 

fact that this form of the purchassing pov/er of the state for military equipment is 

“free of the vagaries subjective fluctuations of personal consumption, it achieves 

almost automatic regularity and rythmic grows”33. Thus from the purely economic 

point of view the armament sector would tend the dampen business fluctuations in 

capitalism which is also related to other features of this sectoi. Finally, the lever of 

this automatic and rhytmical movement of armament production in capitalism is in 

the hands of capital itself... That is why, this particular province of capitalist accu- ' 

mulation at first seems capable of infinite expansion34. 

31 In the notes prepared for her lectures there is the following, very meaningful, passage. 

“Artificial stimulation of consumption: militarism, colonial policy, railways in Africa, sea expan¬ 

sion”. R. Luxemburg, Wstgp do ekonomiipolitycznej (Introduction to Political Economy), Warsaw 

1958, p. 325. 
32 Rosa Luxemburg, The Accumulation of Capital, p. 460. 

33 Ibid., p. 466. 

34 Ibid., p. 466. 
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Of course, from today’s point of view Rosa Luxemburg’s approach is still rather 

narrow. The role of the state is limited to being a protector of private capital (subsi¬ 

dies, custom exemptions, etc. were discussed by her in the preceding chapters) and 

the institution levying taxes and procuring orders for this capital. Thus the state 

has not yet assumed directly the role of an entrepreneur. She also did not perceive the 

possibility of credit creation by budget deficits. The multiplier effecct of the armament 

sector has hardly been noticed. Not included in the analysis was the problem of un¬ 

used productive capacity. Too much stress was laid by her on wages and individual 

income of small producers, as a main source of government revenue. 

Attempting to define precisely the role of the military sector in the accumulation 

of capital on the basis of the scheme of expanded reproduction Luxemburg separates 

this sector as the third division of social production (which in itself, was a commend¬ 

able idea). But this attempt does not bring the expected results primarily because 

in the scheme itself Rosa Luxemburg has not succeeded in coping with the problem 

of the identity of the conditions of production and sales. 

But the mere fact of raising this problem, considered very important today, 

and of showing the fundamentally correct direction in which its solution should go 

elevates her to the ranks of the precursors of contemporary economics. 

YII 

The question of the collapse of capitalism plays an important part in R. Luxem¬ 

burg’s considerations. The desire to grasp theoretically the objective historical li¬ 

mits of this mode of production was one of her motives of dealing with the problem 

of accumulation. In The Accumulation and Anticritique she often returns to this 

problem. The most theoretically abstract approach can be reduced to the same the¬ 

sis as was to provide solution to the problem of accumulation. As an historical 

process the accumulation of capital is, according to her, “depends in every respect 

upon the non-capitalist social strata and forms of social organization”35. In this 

way, the solution to the problem that had been a subject of controversy since the 

time of Sismondi according to whom the accumulation of capital is altogether 

impossible, and the naive optimism of Ricardo, Say and Tougan-Baranovsky, in 

whose opinion capitalism can fertilize itself ad infinitum, is in dialectical contra¬ 

diction which is expressed in the fact that the environment of non-capitalistic 

social formations is essential for the accumulation of capital and that only by the 

exchange of matter with them it can progress and hist as long as this environment 
exists36. 

This last thought, emphasized by us, and the contention that accumulation 

internationalizes the rule of capitalism eliminating the traditional modes of produc¬ 

tion and at the same time, cannot survive in pure capitalism, is repeated by her several 
times37. 

35 Ibid., p. 366. 

36 Ibid., p. 365-366. 

37 Ibid., pp. 416, 466-467 and other. 
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This, however, is in her approach only an abstract starting point for the anal¬ 

ysis of the problem and not a comprehensive concept of the collapse of capitalism. 

She stresses that it is only a “theoretical formulation”38 showing a tendency in the 

development of capitalism—and nothing else. 

When her critics have simplified their task interpreting this design as a concept 

of automatic or mechanical crash explaining the collapse of capitalism exclusively by 

the impossibility of the realization of surplus value after the disappearance of the 

non-capitalist environment, she called her design “a theoretical fiction”39. This, how¬ 

ever, has not prevented her work from being treated for hall a century as a book 

on the automatic collapse of capitalism. 

It seems, however, that Rosa Luxemburg herself outlined primarily a much 

more interesting and historically correct analysis of contradictions leading to the 

collapse of capitalism and to the socialist revolution. She made her abstract thesis 

on the impossibility of the existence of capitalism without the pre-capitalist envi¬ 

ronment more specific by her analysis of the role of the armament sector in the pro¬ 

cess of total accumulation. It follows from this analysis that capitalism can create 

its own internal market which plays in accumulation the same function as an external 

market. From this point of view, however, most important is her analysis of econom¬ 

ic and socio-political conflict of interests between the imperialist countries and 

the dependent countries as well as the conflict amongst the imperialist powers. The 

manifestations of these conflicts are imperialist wars, national liberation revolutions, 

catastrophies facilitating revolutionary struggles of the international proletariat and 

its final victory. In this sense primarily imperialism was, in her opinion, a preparatory 

stage to socialism. Ewerything seems to indicate that Rosa Luxemburg was close 

to the prognostication developed later by Lenin. 

38 Ibid., p. 418 
39 R. Luxemburg, Akumulacja kapitalu, Antykrytyka (Accumulation of Capital, Anticritique), 

Warsaw 1963, p. 728. 
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EIN NEUER WEG FUR DIE SCHWACH 

ENTWICKELTEN LANDER? 

Bisher hat man zwei Entwicklungswege fur die ehemals kolonial unterdriickten 

und in ihrer Entwicklung zuriickgehaltenen Lander gesehen: den „kapitalistischen 

Textilweg” und den ,,sozialistischen Eisen- und Stahlweg”. 

Der ,,Textilweg”1 wird im allgemeinen von den Experten der kapitalistischen 

Lander empfohlen. Er ist identisch mit dem Weg ihrer eigenen Lander. In England, 

den USA, Frankreich und Deutschland entstand zuerst eine mechanisierte Textil- 

industrie, die teils fur die erweiterte Reproduktion des Textilkapitals, teils fur die 

Textilmaschinenindustrie, teils fur andere Industrien eine bedeutende Quelle der 

Kapitalakkumulation war. Der Textilweg hat den groBen Vorteil, daB eine mo- 

derne Industrie entwickelt wird, deren organische Zusammensetzung relativ niedrig 

ist, die bei weitem nicht der Kapitalmengen bedarf wie etwa die Schwerindustrie. 

Der ,,Textilweg”, den zum Beispiel schon vor bald einem Jahrhundert Indien 

gegangen war, hat einen entscheidenden Nachteil. Er kann, und muB unter den 

Bedingungen der Herrschaft einer Kolonialmacht, die Entwicklung der Wirtschaft 

vereinseitigen, das Land in Abhangigkeit halten und so den gesamten gesellschatt- 

lichen Fortschritt hemmen und storen — wie es eben in Indien der Fall war, das 

nicht einmal eine der Textilindustrie komplementare Industrie wie den Textil- 

maschinenbau schaffen durfte. 
Mit Recht wird deswegen der „Textilweg” in den politisch vom Kolonialjoch 

befreiten Landern mit MiBtrauen betrachtet. 

Das bedeutet natiirlich nicht, daB der „Textilweg” an sich und immer ver- 

fehlt ist. Man kann sich kleinere Staaten vorstellen, in denen Baumwolle eines von 

mehreren landwirtschaftlichen Hauptprodukten ist und in denen es durchaus nutz- 

lich sein kann, mit dem Aufbau einer Textilindustrie zu beginnen. Auch ohne nach- 

folgende Errichtung einer Textilmaschinenindustrie — denn wozu sollte jedes kleine 

Land eine Textilmaschinenindustrie haben, wenn andere Industrien seinen Pro- 

duktivkraften gemaBer sind und dem weltwirtschaftlichen Bedarf entsprechen. 

Der „Eisen- und Stahlweg” wurde zuerst in der Sowjetunion beschritten. Die 

1 An die Stelle der oder neben die Textilindustrie tritt bisweilen auch die Lebensmittelindu- 

strie — zum Beispiel in Argentinien und in einigen Landern Osteuropas. 
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Sowjetunion muBte ihn aus zweierlei Griinden gehen. Erstens einmal braucht jedes 

groBe Industrieland eine Schwerindustrie als Grundlage der Wirtschaft. Zweitens 

muBte das damals einzige sozialistische Land so schnell wie moglich eine vom 

kapitalistischen Ausland vollig unabhangige starke Industrie aufbauen — es hatte 

historisch keine Zeit fur langsame Kapitalakkumulation zuerst in einer Industrie 

ohne hohe organische Zusammensetzung wie der Textilindustrie. Dieser Weg war 

heroisch, war opferreich — geopfert wurde einmal ein GroBteil der moglichen 

Verbesserung des individuellen Konsums, der Lebenshaltung der werktatigen 

Massen, und sodann ein GroBteil des moglichen technischen Fortschritts in der 

Landwirtschaft. 

Statt diesen Weg als den Weg des ersten sozialistischen Landes, den fur die 

Sowjetunion einzig richtigen, historisch in jeder Beziehung gerechtfertigten und 

notwendigen Weg zu bezeichnen, hat man ihn falschlicherweise allgemein den 

sozialistischen Weg genannt und eine Theorie entwickelt, die besagt, daB alle so¬ 

zialistischen Lander, ob groB oder klein, ihn unter alien Umstanden gehen mtiBten, 

und ist auch nach 1945 entsprechend dieser Theorie verfahren. 

Faktisch ist es so, daB ebensowenig wie der ,,Textilweg” an sich schadlich, 

der ,,Eisen- und Stahlweg” an sich ntitzlich ist. 

Faktisch ist unter den Verhaltnissen der Existenz eines sozialistischen Lagers, 

also der Unmoglichkeit des Neuaufbaus eines Kolonialreiches durch imperialis- 

tische Machte, der Weg der beste, der die zeitlich und materialmaBig optimale Ent- 

faltung der Produktivkrafte eines Landes erlaubt. 

Nun erfordert heute jede Entfaltung von Produktivkraften Kapital oder sein 

sozialistisches Aquivalent. Materiell ausgedriickt sind erforderlich: 

Arbeitskrafte und sie erhaltende Nahrungsmittel, etc., 

Rohstoffe, 

Maschinen, 

Fabrikgebaude u. a., 

Verkehrswege und Verkehrsmittel, 

um die wichtigsten Elemente zu nennen. 

Dabei konnen einige dieser Elemente bzw. Teile von ihnen im Austausch er- 

worben werden — wofiir dann ein relativer UberschuB von anderen Elementen fur 

den AuBenhandel notwendig ist: also zum Beispiel Nahrungsmittel oder Roh¬ 

stoffe im UberschuB, um Maschinen einzutauschen. 

Entscheidend fur ein modernes Land ist nicht, was „an sich” es produziert, 

sondern daB es seine Produktivkrafte optimal entwickelt und dabei politisch wie 

okonomisch frei ist--wobei die okonomische Freiheit miteinschlieBt, daB es 

durchmechanisiert bzw. durchchemisiert ist. 

Die vom Kolonialjoch bzw. Halbkolonialjoch befreiten bzw. sich befreienden 

Landei sind alle infolge imperialistischer Unterdriickung okonomisch schwach und 
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einseitig entwickelt. Sie alle bediirfen vor allem Maschinen und Chemikalien und 

technisch geschulter Krafte. 

Wie aber sollen sie Maschinen und Chemikalien erhalten? Natiirlich konnen 

sie sie auf Kredit von sozialistischen oder kapitalistischen Landern beziehen, und 

das tun sie auch. Aber Kredite reichen nicht aus und tragen auch nicht zur Unab- 

hangigmachung dieser Lander bei — auch wenn die sozialistischen Lander im Ge- 

gensatz zu den kapitalistischen auf jede politische Bindung verzichten, so bleibt 

doch die objektive okonomische Bindung, die jeder Kredit beinhaltet. 

Es kommt also darauf an, auf Kredit erhaltene Maschinen und Chemikalien 

dort einzusetzen, wo sie am schnellsten ein marktgangiges Produkt herzustellen 

helfen, dessen Export sowohl die Kreditzinsen zahlt wie auch die Einfuhr von Ma¬ 

schinen und Chemikalien erlaubt, wie auch andere Einfuhren gestattet, um mog- 

lichst bald mit der eigenen Produktion der entsprechenden Maschinen und Che¬ 

mikalien beginnen zu konnen. 

Die Sequenz dieser Zwecke scheint unter alien Umstanden anzudeuten, daB 

irgendeine lohnende Produktion dieser Art auf Kosten des eigenen Konsums dieser 

Produkte gehen muB. Denn die Produkte sollen ja ausgefiihrt werden, um Ma¬ 

schinen und Chemikalien einzufiihren, da Mechanisierung und Chemisierung des 

gesamten Produktionsprozesses eine absolute Voraussetzung der Uberwindung des 

Zuriickbleibens dieser Lander ist. 

Das heiBt, abgesehen von Krediten, scheint es so, daB diese Lander sich gewisser- 

maBen nicht nur am eigenen Schopfe sondern zunachst auch auf Kosten irgend- 

einer ernsthaften B^sserung ihres laufenden Lebensstandards aus dem Sumpt 

ihrer kolonialen Vergangenheit ziehen miissen. 

* 

Betrachten wir die Produktivkrafte dieser Lander, dann finden wir, daB in 

den meisten von ihnen die Mehrheit, soweit sie direkt nutzbar sind, in der Land- 

wirtschaft lokalisiert sind. 

Die Landwirtschaft aber hat in der Geschichte auch der fortgeschrittensten 

Lander eine Vergangenheit auBerst langsam steigender Produktivitat. 

Wenn wir die Entwicklung in den Vereinigten Staaten nach Wirtschaftszyklen 

der Industrie zusammenfassen, dann entwickelte sich in den rund 100 Jahren von 

1843 bis 1941 die Produktivitat (Leistung pro Beschaftigten) so: 

Entwicklung der Arbeitsleistung im 19. Jahrhundert 

Zyklus Industrie Landwirtschaft 

1843-1848 100 100 

1849-1858 110 108 

1859-1868 121 96 

1868-1878 171 119 

1878-1885 212 148 

1885-1897 253 162 
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Entwicklung der Arbeitsleistung im 20. Jahrhundert 

Zyklus Industrie Landwirtschaft 

1885-1897 100 100 
1897-1908 121 119 
1908-1914 135 115 
1915-1921 148 126 
1922-1933 217 148 
1933-1941 276 168 

In der hier betrachteten Zeit des 19. Jahrhunderts ist die Arbeitsleistung der In¬ 

dustrie um 153 Prozent, in der Landwirtschaft nur um 62 Prozent gestiegen. In 

der Zeit von 1885/97 bis 1933/41 betrug die Steigerung in der Industrie 176 Pro¬ 

zent, in der Landwirtschaft nur 68 Prozent. 

Das heiBt, die Geschichte des Kapitalismus erwies, daB die Arbeitsleistung 

in der Industrie um wesentlich mehr als doppelt so schnell stieg wie in der Land¬ 

wirtschaft. Es schien offenbar, daB Anlagen in der Industrie wesentlich groBeren 

Nutzeffekt haben wiirden als in der Landwirtschaft. 

Daraus ergab sich, daB Lander in ihrer Entwicklung zuriickbleiben muBten, 

wenn sie, wie alle Kolonialgebiete, vor allem Landwirtschaft trieben. Und um- 

gekehrt: dadurch, daB man die Kolonialgebiete zwang, vor allem Landwirtschaft 

zu treiben, hielt man ihre Entwicklung zuriick, verhinderte man ihre Konkurrenz 

mit den fortgeschrittenen kapitalistischen Landern auf dem Weltmarkt. 

Solche Uberlegungen und Gedankengange haben sich bis heute vielfach gehalten. 
Aber sie haben an Giiltigkeit verloren. 

Betrachten wir die folgenden Zahlen, wieder fur die USA: 

Entwicklung der Arbeitsleistung im zweiten Drittel des 20. Jahrhunderts 

Zeitraum 

1933-1941 
1942-1945 
1945-1954 
1955-1959 
1960 

Industrie Landwirtschaft 

100 
118 
129 
157 
173 

100 
127 
159 
248 
287 

Die Arbeitsleistung in der Industrie ist in den USA um 73 Prozent, die in der 

Landwirtschaft um 187 Prozent gestiegen. Die Verhaltnisse haben sich umgekehrt, 

die Landwirtschaft ist wesentlich schneller vorangekommen. 

Das heiBt, heute, auf Grund der enormen Entwicklung gerade dieser Produktiv- 

krafte, auf Grund der Mechanisierung und Chemisierung, besitzen wir in der Land¬ 

wirtschaft einen Wirtschaftszweig, in dem Investitionen einen seher groBen Nutz¬ 

effekt haben konnen. Der Grundwirtschaftszweig, die Gewinnung von Nahrung, 

der in alien Gesellschaftsordnungen vor der kapitalistischen eine schneller stei- 

gende Produktivitat aufwies als die „industriellen” Gewerbe, ist heute wieder zu 

einem modernen Betatigungsfeld geworden. Und zwar dadurch, daB dieser Grund¬ 

wirtschaftszweig zu einer Industrie geworden ist, in der (in den USA) die Investi- 
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tionen pro Kopf des Beschaftigten doppelt so hoch sind wie in dem, was wir bisher 

Industrie nannten. 

Diese Entwicklung eroffnet vollig neue Perspektiven fiir alle schwach entwickel¬ 

ten Lander. 

Nehmen wir nur folgendes an: In den USA ist in einem Vierteljahrhundert 

die Arbeitsleistung in der Landwirtschaft um rund 190 Prozent gestiegen. Obgleich 

in einer zuriickgebliebenen Landwirtschaft die Steigerung unter Anwendung der 

modernen Produktivkrafte natiirlich groBer sein konnte, nehmen wir nur reichlich 

die halbe Steigerung, also 100 Prozent an. Wenn wir nun annehmen, daB die bebaute 

Flache mit der GroBe der Bevolkerung steigt, dann konnte die Halfte der Pro- 

duktionssteigerung — 50 Prozent — zu einer standigen und im Laufe der Zeit 

erheblichen Steigerung des Konsums der einheimischen Bevolkerung verwandt 

werden, und gleichzeitig ein erheblicher und standig steigender Betrag zur ,,Kapital- 

akkumulation” verwandt werden. 

Selbstverstandlich erfordert die Mechanisierung und Chemisierung der Land¬ 

wirtschaft in den schwachentwickelten Landern eine Bodenreform. Es ist unmog- 

lich, unter den heutigen Eigentumsverhaltnissen eine Mechanisierung und Chemi¬ 

sierung der Landwirtschaft durchzufiihren. Eine solche Bodenreform diirfte sich 

auch nicht damit begniigen, kleine Pachtparzellen oder kleines verschuldetes Bauern- 

land den Bauern als schuldenfreies Eigentum zu libergeben. Das Land miiBte zu 

groBen Flachen zusammengefaBt werden, die entweder kollektives Eigentum der 

Bauern oder Staatseigentum sind. Jeder andere Weg der Hebung der Produktiv¬ 

krafte in der Landwirtschaft mittels Mechanisierung und Chemisierung ware 

nicht nur kostspielig, sondern faktisch ergebnislos. Darum muB man kurz und 

knapp feststellen: Eine Hebung der Arbeitsproduktivitat in der Landwirtschaft 

der schwachentwickelten Lander mit den Mitteln moderner Mechanisierung und 

Chemisierung setzt eine Bodenreform mit dem Ergebnis der Yerstaatlichung in 

GroBwirtschaften und/oder der Kollektivierung voraus. 

Ein solcher Ausbau der Landwirtschaft wird natiirlich einen bedeutenden 

EinfluB auf die Profilierung der Gesamtwirtschaft, insbesondere der Industrie 

haben. Landwirtschaft und Industrie verwachsen mehr denn je zu einem komplexen 

Organismus. 
Selbstverstandlich ware es unsinnig, die These aufzustellen, daB jedes Land, 

das Landwirtschaft auf moderne Weise betreibt, auch alle dafiir notwendigen Ma- 

schinen und Chemikalien selbst produzieren miisse. Das ware nichts anderes als 

primitiver Autarkismus, der nichts mit okonomischer Unabhangigkeit zu tun hat. 

Es sei denn, es handelt sich um groBe Lander wie zum Beispiel Indien, die selbst¬ 

verstandlich und mit Recht danach streben, einen umfassende, eine ,,komplette” 

Wirtschaft zu besitzen. 

Auf der anderen Seite erscheint es nur natiirlich, daB Lander mit einer hochent- 

wickelten Landwirtschaft auch eine hochentwickelte Landmaschinen- und Land- 

chemikalien-Industrie besitzen. 
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Das heiBt, es sollte zum Beispiel von einer Reihe afrikanischer Staaten ein 

gemeinsamer Plan fiir eine allumfassende Landmaschinen- und Landchemikalien- 

Industrie aufgestellt werdcn, und dann sollten sich die einzelnen Lander auf bestimm- 

te Produkte spezialisieren, etwa auf Trakloren oder auf Kleinmaschinen wie Melk- 

maschinen, auf kunstliche Diingemittel oder auf Insekten vernichtende Chemi- 

kalien. 

Das heiBt, jedes Land muBte iiber eine Industrie verfligen, die zur Mechani- 

sierung und Chemisierung der Landwirtschaft beitragt, ohne daB samtliche Ma- 

schinen und Chemikalien von jedem Land hergestellt werden. 

* 

Wie akut diese Problematik ist und wie genau die fuhrenden imperialistischen 

Lander sie zu sehen beginnen, ergibt sich nur allzudeutlich aus folgenden Angaben 

iiber die StickstofTdiinger-Situation. 

Die Stickstoflfdiingerproduktion in der kapitalistischen Welt entwickelte sich 
wie folgt: 

Produktion in 1000 t Reinstickstoff 

* Ohne die heute sozialistischen Lander; alle Angaben beziehen sich auf das jeweilige Diin- 
gejahr. 

** 1958/59. 

Quellen : Fertilizers, An Annual Review of World Production, Consumption and Trade (FAO) 

Rom, 1960 (fur 1954-1960) id. 1953 (fiir 1951/52). UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)] 

Yearbook of Food and Agricultural Statistics 1951, Rom, S. 173 (fur 1938). — FAO Production 
Yearbook 1961, S. 257 (fur 1960/61). 
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Der Yerbrauch nahm die folgende Entwicklung: 

Verbrauch in 1000 t Reinstickstoff 

1938 1954/55 1956/57 1959/60 1960/61 

Westeuropa 1 089 2 167 2 525 3 167 3 060 

davon: 

W estdeutschland 343 452 527 624 618 

Frankreich 218 348 403 505 565 

Italien 129 238 273 361 332 

GroBbritannien 60 252 307 430 460 

Niederlande 95 187 194 212 224 

Belgien 63 93 88 99 100 

Norwegen 11 36 45 49 48 

Osterreich 5 30 38 45 47 

Amerika 390 2 049 2 310 3 013 3 280 

davon: 

USA 346 1 779 1 937 2 533 2 734 

Asien 500 958 1 168 1 269 1 690 

davon: 

Japan 253 521 590 594 753 

Indien 22 117 165 224 376 

Afrika u. Ozeanien 107 
| 

218 238 263 340 

Kapitalistischer Teil der Welt 2 086 5 392 6 241 7 712 8 370 

Verbrauch under ( —) oder fiber (+) Produktion 1960/61 

in 1000 t Reinstickstoff 

Westeuropa -1 600 

USA + 54 

Asien + 460 

Japan - 277 

Indien + 280 

Afrika und Ozeanien + 240 

In den schwachentwickelten Landern liegt der Yerbrauch wesentlich liber der 

Produktion. 
Der Verbrauch von Stickstoffdiinger in den schwachentwickelten Landern ist 

minimal: 
Kilogramm Verbrauch von Stickstoffdiinger 

pro Hektar landwirtschaftlicher NutzMche 

Siidamerika 0,37 

Afrika 0,35 

Asien 2,28 

Westeuropa 20,70 

Man erkennt sofort, welch ungeheure Mengen Stickstoffdiinger gebraucht 

werden, um die Chemisierung in Slid- und Mittelamerika, in Afrika und in Asien 

auf ein modernes Niveau zu bringen. Eine Verhundertfachung der Produktion 
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wiirde gerade erst einen ernsthaften Anfang der Stickstoffdiinger-Chemisierung 

der schwachentwickelten Lander bringen. 

Das ist gewissermaBen die eine Tatsachengruppe, die die hier behandelte Pro- 
blematik so aktuell macht. 

Und nunzu einer anderen Tatsachengruppe. 

Zuerst einige historische Fakten. Vor dem zweiten Weltkrieg gab es ein In 

ternationales Stickstoffkartel. In dieser Convention Internationale de l’Azote spielte 

die sogenannte DEN-Gruppe, die aus den Konzernen Deutschlands, Englands und 

Norwegens bestand, die Hauptrolle. Sie kontrollierte 73,6 Prozent des europaischen 

Exports, wahrend das ganze Kartell 79,6 Prozent des Weltexports beherrschte. 

Der Rest stand unter der Kontrolle der US-amerikanischen und der zu einem Teil 

von diesen kontrollierten chilenischen Monopole2, soweit es sich um Produktion 

und Export des chilenischen Natursalpeters handelte. Dem Kartell gehorten au- 

Beidem die Stickstoffkonzerne bzw. die nationalen Kartelle Belgiens, Frankreichs, der 

Niederlande, Italiens sowie Polens und der Tschechoslowakei an. Die chilenischen 

und japanischen Konzerne beteiligten sich durch besondere Vereinbarungen. Im 

Jahre 1934 sicherte sich Chile vertraglich Einfuhrquoten auf den europaischen 

Markten. Japan schloB 1936 mit dem Kartell eine Vereinbarung uber Preise und 

Quoten3. Dieses internationale Kartell monopolisierte also praktisch den gesamten 

Welktmarkt fur StickstoffdLinger. Es setzte einheitliche Preise fest, sicherte den 

gegenseitigen Schutz der heimischen Markte und verteilte Exportquoten. Mit Pro- 

duktionseinschrankungen unter Entschadigung der betroffenen Konzerne aus 

einem gemeinsamen Fonds wurde der Markt „reguliert”. Das Kartell funktionierte 

bis zum Beginn des zweiten Weltkrieges. Es unterhielt in Basel unter der Firmierung 

,.Internationale Gesellschaft der Stickstoff-Industrie AG” eine auch heute noch 

nicht geloschte Abwicklungsstelle, deren Verwaltungsrat bis weit in den zweiten 

Weltkrieg hinein ununterbrochen vom Generaldirektor der I. G. Farbenindustrie 

AG, Herman Schmitz, geleitet wurde, obwohl der Chemietrust mit Kriegsbeginn den 
Vertrag mit dem Kartell gelost hatte4. 

Sodann einige Fakten aus der Gegenwart. Im Juli 1962 wurde in Zurich die 

Nitrex AG gegriindet. Als Geschaftszweck wurde der gemeinsame Export von 

Stickstoffd Linger genannt. Es handelt sich bei dieser Grundung um nicht weniger 

als die Wiederbelebung des ehemaligen International Stickstoffkartells. 

Die Grundung der Nitrex AG ist ein weiteres Beispiel dafUr, wie die ehema¬ 

ligen internationalen Kartelle, von denen einige schon bald nach 1945 ihre Tatig- 

keit insgeheim wieder aufgenommen haben, jetzt ihre Tarnung abwerfen und wieder 

an die Offentlichkeit treten. Das neue Kartell ist noch nicht so machtig wie das 

alte. Die im Vorkriegskartell fiihrende DEN-Gruppe, die durch Kartellbindungen 

2 Stocking> George W., Watkins, Myron W., Cartels in Action, New York 1946, S. 145. 

3 La Documentation Frangaise, Paris 1950, Nr. 1305, Annexes, S. 12. 

4 VGL. „DWI-Berichte”, 14. Jg. Nr. 8, 2. April Heft, Berlin 1963, S. 13 f. 
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und Lizenzvertrage zusammengehalten worden war, ist zerfallen. Der britische 

Konzern Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI), der vor dem zweiten Weltkrieg mit 

der I. G. Farbenindustrie, Du Pont de Nemours und anderen internationalen Kon- 

zernen in zahlreichen Chemiekartellen zusammenarbeitete, ist zwar bisher noch 

nicht Mitglied des neuen Kartells geworden, fiihrt jedoch seit langerem „informato- 

rische Gesprache”. 
Das Zogern des britischen Konzerns driickt keine grundsatzliche Opposition 

gegen das Kartell aus. Die geschaftlichen Interessen der Dtingemittelsparte der ICI 

waren bisher vorwiegend auf den britischen Binnenmarkt gerichtet, den sie mit 

ihren Tochtergesellschaften zu etwa 75 Prozent monopolisiert. Die abwartende 

Haltung der ICI ist einmal von der Entwicklung ihrer Exportinteressen beeinfluBt, 

7,11m anderen spielte auch eine vorsichtige Einschatzung der Briisseler Verhand- 

lungen iiber den Beitritt GroBbritanniens zur EWG eine Rolle. Das britische Mo- 

nopol zeigte sich zunachst nur an einer Yereinbarung iiber den gegenseitigen Schutz 

der Binnenmarkte interessiert. 
Im Gegensatz zu ICI hat der groBte britische Produzent von Mischdiinger, Fi- 

sons Ltd., der infolge seiner internationalen Verzweigung sehr bedeutend ist, durch 

seine belgischen und hollandischen Niederlassungen und Beteiligungen (z.B. an 

dem bedeutendsten belgischen Produzenten Union Chimique Beige) eine Verbin- 

dung zur Nitrex. Die Tochtergesellschaften sind den jeweiligen nationalen Kartel- 

len angeschlossen. 
Ein bedeutender AuBenseiter ist schlieBlich auch die zum italienischen Staats- 

konzern ENI gehorende ANIC (Azienda Nazionale Idrogenazione Combusti- 

bili). Es ist bekannt, daB der Staatskonzern — nicht zuletzt unter dem Druck der 

fortschrittlichen Krafte in Italien — auf vielen Gebieten seiner Produktion, zum 

Beispiel Erdol und synthetischen Fasern, eine autonome Geschaftspolitik betreibt, 

die ihn in Gegensatz zu den groBen internationalen Monopolgruppen gebracht 

hat. Seine Preise fur Stickstoffdiinger lagen bisher unter dem Niveau der Nitrex- 

Konzerne. 
Alle iibrigen italienischen Produzenten, einschlieBlich des Montecatini-Kon- 

zerns, der mit einem Anteil von 50 Prozent der Gesamtproduktion am bedeutend¬ 

sten ist, gehoren als Mitglieder ihres nationalen Kartells der Nitrex an5. 

Die Nitrex hat ein Ziel, das im alten internationalen Kartell nur eine ganz 

untergeordnete Rolle gespielt hat, und dessen Angabe die zweite Tatsachengrup- 

pe beschlieBen soil. Das Deutsche Wirtschaftsinstitut umreiBt das Ziel so: 

„Die Nitrex wird ihre Tatigkeit vor allem auf die okonomisch schwachen 

Lander konzentrieren. Sie hat in ihr Programm die Ausnutzung der von der FAO, 

der Ernahrungs- und Landwirtschafts-Organisation der Yereinten Nationen, pro- 

klamierten Kampagne 'Kampf gegen den Hunger’ aufgenommen. In dieser Kam- 

pagne, die am 1. Juli 1960 offiziell begann und bis Ende 1965 laufen soli, ist unter 

6 Vgl. ebendort, S. 11 und 14. 
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anderem eine Verstarkung des technischen Beratungsdienstes vorgesehen, um 

die Landwirtschaft in okonomisch schwachen Landern mit neuzeitlichen Produk- 

tionsmethoden vertraut zu machen. In diesem Punkte des Programms sehen die 

DUngemittelkonzerne gewisse Moglichkeiten, die Tatigkeit der FAO ihren Pro- 

fitinteressen unterzuordnen. Schon vor dem Beginn der Kampagne, am 26. und 

27. April 1960, versammelten sich am Sitz der FAO 41 Vertreter der Dungemit- 

telindustrie aus verschiedenen Landern. Sie beschlossen eine Unterstiitzung des 

Programms und stellten der FAO cinen Beitrag von einer Million Dollar zur Aus- 

arbeitung eines internationalen Dungemittelprogramms in Aussicht6. Wie die Ni- 

trex an diese Aufgabe herangehen will, erlauterte ihr Direktor Hawlik in einer 
Pressekonferenz: 

’Von Zurich aus sollen Agronomen vor allem in Entwicklungslandern ein- 
gesetzt werden, die in die Lage zu versetzen sind, den Kampf gegen den Hunger 

selbst in die Hand zu nehmen. In der notwendigen Kreditgewahrung glaubt die 

Nitrex leistungsfahiger zu sein, als ein einzelnes Mitglied. Auch bei Kompensations- 

geschaften liir devisenschwache Lander will die Nitrex behilflich sein, eventuell 
durch Einschaltung selbstandiger »barter«-Firmen.’7 

Die DUngemittelkonzerne versuchen also, eine fortschrittliche Aktion der 
ETNO fui ihre prohtsuchtigen Zwecke auszunutzen. Sie konnen so einen Teil ih- 

rei Kosten tur die Auslandswerbung als Beitrag zu einer humanitaren Aktion ver- 

buchen, sofern nicht sogar die Kartell-Propaganda unmittelbar durch die FAO 
finanziert wird”. 

Das heifit, das internationale Monopolkapital begreift sehr wohl, welche 

Rolle sowohl fur die Profitanhaufung wie auch fur die okonomische Fesselung 

die Chemisierung der schwachentwickelten Lander in einer Periode rapider Ent- 

wicklung der landwirtschaftlichen Produktivkrafte in den fortgeschrittenen Lan¬ 
dern spielen kann. 

* 

Mechamsierung und Chemisierung der Landwirtschaft und Profilierung der 
autzubauenden Industrie nicht zum wenigsten unter dem Gesichtspunkt der selb- 

stiindigen Modernisierung der Landwirtschaft sind also ein wichtiger Faktor in 

der Wirtschaftspolitik, ja im gesamten BefreiungsprozeB der schwachentwickelten 

Lander. Mit dieser Mechanisierung und Chemisierung der Landwirtschaft wird 

auch eine moderne das heiBt gelernte und gebildete Arbeiterklasse in Stadt und 
Land heranwachsen. 

Es kann, meiner Ansicht nach, sehr wohl sein, daB dieser „Landwirtschafts- 
weg”, der Weg der Mechanisierung und Chemisierung, fur eine Reihe von schwach¬ 

entwickelten Landern geeigneter ist als der „Textilweg” oder der „Eisen- und 
Stahlweg”. 

6 ,,United Nations Review”, New York 1960, August, S. 13. 

,.Deutsche Zeitung”, Koln, Nr. 205 vom 4. 9. 1962. 
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A NEW WAY FOR UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES? 

Summary 

So far two ways of development have been recommended to the underdeveloped countries: 

a "capitalist textile way” and a "socialist iron and steel way”. 

The first is based on the historical experience of the present-day developed capitalist countries. 

Its main advantage is that a modern industry can be built up with relatively low capital inputs. 

However, when applied to an underveloped country under colonial rule, it could not but lead to a uni¬ 

lateral development of its economy and maintain its dependence upon the colonial power, thus 

hampering the whole social progress. It is, therefore, mistrusted by the countries concerned. 

The "iron and steel way” was followed, first, by the Soviet Union under specific circumstances 

which imposed such a way of industrialization at the expense of potential improvement in consump¬ 

tion and the technological level of agriculture. Notwithstanding, it has been called amiss a so¬ 

cialist way” and was followed by other socialist countries. 

Neither of them is actually bad or good per se. But, given the existence of the socialist camp 

and the impossibility of rebuilding a colonial system, the best way to be followed is actually that 

enabling the country to develop its productive forces at an optimum rate and in optimum directions. 

What matters for a modern economy is not what the country produces, but the optimum way in 

which its productive forces are being developed. This involves a political and economic freedom, 

the latter including a high level of mechanization and chemization of production. 

It follows that the underdeveloped countries need, first of all, machines and chemicals. These 

may be obtained on credit which, however, does not suffice to cover their needs nor contributes 

to their independence. They should be used, therefore, so as to expand the marketable exports 

of the country as rapidly as possible, thus providing the means to increase the inflow of those prod¬ 

ucts and to develop their production at home. Since mechanization and chemization of the whole 

production process is an absolute condition of overcoming backwardness, it seems that, apart 

from credits, this cannot be obtained except at the expense of any significant improvement in living 

standards in the near future. 
Most of the productive forces of the underdeveloped countries are located m agriculture. 

Comparative developments in industry and agriculture during a century before the World War II 

were in favour of the former: this may be seen in the data for the United States, where the produc¬ 

tivity per capita employed in industry rose twice as rapidly as in agriculture. This is just the reason 

for the present underdevelopment of these countries. But since that time the trend has been 

reversed: the rate of growth of productivity in American agriculture has been much higher than 

in industry, owing to its mechanization and chemization. Agriculture has thus become a branch 

of the economy, where investment can bring about considerable advantages. 

These developments open completely new prospectives to all underdeveloped countries. Their 

agriculture, if mechanization and chemization is used, can provide for both a steadily rising consump¬ 

tion and an increasing rate of capital accumulation. The effective use of these methods requires 

an agrarian reform involving the creation of big enterprises nationalised or collectively owned. 

This will lead to a complex development of agriculture and industry which will have to supply the 

. [231] 
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necessary machines and chemicals. Of course, a specialization in particular lines of industrial pro¬ 
duction for these purposes will be necessary so far as small countries are concerned. 

The importance of the problem is exemplified in the data relative to the production and con¬ 

sumption of nitrogen fertilizers in developed and underdeveloped countries which show enormous 

differences in this respect. Any serious step towards a chemization of agriculture in the underde¬ 

veloped part of the world would require a multiplication of the present production of nitrogen 

fertilizers. On the other hand, the activities of big monopolies aiming at drawing profits from forth¬ 

coming developments in this field should be pointed out. This is the case of Nitrex, an international 

trust, which has recently been founded by the main producers of these fertilizers, apparently to 

support the FAO Freedom from Hunger campaign: their true aim is to intercept that humane 
action and to use it to make profits. 

The conclusion of the author is that an 'agriculture way’, a way of mechanization and chemiza¬ 

tion, maybe more suitable for a number of underdeveloped countries than either of the ways de¬ 
scribed at the beginning. 



Oskar Lange 

Poland 

QUANTITIVE RELATIONS IN PRODUCTION 

i 

Production is a combination of co-ordinated processes of labour in which con¬ 

scious and purposeful human activity, i.e. labour, transforms objects of labour using 

for this purpose means of labour. In other words: in production combination of 

human labour and means of production takes place and the result of this union is 

the product. 

Labour and means of production are factors in the production process or briefly: 

factors of production. Such factors are concrete kinds of labour as, spinning, process¬ 

ing metals, ploughing, transportation of goods and so on; and various concrete 

means of production like wool, pig iron sulphuric acid, spades, machine-tools, elec¬ 

tric motors, locomotives, etc. Individual concrete kinds of labour constitute the so- 

called personal factors of production; they require not only the existence of people 

capable of labour but also the possession by these people of adequate knowledge, 

and skill, i.e. proper qualification. The various means of production constitute, 

the physical factors ofproduction and their concrete character and form are an expres¬ 

sion of the technique of production, i.e. material technique applied in various labour 

processes1. 
For a product to be created, a combination of personal and physical factors 

of production must take place. The way in which this combination takes place is 

different in various social processes of production and what is more, is the feature 

which characterises a definite historical mode of production. Moreover, the fact 

of the combination itself is an indispensible condition of production in any of its 

social forms. Marx expressly emphasised this: “Whatever the social form of produc¬ 

tion, labourers and means of production always remain factors of it. But in a state 

of separation from each other either of these factors can be such only potentially. 

For production to go on at all they must unite. The specific manner in which this 

union is accomplished distinguishes the different economic epocks of the structure of 

society from one another”2. Moreover in this combination, the role of personal and 

physical factors of production is different. Personal factors, or human labour in 

its various concrete shapes, are the active and creative factor in the production process, 

1 Marx uses the terms “personal” and “material” factors of production. Capital, Moscow 1961, 

vol. II, p. 35. In German the words persdnlich and sachlih are used. 

2 Marx, Capital, Vol. II, Moscow 1961, p. 34. 
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while means of production, or physical production factors, constitute the material 

objects which human labour sets in motion and transforms. 

Therefore, we define human labour which constitutes the active factor in the 

production process, as living labour, as opposed to means of production which are 

the result of earlier labour, in some way objectified in them3. 

The nature of the production process as a combination of labour and means of 

production leading to the creation of a product, may be expressed by the schematic 

formula: pabour 1 

means of production 

By using the symbol L to signify labour, Q for means of production and P to denote 
the product, the formula may be written thus: 

product. 

-> P. 

In this formula L stands for the aggregate of various kinds of concrete labour, 

e.g. spinning, weaving, metal processing, assembling, bricklaying, sowing, ploughing 

etc. Similarly, Q stands for the aggregate of various concrete means of production, 

e.g. coal, pig iron, definite kinds of tools and machines, definite kinds of land (arable 

land, meadows, pastures, forested land) etc. Individual concrete kinds of labour or 

means of production entering into the composition of the aggregates L or Q, we 
call components of the given aggregate4. 

3 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow 1961, p. 181: “Though an use-value in the form of a pro¬ 

duct issues from the labour-process, yet other use-values, products of previous labour, enter into 

it as means of production”. The failure to distinguish between the active role of personal factors 

of production, or living labour, and the auxiliary role of physical factors of production which 

constitute the material means of human activity, is the basis of the so-called theory of factors of 

production. This theory, which goes back to J. B. Say (Traite d'economic politique, Paris 1803) 

was widely accepted among the proponents of the so-called Austrian school and the Neoclassical 

school. It treats human labour and physical means of production as production factors of equal 

rank which jointly create the product. Each of the factors of production contributes equally to the 

making of the product, “has a share” in the product, which is their composite creation. This theory 

fetishises the production process, interpreting it in a naturalistic way, as a natural process of auto¬ 

matic transformation of factors of production into the product. By placing on the same level human 

labour and physical factors of production this theory ignores the human character of the production 

processes as conscious and purposeful human activity. In practice, this theory serves as a basis for 

apologetic conclusions justilying the categories of distribution of the social product peculiar to the 

capitalist mode of production, as being, allegedly, the result of the natural character of the production 

process. See O. Lange, Political Economy, Vol. I, London 1963, Part III. 

4 We can denote the components of the aggregate L, or individual concrete kinds of labour by 

L\, Lv ...Lm, and the components of the aggregate Q, or individual concrete means of production, 

by Qi, Q2 Qn■ Then these aggregates can be presented symbolically, as follows: 

Lj Qi 
u q2 

L = Q = 

Lm Qn 
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The product P appears on the right hand side of the formula may be a single 

good produced in the production process. Frequently, however, a number of various 

products is created at the same time by the same production process. In such cases, 

we speak of joint production. Sometimes in joint production, one distinguishes, 

between the main product for the sake of which production is carried on and second¬ 

ary products, usually called by-products. However, it is often difficult to distinguish 

between the main product and by-products; all products appearing in the joint- 

production process may be to an equal degree the purpose of productive activity. 

This is so in the case of joint production of radio and TV sets, or motor-cycles, bi¬ 

cycles and motor-boats. If the production process has the character of joint produc¬ 

tion, then the symbol, P, appearing in the above schematic formula, stands for an 

aggregate of individual products created by a joint process: individual products 

are the components of this aggregate5. 
Concrete kinds of labour or means of production and the product (or products 

in the case of joint production) are quantities which are expressed by denominated 

numbers indicating the units in which these quantities are measured. As far as 

means of production are concerned, its is necessary to distinguish between the case 

of circulating and the case of fixed means. Circulating means are completely used 

up in the course of one production period. This use-up is measured in the same units 

as products, i.e., weight volume, length, energy, pieces, etc. Fixed means, however, 

preserve their natural shape through more than one period of production. In the 

It is possible, then, to write the above schematic formula presenting the production process, in a devel¬ 

oped form: 

r£ii 
L2 

Lm 

Qi 

Qi 

-► P. 

Qn 

The individual components of the aggregates L and Q are shown in this form of the formula. Thus 

the aggregate character of labour and means of production is clearly marked. 

5 In such a case, we may denote the individual components of the aggregate of products, P, 

by Pi, Pi and Pk, and write: 

IPk J 
It is possible to put this expression into the formula mentioned in the earlier note, on the right hand 

side of the formula. 
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course of a production period, they are utilised, but still preserve their usefulness. 

Thus a measure of use-up is not suitable here, as in the case of circulating means, 

but a measure of utilisation is required. Utilisation is measured in units of time, 

for instance, in hours of utilisation of a definite machine, building or truck (e.g. 

in machine-hours, building-hours and truck-hours) etc. Similarly labour is measured 

in units of time (e.g. man-hours) of various kinds of labour. The units of measure¬ 

ment for individual kinds of labour, means of production and products mentioned 
here, we call natural or physical units. 

The amount of labour applied in the production process, the quantity of circu¬ 
lating means of production used up in the process and the quantity of fixed means 

of production utilised, we indicate by the general name of outlay or input*. The 

quantity of the product obtained, however, we call the return or output1 of the given 
production process. Clearly, both the input (or inputs) and output are measured in 

natural units. Input and output are defined for a given period of time, e.g. for the 

production period, or for a calendar unit of time (a month, quarter, year etc.). 

Thus they have, the dimension of “that much of natural (physical) units in such time”, 

or a given quantity of natural (physical) units in a given period of time. If the period 
of time we are considering changes, then the amount of input and output changes 

proportionately. We express this by saying that input and output have the character 

of streams, i.e. a flow of a certain quantity of natural units in the period of time under 

consideration. However, the qunatity of fixed means of production taking part in the 

production process (as opposed to the outlay (input) of their utilisation) is measured 
in natural units without reference to time, e.g. the quantity of machines, of building, 

the surface of cultivated land etc. Such quantities, defined without reference to time, 

we call stocks8. Inventories of circulating means (as opposed to their input, i.e. their 
use-up in the production process, which is a stream) are also stocks. 

* In French defenses, in German Aufwcmd, and in Russian zatraty. 
In French rendement, in German Ertrag and in Russian prichod. 

8 As is well-known, all physical quantities may be expressed in units of length, mass and time 
i.e. centimetres, grams, seconds (denoted by L.M.T, or in C.G.S. units). The units in which a physical 

quantity is expressed constitute its dimension. For instance, the dimension of velocity we write in 

symbols y = LT \ the dimension of acceleration LT~\ the dimension of force MLT~\ and the 

dimension of mechanical work MUT~\ etc. By analogy it is possible to speak of the dimension of 

economic quantities. Considering for the present only quantities measured in physical units and 

dimlf wt (TnatUra,) UnkS ^ * St°CkS lmVe the dimemion and Yearns h^e the 
dimension AT- . W. S. Jevons was the first to consider systematically in economic theory the di¬ 

mension of the quantities under consideration. See W. S. Jevons, The Theory of Political Economy, 

London, 1871 P. H. Wicksteed corrected certain errors in Jevon’s treatment of the problem in 

The Common Sense of Pol,t,cal Economy, Vol. II, Second Edit., London 1946, appendix: Dimensions 

of Economic Quantmes. This appendix is a reprint of a paper published in Palgrave’s Dictionary 

New York I ^ ****** ^ S’ C EvanS’ Math^ical Introduction to Economics, 
’ E ptCr H and finally A' J‘ Boyarski Matematiko-ekonomicheskiye ocherki, 

, . W ’ apt®r VI1' See also ° LanSe> Teoria reprodukcji i akumulacji (Theory of Repro¬ 
duction and Accumulation), Warsaw 1961, pp. 20-21. 
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Inputs of particular kinds of labour and means of production and the output 

of a given production process, may be defined for an individual productive estab¬ 

lishment (plant) or for a group of such establishments (e.g. for a combine of plants 

or other industry group), or finally for a whole branch of production (e.g. the steel 

industry). Input and output for a group of establishments or for a whole production 

branch are obtained by summing the relevant inputs and outputs in individual pro¬ 

ductive establishments. This summation takes place in such a way that the separate 

inputs of individual concrete kinds of labour and individual concrete means of 

production are added (and in the case of joint production, also the quantities of 

individual products are added. As a result an aggregate of such sums is obtained 

and this expresses the input of labour or the input of means of production, or also 

the output of a group of productive establishments or a branch of production. 

These sums constitute the components of the aggregate. 

Quantities expressed by means of aggregates (i.e. ordered sets) of real numbers, 

which have the property that it is possible to add them together by the adding the 

individual numbers which constitute their components, and to multiply, them by 

a real number through multiplication by this number of all individual components, 

are called vectorial quantities or more simply vectors9. 

9 Let (x1; x2 ... x„) and (yL, y2 ... y„) be ordered sets of real numbers. We say that these sets 

are n dimensional vectors and the numbers xlt x2 and xn and yu y2 ... y„ are components of these 

vectors, and we write 

if 

~*1 >r 
x2 y 2 

X = 

_ x n 

and y — 

.yn. 

x+y 

-x1+y1- 

xz+y* 

xn -4- xn 

and 

-Axx^ Ay 

Ax2 Ays 

Ax = . 
, Ay = ' 

Mn. Ay 

where A is an arbitary real number (scalar). It is possible to write the vector components in a row 

instead of in a column, i.e. x = {xy, x2 ... xn) and y = (yu y2 ... yn). Further we say that the vec¬ 

tors x and y are equal, or that x = y if the corresponding components are all equal, i.e. xx = ylt 

x2 = y2 ... x„ = y„. 
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The real numbers of which such an aggregate is made up, are called the compo¬ 

nents of the vector. As opposed to vectorial quantities, quantities which are expres¬ 

sed by a single real number (and, thus, not by means of an aggregate of numbers) 

are called scalar quantities or scalars. The output P is a scalar quantity, if only one 

good is produced; however, it is a vectorial quantity in the case of joint production. 

The relation between the output of the product and the input of labour and 

means of production is the basic quantitative relation occurring in production. 

This ratio depends on the complex of conditions which Marx called the productive 

power of labour. The productive power of labour depends on the fact that “the same 

quantum of labour yields in a given time a greater or less quantum of product de¬ 

pendent on the degree of development in the conditions of production”10. The 

productive power of labour depends on the whole level of growth of productive forces 

in given historical conditions. Marx says: “The most varied circumstances, amongst 

others the average level of the worker’s skill, the degree of development of science 

and its technological application, the social organisation of the production process, 

the extension and effectiveness of the production means and natural conditions, 

determine the productive power of labour”11. A change in the quantity of product, 

or output, connected with a given input of labour (i.e. living labour) and means 

of production is the concrete result of a change in the productive power of labour. 

In order to obtain a closer insight into this relation we shall consider the input 

oi individual concrete kinds of labour and of particular concrete means of production 

per unit of output obtained. We call this input, per unit input (or outlay). It is obtained 

by dividing all the input by the quantity of product received i.e. by the output. The 

quotients resulting from this division constitute the components of the vector of per 

unit inputs. Using the notation of the schematic formula which presents the produc¬ 

tion process, the per unit unit input vector may be written as follows12 : 

K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow 1961, p. 519. On the subject of the concept of the 

productive power of labour in Marx and the relationship of this concept to the concept of labour 

productivity about which I shall treat later, see S. G. Strumilin, Problemy proizvoditielmosti truda 

in the book Izbrannyeproizviedienya (Selected Works), Vol. 3-Problemy ekonomiki truda (Problems 

of Economics of Labour), Moscow 1964, pp. 423 etc. and F. D. Markuzon, Izmienienie proizwodi- 

tielnosti truda w kapitalisticheskikh gosudarstvakh, Uczeniye zapiski po statistikie, Vol. Ill, Moscow 

1957, p. 249. See also B. Mine, Ekonomiapolityezna socjalizmu, (The Political Economy of Socialism), 
2nd edition, Warsaw 1963, pp. 190-193. 

K. Marx, Capital, Moscow 1961, vol. I, p. 40, also p. 314. “By increase in the productiveness 

of labour, we mean generally an alteration in the labour-process of such a kind as to shorten the 

labour-time socially necessary for the production of a commodity and to endow a given quantity of 

labour with the power of producing a greater quantity of use-value”. 

In this diagram y and y are the products of the vector Q and the real number y . Let 

Llt L2 ... Lm and Qu Q2...Qn be the components of these vectors. Then 
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L 

y 

Q 
p 

In this formula 
L 

P 
represents the aggregate (vector) of per unit inputs of individual 

concrete kinds of labour, and ~ represents the aggregate (vector) of per unit unit 

inputs of individual concrete means of production. The components of these aggre¬ 

gates (vectors) or the individual per unit inputs, are also called technical coefficients 

of production™; for they depend on the technical condition under which the pro¬ 

duction process takes place. Coefficients of production are, thus, inputs of produc¬ 

tion factors, i.e. concrete kinds of labour and means of production which, under 

the given technical conditions, are necessary for obtaining a unit of output of the 

product14. 

The division of inputs by the output obtained is obviously possible only when 

output is a scalar quantity. In the case of joint production output is a vector, i.e. 

an aggregate of individual products. Then we choose one of the individual products 

arbitrarily as “reference product” and we calculate the individual per unit inputs, or 

coefficients of production in relation to the reference product. Beside the coefficients 

of production we also then have additional coefficients expressing the output of 

individual products obtained jointly with a unit of reference product15. 

- u~ - Qx- 

p P 

u 
p 

, 0 
and ~p = 

q2 

Q 

Lm Qn 
~P P 

It is possible to present the above formula in a form to make these components explicit. 

13 Vide O. Lange Introduction to Econometrics, 2nd ed. Oxford 1962, pp. 227-228 and O. Lange, 

Teoria reprodukcji i akumulacji (Theory of Reproduction and Accumulation) pp. 72-73. The coeffi¬ 

cients of production were introduced into economic analysis in a systematic way by Leon Walras 

in his Elements d' economic politique pure, Paris 1874, Chapter IV. Walras used the term coefficients 

de fabrication. 

14 In the practice of economic planning coefficients of production are called technical not ms. 

16 Let Pu P2 ... Pk be the components of the vector P expressing output in the process of joint 

production and let, for instance, P1 be the component corresponding to the reference product. 

Then we obtain the coefficients ~ffi, jf ... -jr- For further details see O. Lange Optymalne de- 

cyzje (Optimum Decisions), Warsaw 1964. 
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Instead of the per unit inputs of production factors, or coefficients of production 

their reciprocals may be considered. The reciprocal of per unit input we call the 

productivity of a given factor of production. We thus speak of the productivity of 

labour and the productivity of the means of production. The productivity of labour 

is the aggregate (vector) of the productivities of individual concrete kinds of living 

labour applied in the production process; the productivity of means of production 

is the aggregate (vector) of the productivities of individual concrete means of produc¬ 

tion. Each conrete kind of labour and each concrete means of production has its 

own productivity16. This productivity depends upon the production technique ap¬ 

plied; the technique applied establishes a relation between the productivity of labour 

(i.e. living labour) and the input of means of production. As a rule greater productiv¬ 

ity of labour requires a larger amount of means of production combined with labour. 

An increased productivity of labour is conncected with processing of a larger quant¬ 

ity of raw materials and with greater equipment of living labour with means of labour 

(in particular with instruments of labour). 

A given production technique is characterised by a definite aggregate (vector) 

of per unit inputs, i.e. coefficients of production, or—which amounts to the same— 

by a definite aggregate of productivity of the factors of production. As a rule it is 

possible to produce a given product by various production techniques or, as we shall 

say, by various technical processes. Each of these processes is characterised by an 

appropriate vactor of per unit inputs (coefficients of production). If a given product 

can be produced by different technical processes, the various technical possibilities 
can be stated in the following schematic table17: 

Li L% Lr 

Qi Q* Qj. 
.p P p _ ’ 

In this table each column stands for an aggregate (vector) of per unit inputs 

corresponding to a given technical process. Each row of the table indicates the per 

16 Marx speaks of the productivity of means of production in Capital, Vol. I, p. 42 and 654. 

He uses the expression “effectiveness (Wirkungsfahigkeit, Wirksamkeit)” of means of production. 

17 This table can be written in expanded form, showing the components of per unit input 
of labour and of means of production. In this expended form, the table looks as follows: 

L u T12 Llr 
p P • •’ P 

L2\ L>2r 
p P • •• p 

Lnn 
P 

Tjii2 

P 
L,nr 
P 
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unit input of a given production factor in different technical processes. We call such 

a table the technical production matrix. 

Technical processes may also be differentiated with regard to the length of the 

production period. It is possible to reduce such a difference to a difference in per 

unit inputs. If, in two technical processes, the quantity of production factors used 

up or utilised and the output of the product obtained is the same but one process lasts 

longer than the other, then the output of product obtained per unit of time is smaller 

in the process taking up a longer production period. The per unit inputs are, then, 

correspondingly larger. The difference is expressed in the technical production matrix. 

Moreover, in various technical processes the input of factors of production can be 

differently allocated within time. In this case it is possible to treat input; in different 

periods of time as inputs of different factors of production. Thus a different alloca¬ 

tion of inputs in time finds expression in the technical production matrix. 

The technical production matrix shows the variety of technical processes by 

which it is possible to produce a given product. If the given product is produced by 

one of the technical processes to which a column of per unit inputs in the technical 

production matrix corresponds, we say that the product is made by a pure technical 

process. However, it is possible to make the given product in such a way that a cer¬ 

tain quantity of the product is made by one technical process, another quantity by 

a second technical process, and yet another quantity by a third technical process, 

and so on. We say, then, that the product is produced by a mixed technical process. 

The mixed technical process consists in producing various quantities of the same 

product by different pure technical processes. In the utilisation of a mixed technical 

process, the per unit inputs coefficients of production of the factors of production 

are weighted means of the per unit inputs in the pure technical processes of which the 

mixed process is made up. The outputs obtained by the various pure technical pro¬ 

cesses are the weights of the mean. 

In fact, let an be the per unit input of a certain (say, the z'-th according to the 

accepted numeration) factor of production in the first technical process and tf;2 

the per unit input of the factor in the second technical process. Let the output xx 

of the given product be produced by the first technical process and the output x2 

by the second. Then, in the first technical process, the input of the factor is aix xx. 

Q11 Q12 Qir 
P p P 

Q 2 X Qii Qir 
p p P 

Qm it
o

 
2

 
I 

to
 

.. Q>" 
P p P 

Here the first index stands for the input of a given factor of production and the second index for 

the technical process. For instance Lij means the input of the z'-th kind of labour in the/'-th technical 

process. 
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and in the second process ai2x2. Jointly the input of the factor of production is 

In total in both technical processes an output equal to xt+x2 is produc¬ 

ed. The per unit input of the factor of production in the mixed technical process thus 

is: 

&i XXXJTai 2X 2 

Xl~\~X2 
(1) 

i.e. it is the weighted mean of the per unit inputs in both processes. This applies 

to all factors of production (i.e. to all possible indices). This line of argument may 

be generalised to any number of technical processes. In this way it is possible to 

compute from the technical production matrix the per unit inputs corresponding 

to mixed technical processes. 

In the various technical processes, it is possible, as a rule, to change (within 

certain limits determined by the character of the process) the output of the product 

i.e. the quantity of product made. Of special interest are processes in which a change 

in output does not imply a change in the per unit inputs of production factors (or 

coefficients of production). In such processes inputs are proportional to output 

and the coefficients of production (per unit inputs) are constant quantities, inde¬ 

pendent of the size of output. Such processes we call divisible16, for it is possible to divide 

them up arbitrarily into processes of smaller output size preserving the same pro¬ 

portions between inputs and output, between various inputs and, in joint production, 

also between outputs of various products. 

Divisible pure technical processes always can be replaced by mixed processes 

composed of pure processes of smaller output size, and such mixed processes are 

also divisible, i.e. the coefficients of production corresponding to them are not de¬ 

pendent on the size of output. This follows from the fact that the weighted mean 

ol per unit inputs according to formula (1) — depends only on the ratio —2, i.e. 
•*-1 

on the pioportion in which the output is divided between the various processes 

of which the mixed process is composed. It does not depend on the absolute size of 

output. Mixing of divisible technical processes always yields the divisible process. 

Thus divisible technical processes may be arbitrarily mixed, the mixture always 
yielding devisible processes. 

Ill 

Certain relations occur between the per unit inputs in various technical pro¬ 

cesses (pure and mixed), with are available for the making of the same product. 

Let us take a technical process in which the per unit inputs of all factors of produc¬ 

tion are larger than in another process, or in which the per unit input of at least 

one factor is larger and the per unit input of no other factor of production is smaller. 

18 Divisible technical processes are also called linear, for the quantitative relation between 
inputs and outputs is that of simple proportionality, i.e. a linear function. 
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We call such a technical process inefficient. An inefficient technical process will not 

be applied in the production process, for it requires a greater input of all factors 

of production than an other existing technical process, or at least a greater input 

of one factor without diminishing the input of some other factor. Thus inefficient 

technical process may be removed from the technical production matrix, by striking 

out the corresponding columns. 

If two (or more) technical processes require precisely the same per unit inputs 

of the various factors of production, we shall say that they are equivalent. Equiva¬ 

lent technical processes may be treated as one process. If equivalent technical pro¬ 

cesses appear in the technical production matrix, it is sufficient to retain one of them 

in the matrix; the rest may be removed as superfluous by striking out the correspond¬ 

ing columns. 

By removing inefficient technical processes and superfluous equivalent processes 

from the matrix, we obtain the effective technical production matrix. The effective 

technical production matrix is the result of a selection in which inefficient and super¬ 

fluous equivalent processes are removed. The technical processes which are left 

when the selection is completed, we call effective technical processes. In production 

choices (and possibly mixing) are made only among of effective technical processes. 

Effective technical processes have the following properties. In any two processes, 

the per unit input of at least one factor of production must be smaller in one process 

than in the other process. For, if the per unit input of factors of production were 

equal in both processes, these processes would be equivalent. And if the per unit 

input of a factor of production were larger or smaller in one process than in the other, 

and the per unit inputs of the remaining factors were equal in both processes, then 

one of the processes would be inefficient. Therefore, the smaller per unit input of 

a factor of production in one process must be compensated by a larger per unit 

input of at least one other factor of production in the other process. We call this 

property of effective technical processes the law of input substitution of inputs. This 

law must embrace the inputs of at least two factors ot production, it many but need 

not embrace more of them. 

With joint production, there appears, under certain conditions, also a law of 

output substitution, i.e. of substitution of the quantities of various products. This 

occurs when the per unit inputs of factors of production are equal in both technical 

processes. Then these processes must differ with regard to the output of different 

products obtained from a given input of factors of production (otherwise they would 

be equivalent). If, with the same inputs of factors of production, one process yields 

a larger (smaller) output of a product, it must yield a smaller (larger) output of at 

least one other product. For, otherwise, one of the processes would be inefficient, 

with the same inputs of factors of production one process would yield a smaller 

output of one product than the other process and the same output of the remaining 

products. As in the case of inputs of factors of production, the substitution must 
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embrace the outputs of at least two products and may, but does not need to, embrace 
more of them. 

In the case when the effective technical processes are divisible, besides the law 

of input substitution these holds also, the law of increasing rate of substitution of 

inputs. Under certain conditions also a law of diminishing rate of substitution of 
outputs holds for joint production. 

Let us take three effective technical processes. Denote the per unit inputs (coeffi¬ 

cients of production) of the z-th factor of production in the three processes, respect¬ 

ively, by an, ai2 and ai3; and denote the per unit inputs of the y-th factor of produc¬ 

tion correspondingly by an, aj2 and aj3. Let us assume that the inputs of these two 

factors of production are subject to substitution. By changing from the first technical 

process to the second, we increase the per unit input of the z-th factor by ai2—an 

and decrease the per unit input of the y-th factor by aj2~ajf\ The absolute’ value 
of the ratio of these changes in per unit inputs, i.e. 

expresses the increment of per unit input of the z-th factor per unit of decrease of the 

per unit unit input of the y-th factor. We call this expression the rate of substitution. 

By changing from the second process to the third and assuming, that the per 

unit input of the z-th factor is increased and the per unit input of the y'-th factor is 
decreased, we obtain the rate of substitution 

If (as we assume to be the case) the processes are divisible, the inequality 

(2) 

must be satisfied. This means that in the substitution of inputs connected with a succes¬ 

sive change in technical processes, the rate of substitution increases. This results 
trom the following reasoning. 

As we know, divisible technical processes can be mixed arbitrarily. Let us then 

take any process mixed of the first and third process and yielding the same output 

as the second process. Denote the per unit inputs of the z-th and y-th factors in the 

mixed process by ai2 and aj2. We have, then, according to formula (1) 

•*1 + ^3 

- and dJ2 = anxi+aJ*x3 

19 Since the numeration of the factors of production is arbitrary we 
the z-th factor whose per unit input is increased, and the y-th factor whose 

we may always assume that it is 
iose per unit input is decreased. 
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where x1 and x3 stand for the outputs of the first and third process entering into the 

composition of the mixed process. From this, it follows that 

and 

Consequently, 

U(2 ail ^■iXXX~\~ai3X3 _ ^j3 &j 1 

ajz—aji ~ aji+xl+aj3x3—aji(x1+X'i) aj3-ajx 

#i3— Uj2 _ — ailX\ aViX‘\ _ ^i3 ai\ 

aj3 — Clj2 ffi:i(-''T + Ai) ajlXl aj‘iX'-i aj3 aji 

U;2 ail _ ai3 aii 

aj2-aJl ctji—ciji 

i.e. both rates of substitution are equal. 

If the second technical process is effective, either ai2 < ai2 and aJZ < aJ2, or 

an < ai% and aj2 < aj2, i.e. the per unit input of one factor of production must 

be smaller in the second process than in the mixed process, and the per unit input 

of the other factor must not be larger (for otherwise the technical process would be 

either equivalent to the mixed process, or would be inefficient). Substituting ai2 

and aj3 for oi2 2nd aj2 in the above expression and taking account of the inequalities, 

it appears that on the left hand side the numerator is decreased or the denominator is 

increased, or both happens", while on the right hand side the numerator is increased 

or the denominator is decreased, or both. As a result we obtain 

di2,~ail 
< 

ffi'3 ffi'2 dj2 aji 

Thus the successive transition to other technical processes implies successive 

increase of the rate substitution of inputs. This is the law of increasing rate of sub¬ 

stitution of inputs 20. 
In a similar way it is possible to show that with joint production, under the 

conditions in which the law of output substitution operates, effective and divisible 

technical processes are subject to the law of decreasing rate of substitution of outputs21. 

The substitution of outputs becomes increasingly difficult; the decrease of output 

of a product by successive units is accompanied by a diminishing increase of output 

of the other product. 
It should be noted that the law of increasing rate of substitution of inputs, and 

the law of decreasing rate of substitution of ouputs, concern only those factois of 

production or products which are subject to substitution. These laws express certain 

limitations to which substitution is subject: even where substitution arises, it takes 

place under conditions of increasing difficulty. 

Another expression of the increasing difficulty of substitution peculiar to divis¬ 

ible and effective technical processes is the law of increasing additional inputs. This 

20 The graphic interpretation of the law of increasing rate of substitution is given in the Mathe¬ 

matical Notes § 6. 
21 See on this point Mathematical Notes § 6. 
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law appears when output is increased by means of successive transition from one 

technical process to another and the inputs of all factors of production except one, 

are kept constant. The increase of output under such conditions requires an increase 

of the input of the factor whose input is variable, for otherwise, the technical pro¬ 

cesses would not be effective. This is the counterpart in relations between inputs 

and output of the law of input substitution inputs (or of output substitution in the 

case of joint production)22. If effective technical processes are divisible, then successive 

unit increments of output require increasing additional inputs of the variable factor 
of production. 

Let the input of the z-th factor be variable. Denote its per unit input in three 

processes respectively by an,ai2,ai3 and the output in these processes xlf x2, jc3. 

Let us assume that < x2 < x3. The input of the factor in the three processes is 

respectively anxu ai2x2, ai3x3. With transition from the first to the second process, 

the input increases by ai2x2—aaxx, and with transition from the second to the 

third process by ai3x3—ai2x2. Per unit of increment of output, the input increments, 
or additional inputs are 

fiji2-y2 ailx\ ai3X3 dj 2X 2 

x2~xl X3 — X2 

Instead of the second process we shall now examine a mixed process in which 

the output x2 is obtained in the following way: the quantity Xl^~x^ js pro_ 

duced by the first process and the quantity xl^l—^ by the third process. Together 
■*•3 JVj 

there in the mixed process the output is 

A'i(-y3 W) T; (xi—xi) _ 

X2 xi X3-Xl ~ = X'2‘ 

The input of the factor in the mixed process is 

a2x2 = —lA A2)ffir,-3X:((.v2—Xj) 

x3—xi 

where ai2 stands for the per unit input in the mixed process. Therefore 

a2x2-zailx1 ^ ai3x3~ai2x2 agfa—x^+gi3x2(x2—xt) 

Xz~X' x3~x2 X3 V, 
Since it is assumed that the second process is effective consequently cti2 < ai2. By 
substituting this in the equation obtained, we find that 

*ixx 1 
x2 X ^ 

< Ji3x3 — ai 2- 

—X, (3) 

22 This becomes immediately clear when output is considered as negative input When the 

"" ” '"P"; “ i” the output, i, is possible to iLrpret L aZe"else 
npu: connected with a decrease of a negative input, i.e. as input substitution. In a similar way it 

possible to interpret it as output substitution by treating input as negative output. 
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Thus in the sucessive transitions from the first to the second process and from 

the second to the third process, etc. the additional input of the factor needed to 

obtain a unit increment of output increases. This is the law of increasing additional 

inputs. Instead of the additional input per unit of increment of output, its reciprocal 

may be considered. The reciprocal indicates the increment of output yielded by a unit 

of additional input, or the productivity of an additional input. To increasing addition¬ 

al inputs per unit of output increment there corresponds a decreasing productivity 

of additional unit inputs of the factor of production. Thus the law of increasing ad¬ 

ditional inputs can be formulated also as a law of decreasing productivity of addi¬ 

tional inputs. Both these formulations are equivalent. 

The law of input substitution and—under certain conditions of joint produc¬ 

tion—and of output substitution, and—in the case of divisible technical processes— 

also the law of increasing (or decreasing—with regard to outputs) rate of substitu¬ 

tion, and the law of increasing additional inputs are results of a selection performed 

among technical processes. These laws are expressions of prctxiologicctl legulaii- 

ties resulting from the application of a certain praxiological rule of behaviour, name¬ 

ly the rule of omitting from the production process inefficient and superfluous 

equivalent technical processes. They are not universal laws of production technique 

as is frequently, but wrongly, asserted. The assertion that universal laws of produc¬ 

tion technique, operate in any branch of production in a way independent of the 

historical level of growth of social productive forces, is a generalization going beyond 

the sphere of factors which can be verified empirically. Such a generalization borders 

on metaphisical speculation23. 
The technical processes available at a given level of historical development 

of productive forces are of varied kinds: some allow for substitution of inputs and 

of outputs others do not allow it; some allow it in one sphere and not in another, 

in so far as they allow substitution, they do so in various ways, under conditions 

23 The view that the law of increasing rate of substitution of inputs (and of decreasing rate of 

substitution of outputs) and the law of increasing additional inputs are universal laws of production 

technique connected with the question of the so-called law of diminishing returns (i.e. productivity) 

of factors of production. This law states that additional units of a factor of production successively 

applied in the production process while the input of the other factors remains unchanged, yield, (after a 

certain initial input is passed) diminishing increments of outputs. The law of increasing rate of substi¬ 

tution of inputs is interpreted as an inference of this law. For, by succesive substitution of one factor 

for another, successively withdrawn units of the substituted factor have an increasing productivity; 

to compensate for this ever larger successive quantities of the substituting factor are required. More¬ 

over, the successive units of the substituting factor are characterised by diminishing productivity 

which, in addition, brings about the necessity of successively increasing inputs ot this factor. Simi¬ 

larly in the case of joint production, the diminishing productivity of factors of production causes 

sucessive units of factors set free by the decrease of output of a product, to bring about domimshing 
increments of output of the other product. However, the law of diminishing productivity (returns) 

of factors is neither a necessary, nor a sufficient condition for the law of increasing (or decreasing— 

with regard to outputs) rate of substitution. A necessary condition is only that the productivity of 

succesive units of the substituting factor increases at a rate slower than the productivity of the units 
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of an increasing, decreasing or constant rate of substitution. The variety of technical 

processes is wide. However, not all technical processes are applied in production: 

selection takes place, a sifting of inefficient and superfluous equivalent 
processes. 

The observation of the technical processes actually applied in the production 

piocess may give the impression that these properties are connected with the nature 

of production technique, for in actual production processes one does not meet, 

in general, with technical processes not possessing the properties described. But 

this fact is not the result of the “nature” of the technical processes but is a result of 

of the substituted factor are withdrawn successively. This is a much wider condition than the law of 

diminishing productivity holding for both factors. Moreover, the law of diminishing productivity 

of factors is not always sufficient to secure an increasing rate of substitution of inputs. Its working 

may be counteracted by the dependence of the productivity of additional units of the factor of the 
input of another factor. It may happen that the productivity of successive units of the substituting 

factor increases as a result of a decrease in the input of the substituted factor. On the other hand, 

if the productivity of successive units of the substituting factor diminishes greatly as a result of 

a decrease in the input of the substituted factor, the rate of substitution may increase even without 

diminishing productivity of successive units of a particular factor of production. Thus the law of 

increasing rate of substitution of inputs (and also the law of decreasing rate of substitution of outputs) 

and the law of diminishing returns do not coincide. See on this point the Mathematical Notes § 7 

in the appendix. The fact that the law of the increasing (or decreasing) rate of substitution does not 

coincide with the law of diminishing returns, is important because this alleged law, interpreted as 

universal, is empirically improvable. This law was first formulated only for inputs of labour and means 
of production on a constant area of land in agriculture. Anne R. Turgot first formulated this in 

Observations sur un memoire de G. de Saint-Peravy, Paris 1768. Edward West also formulated it 

independently in his Essay on the Application of Capital to Land, London 1815. Ricardo introduced 

the law into his theory of land rent and because of this it gained widespread renown. In the second 

half of the nineteenth century the outstanding chemist Justus Liebig tried to justify the law of di¬ 

minishing productivity of input on land in terms of natural science. E. A. Mitscherlich (1909) tried 

to deduce it from empirical research into the productivity of inputs of fertilizer on soil. Marx, in 

contrast to Ricardo, did not connect land rent with the law of diminishing returns from land; vide 

Capital, Vol. Ill, pp. 40-44. Lenin criticised the law as an abstraction contrary to historical experience 

which fails to take into account the fact that the increase in input of labour and of means of produc¬ 

tion on a given area of land is, as a rule, connected with technical progress. Vide V. I. Lenin, Agrar- 

nyj vopros i “kritiki” Marksa (The Agrarian Question and Marx’s Critics) Works. Vol. 5, Moscow 

1950, p. 113. The founder of the American branch of the subjectivist trend in political economy, 

J. B. Clark, extended the law of diminishing returns to all factors of production (The Distribution 

of Wealth, New York 1899) and based on it the theory of marginal productivity. He considered 

diminishing returns ot factors of production to be a universal law of production technique In this 

form the law of diminishing returns of factors of production was widely accepted in the neoclassical 

school and in kindred schools of economic thought. Its clearest formulation was given by P H Wick 

steed, The Common Sense of Political Economy, Vol. I, London 1902, second edition 1933 and by 

K. Wicksell, Lectures of Political Economy, Vol. I, London 1934. This is a translation from Swedish 

the first Swedish edition is of 1901). E. Schneider, Theorie der Production, Vienna 1934 and S Carlson’ 

A Study in the Pure Theory of Production, London 1939, gave a modern exposition of the law of 

diminishing returns. It should be noted that the founder of the neoclassical school Alfred Marshall 

in his theoretical analysis referred to the law of the diminishing returns of factors of production 
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the fact that processes which do not have the above mentioned properties are elimi¬ 

nated in the sifting of the inefficient or superfluous equivalent processes. This is the 

result of the praxiological rule of behaviour applied in production24. 

IV 

In the form given above, the technical production matrix does not yet give 

a full picture of the possible production techniques. It takes into account only the 

per unit inputs peculiar to the various technical processes. However, technical pro¬ 

cesses differ not only with regard to the per unit inputs of factors of production, but 

they also differ with regard to the stocks of fixed means required in a given technical 

process. Fixed means take part in the production process not only in the form of 

inputs, i.e. utilisation during a definite period of time. As we know, utilisation has 

the character of a stream, measured in numbers of physical units in a given period 

of time, e.g. in machine-hours, truck-hours during a month or a year. Fixed means 

take part in the production process also as stocks, independent of the extent of 

their utilisation. 

Fixed means of production preserve their natural form and their usefulness 

for more than one period of production. Once introduced into the production process, 

they participate in it with their whole indivisible stock. A machine, a truck or a build¬ 

ing may be utilised for several hours daily, but it is not possible to work without 

with much circumscription and caution. He was of the opinion that substitution of factors of produc¬ 

tion is not a universal phenomenon, but takes place in a limited sphere. He also confined the activity 

of the law of diminishing returns mainly to agriculture and to the production of raw materials. 

Vide A. Marshall, Principles of Economics, Eighth Edition, London 1958, pp. 318 and seq. and p. 

387. The law of diminishing returns of factors of production does not play any important role in the 

so-called Lausanne School. Walras based his theory of production on the assumption of constant 

coefficients of production: for the making of each product only one technical process is available 
and there is no possibility of substituting factors Vide L. Walras, Elements d'economie politique pure. 

Chapter IV. Later in the fourth edition of his work (1900), Walras supplemented his analysis intro¬ 

ducing the assumption of universal substitution of factors of production in conformity with the 

theory of marginal productivity (Chapter VII). Pareto treated substitution of factors of production 

as a special case which does not have universal validity. Vide V. Pareto Manuel d'economie politique, 

Paris 1907. J. Schumpeter presents the history of the problem in History of Economic Analysis, 

London 1954, pp. 1026-1053. The essay of the well-known mathematician K. Menger, The Laws 

of Return, A Study in Mataeconomics, in the book Economic Activity and Analysis edited by O. Mor- 

genstern. New York 1954, and the study of S. Kruszczynski, Problem ksztaltowania siq przychodow, 

i kosztow (The Problem of the Formation of Returns and Costs) Poznan 1962, contain a critical 

analysis of the problem. As we have shown in the text, all these pseudoproblems bordering on 
metaphysics are irrelevant for the quantitive relations arising in the production process. The sub¬ 

stitution of inputs and of outputs and its increasing difficulty under successive transition from one 

technical process to another do not result from the nature of production technique; they are a con¬ 

sequence eliminatory selection of technical process. The problem is one of praxiology and not of 

technology. 
24 Z. Bosiakowski draws attention to the praxiological character of the results of empirical 

research into the relations arising between inputs and output. See his review of the study of S. Krusz¬ 

czynski mentioned in the preceding footnote. Vide “Ekonomista”, 1963, No. 2, pp. 437-432. 
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the whole machine, the whole truck or the whole building. The stock of fixed means 

utilised in the production process, is usually called the technical equipment of produc¬ 

tion. For a full description of conditions of production, it is necessary to mention 

beside the per unit inputs of factors of production also the technical equipment 

consisting od stocks of fixed means. Individual technical processes differ also in the 

matter of the technical equipment required. 

As a rule a definite stock of various fixed means—buildings, fittings, instal¬ 

lations, machinery, transport facilities, etc. is required for the application of a given 

technical process; i.e. some definite technical equipment is necessary. Various techni¬ 

cal processes serving to make a given product require different technical equipment. 

The size of the technical equipment, i.e. the stock of various fixed means of production 

is independent of the extent of its utilisation. Therefore it is also independent of 

the output of the product made. It is a constant quantity peculiar to any given tech¬ 

nical process. 

To obtain a full picture of the technical possibilities of production, the technical 

equipment necessary to the various technical processes must be introduced into the 

technical production matrix. For this purpose it is necessary to distinguish between 

fixed and circulating means of production. Let us—for sake of distinction—denote 

the input of circulating means by £>(0) and the input of fixed means by g(1). Further, 

let V be the stock of fixed means. The technical production matrix then can be writ¬ 
ten as follows: 

Lx L 2 Lr 
P P P 

qr Qi0) 0^ 
p p p 

<2ix) (?2X) Q^ 
p P p 

Sx S, Sr 
In this matrix each column stands for an aggregate of per unit inputs and of 

technical equipment corresponding to the given technical process. The technical 

equipment (stock of fixed means of production) appears at the bottom of each column; 

the last line of the matrix shows—the technical equipment peculiar to various tech¬ 

nical processes-0. This matrix we shall call the full technical production matrix. 

The technical equipment is an aggregate, i.e. vector, whose components are the stocks of 

individual fixed means. For a given, let us say the >th, technical process, the vector representing 
the technical equipment may be written in the following form: 

Sij 

Herey is the technical process index (j — 1,2, ..., r). 
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Taking into account the technical equipment, it is also possible to extent the 

concept of inefficient and equivalent technical processes. A technical process is in¬ 

efficient when it requires a greater per unit input of one or several factors of produc¬ 

tion or one or several larger components of technical equipment, while no other 

per unit input or component of the technical equipment is smaller26. Technical pro¬ 

cesses are equivalent if they require the same per unit inputs and the same number 

and size of components of technical equipment. By eliminating inefficient and super¬ 

fluous equivalent technical processes, we obtain an extended concept of effective 

technical processes. It is possible to show by reasoning like that above that the 

effective (in the extented sense) technical processes are subject to the law of substitu¬ 

tion. 

As we have seen, Marx noted that a decrease in per unit input of labour, i.e. 

an increase in labour productivity, is, as a rule, connected with an increase in technical 

equipment of the production process. The substitution of living labour by increased 

technical equipment is the chief motor of the historical process of growth of produc¬ 

tivity of human labour. It is generally connected with substitution of per unit inputs 

of means of production for per unit inputs of labour, because the rise in output 

attained by a per unit input of labour requires an increase in the quantity of objects 

of labour (i.e. raw materials) transformed into product27. 

The technical equipment peculiar to a given technical process determines the 

maximum input i.e. the maximum extent of utilisation of fixed means. For the input 

of the fixed means can not exceed their uninterrupted utilisation in the production 

process. Taking account of interruptions needed for conservation and repair, to any 

fixed means of production has a maximum of possible utilisation in the course of a 

given period of time (a day, month, year). With a given stock of a fixed means it is 

not possible to exceed a certain maximum extent of its utilisation, i.e. a certain 

maximum input. 
In consequence there is a certain maximum output of product which can be 

obtained (in the course of a given period of time) by applying a given technical pro¬ 

cess. This output is determined by the maximum utilisation of the technical equip¬ 

ment peculiar to the given process; we call in the productive capacity of the technical 

process. Each technical process has a productive capacity of its own. If the output 

26 These components are components of the technical equipment vector Sj corresponding 

to the given technical process. These are concrete machines, buildings, installations, means of trans¬ 

port, etc. 
27 In Capital, vol. I, pp. 671-672 (Polish edition) Marx connects the growth of labour pro¬ 

ductivity both with the substitution of technical equipment for per unit inputs of labour (“the bulk 

of machinery used, draught animals, mineral fertilisers, drains and so on, is a condition of labour 

productivity growth. The same is true of buildings, blast furnaces transport facilities”) and of the 

substitution of per unit inputs of means of production particularly circulating means for per unit 

inputs of labour (“the volume of raw material transformed at the same time, increases”). It is nec¬ 

essary to distinguish these two kinds of substitution connected with growth in labour productivity. 

Much confusion has arisen in economic literature because of the lack of a clear distinction. 
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is less than the productive capacity of the technical process, we say that the productive 

capacity is not fully used. The ratio of the output and of the production capacity 

of a technical process, is called degree of utilisation of productive capacity. 

It may happen that the stocks and the maximum utilisation time of the various 

fixed means are such that they allow the same output to be obtained. Then we say 

that the technical equipment has a harmonious structure. Often, however, various 

components of the technical equipment allow different outputs. Then we say that 

there is disharmony in the structure of technical equipment. With disharmony in the 

structure ot technical equipment, the productive capacity of the technical process 

is determined by the component of technical equipment which allows the smallest 

output to be obtained. This component we call the limiting component. The remain¬ 

ing components of technical equipment are not utilised to the fullest possible extent: 
they are underutilised. 

The structure of the technical equipment may be harmonious or disharmo¬ 

nious. This is a question of the particular production technique and constitutes 

a property of the given technical process. Individual technical process may, then, 

be connected with under utilisation of certain components of technical equipment 

even under full utilisation of their productive capacity. It is possible, however, to 

transform a disharmonious structure of technical equipment into a harmonious 

structure by a suitable pooling of technical processes. 

Let us consider two technical processes utilising the same fixed means of produc¬ 

tion. Suppose that in the first process there are three components of technical equip¬ 

ment which allow the production (in a given period of time) of 100, 120 and 150 units 

ot output, respectively. Here the first component is the limiting component; the 

two remaining components are underutilised. Suppose that in the second process, 

as for as their technical aspect goes, components allow the production of corres¬ 

pondingly 200, 180 and 150 units of output. Here the third component of technical 

equipment is the limiting component; the first and second components are under¬ 

utilised. By pooling the two processes into one, we obtain a mixed process in which 

300 units of output are produced and in which all components of technical equip¬ 

ment are utilised to the full. The structure of the technical equipment of this mixed 

process is harmonious. Such pooling of technical processes we shall call harmoni¬ 
sation of the structure of technical equipment. 

Harmonisation ot the structure of technical equipment by polling of technical 

processes is possible when various technical processes use the same—in the technical 

sense fixed means of production and, when the components of technical equipment 

limiting in one process are underutilised in another process. The pooling of technical 

processes then leads to an approach to a harmonious structure of technical equipment. 

It does not always lead to full harmonisation of the structure of technical equipment, 

for the underutilisation of individual components of technical equipment in different 

processes is not always such that it can be eliminated by pooling of the 
processes. 
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It is, however, always possible to obtain full harmonisation by increasing the 

size of output to a multiple of the outputs allowed by the various components of 

technical equipment. With such an increase in the size of output, not all compo¬ 

nents of technical equipment are multiplied in the same ratio. E.g. if, in the first 

of the processes mentioned, the size of output is incresed six times, i.e. to 600 units 

of output it is necessary to multiply the first component of technical equipment 

six times, the second component five times and the third only four times. Then each 

component allows 600 units of output to be produced and the structute of technical 

equipment is harmonized. 

Similarly in the second process mentioned as an example, it is possible to obtain 

harmonization of the structure of technical equipment with an output amounting 

to 1800 units. In this case it is necessary to multiply the first component of technical 

equipment 9 times, the second 10 times and the third 6 times. Every output which 

is a multiple of the output made possible by individual components of technical 

equipment, leads to harmonization of the structure of technical equipment. The 

least common multiple suffices for this purpose. The least common multiple deter¬ 

mines the smallest output (and consequently the smallest productive capacity of the 

multiple process) which brings about harmonization of the structure of equipment28. 

The harmonization of structure of technical equipment is always accompanied 

by an increase in productive capacity. Under harmonization through pooling of 

technical processes, the new mixed process has a productive capacity equal to the 

smallest output which the individual components of the poolee technical equipment 

allow to be obtained. But when technical processes are increased to multiplisize 

the productive capacity of the multipled process is a multiple of the outputs made 

possible by the individual components of technical equipment, consequently it is 

greater than the output made possible by the limiting component which determines 

the productive capacity of the original process. [Sometimes harmonization of the 

structure of technical equipment can be achived by pooling technical processes 

producing different products if these processes utilise (wholly or partially) the same (in 

the technical sense), fixed means of production. In such cases joint production of two 

or more products is the result. Joint production is frequently a result of pooling 

different technical processes for the purpose of harmonizing the structure of tech¬ 

nical equipment. 

28 Vide Mathematical Notes, § 3. The Danish engineer-economist Ivar Jantzen drew attention 

to the problem of harmony of the structure of technical equipment in his essay (Voxende Udbytte 

i Industrien “Nationalknomisk Tidsrift”, Vol. 62, Copenhagen 1924). An English translation ap¬ 

peared in the book by the same author Basic Principles of Business Economic, Copenhagen 1939. 

A German translation appeared as the appendix to the book of E. Schneider Theorie der Produktion, 

edition cited. See also Ivar Jantzen Laws of Production and Cost, “Econometrica”, Vol. 17, Sup¬ 

plement 1949 (Report on Washington Meeting). As far as we know, Jantzen was the first to state 

that it is possible to obtain harmonization of the structure of technical equipment by way of 

increasing a multiple the size of output. He called this theorem the “law of harmony”. Vide F. 

Zeuthen, Economic Theory and Method, London 1955, pp. 117-118. 
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Clearly, harmonization of the structure of technical equipment either by an 

increase in the output of a single product made (as a result of pooling or multiplying 

of processes) or by a transition to joint production (possibly also by an increase in 

the variety of product) requires an increase in technical equipment. Thus it is connect¬ 

ed, with an increase in technical equipment and as well as with an increase of the 

productive capacity of a productive establishment29, or—as we say colloquially—with 

an increase of the “size” of the establishment. It may require a combination of a larg¬ 

er number of productive establishments into a new “larger” establishment, which 

has more technical equipment and greater productive capacity (or more varied 

productive capacity as in the case of transition to joint production or of an enlargement 

of the variety of products). Moreover, it may happen that the harmonization of the 

structure of technical equipment in one branch of production is dependent on the 

growth of production in another production branch. Such a dependence may be due 

to the fact that growth of production in one branch is a condition for the utilisation 

of the increased productive capacity connected with the harmonization of the 

structure of technical equipment. It also may be due to the fact that a second 

production branch supplies raw materials or is a recipient of the product made 30. 

Taking account of technical equipment leads to a significant limitation of the 

sphere of operation of the law of increasing rate of substitution of inputs (and decreas¬ 

ing rate of substitution of outputs and of the law of increasing additional inputs). 

As we know, these laws are the result of an application in the production process of 

the praxiological rule eliminating inefficient processes. Processes which do not 

conform to these laws are inefficient if they are divisible, for then there exist one 

or more mixed processes, which yield the same output with a smaller input of at 

least one factor of production. However, technical equipment determines a definite 

productive capacity of the technical processes. In consequence, the mixing of two 

or more processes for the production of a given output may lead to underutilisation 

of the productive capacity of these processes and also to disharmony in the structure 

of technical equipment. Under these conditions, the technical processes are indivisible 

and the application of mixed processes does not come into consideration. Mixed 

processes do not “compete” for application in the production process. As a result, 

the processes which do not conform to the above mentioned laws concerning the 

rate of substitution and additional inputs, do not have to be inefficient. 

In this situation, these laws do not come into play. They may come into play 

in the particular case when the technical equipment and productive capacity of the 

individual processes making up the mixed process are comparatively small. In such 

case the processes are nearly divisible and a mixed process does not cause underutili- 

29 The harmonization of technical equ pment is technical basis of the law of concentration of 

production wh'ch operates in the capitalist as well as in the socialist mode of production. It is 

also connected with the well known phenomenon of increasing returns of scale or economies of scale. 

30 This constitutes the basis of the phenomenon which Marshall called external economies. 

Vide A. Marshall, Principles of Economics, edition quoted, p. 226. 
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sation of productive capacity or serious disharmony of the structure of technical 

equipment. Therefore, these laws operate only in branches of production where 

technical equipment and productive capacity of the technical processes are compa¬ 

ratively insignificant. They cease to operate as technical equipment and productive 

capacity grow in size and, in consequence, the “size” of productive establishments 

grows too31. 

Thus the law of increasing rate of substitution of inputs (and decreasing rate 

of substitution of outputs) and the law of increasing additional inputs interpreted as 

consequences of a praxiological rule of the selection of technical processes are not 

universal either. They hold only for divisible processes where technical equipment 

and productive capacity do not play a major role. 

31 It follows that these laws operate as praxiological regularities chiefly in agricultural produc¬ 

tion and in some raw material production, where technical equipment is comparatively small. 

They do not operate in industrial production which is characterised by large technical equipment. 

This is in agreement with the empirical observation made by A. Marshall in Principles of Economics, 

edition quoted, pp. 318-319 and 137-154. But as the amount of technical equipment increases 

in agriculture and in mining as a result of technical progress, these laws cease to operate in these 

spheres too. This explains Lenin’s empirical results concerning the so-called law of diminishing 

returns from land under conditions of capitalist development of agriculture. Vide V. I. Lenin, 

Kwestia agrarna a krytycy Marksa, Works, Vol. V, pp. 112—125. L. Krzywicki s Kwestia rolna (The 

Agrarian Question), Warsaw 1903, pp. 188-190, in this connection expressly emphasises the role of 

technical equipment in agriculture. 



MATHEMATICAL NOTES 

§ 1. The Technical Production Matrix. 

Let us denote, in a similar way as in the text above, the vectors of input of labour, 

of circulating means of production and of fixed means of production in they'-th tech¬ 

nical process by 

Lj = 

^2 j 

II O O? 

Q\f 
Q& 

ejx) = 

“ Qi 5> 

Lhj 5 el?_ 
Let the number of different kinds of labour be /;, the 

(7=1, 2, r). 

of circulating means of production be k and the number of different kinds of fixed 

means be /. Let us now consider r different possible technical processes and let P 

denote the output. The inputs and the outputs are measured in physical units in a given 

period of time (i.e. they are streams). We assume also that the inputs are non-negative 

(and at least some of them are positive) and the outputs are positive. 

The vectors defined form the input matrix 

L\ L2 . Lr 

Q[0) 6?} . g<°> 

gp) g$°.e<x) 
This matrix can also be written in the expanded form 

L 

L 
u 

21 

L hi 

L,2 

L,2 

L),2 

A 

u 2 r 

L 

QiV Q12 . Q 
Q21 Q«> . QiV 

hr 

(0) 
lr 

QIV QiV . Q[V 
QiV GiV . Q[V 
Gft> Q(22 . fift) 

gip aiv . q\v. 
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The columns of this matrix show the inputs of different factors of production 

when a given technical process is used and the rows of the matrix show the inputs 

of a given factor of production in different technical processes. Putting n = hfk+1 

we find that this matrix has n rows and r columns. 

For the sake of simplicity let us denote the elements of the expanded input matrix 

by xu, i.e. xu is the element standing in the z'-th row and y'-th column of the matrix 

(i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., r). Then this matrix can be written in the form 

... Xu 

*2! -^22 ... X-2,. 

' 
' 

£
 X* 

' 
' 4 

(1.1) 

The per unit input of the z'-th factor of production in the y'-th technical process 

is defined as 

a. = ^(i=l. 2. n; 7=1, 2, 0 (1.2) 

The per unit unit inputs will be also called coefficients of production. These coefficient 

have dimensions independent of time, i.e. the dimension of a ratio of two stocks. 

The coefhciens of production form the technical production matrix; 

A 

axx al2 ... aXr 

d 22 • • • d'2 r 

&nl ^n2 • • • &nr 

(1-3) 

production in a given technical process and the rows show the per unit inputs of a giv¬ 

en production factor in different technical processes. 

The stocks of different fixed means necessary in the y'-th production process 

form the vector Sj which will be called the technical equipment vector of the given 

process: 

Sj = 

nj 

(y'= 1,2, ..., r). 

The quantities Sxj, S2J,...,Sij are non-negative and represent the components of the 

technical equipment. The stocks have dimensions independent of time. The compo¬ 

nents of the technical equipment can be presented in form of a matrix S with / rows 

and r columns. 
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Introducing the technical equipment necessary for different production processes 

into the technical production matrix we obtain the full technical production matrix, i.e. 

or 

where 

id 

r-T 
a

 

!
_

 

al2 ■■■ alr 

^21 a22 ... a2 r 
• • • 
• • • 

tf/il an2 • •■ u„r 

Sx2 ... Sir 
S2i *S22 ... S2r 

_sn Sl2 ... $lr _ 

ltl-1 ai a2 

Sx S2 

a, = 

a i J 

hj 

a A 
Sr\ 

(J — 1. 2, •••> r)- 

(1.4) 

(1.4a) 

In the full technical production matrix the columns show the per unit inputs and 

the technical equipment in a given technical process and the rows show the per 

unit unit input of a given factor of production or the stock of a given kind of fixed 

means of production in different technical processes. 

§ 2. Joint Production. 

Joint production can be introduced into the technical production matrix by 

treating one of the several products as reference product. All the other products 

then are treated as sui generis factors of production whose inputs are negative. 

Per unit inputs of these “factors of production” show the outputs of other products 

which are obtained per unit of output of the reference product1. 

Another way of accounting for joint production in the technical production 

matrix is that of denoting output by positive numbers and inputs by negative numbers 

(thus the inputs are negative outputs). Such a procedure permits to account for all 

the outputs and all the inputs in the technical production matrix. Because of the 

rule adopted for the signs of the quantities this matrix takes the form of a balance 

sheet in which outputs are positive and inputs are negative2. Such approach has 

1 See O. Lange—Optymalne decyzje (Optimum Decisions), Warsaw 1964. 

2 Examples of such matrices can be found in O. Pichler Anwendung der Matrizenrechnung bei 

Betriebskostenuberswaehnung a paper in the book published under the title Anwendung der Matrizen- 

reclmung auf Wirtschaftliche und Statistische Probleme, Wurzburg 1959, and in the book Matema- 

ticheskye melody planirovania proizvodstva edited by M. M. Fiedorovich, Moscow 1961. 
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some obvious advantages. However, we shall not use it since for our purpose it is 

more convenient to use positive numbers for inputs of different factors of produc¬ 

tion. Also the components of the technical equipment will be assumed to be positive 

numbers. 

§ 3. Productive Capacity and the Structure of Technical Equipment. 

As denoted is the stock of the i-th kind of fixed means of production in the 

-th technical process. Let us denote by tu the maximum time of its use within a given 

time period. Then, the maximum possible input of this means is 

iXij)max — hjSi] 0 = 2, •••, l', j = L 2, ..., r). 

Using (1.2) we find that the stock Su makes it possible to produce (during the 

given period of time) at most the amount 

W,).« = (; = 1, 2, /; ] = 1, 2, .... r). 
ai 

(3.1) 
ij 

For a given, the y-th say, technical process the components of technical equip¬ 

ment SXJ, S2J, ■■■iSu determine respectively the maximum possible output of the 

product, (P„)m„, (P2j-)max, (Pij)mxa, say. The smallest of these outputs deter¬ 

mines the productive capacity of the given technical process. This productive capacity 

will be denoted by Pj. 

Thus 

Pj = min (P0-)max 0 = 2> •••’ (3-2) 
i 

In the particular case when (P,y)max = (P2j)maX = ••• = C^y)max tl16 structure 

of technical equipment is said to be harmonious. When such equality does not hold 

true, this structure is disharmonious. In the latter case the /-th fixed means of produc¬ 

tion, which fulfills the condition (3.2), is the limiting component of the technical 

equipment. As a measure of deviation from harmonious structure, i.e. as a measure 

of disharmony, the following difference may serve: 

max (Pjj)max niin (Pij)max> 

i i 

which also may be written 

max (Pij)maK-Pj (J= h 2, •••, r). (3.3) 
i 

This is the difference between the largest potential productive capacity and the real 

productive capacity as determined by the limiting component. 

Pooling k technical processes (where k < r) gives a new process whose produc¬ 

tive capacity is 

min ^ (Pij),nax. 

‘ r= i 
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This leads to a decrease of the disharmony of the structure of technical equipment 

if the inequalities 
k k 

max y cptJ> max ' (Pij)max (3-4) 
1 T~l 1 7 = 1 

max (i>ift)max-min (PJ max 

i i 

hold for all h = 1, 2, k. 

Let us denote by M} a multiple of the numbers PXJ max P2j max, ... P/Jmax in the 

y'-th technical process. 

Then 

_ Mj 

AiJ ~ 

is an integer for all i = 1, 2, /. Multiplying the component of the technical 

equipment StJ by 2^ we get a new, multipled, y'-th technical process. In the multi- 

pled process the components of the technical equipment are 

hjSij, hjSij. 

Because of (3.1) these components allow to produce 

= ^2j(2>2j)max = •■• = 2;y(Pjj)max = Mj. (3-6) 

This shows that multipliing the technical process leads to a fully harmonious struc¬ 

ture of its technical equipment. 

§ 4. Substitution. 

The following geometric interpretation illustrates the law of input substitution. 

The technical processes are represented by vectors in w(n+/)-dimensional Eucli¬ 

dean space. The components of these vectors are the elements of the columns of the 

full technical production matrix. Each vector has n+l components, namely n per 

unit inputs (coefficients of production) and / components of technical equipment. 

Obviously, some of the components my be equal to zero when the respective factor 

of production is not used in a particular technical process. The ends of these vectors 

determine a hypersurface composed of (n+l— l)-dimensional simplexes. The law 

of input substitution implies that the hypersurface is declined towards at least one of 

the co-ordinates, or, which amounts to the same, that the projection of the 

hypersurface on at least one plane of the system of co-ordinates is a “declining” 

curve. 

As the numeration of inputs and of components of technical equipment is 

arbitrary the projection can be drawn as follows (see Figure 1): 

Figure 1 represents the plane of the system of co-ordinates determined by two 

co-ordinates representing inputs or components of technical equipment. The vectors 
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OA, OB, OC, OD etc. are the projections on that plane of the vectors representing 

different technical processes. The points A, B, C, D etc. generate the broken line 

OBCD etc. This line represents the ends of (n+O-dimensional vectors representing 

different technical processes. 

The law of substitution of inputs says that this broken line is “declining”. As 

a matter of fact, if it were “rising” then—as is seen from figure 1—technical processes 

corresponding to the vectors OB, OC, OD would require larger per unit inputs of the 

two factors of production (or larger components of technical equipment) than the 

process corresponding to the vector OA. Thus these processes would be in efficient. 

Similarly these processes would not be efficient if the line ABCD were a horizontal 

one. The processes represented by the vectors OB, OC and OD would then require 

a larger per unit input a2j or a larger component of technical equipment S2J than 
the process represented by the vector OA while the per unit input ctxj or the size 

of the technical equipment component SXJ remain unchanged. On the other hand 

if two or more points A, B, C, D coincided, the corresponding technical processes 

would be equivalent. Consequently, the line ABCD must be a declining one. 

This is the geometric interpretation of the law of input substitution. 

§ 5. Mixed Processes 

When a mixed technical process is applied the per unit inputs are weighted means 

of the per unit inputs in the technical processes of which the mixed process is com¬ 

posed. Let us assume that a given quantity of the product is produced in such a way 

that the quantity xx is made by using one process—process 1, say, and the quantity 
x2 is made by using another process—process 2, say. Let an be the per unit input 

of the j'-th factor of production when process 1 is used and let ai2 be the per unit 

input of the factor in process 2. The input of the i-th factor in process 1 is equal to 

anxx and the input in process 2 is equal to ai2x2. The per unit input in the mixed 

process (which is denoted by aix) is then 
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X 
Let us denote by a: = ——— the share of the first process in the output of 

Xa 

the mixed process. The share of the second process is then 1—x = ——. The 
Xj+X2 

per unit input of the z'-th factor of production in the mixed process can therefore 
be written as 

aix = aax+ai2 (1—x). (5.1) 

As is seen, it depends on the parametr X defining in which proportion the product is 

made up of outputs of the two processes. 

Let us consider now the plane of the system of co-ordinates defined by the per 

unit inputs of the first and of the second factor of production (the order of numera¬ 

tion of factors of production is arbitrary) i.e., by the co-ordinates axj and a2J. Figure 

2 shows the projections on that plane of the vectors representing the technical process 

1 and the technical process 2, respectively. 

These are the vectors OA and OB. The ends of the vectors, i.e. A and B have 

the co-ordinates {ctxx, a2x) and (al2, a22). To the mixed process composed of the two 

processes there corresponds a vector the end of which has the coordinates alx, a<,x. 
This vector is denoted by OX. 

Because of (5.1), we have 

aXx = aux+aJ2(l — x) 

Q2x ^21-^T"^22(1 ”X). 

This is the parametric equation of a streight line passing through the points with 

the coordinates (axx, a22), i.e. through the points A and B. It shows that the point X, 

i.e. the end of the vector OX representing the mixed process, is situated on the seg¬ 

ment AB. The position of the point X on this segment depends on the parameter x. 

If x = 1, the point X coincides with the point A (i.e. only process 1 is used). If x — 0, 

then the point X coincides with the point B; this means that only process 2 is used’ 

If 0 < x < 1, the point X is situated somewhere between A and B and its position 

is determined by the proportion in which the product is made up of outputs of the 
two processes. 
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§ 6. The Properties of the Rate of Substitution. 

Let us consider three divisible technical processes which we shall denote by 1,2, 

and 3 and whose vector projections on the plane of the system of coordinates deter¬ 

mined by the first and the second factors of production are shown of Figure 3. 

These are the vectors OA, OB and OC. On the graph is shown also the vector 

OX corresponding to a mixed process composed of the processes 1 and 3. If the 

vector OB representing the technical process 2 is longer than OX (and has the lengt 

OB', say) then this process requires larger per unit inputs of the two factors of pro¬ 

duction than the mixed process mentioned above, i.e. this process is inefficient as 

compared with the mixed process. If the lenght of the vector OB is equal to OX then 

the process 2 requires the same per unit inputs as the mixed process and is therefore 

equivalent to the latter. It follows, hence, that the process 2 is effective only when 

the vector OB is shorter than the vector OX representing the mixed process. 

A similar argument can be applied to the technical processes 2, 3 and 4 to t e 

corresponding vectors OB, OC, OD. It follows that the broken line ABCD generated 

by the ends of these vectors representing efficient technical processes is convex with 

respect to the origin of the system of co-ordinates. It follows also that only mixing 

neighbouring technical processes (for instance processes 1 and 2, 3 and 4 etc.) is 

efficient3. It is seen on the graph that any mixed process obtained from the process 1 

and 3 is represented by the vector the end of which is on the segment AC. Sue a mixe 

process requires larger per unit inputs of both factors of production than the process 

Similarly, mixing the processes 2 and 4 leads to higher per unit inputs of both factors 

than the process 3 and mixing the processes 1 and 4 requires larger per unit inpu s 

of both factors than in the case of either process 2 or 3. 
The broken line ABCD is “declining” and is convex with respect of the system 

of co-ordinates. It follows that the slope of its segments (AB, BC, CD etc.) with respec 

to the axis of abscissae decreases (see Figure 3). 

‘ 3 According to the law of substitution the broken line ABCD etc. is declining The points 

A B C, D, etc. can be monotonically arranged according to their dimensions. e vec or , ^ 

OC OD etc. can be similarly arranged. The “neighbouring” technical processes we define 

processes relative to the vectors neighbouring each other in the arranged set of vectors. 
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The slope of the consecutive segments thus form a decreasing sequence 

#11 #12 
> 

#12 #13 #13 #14 

#21 — #22 #22 — #23 #23 #24 

This is illustrated in Figure 4. The first term of the sequence (6.1) is equal to the 

tangent of the angle ABR, i.e. to the coefficient of slope of the segment AB. Similarly, 

it can be shown that further terms of the sequence are equal to the coefficients of 

slope of the segments BC, CD, etc. These coefficients are measured in their absolute 

value. Otherwise they would be all negative since the segments AB. BC, CD etc. 
are “decreasing”. 

The reciprocals of these coefficients form an increasing sequence 

#21 # 22 

a XX' -a 12 
< #22 #23 

#12 # X3 
< #23 #24 

#13 #14 
< (6.2) 

These reciprocals are the rates of substitution of inputs. They express the ratio 

of the increment of the per unit input of one factor of production to the decrease of 

the per unit input of the other factor. The sequence (6.2) shows that when passing 

from one neighboring technical process to another one the rate of substitution of 

inputs increases. This property is the law of increasing rate of substitution of inputs. 

Treating the output as negative inputs we get the law of decreasing rate of substi¬ 
tution of outputs as an immediate consequence of the law of the increasing rate of 

substitution of inputs. Transforming the negative inputs into positive outputs we 

change the signs of the terms in the sequence (6.2). The law of the decreasing rate of 

substitution of outputs then can be geometrically presented by means of a broken 

line convex to the origin of the system of co-ordinates, as shown in Figure 5. The 

axes of co-ordinates Oa2j and Oa2J represent the per unit outputs i.e. the output 
per unit of input. 

In a similar way we get, also as a conclusion from the law of increasing rate 

of substitution of inputs, the law of increasing additional inputs (of their decreasing 

productivity). Let us consider one positive per unit input (of a factor of production) 

and one negative per unit input i.e. a unit output. A decrease of the per unit input is 

interpreted as unit increase of output i.e. a unit increase of the quantity produced. 

Considering the output as a positive quantity (which we denote by x) we get the 
geometric interpretation as shown on Figure 6. 
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§ 7. The Neoclassical Theory of Production. 

The approach to the quantitative relations existing in the production process 

outlined above assumes the existence of a finite (and in practice rather small) number 

of technical processes by means of which the product can be obtained. Fourthemore, 

this approach takes account of the technical equipment and of the corresponding 

productive capacity of technical processes. If (1) the assumption of a definite technical 

equipment (and of a given productive capacity) is dropped and we assume instead 

that production processes are divisible and (2) their number is infinite and not enu¬ 

merable (thus forming a continuum) and finally, (3) that the law of substitution applies 

to all the factors of production (and in the case of joint production to all the products) 

we arrive at the neoclassical theory of production. 

The ends of the vectors representing different technical processes define in this 

case a smooth (i.e. not a broken) continuous line. Instead of the picture shown on 

figures 1 and 3 we get the situation as shown of Figure 7. 

The line joining the ends of the respective vectors is called isoquants (this is the 

locus of all possible technical processes yielding the same amount of product). 

The thick line represents the isoquant corresponding to the output of one unit for the 

radiuses OA, OB, OC, OD are vectors or per unit inputs. Since, acording to our 
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assumption, there is no fixed technical equipment and no corresponding productive 

capacity, production can be carried on any scale. If the output is doubled then the 

inputs of the factors of production must also be doubled. Instead of the vectors 

representing per unit inputs in different technical processes we get the vectors of 

double lenght, i.e. OA', OB', OC', OD'—(see Figure 7) which represent the inputs 

of different factors of production in the processes producing 2 units of output. The 

ends of these vectors define a new isoquant, shown on the graph as a dashed line. 

This isoquant corresponds to two units of output. In a similar way it is possible to 

get isoquants corresponding to any amount of output or—as is often said—to differ¬ 

ent scales of output. The lengths of the vectors which generate the isoquants are 

proportional to the amount of product, i.e. to the scale of output. All the isoquants 

are hence parallel. 

In consequence, there is a family of isoquants which can be represented by the 

equation. 
f(ctxx, a2x) = x 

in the case of two factors of production (as in the case figure 7), or by the equation 

f(axx, a2x ..., an) = x (7.1) 

in the case of n factors of production. In this equation the parameter x denotes the 

scale of output. As in seen, the inputs of the factors of production axx, a2x, ..., a„x 

are proportional to the scale of output. 

Writing vx = axx, v2 = a2xx, ..., v„ = anx and writing the output jc on the 

left side of the equality sign we get 

x=f(vxv2, (7.2) 

The scale of output x is a function of the inputs of factors of production vl5 v2, ..., v„. 

In the neoclassical theory of production this function is called the production function. 

From (7.1) it follows that this function is homogenous of first degree4. 

The neoclassical theory assumes that the production function has derivatives 

of the first and second order. The first derivatives are called marginal productivities 

of the respective factors of production. It is also assumed that 

df d2f 
_ ^>0and4<0 (7-3) 

4 The homogeneity of the production function appears in the earlier formulations of the neoclas¬ 

sical theory of production as an assumption. Such an assumption was explicitly made by P. H. Wick- 

steed in An Essay on the Co-ordination of the Laws of Distributions, London 1894. In later formulations 

it is assumed that the production function is homogeneous only for industries but not necesserily 

for single plants. The homogeneity of the production function is obtained as a result of the assump¬ 

tion that all plants produce optimum amounts of product. In this case a A>fold expansion of output 

is obtained by a k-fold increase of the number of plants each of which continues producing the same 

optimum amount. Such a solution of the problem of homogeneity was given by K. Wicksell, Lectures 

on Political Economy, London 1935, pp. 127-131. The problem of homogeneity of the production 

function aroused great discussions which are related by G. J. Stigler, Production and Distribution 

Theories, New York 1941. See also E. Schneider, Theorie der Produktion, pp. 19-21. 
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for Vi exceeding some value and t — 1, 2, n. The second inequality expresses 

the “law of diminishing returns”. 

The isoquants are “decreasing” lines (the law of input substitution) and are 

convex with respect to the origin of the co-ordinates (the law of increasing rate of 

substitution of inputs.) The convexity of the isoquants is expressed by the inequalities 

d2vj 

dvl 
>0, (7.4) 

where and v2 are inputs of two different factors of production (the order of numer¬ 

ation is arbitrary). 
Between the law of increasing rate of substitution of inputs (which is expressed 

by the inequality (7.4) and the law of diminishing returns expressed by the second 

inequality (7.3) there exists the following relation. 

Using the theorem on the derivatives of implicit functions we have 

K 
8vx _ dv2 

8v2 df 

8vx 

Hence 
df 8*f_8f d*f 

82vx 8vx 8v\ <9v2 8vx8v2 /y 

~^T= TW ' 

N 
However, in the case when there is < 0, i.e. when an increase of the 

OVXOV2 

input v2 decreases the marginal productivity input vx it can happen that the above 

expression will be negative or zero. This happens when such a decrease of the marginal 

productivity is very strong. The action of the law of diminishing returns is then 

outweighed by the mentioned decrease in marginal productivity. 

Also the inverse is true: the inequality (7.4) can be fulfilled in the case when the 

second of the inequalities (7.3) does not hold true, i.e. when the law of diminishing 

returns does not operate. This can happen when 

dvxdv2 

i.e. when an increase of the input v2, increases the marginal productivity of the input 

v1# If th is increase is very strong it can replace the lack of action of the law of dimin¬ 

ishing returns. 
This counteracting action of the impact of one factor of production on the mar¬ 

ginal productivity of the second factor is, however, limited by the homogeneity of the 
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production function. Homogeneous functions of the first degree verify the following 

relations between their second derivatives5: 

Pf 8*f 
dvxdvrVl~^ dv2dvrVi ^ 8vn8vr = 0 (/•=!, 2, ...,«). 

From these relations it follows that 

82f 1 8f 

~8v* = Tr 2j Vi = 2’ (7'6> 
i^r 

Hence, the second of the inequalities (3.3) implies some restriction on the mixed 

derivatives appearing on the right side of (7.6). 

In the special case when the production function is a function of only two varia¬ 

bles the law of diminishing returns is both the necessary and sufficient condition for 

the law of the increasing rate of substitution of inputs. The relation (7.6) assumes 
then the form 

_vx ay 

8v2 v2 8vx8v2 

Substituting this into (7.5) we get 

d-liK^ M\ 
82vx 8v2\8vx vx <9v2) 

~ ~ JWV 

Taking into account that > 0, v2 > 0 and > 0, > 0 we find that —< q 
ovi cv2 8v2 

82f 
if and only if ~ <0, i.e. if the second of the inequalities (7.3) holds true. 

2 

However this does not happen in the general case when the production function 
is a function of more than two variables. 

Joint production can be accounted for in a similar way as above, by treating 

products other than the reference product as factors of production with negative 

inputs or by assuming all the outputs to be positive and all the inputs to be negative, 

or vice versa5. Treating the output as negative inputs, we find that the inequality (7.4) 

6 This relation follows from the Euler’s theorem for homogeneous functions. In the case of 

functions homogeneous of first degree the theorem states that 

8f ,df , 
*'1+— r2 + crx dr2 

, df 
+ sr,’"-x- 

By differentiating this equality with respect to vr we obtain the relation in the text. 

The approach of treating joint production by assuming inputs to be negative outputs was 

irst introduced by J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, 2nd edition, London 1946, pp. 319. Later this 

treatment was also applied in so-called activity analysis, i.e. in the theory of production which as¬ 

sumes the existence of only a finite number of technical processes. See O. Lange Optymalne decyzje 

ptimum Decisions), Warsaw 1964 and R. G. D. Allen, Mathematical Economics, cit. edition, 613. 
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represents also the law of diminishing rate of substitution of outputs. Assuming 

that vls denotes the input and v2 denotes the output (with negative sign) we can inter¬ 

pret the inquality (7.4) as the law of increasing additional per unit inputs i.e. as the 

law of diminishing productivity of additional inputs. 

It is to be emphasized, however, that the law of diminishing productivity 

of additional inputs introduced in this way has the property of being an assumption 

and is not a consequence of the law of diminishing returns interpreted as a decreasing 

marginal productivity or as the fulfillment of the second of the inequalities (7.3). As 

we know already the second of the inqualities (7.3) and the inequality (7.4) in general 

do not coincide. 
As it is seen, the neoclassical theory of production formulates the quantitative 

relations in the process of production in a highly idealized way which results in a theo¬ 

retical model far removed from the real production process. In reality the number 

of technical processes is finite (and rather small) and the respective technical processes 

are characterized by a given technical equipment and a given productive capacity. 

Besides, in the real world not all the factors of production are subject to the law of 

substitution and to the law of diminishing returns, understood as a property of the 

production function, i.e. as a technological regularity. To assume so is a generaliza¬ 

tion lacking sufficient empirical foundation. 
The neoclassical theory of production must, therefore be as considered a mis¬ 

carried attempt of analysis of the quantitative relations in production7. Its historial 

source is the theory of three parallel “factors of production” labour, capital and land 

which aimed at justification of the distribution of the social product among the owners 

of these factors. The neoclassical theory generalizes and modernizes this theory. 

Its wide acceptance can be explained by the fact that it could be used for apolo¬ 

getic conslusions concerning the distribution of the social product under capitalism. 

According to the neoclassical theory the owners of the factors of production receive 

the value of the marginal product of the factors they happen to own. That the owners 

of the factors should receive the value of the marginal product of the factors they 

own is somehow taken for granted; it is an implication which follows from the tacit 

assumption that they should own the amounts of factors of production they do 

happen to own, i.e. that the historically given distribution of property is right. 

7 About the problem of the neoclassical theory of production see also O. Lange Optymalne 

decyzje. See also the interesting remarks in the subject on H. Schultz Marginal Productivity and the 

General Pricing Process, “Journal of Political Economy , Chicago 1929. 
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P. C. Mahalanobis 

India 

STATISTICAL TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 
IN PERSPECTIVE PLANNING IN INDIA 

Introduction: The phrase perspective “planning’ is being used in India since 

about 1954 or 1955 in the field of National Planning in which long range targets 

have to be set up 10 or 15 or 20 years in advance. The object of the present paper 

is to explain why perspective planning is essential in the case of under-developed 

countries and give some illustrative examples of the statistical information and 

methods which have been found useful for this purpose in India. This ist not the 

occasion to attempt a comprehensive discussion of techniques of perspective plan¬ 

ning. 
It is useful to make a distinction between projections and targets. The word 

projection, is used in the same way as in advanced countries to refer to the value 

of production, or of consumption or of other variates, at a specified date in future, 

estimated on the basis of historical records. Projections are essentially estimates 

obtained on the basis of analysis of time series or some kind of extrapolation in 

time. It is convenient to use the word target as the value of production, of con¬ 

sumption, or of other variates of interest which is desired to be attained on a spe¬ 

cified date in future, through the process of implementation of an economic plan. 

The word target would be used consistently in this sense. 

Objects of planning in India: The ultimate objects of planning are to improve 

the level of living, and expand facilities for education, care of health, cultural 

amenities etc. for all the people of the country. A spectacular improvement in the 

level of living of the advanced countries has been possible in the past, and 

a similar improvement would be possible in the less advanced areas in future, 

only through a continuing increase in the per capita production of all the peo¬ 

ple of the country. Such increase in per capita production can be attained 

only through a continuing substitution of human and animal power by machines, 

driven by steam or by electricity, for productive purposes of all kinds including 

industry, agriculture, transport and distribution. 

Changes in the level of living: As our chief concern is with the improvement 

of the level of living, a continuing “National Sample Survey” was started in India 

[271] 
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in 1950 which is collecting comprehensive information on various aspects of the 

level of living in rural and urban areas with a view to assessing the change over 

time. The total per capita expenditure per month on all consumer goods and serv¬ 

ices of each household has been used as a rough indicator of the level of living 

of the household. The method of fractile graphical analysis1 has been used to study 

the distribution by size of total per capita expenditure per month of households. 

Studies are also being made of the relationship between the total per capita con¬ 

sumer expenditure and the per capita consumption of individual items in terms 

of money and also in physical quantities where possible. 

A study of the distribution of per capita total consumption expenditure by 

decile groups of households (arranged in ascending order of the total per capita 

consumer expenditure in each household), shows that for the data collected in 

the “National Sample Survey”, round 8 (covering the period July 1954-March 

1955), the percentage share of the lowest decile group was 3.01 in rural areas and 

2.65 in urban areas, and of the second lowest decile group (between the tenth and 

the twentieth percentiles of households ranked by per capita expenditure) was 

4.09 and 3.90 for rural and urban areas respectively. For purposes of perspective 

planning, 4 per cent may be used as the share of the second lowest decile group 
of households2. 

Targets of planning: The average per capita expenditure in the second lowest 

decile group was a little over Rs 10 per month3 in 1960—61. For purposes of illus¬ 

tration, it is possible to adopt a target of raising, over a period of 15 years, the 

average per capita consumption expenditure in the second lowest decile group of 

households from Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 per month (or fifty dollars per capita per year). 

This amount, at 1960-61 prices, would provide only a very modest level of living 

in terms of food, clothing and other essential goods or services and amenitities. 

Doubling the per capita expenditure in fifteen years implies a rate of growth 

of nearly 5 per cent per capita per year. It is of interest to note in the present con¬ 

nexion that the per capita income in USA has increased sevenfold in the course 

of 120 years or at a rate a little over 1.6 per cent per capita per year. A reasonable 

target of planning in India would thus call for a rate of increase o income at a 

rate nearly three times greater than the actual rate of increase attained in the USA 

during the last 120 years. The above comparison would supply a rough idea of 

the dimension of the efforts required for economic development in India. 

See A Method of Fractile Graphical Analysis, “Econometrica”, 28, 325-351, 1960; also 

A Preliminary Note on the Consumption of Cereals in India, “Bulletin of the International Statis¬ 
tical Institute”, 39, 53-76, 1962. 

2 The lowest decile group has not been used because it may be a somewhat heterogeneous 

category comprising vagrants, persons living in isolation, tribal people, households in a transient 

income group etc. many of whom would require special ameliorative measures. 

3 One rupee = 1 shilling 6 pence = 0.21 U.S. cent approximately. 
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For purpose of planning it is necessary to deal with actual figures and not 

merely in percentages. The population of India is expected to increase to about 

650 million compared with about 430 million in 1960. (This, of course, is the pop¬ 

ulation projection for 1975 on plausible assumptions, and not a target; in fact, 

if it were possible to bring about a reduction in the rate of growth of population, 

Indian planners would no doubt adopt a much lower figure as a target). The num¬ 

ber of second lowest decile group of households in 1975 would be about 12.5 mil¬ 

lion on the basis of about five persons per household. To attain a target of Rs. 

1,200 (or $240) per year per household, the aggregate income of the second lowest 

decile group of household would have to be Rs. 15,000 million. If it is assumed 

that this group would still continue to have a 4 per cent share of the total expend¬ 

iture of the households4 then the aggregate national consumption expenditure 

of households would be 25 times greater or Rs. 375,000 million. The aggregate 

national income of India in 1975 would have to be somewhat larger to allow for 

investments and certain other items. The level of national income to be attained 

in 1975 would have to be somewhat more than double the target of income at the 

end of Third Five Year Plan in 1966. The rate of growth would have to be about 

7 per cent per year. 

Need of rapid industrilization: Such a rapid change (at a rate three times greater 

than that of USA) would call for rapid industrial expansion over a period of 15 years. 

The ultimate aim is expanding continually the production of consumer goods 

and services. It is necessary to increase the supply of machinery and energy for 

this purpose. In India, and in most of the other underdeveloped countries, it is 

not possible continually to import machinery for production of goods or of fuel 

on account of shortage of foreign currency. It is essential to establish and expand 

industries to manufacture machinery, electricals, transport and construction equip¬ 

ment. To increase the capacity for the production of capital goods and energy 

would be thus the only sound foundation for the expansion of consumer goods 

and services in future. 
At the same time, in all underdeveloped countries it is possible to increase 

the production of consumer goods with small tools by using traditional methods. 

This type of production is labour intensive and would give gainful employment 

to a large number of people who would otherwise remain idle for a good part of 

their time. 

In India a dual strategy was adopted from 1956 in the Second Plan to expand, 

on one side, the strategic heavy industries for steel, metals, machinery, electricals and 

4 In India the distribution of consumption expenditure of households by size of expenditure 

has been found to be steady (with some small fluctuations probably due to the effect of changes 

in prices) over the last ten years. The pattern of distribution of income of households by size of 

income has also been found generally to change only very slowly over time in most countries of the 

world. The assumption that the share of the second decile group (or of other fractile groups) of 

households would remain practically the same in India in 1975 is plausible. 
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chemicals etc., to build up the foundations of industrial progress, and at the same 

time also to expand the traditional cottage industries and small scale production. 

Targets of capital goods: It is, therefore, necessary to expand and set up not 

only targets of income or of consumer goods but also of machinery, steel and 

other metals, electricity, transport, etc. which would be used for the production 

of the desired volume of consumer goods and services. 

Targets of scientific and technical personnel: To achieve the targets of pro¬ 

duction, it would be necessary rapidly to increase the technical staff to prepare 

and implement an increasing number of projects. Training facilities must be ex¬ 

panded sufficiently quickly to turn out technical and scientific personnel in ade¬ 

quate numbers at all levels. Scientific and technological research would have to 

be expanded and oriented to serve the needs of national development in an effec¬ 

tive manner. Fundamental research as well as training in research must also be 

encouraged and developed at the same time to foster the accumulation of basic 

knowledge and to supply a sound foundation for national decisions being made 

increasingly on rational grounds. 

Balances at the stage of production and utilization: An essential condition for 

successful planning is to estimate in real terms the requirements of each project 

to ensure that right quantities of materials, machinery and men are available at 

the right time at every stage of the implementation of the project. Also, products 

and services resulting from the completion of each project must be promptly and 

effectively utilised to promote the execution of other projects and for the progress 

of the plan as a whole. 

The physical targets of production must be balanced in terms of physical 

quantities of raw materials, machinery, energy, transport etc., and also in terms 

of man power and of the flow of money. Incomes are generated in the very process 

of production; and supplies are utilised through market operations. Planning re¬ 

quires that aggregate incomes should be balanced with expenditure, savings should 

match investments, and the supply and demand of individual goods and services 

should be balanced in real terms so as to avoid any inflationary rise of prices or 

undesirable shifts in prices. Physical and financial planning are different aspects 

of the same reality. 

In India a perspective view of development over a long period of years began 

to be taken frcm the end of 1954. It was recognised that the targets and the bal¬ 

ances of materials and of man power would be only approximate partly for lack 

of information and partly for defects in organization and implementation. It was 

therefore recognised that planning would have to remain flexible and to enable 

necessary adjustments being made almost continuously. At the same time it was 

essential to keep in view a w'ide time horizon of 15 or 20 years or more. 

The use of simple models: In 1954-55, some simple models were used to work 

out the basic strategy of the Second Five Year Plan. The total investment was 

divided into two parts, one as the fraction used for investments for the produc- 
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tion of capital goods, and the other Xc as the fraction used for investments for 

the production of consumer goods = 1). If the corresponding net output- 

investment ratios for the production of investment goods and for the production 

of consumer goods respectively are fa and fa then the total net output-investment 

ratio is ft = fafa+fafa. By using the following two sector model, and using numer¬ 

ical values for the total investment, and estimated values of fa and fa, suitable 

values of and Xc were selected so as to enable the economy to grow at the target 

rate of 5 per cent per year or so. In order to estimate the volume of employment, 

the capital investment required per worker, say 0 was also used. 

The growth of national income Yin the two sector model is given by the follow¬ 

ing formula: 

r, = K'+W-i}] 

in which T0 is the national income in the base year, Yt the national income in the 

Nth year, and a0 the rate of investment in the base year. 

On this basis, a Draft Plan-frame for the Second Plan was prepared in March 

19555. Values of the different parameters as used in the Draft Plan-frame, the Second 

Plan (1956-61) as actually realised, and the Third Plan (1961-66) as estimated, 

are shown in the Table given below. 

Table (1): Investment Allocation, Capital per Worker and Net Output-Investment 

Ratio 

Plan 

Percentage allocation 

of investment for 
Capital 

per 

worker 

Rs 

Net output-investment 

ratio 

invest¬ 

ment 

goods 

consumer 

goods 

invest¬ 

ment 

goods 

consumer 

goods 

total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

fa 0 fa fa P 

Second Plan: 
Draft Plan-frame 1955 33 67 5,100 0.20 0.67 0.51 

Second Plan: 

actual (1956-61) 36 64 5,400 0.11 0.53 0.38 

Third Plan: 
estimate (1961-66) 39 61 6,900 0.21 0.63 0.47 

Many changes were made in the targets and allocations of the Draft Plan- 

frame at the stage of the preparation of the Second Plan; the values of the para¬ 

meters of the Second Plan as actually realized and the values given in the Draft 

5 The methods used have been described in The Approach of Operational Research to Planning 

in India, Sankhya, 16, 3-130, 1955. 
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Plan-frame are therefore not strictly comparable. The interesting point to note is 

that the estimated parameters for the Third Plan are fairly close to the parameters 

used in the Draft Plan-frame. 

The rate of investment (a0) in the first year of the Second Five Year Plan was 

9.8 per cent, the initial national income (y0) was Rs. 108.0 billion and the values of the 

other parameters were % = 36% Xc = 64% ft = 0.11, ft. = 0.53, as given in the 

second row of the above table. Using these values in the above expression, the 

estimated national income comes out as Rs. 129.7 billion for 1960-61 against an 

actual figure of Rs. 130.1 billion, both expressed at 1952-53 prices. In the case of 

the Third Five Year Plan, using the parameters given in the third row of the table, 

an initial income of Rs. 145.0 billion (at 1960-61 prices) and an initial rate of in¬ 

vestment of 11 per cent, the estimated income for 1965-66 on the basis of the two- 

sector model is Rs. 188.9 billion against an estimate of Rs. 190.0 billion given in 

the Third Five Year Plan on the basis of detailed sector-wise calculations. 

It may be concluded, therefore, that the two-sector model can supply a fairly 

reliable method for estimating future income. Values of the parameters used for the 

base period are no doubt subject to errors of estimation; but this would be true 

in the case of other methods also. The two-sector model gives realistic estimates 

presumably because it has reasonably correct structural relations between relevant 
variables. 

Values of output-investment ratios: Output-investment ratios ft and ft deter¬ 

mine, together with the chosen values of ft and ft and the total amount of invest¬ 

ment, the rate of increase of income and have an important role in planning. These 

two coefficients of net output-investment ratios were calculated from technolog¬ 

ical and statistical information in respect of hundreds of enterprises combined 

with approppriate weights. The calculated values for manufacturing industries are 
given in Table (A 1). 

Need of perspective planning, Steel'. The need of looking a long way ahead 

was learnt in India through experience. I shall give one example. In 1949 when 

preparatoiy work had just started for the First Five Year Plan, a decision was 

practically reached to increase the capacity for the production of steel from a little 

less than one million ton per year to two million tons per year in the course of five 

years. However, a careful survey was made of the current demand as in 1949. It was 

found that the maximum demand would be about 1.5 million ton per year. With 

marginal expansion of existing steel plants, it was possible to produce about a million 

ton per year within the country. Owing to the wide prevalence of the views of short- 

range economic theory, it was, therefore, decided that it would be inadvisable to 

include a new million ton steel plant in the First Five Year Plan of India. 

In consequence, great difficulties began to be experienced from the early years 

of the First Plan. Practically all the estimates for investments had been made in 

purely financial terms and a sizable increase in investments had been approved 

purely on a financial basis. As soon as the investment projects began to be imple- 
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merited, there was a sharp and continuing increase in the requirements of steel 

and other goods and services. Very soon the demand for cement increased to nearly 

three times the domectic supply. There was also a continuing and large expenditure 

of foreign currency for the import of steel, which added up to something like 2,000 

million dollars in the next ten years or so. In 1950 it would have been possible, 

to establish a new million ton steel plant with perhaps about 150 million dollars 

of imported machinery. Had this project been started at that time an additional 

supply of one million ton of steel (worth more than one hundred million dollars 

per year) would have been available from the early years of the Second Five Year 

Plan, and would have resulted in a very large and continuing saving of foreign 

exchange. The decision to drop the million ton steel project from the First Plan 

was due to attention being focussed only on the current demand in 1949, that is, 

due to a complete failure to appreciate the need of looking ahead to get ready to 

meet the demand for steel which was certain to increase rapidly in future. 

Targets of steel in 1970: At heavy cost we had learnt the lesson of not proceed¬ 

ing with the building up of capacity for steel production 12 or 15 years ago. Much 

attention is now being given to advance planning for steel. A detailed analysis 

of the requirements of steel is made, where possible, by individual items of pro¬ 

duction. With a given set of production targets for, say, 1970, it is possible in this 

way to prepare useful estimates of the requirements of steel. Some illustrative figures 

for the transport equipment industry is given in the following table. 

Table (2): Steel Requirements for Transport Equipment Industry in 1970 

Industries 

Production 

target in 

1970 

Tons of rolled 

steel required 

per unit of 
output 

Steel require¬ 

ment in 1970 

(in thousand 

tons) 

1 2 3 4 

1. Steam locomotives 300 150 45.0 

2. Electric locomotives 150 55 8.3 

3. Diesel locomotives 200 55 11.0 

4. Wagons 40,000 12 480.0 

5. Passenger coaches 2,500 30 75.0 

6. Automobiles 180,000 2.9 522.0 

7. Motor cycles, scooters 150,000 0.1 15.0 

8. Bicycles 4,000,000 0.02 80.0 

9. Ships (GRT) 160,000 0.65 104.0 

Source: Demand for Steel, Special Steel and Pig Iron. India-. 1960-1970. Perspective Planning 

Division, Planning Commission. 

The transport equipment industry would thus require about 1.34 million ton 

of steel per year. Requirements of other industries were estimated in the same way; 

the grand total for industries came to about 8 million tons of rolled metal. 
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In other cases a different approach is necessary. The steel requirement per 

rupee of net investment has been estimated for different types of activities. For 

example, the consumption of steel is 40 tons per investment of Rs. 100,000 in rail¬ 

ways ; the corresponding figure is so low as only 5 tons in large and medium scale 

irrigation. The total steel requirement for a target of investment in the Fourth Plan 

amounting to Rs. 170,000 million can be estimated at 20 or 21 million tons. 

Also, on the basis of the investment outlay for the last year of the Fourth 

Plan, one can estimate the steel requirement at about 5 million tons at the end 

of the Fourth Plan. Adding to this the current requirement of 8 million tons for indus¬ 

tries, the total demand would be about 13 million tons of steel in 1970-71. In the 

same way it has been estimated that the requirement of steel would reach 18 or 19 
million tons in 1975. 

Balance of electricity. It is possible in the same way to estimate the require¬ 

ments of electricity from the physical targets of production for any given year. 

For example, the production of ferro-manganese in 1960-61 was 100,000 tons for 

which the electricity consumed was 500 million kwh. For a target production of 

385,000 tons for ferro-manganese in 1970-71, the requirements of electricity would 

be 1,952 million kwh. A similar method of calculation was used for different types 

of industries. Table (A-3) in the Appendix gives the details. Steel and electricity 

are typical illustrations of the material balances which have been prepared in India 

for important commodities and energy for perspective planning of the economy 
15 or 20 years ahead. 

Perspective planning of fertilisers: The population of India is growing roughly 

at the rate of perhaps 9 million per year. The additional quantity of food grains 

requiied for these 9 million people would be about 1.5 million tons a year. This 

would add up to 22.5 million tons in the first five year period (not to speak of 60 

million tons in the second five year period). At an average price of 90 dollars per 

ton, the cost of importing 22.5 million tons in a five year period would come to 
about 2,000 million dollars. 

On the other hand, if imported ammonium sulphate is used, each ton on an 

average should increase the yield of food grains by about 2.2 tons. On this basis, 

roughly 10 million tons of imported ammonium sulphate would enable the do¬ 

mestic production of food grains being increased by about 22 million tons in a five 

year period. At an average price of 70 dollars per ton of fertilisers, the cost in foreign 

currency would be only about 700 million dollars or a third of the cost of imported 
food grains. 

Imported food grains can be quickly distributed and it is possible to make 

necessary arrangements for such imports at short notice in the course of a year 

or so under normal conditions of easy availability of food grains in the world market. 

(The lack of foreign currency is the only limitation in a country like India). The 

import of fertilisers, however, require placing of orders a year or two or even more 

years in advance because the supply position is not so easy as in the case of food 
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grains. Such a plan would, therefore, require taking a view of future needs two or 

three years ahead. 
A third possibility would be to set up a new factory every year for the pro¬ 

duction of 750,Q00 tons of ammonium sulphate per year. At the cost of about 90 

million dollars for each factory, the total expenditure would come to 540 million 

dollars of which, however, only 250 million dollars would be the foreign exchange 

requirement. The setting up of a new fertiliser factory would require at least five 

or six years; the process of planning must therefore start something like 10 years 

in advance. . 
Finally, it is also possible to manufacture in India machinery for the instal¬ 

lation every year of a new fertiliser factore with capacity to produce 750,000 tons 

of ammonium sulphate per year. The foreign exchange requirement for this purpose 

would be less than 100 dollars, to be spent once and for all. However, the instal¬ 

lation of a plant to manufacture machinery for the production of fertilisers would 

take at least five or six years. When the first batch of machinery is produced, it would 

take another five years or so to complete the construction of a fertiliser factory. Such 

a plan would require a view being taken of future requirements at least 12 or 15 

years in advance. _ . , . 
Consumer goods: In the case of consumer goods the increase in demand is 

estimated on the basis of the increase of income accepted as a target. Standard met 

ods are used to calculate the elasticity of demand from information regarding 

expenditure (and consumption in physical terms, where possible) of a large num er 

of commodities and services which is being collected every year by the “Nationa 

Sample Survey” (NSS) of India. In the NSS, the design of interpenetrating net-work 

of sub-samples (IPNS) is always used providing at least two independent estimates 

of each variate. It is, therefore, possible to estimate the elasticity of demand on 

the basis of each sub-sample and also on the basis of the combined sample of the 

two sub-samples pooled together. Table (A-2) in the Appendix gives estimates 

of percentage increases in demand over the five-year period of the Third Plan. The 

two independent sub-sample estimates supply useful information on the margin 

of uncertainty of the estimates. 
In a planned economy it is not possible to allow the supply to increase 

with the demand without any restriction. In is necessary to increase domestic 

savings by restricting the consumption of non-essential or luxury goods. It is, 

therefore, necessary to impose excise and sales tax or controls on imports or on pro¬ 

duction to bring about a balance between the planned supply and the estimated 

demRetently the method of fractile graphical analysis is being used for estimating 

elasticities of demand for households having different values of total per capita 

consumer expenditure (which is a rough indicator of the level of living). This ap¬ 

proach has the great advantage of showing, in a very simple way, the pattern of 

change of the elasticity of demand with a change in the level of living. Analysis y 
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fractile groups is particularly useful in studying the effect of excise and sales tax 
in balancing supply and demand. 

Perspective planning of man power: It is only with the help of skilled workers, 

technicians, technologists and engineers that raw materials can be converted into 

machinery, electricity and power which can then be used for the production of 

both capital and consumer goods. A rapidly increasing supply of engineers and 

technical personnel is essential for economic development. It is necessary to estab¬ 

lish and broaden the base of primary and secondary education and to establish 

technical and scientific institutions and increase their number rapidly. The most 

serious difficulty is the lack of trained and experienced teachers at all levels. To 

build up a sound foundation for the outturn of technical personnel would take 

a great deal of time; it is a much more slowly maturing process than establishing 

heavy machine building, steel, heavy electrical or heavy chemical industries. Per¬ 

spective planning is indispensable, and it is necessary to have targets twenty years 
or more in advance. 

Scientific and technical manpower: From about 1955 a great deal of attention 

is being given in India to the question of technical man power. The method used 

for estimating the requirements of technical personnel is simple and straightfor¬ 

ward. Information relating to manufacturing industries for the reference period 1956 

was collected as a part of the “National Sample Surveys” and was analysed in detail 

to ascertain the number of professional and technical workers (including engineers 

and scientists) employed in manufacturing industries. Estimates for a number of 

selected industries are given in Table 3 in the form of percentages of total employ¬ 

ment (that is, number of engaged persons) in different industries. Separate figures 

are given in col. (2) for the proportion of professional, technical and associated 

workers taken together, in col. (3) for the proportion of engineers, architects and 

surveyors, and m col. (4) for the proportion of scientists including chemists, phys¬ 
icists, geologists and other physical scientists. 

There are wide variations in requirements of professional and technical per¬ 

sonnel or of engineers or scientists from one industry to another. In chemicals, 

and aircraft assembling and repair, the proportion of professional and technical staff 
is about 10 per cent. The chemical industries, naturally, require 5 per cent of scien¬ 

tists (no doubt, mostly chemists) and only 0.6 per cent of engineers. In contrast, 

aircraft assembling and repair requires a high proportion of about 5.5 per cent of 
engineers but practically no scientists. 

With any assumed target of production for any particular industry in any 

given year, it is possible to estimate the total number of engaged persons and hence 

the number of professional were estimated in this way for purposes of perspective 
planning. 

Expansion of technical staff: Appropriate action was taken, to expand the 

capacity of existing scientific and technological institutions and to establish new 
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institutions all over the country to ensure a sufficiently rapid expansion of scien¬ 

tific and technical personnel. The following table shows the new admissions into 

universities and higher educational institutions of the university standard in science 

and technology. 

Table (3): Technical Personnel in Selected Industries’. Sample Survey of Manu¬ 

facturing Industries, 1956 

Industries 
Percentage of total employment 

professional engineers scientists 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1. Rice milling 0.87 0.08 0.00 

2. Cotton textiles 0.90 0.12 0.51 

3. Glass and glassware 0.99 0.19 0.18 

4. Tea manufacturing 2.39 0.31 0.03 

5. Aluminium, copper, brass: secondary 

products 2.49 1.58 0.05 

6. Sugar 2.65 0.51 0.71 

7. General engineering and electrical 

engineering 4.27 2.02 0.01 

8. Paints and varnishes 5.44 0.31 3.47 

9. Cement 5.53 0.89 1.12 

10. Petroleum refining 5.56 1.55 2.40 

11. Electricity generation and transmis- 

sion 6.50 4.79 0.04 

12. Iron and steel: primary products 6.70 2.86 0.58 

13. Railway wagon manufacturing 8.46 3.02 0.21 

14. Aircraft assembling and repair 9.93 5.47 0.00 

15. Chemicals (including drugs) 9.99 0.62 5.06 

Source: Occupational Pattern in Manufacturing Industries, India 1956 by Pitambar Pant 

and M. Vasudevan with a foreword by P. C. Mahalanobis. Planning Commission, Government 

of India, 1959. In col. (2) “professional” stands for all professional, technical and related 

workers. In col. (3) “engineers” cover architects and surveyors. In col. (4) “scientists” stand 

for chemists, physicists, geologists and other physical scientists. 

Table (4): Admissions into Higher Degree Level Institutions in Science and Technology 

Subject 1950-51 1960-61 1965-66 1975-76 1950-51 1960-61 1965-66 1975-76 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

in thousands as percentages of 1950-51 figures 

1. Science 51 116 199 264 100 227 390 518 

2. Engineering 4 14 25 70 100 350 625 1,750 

3. Medicine 2.5 6 8 20 100 240 320 800 

4. Agriculture 2.0 5 9 15 100 250 450 750 

5. Total 59.5 141 241 369 100 237 405 620 
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On the whole the planning for scientific and technical man power, particularly 

for engineering, has been quite satisfactory in India. For example, the new admis¬ 

sions in engineering increased from 4,000 a year in 1950-51 to 14,000 a year in 

1960-61. Also the target is about 25,000 new admissions in 1965-66, and 70,000 

in 1975-76. 

Outturn of engineers: The Appendix Table A-4 gives the outturn of scientists 

and engineers in India from 1915 to 1960. It would be seen from Table A-4, line 

8 and col. (4), that the number of degree level engineers turned out between 1915 

and 1947 was 14,984 in 33 years before independence. This was practically matched 

by a turnout of 14,385 in five years during the period of the First Plan 1951-56. 

The outturn increased much further to 24,166 during the five-year period of the 

Second Plan. 

The outturn for individual years between 1951 and 1960 also shows a very 

rapid increase. The outturn of degree level engineers was 1,700 in 1951 which was 

nearly doubled in three or four years. Perspective planning of technical personnel 

was seriously started from 1955; the effect became visible after four years in 1959 

when the outturn rose to 6,779 against 3,689 in the previous year, that is, an in¬ 

crease of more than three thousand in one year. 

Scientific Research. Although the intake and outturn of scientists also has 

been increasing fairly rapidly, I am sorry to say that perspective planning of scien¬ 

tific research has not yet started seriously. The emergence into the modern age 

of any underdeveloped country would be possible only with the building of the 

base of science education and scientific research. Certain compelling reasons can 

be appreciated very easily. Natural resources are not identical everywhere; there 

are wide variations from one country to another. Resources available within any 

country can be used most effectively only through continuing applied scientific 

and technological research in which use is made of basic scientific knowledge to 

solve practical problems. It is also necessary to provide facilities for fundamental 

research not only for the accumulation of scientific knowledge but also to supply scien¬ 

tists who would be able to diagnose problems properly and identify how such prob¬ 

lems should be handled or what kind of help should be obtained from abroad. 

There is also a deeper need of replacing the traditional pattern of making decisions 

on the basis of authority by decisions to be made increasingly in objective grounds 

based on scientific and rational thinking. 

Perspective planning is indispensable. The need of perspective planning, espe¬ 

cially in underdeveloped countries, may be stated very briefly in conclusion. It is 

necessary to increase the supply of consumer goods. To do this it is necessary to 

expand continually the production of capital goods. Both would require an in¬ 

creasing supply of engineers and technicians. Industrial and technological develop¬ 

ments would call for a rapid expansion of applied research which, in its turn, would 

require a sound foundation of basic research. 
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The factor of time may be next considered. Factories for the production of 

practically any kind of consumer goods can be established in a year or two with 

the help of imported machinery or fuel. To develop the production of capital goods 

and energy would take it at least 10 or 15 years. To secure an adequate supply of 

engineering and technical personnel would require 20 or 25 years. To have enough 

scientists of ability for both applied and basic research would take at least a gen¬ 

eration or even more. It is clear that perspective planning, looking 15 or 20 or 30 

years ahead, is indispensable for all underdeveloped countries. 

APPENDIX 

Table (A—1): Estimates of ft and 0 for Major Grups of Manufacturing Indus¬ 

tries with 1957 and 1960-61 weights 

P I 
0 (thousand Rs.) 

1957 
weights 

1960-61 

weights 

1957 

weights 

1060-61 

weights 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

1. Metallurgical industries: 0.19 0.20 178.9 172.3 

2. „ semi manf. 0.47 0.45 17.1 19.0 

3. Mechanical and general engi- 

neering 0.66 0.65 11.4 10.9 

4. Transport equipment 0.45 0.45 15.4 15.3 

5. Electrical equipment 0.50 0.49 16.6 18.5 

6. Industrial machinery (I) 0.62 0.61 24.9 22.7 

7. „ „ (II) 0.47 0.43 17.4 20.1 

8. Chemicals 0.35 0.32 29.1 30.3 

9. Textiles 0.38 0.38 10.6 10.5 

10. Rubber and leather products 0.62 0.61 14.5 14.8 

11. Food industries 0.30 0.30 13.0 12.9 

12. Mining industries 0.33 0.35 17.6 20.5 

13. Timber and cellulose industries 0.33 0.31 11.2 12.3 

14. Mining and oil industry 0.43 0.39 9.5 11.1 

15. All industries 0.36 0.35 13.2 15.3 

Note: The coefficients are obtained from detailed industry-wise information compiled by the Per¬ 

spective Planning Division of the Planning Commission in collaboration with the Planning 

Unit of the Indian Statistical Institute. 
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Table (A-4): Outturn of Scientists and Engineers in India 

1 

Number of persons graduating 

Master’s degree 

in natural science 
Engineering 

total average 
per year 

degree diploma total average 
per year 

(0) 1 W (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. 1915-19 832 166 568 1,703 2,271 454 ! 
2. 1920-24 917 183 771 1,902 2,673 535 
3. 1925-29 1,923 385 1,619 4,322 5,941 1,188 
4. 1930-34 2,784 557 2,190 5,397 7,587 1,517 
5. 1935-39 2,938 588 2,901 5,331 8,232 1,646 
6. 1940-44 3,378 676 3,765 6,280 10,045 2,009 
7. 1945-47 2,511 837 3,170 4,538 7,708 2,569 
8. 1915-47 15,283 463 14,984 29,473 44,457 1,347 

9. 1948-50 2,947 982 4,691 4,623 9,314 3,105 
10. 1951-55 

(1st Plan) 9,062 1,812 14,385 11,629 26,014 5,203 
11. 1956-61 

(2nd Plan) 15,799 3,160 24,166 27,037 51,203 10,241 

12. 1951 1,409 1,409 2,301 1,700 4,001 4,001 
13. 1952 1,680 1,680 2,559 2,049 4,608 4,608 
14. 1953 1,694 1,694 2,926 1,693 4,619 4,619 
15. 1954 2,068 2,068 3,238 2,833 6,071 6,071 
16. 1955 2,211 2,211 3,361 3,354 6,715 6,715 
17. 1956 2,456 2,456 3,456 4,131 7,587 7,587 
18. 1957 2,832 2,832 3,507 4,413 7,920 7,920 
19. 1958 2,982 2,982 3,689 5,944 9,633 9,633 
20. 1959 3,558 3,558 6,779 6,182 12,961 12,961 
21. 1960 3,971 3,971 6,735 6,367 13,102 13,102 

Note: Figures are taken from Recent developments in the organization of science in India by P. 

C. Mahalanobis; Engineers in India by Scientific and Technical Man Power Division, Plan¬ 

ning Commission; Education in India by Ministry of Education, and also direct information 
from the Resources and Scientific Research Division of the Planning Commission. 





Table (A-5): Average per capita Consumer Expenditure in Rupees par Month (30 Days), Percentage Share of Total Consumer Expi 

March 1955, A\ 

Fractile group 
(percentage) 

Average per capita consumer expenditure (Rs.) 

rural urban 

ss. 1 ss. 2 pooled ss. 1 ss. 2 pooled ss. 1 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

1. lowest 

2. 0— 10 

3. 10— 20 

4. 10— 30 

5. 30— 40 

6. 40— 50 

7. 50— 60 

8. 60— 70 

9. 70— 80 

10. 80— 90 

11. 90—100 

12. 0—100 

13. number of villages or blocks 

14. number of households 

4.21 

6.25 

7.72 

9.26 

10.91 

12.61 

14.82 

17.72 

22.42 

46.44 

14.93 

353 

931 

4.64 

6.56 

8.24 

9.52 

10.89 

12.65 

15.12 

18.54 

23.80 

39.00 

14.98 

353 

938 

4.48 

0.42 

7.99 

9.37 

10.90 

12.63 

14.94 

18.17 

23.04 

42.16 

14.96 

706 

1869 

6.20 

9.30 

11.62 

13.75 

16.00 

19.00 

22.68 

27.20 

37.56 

65.20 

22.44 

238 

963 

6.68 

9.96 

12.83 

15.19 

18.56 

21.62 

26.82 

33.52 

43.54 

88.22 

27.69 

228 

892 

6.54 

9.59 

12.06 

14.28 

16.94 

20.11 

23.86 

29.52 

39.00 

76.78 

25.24 

466 

1855 

2.75 

4.07 

5.05 

6.11 

7.18 

8.27 

9.51 

11.78 

14.78 

39.50 

100.00 

353 

931 

Source: Indian Statistical Institute, Calcuta. 



e and Limiting Values of Consumer Expenditure by Fractile Groups for the 8th Round of the “National Sample Survey”, July 1954— 

: Rural and Urban 

Percentage share Limiting values (Rs.) 

urban rural urban 

po oled ss. 1 ss. 2 pooled ss. 1 ss. 2 pooled ss. 1 ss. 2 pooled 

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 

_ _ _ _ 2.19 2.20 2.19 2.76 2.43 2.43 
3.01 2.96 2.46 2.65 5.48 5.89 5.70 8.14 8.52 8.30 
4.09 4.27 3.48 3.90 7.01 7.39 7.18 10.22 11.24 10.82 

5.33 4.56 4.72 4.86 8.26 8.93 8.67 12.68 14.02 13.29 

6.18 6.73 5.34 5.70 10.15 10.18 10.17 14.65 16.91 15.30 

7.27 7.05 6.86 6.78 11.74 11.75 11.74 17.42 20.17 18.50 

8.35 8.29 7.82 8.01 13.73 13.70 13.73 20.91 23.79 21.73 

9.74 9.98 9.71 9.64 16.23 16.69 16.42 24.45 29.65 26.08 

11.95 11.65 12.16 11.86 19.72 20.83 20.22 30.92 37.20 33,48 

15.53 15.43 15.78 15.61 26.79 28.03 27.55 46.71 53.61 46.65 

28.55 29.08 31.67 30.90 239.25 112.96 239.25 525.07 333.92 525.07 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 239.25 112.96 239.25 525.07 333.92 525.07 

706 238 228 466 353 353 706 238 228 466 

1869 963 892 1855 931 938 1869 963 892 1855 
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CCCP 

OCHOBHBIE KOHTYPBI MOflEJIH njIAHOBOrO 
u;ehoobpa3obahhh 

1. KoHneniiUH ijen. L[ena— opiiH H3 caMbix 3aMenaxejiBHbix skohomhhcckhx 

(|)eHOMeHOB. Ee3 peHbi HeT xo3HiicxBa. EpHHCXBeHHan o6x>eKXHBHaH 6a3a (jjopMHpo- 

BamiB oSipero ypoBHH peH — sto cxohmocxb. Ctohmocts cospaexcH b npopecce 

npOH3BOpCTBeHHOH XpypOBOH peHXeJTBHOCXH JHOpeH B yCJIOBHHX oSmeCTBeHHOrO 

pa3peneHHH xpypa. CoBpeMeHHoe oSipecxBeHHoe npoH3BopcxBO pejiHKOM 6a3H- 

pyexcn Ha o 6 ip e cx b e hh o m pa3pejieiiHH xpypa. ^Ijieiibi oGipecxBa h ero npon3- 

BopcTBeHHo-noTpeSriTejibCKHe hhchkh, a xaioKe npoH3BOACXBeHHO-xeppHxopHaji&- 

Hbie KOMnjieKCbi h rocypapCTBemibie HapiioiiajibHbie oopa30BanHH nocxoHHHO 

oSMeHHBaioTCH ppvr c ppyroM pe3yjibTaTaMH xpypa cbohx hjichob. IIpH Tai<oM 

oS.vieHe coo.'iiopaeTCH npimpun SKBHBajieHXHOcxH. Tojibko ooMen no ctohmocth 

ecTb 3KBHBajieHTHbin ooMen pe3yjibTaTaMH xpypa. 

Cxohmocxb C03paeTOi Ha HapopHOxo3HHCXBeHHOM ypoBHe. 3aTeM npoHexopHX 

npopecc ee pHcJj^epeHpuapHH h hiiphbnpyajmaapini. Cxohmocxb, pHclxjiepenpH- 

pyncB, opHOBpeMeHHO pacnapaexcn Ha cboh cocraBHbie nacxn. Qianajia o6oco6jih- 

excn HeoSxopHMbiH h npnoaBOHHbiH xpyp, a 3axem Bbipejimoxcn cocxaBHbie 3Jie- 

MeHXbi peHOKHoii (JiopMbi cxohmocxh b BHpc nepeHeceHHOH CXOHMOCXH OBeipeCX- 

BJieHHoro xpypa (MaxepHamHbie 3axpaxbi), cxohmocxh onjianeHHoro xpypa (3a- 

pa6oxHan njiaxa h onnaxa xpypa kojixo3hhkob), cxohmocxh npH6aBOHHoro xpypa 

(4>ohp HanonJieHHH, <J)ohp copep>KaHHH HenpoH3BopcxBeHHOH ccjDepbi h cajiBpo 

BHeuiHHx cbh3ch). ^HiJxJjepcnpHapHH cxohmocxh npoxeKaex b BHpe npopecca 

npeBpaipeiiim (JiopMbi cxohmocxh. B npopecce CBoero npcnpaipeHHH cxohmocxb 

npno6pexaex xanyio (JiopMy, noxopan no3BOJinex GecnpennxcxBeHHO npoxeKaxB 

npopeccy HiipHBHpyaJiH3apHH cxohmocxh, x.e. npopeccy CBepeiiHH oSipecxBeHHoii 

CXOHMOCXH K HHpHBHpyaJIBHOH CXOHMOCXH. OpHOBpeMCHHO 3X0 eCXb H npopeCC 

peajiH3apHH cxohmocxh. PeajiH30Baxb cxohmocxb mo>kho jihihb b KOJiHHecxBe 

He SojiBuieM, neM ee C03paH0. riosxoMy cyMMa peajiH30BaHH0H cxohmocxh paBHa 

(hjih MeHBrne)j neM cyMMa co3paHHOH cxohmocxh. H3BecxHo, hxo K. Mapnc He 

pa3 yKa3biBaji Ha o5pa30Bamie b onpepejieHHbix ycjioBHax HepeaJiH30BaHH0H 

CXOHMOCXH. 

B npopecce npeBpaipeHHH 4)0PMbI cxohmocxh, Hepa3pbiBH0 cbh33hhoh 

c pHc|);J)epeHpHapneH h HHpHBHpyaJiH3apHeH cxohmocxh, onpepejimoxcn napopHO- 

[289] 
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X03HHCTBeHHbie K03(|)(|)IimiieHTbI peHTaOeJIBHOCTH (JiyHKpHOHHpyiOipHX np0H3B0fl- 

CTBeHHblX OCHOBHbIX H oSopOTHbIX (JlOHpOB, a T3K>Ke peHTHbie opeHKH sKcnjiyaTii- 

pyeMbix npnpoAHbix pecypcoB. 

CucTeMa onjiaTbi Tpypa, cucTeMa ko3([)c})iihhchtob peHTaSeJibHOcra ocHOBHbix 

h oOopoTHbix (Jiohpob, CHCTeMa peHTHbix opeHOK npnpopHbix pecypcoB no3BOJiHeT 

6ecnpenHTCTBenHo nepexopiiTb ot HapopHOxo3HHCTBeHHoro CTOHMocTHoro ypoBim 

K HHpHBHpyaJIbHOH CTOIIMOCTII, BCe BpeMH CTpOrO HaXOPHCb B paMKaX C03,paHH0H 

h peajiH3yeMOH ctohmocth. 

OflHOBpeMeHHO c npopeccoM npeBpaipemiH (jiopMbi ctohmocth nponcxopHT 

T3K>Ke HeCKOJIbKO HHOTO THna npopecc HHAHBH^yaJIH3aqHH oSmeCTBeHHOH CTOH¬ 

MOCTH, KOTOpblH CBH33H C B3aHMOpeHCTBHeM TpypOBOH CTOHMOCTH H nOTpeSn- 

TeJIbHOH CTOHMOCTH. B 3TOM npopeCCe H (J)OpMHpyiOTCH OTKJIOHeHHH peH OT CTOH¬ 

MOCTH, TecHo CBH3aHHbie c noTpeSHTejibCKHMH CBOHCTB3MH npopyKTOB Tpypa, 

npHHHBIHHX (J)OpMy TOBapOB. IIOTpeSHTejIbHaH CTOHMOCTb - HOCHTejIb CTOHMOCTH 

h b KanecTBe TaKOBOH oHa B03peiicTByeT Ha peHbi, otkjiohhh hx ot ctohmocth. 

Otkjiohchhh peH orpaHHHeiibi: ohh Bcerpa npopcxopHT b npepenax ctoh¬ 

mocth TOH COBOKynHOCTH B3aHM033MeHHeMbIX TOBapOB, KOTOpaH B COCTOHHHH 

Tan hjih HHane ypoBJieTBopHTb paimyra oSipecTBemiyio noTpeSnocTb. 

B npepenax TanoH COBOKynHOCTH B3aHM03aMeHHeMbix TOBapOB otkjiohchhh 

peH ot ctohmocth HMeioT TeHpeHpmo B33HMHO norauiaTbCH H CyMMa peH Bcerpa 

CTpeMHTCH 6bITb paBHOH CyMMe CTOHMOCTH. 3tOT npopeCC THTOTeHIIH peH K CTOH¬ 

MOCTH cjiepyeT paccMaTpHBaTb, npn ot o6ipero k HHpHBHpyajibHOMy. Ha'innaTb 

conocTaBJieHHe peH co ctohmoctmo cjiepyeT c Tanux reHepajibHbix coBOKynHocreii 

TOBapOB, Kan (jpoHp noTpeSjieHHH HacejieHHH, <|)ohp HaKonjieHiiH, cJiohp B03Meipe- 

HHH. 

B npepenax cjioHpa noTpeSjieHHH HacejieHHH peHbi Ha OTpejibHbie TOBapbi 

XOTH H OTKJIOHHIOTCH OT CTOHMOCTH, HO B npepejiaX BCeTO cjlOHpa nOTpe6jieHHH 

cyMMa hx peH CTpeMHTCH SbiTb paBHOH cyMMe CTOHMOCTeii. Otkjiohchhh peH nponc- 

xopht, npe>Kpe Bcero, nop bjihhhhcm noTpeSirrejibCKOH opeHKH Kancpoii TOBapHoii 

rpymibi co CTopoiibi HacejieHHH, iipohbjihcmoh b aicrax iipepnoHTHTejibiioH noKynKii 

hjih npepnoHTHTejibHoro noTpe6jieHHH. noTpe6iiTejibHaH opeHKa CBH33H3 c Mepofi 

HacbiipeHHH pai-iHOH noTpe6HocTH, Mepoii ee HacTOHTejibHOCTii (HacyipHOCTn) 

h ajiacTHHHocTbio cnpoca. 

B npopecce otkjiohchhh peH ot ctohmocth Ka>Kpan yKpynHeHHan rpynna 

TOBapoB peTajiH3HpyeTCH b cboio onepepb, npHHeM 6ojiee peTajibHwe HaiiMeHo- 

b3hhh TOBapoB nojiynaioT cboh noTpeSiiTejibHbie opeHKH, OTpanoioipiie noTpeSn- 

TejibCKHe CBOHCTBa TOBapoB h hx KanecTBo. B npepejiax cTapon ynpyrnieHiioii 

TOBapiioii rpynnbi cyMMa pen CTpeMHTCH Gbitb paBiioii ctohmocth Been ynpyn- 

neHHOH rpynnbi, yMHonceHHOH Ha rpynnoBOH K03cjxJ)HpHeHT nponoppuoHajibHoro 

OTKjioneHiiH peH. ripn Ka>i<poH nocjiepyioipen peTajiiiaapun TOBapHOH HOMeHKJia- 

Typbi KOscJxtiHpHeHT riponoppHOHajibHoro otkhohchhh ponojiHHeTCH hobmm 

MHo>KHTejieM, ho peHbi 6ypyT Bee BpeMH ocraBaTbcn npHBH3aHHbiMii k ctohmocth. 
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B CBoeft coBOKynHOCTH peHbi He Bbixopax 3a npepejibi co3paHHon b npoH3BopcxBe 

CTOHMOCTH. HeHbl B peJIOM BCe BpeMH CTpeMHTCH OCXaBaXbCH nponopiJHOHaJIbHblMH 

CXOHMOCXH. 

2. Hcxoduan Modenb npomeodcrma u odufecmeennozo paideAeuun mpyda. B npo- 

necce opmhpobahhh ctoiimocth h pen mo>kho Bbipejmxb pap oxpejibHbix koh- 

xypoB nocjieAOBaxejibHoro MaxeMaxHnecKoro h SKOHOMiwecKoro oniicaiiHH ox- 

AejibHbix axanoB npopeccoB o6pa30BaHHH cxoiimocxii h (jjopMHpoBaiiHH peH. 

OSa 3xp upopecca o6x>eKxiiBHO npoxenaiox b peajibHOH SKOHOMiinecKOH >kh3hh 

h HaM cnepyex Jiiimb HivnrrapoBaxb hx b ma x e m a x h h e c k o ii cfiopMe. 

nepBbiii KOHxyp onucbiBaex npopecc (JiopMiipoBaHHH (J)H3HHecK0H (Beipecx- 

bchhoh) cxpyKxypbi oGipecxBeiinoro iiponaBopcxoa h o6ipecxBeHiioro paapejieHHH 

xpypa. 

ripH KOHCxpyHpoBaHini MopejiH oGipecxBeHHoro npoH3BopcxBa h MopejiH 

oSipecxBeHHoro pa3pejieHiiH xpypa oco6oe BHHMamie oGpaipaexca Ha HanOojiee 

papnoHajibHbiH BbiGop HOMeHKjraxypbi xoBapoB h npopyKXOB. B oxoii HOMeHKJia- 

xype BOcnpoH3BopHXCH nepeneHb BancHeHiuiix KjnoneBbix xoBapoB h npopyKXOB, 

BbipejiHCMbix npn cocxaBJieHHH xeKyipiix h nepcneKXHBHbix roiaHOB. IIo sxoMy 

ncpeqmo KOHCxpyHpyexcn ,,HecyipHH kocxhk” MopejiH xosapiibix pen. Oh cocxohx 

H3 cxpaxeriHiecKii Ba>KHbix pjih nnaHOBoro napopHoro xo3HHCXBa npopyKXOB 

h xoBapoB. ToBapHan HOMeHKJiaxypa BKjnonaex 800-1000 xoBapHbix no3HpHH. 

B Hee Bxopnx BajKHeilmHe >KH3HeHHbie cpepcxBa, cocxaBJiHioipiie ocHOBy ceMeiitioro 

Oiopncexa; rJiaBHbie BHpbi cejn>CKOxo3HiicxBeHHoro h MHHepajibHoro Cbipbn; 

ocHOBHbie Biipbi 3HeprHii h xonJiHBa, npoMbiuuieHHoro CbipbH h noJiycjiaOpHKaxoB; 

rjiaBHenuiHe mipbi oSopypoBamra h cxpoiixejibHbix o6x,ei<xoB. 

IlepeHeHb xoBapoB h npopyKXOB paexcn c ynexoM Ba>KHeHiHHX noxpeOn- 

xejibCKiix cbohcxb xoBapoB (xonjiHBo — b epHHHpax ycjioBHoro xonjiHBa; pBnra- 

xejiH h xypoiiHbi — b ycjioBHbix epHHiipax moiphocxh ; MiiHepajibHoe cbipbe — 

b nepeBope Ha eopep>KaHHe Mexajuia; ypoOpeHiui — c ynexoM copep>KaHHH b hhx 

ycBoneMbix BeipecxB; KopMa — b nepeBope Ha nopMOBbie epiiHHpbi; Mexamio- 

H3peiiHH — b HopMaxHBHbix xpypo-nacax H X.p.). 

ToBapHan HOMeHKJiaxypa 6a3HCHon MopeJiH npoH3BopcxBa h oOipecxBeHHoro 

pa3pejieHHH xpypa HMeex cBoeii rviaBHOH pejibio Bbipejinxb ocHOBHbie bhpbi 

noxpe6nxeJibHbix exoHMoexeH, Kan HOCHxejien cxohmocxh, h xeM caMbiM b pajib- 

HeHUieM oOeCIICHIIXb B03MO>KHOCXb OnpepeJieHIIH CXOHMOCXHOrO ypOBHH XOBapHbIX 

peH. 
ToBapHO-npopyKXOBaH HOMeHKJiaxypa BKinoiaex He xojibKO Ba>KHeimnie 

xoBapbi h npopyKXbi, ho h rpynnbi ,,npoHHe npopyKXbi oxpacjiH” (80-90 xannx 

oxpacjieBbix rpynn). ,,ripoBiie npopyKXbi oxpacjip” paioxcn b HeH3MeHHbix 

XBeppwx peHax. npiiHuxan b cobcxckoh cxaxHCxiiKe cncxeMa iiapo/pioxo3HiicxBeii- 

Horo h HH30Boro nepBHHHoro ynexa no3BOJinex axo cpejiaxb. 

Ha ocHOBe xaKoii xoBapHofi HOMeHKJiaxypbi cxpoiixcn Mopejib oGipecxBeiiHoro 

npoH3BopcxBa h oOipecxBeHHoro pa3pejiemiH xpypa. Mopejib oOipecxBeHHoro 
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npOH3BOACTBa npil 3XOM 0(f)OpMJiaeXCa flBOaKO: KaK CBoSoflHblH MaTepHajIBHblH 

6ajiaHC (b cf)H3HHecKHx h fleHeacHbix efliiHHijax H3MepeHiia) h nan MeacoxpacjieBOH 

6ajiaHc npoH3BOflCTBa h pacnpeflejiemia npoflyKijHH (b fleHeacHbix eflHHHpax 
H3MepeHHH). 

Cbo^hbih MaTepnajTbHBiii 6ajiaHC, MOflejinpyioiflHH BeipecTBeHHyio cxpyn- 

oSmeCTBeHHOrO npOH3BOflCXBa, COCTOHT H3 flByX GjTOKOB, 0(|)OpMJieHHbIX 

B Biifle flByx npoflyKxoBo-oxpacaeBbix Maxpap: 

A) npoMeatyxonHbie npoflyKXbi; 

B) KOHe^Hbie npoflyKXbi. 

Mo^enb oSipecTBeHHoro pa3fleaeHiia xpyfla BKmonaex sth flBa SjiOKa h ao- 
nojiHneTCH TpertHM Sjiokom: 

B) 3aTpaTbi xpyfla (no KaxeropnaM xpyflaiflHxca — HHateHepHO-xexHnnecKHe 

paGoTHiiKiij MJiaflinnn oScjiyatHBaiomHH nepcoHan, pa6onne no xapncJiHbiM rpyn- 

naM). 3xox 6jiok flaexca b eflHHHpax pa6onero BpeMeHn, npnneM npnHHMaioxcH 

Mepbi k TOMy, nxoGbi 3aTpaTbi pa6onero BpeMeHn BKjnonajin b ce6a He tojilko 

npHMbie, ho h KOCBeHHbie 3aTpaTbi xpyfla, npoH3BefleHHbie bo BcnoMoraTCJibiibix 

pexax 11 Ha o6ine3aBOflCKHx paSoxax. KocBeHHbie 3aTpaTbi xpyfla pa3Hocaxca no 

npopyKTaM h TOBapaM b cooTBeTCTBHn c 3aBOflCKOH npaKXHKOH pa3HeceHHH no 

TOBapaM n npoflynxaM naKna/pibix h KocBeHHbix pacxoflOB. Hxorn 3axpax paSonero 

BpeMeHH no cxoaSpaM flaiox Beaxop-cxpony ,,3axpaxbi xpy^a”. 

TpexHH Sjiok (B) ,,3axpaxbi xpyfla” pacnoaaraexca nofl nepBbiMH flByMa 

GjiOKaMH. Bjiokh A h B BMecxe o6pa3yiox cboGoaheih Maxepna.xbHbin SanaHC. 

B nepBOM GjioKe npoMeatyxonHbix npoflynxoB no cxponaM npeflycMaxpHBaexca 

oSipaa xoBapHo-npo^yKxoBan HOMeHKJiaxypa (c BbifleaenneM no HeKOHKypn- 

pyioine.viy HMnopxy xoBapHbix rpynn HMnopxa), a no cxonSpaM Bbiflejiaioxca 

nncxbie oxpacjiH npoH3BOflcxBa, crpynnnpoBaHHbie no BHflaM BbinycnaeMbix 
xoBapoB, a He no npeflnpHaxnaM. 

TaniiM o6a30M nepBbin 6jiok (A) flaex pacnpefleneHne npoflyaxoB n xoBapoB 

0flH0BpeMeHH0 no npoH3BoflaifliiM nx oxpacjiHM (cxpoKH) H no noxpeQJIHK)IflHM 
(cxojiSpbi). 

Bo nxopoM Sjione (B) BbifleaeHbi no cxponaM cooxBexcxByiomne no3npnn 

Been xoBapHO-npoflyKxoBon HOMeHKJiaxypbi, a no cxoaGpaM BbifleaeHbi oSipecxBeH- 

Hbie $°nflbi (<J>OHfl BanoBbix HaKonneniiH, c^oha noxpeGneHiia, $0Hfl BHeniHnx 

CBH3en). Meatfly nepBbrn n BxopbiM 6noi<aMH npeflycMaxpHBaexca cxonSep ,,no- 
xepn n Bbi6bixnn“. 

OoHfl BanoBbix HaKonjieHHH bo bxoPom SjioKe, b cboio onepeflb, noflpaa- 

flenaexca Ha KannxajibHbiH peMOHX, Ha oSHOBJieHne ochobhbix 4>0Hfl0B (peHo- 

BaflHa), Ha KanHxajibHbie Bnoatemia h npupocx o6opoxHbix cJiOHflOB. IIo Kaatflon 

H3 oxhx HOflrpynn, npoMe xoro, Bbipeaaexca npoHSBOflcxBeHHaa h iiciipoH3BOfl- 

cxBeHHaa ccjiepa. B Gaone KOHemibix npopyaxoB no (J)OHfly noxpeGaenna 

HacejieHHa oSaaaxeabHO Bbifleaaexca noxpeGaeHne ceMen paGoxHHKOB cijiepbi 

MaxepnajibHoro nponaBOflcxsa, a xanate noxpeGaeHne flpyrnx rpynn Haceaemia 
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h 3Kcn.nyaTau;iioHHbie pacxoflbi connanbiio-nynbTypHbix h a;;MHHHCxpaTiiBHbix 

ynpe>KAeniin. 

Ecjih HMeTb b BH«y Kan MOAejib oGipecTBeHHoro npoH3BOflCTBa, Tan n 

Mo^enb oSmecTBeHHoro pa3AeneHnn TpyAa, to nepBbin h BTopon Snonn flaiOTCH 

b Tpex c;i,HHiinax naMepemiH (b (}Hi3imecKnx cAMHimax, eflHHiipax paSonero 

BpeMeHH no TpyAoenmocTH n b Tenymnx pcnax), a Tpcxnii Snon (3aTpaTbi TpyAa) 

AaeTCH b AByx eAiinnpax H3MepeHHH (paSonee BpeMH, onnaTa TpyAa b achokhoh 

opeHi<e). 
MoAeJit o6nj,ecxBeHHoro npOH3BOACTBa b Tenymnx nenax AononiineTCH 

(no cpaBHemno co cboahbim MaTepnajibHbiM GanaHCOM) eme oahhm — neTBep- 

tbim SnonoM, xapaKTepn3yiom,nivi b achokhom H3Mepemin Tan Ha3bmaeMbin ,,ycnoB- 

ho nncTbin aoxoa” (Snon B,). B cronSijax Snona (E,) AaeTCH Ta >ne HOMerocnaTypa 

nncTbix OTpacneii npon3BOACTBa, a b crponax noKa3aHbi: aMopTH3au,noHHbie 

OTmicJieHHH, bham onnaTbi TpyAa (ociiOBiian n AonoJiHHTeJibHaH 3apaSoTHan 

nJiaTa, nannc;ieHU>i no copnaJibHOMy cTpaxoBaHnio, onnaxa TpyAa kojixo3hhkob 

c on;eHKon b A^Hbrax naxypanbHbix BbiAan no TpyAOAHHM, nponne AeHe>KHbie 

AOxoAbi HaceJicniiH, oomecTBeniibin (Jjoiia noTpeSnenun), a TaK>i<e BHAbi nncToro 

aoxoa a oSmecTBa (npnSbinn, Hanor c oSopoTa, pema). 

CoBOKynHOCTS nepBoro n BToporo SnonoB onncbiBaeT CTpyKxypy npon3BOA- 

ctb3, noxpeGjieHHH n pacnpeAenemin oSmecTBeniioro npoAyKTa b Tpex eAHHHpax 

H3MepeHHH. CoBOKynHOCTb >ne nepBoro Snona (b AenoKixbix eAnHHAax HBMcpeHiin) 

n Snona (E) noKa3biBaeT CTonMocTHyio cxpyrcrypy oSmecTBeHHoro npon3BOACXBa 

H n03B0J!HeT BblAeJIHTb Tpn OCHOBHbIX CTOHMOCTHbIX 3JieMCHTa npoAyKAnn, 

a HMeHHo: MaTepnajiBHbie 3aTpaTbi (6jiok nepBbin, nmoc cxpona aMopTH3aAHOHHbix 

OTnncjieHHH H3 Snona J3.), onnaTa TpyAa, ctohmoctb npnSaBonHoro npoAyKTa. 

MoAenb oSmecTBeHHoro npoAyKTa b A^HencHbix eAnmipax H3MepeHnn ao- 

nonHneTcn, npoMe Toro, nnTbiM SnonoM „ocHOBHbie n oSoporabie 4)OHAbi”. 

B crponax nnToro Snona npiiBOAHTca Sonee ynpynHeHHan BemecTBeHHan HOMeHnna- 

xypa 4)ohaob, a b cronSu;ax nona3biBaexca noppecnoHAnpyxoman eft HOiweHnnaxypa 

OTpacnen npon3BOACTBa, to ecTb oTpacneft cooTBeTCTBymmnx ynpynHeHHbiM 

arperaTaM, cocTaBneHHbiM H3 hhctbix OTpacnen npoH3BOACTBa. 

CoBonynHOCTb nepBoro, BToporo n TpeTbero SnonoB, oAeHeHHan b 3aTpaTax 

paSonero BpeMemr, cocraBnneT MOAenb oSmecTBeHHoro pa3AeneHnn TpyAa. 

rtpeAnonaraeTCH, nTo nnaHOBan MoAenb oSm;ecTBeHHoro npoAyKTa Bbipa>naeT 

onTHManbHbin nnaH, a 3Ta onTimansHOCTb onpeAeneHa Ha ocHOBe cooTBeTCTByinupix 

snoHOMimecnnx npnTepneB. IIpeAnonaraeTcn Tannce, hto npn OTSope onTHManb- 

Horo BapnaHTa nnaHa npnMeHnnncb nan oSmesnoHOMnnecnne, Tan n snoHoivinno- 

MaTeMaTnnecnne npnTepnn. B cooTBeTCTBnn c oSmeanoHOMiinecnHMH npnTepnnMH 

nnaH npon3BOACTBa, HanpnMep, Aon>neH yAOBJicxBopHTb: oSiahm AnpenTHBaM 

pynoBOAnmnx opraHOB, HenpenonHOMy 3anoHy xo3nftcTBeHHoro CTponTenbCTBa 

^MancHManbHbin pe3ynnraT npn MHHHManbHbix 3aTpaTax) n 3anoHy skohomhh 

oSinecTBennoro TpyAa. CneAOBaTenbHO, oh Aon>neH oSecnennBaTb MHHHManbHbie 
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noTepn Mpyra npn Bbioope nan panoHHoro pa3MemeHHH npoH3BOACTBa, Tan n tcxho- 

JioniHecKnx ciioco6ob npon3BopcTBa, a TaKnce opraHH3apnoHHbix ciiocoGob bbiiioji- 

HeHHH ruiaHa. ripii otom npepnojiaraeTcn, hto iuiaH (Jih3hhcckoh CTpyKTypsi 

npoH3Bo^CTBa ocHOBaH Ha oT6ope TexHOJiorHHecKHx ctocoGob nyTeM opeHKH 

hx He tojibko c tohkh 3peHHH cooTBeTCTBHH Tpe6oBaHiiHM TexHHHecKoro nporpecca, 

HO H C TOHKH 3peHHH HX COOTBeTCTBHH MaTeMaTHHeCKHM KpHTepHHM OnTIIMajIBHOrO 

njiaHa, HanpHMep, onTHMajibHOMy BeKTopy hhtchchbhocth TexHOJiorHHecKHx cno- 

CO0OB npOH3BOflCTBa II HHTCHCHBHOCTH B3aHM03aMeHHeMbIX npOH3BO,ZJCTB. 

TaKOBa CTpyKTypa hcxophoii 633hchoh nnaHOBOH Mopejin o6inecTBeHHoro 

npoii3BOflCTBa 11 o6mecTBeHHoro pa3pejieHHH Tpypa. 

3. npoi^ecc 06pa.306a.HUH cmouMocmu. HcxopHan 6a3ncHan Mopejib npon3BopcTBa 

11 oGinecTBeHHoro pa3pejieHHH Tpypa no3BojiHeT MaTeMaTHHecKH onncaTB h, TeM 

CaMbIM, B H3BeCTHOH Mepe HMIITHpOBaTb CJIOKHblH IipopeCC o6pa30BaHHH oSmecT- 

BeHHOII (xpyAOBOH H MeilOBOl'i) CTOHMOCTH, IipOTCKaiOIUHll oGipeCTBeHIIblM nyTeM 

B peajibHOH ^encTBHTeJibiiocxH. 

riepBbra KOHTyp Tanoro MaTeMaTHHecnoro onncaHHH coctoht b oiipe/ieneimn 

Ha OCHOBe aOCOJHOTHbIX BeJIHHHH HCXOflHOH 6a3HCHOH MO/jeJIH COOTBeTCTByiOmHX 

napaMeTpoB h KoscJxJiHpHeHTOB Mopejin njiaHOBoro peHoo6pa30BaHHn. 

Ha CTa/piii nepBoro KOHTypa mop e Jinp 0 b an hh njiaHOBbix pen onpepejiaeTcn 

MaTpnpa pacxopHbix TexHOJiorHHecKHx KoscJ^npHeHTOB (no nepBOMy SjiOKy 

HCXOAHOH MopejiH), MaTpnpa TpypoeMKOCTH H OHJiaTbi Tpypa (no TpeTbeMy 6aoKy), 

MaTpupa KaniiTaJibHbix KoacJxjHipneHTOB h KoacfxjmpneHTOB noTpeS'ieniiH (no 

BTopoMy 6jiOKy), Maxpnpa ([) o 11 p 0 e m k 0 c t n (no naTOMy 6jiOKy). 

nycTb (J)H3HHecKHH o6x>eM Bbinycna npopyKpnn iiphhht paBHbrn no CTpo- 

KaM a no cxojiopaM Xj} 3aTpaTbi i-ro npopyi<Ta Tpypa b j-om npoii3Bo,n;cTBe — 

xij. Torpa TexHOJiorHHecKne pacxopHbie KoscJximpHeHTbi 6ypyT paBHbi: 

no HMnopTHbiM npepMeTaM Tpypa ohh paBHbi: 

a 
Xm 

■mj 
 ">J 

Xj 
(la) 

rpe Pm HMnopTHbin BamoTHbin KOS^npneHT, nepeBopaipnn BajnoTy HHOCTpaH- 
Hyio b oxeHecTBeHHyio. 

Hycxi* Tej ecTi> paSonee BpeMH /-on KaTeropnn paSoTHHKOB b j'-om npoH3- 
BopcTBe. Torpa Koa^cJinpHenTbi TpypoeMKocTii 6ypyT paBHbi: 

{ej x (no OTpeJIbHbIM KaTeropiIHM paSoTHHKOB). 

Tu 
t‘j x (n° BceM KaTeropnnM paSoTHHKOB, paGoTaioipiix 

npoH3BopcTBe H noxpeGjiHioipHx /-bill npopyax). 

(2) 

B j-OM 

(2a) 
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nycTb Fkj ecTt ocHOBHbie 4)ohabi k-ro BHAa, (l)ynKAnoiBipyiomne b j-om 

F, 

(J)OHAOeMKOCTH paBHbi: 

(3) 

npoH3BOACTBe, a F0j- aHajioriiBiio oSopoTHbie (Jjohabi. 1 or^a KoacJxjMpHCHTbi 

A/ = % f — n JOj 

Ha 3tom 3aKaHUHBaeTCH nepBbiii KOHTyp BbiHHCJieHHH, CBH3aHHbix c MOAeJinpo- 

BaHHeM nuaHOBbix peH. 

BTopofi KOHTyp MaTeMaTHHecKoro omicaHHH nnaHOBoro peHoo6pa30BaHHH 

BOcnpoH3BOflHT npopecc o6pa30BaHHH ctohmocth. Ero MopeJinpoBaHHe coctoht 

H3 Tpex CTapHH: 

a) onpepejieHHH nojiHbix 3aTpax Tpypa; 

6) onpepeHeHiiH oSipecTBenHO neooxoAHMbix 3aTpaT xpypa; 

b) onpepeHeHiiH ctohmocth. 

XI.jih onpepejicHiiH nojiHbix 3aTpax TpyAa HcnoJib3yeTCH MaTpnpa tcxhojio- 

THHeCKHX K03(J)4)HAHeHT0B (BKJHOHaH HMnopTHbie K03(Jp(J)HpHeHTbI H KOa^HpHCHT 

aMOpTII3apHOHHbIX OTHHCJieHHH) H BeKTOp TpyAOeMKOCTH B eAHHHpaX npOCTOTO 

xpyAa. MaTpnpa K03<J><i>HpHeHT0B h BeKTopoB Tpyaocmkocth 6buia onpeAeJieHa 

b npopecce nnaHOBbix pacneTOB, bxoahiphx b nepBbiH KOHTyp. Ho, KpoMe toto, 

noAJie>KaT onpeAeACHHio KOS^cimpneHTbi Tpyaocmkocth no pacneTy Ha oahh 

pygjib aMopTiisapHOHHbix oTHHCJieHHH h ko3(|)cf)hu,iiehta xpyAoeMKOCTH no pacneTy 

Ha oahh pySjib, 3aTpaHeHHbiii npn HMnopTe TOBapoB. 

Bo btopom SjiOKe 6a3HCHOH MOAeJiH HOKaaaH cocTaB 3aTpaT Ha KanHTajibHbin 

peMOHT H peHOBapnio h BbiHBJieHa TOBapHan cxpyKxypa SKcnopxa, npuneM h to 

h Apyroe A&HO KaK b <J)H3HHecKHx eAHHHpax H3MepeHHH, TaK H B TenymHx peHax. 

TpyAoeMKOCTb pyGjin aMOpTH3apnoHHbix othhcjichhh noJiynaeTCH nyTeM AeneiniH 

xpyAOBbix saxpax na Aene>Kbie saxpaxbi Ha KanHxajibHbiH pewonx h penoBapmo 

no HHM >KC. 

ConocTaBJiHH TaKHM >Ke oSpasoM opeimy BeKTopa-crojiSpa „3kchopt b Abvx 

HSMepeHHHX (b Aeiie>KHbix eAHHHpax oTenecTBeHHOH BajiioTbih b xpyaocmkocth), 

nojrynaeM TpyAoeMKOCTb 3KcnopxHoro pySjin. npn opeiiKe aiccnopTa b AeHe>KHbix 

eAHHHpax oxenecTBCHHOH Bamoxbi y>Ke 6bui hPhhht bo BHHManne HMnopxHbiH 

BaJIIOTHblH KOSCjaC^HAHeHT, n03B0JIHBUIHH nepeBeCTH 3KCIIOpTHVIO BbipyHKy HHO 

CTpaHHOH BajiioTbi bo BHyTpeHHioio OTenecTBenHyio BaJiKvry. 

HMen 3TO B BHAy H HCXOAH H3 TOTO, HTO 3KCHOPT HPH3BaH oSeCHeHHTb BaJlK)T- 

HOH BbipyHKOH HMHOPT TOBapOB, HPHpaBHHBaeM TpyAoeMKOCTb HMnopTHoro Py6jiH 

k TpyAoeMKOCTH SKcnopTHoro py6jin. 

nosTOMy MaTpnpa TexHOJiornnecKHX koo^hphchtob nepBoro SnoKa aohojihh- 

eTCH AByMH BeKTOpaMH-CTpOKaMH, BbIPa>KeHHbIMH B eAHHHpax TpyAoeMKOCTH, 

a HMeHHO : BeKTOpOM aMOPTH3apHOHHbIX KOS^npHCHTOB H BeKTOpOM HMHOpTHblX 

K034>4)HpHeHT0B. 
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nojiHyio xpyAceMKOcxionpeAejiHeM Ha ocHOBe sxoii AonojiHeHHon Maxpmjbi, 

npHMeiiHH c;ieAyiomiie HTepapnoHiibic ypaBnemiH ^MHTpueBa—JleoHTtcBa1 

rJ = 2auTi+tj rAe / = 1, 2, n; j = 1, 2, n (4) 

3^ecr> atj pacxoAHbie xexnojrornqecKHc (a TaK>Ke aMopTH3apnoHHbie h HMnopx- 

HBie) K03(J)(J)imHeHTbI, tj — CTpOKa K03(J)cJ)HpHeHTa TpyAOeMKOCTH, Tj — CTpona 

K03(J)(J)HpHeHTa nOJIHOH TpysoeMKOCTH, T, — TpancnOHHpOBaHHaH B KOJIOHKy 

CTpona nOJIHBIX K03(f)(])imHeHX0B XpyAoeMKOCXIi. 

B CHMBOJiax MaTpiiHHOH ajireGpbi HMeeM: 

t(E-A)-1 = T. (4a) 

3,n;ecb (E A)-1 oGpaxHan Maxpupa, A — Maxpnpa KoscftcfnmneHxa \\ay\\, E_ 

eflHHHHHaH MaTpima, t BeKTOp TpyAOeMKOCXH, r —BeKTOp HOJIHOH Tpy^oeMKOCTH. 

AHajiorHHHbiM 06pa30M MoryT Gbixb onpeAejieHbi nojiHbie 3aTpaTbi xpyAa 

B eflHHHpax npocToro xpyAa. 3Toro Heo6xoAHMO HxepapnoHHyio (J)opMyjiy 

J^MHTpneBa—JleoHTBeBa (hjih oGpaxnyio MaTpupy) npHMeHHTb He b OTnoinennii 

oSn^ero BeKTopa xpyAoeMKOcxn, a oxAejibHO no i<a>KAOMy Benxopy xpyAoeMKOCXH 

pa3Hbix Kaxeropnn paGoxmiKOB. Ilojiynemibie KoatJxJmpHeHXbi nojiHon xpyAo- 

eMKocTH (rej) yMHo>KaioTCH Ha TapH(J)HbiH K03({xlniniieHT. CyMMnpyn npoii3Be- 

fleHHH, HOJiynaeM BeKxop-cxpony hojihbix 3axpax xpyAa, HSMepemibix b efliimmax 
npocxoro xpyAa ] rj |. 

3axeM nepexoflHM k onpe/tenennio ooipecxBeimo neoGxo^mibix aaxpax xPyAa. 

3xa Kaxeropim b peajibHOH skohomkhcckoh AencxBHxejibHOcxH B03HHKaex b cbh3ii 

c xeM, nxo 3axpaxbi >KHBoro xpyAa pacnaAaioxcH Ha HeoGxoAiiMbin h npiiGaBontibin 

Tpya, upmiem npiiGaBomibin xpyA Hannnaex pacnpeAejiHXBCH b ycjioBiwx skbh- 

BajieHXHoro oGMeira nponoppuoHajibHo neooxo/piMOMy xpy^y. 

MOflejiHpoBaHHH sxoro SKOHOMHnecKoro npopecca cjie/jyex npeABapn- 

xemHo onpeflejinxb KoscfxjHmneHXbi noxpeGjieHHH >KH3HeHHbix cpeAcxB ccmshmii 

paGoxHHKOB cc^epw MaxepHajibnoro npoii3BoAcxBa. Bo bxoPom Gjione MoAejin h3 

cocxasa Konennoro npoAyi<xa (cm. Gaancnyio MoAejis) BbiAejiHexcH oxAejn,Ho Beipe- 

cxBeHHbin cocxaB cl)OHAa noxpeGjieHHH ccMefi paGoxHHKOB MaxepnajibHoro xpyAa. 

Ha ocHOBe AaHHbix 6ioA>KexHbix oGcjieAOBaHim n nnaHa noBbimeHim Ma- 

xepnajibHO-KyjibxypHoro ypoBHH jkhshh TpyAHimixcH cxPohm Maxpnpy AjiH cboHna 

noxpeGjieHHH ceMen paGoxHHKOB ccjiepbi MaxepnajibHoro npon3BoAcxBa b BnAe 

II Utj H’ r«e Qu — oGbcm npoAyKxoB h xoBapoB z-ro BHAa, noxpeGjieHHbix ceMBHMH 

paGoxiniKOB MaxepnajibHoro xpyAa, aaHHXbix b >om npoH3BoAcxBe. 

nytff Tj ~ K0JIHqecTB0 Pa6otiero npeMeHH, 3axpaneHHoe b j-om npoii3BOA- 
cxne, a lj — KOjingecxBo npocxoro xpyAa, H3pacxoAoBaiiHoro B xom >ne npona- 

1 B. ^MHTpueB, 9kohoMwiecKue ouepKu, CUB, 1904, exp. 7-8. 06 hachthuhocth peavjn,- 

T3TOB, nojiyqeHHBix no ypasHeHHK) ^Mnipnesa h JleoHTLeBa (1938) cm. “Bulletin of the Oxford 
Universily Noven.bor 1962, (a™ A. Zauberman), a ,aK*e b c6 

n™ Pefl- AraH6er™“ CT- ntumnm, emuc,u,neM»ou me,- 
Huhu u MameMamuKu e 3KonoMw<e. 
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BOACTBe. Tor,n,a K03c|)(i)HAHeHTbi noTpe6jieHHH no pacneTy Ha eflHHupy TpyAa 

Sy^yT paBHbi: 

a (5) 

3tot Koo(f)<|)Hn,HeHT HaM 6yAeT Hy>neH A-a*1 onpeAenemiH oS^eMa HeoSxoAHMoro 

TpyAa. 
Ha OCHOBe K03(J>4)HAHeHT0B nOJIHOH TpyAOeMKOCTH (t j), K03Cj)(J)HAHeHT0B 

nojiHBix 3aTpaT npocToro TpyAa (r)) crpoiiM moaghb o6mecTBeHHoro pa3AeaenHH 

TpyAa y>ne He b enHHimax TpyAOeMKOCTH (nan sto 6bijio CAeaano b 6a3HcnoH 

MOAejin o6uj,ecTBeHHoro pa3AejieHHH TpyAa), a b eAHHiipax iiojiiioh TpyAOeMKOCTH 

h b eAHHHpax noJiHbix 3aTpaT npocToro TpyAa. 

Arm 3TOTO TpaHCnOHHpyeM BeKTOpbl-CTpOKH K03(f)(j)HAHCITT0B nOJIHOH TpyAO¬ 

eMKOCTH h K03(J)4)Hu,HeHT0B nojiHbix 3aTpaT npocToro TpyAa h yMHO>KaeM na>KAyio 

CTpony nepBoro SnoKa MOAean oGmecTBenHoro npoH3BOACTBa (X^) Ha cootbct- 

CTByiomyio en CTpony TpaHcnoHHpoBaHHbix KOStjjcjjimHeHTOB. npn stom mbi iicxo- 

Ahm H3 Aonyuj,eHHH, hto opeHKa TOBapa b eAHHupax nojiHbix 3aTpaT TpyAa onpe- 

AeaneTCH tojibko TexHOJiorHHecKHMH ycjiOBHHMH npoH3BOACTBa h hto sth opeHi-cH 

He MeHHIOTCH B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT TOTO, B K3K0H OTpaCJIH nOTpeSjieHBI TOEapbl 

AaHHoro BHAa. B pe3yjitTaTe noJiynaeM moacjib oSmecTBeHHoro pa3AeaeHHH TpyAa 

b eAHHHAax nOJIHOH TpyAOeMKOCTH (X^r-) h b eAHHiipax npocToro TpyAa (X^T£). 

AHajioniHHbiM o6pa30M nojiynaeM MaTpHiiy BejniHHH || o-ij^i \ h MaTpnuy bcjihhhh 

j| aijrl ||. yMHOHcan cnpaBa MaTpupy KOScJjcjDHuneHTOB hxj Ha AnaroHajibHyio MaTpnpy 

K03(|)c|)HAHeHT0B 3aTpaT npocToro TpyAa (r'i), nojTynaeM Maipnpy BejiHHHH h^Xi, 

xapaKTepii3yioujiHx o6T>eM >kh3hchhbix cpeACTB, noTpeSjieHHBix b ripopecce 

BOcnpoH3BOACTBa paSonen chjibi h on;eHeHHbix b eAHHHpax npocToro TpyAa. 

CyMMa 3thx BejiHHiiH paBHa Heo6xoAHMOMy TpyAy. 

OneHt Ba>KHO Bee BpeMH homhhtb, hto b ycjiOBHHX oSmecTBeHHoro pa3A0- 

jieHHH TpyAa nponcxoAHT He tojibko o6mch TOBapoB Ha TOBapBi, ho h oGmch 3aTpaT 

paGoHCH chjibi Ha >KH3HeHHBie cpeACTBa. npn nocjieAHero poAa oGmciic npoHCXOAHT 

pacnaA 3aTpaT >khboto TpyAa Ha 3aTpaTbi HeoSxoAKMoro TpyAa h Ha 3aTpaTbi 

npn6aBOHHoro TpyAa. 

npn o0MeHe 3aTpaT paSonen chjibi Ha >KH3HeHHBie cpeACTBa, kojiuhcctbo 

>KH3HeHHBIX CpeACTB /-TO BHAa, nOTpeSjieHHOe CeMbHMH pa6oTHHKOB f-ro HPOH3- 

BOACTBa (Qij) 6yAeT oAeHHBaTbcn othouichhcm nojiHbix 3aTpaT npocToro TpyAa 

Ha np0H3B0ACTB0 i-ro npoAyKTa (r') k TpyAOeMKOCTH b eAHHnpax npocToro TpyAa 

j-ro npoH3BOACTBa (tj). no pacneTy >i<e Ha eAHHHAy BBinycna nponyKAHii (Xj) 

6yAeM HMeTb bcjihhhhbi THna /7,/r;. 
J^eiiCTBHTejibHO, npn oSMene >Kii3HeHHBix cpeACTB ((2;jTi) Ha 3aTparrbi paooHen 

chjibi (Xjtj = Tj) HMeeM cneAyiomee cooTHomcinie: 

Qu 
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TaKaa opeHna no3BOJiHeT ynecTB othochtcjibhijIh ypoBeHB npoH3BO^HTeJiBHocTH 

TPyfla, Kai< cooTHomeHiie noJiHbix aaxpaT Tpy^a (r,) h TpyAoeMKOcra npoH3BOflCTBa 

IIOTpcGjiaeMBIX >KH3HeHHbIX CpeflCTB (/ ■). 

IIpH o6iweHe >KH3HeHHbix cpe^cTB Ha 3aTpaTbi paGonen chjibi nponcxoAHT 

OTflejieHHe npuGaBonHoro Tpy^a ot HeoGxoAHMoro Tpy/ja, Tan nan npoH3BOAHTejiB- 

hoctb Tpy,zja Bbiuie, neM 3aTpaTbi Tpy/ja Ha >KH3HeHHbie cpe/jCTBa, HeoGxo/jHMbie 

fljiH BocnpoH3BOflCTBa paGoneii cHjibi. CooTHomeHHe sthx bcjihhhh h onpeaejineT 

Koa^KjaimieHT npnGaBonHoro Tpy/ja (e0). 3tot KoacfxjiHiiHeHT ecTb OTHomeHne 

BemecTBeHHoro cocTaBa HapHOHajiBHoro ^oxo^a (27jrjTj) k Beu^ecTBeHHOMy 

cocTaBy cJ)OH^a noTpeGjiemiH ceMeii paGoTHHKOB ccjiepbi MaTepnajiBHoro npoH3- 
Bo^cTBa (271'Qij r\), to ecTb: 

3tot K03cJ)(J)HpHeHT Bceiyja Gojibiue e/piHHpbi. ITpn nepexo^e ot H3MepeHHH 

b e,n;HHHpax paGonero BpeMeHH (tj') k nojiHBiM 3aTpaTaM Tpy^a (r•), a xaioKe b xo^e 

HTepapHOHHoro npopecca K03(|)(J)HpHeHT npHGaBonHoro Tpy,n,a Bee BpeMH mchhctch. 

B ycjioBHHx o6u^ecTBeHHoro pa3flejieHHH Tpy,n;a Bees npopecc oGMeHa TOBapoB 

Ha TOBapbi H odMeHa 33TpaT paGoneH chjibi Ha >KH3HeHHbie cpeflCTBa, npiiHHBuiiix 

(JiopMy TOBapoB, Mo>KeT Gbitb MaTeMaTunecKH onpicaH h BocnpoH3Be,n;eH Ha ocHOBe 
cjieAyioipeH HTepapnoimon (JiopMyjibi2: 

SatjTi+e 

B xofle HTepapiiH KoacfxJniprieHT e0 mchhctch. UTepapnomibin npopecc 3a- 

KaHHHBaeTCH, Koryja stot K03(J)(J)HpHeHT nepecTaeT mchhtbch. 

B CHMBOJiax MaTpHHHoii ajireGpbi irrepamioHHoe ypaBHemie imeeT bh^ 

(8) 

3/jecb H — ecTb MaTpupa KoocjxJuipiieHTa htj. 

B pe3yjibTaTe nojiynaeM Bepcrop noJiHbix 3aTpaT npocToro Tpy^a Ha e^HHiipy 

BbinycKa npoflynpHii npn ycjiOBim, hto upHGaBOHHbm Tpy# pacnpe^eJieH nponop- 

ilHOHajibHO HeoSxo^HMOMy Tpy^y. Ohii Gy/jyT o6mecTBeHHO-Heo6xoflHMbiMH 

3aTpaTaMH, ecjiH npHSaBOHHbiii Tpy.ii; Gy^eT pacnpefleiieH no oTpacjiHM onTHMajiBHo. 

T^jih 3Toro HecKOJiBKo Bii^0H3MeHiiM ycnoBiie oKBiiBajieHTHoro oGineHa pe- 

3yjiBTaTaMH Tpy^a: bmccto TpeGoBaHHH, mvieiomero xapaKTep nocTyjiaTa (HopMa 

npnGaBOHHoro Tpy/ja o/piHapcoBa no OTpacjiHM) noTpeSyeM, htoGbi BeKTop npnGa- 

(( ” AHajionmnaH npopeAypa npiiMeHeHay M. Morisnima, F. Seton h L. Johansen b 

Econometrica”, N° 2, 1961. OHa ncno.m>30BaHa hmh oAHaKo ajih onpeAejieHHH ctohmocth no 
peHaMj T.e. b 3aAane, o6paTHoii Harnen. 
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BOHHoro TpyAa (HI/) 6biji onTHManeH. J^jih 3Toro BBefleM BeKTop opeHKH (Ej) 

>KHBoro npocToro TpyAa (Tj = tjXj), npOH3BejneHHOH c tohkh 3peHHH npnGaBOH- 

Horo TpyAa. 3Ta opeHKa paBHa: 

• 3flecb UIj = r^-21 hi/, 

x j‘j '■ 

KpoMe Toro BBefleM noHHTiie sKOHOMHnecKoro H36biTKa (Nt), iiojio>khb ero 

paBHBiM pa3Hnpe BemecTBeHHbix sneivieHTOB HapnoHajitHoro floxo^a (Y{) h c|)OHAa 

noTpe6jieHHH >KH3HeHHbix paGoTHHKOB cc})epbi MaTepnanbHoro TpyAa ((?;)• 

IIojiokhm, hto o6ipecTBeHHO-Heo6xoAHMbie 3aTpaTbi Tpyfla (r*) paBHbi 

orrniMajibHbiM nonHbiM 3aTpaTaM npocToro TpyAa, T.e. r; — tfjTj. lenepb 

onpeAeniiM KOMnoHenTbi BeKTopa MaTeMaTHHecKoro mhokhtcjih |cr;| Ha ochobc 

pemeHHH abohctbchhoh 3a,qaHH. 

B npHMOH 3aflane GyAe.n MHHHMH3npoBaTb oGbcm npriGaBomioro TpyAa (III = 

= CjtjXj), npHHeM BapBHpoBaTb Gy^eT BajioBbiii BbinycK (Xj), Tan nan BeJiHHH- 

Hbi Cit'j 3aAaHbi. 

Tor,n;a npmviaH 3aAana GyAeT Tanon: 

v CjtjXj = minim; Xj > 0 (9a) 
i 

npn AByx ycjiOBHHx: 
a) Bbixofl oGmecTBeHHoro npo^yKTa H3 skohomhhcckoh cncTeMbi He MeHsiue 

SKOHOMHHecKoro H3JiHuiKa, huh b CHMBonax MaTeMaTHHecKOix anreGpbi. 

(E—A)X—tHX > N; 

6) KOJinnecTBo 3aTpaneHHoro npocToro TpyAa npH npoH3BOACTBe BanoBoro 

npoAyKTa He MeHtuie oGteMa npaMbix 3aTpaT miiBoro npocToro TpyAa. 

jt[ 00...0\ 

lx+T^ 0;? = 0f'0...0 

\ooo 

B conpHHceHHOH 3aAane Gy^eM MaKCHMH3HpoBaTb aKOHOMHnecKHH H3JiHmeK, 

oijeHeHHbiH b oGinecTBenno-neoGxoAHMbix 3aTpaTax TpyAa (f* = opd ■ 

Sa/iNi = maxim; ot > 0 (9) 
/ 

npH flByx ycjiOBHHx: 

a) Bbixoa H3 cncTeMbi (3a BbineTOM noTpeGjieHHbix b npoH3BOACTBeHHOM 

npoijecce cpeACTB TpyAa h >KH3HeHHbix cpeACTB paGoraHKOB MaTepnansHoro 

Tpyaa), opeHeiii-ibin b eAHHupax nojiHbix 3aTpaT npocxoro TpyAa Ha cAHHiipy 

H3 AemiH Gy act He Gojituie npHGaBOHHoro TpyAa 

(E-At-Ht)t'-0' < 0 

3Aecb BepxHHH 3HaneK oGo3HanaeT TpaHcnoHHpoBaHHbie MaTpnAbi. 
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6) OOipecTBeHHo-HeoOxopiiMbie 3aTpaTbi Tpypa (cr^T;) Ha epHHnpy H3pejiHH 

6y«yT He OoJisme cyMMbi HeoOxopHMoro {Hz') h iipnOaBonHoro (O') Tpypa 

—HTx'+oiTi < O' 

PemiiB conpH>KeHiiyro 3apany, HaxopHM MaTeMaTHHecKHe mhokhtcjih, a cjie- 

AOBaTeJibHO, h oOipecTBeHHO HeoOxopHMbie 3aTpaTbi Tpypa (r* = cr{r-) 

3aTeM nepexopHM k onpepejieHHio BejiHHHHBi peHe>KHOH (JiopMBi ctohmocth 

(a>i)- OToro yMHo>KHM oOipecTBeHHO HeoOxopHMbie 3aTpaTbi Tpypa Ha peHe>K- 

Hbm MaCUJTaO CTOHMOCTH (^0), paBHblH COOTHOIHeHHK) pByX o6T>eMOB HaqilOHaJIb- 

hoto poxopa, H3MepeHHbix b TeKyrpnx penax (£YiPi') h b oOipecTBeHHO neoOxo- 

Ahmbix aaTpaTax Tpypa (2Ytx*). CnepoBaTejisHo, HMeeM: 

n * n lY:Pi 
ci'i = U0r*, rpe Q0 — ~ 1 J (10) 

B OypyipeM, KpoMe toto, cnepyeT cnepnajisHO HccnepoBaTb Bonpoc oO onTHMH- 

3apHH BeKTOpa ,,npil0aBOHHbIH Tpyp” BO BpeMeHH (b PHHaMHKe) C TOHKH 3peHHH 

Hy>Kfl paCIHHpeHHOrO BOCnpOH3BOpCTBa. 

4. Ilpoijecc npenpaujemin (fiopMu cmouMocmu. Tperan KOHTyp BbiHHCJieHHn, 

npon3BOflHMbix npn njiaHHpoBaHHH peH, CTaBHT cBoen 3apanen MaTeMaTiwecKH 

onHcaTb npopecc TpaHc^opMapnH cJjopMbi ctohmocth. B btom npopecce BejiHHHHa 

CTOHMOCTH He II3MeHHeTCH, a MeHHeTCH TOJISKO (JlopMa CTOHMOCTH. 

HsMeiienHe 4>oPMbi ctohmocth, to ecTb oOpaaoBaHiie npeBpaipeHHoii (JjopMbi 

CTOHMOCTH oOBeKTHBHO HeoOxOpHMO PJIH TOTO, HToObl HpopeCC peaJIH3apHH CTOH- 

mocth mot npoTenaTb cboOopho. OOipecTBeHHan ctohmocts co3paeTcn Ha Hapop- 

H0X03HHCTBeHH0M ypoBHe, a peajiH3yeTCH na HHpHBHpyajibHOM ypoBHe OTpensHbix 

pp0H3B0pcTBeHH0-n0TPe6HTejibCKHx HHeeK oOipecTBa (npepnpHHTHH, ccmsh, npona- 
BOpCTBeHHO-TeppHTOpHaJIbHbie KOMnJieKCbl). 

B CBoen nepBHHHOii (fcopMe oOipecTBeHHan ctohmoctl He Mo>neT 6bitb hhph- 

BHpyajiH3HpOBaHa, T.e. He mokct Obits CBepeHa k HHpHBHpyajibHOH ctohmocth. 

OOipecTBeHHan ctohmocts pojinma npe>Kpe Bcero pacnacTscn Ha cboh cocTaBHbie 

3JieMeHTbi (nepeHecesiHaH ctohmocts, ctohmocts onJianeHHoro Tpypa, ctoh¬ 

mocts npnOaBOHHoro npopyKTa), htoObi ee mohcho Obijio peannaoBaTs na hhph- 
BHpyajiSHOM ypoBHe. 

rioHBjieiiHe pener b npopecce oOipecTBeHHoro pa3pejieHHH Tpypa npiiBopHT 

K oneHs Oojishioh Mopn^HKapHn (Jjopmbi ctohmocth. Bees npopecc coapaHim 

h peajiiiaapHH ctohmocth Torpa HamiHaeT npoTeKaTs He b CBoen HenocpepcTBeHHoil 

TpypoBon cJiopMe, a b peHOKHoii (fiopMe. OniiaTa Tpypa npnoOpeTaeT cJiopMy 3a- 

paOoTHOH HJiaTbi; H3HOC OCHOBHBIX CpepCTB — tj)0PMy aMOpTH3apHOIIHBIX OTHIICJie- 

hhh; saTpaTM npoMe>KyTOHHbix npopyKTOB — cfiopMy MaTepnajisHbix H3pep>i<eK; 

npnOaBOHHbiii npopyKT — c^opMy npnObijiH, pembi, Haiiora c oOopoTa h T.p. 

npopecc CBepeHIIH oOipeCTBCHHOfi CTOHMOCTH K HHpHBHpyajibHOH CTOHMOCTH, 

onpepejinioipHH npopecc peajiHaapHH ctohmocth, mokct npoTenaTs tojisko b 3toh 
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npeBpameHHoft cjiopMe ctohmocth. IIosTOMy hcoGxoahmo MaTeMaTHnectcH onncaTb 

npopecc (J)opMiipoBaHiiH xex ocHOBHbix aneMeHTOB ctohmocth, Ha KOTopbie oGmecr- 

BeHHan ctohmoctb pacna^aeTCH b npopecce CBoeil peajiH3apHH. 

IIpe>K,n;e Bcero, oGocoGnaeTcn 3apa6oTHan nnaTa h BooGipe onnaTa TpyAa. 

Ha ocHOBe MaTpnpbi TexHOHornnecKHX K03(|)c|jHi;HeHT0B (A) mohcho onpe^euHTb 

nojiHbie BbinjiaTbi no c^oH^y onjiaTbi TpyAa no (JiopMyne: 

W* — W(E— A)-1 (11) 

iyje E — eflHHHnHan MaTpnpa, a (E—A)_1 — oGpaTHan MaTpupa KOO^^npueHTOB 

au; W — BeKTop 3apa6oTHon nnaTbi no pacneTy na eAHiinny npoAyKTa; W* — BeK- 

Top nojiHbix BbinnaT no cfioHAy onnaTbi TpyAa. 

B ycjioBHHX con;najni3Ma, npoMe HHflHBHflyanbHOH onnaTbi TpyAa, 3aBHCHinen 

ot KOJinnecTBa h nanecTBa TpyAa, B03HHKaeT oGmecTBeHHan cJ)opMa onnaTbi TpyAa, 

cocTOHman H3 BbinnaT, npoii3BOAHMbix H3 (jioHfla oGmecTBemioro noTpeGneHHH 

(HapoAHoe o6pa30BaHne, 3ApaBooxpaHeHiie, nsroTbi no KBaprapHoii nnaTe h no 

KOMMyHaJibHbiM ycnyraM, Gecnnarabie oGeAbi Ha npoH3BOACTBe, copHanbHoe 

CTpaxoBaHne h t.a-)- Xoth oGmecTBcmibiH (]ioha noTpeOjieiiHH h pacnpeflejineTcn 

OecnnaTHo, no noTpeGHOCTHM, ho ajih Bcero oGipecTBa b ijenoM oh ctoht Gojisihiix 

3aTpaT TpyAOBbix h MaTepnajibHbix pecypcoB. 3aTpaTbi Ha otot oGmecTBemibifi 

c|)OHA noAJie>KaT BocnpoH3BOACTBy. 3th 3aTpaTbi npn onpeAeJieHHH ctohmocth 

AOJi>KHbi 6biTB upHoaBJienbi k 3apaGoTHoii nnaTe hjih n.enocpeACTBeHHO (Ha ochobc 

AaHHbix npnMoro yneTa imn a^hhbix cnepnantHbix oocneAOBaHHii) imh kocbchiio, 

to ecTb nponopAHOHanbHO cfioHAy HHAHBHAyanbHOH onnaTbi TpyAa. TorAa BeKTop 

| W j Gvact xapaKTepii30BaTb Bee BbinnaTbi h BbiAann nan H3 HHAHBHAyaJibHoro, 

Tan h H3 o6m;ecTBeHHoro (JioHAa noTpeGneHHH. Ha ochobc stoto BeKTopa h onpe- 

AenneTcn BeKTop nonHbix BbiAan H3 cjpoHAa onnaTbi TpyAa. 

AHanornnHO onpeAenneTCH BeKTop nonHbix BbinnaT no aMopTH3apHOHHbiM 

OTHHcneHHHM (df). BbinHTan no Ka>KAOMy b OTAenbHOCTH npon3BOACTBy H3 oGuje- 

CTBeHHOH ctohmocth (Hy) nonHbie BbinnaTbi no (JioHAy onnaTbi TpyAa (IE*) h non- 

Hbie aMopTH3aijHOHHbie OTmicneHiiH id*'), nonynaeM hhctbih a°x°A oGipecTBa, 

to ecTb ctohmoctb npnGaBOHHoro npoAyKTa: 

77, = coj-Wf-df (12) 

EcnH OTHeCTH HHCTblH /I.OXOA oGlIjeCTBa K HCnonbSOBaHHbIM npOH3BOACTBeHHbIM 

h npnpoAHbiM pecypcaM, to nonynnM noKa3aTenn peHTaGenbHocTH Hcnonb30BaHHH 

3thx pecypcoB. B ycnoBHnx copnanH3Ma npoH3BOACTBeHHbie pecypcbi HMeioT 

AeHe>KHyio (JiopMy b BHAe GanaHCOBOil ctohmocth ochobhbix h oGopoTHbix npoH3- 

BOACTBeHHbix (Jiohaob. OAHaKO npnpoAHbie pecypcbi (3eMnn, HeApa 3eMnn, neca, 

boabi) b Hainiix ycnoBHHX Tai<oii ctohmocth He HMeioT. 

nosTOMy CHanana onpeAennioTCH noKa3aTenn oGmeii peHTaGenbHOCTH ncnonb- 

30BaHHH npoH3BOACTBeHHbix pecypcoB, BKnionaiomHe b cboh cocraB oGe cJiopMbi 

hhctoto aoxoas (npnGbinb h AH(jKj)epeHAHanbHyio peHTy). 
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IIpH onpe^eueHHH KOOiJxJiHuneiiTOB peirraGejibHocra Hcnojib30BaHHH pecypcoB 

OMeHb Ba>KHo H36e>KaTb noBTopHoro AyfrnHpoBaHHH peHTaSejibHocra pecypcoB. 

CjieflyeT npiiHHTb cnepiiajibHbie Mepti k TOMy, htoGbi b MaTepnajibHBix 3aTpaTax 

peHTaSejibHOCTb pecypcoB iiobtopho He ^ySiiirpoBajiacb. Ha Ka>KAOH CTaAHH 

npoH3BOflCTBa ,qoji>KHa yHHTbiBaTbCH peHTaSeJibHOCTb TOJibKo Tex pecypcoB, 

KOTopbie 3aA0JiH<eHbi Ha ashhoh cTa^HH npoH3BOACTBeHHoro npoi^ecca. OSteM 

nepeHeceHHOH ctoiimocth npHoaBOHiioro npoflyKTa He aojhkch 3aBHceTb ot nncna 

CTaflHH, Ha KOTOpbie pa36HTO npOH3BOACTBO. 

Tanoro noBTopHoro flySuHpoBaHHH mo>kho H36e>KaTb, ecjin onpe/jejiHTb 

K03(J)cJ)HpHeHTbI peHTa6e;ibHOCTH no OTHOUieHHK) K nOJIHOH (J)OHAOeMKOCTH. 

Ecjih fkj — (})OHfloeMKocTb y'-ro npoH3BOACTBa no k-omy BemecTBeHHOMy 

BHfly OCHOBHbIX (|)OHAOB, a f0J— (JlOHAOeMKOCTb j-OrO np0H3B0flCTBa no o6opOT- 

HbiM (|)OHAaM 0-ro hx BemecTBeHHoro BH^a, to Tor^a BeKTop nojiHon (JioHAoeM- 
kocth 6yAeT paBeH: 

1) no ochobhbim (fioHAaM <Pk — fk (E—A)-1 

2) no oSopoTHbiM (J)OHflaM ip =f0 (E—A)-1 

Cjie^oBaTejTbiio, o6man (JioHAoeMKOCTb (no BceM BemecTBeHHbiM BHAaM 

(Jiohaob) 6yAeT npeACTaBJieHa BeKTopoM (p h yi cootbctctbchho . 

06o3HaHHM KOMnOHeHTbl 3THX BeKTOpOB flJBI ^-^0 npOH3BOACTBa Hepe3 (fkj 

h ip0j. Hx coBOKynHocTb o6pa3yeT MaTpnpy K03(|)(|)HpHeHT0B nojiHon (J)OHfloeMKocTH 

ocHOBHbix h oSopoTHbix cJiohaob c ynemw BemecTBeHHoro hx cocTaBa no OTpacjiHM 
npoH3BO^CTBa, iyye ohh (j)yhi<hhoimpyiot . 

Hpn onpe«ejieHHH KOs^^nmieHTOB o6men peHTaSejibHOCTii ochobhbix cJioh- 

flOB k-ro BH^a (a*) h oOopoTHbix $ohaob 0-ro BH«a Q30) AOJDKHa 6biTb no Ka>KAOMy 

BeipecTBeHHOMy BHAy (Jiohaob npnHHTa bo BHHMaHHe hx Bocnpon3BOflCTBeHHaH 

CT0HM0CTb H cpoK hx BocnpoH3BOACTBa (b flojiHx KaneHAapHoro TOfla). 

nycTb TOAOBbie KanHTajibHbie bjiojkchhh b ocHOBHbie (Jjohabi aaHHoro 

BemecTBeHHoro BH«a paBHbi AF, npupocT BeipecTBeHHbix ajieMeHTOB oOopoTHbix 

4)OHflOB COOTBeTCTBeHHO — AF0. Toiyja K03(|x|)HI],HeHTbI HX B0CnP0H3B0flCTBa 
cooTBeTCTBeimo paBHbi (1+0*) h (l+v0), rfle 

au0 = 
AF» 

Fk 
(14) 

nycTb cpoK BocnpoH3BO«CTBa (JioHflOB b flOJBix roAOBoro nepno^a paBeH 

no ochobhbim (})OHflaM mk, a no oOopoTHbm (JioHflaM m0. Tor^a K03(]?cJ)HAHeHTbi 

oGmefi peHTaOejibHocTH MoryT Obite onpe^ejieHbi H3 cncreMbi ypaBHeniiH: 

71 = 2 +Zk)mk+ZPoipoj(i+%T° (15) 

3tii ypaBHeHHH cocTaBJimoTCH Rim Ka>K«OH oTpacjm nponsBOACTBa b oTAejib- 

HOCTH H no HUM OIipCACJHIIOTCH K03(J)(J)HAHeHTbI oGipeH peHTaSeJIbHOCTH (l)OHAOB 

AaiiHcro BHAa (a* h /S„). 
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BejiH^HHBi Tlj (hhcxeih floxoA j-oh oxpacjin) y>Ke Sbijih onpcAejieHbi Ha cxsahh 

BToporo KOHTypa MaxeMaximecKoro onncaHHH npopecca o6pa30BaHHH ctohmoctii. 

Maxpnna napaMeTpoB nojiHon (Jxohaocmkocxh cpkj h ip0j nojiynaexcH Ha ochobc 

Maxpupbi K03c{x|)iiii,HeHT0B fk h f0 hcxoahoh iuiaHOBOH moacjih oSipecTBCHiioro 

npoAyKTa, a cpoKH oOopoxa (Jxohaob ycxaHaBJiHBaioxca no aAhhbim xcxhhko- 

SKOHOMHHeCKOH 3KCnepTH3bI. 

Oco6o cJieAyeT noAnepKHyxb, hto b sthx ypaBHeHHHx KoacjKjxHHHeHXbi peHxa- 

OeJIbHOCTH (J)OHAOB COCTOHT H3 AByX MHO>KHXeJieH, a HMeHHO: 

1) no OCHOBHbIM (|)OHAaM H3 (Xk H (l + t4)'"fc 

2) no oOopOTHblM 4)OHflaM H3 /?„ H (l + ^o)mO 

Becbina Ba>KHO, nxo MHO>Knxejin (1+^t) n (l+^o)mo B sthx ypaBHemnix ecxt 

BejiHHHHbi H3BecxHbie, xan nan ohh onpeflejimoxcn Ha ochobc ashheix hcxoahoh 
A A 

6a3HCHOH MOAeJiH (AF h AF no a^hhbim Bxoporo SjiOKa, a Fk n F0 no a^hhbim 

nnxoro OnoKa). B Hauinx ypaBHeHnnx cponn B0cnp0H3B0AcxBa (Jxohaob xaione 

paccinaxpHBaioxcH nan H3BecxHbie Bejinmnibi (ohh onpeACJunoxca no AaHHbiM 

XeXHHKO-SKOHOMHHeCKOH 3KCnepXH3bl). 

Ko34>(|)HHHeHXbi >ne ak h /30 nojiynaioxcH Ha ocHOBe peuieHHH HanncaHHOH 

Bbirne cncxeMbi ypaBHCiinn. Kan bhahm, o6a mhokhxcjih, bxoahihhc b cocxaB 

K03<i)(t>HHHeHxa penxaSeJTbiiocxH cJxohaob AaHHoro BeipecxECHHoro BHAa, He 3a- 

bhchx ox xoro, b nanon oxpacnH npoH3BOACXBa (JxyHKHHOHHpyex AaHHbiH Beinecx- 

BeHHblH BHA (J)OHAOB. OHH B 3XOM CMbICJie eAHHbl a^h Bcero HapoAHoro X03HH- 

cxBa. 
IIpaKXHKa HapoAHOxo3HHCXBeHHoro ynexa oobi'ino npeAyciwaxpHBaex A-aa 

ocHOBHbix h oSopoxHbix (Jxohaob 6onee yKpynHeHHyK) HOMeHnnaxypy, neivi ahh 

oxpacnen npoH3BOACXBa. 

,L(jth xoro, nxoSbi hhcjio ypaBHeHHH paBHHJiocb hhcjtv HeH3BecxHbix, o6pa3yeM 

yKpynHeHHbie arperaxbi oxpacneH npoH3BOACXBa b cooxbcxcxbhh c HOMeHKJiaxypon 

4)Ohaob. Hauia 3aAana — onpeAe.nHXb cpeduue jinaj-oh oxpacjin K03(JxJ)HHHeHXbi 

peHXaOeJIBHOCXH OCHOEHblX H oGopOXHbIX (jjOHAOE OXAeJIbHO. K03Clxl)HHHeiIXbX 

ak h /30, onpeAeJiaeittbie no BemecTBeHHbiM BHAaM (Jxohaob, nrparox y Hac jihhib 

BcnoMoraxejibHyio pojib npn ycxaHOBJieHHH xatcnx cpeAHnx oxpacaeBbix koscJxcJxh- 

HHeHXOB. Xoxa K03(J)(J)HHHeHXbI «* H j80 MeHHIOXCH XOJIbKO_HO BHAaM 4>OHAOB, HO 

cpeAHHe oxpacjieBbie K03(J)(J)HHHeHXbi peiixaGentHOCXH (<pj h %-)3 hsmchhioxch 

h no oxpacjiHM npoH3BOACXBa, xan nan ohh nan cpeAHHe BeJiHHHHbi 3aBHcax ox 

oxpacjieBoii cxpynxypbi BcmecxBCHHoro cocxaBa (JxyHKAHOHHpyiomHX b hhx 

cJjohaob. Tanoe cbohcxbo oxpacaeBbix KoacJxJxHHHeHxoB peHxaSeJibHocxH (Jxohaob 

no3BOJiaex, b cJiynae hcoOxoahmocxh, HHAHBHAyaJiH3HpoBaxb K03(J)cJ)HHHCHXbi 

3 ripn BbIHHCJieHHH epeAHHX OTpaCJieBbIX K03tJ)(J)HL(IieHT0B peHTaSeJIBHOCTH 4>OHAOB 

B KaaeCTBe BeCOB flOJBKHbl 6bIXb npHHHTbl BO BHIIMaHHe He TOJlbKO (|)OH,T,OeMKOCTb, ho h kosc]?- 

4)HL(HeHTbI HX BOCnpOH3BOflCTBa H CpOKH HX BOCnpOH3BOflCTBa, T.e. BeJiHHHHbi Fk (1 + 4/c) * 

H F0 (l + *<)m«. 
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peHTaSejitHocTH biuiotb ao OT^ejiBHoro npe^npHHTHH, ymiTbiBaH BeipecTBeHHyio 

CTpyKTypy cjjyHKpnoHHpyioipHX b hhx (Jjohaob. 

Cjie«yeT iiMeTB b BHAy, hto b pn;j;e CTpaH npaKTHKyeTCH ycKopeiiHan aiviopTii- 

3apiiH, He cooTBeTCTByioipaH cpoKaM cjiy>K6bi ochobhbix (Jjohaob. Tor^a b aiviopTH- 

3apnoHHbie OTHHCJieHHH nona^aeT nacTB micToro AoxoAa oGipecTBa. B hoaoOhom 

cjiynae aKOHOMnnecKH pejiecoo6pa3HO onpe^ejiHTt He oOipyio, a BajioByio peHTa- 

OeJIBHOCTB OCHOBHBIX (J)OHflOB, BKJIIOHaiOipyiO B CBOH COCTaB H aMOpTH3apHOHHBie 

OTHiicjieHHH, a He tojibko npHObuib h flH(J)(J)epeHpHajibHyio peHTy. 

Tor^a b npeAbiAyipeii CHCTeMe ypaBHemm 6y^eM hmctb Ha jieBon CTopoHe 

cyMMy, paBHyio TJj-(-cc*, a Ha npaBon CTopoHe BajioBbie (a He oSipne) K03c[xf)HpHeHTbi 

peHTaSejiBHOCTH ochobhbix (Jiohaob (a*). 3aTeM, BbiHHTan H3 cpeAHen OTpacjieBoii 

eajioeou peHTaSejiBHOCTH (Jiohaob 7-oh OTpacjiH (aj) cpeAHHH rjui stoh OTpacuH 

aM0pTH3apH0HHBIH K03(J)(J)HpHeHT, nOJiynaeM CpeflHHH OTpaCJieBOH o6ufuu K034)- 

({lIipiieHT peHTaSeJIBHOCTH, CKOppeKTIipOBaHHBIII B OTHOHieHHH 3MOpTH3apHOHIIBIX 

OTHHCJieHHH. 

OflHaKO npn AOBe^eHHH K03cj3({inqiicHT0B peHTaSeJiBHOcra $ohaob ao otacjib- 

Horo np0H3B0ACTBeHH0-TeppHT0pHajiBH0r0 KOMnjieKca h ao OTAejiBHbix npeAnpiiH- 

thh, cjieAyeT ymiTbiBaTB He oOipne (a TeM 6ojiee He BajioBbie) K03<jx|)HpneHTbi 

peHTaSeJIBHOCTH (f)OHAOB, a HHCTbie HOpMBI peHTaOeJIBHOCTH, H3 KOTOpbIX y>Ke 

BBiHTeHa peHTa6e;ibH0CTb ripupoAiibix pecypcoB. JJjih ototo Hy>KHo onpeAeJiHTB 

AncJxJiepeHAHajibHyio peHTy. OHa AOJBKHa 6biTb ynTeHa b npopecce npoii3BOA- 

CTBeHHoro oSopoTa TaK>Ke tojibko o«hh pa3 (Ha cra/jim AoObiBaioipiix OTpacjiefi 

npOII3BOACTBa). 

X(jih oripeAejiCHim AHcJxJjepeHpHajiBiioii peHTbi no k3>kaoh OTpacjiH npoii3- 

BOACTBa Hy>KHo HMeTB 30HajiBHbie K034)cl)imneiiTbi pecypcoeMKOCTH (no iiciiojib- 

3yeMBiM b npoH3BOACTBe BH^aM npHpoAHBix pecypcoB). Ohh onpeAeJimoTCH 

nan oSpaTHbie noKa3aTeJin CBeivia npoAyKAHii c eAHHHAbi npHpoAHoro pecypca. 

B nanecTBe cahhhpbi pecypca ajih cejiBCKoxo3HHCTBeHHoro npoH3Boac TBa 

nphhhmaeTcn reKTap nauiHii (ajih nacrOinpHoro >KHBOTHOBOACTBa h OBpeBOA- 

CTBa —reKTap ceJiBCKoxoamicTBCHiiori iuioipaAH, ajth noJiHBHoro xjiohko- 

BOACTBa reKTap opomaeMoii 3eMjni). Eahhhach pecypcoB a^h ropHbix ao6bi- 

BaioiAiix OTpacjien mo>kct cjiy>KHTB 1m3 BbiHyTOil ropHoii nopoAbi. 

J(iKjK))cpciiHHajiBHa>i peHTa Mo>i<eT 6bitb onpeAejieHa MeTOAaMH MaTeMaTHPec- 

koi 0 nporpaMMnpoBaHHH nyxc.M ncnojiB30BaHHH MaTCMaTimecKiix mhokiitcjich 

Tima TeHeBbix pen h oSbcktheho oOycjioBJieHHbix opeHOK. 

IIpH onpeAeJieHHH An<i>(f>epeHpHajiBHOH peiiTbi cooTBeTCTByioipaH AoSbiBaio- 

n*aH OTpacjib npoH3BOACTBa noApa3AejmeTCH Ha S 30H. B Ka>KAoii 30He BbipejiHeTCH 

no np0AyKTHBH0CTH h KaTeropHH npupoAHoro pecypca, Hcnojib3yeMorOj b paimoM 

npOH3BOACTBe. 

npe>i<Ae Bcero onpepejiHeTcn Maxpupa KoacJxJmpiieHTOB npopyKTiiBiiocTH 

eAHHHpbi npnpoAHoro pecypca \\ZHS\\. 3th KoacJxJmpHeHTbi oSparabi KoacjMjmpneH- 
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TaM pecypcoeMKOCTH. ^ajiee onpe^ejiHCTCH MaTpiipa 30HajibHbix HHAHBHAyaJibHO- 

rpynnoBbix ctohmoctch ||AVS||. 
non 30HajitHbiMH iiH;[HBHAyaJif.Ho-rpyririoBbiMH ctohmocthmh HOHHMaeTCH 

npeBpameHHaH $opMa ctohmocth, onpeAeJineMan otacjibho na>KAOH ashhoh 

30hbi h a-^h Ka>KAOH rpynnbi 3eMeJibHbix MaccHBOB hjih rpynnbi Mecropo>KACHHH 

nojie3Hbix HCKonaeMbix. JJjih k3>kaoh TaKOH rpynnbi onpeACJineTCH Taione cboii 

BeKxop pacxoAHbix TexnojiornnecKnx koocIhIhiahchtob ||a£*s>||, a Taione BeKTop 

cpeAHeii onnaTbi TpyAa na CAUHnny Bbinycna upoAynnnn cpeAHen (JionAoeM- 

kocth CAnnnnbi npoAynnnn no ociiobhbim (JpoHAaM n no oSopoTHbiM (JioHAaM 

/(*«); K034>4)HAHeHTbI (JlOHAOeMKOCTH OnpeAeJIHIOTCH KaK cpeAHeB3BeuieHHbie Bejin- 

miHbi c yneTOM BemecTBeHHoro cocTaBa (Jiohaob (no Ka>KAon rpynne 3eMejibHbix 

MacciiBOB hjih no na>KAOMy MecTopo>KACHHK) b npeA^Jiax na>KAon 30hbi). 

3oHajibHaH HHAnBHAyaJibHan rpynnoBan ctohmoctb (Avs) onpeAennei'CH 

no (JiopMyjie npcBpaineHiion ctohmocth: 

=2a^)coi+^)+aJ.^)+^/('“) (16) 
i 

rfle coj — oomecTBeHnan ctohmoctb ncnojib3yeMbix z-ro BHAa npoMonyTomibix 

npOAyKTOB; OCj — BaJIOBOH K03(Jx|)HAHeHT peHTaSeJIbHOCTH OCHOBHbIX (JlOHAOB 

(cpeAHHH no OTpaCJIH KOSC^HAHeHT, BKJHOnaH aM0pTH3aAII0HHbie OTHHCJieHHH). 

3aTeM onpeAeJineTCH pacneTHan 30HajibHaH oneHKa (Cs) eAHHHijbi npoAyKAHH, 

npOH3BOAHMOH B HaHXyAbUHX npHpOAHbIX yCJIOBHHX, nyTeM IIpHpaBIIHBaHHH 

30HaJibH0H ouchkh (Cs) k MaKCHMaJibHOH 30HajibH0H HHAnBHAyaJibHO-rpynnoBOii 

CTOHMOCTH, T.e. AHS. 
CjieAOBaTeJibHO, Cj = 3aTeM no ocTanbHbiM KaTeropHHM AaHHoro 

npnpoAHoro pecypca onpeAenneTCH skohomhh ctohmocth (a«) npHBeAeHHan 

k ypoBHio 3onanbHon ctohmocth cahhiiabi AaHHoro BHAa npoAyKU,HH Ha ocHOBe 

ypaBHeHHH: 

^ ttl-Ks) = (1?) 
cs 

3to h 6yAeT AH^xjiepeHAHajibHaH peHTa c eAHHHijbi npOAynunH, o6pa3yiomaHCH 

b yCJIOBHHX iS-oh 30Hbi h u-ovi KaTeropHH pecypca. 
^HclxiiepeHAHajibiian peHTa c eAHHHn,bi npnpoAHoro pecypca paBHa. 

Rhs = ZHS ■ [J-HS (l^a) 

OOlahh oSneM AH^tJiepeHAHajibnon peHTbi no Ka>i<AOMy AaHHOMy npoH3- 

BOACTBy 33BHCHT ot o6T,eMa TOBapHoii npoAyKAHii >S-ro paiioHa, nojiyneHHOH 

npii Hcn0Ab30BaHHH b S-oh 30He h-ovl KaTeropHH npnpoAHbix pecypcoB (nus). 
IIocTaBKH npoAyKAHH Ao6biBaiom,HX OTpacneii a^h ee AaJibHenineH npoMbiuuieHHOH 

o6pa6oTKH h ajih Hy>KA CTpoHTejibCTBa, BcerAa h Be3Ae paccMaTpHBaiOTCH nan 

TOBapHan npoAyKAHH • IIpeAnpHHTHH Ao5biBaion;HX oTpacneii BcerAa cnmaioTCh 

CaMOCTOHTeJIbHbIMH, Aa>Ke eCJIH OHH H He HMeiOT CaMOCTOHTeAbHOrO (JlHHailCOBOrO 

OanaHca. 
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JlHclK^cpeHnnaju.iraH peHTa c e^HHiipbi BajiOBoro BBinycKa iipo^yi<pHH yjaHHOH 

floSBiBaiomeft OTpacjin (qj) 6y/j,eT paBHa: 

Qj = Xt 
(18) 

3^;ecb Xj — BajioBBiH BbinycK y-oh npoAyKpHH. 

Teneps MoryT 6bitb onpe/jejieHbi HopMbi peHTaSejitHocTH (f)OH,n;oB, T.e. HHCTbie 

K03(|)cJ)HqHeHTbi peHTa6ejiBH0CTH (u'k h /3q), TeM >Ke ciiocoGom, i-can sto Gbijio c^e- 

Jiano npii onpeflejieHHH BanoBbix h o6ihhx K03(J)(J)HLi,HeHT0B peHTaGejiBHocrn 

(J)oh^;ob. Tojibko b ^.aHHOM cjiynae hhctbih .zjoxo/i; c e^HHiipbi npoyiyKpHH (ny) 

cjie^yeT yMeHBiuHTb Ha ,rpK})(|)cpepipHajiBiiyio peHTy. OieflOBaTejiBHO cucTeMa 

ypaBHeHHH 6y,n;eT TaKoii: 

71 j Qj—JEW'Pt/O +^)"'*+^/'o,/’oj(^ +%))m° (18a) 

Cpe^HHH OTpacjieBaa: Hopivia peHTaGejiBHocTH (J)OHflOB npn npoH3Bo,n;cTBe 

eflHHHpbi y-oii npoflynpHii Toiyja no ochobhbim cfioH^aM Oy^eT paBHa: 

^V/y,(l+T)m* 

k 

(19) 

Cpe^HHH peHTaSejibHOCTb oSopoTHBix cf)OH,n;oB (|j) ycraHOBjieHa TaKHM n<e 

o6pa30M Ha ocHOBe bcjihhhh /?'(l+v0)m\ 

riojiHan cjjopMyjia ajih orjpepy.'ieHHH npeBpameHHOH c^opMbi ctohmocth 

Tenepb nojiynHT cjie/iyioiijHH bh^: 

°>j =2<*ija>t+ Wj+idj+ijyfj+gjfj+ej (20) 

Sflecb. (Oj ctohmoctb e/iHHiipbi y'-on npo;pyi<nHH; cot — ctohmoctb e;piHinybi 

i-r° BHAa npe^MeTOB Tpy^a (tohjihbo, cnipbe h t.#.); a^—TexHOJiorHnecKne 

pacxo^Hbie KoscJxjjHijHeHTbi (no npe^MeTaM Tpy^a); Wj — 3apa6oTHaa raiaTa Ha 

eAHHHuy y'-on npoflyKpHH; dj — cpeypiHe OTpacneBbie aMopTH3apnoHHbie othhcjic- 

HHH C eflHHHpbl OCHOBHbIX ^OHflOB; — MHCT3H HOpM3 peHTa6ejIbHOCTII OCHOBHbIX 

(Jioh^ob; fj c]30H3,c eMKocTb eflHHHpbi y-ofi npoflynpini; |) — HopMa peHTaOejiB- 

HOCTH oSopOTHbIX (JlOHflOB; fj — (J}OHflOeMKOCTb no oOopOTHbIM (JjOHftaM; Qj — peH- 

THan CTaBKa c eflHHHpbi npo^ynpim. 

B CBoen npeBpaipeHHOH (J)opMe ctohmoctb o6cjry>KHBaeT npopecc peajiH3aijHH 

H HipT,HBH^yajIH3annn CTOHMOCTH. ITo npHBeflCHHOH BblUie (J)OpMyjie CTOHMOCTB 

noflAaeTca onpeflejieHHio Ha jiioGom ypoBHe (C0103, coio3HaH pecnyGjiHKa, coBHap- 

xo3, oTpacjiB, npeflnpHHTHe). Cjre^oBaTejiBHO, no otoh (JjopMyjie mo>kct 6bitb 

onpe/{ejieiia Taioae h HHflHBH^yajibHaH ctohmoctb. 

HacTyriHjio BpeMa, nor^a HacroaTejiBHo HeoSxoypiMo njiaunpoBaTB no OTpacaaM 

H npe^npHHTHHM He TOJIBKO CeGeCTOHMOCTB, HO H CTOHMOCTB. CeGeCTOHMOCTB 

(C) ecTB nacTB ctohmocth, paBHaa: 

Cj = EaijOJj+Wj-^djfj. (21) 
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CjieflyeT em,e pa3 noAnepKHyTb, hto npopecc peajiH3anira h HiiAUBHAyajiiiaapiiH 

CTOIIMOCTII MO>KeT GblTb BOCnpOH3Be,T;eH JIHUIb B BH/je npeBpameHHOH cJ)OpMbI 

ctohmocth. ToJibKO b 3tom criyuae aaBOACKan ceGecTOHMOCTb ecTb onpe^eJieHHaK 

HaCTb HHflIIBHflyaJIbHOH CTOHMOCTH. 

5. npoifecc omKJioneHUH po.muuiibix pen om cmouMocmu. MeTnepTbiH KOHTyp 

MaTeMaTunecKoro omicaHiiH npopecca nnaHOBoro u,eHoo6pa30BaHHH BOcnpoH3BOflHT 

oG'BeKTHBHBIII npOLjeCC OTKJIOHeHIlH Adi OT CTOHMOCTH, npOTCKaiOIH;eH n°A B03- 

ACHCTBiieM peajibHo CKJiaABiBaiomHXCH coothouichhh MOKfly cnpocoM h npefljio- 

>KeHHeM TOBapoB hjih, b Gojiee oGmeM cMBicjie, no# bjihhhhcm coothouichhh, 

peajibHo bo3hhka 101niix Me>KAy np o H3 b o ahtejil>hbimh cujiaMH oSmecTBa h er0 

noTpeOHTejibHOH cnocoGHocrbio. 

Cnpoc h npeA-Tio>KCHne B03AciicTB.yioT, npe>i<Ae Bcero, Ha po3HHTnibic neiiBi. 

BcerAa Ba>KHo oGecneuiiTb paBHOBecne MencAy njiaTe>Kecnoco6HBiM cnpocoM 

HacejieHHH 11 TOBapHoii pbihohhoh Maccoii. npoBepica Tatcoro paBHOBecHH npu 

nJiaHHpobaHHH u;eH h TOBapooGopoTa oGbihho npoBOAHTCH Ha ochobc GajiaHca 

AeHe>KHBix aoxoaob HacejieHHH h po3HHUHoro TOBapooSopoTa. 

BajiaHCHpoBaHiie ocHOBaHO Ha cneAyioineM paBeHCTBe: 

(22) SPiQt= W0+Dk+Cp+Dp-Y0-H+Oy+&0, 

rfle; Q. — o6T>eM pbiHOHHoro noTpeSjieHHH HacejieHHeM TOBapoB i-ro Bima; 

jP{ — po3HHHHaa u,eHa TOBapoB ; W0 — 4>oha 3apaGoTHOH njiaTBi; Dk oGman 

cyMMa AeHOKiibix aoxoaob kojixo3hhkob ; Cp — oGman cyMMa neHCHH h craneH ahii ; 

Dp — iipouiie AeHe>KHBie aoxoabi HacejieHHH; Y0 — ctohmoctb He TOBapHBix 

njiaTHBix ycjiyr; H — cGepenceHHH HacejieHHH; Oy — pbihohhbih cnpoc oGmecT- 

BeHHBix yupe>KAeHHH ajih Gecnjiaraoro CHa6>i<eiiHH HeKOTopbix KaTeropuii Hace¬ 

jieHHH (apMHH, 6oJIbHHU,Bl); 0Q — pBIHOHHBIH CnpOC CO CTOpOHBI oGmeCTBeHHOTO 

(J)onrn;a noTpeGjieHHH (GecnJiaTHBiii hjih cyMMa JibroT). 

Echh paBHOBecne achokhbix aoxoaob HacejieHHH h po3HHHHoro TOBapooGo- 

poTa HapyuieHO, to oho aoji>kho Gbitb BOCCTaHOBJieHO hjih 3a cneT yBejiHueHHH 

PBIHOHHOH TOBapHOH MaCCBI, HJIH, eCJIH 3TO HeB03M0>KH0, 3a CUeT COOTBeTCTByiO- 

mero OTKJioHeHHH u,eH ot ctohmocth Ha HeKOTOpBie TOBapBi. UpH njiaHHpoBaHHH 

TaKHX OTKJIOHeHHH CJieAyeT yHHTBIBaTb SJiaCTHHHOCTb cnpoca B 3aBHCHM0CTH 

ot AeHBi h ceMeiiHoro aoxoas HacejieHHH. 

3jiacTiiHH0CTb cnpoca onpeAcnneTCH no AaHHBiM ceMeiiHBix Gioahictob. 

IIoKa3aTeJib sjiacrHHHOCTii KOiiHuecTBemioro cnpoca (<?;) Ha z'-bih TOBap 

npn ero pene (P;) TaKOB: 

A lnqt Pi Mi 
(23) 

3to ypaBHeHHe oroiCBiBaeT coctohhhc paBHOBecun cnpoca h u,eH Ha ypoBHe 

ceMeiiHoro 6ioA>i<eTa. 
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AiiajTorH'iHLiM o6pa30M onpepeJineTcn nepeKpecTHan snacTHHHocTB cnpoca 

Ha /-bin TOBap no peHe Ha ppyron k-hih TOBap (Eik) h ajiacranHocTb cnpoca no po- 
xopy ceMBH (S). 

Hcxopn H3 onpepeneHHH OJiacTii’iHOcni cnpoca (nonaran APt = P[ — P.; 

= Qi <7i)> MO>KHO yCTaHOBHTb CBH3B MKKfly pByMH paBHOBeCHBIMH COCTOHHHH- 

mh cnpoca n peH: 

CjiepoBaTejibno, cooTHomeHHe pByx paBHOBecHbix coctohhhh KOJinnecTBeHHO- 

ro cnpoca n peH Tanoe, hto ponoJiHeHHe po epHHnpbi cooTHOiueHHH pByx peH 

nponoppnoHajibHO ponojiHeHHio po epHHnpbi cooTHoineHnn pByx KOJinnecTBeHHbix 

xapaKTepncTHK cnpoca, npnneM KoactxJmpHeHT nponoppnoHajibHocra paBeH 06- 

paTHon BejinnuHe KoscfxfiHpHeHTa snacrnnHocTH. 

Ii3 3Toro cooTHoineHnn mohcho onpepejiHTb HOByio cncreiviy peH TOBapoB 

(P'i), OTBenatoipnx HOBOMy coctohhhio cnpoca (q[), ncxopn H3 ypaBHemra: 

P[ = P? 
1 

E;; 
<h 

Qi 
-1+1 (236) 

3pecb Pf n q°i — BeJinnnHbi, OTHOCHipnecn k cHCTeMe 6iop>KeTHbix paHHbix, 

no KOTopbiM onpepejineTcn KoatfxJmpHeiiT snacTHHHocTH cnpoca. 

OroHMocTHbin ypoBeHb peH HaxopnTcn b cooTBeTCTBim c o6iphm paBHOBecHbiM 

cocTonraieM cncTeMbi o6ipecTBeHHoro pa3pejieHHH Tpypa. PaBHOBecHoe cocTOHHiie 

peH n cnpoca Ha ypoBHe ceMeiiHbix 6iop>KeTOB, kohchho, imoe, neM Ha o6ipeM 

HapopHOX03HHCTBeHHOM ypOBHe. B 3TOM OCHOBHaH npHHHHa OTKJIOHeHHH p03- 

HHHHblX peH OT CTOHMOCTH. 

YcTaHaBJiHBan Ha ocHOBe coctohhhh pbihohhoh TOBapHon Maccbi (JjaKTiinecKii 

B03M0>KH0e ypoBJiexBopeniie cnpoca Ha Tosapbi (q[) H ncxopn n3 bcjihhhh, 

onpepejieHHbix no 6iop>KeTHbiM panHbiM (Eu, q'} H P,°) mo>kho onpepemiTb ypoBHH 

peH, cooTBeTCTByioipne o>KnpaeMOMy ypoBHio n CTpyrcrype po3hhhhoto TOBapo- 

o6opOTa (Pf). PaaHOCTb MOKpy THKHMH paBHOBeCHBIMH peHaMH H CTOHMOCTBIO 

TOBapoB n 6ypeT OTKJioHenneM peH ot ctohmocth (z1(- = PL—a>.). 

OnTHMamnan crpyicrypa npoii3BopcTBa npepMeTOB HapopHoro noTpe6jieHiiH 
MonceT 6bitb onpepeneHa n3 ycjiOBnn: 

— minim. (24) 

rAe Xi HeKOTopbie BecoBbie KOJinnecTBa. 

Z(jih onpepeJieHHH OTKJIOHeHHH peH ot ctohmocth, b KOTopbix ymiTbiBajiiiCB 

6bi nepenpecTHaH spacranHocrb h 3JiacTHHHOcn> cnpoca no ceMeHHOMy poxopy 

npepno>KeHa (JiopMyjia: 

- 
(25) 
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rpe £ — BejiHHiiHbi, oSpaTHbie KoaciicjDHpHeHTaM 3JiacTHHHocTH, a IT — chmboji 

nepenpecTHbix npoH3BepeHHn ppyx nncnoBbix xapaKTepncTHK 6io1a,>KeTHbix 

paBHOBecHbix coctohhhh KO.nHMecTBeHHoro cripoca ii ceMeiiHbix poxopoB. 

CncTeMa po3HHHHbix pen nrpaeT orpoMHyio pojib b skohomhkc CTpaHbi, 

BCJieflCTBHe ^ero OTKJIOHeHHH p03HIIHHbIX peH OT CTOHMOCTH pOJDKHbl no B03- 

mo>khoctii nonymiTb BcecTopoHHee oOocHOBaHiie. Po3HiiHHbie peHbi 3aBHCHT He 

TOJibKO ot ojiacTimHOCTii cnpoca, ho ii ot Mepw HacbiipeHHH h Mepbi HacroHTeJib- 

hocth OTpenbHbix noTpe6Hocren, ypoBJieTBopneMbix onpepeJieHHbiMii TOBapamH. 

Ot Mepbi HacbiipeHHH 11 ot Mepbi HacTOHTeJibHOCTH noTpeOnocTH, b nacTHOCTH, 

3aBncHT o6ipne noTpeOHTenbHbie opeHKH TOBapoB. 

BejTHHHHbi Mepbi HacbimeHim n Mepbi iiacTOHTejibiiocTH noTpeGHOCTH noppa- 

iotch onpepejieHHio no cnepyioipiiM cooTHomeHHHM: 

a) Mepa HacbiipeHHH noTpeSHOcren 
Vi log H°i’ 

6) Mepa HacTOHTenbHOCTH noTpeGHocTH = 

H}a>i 

A, 

(26) 

rfle ft0 — HopMa noTpeojieHiiH, cooTBeTCTByroipan coctohhhio HacbiipeHHH 

(b nanecTBe TanoBbix oGbihiio npiiiniMaiOTCH nepcneKTHBHbie HopMbi iiOTpeS-uemiH); 

H: — (jpaKTHnecKaH HopMa noTpeonennH; cot — ctohmoctb epmaipbi npopyrcra; 

D0 — cpepHHH peHOKHbiii poxop no pacneTy Ha noTpeGnTejitCKyio epHHHpy. 

B KanecTBe noTpeoiiTejibiioii opeHKii epHHHpbi i-ro TOBapa pejiecoo6pa3Ho 

B3HTb 3HaneHiiH noKa3aTejibHon (^yiiKpun ot cooTBeTCTByioipeii BejnniHHbi Mepbi: 

а) U(rji) = e'-'i ; (27) 

б) U(ui) = eM‘_1 

Ha ocHOBe noTpeSHTeJibHoii opeHKH pjih Kancporo BHpa TOBapoB, bxophiphx 

b GajiaHC pene>KHbix poxopoB n po3HHHHoro TOBapooSopoTa, onpepejniM cpepHe- 

B3BeuieHHoe 3HaneHiie noTpeSiiTejibiibix openoK, a 3aTeM cooTHOineHne OTpeJiLHbix 

nOTOBapHbIX OpeHOK CO CpepHeft HX BeJIHHHHOH. 

, , , U(rh) ,, , Ufa) 
nycTb kM - uq]) 

^onycnaH, hto po3HHHHbie peHbi cooTBeTCTByioT ctohmocth tojibko b cpep- 

HeM flJin Been pbiHonnon Maccbi noTpeSnTejibCKnx TOBapoB, a no OTpeptHbiM 

TOBapHbiM rpynnaM po3HHniibie peHbi jihihb nponoppnoHaJibHbi ctohmocth, 

Pi = ki(v)0Ji H Pi = (28) 

Ha ocHOBe pacneTOB Tanoro THna opraHbi, rniaHiipyioipHe peHbi, noJiynaioT 

b cBoe pacnopHJKeHiie CHCTeMy 06'beKTiiBHbix pamibix, xapaKTepH3yioipHX npo- 
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noppnoHajiBHbie otkjio nenna poaHinnibix pen ot ctohmocth, T.e. CHCTeiviy otkjio- 

HeHIIII, 3aBHCHipiIX K3K OT SJiaCTHHHOCTH CnpOCa, T3K H OT Mepbl HaCblipeHHH II Mepbl 

HaCTOHTeJILHOCTH IIOTpeGlIOCTH. 

npH njiaHiipoBaHiiii p03HHHHbix peH, KpoMe yKa3aHHbix o6,beKTHBHbix paHHbix, 

npuxopiiTCH rrpiiHHMaTb bo BHHMaHiie mhoto ppyrax coo6pa>KeHHH, othochiphxch 

y>Ke k nojiiiTHKe peH. B nacTHocTH, npnxopiiTCH ynHTbiBaTB CTHMyjiHpyioipyK) 

ii nepepacnpepejiiiTejibHyio (J)yHKpnio peH. CyMMa >Ke pen b pejiOM no TOBapaM 

p03HimHoro TOBapooOopoTa Bcerpa crpeMHTCH 6bitb paBHon cyMMe px ctopmoctii. 

-HJIH TOro, htoSbi po3HiWHa>i peHa He OTpbiBanacb ot onTOBbix peH, otkjio- 

HeHHH po3HHHHbix pen ot ctohmocth cnepyeT noKpbiBaTb 3a cneT ocoSoro (JiOHpa 

pery.TIIipOBaHHH p03HHHHbIX peH, H3 KOTOpOTO (JjHHaHCHpjTOTCH OTKJIOHeHHH 

p03IIHxIHbIX peH BHH3 OT CTOHMOCTH H KOTOpblH nonOJIHHeTCH 33 CHeT OTKJIOHeHHH 

peH BBepX OT CTOHMOCTH. 

CjiepyioipHH, PHTbin KOHTyp MopejiH njiaHOBoro peHoo6pa30Bamui coctoht 

113 060CH0B3HHH OTKJIOHeHHH OITTOBblX peH OT CTOHMOCTH. 

6. Tlpotfecc omKjioHeHUR u UHdu6udya.AU3ai{uu onmoebix nen. OnTOBbie peHM 

HCJIB3H OTpbIBaTb OT CTOHMOCTHOH 6a3bl. OSbIHHO OnTOBbie peHbl pOJIJKHbl OblTb 

paBHbl p03HHHHbIM peHaM CTOHMOCTHOTO ypOBHH (6e3 OTKJIOHeHHH HX OT CTOH¬ 

MOCTH), MHHyc ToproBan CKHpKa b noJib3y po3hiihhoh ToproBoii cera. 

CaMOCTOHTeJILHbie OTKJIOHeHHH OnTOBbix peH OT CTOHMOCTH 33BHCHT OT COOTHO- 

HieHIIH KOJIHHeCTBa TOBapOB, cJ)aKTHxieCKH npOH3BepeHHbIX (Xt) H 06ipeCTBeHH0 

HeoGxopHMbix c to'ikh 3peHHH noTpeSiiTeJibHOH cHJibi ooipecTBa (Z,). KoocJjcjjii- 

PHeHT nponoppHonajibHoro otkjiohchhh onTOBbix peH ot ctohmocth 3aBHCHT 

ot Mepbi HacbiipeHHH noTpeSiiTeJiBHon CHJibi ooipecTBa, onpepeJiaeMOH no ypaBHe- 

hhio: 

~(o) _ l°S Zi 
log Xt (26a) 

3tot ko3({jc|jiipHeiit paBeH 

o
 

S
) II T

 

(27a) 

Torpa OnTOBbie peHbi 6ypyT paBHbi: 

n= (28a) 

KpoMe yKa33HHbix otkjiohchhh peH ot ctohmocth, npn MopejnipoBamni 

onTOBbix pen ocoGeimo Ba>i<Ho OTpaamr, b ohtoboh pene KOHKpeTHbix TOBapOB 

Taione h npopecc Hn;piBHpyajiH3apiiH pen, cocTOHipun b nepexope ot ynpyimemibix 

TOBapiIblX H03HPHH K KOHKpeTHbIM TOBapaM, T.e. K T3KOH HOMeHKJiaType, KOTO- 

pan yHHTbiBaeT OTpeJiBHbie bhpbi TOBapOB, hx copTa, MapKH h T.p. 

ripn njiamipoBaHHH onTOBbix peH rjiaBHaa 3apana coctoht b tom, hto6bi 

OTpaaiiTb b peHe TOBapoBepnecKHe KanecTBa BbinycKaeMOH npopyppim, to ecTb 

ycTaiioBHTB cooTHoiueHHe peH Ha paajiHHHbie TOBapbi no hx MapKaM, copTaM, 

nP0(t)HJIHM, MOpeJIHM, (JiaconaM, THHOPa3MepaM H T.p. £eJIO B TOM, HTO CTOHMOCTHblH 
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ypoBem peH, T3.K nee Kate h oTKJiotieHHH ot ctohmocth, noppaioTCH onpepeneHiiio 

TOJibKO no yKpynHeHHbiM TOBapHbiM rpynnaM (arperaTaM). 

IljiaHHpOBaHHe OnTOBOH (TaK >Ke I<aK II p03HHHH0Il) peHbl TeCHO CBH3atIO 

c cocTaBJieHtteM npeticKypaHTOB peH, yHHTbiBaioipitx noTpeSHTejibCi-cne KanecTBa 

TOBapoB b nojiHOM cooTBexcTBHii c cyipecTByioipefi chctcmoh rocypapcTBeHHbix 

CTaHpapTOB (rOCToB, TexHiinecKtix yKa3atiHH, Titna>t<eH, hopm). 

ripaKTHBecKii 3apana njiamipoBaHtiH onTOBbix pen aaKJiioHaeTCti b jinpHmtpya- 

JlH3apiIH CTOHMOCTHOrO ypOBHH peH B 3aBHCHM0CTH OT nOTpeGtlTeJIbCKHX CBOIICTB 

TOBapoB. B 3tom it peaJiH3ytoTCH oTKJioHetmK (BToporo THna) onTOBbix peH ot 

ctohmocth, CBH3aHHbie c KanecTBOM TOBapa. CnepoBaTejibHO, xapaKTep npopecca 

HHpiiBHpyajiimpitH peH hhoh, neM paccMOTpeHHbiii Bbime Tim nponoppHOHajibHbix 

OTKJTOHeHIIH p03HIIHHbIX H OnTOBbIX peH OT CTOHMOCTH. 

Ilpitpopa HHpHBHpyaJtI'I3apHH CTOHMOCTHOFO ypOBHH OnTOBbix H p03HHHHbIX 

peH opita it Ta >Ke, Tan Kan oth otkjiohchhh CKJiapbiBaioTCH nop BJtnnHneM noTpe- 

SitTejibHOH ctohmocth, OTpa>KeHHOH b noTpeSnTejibHbix opeHKax TOBapoB. Hpen- 
cnypaHTbi onTOBbix it poatinqiibix peH copep>i<aT 06a Titna OTKJtotieHHH (nponoppno- 

HaJlbHbie OTKJIOHeHIIH peH OT CTOHMOCTH H OTKJIOHeHItH peH OT CTOHMOCTHOrO 

ypOBHH npn HHpiIBHpyaJIH3apHH peH). 

TOBapoB onTOBoro pbiHKa KpoMe toto Ba>KHo yHHTbiBaTb BpeMeHHyto 

pectmpiiTHOCTb opHitx TOBapoB it HexopoBOH xapaKTep ppyrHX. Ho 3Ty CTopoHy 

TOBapHOTO oGopoTa pejiecoo6pa3HO npnHHMaTb bo BHHMaHne He b Bnpe oTKJioHe- 

HHH peH OT CTOHMOCTH, a JlHIHb MeHHH HOpMy OTHHCJieHHII npiIObUIH B (|)OHP npep- 

HpHHTHH B saBIICHMOCTH OT BpeMeHHOH pe^HpHTHOCTH HJIH 3aJte>KaJIOCTH TOBapOB. 

npoHJUHOCTpHpyeM npopecc HHpHBHpyajiH3apiiH onTOBbix peH. Hhphbh- 

pyajtHsaptiH peH Ha rmipeBbie TOBapbi OTpaneaeT copeptRatine b hhx pasHooGpas- 

Hbix nHTaTejtbHbix ajieMeHTOB, a HHpHBHpyajiH3apnH peH Ha tohjihbo OTpa>i<aeT 

HX TOnJHIBHbie KaneCTBa (TenJIOTBOpHOCTb, 30JlbH0CTb, BJia>KHOCTb H T.p.), Ha >Ke- 

jie3H>rto pypy, (Junocbi — hx MeTajuiypranecKVio peHHOCTb (copep>KaHite sjieMen- 

TOB, oGjierqatoipitx hjih TopM03Htpttx njiaBKy it mchhioiphx KanecTBO BbinycKaeMoit 

npopyKpHH), Ha MaiHHHbl H CTaHKH — HPOH3BOpCTBeHHytO MOtpHOCTb H 3KOHO- 

MHto, HOJiynaeMyto noxpeGHTejieM b npopecce SKCHJiyaxapHH MautHH. nPH hhph- 

BHpyajinaapHH peH, T.e. npn OTpaneeHHH noTpeSHTejibCKnx cboiIctb TOBapoB 

npHXOpitTCH yHHTbiBaTb HX HOpMaTHBHytO TpypOeMKOCTb HJIH njiaHOByiO CeOCCTOH- 

MOCTb. B nocJiepHeM npepnoJiaraeTcn, hto peHbi, ncnojib3yeMbie npn KajibKyjiapHH 

nJiaHOBOH CeSeCTOHMOCTH COOTBeTCTByiOT CTOHMOCTHOMy ypOBHIO. 

nPH iiHpHBHpyajiH3apHH peH HinpoKoe npHMeHeHHe MoryT HMeTb skoho- 

MHKO-MaTeMaTHHecKHe Mexopbi. Tan, nanpnMep, no nnipeBbiM TosapaM MaxeMa- 

THHecKan npopepypa xanoBa. nyexb HMeexcn at-bin arperax npopyKTOB (no ko- 

TopbiM onpepeJteHa cTOHMOCTb), BKJiioHaioipHH b ce6n coBOKynHocxb j-ro Btipa 

KOHKpeTHbIX npopyKTOB B KOJIHHeCTBaX q\m). nyCTb Ka>KpbIH KOHKpeTHblH 2 bin 

BHP HHipeBbix TOBapoB copep>KHT £-bie HHTaxejibHbie ajieMeHTbi b KOJinnecTBax 

3fc., a copepacaHHe sthx HHxaxejibHbix 3JieMeHTOB b HopMaPbHOM pnesHOM papnoHe 
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paBHO 9k. Torpa copep>KaHHe k-hix nnTaTejibHbix ajieMeHTOB pan bccoboh epn- 

Hnpbi TOBapa b pojihx ^neBHoro nmpeBoro papnoHa paBHO: 

9, ■ _ 
bkj = , T.e. 9kj = bkj3k (29) 

9k 

j^JIH PaHHOrO COCTaBa KOHKpeTHBIX TOBapOB, B COOTBeTCTBHII C yHHTbIBeMbIMH 

riHTaTe.'ibHbiMH 3jieMeHTaMH, cTpoHM MaTpiiqy BejniHHH bkjTjk. 

riycTB Cj oana'iacx HopMaTHBHyio hjiii nuaHOByio ceSecroHMOCTb KOHKpeTHbix 

TOBapoB, a om — cTOHMocTb hx m-ro arperaTa (c tcmh BecoBbiMH KoafJxJaipneH- 

T3MH, KOTOpbie 3ajIO>KeHbI B 6a3IICHOII ITJiaHOBOH MOpejIH oGmeCTBeHHOrO npOAyK- 

Ta). B 3THX ycjioBHHx npn HHAHBHAyaJiH3aAHH oriTOBbix pen (to ecTb npH onpepe- 

jiemiH KOHKpeTHbix pen, hcxoph H3 ctohmocth epiiiiHpbi hx arperaTa) HeoSxopHMO 

onpepejinTb HeH3BecTHbie iioTpeonTCJiLHLie opeHKH oTpejibHbix TOBapoB (Vk) 

h HopMy peHTaSejiLHocTH hx arperaTOB (um), onpeAejieHHbix b npopeHTax k ce6e- 

CTOHMOCTH. 

BejiHHHHbi Vk onpepejmeM, peiuan cjiepyMipyio 3KcrpeMajibHyio 3apany: 

£9kVk — maxim. (30) 
nPH yCJIOBHH: 

а) 9k>0; 9kj^0 

б) Ibkj9kVk < Cj 
k 

CorjiacHo BTopoMy ycnoBHio MacuiTaG noTpeSiiTejibHbix opeHOK (Vk) BbiGnpaeTcn 
Ha ypoBHe ruianoBon ceSecTOHMocTH (Cj). 

Torpa peHa KOHKpeTHoro TOBapa (Pj), Bxopaipero b w-bih arperaT, onpepejm- 

eTCH nyTeM pemeHna cnepyioipeH cncreMbi ypaBHemiH: 

P^ = Ib^kVk{ 1+hJ (3i) 

IlpH yCJIOBHH: 

K'pfi = 
m m 

IIocjieAHee ycjioBHe oSecnemiBaeT paBeHCTBo cyMMbi noTOBapHbix peH cyMMe 

ctohmocth no Ka>KAOMy b OTpejibHOCTH arperaTy TOBapoB h npopyKTOB, Bbipe- 

jieHHbix b ocoSbie no3HpHH b hcxoahoh 6a3HCHoil njiaHOBOH MopejiH oSipecTBeHHoro 

npopyKTa h oGipecrBennoro paapejieHHH Tpypa (nanpumep, rpynna npopyKTOB 

OBoipeBopcTBa, xjieGHbix h Mymibix TOBapoB, KpynaHbix npopyKTOB, pacTirrejib- 

HOTO >KHpa, MOJIOHHbIX H OTpeJlbHO MHCHbIX npopyKTOB). 

AHajiorHHHbiM o6pa30M mojkct Gbitb HHpHBHpyajiH3HpoBaHa peHa no 3epHo- 

4)ypan<y h KopMaM, no bha3m ToniiHBa, no TeKCTiuibHbiM TOBapaM, no MaunmaM, 

oGopypoBamuo h T.p. B KampoM oTpejibHOM cjiynae b ocHOBy 6epeTcn cboh chc- 

Tema openoK noTpe6HTejibCKHx cbohctb TOBapoB, opnenrapyiorpaHCH na cncTemy 

rocypapcTBeHHbix CTaHpapTOB, a Taione Ha cucTeMy HHpeKcoB, xapaKTepH3yionpix 

ypo6cTBa noTpeSHTejieii h B03Mo>KHyio skohomhio b c$epe noTpe6jieHHa. 
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3ar0T0BHTeJlbHbIX CeJIbCK0X03HHCTBeHHbIX peH, KpOMe TOrOj B3H-CH0 

HMeTb cucTeMy crpaxoBBix ponnaT, rapaHTnpyioipHX 3acrpaxoBaHHbin ypoBeHb 

poxopHOCTH reKTapa 3eMJiH h Ha stoh ochobc oGecneniiBaioipHX rapaHTHpoBaHHbiH 

MHHHMyM onjiaTbi Tpypa kojixo3hhi<ob . HeoGxopHMocTb t3koh ponojiHHTejibHon 

CTpaxoBOH cucTeMbi fliiKTyeTCH KOJieoauimMH ypoBiicii ypo>KaiiHocTH b ciuiy 

MeTeopojiornHecKiix npHHHH (ocoGchho no 3epHy). 3aroTOBHTejibHbie peHbi, 

nan H3BecTHO, opueHTupoBaHbi Ha mhotojicthioio cpepmoio ypoKannocTb, Ha 

HopManbiiyio npoH3BopHTeJibHOCTb Tpypa h na oGipecTBeimyio ctohmoctb b nop- 

MajibHbix ycnoBHHx. CncTe.Ma crpaxoBaHiia iipri3Baaa ynecrb cjpaKTHHeciaie KOJie- 

6aHHH no OTAeabHbiM ropaM ctoiimocth h npoH3BopHTeabHocTH Tpypa, He 3aBiica- 

Lpne OT CeJIbCK0X03HHCTBeHHbIX npOH3BOAHTeaeH. 

IIocjieAHHH — mecToii — KOHTyp Bbi'mcjiciinn, cBaaainibix c njiamipcBa- 

HHem neH, HMeeT b Biipy Taione h Tenyipyio paGoTy no npencKypaHTaM pen, b tom 

cjiynae, norpa y>i<e ooecneneH ctohmocthbih ypoBeHb pen no ochobhbim BepyipHM 

TOBapaM, o6pa3yioLpiiM ,,HecyipHH kocthk” peH. Ha 3Tane cocraBJieHHH upencKy- 

paHTa peH, caepoBaTeabHO, npepycMaTpHBaeTca ponoaHHTeabHaa CHCTeMa bbihhc- 

jieHHii, cBH3aHHbix c TenyipeH KaabRyaapnen ceGecTOHMOcra h onpepeaenneM 

HHpHBHAyajIbHOH CTOHMOCTH nO BCeM IIpOH3BOpCTBCIIHbIM HHeHKaM 06ipeCTB3. 

HacTajio BpeMa, norpa i<a>i<poe npepnpnaTHe b TenyipeM nopapne poa>KHO 

onpepeaaTb He tojibko ceGecTOHMoers, ho h cboio HnpiiBHpyaabHyio ctohmoctb, 

opHeHTiipoBaHHyio Ha TaKHe oSipecTBemibie HopMaTHBbi, nan K03(|)4)HpHeHTbi 

peHTaGejibHocTH ochobhbix h oSopoxHbix <f>oHpoB h Ha yaeTe pHcJxjpepeHpHaaLiioH 

peHTbi no BceM Hcnoab3yeMbiM npnpopHbiM pecypcaM. 

Xo3HHCTBeHHbie pe3yjibTaTbi b copnaaHCTHHecKOM oGipecTBe Heab3a onpe¬ 

peaaTb TOJibKO Ha ocHOBe ophoh ceSecTOHMOCTH, npepcraBaaioipeH jiHuib nacTb 

ctohmocth. Hkohomhhcckh peHTaGeabHoe Bepenne xo3aiicTBa nan yGbiTonnocTb 

oTpejibHbix xo3hhctb HapjiOKHT onpepeaaTb Ha ocHOBe Tenyipero ynexa hhpiibii- 

pyajlbHOH CTOHMOCTH, COnOCTaBJIHH TaKOByiO C 30HaJIbH0H OTpaCJieBOH H oGmeCTBeH- 

Hoii ctohmoctbk). KpoMe toto, HeoGxopHMa nepnopHnecKaa npoBepna cootbct- 

ctbpih onTOBbix h po3HHHHbix peH CTOHMOCTHOMy ypoBHK). Bo bchkom caynae, 

Tanyio KOHTpoabHyio npoBepi<y HeoGxopHMO peryaapHO npoBopHTs i-caacpbin pa3 

b nepnop cocTaBJieHHH oaepepnoro nepcneKTHBHoro njiaHa pa3BHTHa HapopHoro 

X03HHCTB3. 



W. S. NIEMCHINOW 

THE BASIC OUTLINES OF THE PLANNED MODEL OF PRICE FIXING 

Summary 

The only objective base for fixing the general level of prices is value based upon labour. This 

value is formed on the level of the whole national economy. Later, however, comes the pro¬ 

cess of differentiation and individualization of value, and then appear the components of value 

such as the transferred value (material costs), value of labour (wages and income of collective farm 

workers) and surplus value (the accumulation fund, the unproductive sphere fund and the balance 
of foreign trade). 

The differentiation of value takes place in the process of its reproduction. The general eco¬ 
nomic coefficients of the functioning of the fixed and active funds and also the profitableness of the 

used resources are determined in the same process. The process of deviation of prices from value 

also takes place. These deviations are realized according to the laws of value and that is why they 
are in proportion to the value. 

The basic model of determining the level of value is the model of the real structure of pro¬ 

duction and of the social division of labour. Only the basic goods, of course, are taken into con¬ 

sideration and they serve to create an “indicative skeleton”. This model is created on the basis of input- 

output analysis and on tables of intersectoral fluctuations. The basic balance of the real structure 

of production consists of two blocks. The first block covers the goods under production, the other 

the final products. The model of the social division of labour also covers wages. The whole 

basic model is completed with the block of pure profits. Starting from the basic model with the 

help of proper matrixes the first shapes of the planned fixing of prices may be determined, and 

for this purpose the proper matrixes should be created. These are matrixes of technological coeffi¬ 

cients, labour consumption coefficients, coefficients of capital and consumption. The quantity of 

the full labour outlay is calculated by using the matrix of technological coefficients according to the 
formula: 

T=t(E-A)~1 
where 

T— vector of full labour consumption 

t — vector of labour consumption 
E — singular matrix 

A — matrix of technological coefficients. 

For the determination of the socially indispensible labour outlay it is necessary to determine 

coefficients of the means of living of the families of workers in the productive sphere taking into 

consideration at the same time the planned increase in the living standard. The indispensible time 

is expressed in units of unqualified labour. The full outlay of unqualified labour becomes socially 

indispensible if the product is optimally distributed in various sectors of production. By calcul¬ 

ating the optimalization of the product the socially indispensible time of production, which deter¬ 

mines the value, can be found. To effect such a calculation it is necessary to divide value into com¬ 
ponents and then to conduct their quantitative analysis. 

The fund of general consumption and the full accounts of amortization should be included 

into the calculation. Moreover the average coefficients of utilization of resources and differential 

[314] 
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rent (different in different regions of the country) should be also included. In this way the follow¬ 

ing, transformed formula of value of goods can be reached: 

a>j = Iatj ait+Wj+idj+hrtj+Sjfj+ej 
i 

where 
(joj — value of a unit of j production 

co i — value of a unit of / kind of labour products 

dij — technological coefficients 

Wj — labour wages on a unit of j production 

clj — average amortization accounts in the sector of production calculated for a unit of 

fixed funds 

gj — pUre norm of profitableness of fixed funds 

fj — capital consumption of j production 

Ij- — norm of profitableness of active funds 

fj — capital consumption of active funds 

qj — rate of rent for a unit of production. 

In economic reality there is no balance between the scope of production determined by 

the level of productive potential and social demand. The deviations from balance may be smoothed 

by enlargement of the supply of goods or by a properly planned difference between retail prices 

and value. This could be planned taking into consideration price and the income elasticity of demand. 

In this way the optimal structure of production could be reached. The wholesale as well as re¬ 

tail prices result from value based upon labour. The coefficient of deviation of wholesale prices 

from value may be calculated. The mathematical calculations are analogical to those connected 

with the problem of retail prices. A good example showing the process of individualization of 

prices is the example of the food industry. 

Any enterprise may now define not only its costs but, upont the basis of the coefficients 

of the profitableness of resources, also the individual value of goods. 





Maksymilian Pohorille 

Poland 

THE PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOUR IN AGRICULTURE 
AND THE PROBLEM OF THE PARITY OF INCOMES 

IN AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY 

The official slogan of the agricultural policy in highly developed capitalist coun¬ 

tries is the parity of incomes of the population employed in agriculture, and in 

other branches of national economy. The lack of this parity, according to many 

Western economists, results from lower productivity of labour in agriculture as 

compared with that in industry1. 
Therefore the “rationalization” of agricultural economy is supposed to settle 

this disparity of incomes. Yet this problem is much more complicated than it may 

seem at first. 
The very formulation of the problem arouses some serious theoretical doubts. 

What is really meant by the statement that the productivity in agriculture is lower 

than that in industry? Statistical data usually quoted to support the statement refer 

to the value of production per capita employed in industry and in agriculture (i.e. 

productivite en valeur). 
These comparisons imply that the newly produced value in industry is higher 

than that in agriculture. However, we do not, in fact, use here the criterion of value 

but that of prices. In other words we say that considering the given prices of agri¬ 

cultural and industrial products the net production per capita employed in industry 

is higher than in agriculture. It is obvious that we are here in a vicious circle. The 

farmer’s work is estimated lower than the work of people employed in other branches 

of economy (German economists use a special term for it, namely, Unterschatzung 

der Arbeit in der Landwirtschaft”) because it is less productive, and on the other hand, 

it is less productive because it is estimated lower. 
How does the problem appear is the light of Marxist theory. Does the lower 

“productivite en valeur” in agriculture result only from the unfavourable trend of 

prices for agricultural products or does it depend on the efficiency of work in both 

these branches of economy? Several writers quote here Marx’ well known argument 

that an hour of more efficient work produces greater value than an hour of less 

efficient work. Yet it seems that this argument does not refer to different branches of 

1 It should be noticed that some Marxists approach the problem in the similar way. 

[317] 
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production. It is closely connected with the basic assumption that the value of a pro¬ 

duct is defined not by the individual time but by the socially indispensable time of 

labour. Besides, according to that definition the social indispensable time of labour 

is considered as the time of labour indispensable to make a prosuct in the given, 

socially average conditions of production on the given technical level and on the 

average level of working ability and intensity. 

Marx returns to this problem in the third volume of The Capital stressing 

another aspect namely, the necessity of the allotment by the society of a certain 

amount of the general working time for the producing of separate kinds of 
goods. 

Yet there is no doubt that both in the first as well as in the third volume of 

The Capital homogenous products only are taken into consideration. 

It is doubtful whether the efficiency in various branches of production may be 

compared at all. If the daily output of a miner is 5 tons of coal and of another is 

only 3 tons it is clear that the former is more efficient than the latter. Is it possible 

to compare the efficiency of a worker manufacturing X pairs of shoes with that of 

a farmer producing Ftons of corn? In the light of Marx’ definitions to ascribe a larger 

amount of value to the industrial worker than to the farmer would be justified only 

if the work of the former were more intensive (or lasted longer) and more complex 

than the work of the latter. The attempt to reduce the whole problem to these two 

factors only (intensity and ability) would be fictitious for a, it is difficult to prove 

that today there exist any differences in the intensity of work in favour of industry 

and b, when comparing incomes, the problem of qualifications is taken into 

consideration (groups of similar qualifications in industry and agriculture are 
compared). 

Therefore it seems to me that we can reasonably approach the problem of the 
productivity of labour in agriculture in three ways: 

1. by comparing the organic composition of capital in agriculture and industry, 

2. by comparing the efficiency of labour in various groups of farms in agriculture 
itself, 

3. by referring to the theory of comparative costs and examining what kinds 

of goods have the most favourable conditions for production in a given 
country. 

When discussing the first aspect of the problem we must say that in the condi¬ 

tions of perfect competition the pure production (given in prices) in branches that 

have a higher organic composition of capital will (per capita employed) be higher than 
in branches with a lower composition of capital. 

If for every 100 units of capital in the first branch we have e.g. 

Q-80 and Fx-20 

and in the second branch 

C2—50 and V2—50 
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and the rate of profit (according to the assumption) is equal and let us say amounts 

, . vfim* 2 . 40 
to 20%, then in the first branch the ratio —— is — = 2 

70 
and in the second branch — = 1.4. 

Therefore the differences in the productivity of labour in industry and agricul¬ 

ture could be explained by the Marxist theory if the assumptions concerning the 

levelling of the rate of profit and of the differences in the organic composition of 

capital could be accepted. 
The first assumption requires the free movement of capital and work from 

industry to agriculture and vice versa, which, as is generally known, has never existed. 

On the other hand we can hardly say that the prices of agricultural products surpass 

at present the level of their cost of production. 

The second assumption also raises many doubts. A number of calculations 

point out that the organic composition of capital in the agriculture of the most 

developed capitalist countries (as the U.S.A.)3 is not at present lower than in 

industry. 
Nevertheless the main problem is quite different: the above mentioned example 

proves that the differences in productivity by no means exclude the equal “compensation” 

of factors of production (man-power has been estimated according to its value, and 

capital has the same rate of profit in both branches of production). 

It seems that on the basis of this simple example it may be concluded that: 

differences in the amount of pure production per capita employed do not explain the 

differentiation of the rate of profit or the level of wages in individual branches 

of production. 
Let us pass on to the other way of approaching our problem. The differentiation 

of production conditions in agriculture in particular countries and on the world-wide 

scale as well has, at present, the tendency to rise. Progress in science and technology 

should, however, exert a levelling influence upon the differences in natural fertility ol 

soil, but not all the groups of farms and even more so not all the countries may take 

advantage of this progress equally. Consequently the increase in differences in pio- 

duction costs is first of all connected with varying economic conditions and not 

with the fertility of soil. 
Figures illustrating the productivity of work in various countries are shown in 

the follownig table. 

^ Where m does not stand for the additional value, but its transformed form profit. If we do 

not take into consideration the problem of the intensity of work and workers’ qualifications and 

we assume that wages are identical ^ will reflect the amount of pure production per capita 

emloyed in individual branches of production. 
3 Cf. M. Mieszczankowski, The Problems of Absolute Income in Capitalism. 
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Estimated Output per Adult Male Engaged in Agriculture in 36 Countries, 

Average for 1956-1960 

Gross 

output2 

Net output1 

Converted at official 

exchange rates 

Adjusted according to 

differences in internal 

purchasing power of 

currencies3 

Indices: Italy = 100 

New Zealand 1 380 

Australia 941 _ _ 

United States 869 412 286 
Canada 567 286 199 
Belgium-Luxembourg 379 290 247 

Denmark 367 228 211 
United Kingdom 346 256 231 
Netherlands 319 212 228 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 291 2191 2184 
Sweden 244 — 

Argentina 224 87 91 
France 204 1584 1321 

1 Switzerland 173 _ _ 
Israel 172 2005 195s 
Ireland 162 92 86 

Austria 153 
Cuba 109 _ _ 
Finland 107 157 156 
Norway 103 176 158 
Italy 100 100 100 

Greece 72 66 74 
Yugoslavia 53 _ 
Colombia 49 50 45 
China (Taiwan) 47 27 33 
Algeria 43 324 334 

Japan 41 545 605 
Tunisia 40 _ 
Venezuela 39 474 324 
Panama 39 60 54 
Iran 38 — — 
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Gross 

output2 

Net output1 

Converted at official 

exchange rates 

Adjusted according to 

differences in internal 

purchasing power of 

currencies3 

Morocco 35 — — 

Philippines 25 — — 

Thailand 21 154 214 

Guatemala 21 — — 

India 21 185 255 

Korea, Rep. of 17 20 21 

1 Total output less feed, seed, and waste, aggregated with regional average producers’ prices 

relative to wheat. 
2 Unless otherwise specified, gross domestic product in agriculture at factor cost. 

3 Adjustment factors calculated by P. N. Rosenstein-Rodan, Internalional aid for under¬ 

developed countries, “The Review of Economics and Statistics”, Vol. 43, No. 2, May 1961. 

4 Gross domestic product at market prices, expressed as relative to the corresponding figure 

for the United States. 
5 Net domestic product at factor cost, expressed as relative to the corresponding figure 

for the United States. 

Range of Hours of Work Required in 1950 to Produce 100 kg of Farm Products 

in Different States of the United States4 

Hours of work per 100 kg Ratio of 

largest 

to smallest 
National 
average 

Largest labor requirement Smallest labor requirement 

1 2 3 4 

Wheat 0.96 Texas 1.6 Washington 0.4 4.0 

Barley 0.96 Nebraska 1.6 Washington 0.6 2.7 

Oats 1.24 S. Carolina 2.3 Illinois 0.6 3.8 

Potatoes 0.99 N. Carolina 1.9 Idaho 0.7 2.7 

Soybeans 0.99 N. Carolina 2.7 Illionois 0.8 3.4 

Tobacco 81.57 Florida 123.5 Wisconsin 30.9 4.0 

Cotton 57.32 N. Carolina 110.2 California 28.7 3.8 

Sugar beets 0.53 Utah 0.7 Oregon 0.4 1.8 

The market value of agricultural products is not defined today by the least 

favourable productive conditions. Two other aspects have a special importance. 

1. Big capitalist farms and “commercial” family farms supply the market with 

the greatest part of production. 

4 R. W. Hecht and K. R. Vice, Labour used for field crops, Washington, D. C., U.S. Departa- 

ment of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, Statistical Bulletin No. 144, June 1954. 
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2. The relation between demand and supply is unfavourable for agriculture. As 

result the majority of farms are compelled to sell agricultural products below their 

individual value. These farms have low profits and it is clear that this phenomenon 

exerts a definite influence upon the level of the average agricultural income. 

Drawing an analogy between the situation of less productive farms and the 

situation of the whole agricultural economy may be misleading. It is obvious that 

particular farms attain higher profits by increasing their efficiency. It does not mean, 

however, that this is the situation in agriculture as a whole. 

Some farmers decrease their own expenses and increase differential income 

II by introducing technical progress in production. It is possible to assume that 

the short time changes in the productivity and in expanses will not exert a strong 

influence on the relationship between demand and supply and also on the level 

of prices connected with it. Therefore the decrease of production costs in some 

farms will lead to an increase of their net income and to an increase of the average 

(net) income in agriculture as a whole. 

In a free competition an increase in agricultural production must be the results 

of lower costs (with a given price), however if demand is not adequately elastic it 

will be followed by the decrease of (gross) incomes in agriculture. Probably most 

of the net incomes will be lowered as well. 

Therefore inter-sector competition is of the first importance for the level of 

incomes in agriculture5. Parity of incomes cannot be reached if the sale of agricultural 

products faces some difficulties and if the mechanism of monopolistic competition 

is an action and by thus a part of the surplus value produced in agriculture is inter¬ 

cepted by financial capital. 

The difference in productivity of labour between individual countries exerts 

a more indirect influence upon the realization of the above rule. We shall discuss this 

problem below. Here we may only say one obvious thing: if farmers work in some 

countries is more productive than in others therefore—caeteris paribus—the former 

will have higher incomes than the latter. There is no evidence, however, that their 

relative situation (in relation to those employed in other sectors of production) will 
be more favourable. 

Finally, the third way of approaching the problem still remains to be made 

clear: i.e. the connection between incomes and comparative costs. Let us consider 

the example given by Ricardo, in which we have two countries making two identi¬ 

cal products. The country A and the country B have, let us assume, the same amount 

ol labour at their disposal, but their productive abilities are different as a result 

of different natural conditions. 

The country A is able to produce 100 1. of wine or 50 m of linen with a given 

amount of labour, but the country B—80 1. of wine or 20 m of linen. So, as we see, 

the country A has the advantage over the country B in both fields of production. 

6 Cf. K. Marx and F. Engels, Letters on The Capital, Warsaw 1957, p. 106. 
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Nevertheless, the relation of productive costs of wine and linen is more favourable 

in the country B than in the country A. As far as the production of linen is concerned, 

however, this relation is more favourable for the country A. Consequently, if the 

country A and the country B specialize in the branch, in which they have lower 

comparative costs and if they take advantage of international exchange, both these 

countries will obtain a larger quantity products than by producing everything on 

their own. 

This statement may be illustrated in the following way. Let us assume that 
2 

both these countries, before starting the exchange, alloted — of the labour at 

3 
their disposal to the production of wine, and — to the production of linen. 

The country A would then produce 40 1. of wine + 30 m of linen. 

The country B 32 1. „ +12 m „ 

In that case the production in both these countries together would be 72 1. of wine 

and 42 m of linen. Yet if each of the two countries decided to specialize in the field 

of production whose comparative costs are the lowest (the country A in linen and 

the country B in wine) their joint production would amount to 801. of wine and 50 m 

of linen. So, owing to the international division of labour, production would increase 

by 8 1. of wine and 8 m of linen. This conclusion closes Ricardo’s argument. 

Historical experience has proved that this reasoning though logically sound, 

is still incomplete. It is necessary to take terms of trade into consideration and to 

abandon the static approach in favour of a dynamic one. These problems are widely 

discussed in the theory of foreign trade. Here we shall limit ourselves to a brief 

presentation of the central problem interesting from our point of view. For this 

reason we shall continue our discussion of Ricardo’s example. 

In the country A 1 1. of wine requires as much labour as — m of linen. The terms 

of exchaning wine for linen must be, therefore, enclosed in the following limits 

— m of linen < 1 1. of wine < 4- m of linen 
4 z 

or 2 1. of wine < 1 m of linen <4 1. of wine. 

Within these limits only the exchange will be favourable for both sides. Yet 

it is obvious that the exchange will not, in a certain sense, be equivalent; by this we 

mean that the product of an hour of labour in the country A will not be exchanged 

for a product that takes an hour to produce in the country B. This may easily 

be proved. 

If we assume that the complete cost of labour in each of the two countries is 

100 units, it follows that 1 m of linen in the country A costs 2 units of labour and 

1 1. of wine in the country B—1.25 unit. (100/80). 
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Therefore the equivalent exchange (in the above mentioned sense) would be 

1 m of linen = 1.6 1. of wine (2 : 1.25 = 1.6). Yet this ratio would not be favourable 

for the country A, because with the labour required to make 1 m of linen it could 

produce 2 1. of wine itself. 

Accordingly, the price of 1 m of linen expressed in wine must be kept within 

the limits mentioned above. Let us assume that it will be formed on the level of 

1 m of linen = 3.2 l. of wine and that the A country will allot 35 m. of linen to its 

home market and 15 m of linen for exchange for wine. The situation in the country A 

and B will then be as follows: 

A 48 1. of wine+35 m of linen 

B 32 1. of wine+15 m of linen 

(15 m of linen exchanged for 15x3.2 1. of wine = 48 1. of wine). In this way both 

countries will gain something through the exchange, A 8 1. of wine-f 5 m of linen, 

and B 3 m of linen. Yet these gains are not equal. Therefore, if this situation con¬ 

tinues, the disparity of levels between the country A and country B will have the 
tendency to increase. 

This is not only a theoretical possibility, but a reality. Numerous facts show 

that the exchange between highly developed capitalist countries and countries that 

are economically backward is not favourable to the latter. This explains objections 

which are raised to the suggestions of basing everything exclusively on the theory 

of comparative costs when planning the directions of progress for economically 
underdeveloped countries. 

However we are interested here in another aspect of the problem. First of all, 

the mot e the productivity of labour in the production of wine in the country A increases 

{or the less a relative cheapness” of linen in the more developed country is evident) 

the less favourable the terms of exchange become for the country B. 

To illustrate this point let us assume that the country A is able to produce not 

100 1. of wine, but 150 1. with the amount of labour at its disposal. 

The ratio of comparative costs still imposes specialization and exchange. Yet 

the limits within which the price of wine expressed in linen must be comprised, will 
be changed in the following way: 

— m of linen <1 1. of wine < — m of linen 

or 3 1. of wine < 1 m of linen < 4 1. of wine. 

The second conclusion refers to the price of wine in the country A. Let us 

assume that the country A, basing itself on the principle of comparative costs, 

specializes in the production of linen; but for various reasons it cannot completely 
give up the production of wine. 

The situation is as follows: A 101. of wine+45 m of linen (the original assump¬ 

tion that the production of 1 1. of wine requires 1 unit of labour still being vaild). 
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Tf in foreign trade 1 m of linen is exchanged for 3.2 1. of wine, it follows that 10 1. 

of wine may be obtained for 3.1 m of linen, which represents 6.2 labour units in the 

country A. Yet the production of the same amount of wine in that country requires 

10 labour units. 
Therefore, apart from the fact that the productivity of labour in the production 

of wine is greater in the country A than in the B, its prices will be below its value . 

Simplifying to a large extent, we can draw an analogy between the situation 

of industrial and agricultural countries on the one hand and the situation of the 

countries A and B on the other. Industrial countries enjoy a decided superiority 

in the field of industrial as well as agricultural production. Yet comparative costs 

in most of these countries are in favour of industrial products. In recent years the 

productivity of labour in agriculture of developed capitalist countries has quickly 

increased. What impact may it have on the field that we are interested in, namely 

on that of comparative incomes in agriculture and industry? 

In the light of the above reasoning we can, it seems, come to the following con¬ 

clusions : 
a. the technological progress that is taking place in the agriculture of developed 

capitalist countries must exert an unfavourable influence on the terms of trade of 

economically underdeveloped countries. This progress is not only the cause of a de¬ 

creasing demand for agricultural products in developed countries, but also changes 

the conditions of the profitableness of agricultural import for these countries; b. in 

some highly industrialized countries agricultural production may (in spite of a rela¬ 

tively high productivity of labour) be too “expensive” and need subsidizing, c. the 

realization of the parity of incomes in agriculture and industry requires the consider¬ 

ation of the principle of comparative profits when selecting the directions for agri¬ 

cultural production. The tendency towards autarchy in agriculture (this especially refers 

to the economic region of European Economic Community) must act (in spite of 

a general rise in the productivity of labour in agriculture) as an incentive to maintain 

the disparity of incomes between agriculture and industry. 

The above observations are not directed against the parity of incomes in agri¬ 

culture and in other sectors of economy or against the rationalisation of agricultural 

economy either. We wish to point out only, that the rationalisation of agricultural 

economy is not sufficient to bring with it parity of incomes. 

6 As a classical example we may consider Great Britain. 





Theodor Prager 

Austria 

THE POLITICAL ELEMENT IN POST-WAR 
ECONOMIC GROWTH 

“It is imperative”, wrote Otto Bauer, the toremost thinker of Austrian Social 

Democracy, in the depths of the economic crisis in 1933, “that we should explore new 

avenues. No economic revival can be hoped for from the free play of market forces. 

Great public works and orders alone can set the economy moving again. There 

is no lack of work to be done; the problem is how to find the money”. But this, 

he added at once, should prove no unsurmountable obstacle: Let the Government 

raise a loan on the capital market or, if necessary, from the banks and pursue “a wise 

policy of credit expansion... unperturbed by credit and currency doctrines from 

the past which are of hardly any relevance to the entirely different situation o 

today”; let the money thus raised be spent on projects of economic and socia 

import, preferably of a labour-intensive kind which also make the maximum use 

of domestic raw materials; we may be sure that the purchasing power thus create 

will fructify and multiply as the formerly unemployed begin to re-appear as buyers 

on the market for consumer goods and as the employers, encouraged by new and 

large-scale orders, begin to put their plants into better shape... Returning to his 

plea before a national Trade Union conference especially convened to deal with the 

emergency, Otto Bauer enumerated the projects that might usefully be undertaken 

such as the construction of water power stations and railway electrification an 

stressed their long-term as well as their short-term beneficial effects But the main 

emphasis was on job creation: on “Work for 200,000!” (Some 60,000 workers, 

Bauer claimed, might find work if Austria were to declare her complete internation¬ 

al neutrality” and thereby improve her standing with her natural trading par ners 

in South Eastern Europe). The conference adopted a resolution on these lines and 

shortly after the Social Democrat Parliamentary fraction followed suit. Later during 

the same month Bauer commented on attacks launched on his proposals by one 

of the conservative economists: “The anti-Marxist professor knows no better than 

to reply to our concrete questions with the most trivial generalities on capital and 

credit—generalities, moreover, which do not show the least trace of the spirit ema 

nating from modern capital and credit theory as espoused even by completely un- 

Marxist or anti-Marxist authors L 

-:-tTT „ o \ c 99 nnfi Tulv 1933- All this happened three years 
i “Arbeiter-Zeitung”, Vienna, 8., 16., 22. and 2b. Juiy f 

before J. M. Keynes' General Theory and ten years before M. Kaleckr s obser.at.on that, once 

[327] 
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The Professor quoted by Bauer (he is still the leading light of Vienna’s Insti¬ 

tute of World Trade) was at least arguing; but the government of the day was not 

even listening, it was too busy preparing the overthrow of Parliamentary democ- 

iacy and the torcible suppression ot the working class movement. And although 

Austria later recovered a little as a result of reviving exports to Germany and Italy 

(who were practicing a perverse kind of Keynesian economics through their self- 

sufficiency and armament drives) there were still about half a million unemployed 
by the time Hitler took over. 

Nowadays, it is considered rather shocking when unemployment rises to some 

130,000 or 140,000 in the worst weeks of winter. In Britain, with seven times Aus¬ 

tria’s population, last February’s unemployment figure of some nine hundred thou¬ 

sand was felt to be quite scandalous and gave rise to unemployed workers marches 

as had not been seen since the thirties (when the corresponding figures had been 

two to three times as large). In West Germany, France and even in Italy there is 

a shortage of skilled, and in the former two even of unskilled, labour after a decade 

or so of unprecedented economic growth and industrial expansion. 

Post-war reconstruction? It has long since been completed; pre-war levels of 

production have been doubled or trebled. The development of new power resources, 

technical innovation, new patterns of mass production and distribution? Certainly, 

but surely these were at least as much called forth by, as well as helping to further, 

the process of expansion. Consumer credit? It has helped; but neither lenders no^ 

borrowers are very willing to engage in this unless they feel fairly sure, on past ex¬ 

perience as on likely prospects, that they are not overextending themselves. Govern¬ 

ment policy, aiming at full employment, expansion, growth? This certainly appears 

to be the main answer and it is one frequently given. But by itself it does not explain 

a great deal. For the further question arises, why was today’s policy not also yester¬ 

day’s? Was it because the governments of the thirties had no inkling of what to 

do about recessions and crises? Perhaps some of them really did not know, though 

tto Bauer m Austria, Gunnar Myrdal in Sweden and others made helpful sug¬ 

gestions. But the main reason why they proved hard of hearing was that they (and 

all those who made or represented “public opinion”) were either still under the 

spe of the dire experience of early post-war hyperinflation and therefore reluctant 

to experiment in cheap money, public works and the like, or under the influence 

of schools of thought that regarded crises in the nature of a purifying if somewhat 

rough tempest. At any rate they still gave the maintenance of a “sound” currency 

of competitiveness in the world market, of foreign “confidence” etc. much higher 

economic trade cycle was overcome, a political trade cycle would take its place when-the point 

of full or brimful” employment reached-some economists would be certain to come forward 
read, o support the reversion to “sound” fiscal and credit policies designed to resZ isoWta 
m e ac onev tc -Joan Robinson's Beyond Full Employment in “Arbeit und Wirtschaft" Vienna 

November 960, where reference is made to Michal Kalecki's Political Aspects of Full Employment 
in Political Quarterly”, October-December 1943). ^ 
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priority and moreover considered the crisis a unique opportunity for breaking 

trade union power and for getting rid of the burden of so-called “social inflation” 

as inherited from the immediate post-war years. 

What has happened since to make them change their minds? 

First, the shock of 1944/1945 when Fascism was smashed in Western Europe 

(and Japan) and when the working class which had headed the patriotic resistance 

struggle emerged in many countries as the morally leading force of the nation while 

the old oligarchies were thoroughly discredited as a result of their collaboration 

with Nazi Germany and also greatly weakened materially. Secondly, the continuing 

shock of the emergence of a whole Socialist camp, which has not only spelled, 

visibly for all, the end of the USSR's isolation as a single Socialist country (up to 

then it was considered as a more or less unique accident ol histoiy ) and the final 

end of capitalism’s near-monopoly as the world’s dominant social system; but 

which has also presented capitalism with a powerful competitor in the development 

of the forces of production and in rates of growth. 

In 1936, J. M. Keynes wrote that “it is certain that the world will not much 

longer tolerate the unemployment which, apart from brief intervals of excitement, 

is associated—and, in my opinion, inevitably associated with present-day capi¬ 

talistic individualism”* 2. 
* 

The world, unfortunately, has proved more tolerant than one was willing to 

believe of a great many evils but it is certainly true that it has proved very allergic 

indeed to mass unemployment. The election of a Labour Government in 1945, 

the formation of coalition governments including, at first, the extreme left 

wing, in almost all post-war Western Europe was an expression of the universal 

feeling that it was “time for a change”—and more particularly of the insistent 

demand for policies (including far-reaching measures of nationalisation and 

planning) which would ensure full employment, social security, rising living 

standards. There were plenty of attempts to brow-beat the workers back 

into an acceptance of the evil old ways and it took long-drawn out and sometimes 

dramatic struggles to force the oligarchies (who, mainly with American aid, had 

re-assured their political sway) to adopt such expansionist policies as would in fact 

ensure something like full employment; from the fight for early post-war dismissals 

stops and the rather haphazard supply of funds for ad hoc public works to more 

long-term public investment plans and development schemes. In some cases, notab y 

Britain, it is only in pre-election years (such as 1955, 1959 and 1963, “the magic 

years”, Mr. Harold Wilson has called them recently3) that the government is willing 

to incur large-scale deficits to set the economy moving energetically. But by and 

T7 m. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, London 1936, 

p. 381. 
3 “The Times”, London, April, 4 1963.. 
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large expansion, growth and full employment have become the key slogans, and 

by and large the promise has been fulfilled. For people in Western Europe simply 

will not stand for large-scale unemployment and stagnation, and no government 

can afford the kind of drift that will lead to such results. 

One reason, as has been said, has been the change in the relation of class forces 

immediately following on the defeat of Fascism. The case has been more fully ar¬ 

gued elsewhere4, but just to illustrate the point: American experts then suggested 

that six out of Italy’s 15 shipyards should be closed down, on the grounds of in¬ 

efficiency, surplus capacity and so on. But “this is of course a very difficult task 

since, in the present economic and political condition of the country, no govern¬ 

ment has the strength to close down industrial plants giving employment to tens 

of thousands of workers. Only within the framework of an expanding economy 

could such a decision become politically possible”5. Since then, the economy has 

expanded enormously—yet it is still found pretty difficult to close down plants, 

and even more, to dismiss workers in a high-handed fashion. This applies perhaps 

most obviously in Austria with its large measure of nationalisation6, strong trade 

unions, long-standing coalition government and—above all—its close vicinity to 

those “enslaved” countries to whom it is meant to shine as a kind of Western shop 

window (hence the almost unique amount of Marshall-aid given her); it applies 

even to efficiency-conscious Gaullist France: “Even in France”, it is being said, 

it is not easy to consider the closing down of a deficit-ridden coal mine. A growth- 

oriented, selective policy of investment aid would indeed require as its logical concom¬ 

itant that capital should be directed away from shrinking industries. But if it 

proves politically impossible to pursue a line of ‘laisser mourir’, on account of the 

danger of strikes, how much more so a policy of ‘faire mourir!” 7 

Reference has been made, above, to the immediate neighbourhood to the 

Socialist countries, and this brings un to the other major political element in post¬ 

war economic growth in Western Europe. (The case of the USA is a little different, 

it only because of the fact that the ruling oligarchy has never been discredited there 

as it has in Europe or in Japan, by collaboration with Fascism; and also because 

of the comparative absence of a Socialist tradition in the working class movement.) 

4 Cf. Theodor Prager, Wirtschaftswunder— oder keinesl, Vienna 1963. 

Mario Einaudi, Maurice Bye, Ernesto Rossi, Nationalization in France and Italy, Ithaca-New 
York 1955, p. 217. 

6 “The nationalised enterprises are keeping on their pay-rolls at least 10.000 workers for 

purely political reasons—whether these political motives are obvious (as in the case of the State- 

owned Oil Combine where the veto of the Communist-ridden shop-steward committee against 

dismissals was taken lying down, or as in the case of the hard-coal mine of Grunbach which is still 

being worked although it should have been closed down long ago—only to stop the Communists 

from gaining their key Parliamentary seat in that area); or whether there are underlying motives 

such as the doctrine that no nationalised enterprise must be allowed to close down”. (“Finanznach- 
richten”, Vienna, February 2, 1962). 

7 “Die Presse”, Vienna, April 18, 1963. 
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It is obvious, and has been pointed out innumerable times, that the mere existence 

of this alternative to capitalism, and of the rapid rates of growth here, have acted 

as a major spur to expansionist policies in the West. 

“Today”, writes Professor George N. Halm, “capitalism is only one of several 

economic systems... Capitalist countries are endeavouring, by means of economic 

policy instruments, to maintain a high level of employment... If it is true that the 

centralised command economies can guarantee full employment, the free market 

economies cannot afford the luxury of mass unemployment as this would no longer 

be tolerated”8. 
“To-day”, runs the economic commentary of one of Austria’s leading commercial 

banks, “when the world is governed by the economic and ideological antagonism 

between East and West, it is imperative for the West, on these grounds alone, to 

avoid a real economic crisis at all costs... Any incipient reduction of employment 

following from a slackening in economic activity will at once call forth such political 

forces as would immediately press for a policy of reflation, and they would certainly 

prove successful”9. 
“Expansion”, emphasises the leading theoretician of France’s ‘economie con- 

certee’, “became a political necessity from the moment that the conflict between 

East and West took on the form of economic competition”10. 

“The influence of Soviet planning on Western thought has been negligible”, 

asserts Prof. Mario Einaudi; but he adds at once that this “does not, of course, 

imply that the massive increase in Soviet economic strength is casting no shadows 

across the world to-day and is not prompting nearly every nation to a reconsid¬ 

eration of its future outlook and plans”* 11. 
“The principal underlying fact for US economic and financial policy of the 

Sixties”, states Under-Secretary of the US Treasury, Henry H. Fowler bluntly, 

“is the Soviet challenge and its threat to security and freedom”12. 

Here the accent is foremost on “security” (as indeed US public expenditure 

goes primarily into armaments) but military considerations are only one element 

in Western reaction to the “Soviet challenge”. “When the heads of government 

met in (NATO) council in December 1957, after Russian achievements in rocketry 

had had such a tremendous impact on world opinion”, records M. Margaret Ball 

in her “NATO and the European Union Movement”, “they were faced among 

other things with the problem of trying to offset this victory on the minds of the 

world’s uncommitted nations. The Council... affirmed its interest in an enlargement 

8 George N. Halm, Wirtschaftssysteme. Eine vergleichende Darstellung, Berlin 1960, p. 1. 

9 “Wirtschaftliche Nachrichten” der Osterreichischen Landerbank, Vienna, November 1962, 

10 Albin Chalandon, “Le Monde”, June 8, 1960. 

11 Mario Einaudi, op. cit., p. 13 et seq. . 
12 “Commercial and Financial Chronicle”, January 1, 1962 (quoted by Victor Perlo in In¬ 

ternational Affairs”, Moscow, June 1962). 
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of the resources, both public and private, available for the purposes of accelerating 

the economic advancement of the less developed areas of the free world’ Moreover, 

“it is presumably also sound policy for NATO members to continue to help each 

other to improve the conditions of life which are regarded as an important part 
of the showcase of Western civilisation...”13. 

The “Soviet challenge”, and competition between the systems, has made the 

West growth conscious. “Growth theory, too, has a background in real life”, states 

Prof. Gottfried Bombach, “i.e. the growth race between the old industrial coun¬ 
tries of the West and the countries of the East”14. 

The point needs no further labouring: the most important “new element” in 

the situation is the rise of a whole group of countries with a fundamentally different 

and at least potentially superior social order, impinging on old-style capitalism 

and prompting it to adopt new policies and techniques aimed at developing and 

streamlining its economies. This has even led to the adoption of remarkably far- 

reaching planning techniques of which France’s “planification” is the outstanding 

example. Originally introduced to meet the urgent requirements of post-war recon¬ 

struction and of such modernisation as would enable the country to hold its own 

against the more advanced capitalist rival nations, the ‘economic concertee’ is now 

said to have become the only way which permits the Western nations to develop 
a sufficient degree of economic dynamism to withstand the Communist countries”15. 

Perhaps we should beware of overstating the case. Not with regard to the succes¬ 
ses achieved (these can hardly be overstated, in view of the widespread reluctance 

in the Marxist wing of Western Europe’s labour movement to face up to the “chal¬ 

lenge of new-style capitalism by which we are now, in turn, faced) but with regard 

to the seemingly simple causal chain indicated. Certainly, the pressure of circum¬ 

stances has caused the Western oligarchies to change their priorities to some extent; 

to put near-full employment, development and growth before, say, price stability 
and sound” fiscal policies etc.16, to adopt a more dynamic strategy and, in the 

all-important interest of preserving social and political power, to restrain on oc¬ 

casion even quite weighty vested interests and short-term profit considerations. 

But this pressure of circumstance has been many-sided and has encountered powerful 

M. Margaret Ball, NATO and the European Union Movement. London Institute of World 
Affairs, London 1959, p. 127 et seq. 

Gottfiied Bombach in Wachstum and Konjunktur. Darmstadt u. Opladen 1960 p. 7. 
15 Albin Chalandon, op. cit. 

“Why was Europe’s Expansion so prolonged?... Nearly everywhere in the region a pro¬ 

found altitudinal change appears to have taken place over the past several decades with respect 

to the responsibilities of governments in economic affairs. To put the matter perhaps too simply 

modern governments in the democracies of Western Europe appear more fearful of the prospect 

o unemployment than of inflation... Post-war governments, whatever their political coloration 

almost universally preferred to err on the side of inflation rather than deflation-and they have 

acted on that preference most of the time since the war...” (Europe's Needs and Resources. Trends 
and Prospects m 18 Countries. Twentieth Century Fund, New York 1961, p. 28). 
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counter-pressures, both of a material kind (such as the insistence of the typical 

banking and “City” interests on “prudence” and “restraint”) and of an ideological 

nature (such as the strongly-held beliefs in those conventional doctrines that were 

encountered by Otto Bauer). In actual historical fact, it required tremendous strug¬ 

gles throughout most of the post-war years to ensure that the governments of the 

day did not return to the perverse restrictionist and “axe-swinging” policies of the 

thirties. Sometimes these battles were fought in the streets (as they have been, time 

and again, in Italy and France but also in Belgium), more often on the floor of the 

workshop or by balloting and picketing (as in Austria in 1957 when the shop stew¬ 

ards of the electrical engineering and vehicles industries succeeded in getting the 

Government to raise funds and place orders to implement its own long-term in¬ 

vestment plans for railway electrification etc.—themselves the outcome of the elec¬ 

toral battles and promises of 1953/1954). In all such cases the “threat of Commu¬ 

nism” within and without played its part; and neither would, by itself, have had 

half the effect it has, in fact, had. It was the conjunction and interaction of these 

two major political elements—the workers of Western Europe determined to secure 

jobs, social security, a “share in the fruits of the boom” on the one hand, and the 
rise and strengthening of the new democracies in Eastern Europe on the other 

which got the oligarchies on their toes, seeking ways and means of realising higher 

rates of growth, a more or less continuous process of expansion, and thereby the 

wherewithal for what has become a mixture of welfare state and warfare state. 

It is in this fight, surely, that the Marshall-plan must be primarily viewed, as well 

as all the efforts at “European integration” down to the shaping of the European 

Common Market (in which the specific aims of the Franco-German oligarchies 

play their special part, of course); the drives at raising productivity as well as those 

for “freer trade” etc.; the spread of “human relations” within the combines as 

well as of “public relations” without (designed to ensure the undisputed sway of 
the monopolies and the “integration” of the decisive sectors of the working class 

into the system). 
Joan Robinson’s tag, originally applied to the economically underdeveloped 

countries, that there is one thing worse than being exploited, i.e. not to be exploited, 

applies equally to the industrially developed countries. Having moie or less full 

employment, often with the “chance” of making extra money by over-time, week¬ 

end jobbing and the like, the mass of Western European’s workers have settled 

down to cultivating their garden plots, watching their television sets and tinkering 

with their motorbicycles or second-hand cars. Beneath the surface, the old mili¬ 

tancy still remains and occasionally it breaks out into powerful upsurges. as in 

Italy, in July 1960, when the Tambroni Government attempted an “apertura a de- 

stra” and was swept out of office; as in Belgium in the winter of 1960/1961, when 

the post-Congo retrenchment laws provoked a general strike; as in March 1963, 

when the great miners’ strike in France has helped , as The Times put it, by 

challenging the personal authority of General de Gaulle and winning such wide 
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spread popular support, to define the nature and limits of his power”17. However, 

the challenge to “personal” authority or rather to the authority of the oligarchies 

in general has not extended to their armament drives; nor has it yet decisively re¬ 

verted those authoritarian trends which have come to dominate the political lands¬ 

cape of Germany, France and, in more subtle fashion, even Holland and Britain. 

But at any rate, it seems fairly certain that stagnation, in Western Europe at least, 

will not be quietly accepted as an act of God or even of impersonal market forces 

too majestic or subtle to challenge. True, the cure that is increasingly applied— 

ever-extending arms expenditure—is worse than the disease and there is the danger 

that it will smash the world to bits even before people have woken up to it. If they 

do, and succeed in pushing the oligarchies away from this particular pump, they 

will sorely also find the strength and resourcefulness to keep the wheels turning for 
more useful purposes. 

17 “The Times”, March 16, 1963. 



Joan Robinson 

Great Britain 

KALECKI AND KEYNES 

It is difficult now to recapture the state of orthodox opinion in the capitalist 

world in the early years of the great depression. 

There was heavy unemployment in England even before the world slump 

set in. In 1929 Lloyd George was campaigning for a programme of public works. 

In reply, British Officials propounded the “Treasury View” that if the Govern¬ 

ment borrowed, say, a hundred million pounds to set men to work on road build¬ 

ing and so forth, foreign investment would be reduced by an equal sum and no 

overall increase in employment would occur. 

In 1931 the British Labour Government was led to distruction through the 

belief that it was necessary to balance the budget in order to save the exchange 

value of sterling. 
Academic opinion was sereenly oblivious to the problems of reality. Professor 

Robbins, surrounded by unemployed labour and idle plant, defined economics 

as “the science which studies human behaviour as a relation between ends and 

scarce means which have alternative uses”1. 

According to accepted theory, the price level was determined by the quantity 

of money. But the suggestion that the depression might therefore be relieved by 

increasing the quantity of money was confined to cranks. In the orthodox view 

it would create a dangerous inflation. 
The Marxists abused the academics, but they shared their belief in the prin¬ 

ciples of sound finance. 
In this fog Keynes was groping for a theory of employment. He had backed 

up Lloyd George with a rather vague and half-baked argument that an increase 

in investment would generate an increase in saving (so that borrowing in one 

form need not be substracted from borrowing in another2 and he set a young pu¬ 

pil, R. F. Kahn, to work it out properly. During the sessions ot the Macmillan 

Committee on currency and banking he was coming to the view that there was 

a fallacy in the accepted argument that a cut in money wage rates would restore 

profitability to enterprise, by lowering costs relatively to prices, because prices 

would come down more or less in proportion. But in his great theoretical Treatise 

1 Essay on the Nature and Significance of Economic Science, 1932. 

2 Can Lloyd George Do It? by J. M. Keynes and H. D. Henderson. 
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his mind was working on a different plane and it failed to produce a theory 

of employment, though it contained the highly significant conception that an in¬ 

crease of investment without (as we should now put it) a corresponding increase 

in the propensity to save raises profits, while an increase in propensity to save with¬ 

out a corresponding increase in investment reduces them. 

Over the continent, no doubt including Poland, the fog of orthodoxy was 

even thicker than in England. Only in Sweden Wicksell’s pupils were puzzling 

out a new line. In Monetary Equilibrium, published in Swedish in 1931, Gunnar 

Myrdal twitted Keynes upon his attractive Anglo-Saxon kind of unnecessary 

originality” but he was not altogether clear of the fog himself. 

The Treatise on Money was passed for the last time to the printers in Sep¬ 

tember 1930 and Kahn’s article appeared in the “Economic Journal” of June, 

1931, setting out the analysis of the multiplier-—the relation of an increase in em¬ 

ployment in investment to the total increase in employment that it generates_ 

and showing how the rise in incomes that accompanies an increase in investment 

brings about a rise in savings of an equal amount. 

There followed a great bout of argument that churned over these ideas for 
three years. 

In 1933 I published a kind of interim report, which clears the ground for the 

new theory but does not supply it* 3. It was not till the summer of 1934 that Key¬ 

nes succeeded in getting his theory of money, his theory of wages and Kahn’s 
multiplier into a coherent system. 

In January 1935 he wrote to Bernard Shaw: “I believe myself to be writing 

a book on economic theory which will largely revolutionize—not, I suppose at 

once but in the course of the next ten years—the way the world thinks about eco¬ 
nomic problems4. 

The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money was published in Ja¬ 
nuary 1936. 

Meanwhile, without any contact either way, Michal Kalecki had found the 
same solution. 

His book Essays in the Theory of Business Cycle published in Polish in 1933 

clearly states the principle of effective demand in mathematical form. At the same 

time he was already exploring the implications of the analysis for the problem 

of a country’s balance of trade, along the same lines that I followed in drawing 

riders from the General Theory in essays published in 1937. 

The version of his theory set out in prose (published in “Polska Gospodarcza” 

No. 43 X 1935) could very well be used today as an introduction to the theory of 
employment. 

The Theory of Money and the Analysis of Output. In the first number 
of Economic Studies” reprinted in Collected Economic Papers, Vol. I. 

4 R. F. Harrod, Life of Keynes, p. 462. 

of the “Review 
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He opens by attacking the orthodox theory at the most vital point—the view 

that unemployment could be reduced by cutting money wage rates. And he shows 

(a point that the Keynesians came to much later, and under his influence) that, 

if monopolistic influences prevent prices from falling when wage costs are lowered, 

the situation is still worse, because reduced purchasing power causes a fall off in 

sales of consumption goods, so that higher profit margins do not result in higher 

profits. 
Having demolished the case for the orthodox remedy for a depression, he 

shows how an increase of investment, coming about, for instance, as the result 

of a great new invention, would increase employment, and then points out that 

if a spontaneous increase in investment is possible, it must be possible also by de¬ 

liberate government policy to carry out schemes of investment that would not 

otherwise be undertaken and so relieve unemployment and increase consumption 

as well. 
Kalecki’s statement of the theory avoids the problem of the equality of saving 

and investment, which plagued us so much, by relying simply on the fact that the equi¬ 

valent of investment outlay is added to profits. He cuts through another passage 

where Keynes made heavy weather by taking it for granted that the rate of interest 

is a monetary phenomenon. When investment, income and saving increase, it is 

necessary for the supply of the medium of exchange to be increased also, otherwise 

the rate of interest would rise and a drag be set upon investment. 

Kalecki did not approach the theory of employment through the multiplier, 

which makes his version in a way less rich than Keynes’, though no less forceful. 

On the other hand, he went straight to a theory of the trade cycle, on which Keynes 

was very weak. In this essay there is a clear statement in a few lines of the capital- 

stock-adjustment mechanism which is now recognized as the basis for all modern 

trade-cycle models. 
Michal Kalecki’s claim to priority of publication is indisputable. With proper 

scholarly dignity (which, however, is unfortunately rather rare among scholars) 

he never mentioned this fact. And, indeed, except for the authors concerned, it is 

not particularly interesting to know who first got into print. The interesting thing 

is that two thinkers, from completely different political and intellectual starting 

points, should come to the same conclusion. For us in Cambridge it was a great 

comfort. Surrounded by blank misunderstanding, there were moments when we 

almost began to wonder if it was we who were mad or the others. In the serious 

sciences, original work is discovery—finding connections that were always there, 

waiting to be seen. That this could happen in economics was a reassurance that 

what we had discovered was really there. 
I well remember my first meeting with Michal Kalecki a strange visitor who 

was not only already familiar with our brand-new theories, but had even invented 

some of our private jokes. It gave me a kind of Pirandello feeling—was it he who 

was speaking or I? Reading his article of 1935 (now for the first time available in 
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English) gives me the same feeling. Several times, in those old days, I wrote that 

very article—though with less concentrated force—trying to explain Keynes’ theory 

in simple words. 

Kalecki had one great advantage over Keynes—he had never learned ortho¬ 

dox economics. The preface to the General Theory ends thus: “The ideas which 

are here expressed so -laboriously are extremely simple and should be obvious. 

The difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in escaping from the old ones, which 

ramify, for those brought up as most of us have been, into every corner of our 

minds”. 

Kalecki was not brought up so. The only economics he had studied was in 

Marx. Keynes could never make head or tail of Marx. In the letter to Shaw, quoted 

above, he maintains that his new theory is going to cut the ground from under 

the feet of the Marxists. But starting from Marx would have been saved him a lot 

of trouble. Kahn, at the “circus” where we discussed the Treatise in 1931, explained 

the problem of saving and investment by imagining a cordon round the capital- 

good industries and then studying the trade between them and the consumption- 

good industries; he was struggling to rediscover Marx’s schema. Kalecki began 
at that point. 

In his Essays in the Theory of Economic Fluctuations published after he had 

been a little while in England, he filled in several gaps in Keynes’ formulation of 
the theory of employment. 

In Keynes’ scheme, the concept of marginal efficiency of capital means that, 

at any moment, there is in existence a schedule of possible investment projects, 

listed in descending order of their prospective profitability (allowing for risk). The 

schedule is cut off at the point where the prospective rate of net profit is equal to 

the rate of interest to be paid for finance. This determines the total value of invest¬ 

ment to be undertaken. Kalecki asked the pertinent question: If there are schemes 

which promise a rate of profit greater than the rate of interest, would not each 

individual enterprise be willing and anxious to carry out an indefinitely large amount 

of investment? It was no use to reply that a faster rate of investment would raise 

the cost of capital goods and so reduce the prospective rate of profit; for the rise 

in costs would come about as a result of actual investment, ex post, while the mar¬ 

ginal efficiency of capital concerns investment plans ex ante. 

Kalecki supplied an answer, (drawing upon his model of 1933) first, by making 

clear the separation between investment decisions and actual investment; and 

second, by introducing into the argument the obvious fact that no individual enter¬ 

prise can command an indefinitely large amount of finance at a given rate of interest. 

He took risk over from the demand side (where it lies rather uneasily in Keynes 

scheme) to the supply side, and postulated that the amount of finance that each 

individual enterprise will commit to investment is an increasing function of the 

prospective rate of profit, depending upon the ratio of borrowing to its own capital. 

Then, with any given distribution of capital amongst enterprises, there is a partic- 
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ular relation between the total amount of investment plans being drawn up at 

any moment and the level of prospective profits. The second difficulty was that, 

though Keynes himself attached great importance to the idea that the present is 

always over-weighted in forming a view about the future, he treated his schedule 

of prospective profits as though it was independent of the actual rate of investment. 

Kalecki showed how a higher level of investment this year than last, means a higher 

level of current profits, therefore a higher expected rate of profit, therefore en¬ 

larged investment plans, therefore a higher rate of investment next year. 

A rise in the actual rate of investment cannot go on indefinitely. When the 

rate of investment ceases to rise, the level of current profit ceases to rise. But the 

amount of productive capacity competing for sales is steadily growing. The rate 

of profit is therefore declining, and so the boom will break. Thus prosperity can 

never last. “The tragedy of investment is that it causes crisis because it is useful”. 

He ended the argument with the poignant saying: “Doubtless many people will 

consider this theory paradoxical. But it is not the theory which is paradoxical, 

but its subject—the capitalist economy”. 
The third point at which Kalecki tightened up the slack in the General Theory 

was in connection with the relation of prices to wage rates. Keynes relied upon 

a rather vague sort of Marshallian concept of competition, with shoit-period di¬ 

minishing returns, so that an increase in employment is accompanied by a fall in 

real wages for workers already employed. Kalecki elaborated his original insight 

into the relation of monopolistic price policy to employment with the analysis of 

imperfect competition (then in its heyday) to produce his famous short-period 

theory of distribution—the share of wages in the value of output is determined by 

the degree of monopoly. 
This formulation has been attacked as being merely circular, since the degree 

of monopoly is defined as the ratio of gross margins to the value of output, and 

so is identically equal (on the stated assumptions) to one minus the share of wages. 

The apparent circularity lies only in the way the argument is set out. When by degree 

monopoly we mean, not the ex post level of gross margins, but the price policy of 

firms, then, in slumpy conditions, when all plants are working under capacity, 

it is clearly true to say that if firms pursue a competitive policy, cutting prices in 

an attempt to sell more, real wage rates will be higher, and the utilisation of exist¬ 

ing plant greater, than if they pursue a monopolistic policy, maintaining or even 

raising gross margins. 
These amendments have been incorporated into “Keynesian” thought; few 

of the present generation of “Keynesians” stop to inquire how much they owe to 

Kalecki and how indeed to Keynes. All the same, as Michal Kalecki is the first 

to admit, the “Keynesian Revolution” in Western academic economics is rightly 

so called. For without Keynes’ wide sweep, his brilliant polemic, and, above all, 

his position within the orthodox citadel, in which he was brought up, the walls 

of obscurantism would have taken much longer to break. 
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The political interpretation of the new theory for Kalecki, was very different 

from the “moderately conservative” implications that Keynes saw in it. 

Keynes was throughly disgusted with latter-day capitalism for moral and 

aesthetic reasons, but he was by no means a socialist. After proving that building 

pyramids or digging holes in the ground and filling them up again would maintain 

effective demand and so prevent a fall in useful production, he adds “It is not rea¬ 

sonable, however, that a sensible community should be content to remain depen¬ 

dent on such fortuitous and often wasteful mitigations when once we understand 

the influences upon which effective demand depends”. He believed, or at least 

allowed himself to hope, that once the new theory was understood, capitalism 

would reform itself. If full employment could be maintained for a generation by 

useful investment (without much growth of population) poverty would melt away, 

and the rate of interest would fall so low that unearned income would cease to be 

a burden upon the economy. Only honest toil and imaginative speculation would 

be rewarded by society. (We have seen near-full employment maintained in the 

Western world since the war, not by useful investment, but less harmlessly foolish 

than digging holes, by piling up armaments. Keynes analysis has proved correct, 

but his pleasant day-dream has turned into a nightmare). 

Kalecki saw a less agreable vision. In an article written during the War5, 

he predicted that now that the causes of the commercial trade cycle are understood, 

we shall have instead a political trade cycle. The Government will make a full- 

employment policy by means of a budget deficit. When full employment prevails, 

prices will be rising and the bargaining position of workers will be strong. 

“In this situation a powerful block is likely to be formed between big business 

and rentier interests, and they would probably find more than one economist to 

declare that the situation was manifestly unsound”. A return to “sound finance” 

will create unemployment again. But as the next election looms up, the Govern¬ 

ment returns to the vote-getting policy of full employment. 

“The regime of the ‘political business cycle’ would be an artificial restoration 

of the position as it existed in nineteenth century capitalism. Full employment 

would be reached only at the top of the boom, but slumps would be relatively mild 

and short lived”. This is a remarkably exact prediction of life in the Western world 

since the war. (But now that even a Conservative Government in England admits 

the need for planning, we may be entering a new phase). 

After the war Kalecki was mainly occupied with applications of theory to the 

diagnosis of current developments in the capitalist world and to the problems of 

planning in the socialist world. But in the new wave of theory in Cambridge, con¬ 

cerned with long-run growth, his influence is still at work. 

As well as the short-run theory of distribution connected with the “degree of 

monopoly” his Essays contained a long-run theory based on the principle that 

Political Aspects of Full Employment, “Political Quarterly”, Oct. 1943. 
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“the workers spend what they get and the capitalists get what they spend”. From 

this is derived the conception that the rate of profit on capital is determined by 

the rate of accumulation and the propensity to save of capitalists. Kaldor has called 

this the Keynesian theory of distribution, since it is adumbrated in the Treatise, 

but, like the General Theory itself, it has a separate source in Kalecki. 

There is still a great deal of work to be done on the plane of theory as well 

as of applications. I hope that Michal Kalecki will not think that, because he has 

reached the age to receive a festschrift, he need do no more. 





Ignacy Sachs 

Poland 

LEVELS OF SATIETY AND RATES OF GROWTH 

1. In his latest essay on Problems of Financing Economic Development in a Mixed 

Economy\ Professor M. Kalecki uses the following equation of the rate of growth 

of demand for necessities: 
cn = q+e(r—q) (1) 

where: c„ stands for the rate of growth of demand for necessities; 

r stands for the rate of growth of the economy, and, the rate of growth 

of total consumption, if we assume the share of consumption in the 

national income to be constant; 

e stands for the income-elasticity of demand for necessities, and 

q for the rate of increase of the population (no price fluctuations are 

forseen). 

The same relation holds true for food alone, which accounts for the bulk of 

consumption in less developed countries: 

cf = q+e(r—q) (2) 

where cf denotes the rate of growth of demand for food. 

If we discard foreign trade and movements of stocks, and agree to deal 

only with the part or population which purchases its food on the market, and to 

equate the food production with the marketed surplus1 2, the rate of growth of food 

output and of food consumption become identical. Let us denote the maximum 

rate of growth of the agricultural output, by tfmax and the rate of growth per capita 

of the national income and of consumption for sake of simplicity by y; (y = r—q). 

From (2) we get the following maximum rate of growth without inflation of nation¬ 

al economy ymax, warranted by the maximum rate of growth of agricultural out¬ 

put ^ 

TmaX = — — ?) (3) 

Let us observe, that to have any growth of per capita income and consump¬ 

tion, at all, the rate of expansion of agricultural output must be higher than the 

1 See Essays on Planning and Economic Development, vol. II (Papers of the Center of Re¬ 

search on Underdeveloped Economies) in preparation. 
2 This is, of course, a far-fetched simplification. We shall discuss the problem later on. 
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rate of increase of population. Though this condition is not always fulfilled in 

developing countries, we shall assume throughout this paper that amax > q, and 

we shall introduce the symbols aq to denote the rate of growth of agricultural output 

per capita and aqm&x to denote the maximum rate of growth of this output. Equation 

(3) reads, therefore, as follows: 
_ 1 

ymax “ ®(fmax (3 ) 

The higher the income-elasticity of demand, the lower the maximum rate 

of growth of national income, warranted by the performance of the agricultural 

sector. Figure (1) illustrates the point: 

We have OQ = q, OA = amax, and of course, QA = aqmax. 

For the curve y1} in which e = 1, we get: >-]max = aqm&x. Graphically >>lmax 

— 0Yi = AAi = AQ> as Ti makes with both the axis an angle of 45 degrees and 
it passes through the point Q. 

For the curve y2, in which e = 0.5, we get: y2max - 2aqm&x. Thus, in the latter 

case, the economy develops twice as fast as in the former (in per capita terms), 

with the same agricultural output. Were the income-elasticity of demand for 

food to decrease to zero, the rate of growth of the economy would become inde¬ 

pendent of the rate of growth of agricultural output, given a ^ q. 

In these conditions, knowledge of the behaviour of e, both in the long and 

in the short run, acquires considerable importance for the planner dealing with 

the less developed economies. We propose to explore the problem in the subsequent 
sections of this paper. 

2. Income-elasticity of demand is a function, both of the level of income and 

of the rate of its change, the latter being particularly important in the short run. 
We can write: 

e=AY,y) (4) 

In this section we shall discuss the behaviour-pattern of e in the long run, discard- 
ing for the moment the influence of y. 
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Ever since Engel’s pioneering studies, two propositions have usually been 

enunciated: 

(i) the income-elasticity of demand for foodstuffs decreases with the growth 

of income; 

(ii) the share of food in total expenditure decreases with the growth of income, 

and, therefore, the income-elasticity of demand for food must be lower than l3. 

As for the second proposition empirical evidence and recent theoretical re¬ 

search combine to show that it holds true only after a certain level of prosperity 

has been achieved. The usual shape of Engel’s curve does not fit the case of extreme¬ 

ly poor countries, regions or sections of population, which actually show an income- 

elasticity of demand higher than 1, and, therefore, spend a higher proportion of 

their total income on food when they are better off. 

The following data support this view: 

In United States the share of food in consumption expenditure for households 

with a yearly net income below 1000 dollars is 33.2 per cent, while in the bracket 

between 1000 and 2000 dollars it goes up to 35.2 per cent. In the next group (earn¬ 

ing from 2 to 3 thousand dollars) food still makes up 33.9 per cent of total ex¬ 

penditure, that is, more than in the lowest bracket. 

We obtain the same picture for agricultural labourers in India (data from 

1950-51). In the lowest group, with a yearly expenditure per consumption unit 

of less than 50 rupees, as much as 83.6 per cent of total income is spent on food. 

It increases to 85.5 per cent for the 50-100 rupee and 100-160 rupee brackets. Even 

for those earning more than 350 rupees the share of food in total expenditure (84.5 

per cent) exceeds that of the lowest bracket. 

Statistics on wage earners in Djakarta, in 1957, and on urban wage earners 

in Japan, in I9604, show the same pattern: the lowest groups live on a very miser¬ 

able diet, because they must cover certain unavoidable extra-food expenses, such 

as rent, taxes, interest for loans, etc. from their meager incomes. Every increase 

in money income is translated almost exclusively into food purchases and at times 

the income-elasticity may exceed 1. 

AA 

~aT aa y 
3 By definition e = -jy = 

~Y~ 

AA 

AA . = AY where corresponds to the 
AY A A_ AY 

Y 

keynesian marginal propensity to consume food and A- stands for the average share of expenses 

on food in total expenditure. If e = 1, ~ remains constant, it grows when the marginal expendi¬ 

ture on food is higher than it used to be, i.e. when e > 1 and it decreases, when the consumer 

devotes to food purchases a lower portion of the increment of his income than he used to do with 

his previous income, that is when e < 1. 

4 See Appendix. 
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Indirect evidence for the fact that income-elasticity for food (mostly for home¬ 

grown food) exceed 1 among poor pesants in poor countries comes from the study 

of the variations of marketed surplus. This surplus may actually dwindle when 

prices increase, because peasants sell the least they can. The phenomenon is well 

known from the economic history of feudalism5. On the other hand, the marketed 

surplus as a percentage of the gross value of output decreases when we move from 

small holdings to medium ones, and increases again when we pass to big agricul¬ 

tural enterprises6. Instead of speaking of marketed surplus in the case of depressed, 

small holdings, we should really speak of forced commercialization and consumed 

surplus. The genuine marketed surplus appears only at a higher level of agri¬ 

cultural income. That is why many “grow-more-food” compaigns fail to achieve 

their main purpose, i.e. the increase of the marketed surplus, although they contri¬ 

bute to the betterment of the peasant’s standard of living, which is by all means 

a desired and commendable goal in itself. Figure 2 ilustrates the point. AA' denotes 

the rise of output over time, CC' shows the level of minimum commercialization, 

MM M stands for the level of forced satisfactory consumption, after deduc¬ 

tion of forced commercialization, and the area M'M"A' for the genuine marketed 
surplus. 

The data on the countries reproduced in Table 1 are less revealing, because 

nation-wide averages conceal social and regional disparities in incomes, as well 

as the differences between rural and urban patterns of consumption. The problem 

is complicated furthermore by the differences between income-elasticities for mar¬ 

keted and home-grown food supplies of food7 to which we referred above. They 

still show, however, that in many countries income-elasticities for food are quite 

6 Cf. W. Kula, Teona ekonomiczna ustroju feudalnego, Warszawa 1962 and Problemy i me¬ 
lody historii gospodarczej, Warszawa 1963. 

6 According to calculations of D. Narain from the Delhi Institute of Economic Growth, 

in India marketed surplus as percentage of the gross value of output is as high as 20.7 per cent in 

holdings below 5 acres, a minimum of 9.7 per cent in holdings between 10 and 15 acres and re¬ 
turning to 20.4 per cent in holdings from 20-25 acres. 

7 In India, where only 25 to 30 per cent of the food grain production is marketed, the 

income-elasticity of home-produced foods has been estimated at 1.0 (N. V. Sovani, Food Problem 

and Economic Development in Underdeveloped Countries, in Paths to Economic Growth ed bv A 
Datta, Delhi 1962, p. 70). 
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high, especially in Asia. On the other hand they confirm that a broad inverse cor¬ 

relation exists between the level of income and the income-elasticity for food. 

The picture is more accurate if instead of considering income elasticities for 

aggregate food demand as shown in col. 3, Table 1, we single out elasticities 

for grains (col. 5) and consider the income-elasticity of aggregate demand in terms 

of calories and of animal proteins (columns 4 and 6, Table l)8. 

Let us note that countries of a relatively low level of income per capita reach 

a stage when the income-elasticity of demand for grains becomes negative, while 

only a few countries in the world have attained absolute satiety in terms of calories 

(income-elasticity for calories = 0), though the same countries did not arrive 

at a level guaranteeing full satisfaction of potential needs in terms of animal pro¬ 

teins (the income-elasticity for animal proteins is 0.14 in Oceania)9. 

On basis of the data contained in Table 1 it is possible to distinguish the 

following four critical levels of satiety for purposes of classification, only. 

Level I: the borderline between hunger and subnutrition (the income-elas¬ 

ticity for aggregate food in terms of prices becomes less than 1). This is a level, which 

all the countries covered by international statistics have surpassed by now, although 

it should be noted that income-elasticity for food in Pakistan runs as high as 0.96. 

The income-elasticity in terms of retail prices is probably still higher. 

Level II: the relative satiety in terms of calories, achieved by increase in cereal 

consumption which passes maximum (income-elasticity for cereals is at that point 

equal to 0). This is the level reached by Mexico, and, not long ago by Japan; 

Level III: the absolute satiety in terms of calories (the income-elasticity for 

calories decreases to 0). This level has been surpassed by Oceania and North America 

and is about to be reached by the most advanced countries of Western Europe; 

Level IV: the absolute satiety in terms of quantity and quality, expressed by 

the fact that the income-elasticity for animal proteins becomes equal to zero10. 

No country has reached this stage as yet but Colin Clark tried to give a quantita¬ 

tive expression of the asymptote to which the hyperbola of human consumption 

of food tends. His estimate is 114 I.U. per capita per year, at farm value11. 

8 The coefficients of income-elasticity for calories are lower than those of income-elasticity 

for aggregate food in terms of prices, because the unit-value of each calorie goes up, when the in¬ 

comes are increasing (in other words the quality of food improves). 

9 We are speaking, of course, of national averages, which may conceal a wide difference 

between an overfed minority and an undernourished section of population. 

10 The income-elasticity of aggregate demand for food may still be positive at that moment, 

on account of certain 1 uxury items, which, however, do not weigh heavily on the aggregate de¬ 

mand for food. E.g. the income-elasticity for cocoa is about 0.1 in North America and Oceania, 

but the income-elasticity for coffee runs as high as 1 in Oceania, while it is 0.6 in Canada and 0.3 

in the United States. 

11 Colin Clark, The Conditions of Economic Progress, 3rd ed., London 1957, p. 445. 
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The relevant parameters for each critical level are in Table 2. It goes without 

saying, that these parameters are but a rough approximation and only indicate 

a broad order of magnitude. Discrepancies between them and the actual perform¬ 

ance of diverse countries should be expected due to differences in the pattern 

of consumption, independent of the level of income12, historical circumstances, 
etc. 

Figure 3, reproduced from the FAO study already quoted shows the correla¬ 

tion between the different income-elasticity coefficients and the level of income, 

converted into dollars on basis of parities of purchasing power. 

The four critical levels delimit five zones (we shall call them zones A, B C, 

D, E). Each zone poses specific problems of food supply. 

In zone A (below the level I), income-elasticity for food is higher than 1 and 

the share of food in total consumption expenditure may be as high as 0.8. In such 

circumstances the rate of supply of food practically sets a ceiling to the overall rate 

of growth. If, furthermore, the rate of supply of food does not exceed the rate of 

population growth, the country (viz. region) is doomed to stagnation, if there is no 
recourse to foreign trade and/or to inflation. 

12 Let us mention e.g. the unusually high consumption of meat in Argentine and Uruguay 
on the one hand, and the vegetarian diet of Hindus on the other. 
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The agricultural barrier acts with unparalleled intensity13, although the 

demand for food expresses itself mainly in terms of cereals, while starchy roots 

supplement the diet14. 

In zone B (between levels I and II), the income-elasticity for food decreases 

considerably, but it still runs high and the share of food in total expenditure fre¬ 

quently exceeds 50 per cent (in India it varies between 60 and 70 per cent). The 

consumption of cereals per capita continues to increase. At the same time impor¬ 

tant substitutions take place between roots and cereals, as well as between cereals 

of lower and higher grade15. A serious problem is posed by products of animal 

origin (the per capita intake of protein increases 3 to 4 times). On the whole the 

agricultural barrier is still very intense and if we take into account the complications 

involved in expanding the supply of animal products, it may be as intense as in zone 

A, despite the decrease of the overall coefficient of income-elasticity for food. 

In zone C the supply of grain ceases to be a problem assuming it was tackled 

successfully, while the country was still moving through zone B. The only difficulty 

is the trebling of daily per capita intake of animal proteins. 

In zone D the agricultural problem ceases to act as a barrier, the more so because 

the share of food in total consumption expenditure has been reduced considerably. 

The decrease of domestic consumption of cereals may even create surpluses for 

export, or agricultural production may be decreased. 

In zone E the rate of supply of food needs only equal the rate of growth of 
population. 

On the whole, a paradoxical picture emerges: Adam Smith was certainly right 

in saying that the desire for food is limited in every man by the narrow capacity 

of the human stomach”. In terms of calories, members of well to-do communi¬ 

ties eat less than double the daily intake of the starving populations of Asia. But 

in terms of animal proteins the difference is fifteen-fold, and it certainly takes a very 

long time to reach the level of satiety, both in terms of calories and of quality. What 

is more, the richer a country, the less intensive is the barrier of agriculture. This 

barrier vanishes at the very moment when a country, thanks to its general devel¬ 

opment and, more particularly, to industrialization, can overcome it. But in the 

initial stages of development when it most needs to increase the rate of growth, 

13 Our case is unrealistic to the extent to which we do not take in account the existence of 

subsistence economy, based on self-consumption. We have seen, however, that the income-elas¬ 

ticity for home-grown food is even higher than the elasticity coefficient of the demand for 
marketed surplus. 

11 The level of consumption of roots depends very much on specific consumption patterns 

of a given country. It is extremely high in Africa, where, as a compensation, consumption of ce¬ 
reals is the lowest in the world. 

" According to estimates of the Indian Statistical Organization the income-elasticity for 
wheat^st.ll a luxury'’ product in India-is over 1.5 in rural areas and over 0.8 in urban areas 

w i e the aggregate income-elasticity for cereals is much lower (0.63 and 0.32). For rice it is 0 65 
and less than 0.3. 
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no suitable conditions exist to cope with the task: institutional obstacles and the 

necessity of investing for a number of years before a steady rise of agricultural 

productivity is achieved, face the developing countries with the dilemma of either 

going through a radical transformation of agrarian relations or giving up ambi¬ 

tious rates of growth16. 

For the planner, it is extremely important to know how the income-elasticities 

will change over time. For a full assessment of the situation, he should know the 

income-elasticities for basic commodities by broad sections of population (at least 

separate sets of figures should be provided for rural and urban areas). Then he 

should evaluate the increase of population not dependent on home-produced food 

(migration from rural areas to towns), the rate of growth of their personal incomes, 

and the rate of supply of marketed surplus. As a first approximation, we shall deal 

with overall income-elasticities for food. 

Professor Kalecki in the paper already quoted assumes the income-elasticity 

coefficients to be stable over a period of five years or so (the period of medium- 

term planning). Such an assumption is reasonable, but it should not be extended 

to long-term planning (10-20 years). Though we have established five zones and, 

we know, by and large, what the behaviour of income-elasticity coefficients is in 

each zone, it is quite risky to apply the figures arrived at to any single country17, 

the more so because we have to assume a rate of overall growth in order to know 

how long it will take to reach a given level of income per capita. 

For the sake of illustration, we have computed the compound rate of change 

in income-elasticity, on the assumption of a 3 per cent per capita rate of growth 

of income per year. The results are given in Table 3. 

The rate of change, on the whole, is higher in the last two intervals, where, 

the whole matter is of much less importance than in the lower ones. A welcome, 

though not unexpected, result is the relatively rapid decrease of income-elasticity 

for cereals in the third interval18. 

In projections over a period of 12 years, the FAO experts have used inverse 

logarithmic functions with decreasing coefficients of elasticity. Table 4 compares 

their projections of annual rates of growth of demand agricultural products (the 

lower hypothesis) with the rate of growth of agricultural production in the fifties 

and the potential demand, calculated on the assumption of constant elasticities. 

With the exception of Japan, which has a high rate of growth and is going 

through a phase of rapid transformation of consumption pattern, the differences 

16 We abstract here from foreign credits and exclude the possibility of inflationary growth. 

17 Studies of behaviour of income-elasticities in the long run face the usual limitations: lack 

of long time-series, risks involved in international comparisons or in substituting the scale of in¬ 

comes of different strata of population (family-budgets) for the time-series. 

18 The difference may be significant even in terms of a 5-year plan, the more so, that the in¬ 

come of Japan has been overestimated, and, therefore, the time-span between Latin America and 

Japan is shorter than indicated in the Table. 
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Table 4 

Country or 

region 

Projected 

rate of growth 

of GNP 

(1958-70) 

Projected 

rate of growth 

of GNP per 

capita 

Projected 

rate of growth 

of demand for 

food 

Projected 

rate of growth 

of demand for 

food on as¬ 

sumption of 

constant elas¬ 

ticities 

Past rate of 

growth 

of agricultural 

production 

(in the fifties) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Asia and Far 

East 3.6 1.3 3.4 3.5 2.9 
Middle East 

and Africa 4.0 1.5 3.5 3.6 2.1 
Latin America 4.7 2.0 3.7 3.9 3.8 
Japan 6.0 5.3 2.9 3.9 4.6 
EEC 4.7 3.9 1.8 2.7 2.8 
North America 3.1 1.3 1.9 2.0 1.9 

between columns 4 and 5 do not exceed 0.1 per cent, which, in the case of less 

developed countries, is within the statistical margin of error. But, if one looks at the 

gap between estimates of growth of demand for food set in column 4 (arrived at on 

the basis of a very conservative rate of overall development) and the actual rates 

of growth of agricultural produce, every tenth of per cent acquires significance. 

3. Let us turn now to the influence of the rate of growth of income y on the 

short-term behaviour of income-elasticity for food. We shall discuss three prob¬ 

lems : 

(i) the difference between intensive and extensive growth of income; 

(ii) the impact of the speed of the growth process; 

(iii) the consequences of steady or erratic growth. 

The same increment of national income AY may be obtained by increased 

productivity with no additional employment (intensive growth) or by enlarging 

the roll of working people (extensive growth). All other conditions being equal19, 

extensive growth in an underdeveloped economy will cause a bigger pressure on 

the food supply, than intensive growth20, except in drastic situations, when each 

employed worker has a large number of dependants and their standard of living 

is so depressed, that all additional income is used for additional purchases of sta¬ 

ple food. It is clear, therefore, that the overall income-elasticity for food will be 

19 We assume in particular that no changes take place in the distribution of income between 

social classes, i.e. that the share of wages remains constant. 

20 Cf. W. Herer Rolnictwo a rozwdj gospodarki narodowej, Warszawa 1962, p. 187: “A zloty 

spent on increasing employment goes more to purchases of agricultural consumer goods than the 

zloty spent on the increase of average wages”. 
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lesser in the case of intensive growth. To look at the same problem from another 

angle, the overall-elasticity for food is a weighed average of elasticities of differ¬ 

ent groups of population, classified according to income. Extensive growth 

means increasing the number of wage-earners in the lower brackets with higher 

income-elasticities for food, and therefore increasing the weight of these brackets, 

while intensive growth means shifting people from lower to higher brackets. 

If we abandon the field of economics proper and move to that of social psy¬ 

chology, we can make the following observations on the behaviour of consumers 

in periods of intensive growth: the mood of optimism creates conditions for the 

working of the “demonstration effect”; if people expect incomes to continue 

rising, they start to save for durable consumer goods21 and the income-elasticity 

for food drops below the “normal” level. On the contrary a slow and impercep¬ 

tible rise of incomes reflects itself in substitution process and/or in increased pur¬ 

chases of non-durable consumer goods, mainly food. 

The most important question, however, is that of erratic changes in levels 

of income, both in positive and negative directions. 

As a rule, poor populations try to keep the standard of nutrition obtained, 

even if their income shrinks. They do it by sacrificing other extra-food consump¬ 

tions to the outmost limit and, if necessary, by making substitutions for lower 

grade cheaper food articles22. That is to say when personal income is decreasing 

the demand for food becomes highly inelastic and the income-elasticity coeffi¬ 

cient shrinks to zero or remains very low (big decreases of income cause small 

decreases in demand for food). In such circumstances, the total consumption over 

a period of n years, in which an average rate of growth y has been achieved, will 

be higher if this average conceals ups and downs than in the case of steady growth. 

In an underdeveloped predominantly agricultural country, a fall in total income 

usually is a consequence of bad crops. This adds to the drama of the situation. 

The demand for the marketed surplus of food is at least at the level of the previous 

year-1, but food is in short supply, and the extraction of marketed surplus from 

villages quite frequently reduces the peasants to starvation. The stage is set for 

violent inflationary pressures in the town and social unrest throughout the country. 

4. Up to now, we have assumed a non-inflationary process of growth. It is 

necessary to examine now the case when food is in short supply compared with 

21 A bicycle, a sewing machine or a cheap radio. 

An extreme case of it is the so-called “GrifFen paradox,” observed in Ireland; consumption 

of bread increasing after an increase of prices, because to keep up with the previous consumption 

of bread people had to renounce richer food and, therefore, compensate by eating extra rations 
of bread. 

Quite frequently a fall in agricultural product coincides with a rise of monetary incomes 
ol urban populations, not to speak of the acceleration of the peasant exodus to towns in periods 

of acute shortages of food supplies because they abandon famine-ridden villages. 
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the effective demand. Let yn be the rate of growth of nominal income per capita. 

We shall assume that the rate of effective supply of agricultural goods ar is less 

than the required one: 

ar<an = eyn+q (5) 

Let it be: 

an ar d, 

and let us assume, for sake of simplicity, that q — 0. 

The prices will obviously rise until 

d = —pf (6) 

p being the percentual price rise and / the price-elasticity of demand for food (/ 

being negative —pf > 0). The rate of growth of real income yr will be: 

yr = yn-pA (7) 

where A is the share of food in total expenditure. Since we are only discussing the 

short run, we will not take the repercussions of p on the other prices into account. 

For that very reason our argument does not deal with incomes of intermediaries 

which come from the increase in prices. Nor will we examine, at this stage, the 

possible shift in employment induced by the price movements and their effects. 

Let us assume that yn > pA, that is to say 0 < yr < yn. 
If we now return to equation 3, and assume that a„—d is the maximum rate 

of supply of food, we can write: 

Trnax = j(an-d) (8) 

Let us compare (7) and (8). 
Tmax be equal to yr, if the following condition holds true: 

yn-pA = j (an—d) (9) 

and after substitution of a„ and d, and simplifications: 

A=^ (10) 
e 

or eA = -/ (10') 

Of course if eA > —f then ymax > yr, and if eA < —f then ymax < y,A. 

In other words, if eA > —f and food is in short supply relative to the pro- 

24 In the short run we get a rate of real growth higher than the maximum rate of non-infla- 

tionary growth warranted by a given level of food supply. 
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spective rise of income, it is better to restrain the rate of growth of nominal in¬ 

comes, than to restaure the equilibrium on the market by increasing prices be¬ 

cause the final effect on the income will be worse; the rate of growth of real in¬ 

come yr will be less than jmax compatible with a given rate of increase of food 

supply. In both cases real consumption of food will grow by 3 per cent. But the 

shift from other consumption will be lesser in the first case25. The above descrip¬ 

tion implies a situation when the benefits of rising food prices accrue to interme¬ 

diaries, and not to the tillers. Such a redistribution of income may increase the 

demand for luxury goods (unless the increase of luxury consumption is restricted 

by proper taxation, as assumed in Professor Kalecki’s paper), but the decreased 

demand for non-agricultural essentials by working people, who have to pay more 

for food, is not compensated by a rising demand for industrial goods by agricul¬ 

turists. In the long run, therefore, we are likely to get a shift of employment from 

the production of essentials to that of non-essentials. An alternative assumption 

might be that of hoarding the additional savings by intermediaries. This would lead, 

on the one hand, to inflation, due to the lack of a proper supply of food, and on 

the other hand it would lead to a reduction of employment in the consumer goods 

industries due to a lack of effective demand. The increasing unemployment would 

in turn decrease the effective demand for food. But at this stage we should 

definitely introduce further assumptions about the rate of investment, taxa¬ 

tion, etc. This would complicate our case. That is why we prefer to stick to the 
short run. 

Now, it is necessary to interpret the formal condition: eA > —f It occurs 

in practice only for goods for which e is high,/low and which account for a con¬ 

siderable part of total consumption. This is precisely the case of foodgrains in an 

underdeveloped country26. The disproportionate reactions of prices of grain in 

the short supply were observed about three hundred years ago by Geoffrey Kin-. 

We believe, that the formal condition analysed above, permits a more satisfactory 

interpretation of the so-called King effect. We know by empirical evidence fur¬ 

thermore, that price policies, used in less developed countries to equilibrate the 

ood market, as a rule, prove self-defeating: to offset the demand in excess it is 

necessary to raise the prices to such an extent that the real incomes begin to stag¬ 

nate orjo fah^ inflation ensues with undesirable flows of incomes from working 

The following description by N. V. Sovani seems to apply to the case discussed in this 

ion, namely an increase of real wages through a combination of rapid increase in nominal in- 

comes and price increases which partly offset it: “The primacy of demand for foodgrains over 

all other demands leads to a peculiar situation in which a sharp rise in food-grain prices sucks up 

so much of the increased total demand that the residual total demand for other commodities and 

markeTs’WN v r ^ “ a SitUation of slack demand conditions in those 
markets (N. V. Sovam, Analysis of Inflation in Underdeveloped Economies, Changing India 

Essays^ m Honour of Professor D. R. Gadgil, Bombay 1961, p. 304). 

20 This is probably the only important instance of a rather unusual combination of c / and 
A (or its equivalent). ’ J 
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people to capitalists and traders and the full set of well known adverse effects, of 

which the overall rate of growth is usually the last victim. 

The short-term fluctuations, described in this section, are not as relevant for 

medium or long term planning, as for the framing of economic policies. 

5. While limitations imposed on the process of growth by the agricultural 

barrier should be duly accountens for, we should not adopt an attitude of resigna¬ 

tion. A slightly more optimistic view is warranted, if the following circumstances 

are taken into account: 

(i) untapped possibilities of rapid increase of agricultural output exist in 

many less developed countries; the real barrier, here, is the institutional one; 

(ii) rational utilization of the capacity to import may help to easy the grip 

of the agricultural barrier; 

(iii) policies of redistribution of national income, though mainly directed at 

limiting or banning, whatever the political case may be, the luxury consumption 

of the upper classes, would also justify a lower rate of growth of popular con¬ 

sumption that of the national income, if such a redistribution steps up the share 

of investments, enjoying high social priority. 

Moreover certain specific policies may be recommended (apart rationing which 

requires certain smoothly working institutional arrangements) namely: 

(i) manipulations of relative prices, aimed at inducing desirable substitutions 

among similar goods; 

(ii) price and credit policies, aimed at inducing desirable changes in patterns 

of consumption, favouring e.g. a shift of the purchasing power of some clerks 

and workers, who are relatively better off, from higher grades of food to durable 

consumer goods27, and thus reducing the effective income-elasticity coefficient for 

higher grade foods; 

(iii) resorting to planned shortages of selected goods, while simultaneously 

increasing the supply of others (some kind of forced substitution). Of course, such 

a policy involves many grave risks—including that of creating a black market 

and planners should not abuse it, nor apply it for too long a period. But certain 

experiences would point to the possibility of patching up the situation if selected 

goods which do not weigh heavily on total consumption are in short supply by 

a fraction of 5 per cent or so of the total demand and, therefore, occasional de¬ 

faults of supply occur here and there at irregular intervals28. 

(iv) Some price increase on selected goods may be made, especially if they 

do not affect significantly the general price level and do not weigh on the basket 

of popular consumption. 

27 E.g. by selling bicycles on 24 monthly installments, payable by deduction from salaries 

and wages, with no interest or a symbolic one. 
28 People will be queuing and buying perhaps more that they actually need, but organized 

speculation will not be rewarding in such a case. 
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It goes without saying that measures (iii) and (iv) should not be considered 

a virtue, but a hard necessity, to be applied in the last instance. 

On the whole, there is not much elbowroom left for manouvering and the 

more underdeveloped a country the lesser the amount of freedom. Still, no oppor¬ 

tunity of easing the agricultural bottleneck should be neglected: it is here in over¬ 

coming the shortages of supply in food and other necessities (we might call it Ka- 

lecki s paradox) that the real problem of financing economic development in a less 

developed economy lies. 
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THE EFFICIENCY OF INDIRECT TAXES* 

i 

The argument about the relative efficiency of direct and indirect taxes has gone 

through several phases. In the first phase it was discussed in partial equilibrium 

terms, and the superiority of direct taxation looked quite obvious* 1. The necessity 

of bringing the production substitutability considerations into the picture reduced 

the simplicity of the superiority proposition; but it was still shown that given “a fixed 

supply of labor and savings, a selective excise, and perfect markets”, “the selective 

excise proved inferior to an income tax”2. Professor Musgrave points out, however, 

that the superiority extends only to “the avoidance of excess burden”, which is “only 

one consideration among others in choosing between different texes”3. In particular 

he refers to the question of equity. Dr. I. M. D. Little, to whom we owe the rigorous 

proof of the necessity of assuming a fixed supply of work effort for the superiority 

proposition, concedes only that “the gainers could overcompensate the losers if 

direct taxes were substituted for indirect”4. Professor Milton Friedman points out, 

in addition, the special case that if we start from an initial situation of monopo¬ 

listic deviation from a perfectly competitive equilibrium, an indirect tax might 

bring the economy back to an equality of the marginal rates of substitution5. How¬ 

ever, he too accepts that when the initial position is one of “full competitive equi¬ 

librium”, the conclusion about the superiority of direct taxation is valid. 

The object of this note is to study the relative merits of direct and indirect 

taxation in the circumstances, and from the point of view, that are consider to be 

* I have benefited from the comments of Dr. Amiya Bagchi, Mrs. Ursula Hicks, Professor 

Harry Johnson, Mr. Stephen Marglin, and Professor James Meade. 

1 M. F. W. Joseph, The Excess Burden of Indirect Taxation, “Review of Economic Studies,” 

June 1939; J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, Oxford, 1939, p. 41; H. Wald, The Classical Indictment 

of Indirect Taxation, “Quarterly Journal of Economics”, August 1945; George J. Stigler, The Theory 

of Price, New York 1946, pp. 81-2; A. Henderson, The Case for Indirect Taxation, “Economic 

Journal”, December 1948. 
2 Richard A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance, New York 1959, p. 155. 

3 Musgrave, p. 157. 
4 I. M. D. Little, Direct r.s\ Indirect Taxes, “Economic Journal”, September 1951; also in 

A Critique of Welfare Economics, second edition, Oxford 1957, op. 295. 
5 Milton Friedman, The Welfare Effects of an Income and Excise Tax, “Journal of Political 

Economy”, February 1952; also in Essays in Positive Economics, Chicago 1953, pp. 110-111. 
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most favorable for direct taxation. We shall assume perfect competition, fixed 

supplies of work-effort and savings, and we shall (reluctantly) close our eyes to 

considerations of equity. It appears that even under these conditions it is not clear 

that indirect taxation has an excess burden, and, on the contrary, it can be argued 

that direct taxation will not, except through an accident, achieve Paretian Opti¬ 

mality, whereas, given certain assumptions, a skillful use of indirect taxation is 

likely to ensure it. The crucial argument concerns the nature of government ex¬ 

penditure on which the whole question seems to depend. 

II 

We assume that there are m commodities (jcx, x2, ...,xm) which the public 

buys in various amounts. Since we have left out equity considerations from the 

picture, it is not easy to imagine that the government will also demand these same 

commodities, since the main reason for the government buying these commodities 

will be to distribute them to the poorer section of the population. In the absence 

of equity considerations and the presence of perfect competition, it might seem 

best to leave each consumer to buy the amounts of (xq, ..., xm) that he would like. 

However, there might be another group of commodities which the government 

would have to provide to the community for one reason or another. The govern¬ 

ment would have to build highways to allow the public to use motor cars, to build 

more cancer hospitals when the public smokes too much tobacco, and so on. We 

refer to these commodities provided by the government as (qq, • ••, yn)- We 

assume that these commodities are of a permissive nature, i.e., they do not pro¬ 

vide any satisfaction in themselves, but they are necessitated by other (utility¬ 

giving) consumption of the public. It is not necessary for proving our main conten¬ 

tion either that the commodities * and y could be divided into water-tight com¬ 

partments, or that commodities in the latter category are only “permissive,” but 

these assumptions make the problem a good deal easier to handle. 

We have the following system of production and consumption. 

(I) The Production Function 

When (xq, x2, ..., xm) stand for the amounts produced of the commodities 

in the first group, and (>q, y2, ...,y„) for the amounts produced from the second 

group, we have the following transformation function, with given supply of 
factors (including of capital and of work-effort): 

P(Xi, x2, ..., xm, y1} y2, ...,y„) = 0 (I) 

(II) The Private Income Function 

The income of the private sector is derived solely from selling the (m+n) 

commodities. When / refers to total income, and (p* p*, pxm) and (pi, pi 
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...,pv„) to the prices (exclusive of indirect taxes), we have the income equation as: 

I 

m 

1 
• *i+Up* • yj 

i 
(ii) 

(III) The Budget Restriction 

The private sector’s purchases are restricted to the total income minus direct 

taxation, D. The prices relevant are, however, those inclusive of indirect taxes, 

tx, t2, ..., tm, on commodities x±, x2, ...,xm, respectively. 

m 

I-D=£(pf+ti) ■ xt (III) 
i 

(IV) Consumers’ Equilibrium 

The consumers try to maximize their satisfaction given by a utility function, 

U(x1, x2, xm), within the budget constraint. We take the Lagrangean-multi- 

plier expression: 

H = H(Xi, Xg, •••, Xm) U(Xj_, X%, ..., Xm) 

+l[(I-D)-£(pf+h) • xj 
i 

where A is an undetermined constant. The first necessary maximizing conditions 

are now given by: 

(Pf+td = °> (i = 1, 2, ..., m) (IV) 

These provide us with m differential equations subject to the sufficiency conditions 

for maximization which can be similarly derived. We also have the constraint, 

which is the same as the budget-restriction equation III. 

(V) Producers’’ Equilibrium 

The producers try to maximize their income / (as long as the marginal rate 

of direct taxation is not greater than unity) within the restriction of the produc¬ 

tion function. Consider the Lagrangean-multiplier expression: 

L = L(xj, x%, ..., xm, y±, y•••5 T«) 

m n 

=^pf • xf+ • P(xx, x2, ...,xm, Ti, T2) •••5Tn)> 
i i 
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where A' is an undetermined constant. The first necessary maximizing conditions 

are now given by: 

(V-A) 

(V-B) 

These provide us with (m+n) differential equations, subject again to the sufficien 

cy conditions for maximization, which can be derived from above. We also have 

the constraint, which is the same as the production function, equation I. 

(VI) Government Demand 

The amounts (jq, y2, yn) of the commodities demanded by the govern¬ 

ment depends upon the amounts (xl9 x2, xj' of the commodities consumed 

by the people. In some cases it is an increasing function, e.g., more roads needed 

when there are more motor cars, or more hospitals when more tobacco is con¬ 

sumed ; sometimes it is a decreasing function, e.g., less need for the National-Health- 

Service vitamin tablets when the public has a more balanced diet. The equations 

of both sorts are represented by: 

yj Yj(xi, x2, ..., .vm), (y 1, 2, ..., n) (VI) 

Needless to add that jq need not necessarily depend on each of the amounts con¬ 

sumed, x1? xa, ..., xm. We shall discuss this question further in the last section. 

(VII) Paretian Optimization 

Since commodities (Ylf Y2, ..., Y„) are only “permissive,” the total social 

satisfaction depends on the utility function U(xlf x2, ..., xm). Ignoring external 

effects of production and of consumption, optimization requires the maximization 

of U within the constraint of the production function. Take the Lagrangean-multi- 
plier expression: » 

where A" stands for an undetermined constant, and the values of (>q,j2 

have been translated into functions of (xlt jc2, ..., xj in terms of equati. 

The first necessary conditions for maximization are now given by: 

0‘ = 1, 2, ..., m) (VII) 
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Subject to the sufficiency conditions for maximization, which can be derived from 

above, these give us m differential equations; we also have the constraint, i.e., the 

production function, equation I. 

(VIII) The Absolute Price Level 

Finally, we fix the price of any one of the commodities and make it the unit 

of account. This gives us a set of absolute prices from the set of relative ones. 

Px = 1 (VIII) 

III 

We now have the complete system of consumption, production, and exchange, 

along with optimization conditions. If all the equations are satisfied, the con¬ 

sumers and producers will be in equilibrium and their positions will also be optim¬ 

ized. In this system we have the following set of “unknowns”: m each of xh pf, 

and tt; n each of yj and p); and one each of 7, D, A, A', and A". This makes a 

total of (3m+2n+5). The number of equations in the system are: 1 equation of 

type I, 1 of type II, 1 of type III, m of type IV, (m+n) of type V, n of type VI, 

m of type VII, and 1 of type VIII, which make a total of (3m+2n+4). Thus the 

system is underdetermined with one degree of freedom6. This means that we can 

drop D, i.e., direct taxation, and still achieve optimization. Direct taxation, in 

this system, appears to be a totally redundant instrument of public policy. Indirect 

taxes (t1} t2, ..., tm) are, however, not redundant7. If we drop them we lose m un¬ 

knowns without losing equations, and the system will be very much overdeter¬ 

mined. We can, of course, afford to lose one specific indirect tax, i.e., that on any 

one commodity, and adjust the rest to get the relative exchanges properly ar¬ 

ranged, with direct taxation looking after the size of total collection to balance the 

budget restriction. But we cannot really drop indirect taxation as a weapon of 

public policy as we can drop direct taxation. 

We should pause here for a minute. Have we not been overstating the case for 

indirect taxation, treating direct taxation as totally redundant? What about the 

need for balancing the budget of the government? That should, it might appear, 

give us another equation, and sure enough it will. But that equation will not be 

independent. The government budget equality can be expressed as: 

m n 

Vt. . X. + D= Vp. . yj 
1 1 

6 All this with the requirement independent and consistent equations. Further, we assume 

that the economic functions are “well-behaved” so that not only can we differentiate them, but 

they are also convex, and they give rise to a unique solution when the system is determined. 

7 Some of these might be negative, i.e., subsidies rather than taxes. 
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This can, however, be obtained by combining the equations II and III. This will 

remain so even when D — 0, which implies that even in the absence of direct taxes 
there will be no difficulty in this score. 

All this might appear to be, at first glance, a trifle mystifying. Why should 

the government’s budget be automatically balanced? One way of looking at it 

is to iccognize that in an exchange equilibrium involving z participants, if the in¬ 

come and expenditure of (z 1) participants are equal, those of the last must also 

be equal. Another way of looking at the same thing, which the Keynesians might 

find easier to appreciate, is that investment and government expenditure must 

equal the total savings, and that there is no investment in this system and the only 

savings are the lesults of taxation. Thus, government expenditure must equal tax¬ 

ation, whether it tries to balance its budget or not8. 

IV 

We may now discuss a special case that explains why the superiority of di¬ 

rect taxation has often been asserted. If we assume that the values of (y^y* 

}") are fixec* independently of (xh, x2, xm), i.e., if the government demand 

pattern is completely independent of what the public consumes, we have to intro¬ 

duce the following changes. First of all, the n equations of type (VI) must be 
changed into, 

yj = yj> (J = i> 2,..., n), 

where are given constants. (VT) 

Secondly, the optimization equations (VII) will be affected, and will become: 

du 
+ X" 

8P 
= 0, 

8xt ' dXi 

(/ = 1, 2, ..., m) (VII') 

These will conflict with the combined equations (IV) and (V-A) for producers 

and consumers equilibrium. We have from (IV) and (V-A) 

i.e., 

dU , I 8P 
Xl-X' • -—kf. =o, 

8X; dxt 

W!^-A\ = o 8X: dxt X' 

It should be added that when private saving is introduced into the picture, we must also 

introduce private investment, if the government budget is to be balanced. The budget surplus (or 

dehcit) must equal the excess (or short-fall) of private investment over private saving. To what 

extent the government’s budget equation can be treated as another restriction, even when it is an 

independent equation, is not quite clear, for the government is capable of running on unbalanced 
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If, however, we 

= -X' 
8P 

make t/s equal to zero or proportional to pf, we have 

where q is a constant, so that the equations become: 

h 

-+1. ra+q). 0 (Vin 

By putting X" = X • X' (\-\-q), we translate them into equations VII'. Thus, with 

the special assumption made in this section we arrive at the classical result that 

optimization requires either that there should be no inderect taxes, or that they 

should all be a fixed proportion of the corresponding prices. The latter represents 

a general sales tax and is not really very indirect. So, in this special case, an argu¬ 

ment against selective excise is obtainable. 

All these raise a question of considerable economic significance. What is the 

economically correct assumption for government spending? It seems that certain 

types of government spending, e.g., defense, will be virtually independent of pri¬ 

vate consumption, but many other types of government spending will be very hea¬ 

vily dependent. We have referred earlier to highways and cancer hospitals depen¬ 

ding on the private consumption of motor cars and tobacco smoking. In general 

this dependence on private consumption will be present to a greater or less extent 

in the case of public works (e.g., bridges, water resource utilization, housing) as 

well as of health service (e.g., medicine, hospitalization). The same would apply 

to the administration of justice, e.g., gangster’s buying too many revolvers might 

require the government to expand its police force. Since many of these govern¬ 

ment services are provided free, or at a nominal price, the question involved is 

very important. 

We should say a few words on the nature of this interdependence to avoid 

a possible misunderstanding. The form of the equations in general, and our last 

example, in particular, might give the impression that what we are discussing is 

a case of external economy. The consumption relationship need not, however, be 

at all “external” in the usual sense of the term, i.e., it need not concern more than 

one person’s consumption. Person A’s consumption of vitamin tablets of the Na¬ 

tional Health Service will depend on his usual diet; his use of government hospi¬ 

tals will be affected by his day to day consumption; his use of public roads and 

bridges will depend on his having a motor car; and so on. Thus the relationship 

might be between different items in the consumption of the same person and need 

not necessarily involve any external relationship. 

To come back to the question of the actual importance of the relationship, 

we have just seen that certain types of government spending will involve this while 

others will not. It can be further added that the more a country moves towards 

a welfare state, in the widest sense of the term, and the less the country faces a 

cold (or a hot) war, the more will be the importance of the relationship. But some¬ 

thing more than these rather vague statements can be made in view of the form 
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of the equations of optimization, i.e., equations VII. For having m independ equa¬ 

tions of optimization not reducible to the equations IV and V (of consumers’ and 

producers’ equilibrium), we do not have to assume that each item of government 

spending depends on private consumption. Actually, what is necessary is that each 

item of private consumption should have some effect or other on public spending. 

In so far as certain item (xr) does not, we can exclude the corresponding equation 

from the set VII, and will be spared the necessity of a corresponding indirect tax. 

But the fact that a number of items of government spending (e.g., defense) is un¬ 

affected by private consumption does not necessarily mean that we will not need 

to have an indirect tax on each and every item of private consumption. It will be 

necessary to have an indirect tax on each commodity purchased by the public when¬ 

ever each item of (xt) has some effect, no matter how many items of (yj) are 
affected. 

The essence of the argument developed in this paper is this. For a number 

of commodities that are bought by private consumers, an expansion of private 

purchase involves an expansion of the supply of complimentary goods provided 

by the government. Since most of these government goods are provided free, opti¬ 

mization requires that their costs should be reflected in the purchase price of pri¬ 

vate goods. This can be done, and can only be done, by indirect taxation. Thus, 

indirect taxes can lead to the optimum whereas direct taxation cannot. It is also 

of interest to find that indirect taxation can lead to the optimum without the help 

of direct taxation. This means that as an instrument of allocational policy direct 

taxation is quite redundant, and the argument for its use must be based on con¬ 

siderations excluded from this paper, which, interestingly enough, are the same 

as the considerations excluded from the usual proofs9 of the superiority of direct 
taxation. 

See Musgrave, pp. 142-147. 
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AN APPROACH TO A STOCHASTIC THEORY 
OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

WITH APPLICATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Modern theoretical analysis of economic growth2 by means of specific aggre¬ 

gative models, although very helpful in characterizing the processes of development 

in its different aspects, has been very restrictive from a basic standpoint. This is 

because the recent growth models neglect the influence of stochastic elements, 

with the exception of Haavelmo’s theory3. It is not difficult, however, to show that 

in any realistic situation the economic variables, like population, demand and 

capacity variations, etc., which by their interactions specify the course of growth 

of an economy or some of its sectors, are probabilistic in nature. This is because 

the decisions underlying demand and capacity variations are made not in a world 

of complete certainty, but in one of imperfect knowledge and uncertainty. Insofar 

as this holds good, the analysis of the probabilistic aspects of economic growth 

acquires a crucial and important role. From purely formal and analytic stand¬ 

points this probabilistic approach to the analysis of economic growth serves to 

generalize the purely deterministic results derived from conventional growth mod¬ 

els which neglect stochastic influences altogether. For instance, in the theory of 

stochastic processes it is known that for linear models restricted to very short pe¬ 

riods, the solution of a deterministic model can, under fairly general conditions, 

be shown to be identical with the mean solution of the corresponding stochastic 

model4. However, such results do not hold for even very simple types of nonlin¬ 

earities. This generalization has far reaching implications from an operational 

1 Part of the research work of this author has been supported by the United States National 

Science Foundation, Project No. 401-04-70 at the Department of Economics and Sociology, Iowa 

State University, Ames, Iowa. 
2 R. F. Harrod, Towards a Dynamic Economics, London 1948. E. D. Domar, Essays in the 

of Economic Growth, New York 1957. M. Kalecki, Theory of Economic Theory Dynamics, 

London 1954. 
3 T. Haavelmo, A Study in the Theory of Economic Evolution, Amsterdam 1954. 

4 A. T. Bharucha-Reid, Elements of the Theory of Markoff Processes and Their Applications, 

New York 1960. 
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standpoint, because when a growth model is applied for predictive or policy pur¬ 

poses, one can formulate alternative decision rules for specifying the optimal 

course of policy under various conditions of uncertainty. 

The stochastic considerations may be introduced at various levels into the 

structural equations of a growth model, e.g., considering the observed set of co¬ 

efficients as the expected values of corresponding stochastic coefficients or intro¬ 

ducing equational errors as shocks to the otherwise deterministic model. But per¬ 

haps the most generalized specification would be to consider the basic variable 

(or variables) of a growth model to be subject to stochastic processes of different 

types. Let T denote a set of points on a time axis such that each point tin T an 

obsei vation is made of a random variable X(t,w) occupying a point w in the entire 

state space Q, then a stochastic process is completely specified by the family of 

random variables {X(t,w), t e T, w e Q). Apart from the question of inferring the 

piobability law of the stochastic process from a set of observations (or realiza¬ 

tions of the process X(t,w) for fixed w) we may consider the set of alternative so¬ 

lutions of a growth model when the assumptions behind the underlying stochastic 

process are varied in different ways. This would be useful, not only from the stand¬ 

point of predictive power, but also from that of policy applications and optima¬ 

lity inteipretations. We shall consider the process of economic growth in terms 

of stochastic birth and death processes under simplifying assumptions, regarding 

the type of stochastic processes and the number of independent variables de¬ 

termining the process of over-all growth. Apart from empirical applications, this 

will be followed by a discussion of a simple interdependent growth model, when 

probabdistic considerations are introduced at a simpler level through capacity 
and/or demand variations. 

Stochastic Birth and Death Processes 

In order to show the relevance and implications of stochastic processes in 

the aggi egative theory of economic development, let us consider the simplest 

assumption that economic development is measured by a single variable X(t) which 

may denote real national income over-all or per capita. This is here assumed to 

be a discontinuous variable. Let px(t) denote the probability that X(t) will have 
a given value x. 

Px(t) = Prob {X(0 = x} for x = 0, 1, 2, ... (i) 

We now make the following assumptions about the stochastic process (Z(t), 

tzT), i.e., about the possible changes in the value of X{t) during a small time in¬ 
terval between t and (t+At) 

(i) assumption about stationary independent increments which postulates the 
following condition: 

(a) If at time t the system (Z(t), tzT) takes the value x = 1, 2, 3, ... the 

probability of transition from x to (x+1) in the small interval (t, 
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t-\-At) is given by XAt-\-§(At), where the symbol 0(At) denotes a value 

of smaller order of magnitude than At. 

(b) If a time t, the system {X(t), tzT} takes the value x, x = 1, 2, 3, ... 

the probability of transition from x-» (x— 1) in the small interval 

(j, t~\~At) is /AxAt-\~0(Af). 

(c) The probability of transition between any two specific values (or states) 

of the system, a and (x+s) is independent of the initial position. 

(ii) The probability of no transition to a neighboring value (or state) is given 

by 1 —(2x+iwJZlt+0(Zlt). 

(iii) The probability of a transition to a value other than a neighboring value 

is 0(At) which becomes negligible in the limit when At tends to zero. 

(iv) The transition from x = 0 to x = 1 is not possible, i.e., in the terminology 

of Markov chains the value (or state) x = 0 is an absorbing state from 

which no exit is possible. 

In view of these assumptions we can derive a recurrence relation for the tran¬ 

sition probabilities as follows: 

px(t+At) = 4-i/hc-i(0^ f+ [1 — (K+Vx)A t]px(t)+px+iPx+i(t)+0(A t). (2) 

Taking the limit At -> 0 this relation leads to the following difference-differen¬ 

tial equation for the probability px(t)\ 

= K-xPx-x(t)-(K+lux)px(t)+px+iPx+i(t)- (3) 

The initial conditions governing equation (3) are specified by 

Px(0) = <5**0 
(1 for x = x0 

|0 othervise 

when the system {X(t), tzT} takes the value x = x0, 0 < x0 < oo 

Let us further extend the notation for transition probabilities as 

(4) 

at time zero. 

Pj,k(t) = Prob [*(*+J) = k | X(s) = j] (5) 

so that pjyk(t) denotes the conditional probability of {X(t+s)} taking a specific 

value 1c, given that {27(0} has been observed at time point 5 to take the value j. Then 

it can be shown5 that the functions lx and px given in equation (3) admit the follow¬ 

ing interpretation: i 
lim -j-[px,x+1(t+At)\ = Ax(0 for x > 0 

At*-0 *11 

lim —j-At)] = /ix(t) for x ^ 1 (6) 
At^o 

lim [1 -P*,x(t+A t)\ = 4(0+/k*(0 for x > 0 
At^O 

where we define for all t ^ 0 the plausible condition 

Pod) = °- 

5 E. Parzen, Stochastic Processes, San Francisco 1962. 
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Now it must be apparent from the system of equations (6) that Xx(t) and px(t) 

specify the probabilities of transition from a specific value of national income x to 

x+1 and x—1, respectively. By making alternative assumptions about these arbi¬ 

trary functions of time Xx(t) and px(0, we may generate alternative probabilistic 

models of economic growth as follows: 

(i) linear birth process type growth model: here we make the assumptions 

that nx(t) = 0 and Xx(t) — Xx for all t and x. In this case the solution of 

equation (3) is known to be 

Px(0 = exp (-jh) (1 - exp for x>y> 1 (3.1) 

where j denotes the value of x at time zero. Since by appropriate choice of units 

one can takey = 1, one may write (3.1) more simply as 

px(t) = exp (-Xt) (1- exp (-Xi))*-1 for x = 1, 2, 3, ..., oo. (3.2) 

where exp (ni) is a notation for em. Denoting the expected value and variance of 

ix(0] by M(t) and V(t), respectively, we can compute their values from (3.1) as 
follows: 

M(t)= y xpx(t) =jeXt 
*=o 

oo (3.3) 

HO = 2 {x-M(t)YPx(0 =jen2jeXt-l). 
x=0 

To consider the economic meaning of the proportional growth rate (or birth 

rate) X in terms of economic models, we interpret X as the product of the two struc¬ 

tural coefficients of the Harrod-Domar type growth model, i.e., the marginal out¬ 

put-capital ratio (a) and the saving coefficient (a). By writing X = oca we can specify 

the deteiministic growth model of the Harrod-Domar type as 

dx 
= Xx 

Ct (3.4) 
Solution: x(t) = jeXt where j = x(t) at t = 0. 

By comparing (3.3) and (3.4) two interesting results become readily apparent. 

In the first place, the mean value function of the stochastic model (3.1) is exactly 

identical with the solution of the deterministic growth model (3.4) of the Harrod- 

Domar type. Secondly, it is apparent that the linearity assumption for Xx = Xx 

makes the two models applicable to very restrictive situations, i.e., short periods. 

Foi applications to long-run framework, however, we may still retain the linearity 

assumption by postulating that the entire long-run time scale T is divided into 

several subperiods or regimes, for each of which a linearized sequence of birth 

rates (or growth rates) may be a good approximation. Thus, the new assumption 
would be . , s 

Xx = Xwx(t) for ck^x(0<ck+1 

(k= 1,2, (3.5) 
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where ck and ck+1 are arbitrary constants such that the growth rate parameter A(ky 

is a good approximation for the k-th regime when the total number of regimes is 

K. As soon as x(t) moves outside the region defined in (3.5) we must make a new 

approximation, i.e., we must replace the constants Xw by new constants, for example 

A(fc+1) or A(k_1), etc. However, it is not difficult to show that the idea of regime 

changes defined by (3.5) is implicit in the growth model formalized by Domar6, 

since he makes a distinction between the actual (or observed) output-capital ratio 

(o) and the potential maximum of output-capital ratios (s = <Jmax), the gap between 

the two being caused by misdirection of investment or inoptimal decision-making 

under various conditions of uncertainty and lack of perfect knowledge. 

(ii) linear birth and death process type growth model: here we make the 

assumption that = [xx(t) and Xx(t) = Ax(t), i.e., the proportional 

rates of birth (A) and death (/u) are constant parameters characterizing the 

stochastic distribution of national income over time. From an economic 

viewpoint the birth rate A reflects the average increase in real national 

product (or income) resulting from an additional dose of real capital 

formation. By the same interpretation the death rate // represents an 

average decrease in real national product (or income) resulting from 

any decrease in investment caused by the increased size of the total capital 

stock. Any misdirection of investment, nonoptimal depreciation policy 

or suboptimal capacity variations which result in a reduced proportional 

rate of growth of real national income may thus be subsumed under the 

rate /t. The formulas (3.1) through (3.4) no_w hold as before, except that 

the net birth rate (A) has to be defined as A = A—fx. Hence, we have to 

replace A by A in the above formulas and write the variance function as: 

V(t) = (A+jM)(A—nY1 exp (t(A—//)){exp (f(A—(xj)—1}- (3-3a) 

Similarly one may define a set of changes of regime, both by conditions like 

(3.5) on the birth rate and similar conditions on the death rate parameter /x. The 

deterministic version of this model would now be equivalent to the Duesenberry 

type7 of modification into the conventional Domar-type growth model. For instance, 

denoting the k-th regime values of the two parameters as A^k) and /F \ k 1, 2, 

3, ...,K, itiseasyto see that the mean value function M(k)(0 f°r the k-th regime may 

show a negatively proportional rate of growth or even no growth at all, if //fc)>A(fe), 

or ^(fc) _ tfk)' Now if the concept of regime is identified with a succession of short 

periods into a long-run framework, the cyclical fluctuations due to the negative 

and positive discrepancy between {A(k^—fx(k)} for different k = 1, 2, ..., K may 

persist under different conditions characterizing the long-run trend of national 

6 E. D. Domar, Capital Expansion, Rate of Growth and Employment, Econometrica , Vol. 

14, pp. 137-147, 1946. 
7 J. Duesenberry, Business Cycles and Economic Growth, New York 1959. 
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income. For instance, if A0 and /u0 be defined to be the average values of X(k) and 

ju(k) for all kzK (when the set K is finite), then the long-run trend of the mean na¬ 

tional income M(t) would follow a strictly increasing (decreasing) exponential 

time-path accordingly, as A0>//0, Cw0>A0) where the symbol > is an abbre¬ 

viation for ‘sufficiently greater than’. (In other words this is used in the same sense 

as the dominant root of a characteristic equation of a matrix). If we make the fur¬ 

ther assumption that the subperiods classified by the sequence of regimes are equi- 

spaced and the set K is enumerably infinite, then even a mild restriction A<, > /u0 

(or > A0) would ensure a positive (or negative) proportional rate of growth of 

the mean national income. 

At this stage a relevant question of economic policy may be raised. Suppose 

on the basis of the above probabilistic growth model we found that the mean growth 

path is an increasing exponential function of time, then what sort of policy variables 

(i.e., instrument variables8) should be chosen so as to ensure that the actual growth 

path converges to the mean growth path. Such convergence may imply a type 

of stabilizing policy pursued by the national policy-maker (or the planning board). 

This question may be answered on two different levels. In the first place, we may 

consider the problem of estimating the parameter A = ao as a part of decision 

theory, which requires as a datum of the problem the specification of the loss for 

a given difference between the estimate and the true value of the unknown para¬ 

meter. The optimality criterion in such a case is naturally the minimization of ex¬ 

pected loss. Alternative linear decision rules can be formulated by using the min¬ 

imum expected squared error and other criteria discussed elsewhere, in order to 

specify the optimal choice of the estimates of a and a. Secondly, the parameter 

A occuriing in the mean value function M{t) in (3.3) may be interpreted in such 

a way that the mean size of national income jeXt may vary from one subperiod (or 

regime) to another due to the variations of the output-capital coefficient cr. The 

mean value function M(t) can now be written as (3.6) if A is regarded as the ob¬ 

served value of a random variable A with distribution function F(X), 

E[X(t)\A = A] = M(t) - jeXt. (3.6) 

This, of course, would lead to compound distributions9 because in effect we are 

now assuming a mixture of two or more homogenous statistical populations over 
subperiods, each with the conditional probability 

Prob [X(t) = xjA = A]= Px(t) in (3.2). 

Altnough this step is a slight generalization of our original assumptions, this 

permits an easier policy application, when the variations in A can be associated 

with variations in the output coefficient a over a given period. For instance, let 

us consider now the aggregative coefficient a to be a weighted average (q&i+q&d 

J. Tinbergen, Economic Policy, Principles and Design, Amsterdam 1956. 

8 L. Takacs, Stochastic Processes, London 1960. 
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of the sectoral output-capital coefficients where the weights qu q2 may denote for 

example, the proportion of total national investment allocated to two mutually 

exclusive sectors such that = 1. Now we may specify a quadratic loss function 

(L) similar to that used by Theil10 and others 

L = [X{i)-E{X(t)\X = A}]* (3.7) 

and select the optimal set of instrument variables qy = l—q2 by minimizing the 

expected value of L in (3.7). 

(iii) homogeneous linear growth model: in a strictly homogeneous model we 

make the assumption that Xx(t) and pix(t) do not depend on t for all x. 

A quasi-homogeneous model is defined by the conditions that at least 

one of the two parameters Xx(t), px(t) does not depend on t for all values 

of x. For instance, with reference to economic models it may be plausible 

to assume 
Ax = ac and ,ux = cx (4.0) 

OO 

where a, c are positive constants independent of x, such that ^ px (t) 
x=0 

= 1 i.e., the constants a, c are so normalized that px(t) (or the probability 

that (x(/)} will have a given value x at time t) represents an honest proba¬ 

bility distribution. The assumptions (4.0) imply that the impact of pro¬ 

ductivity changes and technology for example, on the time rate of change 

of national product is a constant, independent of the size of the present 

national product, while the growth-retarding effects (e.g., misdirection or 

lack of realization of investment* 11 or inoptimal capacity variations etc.) 

are proportional to the size of the present national product (through 

the retarding effects of the present volume of capital stock on current 

realized investment and hence, on national product). The implications of 

these assumptions may be further clarified by means of x(t) which is now 

nonstochastic by definition: 

dx 
= ac— cx 

dt 

Solution: x(t) = a— (a—j)e~et (4-1) 

where j = x(t) at t = 0 such that j < a> 0. 

This solution indicates that national income (x) grows in an exponential fashion 

from the lower asymptotic initial level x(0) = j to the upper asymptotic level given 

by a = x(t) at t = oo. The proportional rate of growth of national income dx/(xdt) 

is, however, no longer a constant as in the model (3.4), but varies from c(a -j)jj 

at t — 0 to zero at t — oo. 

10 H. Theil, Economic Forecasts and Policy, Amsterdam 1958. 

11 R. Frisch, A Reconsideration of Domar's Theory of Economic Growth, "Econometrica ’, 

Vol. 29, pp. 406-413, 1961. 
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It may be easily shown that the stochastic analogue of the deterministic model 

(4.1) is given by the equations (3) and (4.0) combined. In this case the solution of 

the difference-differential equation (3) subject to (4.0) is given by the Poisson dis¬ 
tribution 

px(t) = e-hU[h(t)]x/x\ (4.1) 

The mean value function M(t) for this distribution is given by h(t) = M(t) as 
follows 

OO 

M(/) = E{X(t), t^O} = ^ xpx(t) = [a-be-*] = V(t) (4.2) 
*=o 

where b is a positive constant of integration such that b == a—j, where j = h(t) 

at t 0 and \ (t) is the variance function for the stochastic process {X(t), t ^ 0} 

It is easily seen that the mean value function M(t) given in (4.2) for the sto¬ 

chastic model is exactly identical with the solution of the deterministic model (4.1). 

But the stochastic model is much more general in at least three different respects. 

In the first place, if the stochastic process holds good, it enables us to estimate the 

confidence limit for the realization of a given value of national income which may 

be set as a target by a national policy-maker. Secondly, an estimating procedure¬ 

like maximum likelihood method, when applied to the stochastic model (3) and 

(4.0) would give consistent estimates for the parameters a, b and c, which are likely 

to contain more information than any direct estimates from the deterministic model 

(4.1) without the use of the corresponding stochastic model. Thirdly, it is easy 

to show that the stochastic model possesses a “long-run statistical distribution” 
since from (4.1) 

lim px(t) = e~a[a]xlx\ (4 3) 

hence, no matter what the initial unconditional probability distribution p (0) the 

unconditional probability^,) defined in (4.1) always tends to a limiting probability 

(4.3) which is independent of t. This last condition implies that the probability 

distribution function is “infinitely divisible” .Hence, the stochastic model may be 

said to have a statistical equilibrium which corresponds to the economic equilibrium 

o t e deterministic model. The idea of change of regime and consequent switch¬ 

over of the parameters a, b and c may again be applied here. 

An immediate theoretical generalization of this linear stochastic process model 
would be to define lx and px as: 

^■x px = po~\-PiX , (4-4) 

where 20 Xx, p0, pt are positive constants satisfying the regularity conditions12 

that Px(t) must fulfill the conditions of an honest probability distribution function. 

12 

W. Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory audits Applications, Vol. 1, New York 1950 
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Combining equations (3) and (4.4) we get a difference-diffeiential equation, whose 

solution is given as follows: 

Px( 0 = 
A0+Ai/?(f)\ ^Aq(Ao+Ai)...(A0+(x—1)A])f h(t) 

x\ hit) 
(4.5) 

where hit) = M(t) = E{X(t)} — a—be 
Ct 

From this equation (4.5) it is easy to show that by making different assumptions 

about the limiting value of the ratio A3 = X0/X1 we may generate different probabil¬ 

ity schemes. For instance, when A3 -> co we get the Poisson type distribution given 

in (4.1), whereas if A3 -> -1 we get a geometric distribution with the probability 

distribution function as: 

Px(f) = (l+h(t)Y'[Kt)l(l+h(tj)]x; hit) > 0 (4.6) 

where h{i) = ct = be~ct as before. 

Similarly other discrete distributions like the binomial, negative binomial, Pascal, 

etc., could be derived as special cases. 
(iv) nonlinear stochastic growth model: a generalized form of a stochastic 

growth model, which has a very close relation with the deterministic form 

of a generalized logistic-type model of economic growth formalized by 

Haavelmo,3 is obtained from the system (3), when we introduce non- 

linearities in the birth (A) and death rates iff) as follows. 

Xx = Xx and X = a(k2—x) 

fix = fix and fi = P(x—kf); kx < k2 (4.7) 

where a, /S, kx and k2 are absolute constants such that x(t) at t = 0 lies 

in the closed interval (kx, k2). A combination of (4.7) and (3) leads to 

a system of difference-differential equations, which has not yet been ex¬ 

plicitly solved so that the explicit form of the probability function pjf) 

is not known. However, it has been shown by Feller,13 Kendall14 and 

Bartlett15 that the mean value function M(t) in this case satisfies the follow¬ 

ing differential equation: 

dM(t)/dt= (ak2+pk1)M(t)— (a+/5)m2(0 (4-8) 

where m2(t) is an unknown function representing the second moment 

about the origin for the process [X(t)}. Denoting the variance of the process 

{X(0} by V(t) we can write (4.8) as 

dM(t)/dt = (a+j8) 
ak2-ir[5k1 

a+/3 
M(f)—M2(i) -(a+P)V(t). (4.9) 

« On the Integra-differential Equations of Purely Discontinuous Markoff Processes, Trans. 

Amer. Math. Society, Vol. 48, pp. 488 ff, 1940. , „ , St t 
14 D. G. Kendall, Stochastic Processes and Population Growth, Journa - 

Society”, Series B, Vol. 11, pp. 230-264, 1949. 

15 M. S. Bartlett, Some Evolutionary Stochastic Processes, 

Series B, Vol. 11, pp. 211 ff, 1949. 

“Joum. of Royal Stat. Society”, 
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Now the deterministic analogue of this model (4.8) can be written in terms 

of the nonstochastic variable x(t) representing national income total or per capita 
as follows: 

dx(t)/dt = (a-[-/>) 
ak2-\-fik1 

a+P 
x(t)—x\t) (4.10) 

By comparing (4.9) and (4.10) it is readily apparent that for a non-zero value 

ot the variance function V(t), the mean solution of the logistic stochastic model 

given in (4.9) would be less than the deterministic solution given in (4.10). This 

rather surprising result (originally discovered by Feller16) has two important con¬ 

sequences toi the operational application ot such models for policy purposes. In 

the first place, when we linearize a nonlinear model (4.7) at k stages (or facets) 
by assuming 

Xx = X(k'>x, px = pWx; k= 1, 2, ..., K (4.11) 

as in the equation (3.5), where )Sk), pP01 are constants for the k-th stage. We may 

intioduce a specification bias (or error) of a large order and hence, the linearly 

optimal decision rules for each linearized stage may not necessarily be the optimal 

foi the complete nonlinear model. In particular, let us define for K linearized stages 

of (4.11) the mean value function Mw(t) for each k belonging to the finite subset 

A, which is necessarily equal to the solution x^k\t) of the corresponding linearized 

deterministic model. Further, let M(t) and x(t) be the average values of M^k\t) 

and x( )(t) so defined above for kzK and let M(t) and x(t) denote the solutions 

of the complete nonlinearized stochastic model (4.9) and the deterministic model 

(4.10) respectively, then under certain broad regularity conditions one can state 
the following interesting result: 

M(t)<M(t)<x(t)>x(t). (14.2) 

We are still investigating under what general class of nonlinearities one can state 
(4.12) as a general theorem. 

M(t) <M(t) <x(0>T(0- (4.13) 

The close relation of this result with the set of inequalities we derived for stochastic 
linear programming problems elsewhere17 is very interesting and suggestive. 

The second interesting result of this nonlinear stochastic process model is that 
it leads to an inverse problem of the following kind: given a deterministic model 

(4.10), what are the conditions under which a similar stochastic model may be 

formulated such that the mean value function for the latter is exactly identical 
with the solution of the deterministic model18. 

W. Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications, Vol 1 New 
York 1950. 

17 J. K. Sengupta, G. Tintner, and B. Morrison, Stochastic Linear Programming with Appli¬ 
cations to Economic Models, (To be published in “Economica”). 

Here similarity to the first order is meant. There may be several stochastic models with 

the same mean value function as the deterministic solution, but with different variances or different 
higher order moments. 
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For instance, it has been shown19 that if the birth (A) and death (/u) rates are 

defined to be linearly dependent on the inverse of the present size of national in¬ 

come x, i.e., then this nonlinear model has a mean value function 

Xr = Ax and A = a 

ptx — jux and p = ft 

k 

A] 
kx<k2, 0<A:1<x<^2 

(4.14) 

M{t) which is identical with the solution of the following deterministic model de¬ 

fined in terms of the nonstochastic variable x(t): 

dx(t)/dt= (ak2-\-^k1)—(a+^)x(t). (4.15) 

Since in economic growth models we have different kinds of nonlinearities, 

it would be a significantly new line of work to investigate the generality and appli¬ 

cability of the inversion hypothesis satisfied for example, by (4.14), which is some¬ 

times referred to as the Prendiville process. 

Extension of Theoretical Results 

The theoretical results of the preceeding section may be extended in several 

ways of which some may be mentioned here. In the first place we may ask whether 

we can construct a continuous probability scheme px(t) which has some reasonable 

justification from an economic viewpoint such that a stochastic birth and death 

process type growth model can be formulated along with a corresponding deter¬ 

ministic growth model. In order to indicate such a formulation we use a slightly 

altered notation and denote by p(x, t) the probability that at time t the continuous 

stochastic process {X(t), t ^ 0} takes the value x. We assume that p(x, t) follows 

an exponential distribution for fixed t as: 

p(x, t) = g(t)e~X9<-^ 0^x<co (5.0) 

where g{t) is a certain function of time given by 

g(t) = a+be~ct; a, b, c are all positive. (5.1) 

The main justification for the assumption (5.0) is that the arithmetic mean 

of a large number of extreme values tends to have under fairly general conditions 

a limiting distribution which is exponential and the different sectoral components 

of real national income may be interpreted broadly as the optimal values resulting 

from optimizing decisions by producers and consumers. Since we have from (5.0) 

the following relations: 8p(x, t)/dx= —g2(t)e~xg(t) 

and oo 
fp(y, t)dy = e-xa(t) 

X 

19 M. Takashima, A Note on Evolutionary Processes, “Bull, of Math. Stat.”, Vol. 7, pp. 18-24, 

1956. 
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therefore it is easy to verify that the time derivative of p(x, t) satisfies the following 

differential equation like the stochastic birth and death process. 

CO 

dp{x, t)/dt = —cx(dp(x, t)/dx)—(cJrctcx)p(x, t)+acjp(y, t)dy (5.2) 

with the initial condition 

p(x, 0) = (tf+6)e-Ca+6>*». 

This equation may be interpreted in the following way: cx is the probability 

of X(t) decreasing from a value x to xdx in the small time interval t to t+dt; (1—c— 

—dcx) is the probability of X(t) not changing from its value x in the same time 

interval, whereas etc is the probability of a change from a value of y to y-\-dy in the 

same time interval if y > x. It is easy to show that the characteristic function <px(u) 
of our probability distribution is given by 

(53) 

Hence the mean M(t) and variance V(t) are given by 

M(t) = E{X(t), t^Oj = (l/a)[l + (6/a)e-c(]-i 

(5.4) 
v(t) = E{X(t)~M(t)Y = ^la2)Wla2)e-w+(lbld)e-c1]-1. 

The deterministic form of the corresponding model whose solution is exactly 

identical with the mean value function M(t) in (5.4) must observe a logistic growth- 

path over time. Since the various economic assumptions which may generate such 

a deterministic growth-path had been investigated by these authors elsewhere,20 two 

points may be mentioned here, viz, that it represents a long-run trend so that for 

subperiods when M(t)<(l/a) we have a fast rate of growth — iike 
dt y dt / 

the exponential trend and that the trend function M(t) may have a discrete shift 

of its upper asymptote and other parameters a, b or c in (5.4) due to changes in 
technology and other exogeneous forces. 

It is easy to generalize the stochastic process model (5.2) for multiple stochastic 

processes which are independent21. Let X^t) = Xl,X2(0 = x2, ..., X (t) = x be 

such processes. The differential-integral equation (5.2) becomes 

dp 
dt 

A « 
= 2j ~CkXk^/dxk)-(ck+akckxk)p+ac | pdyk 

k= 1 d 

(5.5) 

20 J. K. Scngupta and G. Tintner, On Some Aspects of Trend in the Aggregative Models of 
Economic Growth. (To be published in “Kyklos”, 1963). 

J. K. Scngupta and G. Tintner, A Stochastic Programming Interpretation of the Domar- 
type Growth Model. (To be published in “Arthaniti”, 1962). 
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with the solution 

Q 

P = gi(0g2(t)...gk(t)e- yxkgk(t) 
fc= t 

where gk(t) = ak+bke-ckf 

p = joint probability distribution of xlf x2, ..., xq. 

If the economic variables xl5 x2, ...,xq are not independent it is recommended 

to compute the principal components (or a sort of index numbers, based on xx, 

...,xq) of the set and derive the equation (5.5). 

Let us now consider a linear interdependent economic model of a very simple 

type where xk(t), x2(t) denote the net outputs of two mutually exclusive sectors 

such that the second sector produces additional capacity (i.e., capital goods) for 

expansion of output in the two sectors. The deterministic model is the following: 

dxx(t)Jdt = ax^+fix^t), x2(t)) 

dx2(t)/dt = j8xa(0+g(xi(0» *2(0) 

f(xi(t), x2(t)) = ux2(t) (5.6) 

g(xi(0, x2(t) = v x2(t) 

where a, (3, u, v are constants and the interaction effects on sectoral growth repre¬ 

sented by /(.v1(f), x2(0) and gix^t), x2(t)) are selected such that the capacity pro¬ 

ducing sector is ‘dominant’ (i.e., in the terminology of stochastic process model 

corresponding to (5.6), the birth rates of the two sectors’ outputs depend on the 

size of the second sector’s output). The solution of the deterministic model (5.6) 

are easily found to be: 

uC 
Xi(0 = --+p°__a [e(v+P)t\+D0eat 

x2(t) = <V”+^ 

H (t) = x1(t)/x2(t) 
D0(v+P—a) 

uC0 

(5.7) 

where the constants C0 and D0 are determined by the composition of national 

output at the initial time point t = 0 and H(t) denotes the ratio of the output-mix. 

Now consider the stochastic model corresponding to (5.7). It is easy to show that 

the second sector output follows the rules of a linear birth and death process, the 

mean size of second sector output denoted by M2(t) and the variance denoted by 

V2{t) given by 

M2(t) = ; V2(t) = e(v+^ {e^'-\} (5.8) 

where it is assumed that x2(t) =1 for t = 0. 
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Similarly the mean Mx{t) and variance Vx(t) of the first sector output and the ratio 

M1(t)/M2(t) = H(t) are given by 

MM) = Mx(t) = —|-e(»+#)*_e«t i 
z>+/3—a 

K (A = v(~P)u2 e*a‘ 2e(v+p+cc)t 
1 (©+/?—a)21 z;+/3 v-\-(t—2a a 

J_J_ 
a a(^+/5)(^+/3—2a) J — a 

v+fi—aY 

u J 

where xx(0) = 1 = x2(0) so that the constants C0 and D0 of the deterministic 

model (5.7) are appropriately satisfied. Interesting policy applications of the equa¬ 

tions (5.9) corresponding to the stochastic model may be easily visualized. For 

instance, the parameters a, ft, u and v may be shown to be certain functions of the 

decision variables qx, q2, say where qx, q2 may represent, for example, various pro¬ 

portions of new investment allocated to the two sectors. Then the optimal set of 

the decision variables may be determined by the condition that it maximizes a pre¬ 

ference functional F defined as: 

F=F(Mx(t), M2(t), Vx(t), V2(t)) (5.10) 

Secondly, the various cases of complementarity in growth of the two sectors may 

be shown by assuming different signs for the parameters a, ft, u and v. For instance, 

if v is negative, then the rate of change of output xx(?) per unit time period is ad¬ 

versely affected by the level of x2(t), but in the long-run this lack of complemen¬ 

tarity in growth of the two sectors would have very little effect on the growth trend 

in output for each sector so long as /? > v and a > 0, u > 0. Other different cases 

may be easily analyzed. 

This model can obviously be generalized to more than two sectors and to 

include the possibility of discrete shifts in the parameters over time, due to ex¬ 

ogenous forces like technology, innovation, etc. 

m= U-Mt 
u 

■a Q(v+P-a)t 

Empirical results 

The empirical specification of some of the stochastic growth models with 

reference to economic data may be of some illustrative use. We shall consider here 

three different types of empirical specification. In the first place we consider that 

the coefficients of a linear growth model may be subject to a switch-over when 

the regime changes. For instance, consider the following simple stochastic dif¬ 

ference equation 
(6.0) 

where ut is random and the parameter a(k) holds only for the regime defined by 

cfc<*t_1<ck+1. (6.1) 
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If falls outside the interval (or regime) defined in (6.1) the parameter a(fc) 

has to be replaced by another constants or a('h+1K The method for estimating- 

the switch-over points ck is an adaptation of the method of Quandt.22 All pos¬ 

sible values of ck are studied and the one chosen which gives the maximum of the 

maximum likelihood estimates. The constants a{k) are computed by the method 

of maximum likelihood. In order to verify the theory we have used the data of 

W. Hoffmann23 for the index of total industrial production excluding building (base 

year 1913) for the United Kingdom (1700-1939) as one variable xt. We give, in 

the following table, the empirical results based on the assumption of a given num¬ 

ber of regimes. 

Table 1. Estimates of the Switch-over Points for U. K. data (1700-1939) 

Number of Estimate 
95 percent confidence 

limits Correspon- Estimate of 

regimes of a{k) ding year c (*) 
Lower Upper 

2 1.0302 1.0203 1.0402 
1834 14.20 

1.0108 0.9930 1.0285 

3 1.0239 1.0065 1.0413 
1791 4.13 

1.0299 1.0191 1.0407 
1869 40.60 

1.0096 0.9872 1.0319 

4 1.0107 0.9897 1.0317 
1777 2.47 

1.0267 1.0089 1.0446 
1820 8.13 

1.0301 1.0170 1.0432 
1869 40.60 

1.0096 0.9872 1.0319 

It should be noted that the confidence limits given in this table are only approxi¬ 

mate, since only the asymptotic theory is available. Tests also show that the dif¬ 

ference between the values of a(fc) belonging to neighboring regimes are not signi¬ 

ficant, showing that the transition is a gradual one. On the other hand the variances- 

of the random component ut connected with different regimes are statistically 

different. Thus, one may perhaps conclude on the basis of the above approximate 

test procedure that the exponential trend resulting from the first order stochastic 

difference equation (6.0) seem to give a reasonably good short-term explanation 

of the trend of economic development. 

Now we consider an application of a linear homogeneous stochastic growth 

model for which the probability distribution function has been given in (4.1). We 

22 R. Quandt, The Estimation of Parameters of a Linear Regression System Obeying Two 

Separate Regimes, “Journ. Am. Stat. Assoc. , Vol. 53, pp. 873 ff, 1958. 

23 W. G. Hoffmann, British Industry (1700-1950), Oxford 1955. 
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have used the long-run annual index of total output for the United Kingdom 

(1700-1940) constructed by Hoffmann, where the latter index is defined as the 

sum total of the indices of output of consumer goods and producer goods indus¬ 

tries with the base year 1913. Denoting the index of total output by xt and taking 

yearly values for the whole period (1700-1940), a first order autoregressive equa¬ 

tion fitted on the basis of least squares and its approximate solution turn out to 

be as follows: 
= 2.096751+0.997297 xt_x 

(0.4157) (0.0112) 
Solution: 

xt = 775.7125-772.8825 e-°-0027t (approximately) 

where the standard errors are specified in respective parentheses. The over-all mean 

of xt for the whole period is about 99.3731. Using this as a normalizing factor, 

such that h(t) given in (4.6) is redefined as h(t) — x,/99.3731 we obtain 

h(t) = Mean value M(t) = 7.8061-7.7776 e-°-0027^ 

Hence the difference-differential equation characterizing the process of British eco¬ 

nomic development for this period becomes 

dpx(t)/dt = 0.0211 px_x(i)~(0.0211 +0.0027)^(0 (6.2) 

+ 0.0027 (x+ l)p^+i(0- 

This equation has the following interpretation: The probability of x changing 

from a given value x to x—l in the interval t to t+At is approximately 0.0211. 

The probability of x not changing in the same time interval is approximately 

0.9789-0.0027x and the probability of x changing from x to x+1 in the same in¬ 

terval is about 0.0027.x. 

By following the same method we may consider some subperiods of the over¬ 

all period and the normalized index of total output now turns out to be as follows: 

1846-1880 M(t) = h{t) = 11.5898-11.0154 e"0-0024' 

1881-1908 M(t) = 3.0976-2.3211 e-°-00S2t 

1909-1940 M(t) = 1.0233-0.0711 e~°-2G5st 

The corresponding differential-difference equations for the probability px(t) can be 

easily derived. Statistical tests are available24 for the hypothesis that the underlying 

stochastic process is of the Poisson-type against the simple alternative that it is not. 

From an analytic standpoint, however, it may be more interesting to charac¬ 

terize the process of economic development in terms of more than one variable 

e.g., capital stock, population and total national output. However, the time series 

on these three variables are highly serially and temporally interdependent and 

hence, the assumption of mutual independence underlying the solution of the mul¬ 

tiple difference-differential equation (5.5) cannot be empirically justified. We may, 

24 M. S. Bartlett, An Introduction to Stochastic Processes, Cambridge 1961. 
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however, apply the method of principal components. As an illustration we con¬ 

sider the time-series on population (x1(), real value of fixed capital at 1913 prices 

(x2t) and the index of total output at 1913 prices for the United Kingdom over 

the period 1870-1940. Since the figures of capital stock constructed by Cairn- 

cross25 are not available prior to 1870, we restrict ourselves to this period. The 

series xu, x2t, x3t along with the standardized series are presented in the Ap¬ 

pendix. 
On the basis of the biennial values for the three variables for the period 1870— 

1940 we compute the correlation 

xlt x2t x3t 

xit 

x2t 

1.0000 

0.9778 

0.7312 

0.9778 

1.0000 
0.9324 

0.7312 

0.9324 

1.0000 

The system of linear equations which gives the coefficients of the first and the 

largest principal component is given by 

1.0000 kix+0.9778 fc21+0.7312 k31 = A kn 

0.9778 kxl+1.0000 /c21+0.9324 k31 = A k2l (6.3) 

0.7312 fclx+0.9324 fcai+1.0000 k31 = l k31 

for which the three characteristic roots of A are Ax = 2.5657, A2 = 0.3525 and A3 

= 0.0818. Since the total variance of the three standardized variables Zlt, Z2t, Z3t 

is evidently 3, the first principal component explains about 85.5 percent, the second 

about 11.8 percent and the third about 2.7 percent of the total variance. Taking 

the largest principal component26 (Ax) we compute from (6.3) its unit normal eigen 

[0.614647' 

0.649990 

[0.446902 

Imposing the condition kfi = Ax we get the standardized set of coefficients as 
i=l 

fc* = 0.984531, k*y = 1.041143, fc8* = 0.715840. Similarly the standardized eigen 

vectors corresponding to second (A2) and third (A3) principal components aie ob¬ 

tained. Then we express the standardized variates Zit = (xit—*i)A+ (i = k 2, 3) 

in terms of the principal components ult, u2t, u3 as 

Zlt = 0.984531 wlt—0.249248 m2(-0.228515 u3t 

Z2t = 1.041143 Wlt+0.063501 u2t+0.134201 u3t (6.4) 

Z3t = 0.715840 m1(+0.217304 n2;+0.107493 u3s. 

kxl 

k2x 

A31. 

25 A. K. Caimcross, Home and Foreign Investment, Cambridge 1953. 
26 G. Tintner, Econometrics, New York 1952, pp. 102-114. H. Hotelling, Analysis of a Complex 

of Statistical Variables into Principal Components, “Journal of Educ. Psyhology”, Vol. 24, pp. 417 

If, 1933. 
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We obtain the principal components by inversion of the nonsingular coefficient 
matrix in (6.4) as 

0.376325 0.385237 0.3190741 \Zxt 

0.267029 -4.539113 6.234596 zj 

-3.045979 6.610685 -5.425522 Z3r 

Now we fit a first order autoregressive equation to each of the principal compo¬ 

nents uit, (i= 1, 2, 3), the solutions of which turn out to be as follows: 

uu = 8.950987—14.2860 *>-0.032971* 

u2t = —0.455001— 1.249905 ^-0.249901* 

u3t = —2.168802+15.701004 g-o.ismst 

The differential-difference equation (6.2) corresponding to the first principal com¬ 
ponent (zq) now reduces to 

dPu(t)dt = 0.295123/7„_1(0-(0.295123+0.032971 ux)pu (t) 

+0.032971 (ux+l) pu+x(t). 

The other principal components, which are mutually orthogonal by construction, 

may be similarly used to compute the multiple differential-difference equation of 
a form similar to (5.5). 

An alternative approach27 in this case would be to define an interdependent 

deterministic model between the three variables as in (5.7) and construct a cor¬ 

responding stochastic model. Then on the basis of the mean value, variance func¬ 

tion and other characteristics of the stochastic process for these three variables, 

we can derive various types of inference having useful policy implications. 

Further Generalizations 

«If 

»2* 

At the estimation level we are investigating the possibility of obtaining im- 

pro\ed and efficient estimates of the parameter in case of (5.0) with (5.1) and (4.1) 

with h(t) = a—be~ct. Since the maximum likelihood equations are highly non¬ 

linear in our case, we have used the iteration method of scoring28, using the least 

squaie estimates of a, b, c as the first trial estimates. However, since this method 

requires the inversion of the information matrix, which in our case turns out to 

be very nearly singular, we are investigating the possibility of a maximum likeli- 

hood-hke method of estimation, maybe by using some a priori estimates for some 
coefficients. 

A second line of generalization would be to investigate various other types 

of stochastic models corresponding to different kinds of deterministic growth mod- 

-7 G. Tintner, A Stochastic Theory of Economic Development. In H. Hegeland (ed) Money 
Growth and Methodology, Lund 1961, Sweden. 

2R ?' R' Ra°’ ThS Utlllzaiion °f Multiple Measurements in Problems of Biological Classification 
Journal of Royal Stat. Society”, Vol. 10, pp. 159-193, 1948. 
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els. In particular the theory of branching stochastic processes and compound 

nonlinear processes maybe further investigated, insofar as the generalization of the 

deterministic economic models is concerned. The different levels of policy impli¬ 

cations of the generalized stochastic models of economic growth may also be in¬ 

vestigated further. 

APPENDIX 

Table 2. Population (in mill.) capital stock (in £ 100 m. at 1913 prices) and the index of total output 

(base year 1913), United Kingdom _ 

Population Capital Stock Index of output 
Year 

Xlt zit x2t Z2t x3t zu 

1870 22.45 —8.165 69.36 —3.785 88.3 —2.522 

1872 23.04 —7.716 69.98 —3.655 96.6 —2.203 

1874 23.69 —7.222 70.66 —3.513 101.9 —1.999 

1876 24.34 —6.728 71.35 —3.368 101.3 —2.022 

1878 24.99 —6.234 72.08 —3.215 98.7 —2.122 

1880 25.64 —5.740 72.78 —3.068 110.2 —1.680 

1882 26.27 —5.261 73.61 —2.894 114.4 —1.519 

1884 26.57 —5.033 74.53 —2.701 121.8 —1.234 

1886 27.17 —4.577 75.40 —2.519 114.4 —1.519 

1888 27.77 —4.120 76.24 —2.343 120.7 —1.276 

1890 28.37 —3.664 77.24 —2.133 134.1 —0.761 

1892 29.35 —2.919 78.25 —1.922 130.7 —0.892 

1894 30.05 —2.387 79.19 —1.725 127.4 —1.019 

1896 30.75 —1.855 80.20 —1.513 138.6 —0.588 

1898 31.45 —1.323 81.32 1.278 148.6 —0.203 

1900 32.15 —0.791 82.51 —1.029 155.1 0.046 

1902 32.88 —0.236 83.72 —0.775 153.5 —0.015 

1904 33.58 0.296 84.97 —0.513 154.2 0.011 

1906 34.28 0.829 86.27 —0.241 166.5 0.484 

1908 34.98 1.361 87.68 0.054 173.4 0.750 

1910 35.68 1.893 89.00 0.331 169.2 0.588 

1912 36.30 2.364 90.44 0.633 185.6 1.219 

1914 36.75 2.706 92.00 1.169 196.7 1.646 

1916 37.20 3.048 93.47 1.268 178.9 0.961 

1918 37.65 3.391 94.92 1.572 164.0 0.388 

1920 38.10 3.733 96.34 1.869 176.8 0.880 

1922 38.57 4.090 97.38 2.087 136.5 —0.669 

1924 38.99 4.409 98.90 2.406 175.6 0.834 

1926 39.41 4.729 100.16 2.670 180.5 1.023 

1928 39.83 5.048 101.85 3.024 202.5 1.869 

1930 40.25 5.367 103.61 3.393 208.2 2.088 

1932 40.62 5.648 105.00 3.684 185.9 1.230 

1934 40.94 5.892 106.68 4.036 202.1 1.853 

1936 41.26 6.135 108.61 4.441 201.2 1.819 

1938 41.58 6.378 110.51 4.839 209.8 2.149 

1940 41.90 6.622 111.01 4.944 216.3 2.399 





B. B. IHBBIPKOB 

CCCP 

K030cDHD;HEHTLI sjiacth^hocth CIIPOCA 
H nOTPEEJIEHHH 

1. OnPE^EJIEHHE K0300HUHEHTA 3JIACTHHH0CTH CnPOCA 

H nOTPEBJIEHim. METO^OJIOrHH ErO PACHETA 

noA 3jTacTHTniocTi)io cnpoca h itotpeG-nerom noHHMaeTcn OTHOCirrejiLHoe 

XIX H3MeHeHne nop AeiicTBiieM onpeAeJieHHbix (jxaKTopoB. TaroiMH (JxaKTopaMH 

MoryT 6hirh BejiiimiHa aoxoas, ypoBem. pen, cocTaB h pa3Mep ceMX.ii h t.A- 

K. MapKC1 npeAJiaraeT noTpe6Hocra pa3JiiwaTb no CTeneHH xxx ojiacrmiHOCTH, 

T.e. H3MeimHBOCTH noA BJiiim-ineM BbiinenepenHCJieHHMX cjiai-cxopoB, h, maBHbiM 

o6pa30M, b saBHCHMOCTH ot BejiHHHHbi AOXOAa. Oahh oojiaAaiOT BbicoKoii CTeneHbio 

OJiacTHnHOCTH, ii3MeHeHiiH pacxoAOB Ha yAOBJxeTBopeHne sthx noxpeSnocTen 

b 3aBHCHMOCTH ot pa3Mepa AOXOAa 3HaTiHTejix.iii>i. JXpyrne — Mano 3JiacTHHHbie, 

npn yBeJinneHiiH aoxoas noTpeoJieime sthx npoAyKTOB HSMemieTCH Heaiiann- 

TeJIbHO. 

K MaJIO 3JiaCTHHHbIM nOTpeSHOCTHM OTHOCHTCH HaiiGoJICC HaCTOHTeJXbHbie 

noTpeSHOCTH ne;ioBei<a, yAOBJieTBopeHixe xix npoxxcxoAHT b nepByio onepeAt. 

Bonee sjiacTiinHbie noTpeoiiocni othochtch k MeHee hacto>itcjxr.hi.im noTpeSi-iocxHM 

h yAOBJieTBopeHHe hx nponcxoAHT bo BTopyio onepeAt. Ha Tanyio 3aK0H0MepH0CTb 

b yAOBJicTBopeHini iioTpeoHOCTen yKa3biBaeT C.r. CTpyMHJiHH b pa6oxe Tl/iami- 

poeauue e CCCP2. C.r. CTpyMHJiHH ninneT, hto b nepByto onepeAB nponcxoAHT 

yAOBJieTBopeHHe HanSonee HacTOHTejibHbix noTpeSHOcren, a y>ne noTOM — MeHee 

HacTOHTeJibHbix. CueAOBaTeJibHO, no Mepe yMeHbineHHH pa3Mepa poxopa noxpe6- 

jieHHe naAaeT, b nepByio onepcAb 3a cnex Tex npopyKTOB, iioxpeGnocxb b ko- 

Topbix MeHee ocrpa, T.e. 3a cneT TOBapoB oSnaAaioiHHX Sojibineri SJiacTH- 

HHOCTBIO. 

HHTeHCIIBHOCTb H3MeHeHHH riOTpcSjieHIIH noA BJIHHHIieM KaKoro-JiiiGo CpIK- 

Topa oSbIHHO H3MepneTCH K03(£c|)HHHeHT0M 3JiaCTIIHHOCTII. K034x|)HHHeHT 3JiaCTIIH- 

hoctii noKa3biBaeT, Ha ckojisko npopeHTOB h3mchhtch noTpeojieHne, ecjin npn- 

HHHHbiH (jjaKTop yBejiiiHHTb iia 1 npopenr. 3Ty CHOBecHyio clxopMyjnipoBKy mo>kho 

1 K. MapKC, Kanuma/i, tom III, 1955 r., CTp. 196. 
2 CT. CxpyMHJiHH, IJ/iaHUpoeaHue e CCCP, 1957 r. 

[393] 
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3anncaTb b BH^e MaxeMaTiraecKOH (jbopMyjiti3. JXjih oxoro BBefleM cjre^yioiniie 

o6o3HaBeHHH: 

x — flOXOfl CeMBH 

Ax — npupaineHiie floxo^a ceMBH 

y — pacxofl ceMBH Ha y/jOBjiexBopeHne Kanon-jinGo noxpeOHoexn 

Ay ripiipameHiic pacxo^a ceMBH Ha yuoBjiexBopeHne Kanon-miSo noxpeGiiocTH 

npHBeAeM npHMep pacnexa Koo^mjneHxa ojiacTHHiiocTH no flaHHbiM o (JjaKTii- 

necKiix floxoflax h noTpe6jieHHH Macjia HcnBoxHoro b 8 oflHopoflHBix ccmbhx. 

Ka>Kjan ceMBH coctoht H3 flByx B3pocjibix h flByx Keren. JAoxojibi h noxpe6jieHiie 

paccniiTaHBi Ha 1 noxpeOHxejiBCKyio e^HHHpy. 

IIcxoflHBie ^aHHbie (ycjiOBHbie)4 3anHmeM b xaGnnnHon (JiopMe (ceMBH pacno- 

JIOHCeHbl B nopHftKe B03paCTaHHH HX HOXOflHOCXn): 

riopHHKOBBIH HOMep 

CeMBH 

MecHMHbra floxofl (6e3 HajioroB 

h npoHHX OTHHCJieHHH) b nepe- 

cHei’e Ha 1 noTp. enrol. (b py6.) 

X 

CyTOHHoe noTpeGiiemie Macjia 

HciiBOTHoro b nepecHeTe Ha 

1 noTpeS. eaHHimy (b rp.l 

y 

1 29,0 15,2 
2 38,0 17,0 
3 46,0 25,0 
4 54,0 26,3 
5 62,0 32,0 
6 70,0 34,1 
7 79,0 38,0 
8 97,3 42,0 

Htoto 475,3 229,6 
B cpe^HeM 59,41 28,7 

Tpe6yeTCH onpe^ejiHTB, Ha ckojibko h3mchiitch noxpeSjieHne >khbothofo 

Macna npn yneiiiHieHUH ^oxo^a Ha 1%, hhh Bbipa>KaHCB cxaxncTHHecKn, — pac- 

CHIIXaXB BJiaCTHHHOCTB nOXpeSjieHHH B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT flOXO^a. 

J],jih 3Toro H3 <S ceMen bbi^cjimm no flBe Kpaiiniix — c hh3khm h bbicokhm ypo- 

BneM floxofla, paccnnTaeM nx cpe/jHnn #0x0,0; h noxpeOjieHne n onpe#ejiHM npn- 

pameHne #oxo#a ii noTpeSjieHHH Me>K#y sxhmh KpanHHMn rpynnaMH. 

PaccmixaeM uponeirnioe npnpaiijeHHe #oxo#a a, npuHHB #0x0# ceMen hh3koh 
rpynnw 3a 100. 

jc—100 
Ax —a 

Ax-100 
a = — 

y 
a — 

54-7-100 

33,5 
163%> 

Bojiee noApoGno cm. b cTaTte K. Otto, CmamucmmecKue uccnedoeanun 3aeucuMocmu 

nompeo/ienuH npodyionoe numanun u nompe6jienuH moeapoe om mMewHun 3apnmmu u pen b jKypH. 

„3K0H0MHtIecK0e o6o3PeHHe”, t. 12, JYs 4, otk. 1961 r. Tokho (na hhohckom H3biKe). 

TlaHHbie aaiiMCTBOBaiibi H3 paGoTbi CmamucmuKa notnpe6jienuH (yneSHoe nocoGHe). H3fl. 

H-Ta Hap. X-Ba hm. T.B. ITjiexaHOBa, MocKBa, 1962 r. 
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3aTeM paccnnxaeM riponeHTHoe npnpameHne noxpeOjieHHH b no oTHomeHnio 

k noxpeOjiemno ceMeii hh3koh rpynnbi. 

y-100 , Zly-lOO 
a u b= —- Ay—b y 

b = 
23,9-100 

16,1 
148% 

rpyraibi ceMeii 

no floxoay 

^HCJIO 

ceMen 

/ 

IIoTpeS- 

aeHHe 

Macna 

>KHBOT- 

Horo 

Jloxon 
rpvnnbi 

Aoxoaa 

M^hcjio 

ceMen 

/ 

rioTpeG- 

jieHHe 

Macjia 

>I<HBOT- 

Horo 

y 

Hoxofl 

b py6. 

X 

CeMBH C HH3- 

HUM AOXOAOM y X HH3Kan 2 16,1 33,5 

CeMBH C BBICO- 

KHM flOXOAOM yi Xi BbicoKan 2 40,0 88,2 

IIpiipameHHe Ay Ax npupa- 

ipeHne 

23,9 54,7 

Koo4)(J)HU,HeHT 9JiacTHnHOcth (o6o3HannM ero chmbohom 3) noxpeSjieHiia 

ox floxofla BbinncjiHM nan oTHomeHne mokav npopeHXHbiivm H3MeHeHHaivm noTpeO- 

jieHHH n Aoxofla. Pa3VMeeTcn, cbh3b Me>Kpy x h y b nameM npniviepe npe^nojia- 

raexca JinHeiiHOH. Jlannoe othoiiichhc BbiBOAnxca H3 cjre/iyioineii nponoppnn. 

a — b 

1-3 
CneflOBaTejiBHO 

Ayx 

Axy 

Ay • 100 _ Ax -100 

y 

23,9 33,5 

543Xl6J 
= 0,9 

Ay-x 

Ax-y 

Ko9(J)4)HpneHT 9JiacTnnHOCTH b HarneM npHMepe noKa3biBaeT, nxo npn yBennneunn 

,ii;oxo,n;a Ha l%noxpe6jiemie Macna >KHBOTHoro B03pacTaex Ha 0,9%. 

npn He3HannTejibHbix ripiipaipeimax floxofla KOS^^HpneHT sjiacxnnuocxH 
Ay x 

noTpeOjieHHH mo>kct Obits paccnnTaH no cae/iyioipeH (JjopMyjie: 3 = lim —^ • 
V 

a Ay A ran nan Jim —7— 
Ax—>-0 

eCTB 
dy 

dx 

(nepBaa npon3BOAHaa), xo oOipaa cjjopMyjia rjik onpefleneHna K09c{)(biipneHxa 

saaexHHHoexn npHMex cneAytomnn bha : 

HexpyflHO Aora^axtca, nxo nacxHbie cJiopMyjibi K09(JxJinu,neHX0B a.nacxinniocxn 

3aBHcax ox Bn^a ypaBHeHna. 
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PacctiHTaeM Koa^mpieHrbi ajiaexHHHoexH noxpeGjieHna Macjia >KHBOTHoro 

B SaBHCHMOCTH OT HpHMeHeHHH AOXOAa ami K3>KA0H H3 8 CeMeil. CBH3L MOKfly 

^oxoflOM h noTpeGjieHHeM Bbipa3HM ypaBHemieM npaiwoH (AaHHbie ycrroBHbie). 

Pacnem Koe$<fiuifueumo6 anacmumwcmu nompeSnenun Macjia otcueomnozo 

e 3aeucuMocmu om doxoda 

(aoxo/jbi ii noTpeSnemie paccmiTaiibi Ha 1 noTpe6nTejit,cKyio e^nHHqy) 

CeMbH 

MecHHiibiii ao- 

xoq (6e3 Ha- 

JioroB h npo- 

HHX OTHHCJie- 

hhh) b py6. 

a: 

IIoTpe6jieHHe 

j Macjia H<HBOT- 

I Horo B CyTKH 

b rp. 

(SMnHpiiHHbie 
qainibie) 

y 

IIoTpeSjieHHe 

Macjia >KHBOT- 

Horo paccHH- 

TaHHoe no 

ypaBHeHHKD yx = 

3,87+ 0,418x 

(TeopcTHnecKiie 

3HaneHHn) 

X 
3 = yx~r 

yx 

1 29,0 15,2 15,99 1,81 0,76 
2 38,0 17,0 19,75 1,91 0,80 
3 46,0 25,0 23,10 1,99 0,83 
4 54,0 26,3 26,44 2,04 0,85 
5 62,0 32,0 29,79 2,08 0,87 
6 70,0 34,1 33,13 2,11 0,88 
7 79,0 38,0 36,89 2,14 0,89 
8 97,3 42,0 44,54 2,19 0,91 

HToro: 475,3 229,6 229,63 

B cpeqHeM 59,41 28,7 28,7 2,07 0,87 

yx — 3,87+0,418x y'x = 0,418 

BbIHIlCJieHHbie K03(J)(J)HpHeHTbI 3JI3CXHHH0CXH nOKa3bIBaiOT HHTeHCHBHOe 

yBeraracHHe Macna ^hbothofo c Poctom AoxoAa, mirAe, oAHaKo, He npeBbimaa 

eAHHHAbi. I IocjieAHee oGcxoaxejibcxBo oGbacHnexca Gojiee GbicxpbiM pocxoM 

AoxoAa no cpaBHeHHio c noxpeojieimcM. ^jih cpeAHero AoxoAa KOB^iimieirr 
SJiaCXHHHOCXH paBeH 

HccjieAyeM HSMeHemie K03(lxj)iinneHxa ojiacxHHHocxH noxpeGneiniH, pac- 

cnnxaHHoro Ajih ypaBHeHHH hPhmoh. H3Becxno, nxo ypaBHenne hPhmoh b cncxeme 

KoopAHHax npHHHMaex nnxs cymecxsemio oxjiiinaiomiixcH Apyr ox Apyra hojio- 

>KemiH, B 3aBHCHMocxii ox SHaneHHH napawexpoB. Bbinucjiim AjiH i<a>KAoro 
xanoio cjiynaa Ko:)([)(})Hniienxbi onacxii'inocxH: 

a) npn a < 0 bx 

a -f bx "> ^ 
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6) npn a = 0 = 1 

b) npn a > 0 

r) npn b = 0 

3 
h x 

a-\-bx 
< 1 

3 = 
bx 

a-\-bx 
= 0 

A) npii b < 0 3 = — b — < 0 

H3BeCTHO, TITO JIIoGyiO KpHBOJIHHeHHyiO 4>yHKqmO MOH<HO 3aMeHHTb KyCOMHO- 

jiHHeHHOH. CjieflOBaTeuLHO, K03(J)([)iinHeiiTiji BJiacTH-qHocTH fljiH jho6oh tohkh 

KpriBOJiHHewHbix ypaBHeHiiii mo>kho onpeAeJiiiTb, npriAieiiHH ypaBiicmie npHMoii. 

Tan, HanpHMep, KoacixJnmHeHTbi ojiacTHnnocra ;puh napaSoJibi BToporo nopnAKa 

(yx = a + bx+CX2) B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT BeJIHHHHbl X MOryT npHHHMaTb 3IiaBeHIin 

ot 3=§e0. 

Bbirne 6bi.na paccMOTpeHa MeTOAOJioraH BbiHHCJieiniH KoacHiHuneiiTa 3Jiac- 

THHHOCTH IIOTpeGjieHIIH B 3aBHCHM0CTII OT AOXO Aa. AHajIOITBIHO BbIHHCJIHIOT 

K03(J)(jjHLJHeHTbl 3JTaCTHTIHOCTH AJIH ypaBHeHHH Bbipa>KaiOLHHX CBH3b MOKAy JIIoGbl- 

MH HBJieHHHMH. Tab, HCHHCJIHIOTCH K03(lx}lHHHeHTbI SJiaCTHHHOCTH KaHeCTBa 

nOTpeSjieHHH B 3aBHCHM0CTH OT AOXOAa, K03(|)(J)IID,HeHTIJI SJiaCTHHHOCTH ceaoHHbix 

KOJieSaHHH OT ypoBHH noTpeSjieHHH h AP- Hpn pacneTe Bcex sthx Koacjo^HiAieHTOB 

c.neAyeT noMHHTb, hto ohh bbihhcjihiotch no coBOKynHOCTHM c AByMH MeHHiomii- 

mhch npH3HaKaMH. Tanoe ycjiOBne (npiiHiinn roMoreHHocTn) Heo6xoAHMO a-ih 

onpeAeJieHHH bjihhhhh Ha noTpeS-nerine oahoto KaKoro-JinGo 4>ai<Topa npH sjih- 

MHHHpoBaHHH Bcex ocTaiibHbix. B cbh3h c 3thm, pacneTy K03(J)(J)HAHeHTa 3JiaCTHH- 

HOCTH AOJi>KeH npeAiuecTBOBaTb ot6op OAHopoAHbix ceMeia h mctoa aHajiHTHnecKOH 

rpynnnpoBKH 6ioA>KeTHbix AaHHbix. npHHunn OT6opa ceMeii onpcACJiHCTCH penbio 

HCCJieAOBaHim. Tan, naripuMep, A-an aHajiH3a bjihhhhh aoxoas Ha noTpe6jicHiie 

OTSnpaioT ceMbH oAHHaKOBoro pa3Mepa h cocraBa, ho pa3Hbie no ypoBHK) AOXOAa. 

TTtth H3yneHHH bjihhhhh pa3Mepa ceMbH Ha noTpe6jieHiie naAO OTo6paTB ceMbH 

OAHopoAHbie no cocTaBy h c OAHiiaKOBbiM ypoBHeM MaTepnaJibHOii ooecneneiinocTii, 

ho pa3JiHHaK>mHecH no pa3Mepy. .IJjih HccjieAObamin bjihhhhh cocTaBa ceMbH 

Ha noTpe6jieHHe oTonpaioicH ceMbH OAHiiaKOBbie no pa3Mepy h ypoBHio MaTepna:ib- 

hoh o6ecnenemiocTH, ho pasjuniHoro cocTaBa. 

Ilocjie toto nan noAo6paiibi OAHopoAHbie coBOi-cynHOCTH cocTaBJinioTCH 

aHajiHTHnecKHe rpynnnpoBKH. 3aBHCHM0CTb, BbiHBJieHHan aHajiirranecKon rpyn- 

niipoBKOii, MO>KeT 6biTb yTOHUCHa mctoaom npocroii perpeccnn. JXjih stoto noA^n- 

paiOT ypaBHeinie, AocraToniio xopoiuo Bbipa>Kaioiri;ee cbh3b Me>KAy AByMH npn3- 

HaKaMH anajiHTHnecKOH rpynnnpoBKH. Tojibko nocjie 3Toro BbinHCJineTCH ko3(|)- 

cJ)Hii,HeHT 3JiacTHHH0CTH A-^H HCCJieAOBaHHH peaKpiiu noTpeGirrejiH na H3MeHeHiie 

HHTepecyiomero Hac <|jai<Topa. 
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2. 3JIACTIMH0CTB nOTPEEJIEHHfl OT tfOXOM 

HacTonmnn pa3^eji 03arjiaBJieH ,,3JiacranHOCTb noTpeSjieHHH ot ^oxofla”. 

B flefiCTBHTejibHOCTH >Ke R'oaclxJmmieiiTBi sjiacTHBHOCTH 6>7tyT paccMHTbiBaTbca 

nan b 33BHCHMOCTH ot floxoua, TaK h ot o6men CyMMBI paCXOAOB. CBB3B MOK^y 

3THMH flByMH K03Cj)(J)HqHeHTaMH SJiaCTHHHOCTH HeCJIO’/KIiaH: K03(Jx})HpHeHT 3JiaCTHH- 

hocth noTpeSjieHHB ot floxo^a paBeH KoacJxJxiuiHeHTy ajiacranHOCTH noTpeSjieHHB 

OT oSipeH CyMMBI paCXOflOB, nOMHO>KeHHbIH Ha K03(J>(J)Hb(HeHT 3 JiaCTHHHO CTH 

o6men cyMMbi pacxo^oB ot floxo^a: 

Ay x Ay z Az x 

Ax y Az y Ax ' z 

iyje: y — noTpeSjieHne; 

x — floxofl; 

z — o6ihhh pacxofl; 

Ay, Ax, Az — npiipameHHH noTpe6jieHHH, aoxo^a h o6mero pacxo/ja. 

JEriH H3MepeHHH BJIHHHHH flOXOfla Ha nOTpeGjTCHHe BblHHCJIHeTCH K03Cj)({)HHIieHT 

3JI3CTHHH0CTH IIOTpcGxeiHiX OT flOXOfla. Oh nOKa3bIBaeT OTHOCHTeJIbHOe H3MeHe- 

Hne noTpeSiieHiiH hjih pacxo^a b pe3yjibTaTe yBeuHneunx ^oxo^a Ha 1 %. 

OSjiacTb npaKTiixecKoro ripH/vieHeinix KooflxJxipneHTa sjiacranHocTH noTpeo- 

JieHHH HiHpoKa h pa3Hoo6pa3Ha. Tan, HanpHMep, npn noMoinn K03tJ)(|)imHeHTa 

SJiaCTHHHOCTH MO>KHO H3MepiITb CTeneHb y^OBJieTBOpeHIIH IIOTpeOHOCTeH, onpe- 

flejiHTb CTeneHb MaTepnajibHon oScciieHeniiocTH ceMeii pa3Horo cocTaBa h pa3Mepa, 

CTaTHCTHHeCKH paCCHHTaTb HOpMbI nOTpeOJieHIIH npOflOBOJIbCTBeHHbIX H npOMblUI- 
JieHHblX TOBapOB5. 

PaccMOTpHM paccHHTaHHbie Ha c|)aKTHHecKOM MaTepiiane K03(J)(|)HHHeHTbi 
3JI3CTHHH0CTH noTpe6jieHHH ot floxo^a. 

IIpHBe,n;eM K03(Jx|)HpHeHTbi axtacTiiHHOcTii noTpeSjieHHH ot ^oxo,ii;a no hckoto- 

pbiM npe,n;MeTaM noTpe6jieiin>i h pacxo/jHbiM CTaTbHM, paccxHTamibie no crpynnn- 

poBaHHbiM 6iofl>KeTaM paSoHHx-oflHHoneK Mockbbi 3a 1960 r. (160 6K»A>KeTOB). 

I\o3(f)(/)uifueumbi 3jiacTnuHH0cwiu nompeo jichur u pacxodoe otn doxoda. 

Budbi pacxodoe u nomped/ienuR 

Xjie6 nuieHHHHbiH (kt) Q547 

KapTocJ)eJib (nr) q 5§ 

IIpHMeHeHHe KoaTlmnnenTa ojiacnmnocTH npu nayMenun ypoBHx >kh3hh cm. b pa6oTe 

B. UlBbipKOBa Ko3(f)(f>ui{ueiim 3JiacmuHH0cmu nompe6AeHun u eio npuMeneHue npu rnyuemiu ypomn 

OKU3HU mpydmiiuxcn (b c6op. MameManumecKan cmamucmuKa, M. 1962). B cannon paooTe ajih 

cneqnaJibHbix skohombmcckiix HccjieflOBaimii npc/tjraracTCK Koac^JimpieHT ajiacTHHHOCTH b a6- 

coxioTHbix BexHMHHax. Oh BbiBOAHTCH H3 cnejiyiomen nponoprpm: y —100 y ■ 3 

. ^ E~9 E = ~io6' 
TOT K03$4)HHHeHT noKa3biBaeT npnpaii;eHne b a6ccuiK>THbix BenimHHax npu yBejinneHini 

x Ha 1%. 
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Macuo >KHBOTHoe (nr) 

Mojioko, cBe>Kee, KBameHoe (nr) 

Hhua (uiTyn) 

Mhco, imma, fliiBb (nr) 

roBHflHHa, TeJiHTiiHa (kt) 

OpyKTBi, nroAbi CBe>KHe (nr) 

KoHflHxepcKiie h3acjihh (nr) 

Caxap (nr) 

PacxoAM Ha npoflyKTBi miTamiH (py6.) 

IloKynKa oaokahi, TKaHen, o6yBH (py6.) 

IIoKynKa npoMBiuuieHHBix TOBapoB (py6.) 

PacxoflBi na >KHJHimHO-KOMMyHaJibiiBie ycjryrH (py6.) 

0,65 

0,54 

0,79 

0,58 

1,05 

0,44 

0,52 

0,58 

0,46 

1,22 

1,29 

0,24 

no pa3Mepy KoacJxjiHAHeHTOB 3 JiaCTHHHOCTH iioTpeojieraiH ot AoxoAa mo>kho 

cyflHTB o creneHH yAOBJieTBopeHHH noTpeGHOCTeft b Tex TOBapax h ycjiyrax, pbihok 

KOTOpBIMH HaCBUHCH AOCTaTOHHO nOJIHO. (^eM GoJIBHie K03(J)4)HpHeHT SJiaCTHHHOCTH, 

TeM b MeHsuieii CTeneHH yAOBJieTBopeHBi noTpeGiiocTH b ashhom BHAe TOBapa). 

Tan, HanpnMep, BejiHHHHa Koa^x^HAneHTa sjiacTHHHocTH pacxoAOB Ha npoAyKTBi 

miTaHHH (3 = 0,46) cBHAeTejiBCTByeT o tom, hto noTpeGHOCTH paSonHX b npoAyn- 

Tax nHTaiiHH yAOBJieTBopeHBi ropa3AO noJiHee neM b npoMBiuureHHBix TOBapax 

(3 = 1,29). 

Bbiuie 6bijio CKa3aHO o hcoGxoahmocth caMoro CTpororo coGjnoAOHHH npHH- 

puna roMoreHHOCTH npn HCCJieAOBaHHH bjihhhhh AOXoAa Ha noTpeGjieHHe. OAHano, 

HHorAa npn pacoeTax K03qxJ)HU,HeHTa 3 JiaCTHHHOCTH noTpe6jieHHH ot AoxoAa 

otot npuHAHn HapyuiaeTCH — pacneTBi BeAyTcn no ccmbhm pa3Horo cocTaBa 

h pa3Mepa. B pejiax coxpaiieHHH npiiHu;Hna roMoreHHOCTH aoxoabi h pacxoABi 

ceMeii paccnHTBiBaioTCH Ha I noTpeGm-eJiBCKyio eAUHimy (hjih Ha Ayuiy) h no otiim 

A&HHBIM BBIHHCJIHIOTCH KOSC^HAIieHTBI 3 JiaCTHHHOCTH. OAHaKO, OAHOpOAHOCTB 

H3ynaeMOH coBOKynHOcru c noMom&io Tannx pacneTOB hotiiioctmo BoccTaHOBHTB 

He yAaeTca6; Bjnramie cocTaBa h pa3Mepa ceMBH na noTpe6;ieiine ajiHMHHnpyeTCH 

tojibko nacTHHHO. nosTOMy Ha npaKTHKe b pejinx 4>yHAHpoBaHHH 3Toro npiiHUHiia 

npn pacneTax KoaclxlmiAieHTOB 3 JiaCTHHHOCTH npHMeHHioT MeTOA OT6opa ceMeii 

npH6jiH3HTejiBHO OAHHanoBoro pa3Mepa. CeMBH oSbcahkhiotch b Gojiee iijih 

MeHee OAHopoAHBie rpynnBi, HanpnMep, ot 1 noTpeGHTeJiBHOH cahhhabi ao 

1,5 H.eA., ot 1,5 n.eA. AO 2,0 n.eA., ot 2,0 n.eA. AO 2,5 n.eA. h t.a. 

OAHano nanSoxee npaBHJiBHBie pacneTBi Kosc^HAHeHTOB 3JiaCTHHHOCTH MoryT 

6bitb noJiyneHBi jihuib npn noA^ope oahopoahbix TnnoB ceMeii. OSiahh >Ke ko3(|)- 

(jDHAHeHT 3JiaCTHHHOCTH HOTpeOJieHHH A-TOI BCeX CeMeii paCCHHTBIBaeTCH KaK epeAHe- 

B3BeineHHBiH nonasaTejiB no otaojibhbim THnaM ceMeii. 

6 Cm. CTaTBK) n.n. MacxoBa, HeKomopue nymu ucnojib3oeaHUH nosificfiuiiueHma sAacmunHOcmu 

nompe6jieHUH b c6opHHKe cxaxeft npuMeneHue MameMamuKU e 31<ohoMimecnux uccAedoeanunx, 

x. 2, M. 1961 r. 
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Tpy,n;Hee Bcero coxpainiTB npiinniin roMoreHHOCTH b pacneTax no pn,D;aivi 

fliiHaMHKii. Oh HapymaeTCH name b cjiynae pacnexa KoocfxJamHeHTOB sJiacTHHHOCTii 

noTpeOjieiiHH ot noxona no ccmbhm onimaKOBoro pa3Mepa h cocTaBa. 3to o6bhchh- 

eTCH TeM, mto rioTpeOnenne ceMen b flHHaMHKe ii3MenneTCH He tojilko non bjihh- 

HHeM H3MeHeHHII flOXO^a (KOTOpBIH MBI yHHTblBaeiYl), HO H3MeHeHHH IjeH, Hacbl- 

ipeHIIOCTH pbIHKa TOBapaMH, H3MeHeHHH nOTpeOlITejIbCKHX npHBblHCK H T .ff., 
BJIHHHHe KOTOpbIX B pacneTaX MbI He yHHTbIBaeM. 

npiiBe^eM HeKOTopbie KoatJxJiHnHeHTbi ojiacTinmocTH rioTpeojiciniH ot 30x0- 

fla, paccHHTaHHbie no pnnaM HHHaMHKii 3a 1953—1960 r.r. Phhbi nHHaMHKH nocTpoe- 

hbi no 160 CnoflHceTaM paGoHiix-oniiHoneK, r. MocKBbi. BbipaBHHBaHne phhob 

fliiHaMHKH npoH3Be/];eHo no npHMoft. 

Koacfifiuifueumbi onacmumiocmu nompe6jienuH om doxoda 

BHflbl pacXOAOB H nOTpeOjlCHHH 

-------_ 

Xne6 rrineHHHHhiH (nr) 

KapTO(f>ejib (kt) 

-Biipa (iiityk) 

roBHpmia, TejiHTHHa (nr) 

OpyKTbi, nropbi CBe>KHe (nr) 

I Pacxoflbi Ha noKynny npopyKTOB mrraHHH (py6.) 

noTpegjieHHe npopyKTOB niiTaHHH (nr) 

Pacxoflbi Ha noKynKy npoMbinuieHHbix TOBapoB (py6.) 

II3 TaOjinpbi BHflno, hto c 1953 r. no 1960 r. non BJiHHHiieM pocTa noxona 

ciijibho B03pacjio noTpeSnemie MHca, nnp, Monona n $pyKTOB, noTpeSnemie 

>ne xjie6a h KapTocjfjejiH coKpaTHjiocb. 

Xoth npnBeneHHbie Koac^imiieHTbi onacTinmocTii noTpeGjieHHH paccnimnibi 

tojibko ot noxona, onnab-o ohii xapaKTepii3yioT H3MeHenne noTpeGnemw non 

BjiHHHHeM He TOJibKo Aoxona, ho H pnna flpyrnx npininn. 3th KoscJxJmijHeHTbi 

OJiaCTHHIIOCTH, CJIOJKHBUIIieCH nOfl BJiHHHiieM BCdl COBOKynHOCTII cJ)ai<TopoB, 

B OTJIHHHe OT K03(J)(|)HH|HeHTOB SJiaCTHHHOCTH, OTpajHaiOipiIX BJIHHHHe OflHOrO 

KaKoro-jin6o (JiaKTopa (nacTiiHHbie) HaaoBeM ycjioBHo nojiHbmn Kos^imHeHxaMii 
SJiaCTHHHOCTH. 

3. OJIACTH^IHOCTB KA^ECTBA nOTPEBJIEHIW OT JJOXO^A 

H3BecTH0, HTO xopouio oGecneneHHbie ceMBii nonynaiOT nponyKTbi mrramiH 

Jiynmero nanecTBa, no neiie ropa3flo 6ojiee bbicokoii new ceMBH MajiooGecHeneHHbie. 

InoTOMy cpeniiHH nena noi<ym<H moh<ct cjiynaiTB KOCBeHHbiM noKa3aTejieM ypoBHH 

OjiarococTOHHHH ceMBH. BJIHHHHe floxoAa Ha KanecTBo noxpeSjieHHH nponyKTOB 

nnranHH 113/viepHeTCH KoscJxJiHijHeHTOM ajiacTimnocTH, KOTopbin noKa3biBaeT 

i KoacfxjHipiieHTbi 

I SJiaCTIIHHOCTH 

1^1/ 

—0,48 

5,55 

2,80 

4,58 

1,94 

1,24 

2,82 
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Ha ckojilko npopenroB yBejiii'iiiBaeTCH cpe/pum pena noKynKH npn yBenHHeHHH 

poxopa Ha opiiH npopenr. Hiince npHBepeHbi HenoTopbie H3 paccnHTaHHbix HaMH 

K03(J)(J)HpiieHTbI 3JiaCTHHH0CTH KaTieCTB3 HOTpeOjICIIIIH IipO/p'KTOB HHTaHIIH OT 

poxopa. (3 ~ y'x ^-rpey;— peHa noi-cym-cH, x—poxop) . BbipaBHHBaHHe crpynnn- 
\ y* I 

pOBaHHbix 9800 6ioA>KeTOB paOoHiix ceMen h ophhohck (PCOCP b 1961 r.) npOH3- 

Bepeno no ypaBHemno npHMOH. 

HaiiMeHOBaHne npopyKTOB roiTaHiiH 

Ko9(j3(|)HIj;HeHTbI SJiaCTHBHOCTH 

naxecTBa noTpeGnemiH ot 

poxopa 

KynueHO b rocToproBJie 

Myna nmemini-iaH 0,12 

Mhco, mima, punt 0,53 

Mojioko, CBe>Kee3 KBameHoe 0,48 

MaCJIO >KHBOTHOe 0,13 

Hiipa 0,11 

Pbi6a (npoMe cejibpen) 2,31 

BapeHte, pnceM, Me# h T.n. 1,80 

Ko3(|)(J)imHeHTbi 3JiacTiuiHOCTH KaoecTBa noTpeSjieHHH ripopyKTOB mrraHHH 

noKa3biBaioT, hto c VBejiH'ieHiicM poxopa b HanGojihiiieil CTeneHii B03pacraeT 

cpeAHHH pen a noKynKH Tex npopyKTOB noTanini, KOTopbie oSjiapaiOT 3HanHTeJib- 

HbiMii KanecTBeHHbiMH pa3JiHHHHMH. Poct poxopa Bbi3biBaeT o6n3aTejibHoe yjiyn- 

rneHHe KanecTBa noTpeSjineMbix npopyKTOB iniTaHnn. B Meatmen crenemi Me- 

HneTCH cpepHHH pena noKynKH nirramiH nepBoii HeoSxopnMOCTH (xjie6a, mvkh 

H«p.) 

3aKaHHHBan paccMOTpenne KoatJuJuipHeHTa anacranHOCTH nanecTBa noTpe6- 

jieHHH npopyKTOB nHTairan ot poxopa, Hejib3H He ocTaiioBHTboi Ha cbh3h stoto 

nOKa3aTeJIH C K034x|)HpHeHTaMH SJiaCTHHHOCTH paCXOAOB, pOXOpOB H K03(|)4)HpHeH- 

TOB SJiaCTHHHOCTH KOJIHHeCTBa nOTpeSjieHHH OT pOXOpa. 

3aBHCHM0CTb Me>I<Ay HHMH TaKOBa: K03({j(|jHU;HeHT paCXOAOB = K03(|x|)IipHeH- 

Ty sjiacTHHHOCTH i<anecTBa+Koaclxlmpneirr sjiacTHHHocTH KanecTBa. 

Ajire6paHnecKH sto 3anpcbiBaeTCH b BHpe cjiepytoipen cjjopMyjibi: 

p — peHa 

q — KOJIHHeCTBO 

y — pacxop 

x — poxop 

Ay x 

Ax y 

Ap x Aq x 

Ax p ^ Ax q 
rpe 
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IIocKOJibKy K03(i)(|)Hi;HeHT ajiacTH^HocTH KanecTBa ot floxo^a, Kan npaBHJio, 

HMeeT nojioH<iiTejibHoe 3HaMeHne5 to Kosc[)(J>imiieHT sjiacTHHHOCTH pacxoflOB, 

nan npaBHJio BBirne KoscJxJiHpHeHTa ajiacTHHHocra KOJinnecTBa7. 

4. OJIACTMHOCTL CE30HHBIX KOJIEBAHHH OT 

YPOBHH nOTPEEJIEHHX 

Ce30HHbie bojihbi noTpeOjieHHH (JjopiviHpyioTCH no# bjthhiihcm TaKnx (JjaicTo- 

pOB KaK KJIHMaTHneCKHH, (J)H3HOJIOrHHeCKHH, SbITOBOH H SKOHOMHHeCKHH. riepBBie 

TpII (fjaKTOpa HOCHT yCTOIIHHBblH XapaKTep, B KOpOTKHe npOMOKyTKH BpeMeHH 

OHII He H3.\ieH>TIOTCH. IIoCJieflHHH, — SKOHOMHHeCKHH (})aKTOp (HaCbimeHHOCTb 

pbiHKa TOBapaMH, BejiHHHHa floxo^a h noTpeGjieHHH h t.^.) npeTepneBaeT 3HanH- 

TenbHbie H3MeHeHiiH flaine b npeflenax o^Horo ro^a. HccjieflOBamiH noKa3ajiH, 

hto nponcxo^HT crjia>KHBaHHe ce30HHbix KOJieOainiii Tanux npo/jvKTOB nHTaHHH 

nan Macro, ai'ma, obohjh, $pyKTbi h flpyrae c noBbimemieM ypoBHH hx noTpeOne- 

hhh . 3tot npopecc crjia>KHBaHHH mo>kct 6biTb Bbipa>KeH K03(JxJ)iinHeHTa.\m sjiac- 

THHHOCTH Ce30HHbIX KOJieOaHHH OT ypOBHH nOTpeSjieHHH. JX-flH 3TOTO BHyTpHTO- 

^iiHHbie KOJieSaHHH 3a pro; roT, BbiHiicjieHHbie b npoiieirrax k ypoBHio noTpeOro- 

UpoAyKTbi nirraiiHH 

Mojioko (cBe>Kee h KBauieHoe) 

Ai'nia 

Oboibh h 6axHeBbie 

OpyKTbi cBe>KHe 

KBapxajibi9 Ko3(J)(|)HIlHeHXbI 3-iaCTHHHOCXH 

Ce30HHbIX KOJie6aHHH 

I 0,43 
II -0,10 

III -0,12 
IV -0,39 

I 0,73 
II -0,18 

III 0,18 
IV 0,64 

I 0,70 
II 1,10 

III -0,29 
IV 0,18 

I -0,31 

II -0,12 
III -0,44 

Iv ! 
0,03 

7 Bonpocbi BbiHHCJiemiH KoacjHtmmieHxoB ajiacTHBHOc™ KaqecTBa noxpeSjieraiH ox Aoxofla 
AexajibHO nccneaoBaHb! b Monorpacbm: S. J. Prais, H. S. Houthakker, The Analysis of Family 

Budgets, Cambridge, 1955. 

“ BonpoCbI HapoAHoro xo3HHcxBa CCCP, H3A. AH CCCP, M. 1962 r., exp. 368-387. 
0 CaeAyex saMexnxb, nxo KBapxajibHbie Ha.McnemiH hbjihioxch b Bbicmefi cxenemi rpy6biMii 

noKasaxejiHMH cesoHiiocxn. OflHano, cxaxHcxtraecKHe flaHHiie He bosbojihuh h3m npoHSBecra 
pacBex no MecnpaM. 
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hhh, BbipaBHHBaiOTCH no ypaBHeHino npocxon perpeccmi b aaBiiciiMocTH ot ypoBHH 

noTpeOjieHHH. Hanee, paccnHXbiBaioxcH KoatJx^HpiieHTbi ajxacxHHHocxH, KOTopbie 

noKa3biBaiOT nponeuxiioc H3MeHeHHe ce30HHbix KOjrcGaimii c noBbimemieM ypoBHH 

noTpeOjieHHH Ha 1%. 

npIIB.e^eM K03({K[)IIII,IICHTbI 3JiaCTIIHIIOCTH Ce30HHbIX KOJieSaHHH, BblMHCJieil- 

Hbie no 10 t. OKWKeTOB paGonnx ceMen PCOCP c 1952 r. no 1959 r. BbipaBHH- 

BaHne npoH3BefleHO no ypaBHemno npnMon. 

BbinncjieHHbie KoacJjc^npneHTbi ojiacxnniiocxH nonasbiBaioT crjia>KHBaHHe 

ce30HHbix KOJieSaHHH c YBejinneniieM ypoB'na noxpe6jieHHH. Crjia>KHBaHne nponc- 

xoahx b pe3yjibTaTe yBCJumeinm norpeGnciinn b Hece30HHoe BpeMH rofla n yMeHb- 

uieHHH — b ce30H (yBe.Tninemie n yMeHtmenne oxHocnxejibHO k ypoBHio nox- 

peOjreHHH). 

5. OJIACTHMHOCTB CnPOCA OT TOBAPOOBOPOTA 

Koac|)(|)HpHeHXbi ojiacxnnHocxn Moryx 6bixb paccnnxanbi n no AaHiibiM xop- 

roBon cxaxncxiiKH. B oxom cuynae ohh Ha3biBaioxcn K03(|x])HH;HeHxaMH sjiacxnn- 

hocxh cnpoca. 11.11. MacjiOB npc^Jiaraex paccnnxbiBaxb K034x^npnerixbi sjiacxnn- 

hocxh cnpoca Ha oxAejibHbie rpynnni xoBapoB b 3aBncnMocxn ox oOrpcro pa3Mepa 

xoBapooSopoxa. ,,... nJiaHnpyn o6iahh pa3Mep xoBapooSopoxa, —nnuiex npo- 

cfxeccop n.n. MacjiOB, — mo>kho paccnnxbiBaxb xoBapooOopox no rpynnaM 

xoBapoB Ha ocHOBe KoacJx^HUHeHxa ajiacxnnHOCxn, paccnoxannoro no c^yiiKnno- 

HajibHon Mo^eJiH, rfle He3aBHCHMon nepeMeHHon 6y,n;ex xoBapooSopox oxflejibHbix 

oSnacxen Ha «yuiy HacejieHHn'’10. TyHKnnoHa.xtnyio moacjib aBXop npefljiaraex 

cxponxb b BHfle ypaBHeHHH napaSoJibi Bxoporo nopHAna. IloKynKH pa3JinnHbix 

xoBapoB BbipaBHHBaxoxca ox xoBapooOopoxa no ox^ejibHbiM oSnacxnM. Ilpefljio- 

>KeHHbiil noKa3axejis 3JiacxnnnocxH cnpoca HMeex cboh nojio>KHxejibHbie n oxpnpa- 

xenbHbie cxopoHbi. IloJio>KHxejxbHbiM MOMeHXOM HBJinexcn xo, nxo xoBapooSopox 

b oxjinnne ox floxo^a ceMbn HBJinexcn cnHxexnnecKHM nonasaxeneM: oh biiiixli- 

Baex b ce6n oneMeHxw AoxoAa h npon3BOflcxBa. CjieAOBaxejiwio, paccniixamibie 

K03(J)(j5HAHeHXbi cnpoca ox xoBapooOopoxa CKJiaflbiBaioxcH noA B03AencxBiieM 

MHoncecxBa (JxaKXopoB. 

OAHano npnBJieKaxejibHocxb axoro noi<a3axejiH saKJiionaioinaHcn b ero npo- 

cxoxe, xanx b ceoe h oxpnu;axejibHbie 3JieMciixbi, He no3BOJiHiou^ne ncnojib30Baxb 

ero ajih nepcneKXHBHbix pacnexoB. Ko3(J)4)Hu;HeHXbi sjiacxnnHocxn cnpoca hbjik- 

ioxch nojiHbiMH, ohh xapaKxepH3yiox H3MeHeHHe cnpoca noA BJinnHneM xoBapo- 

oSopoxa, oObeiwa npon3BOACXBa, aoxoaob, cocxaBa n pa3Mepa ceMen, cpeAHHX 

AeH n x-A- npri pacnexax ero cxaHOBnxcn HeB03M0>KHbiM coxpaHeHne npnHpnna 

roMoreHHOcxn, noxopbin eAHHCXBeHHo xojibko Moncex oSecnennxb neoOxoAHMyio 

10 n. MacjiOB, npuMeuuMoemb Kostficfiuiiuemnoe sjiaemuHHoemu e cmamucmuKe u nnanupo- 

earnu moeapoo6opoma, ,,BecTHHK ctsithcthkh N° 10, 1961 r. 
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HX TOHHOCTb. Il03T0My HaM npeflCTaBJIHeTCH 3aMeHHHBbIM HCn0JIB30BaHHe K03C})- 

(J)iimieHTa 3JiacTHBHocTii cnpoca tojibko b TeKyipeM njiaHiipoBamiH, ho Rim nep- 

CneKTHBHBIX pacneTOB, OHCBI-I/IHO, OH He MO/KeT 6bitb npHMeHeH. 

6. OAKTOPHBII1 AHAJIH3 3AKOHOMEPHOCTEH IIOTPEEJIEHHil 

IIPH nOMOIIIH KOSOOHUHEHTOB 3JIACTIMHOCTH 

1lacmubie Koscfxfniifueimiu 3Aacmumiocniu. .D[jih Hccjie^OBaHHH bjthhhhh o,n;Horo 

npii3HaKa Ha Apyrofi (nanpiuviep, floxo^a Ha pacxo,q) HeoGxo/jHMO, nan Bbiuie Gbuio 

CK33aHO, OToOpaTb OflHOpOflHyiO COBOKynHOCTB 6lOA>KeTOB, B KOTOpOH 6bl oScjie- 

AyeMbie ceMtu OTJnnajiHcr. /jpyr ot Apyra tojtbko flByMH npH3HaKaMH. OflHaKO, 

b Hccjie^oBaHHHx sto He Bceiyja y/jaeTCH. Tan, HanpHMep, npn H3yneHHii HeGojib- 

moro HHCJia Gio^nieTOB ot6op o^hopo^hbix ce/weii npiiBo/jiiT k TOMy, hto bch 

iicc.ae,nyeMaH coBoi-cynHocTb pa36HBaeTcn Ha 0'icHb MejiKHe rpynnbi. TaKHe MaTepna- 

;II)I He n03BOJIHIOT npOH3BeCTH IieoGxO/piMbie HCCJieAOBaHHH, paCCHHTaTb CKOJIbKO- 

HHOyp;b flocTOBepHbie K03c}K])iiHHeiiTbi ajiacTHHHOcTii. B 3thx cjiynanx ripnGeraioT 

k pacneTy nacxHbix k o 3 tfxJj h n h e h x o b ajiacTHHiiocTH no ypaBHeHHio mhokcctbchhoh 

perpecciiH. 

^aCTHbie K03(|)(J)HU,HeHTbI 3J13CTHHHOCTH HHOr^a Ha3bIBaiOTCH HHCTbIMII. 

Ohii KOJiimecTBeHHo (b npopeHTax) xapaKTepii3yioT pearcpiiio pe3yjibTaTHBHoro 

HBJieHHH Ha H3MeHeHHe OflHOrO H3 npHHHHHbIX (J)aKTOpOB, IjJTHfTHIie >Ke Apynix 

cj)aKTopoB 3aKpenjiHeTCH Ha hoctohhhom ypoBHe, T.e. sjniMHHHpyeTCH11. 

HpiiBe;j,eM npHMep Bbiunc;ieiniH nacTiibix KoacJxJnmiieHTOB sjiacTiinHocTH 

paCXOflOB B 33BHCHM0CTH OT flOXOfla H p33Mepa CeMbH. 

Albi pacnojiarajra /taiinbiMn no 10 ceMbHM, o^Hopo^HbiM no cocxaBy, ho 

HeofliiHaKOBbiM no floxo^y h pa3Mepy. Pa36HTb flaHHyio coBOKynHOCTb Ha o^ho- 

po^Hwe rpynnbi ajih onpe^eneHiin CTeneHii b.tiihhhh floxo^a h pa3Mepa 

ceMbii (pa3^ejibHo) Ha noTpeGjieHHe hcbo3mo>kho b ciuiy Majioro nucjia bbiGopkh. 

n°3TOMy npnGeraeM k pacneTy nacTHbix ko3cj>(})nihichtob sjiacTHHHocTH, BbiHHCJien- 

hmx no ypaBHeHHio mho>kcctbchhoii perpecciiH. 

ripeflnoJio>KHM, hto pacxoflbi Ha OReyKRy naxo/piTOi b jiHHeimoH 3aBiiCHM0CTii 
ot ^oxofla h pa3Mepa ceMbii: 

y — <2o+<2iX1+aaA:3 
r^e. y pacxo/j; ceMbii Ha o^e>K^y 

Xx — ROXOR CeMbH 

x2 — pa3Mep ceMbH 

ETapaMeTpbi /jaimoro ypaBHeHHH Gbijih onpeflejieHbi no cnocoGy HaiiMeHbuiiix 
KBa^paxoB: 

______ y = —0,996+0,2633xx—3,2870xa 

Cm. uamy cthtlio K eonpocy o Haxooicbenuu Hei<omopux ucxodubix dauHux dnn cocmaenemiH 

'lUMajibHoeo n.iana npou3eodcmea no dunaMunecKUM Mode/iHM nompe6/ieHun. B cSopHHKe TpyuoB 
HayMHOH KOHcJjepeiiniiH Mry, M. 1963 r. 
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JI.jih onpe/jejieiniH bjihhhhh AoxoAa ccmbh Ha pacxoAbi Ha oAOK,n;y bbihhcjihm 

HaCTHBIH K03(|)(J)HpHeHT SJiaCTHHHOCTH paCXOAOB OT AOXOAOB. Oh paCCHHTbIBaeTCH 

i ^y\' 2 x-i 
no cpopMyjie: 3 = • — rAe 2yx — nacTHan perpeccnn no xv Chmboji ,,2” 

UX1 

nePefl y roBopHT o tom, hto BjiHHHHe AaHHoro (jjaKTopa 3aKpenjieHo, T.e. He ynH- 

TBiBaeToi npn paciexe K03({)fJ)HpiienTa sjiacTHHHocTH. ITpn pacneTe Hacxnoro 

K03(|)cJ)HpHeHTa sjracTHHHocTH pacxofla ot pa3Mepa ccmbh 3jihmhhi-ipyem bjihhhhc 

(JiaKTopa (AoxoAa). 3tot noKa3aTejiB paccnHTbiBaeTcn no cbopMvjie- 3 = ^1'2 

Sx2 ,y2 
iA2 nacTHan perpeccHH no x2 npn SiinMnunpoBaHHii xx. 

^acTHbie K03c})(f)HnneHTbi ajiacTHHHOCTH pacxoAOB Ha Ofle>i<^y asm bcjihhhh 

AoxoAa h pa3Mepa ccmbh MoryT Sbitb paccnHTaHbi no c|)opMyjiaM : 

3 = tyi-i xx 0 — u 3 
x9 

dxi 2?x “ ~ dx2 ty2 

JXjih Harnero npHMepa ohh 6yAyT paBHbi (cm. TaOji. Ha CTp. 24). 

1,33 h 3 ot .qoxofla = oj — 3 = 0,2633 • - 30,671 
2 Aj 25,877 

o x9 2 79 
3 ox pa3Mepa ccmbh ^~=~ 3,2870 • = —0,291 

^ CJieAOBaxeriBHo, npn yBeJinneHnn AoxoAa na 1% pacxoAbi na oAe>KAy B03- 
pacraioT Ha 1,33%, npn ycnoBHH, hto pa3Mep ccmbh nocroHHHbiH h paBeH 2,29 noT- 

peoHTejiBCKHx eAHHHA. A npn yBejiHneHHH paaMepa ccmbh Ha 1% pacxoAbi Ha 

OAOK^y yMeHBuiaiOTCH na 0,291% npn ycnosmi, nxo mcchhhbih AoxoA ccmbh 
nOCTOHHHBIH H paBCH 130,67 py6. 

IToAHbie KO30$MfueHmu 3/iacmuHHocmu. anajinaa 3aKOHOMepHOCTeH hot- 

Pe Jle™’ HapHfly c Pac^exaMH nacrabix koscJ^hphchtob BbinncjiHioxcn nojiHbie 

K03(J)(J)HpHeHTbI SJiaCTHHHOCTH K3K KOP peKTHpOBaHHbie, T3K II HCK0ppeKTHP0- 

BaHHbie. 

3xn K03t{)(J)HpHeHTbI HO MeTOAIIKe paCHCTa HeCKOJIBKO HanOMHHaiOT nOJIHbie 
K03(f)CpimHeHTbI KOppejIHUiHH. 

nPII nOMOIHH HeKOppeKTHpOBaHHhlX nOJIHbIX KOacfaJmilHeHTOB OJiaCTHHHOCTH 
JcTimacjiHBaeTCH cnaai. nieway <|,yiiKHHcii h o.moii m neaaRnoiMbix nepeMeHHbix. 

JiHBHiie flpyrax HeaaBHCHMbix nepeMeHHbix bo BHHMaHHe He npiiHHMaercn 

an. HanpnMep, mo>kho paccHHTaTb nojiHb.il HeKoppeKinpoBaHHbif, K03<t«t>HmieHT 
9JiaCTHMHOCTH Me>KW MeCHHHBIM paCXOflOM CeMbH Ha OfleiKAy y „ MeCHHHbm HOXO- 

n’ 3 TaK>Ke Me>Kfly Mec™™ Pacx»fl« CeMbH Ha Ofleway h paaMepoM 
““ x,. BbmncjieHHe nonnoro KOaiJuJjHiiHeHTa onacTHHHOCTH juia cpeflHnx 
3HaneHHH y h x hpoh3boAhtch no (J)opMyjie: 

x 

)’x 

Ax = ^l+BpJC, 
rAe: 
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Cjre^yex 3aMexnxB, hxo no3HaBaxeJiBHoe 3HaT-ieinie sxoro k o 3 cfx|j h n h eHTa He 

BejiiiKO, xaK nan noxpeOjieHne h3mchhctch He xojibko noA bjihhhhcm ynxeniioro 

(Jjanxopa — floxo^a, ho h neynxennoro — pa3Mepa ceM&H. 

riOJXHBIH K03({)({)HpHeHX SJiaCXHHHOCXH MOK/^y y II X2 BblHHCJIHCXCH aHajIO- 

rnHHo: 3=j,'jt2 

yx a 

• yx — a2-\-b2x2 

(cm. xa6n. Ha exp. 25), npHMep ycAOBHbiH12. IloJiHbiH koac|icjjhphehx ajiaexHHHoexH 

pacxoAOB Ha OAOKAy ox floxo^a (1,25) MeHtuie nacxHoro K03(Jx}JHHHCHxa sjiac- 

xhhhocxh (1,33). 3x0 o6x>HCHHexcH xeM, hxo poex pacxo^OB Ha 0Ae>KAy c yBejiHH- 

emieM AoxoAa 3aMe,u;ji>xexcH c yBejiHHCHHeM pa3Mepa ccmbh. 

rioJiHBiH ko3(})cjjhpiichx sjiacxHHHOcxH pacxoAOB Ha ofle>Kfly ox pa3Mepa 

ceMBH (4,45) 3HaHHxejibHo oxjTHHaexcH ox nacxHoro K03c})c}Hii;neHxa sjiacxHHHocm 

( 0,291). BejiHHHHa sxoro noK33axejiH npeyBeJiHHHBaex bjihhhhc pa3Mepa ccmbh 

Ha poex pacxoflOB Ha OAe>KAy b pe3yjiLxaxe xoro, hxo poex pa3Mepa ccmbh conpo- 

Bo>K;yiexca oAHOBpeMeHHbiM yBejiHneHHeM ee AoxoAa. 3xhm ii oObhchhcxch cxojib 

Gojibuioe pa3HHHHe cpaBHHBaeMBix noKa3axejieH. 

lopas^o Sojituiyio peiiHocxt npe^cxaBJiniox nojiHbie KoppeKXHpoBaHHbie 

K03(|xf)HAHeHXbI 3JI3CXHHH0CXH. j^JIH HaUierO npHMepa XaKOH K03(}xJ)HHHCHX MO>KeX 

6bIXb paCCHHXaH XOJIBKO B 3aBHCHMOCXH OX HOXOHa. ^IxOObl SJIHMHHHpOBaXB BJIHH- 

HHe neyqxeHHoro (JxiKTopa (pa3Mepa ccmbh), naiiHbie o AOxoAax h pacxoAax 

flejiHxcH Ha pa3Mep ccmbh h Bee bbihhcjichhh Benyxcn b pacnexe Ha flymy. 3axeM, 

no nojiyneHHbiM pn^aM bbimhcjihcxch, nan oObihho, K03cjKj)HmieHx sjiacxHHHocxn 

3xox KOppeKXHpOBaHHblH K03c])(jjHU,HeHX SJiaCXHHHOCXH XaK>Ke HBAHCXCH nOJIHbIM 

xai< nan bjihhhhc pa3Mepa ccmbh Ha noxpcOjicHiie nojiHocxBio He sJuiMiiHupoBaxio 

npoHaee^cM pacnex nojiHoro KoppeKXHpoBaHHoro K03(}x{BimieHxa ajiacxHH- 

hocxh pacxoflOB Ha Oflewfly b 3aBHCHMocxn ox Aoxo^a, ajih sxoro cocxaBJineM 
pacnexHyio xaOjiHpy. 

IloJiHbiH KOppeKXHpOBaHHblH K03t}xJ)HHHeiIX 3JI3CXHHH0CXH pacXOflOB OX flO- 

xoAa (1,92) Bbirne nacxHoro K03<:b(l>HHHenxa sjiacxiiHHocxH (1,33), xai< nan bjihhhhc 

cjiaicropa ,, AoxoAa ycHJiHBaexcn c ymehbinehhem pa3Mepa ccmbh. 

VacmHbie K03$$ui{ueHmbi snaemunnoemu, ebmucjieHHbie no pndciM dunaMUKU. 

^aCXHbie K03Cj)(J)HpHeHXbI 3JI3CXHHH0CXH HC3aMeHIIMbI B (JiaKXOpHOM aiia;iH3e 

AHHaMHnecKHx phaob noxpeOjieHHH. 

Bjihhhhc xannx cjiaKXopoB Kan npoH3BOACXBO h hchbi Ha noxpeOjicHHe nejiB3H 

H3yHHXB B HHCXOM BH^e npil nOMOIAH aHaJIHXHHeCKHX rpynilHpOBOK. B 3XOM 

cjiynae hcoSxoahmo npHMeHHXB Miio>KecxBeHHyio perpeccHio. Bjihhhhc >xe pa3- 

JIHHHBIX 4)aKXOpOB H3 HOXpeGjICHHe MO>KHO paCCHHXaXB C IIOMOIPBIO HaCXHbIX 

K03(Jxf)HAHeHxoB 3HacxHHHocxH no ypaBHeHHio MHOHcecxBeHHOH perpeccHii. KpOMe 

xoro, nacxHbie KosfJxJiHAHeHXbi ajiacxHHHocxH npHMeHHioxcH H npn ox6ope He3a- 

Cm. nauiy CTaTtio b >r<ypnajie „Bonpocbi 3Kohomhkh” 1962 r., JNfo 5. 
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PacnemuaH ma6Auifa d/in eunucAenuH KoppKmupoeaunux K03$$ui{ueHmo6 

smcmuHHocmu pacxodoe na odeotcdy om doxoda 

CeMbH 

Mecj-miibii! 

pacxoA Ha 
OflOKAY B 

nepecneTe 

Ha Ayrny 

(b py6.) 

y 

MeCHHHblH 

AOXOA B 

nepecneTe 

Ha Ayuiy 

(b py6.) 

X 

X2 xy yx = a-\-bx 
°-b yx 

i 9,32 40,44 1635 377 5,09 3,01 

2 9,27 43,20 1866 400 6,14 2,66 

3 5,86 49,62 24,62 291 8,57 2,19 

4 9,62 51,40 2642 494 9,24 2,11 

5 10,97 52,27 2732 573 9,57 2,07 

6 7,41 58,98 3479 437 12,11 1,94 

7 14,00 58,75 3452 823 12,03 1,85 

8 11,26 62,95 3963 709 13,62 1,75 

9 16,25 70,38 4953 1290 16,43 1,62 

10 17,24 
[ 

75,29 5714 1303 18,40 1,56 

M/roro: 111,20 563,58 32898 6697 111,20 20,66 

365258-3774295 —116037 _ 66970-62670 _ 4300 _ n 

_ 328980-317622 11358 ~ 428980-317622 11358 

yx = -10,2163+0,3786x 

3 =b^ = 1,92 
yx 

bhchmbix nepeMeHHbix pjih BKJiio'ienHK hx b ypaBHeHne MHo>KecTBeHHOH per 

peccHH. TaK, Hanpimep, no cpepHHM oio/P/KCthbim pamibiM 1500 MajiooOecneneH- 

hbix paOonnx ceMen r. Mockbbi c 1950 r. no 1960 r. 6bijio nocTpoeHO ypaBHeHne 

MHO>KecTBeHHOH perpecciiH h BBinHCJieHBi pacxo^bi ceMen paoonnx Ha nnTaime 

B saBHCHMOCTH ot poxopa, TOBapoo6opoTa, peH Ha npoAOBOJiBCTBeHHBie n npo- 

MBiiHJieHHBie TOBapBi, ypaBHeHne nMeno cne^yiomnii Blip . 

logy = -0,21157+0,73604 logXj+0,00411 log x2+0,51066 log x3-0,23196 log x4 

BbinnineM nacTHBie KOO^+imneHTbi ojiacxnnHOCTH: 1) KOO^+npneHT ojiac- 

thhhocth ox poxopa + 0,74; 2) KOO+cjnmneHT ojiacxnnHOCTH ox xosapooSopoxa 

I q,004; 3) KOO+^npHeHT ojiacTnnHOCTn ox peH Ha npopoBOJiBCTBeHHBie TOBapBi 

+0,5; 4) KOO+(J)nn,neHT ojiacxnnHOCTn ot pen na npoMBiuuieHHBie TOBapBi —0,23. 

CoBepuieHHO oneBHflHO, hto npn cocTaBjieHnn Tanoro ypaBHeHnn TOBapo- 

oSopoTOM, Kan (paKTopoM, BJinnionpiM Ha noTpeSneHne, mojkho b paHHOM cjiynae 

npeHeSpens (b cnjiy ero He3HannTejibHon ponn b cJiopMnpoBaHnn ypoBHH noTpeS- 

JieHHH) n 3aMeHHTb ppyrnM cjiaKTopoM. 

TaKOBbI OCHOBHBie MOMeHTBI npHMeHeHHH KOO+^npHCHTOB OJiaCTHHIIOCTH 

cnpoca n noTpeSneHna. 



W. W. Shvirkow 

COEFFICIENTS OF THE ELASTICITY OF DEMAND AND OF CONSUMPTION 

Summary 

The paper contains a brief outline of some selected problems concerning the techniques of 
measuring the demand and consumption elasticity. 

At the beginning, the author deals with the problem of the nature of elasticity and gives the 

definition of the coefficient of consumption elasticity. The technique of computing this elasticity 

with respect to the income level is presented by a theoretical numerical example referring to in¬ 
comes and to the consumption of animal fats. 

Next, the author draws a distinction between the coefficient of the consumption elasticity with 
a respect to income level,and, with respect to the total level of expenditure. The author quotes co- 

efficints of the consumption elasticity derived from 160 budgets of single workers in Moscow 

in 1960, and on this basis proceeds to a short analysis of the role these coefficients can play 

as measures of saturation of population needs. The next problem dealt with is that of analysing 
coefficients of elasticity computed from time series data. 

The author proceeds to an analysis of the coefficient of income elasticity of the quality of con¬ 
sumption. The influence of income increase on the quality of food-stuffs consumption is meas¬ 

ured by the percentage change of the purchase price in relation to the percentage change of income 

The author draws our attention to the relation between the coefficient of the consumption elasticity" 

of coefficient of the elasticity of total expenditure and the coefficient of the elasticity of the quantity 
of consumption. Empirical data are presented and an analysis of the coefficients of the elasticity 
of quality of consumption is made, based on data derived from 9800 budgets of workers 
families in the Soviet Union. 

A further section of the paper is devoted to the problem of the coefficient of seasonal con¬ 

sumption variations and to the problem of the demand elasticity coefficient with respect to the 

total retail trade turnover. The latter coefficient is considered as the demand elasticity coefficient 
for a given group of commodities computed with respect to the total retail trade turnover 

The last problem dealt with by the author is that of the estimation of the consumption 
elasticity coefficients by multiple regression techniques. The paper is concluded with a detailed 

numerical analysis of the coefficients of elasticity with respect to income level and to size of the 
family. 
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V. B. Singh 

India 

INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

Warning against the tendency to overestimate the role of the New Polish Eco¬ 

nomic Model, Professor Kalecki wrote: “It is easy to prove that the attainment of 

equilibrium between demand and supply is to a great extent dependent on factors 

‘outside the model’ ”L A careful reader will notice that he refers only to economic 

factors outside the Model. Our contention is that Professor Kalecki s observation 

should be given a wider meaning to show that in the contemporary discussions 

on problems of economic development institutional factors aie not being ade¬ 

quately discussed and it is sometimes on the rock of institutions that the ship of eco¬ 

nomic planning (or programming, whatever name may be given) fonders. We pro¬ 

pose to discuss, in brief, this theme in the context of History of Economic Thought, 

and in relation to the contemporary Indian experience. 

I. INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS IN ECONOMIC THOUGHT1 2 

When the classicists spoke of Political Economy, they clearly underlined the 

fact that ‘economic’ activities were to be discussed in the context of the social set¬ 

ting of man. This is why philosophy provided a background for economic dis¬ 

cussions. 
Classical economics itself has grown out, as is aptly pointed out by Professor 

Lange, “of the search of the industrial bourgeoisie for a way to achieve freedom 

of initiative, aiming at economic development, from the crippling fetters of feudal 

institutions and guild, as well as from mercantilist policies3”. It was in opposition 

to some of the existing institutions, while within the framework of the others, that 

the Classical Political Economy advanced its analysis and prescription. The Mer¬ 

cantilist and feudal institutions were ruthlessly opposed and critisized; while the 

capitalist institutions of private property and laissez faire were advocated m the 

framing of the theories regarding the growth of the Wealth of Nations. The clas- 

1 Polish Facts on File, No. 1, April 1958, New Delhi. 
2 In the first part of this essay the writer has leaned on his Theories of Economic Development. 

which is being published by Asia Publishing House (P) Ltd., Bombay, London, New York (etc.). 

3 O. Lange, Marxism and Bourgoisie Economics, “Enquiry”, No. 1, New Delhi, pp. 1-2. 

[411] 
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sical illustration of the pin industry in the context of Smith’s (1723-90) analysis 

of the division of labour, which for Smith, was the prime mobile of economic de¬ 

velopment is rooted in his appreciation of the existing institutions. 

Again in the context of wages, the advantages of the employer in his attempt 

to lower wages due to the legal institutions prevailing at that time, which went 

against combining to raise wages; and favoured lowering the price of work: while 

the whole magistracy was on the side of the master4. Further, the entire analysis 

of the relation of wages and profit5, and rent6 was worked out by Smith on the 

basis of existing property relations as well as social institutions. Coming to the 

analysis of Productive and Unproductive Labour, or Accumulation of Capital’, 

Smith s sense of institutional touch is again explicit in the description of habits 

of different classes of society in regard to the maintenance of unproductive labour 
—prodigality. 

These instances reveal that Adam Smith’s economic world is not a self-pro¬ 

pelling mechanism isolated from the society in which it functions. Therefore, its 

conduct is subject to the nature of the socio-economic institutions which Smith 

interpieted in the light of the natural philosophy that he took from his teacher 

Fi ancis Hutcheson. His faith in the material philosophy was a priori. He adopted 

empiricism to deepen it as well as verify the validity of his philosophy. 

Although Ricardo (1772-1823) is better known for his rigorous methods of 

deduction and absti action, it can be said with equal force that his generalizations 

were more or less the reflections of the existing institutional set up of the British 

society. Institutions like Poor Law, Corn Law and protective tariffs concerned 

Ricardo throughout his life. His theory of rent was at the same time an attack on 

the remnants of feudal institutions and the existing Corn Laws. His analysis of the 

distributive shares, which for him was the chief theme of Political Economy, was 

very well suited to the growing institution of private property in the means of pro¬ 

duction. He looked at the problem of economic development from the viewpoint 

of the existing institutions in the society. Some of them (like landlordism) were 

regarded as obstacles to progress while others (like use of machinery) were to be 

taken account of, while prescribing economic policy. Landed aristocracy was an 

anathema to him, protective tarriffs and Corn Law were checking the pace of de¬ 

velopment, the Law of Diminishing Returns was operating due to the absentee 

landlordism which prevented the use of higher technology. High price of corn, 

wchich was an obstacle in economic development, was a result of this tendency as 

well as of the restrictions on the import of corn. All these institutions were coming 

in the way of development and Ricardo revolted against them with the help of his the¬ 

ory. Like Smith or Marx, Ricardo did not have a systematic philosophy or sociology, 

4 A. Smith, Wealth of Nations, p. 74. 

6 Ibid, Chapter X, Part II, pp. 132 ff. 
6 Ibid, pp. 197-274. 
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but his political actions were informed, throughout by the spirit of Bentham and 

the older Mill; who had taken into account the existing institutional framework. 

John Stuart Mill (1806-73), who thought of Principles of Political Economy 

as having their “Applications to social Philosophy”, ventured to write his well- 

known treatise, as he considered the resurvey of Political Economy necessary as 

a result of the new development arising out of a political institution, namely Colo¬ 

nization7. This clearly shows that he did not consider such principles complete in 

themselves, which fail to keep pace with the changing institutions by reflecting 

them in their body. For him the way to economics lies through psychology, ethnol¬ 

ogy and sociology8. Mill’s Political Economy glowed with a temperature optimism 

concerning the future, because he saw that economic institutions were malleable. 

He was pre-occupied with the role of institutions in economic change. He praises 

customs and institutions, prevailing in Indian agriculture, because they “make 

provision for joint action in the cases in which it is seen to be necessary”9. The 

malady he finds in the wretched nature of implements and processes of agriculture. 

The excellent discussion of property and communism, land tenure and the sphere 

of government action, are good examples of what we may call social economics . 

It is indeed, the institutional framework of the capitalist system, that made him 

realize that socialism is a preferable way for the advancement of society. 

The polemics between the classicists and the historicists (who emphasized the 

relevance of the variation in time and place to economic analysis), provided the 

historical background for Karl Marx (1818-1883) to create a synthesis between the 

two schools: and he used deduction as well as historicism. His analysis is based 

on successive approximations and in his theoretical system the economic order is 

an integral part of the society. There is intermingling of politics, economics and 

history. This is a refined extension of the theoretical foundations laid by Smith. 

In his preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, 1857, (the 

year which witnessed the publication of Darwin’s The Origin of Species) he reaches 

the conclusion: “that legal relations as well as forms of state could neither be under¬ 

stood by themselves nor explained by the so-called general progress of the human 

mind, but that they are rooted deep in the material conditions of life... ‘civic so¬ 

ciety’; the anatomy of that civic society is to be sought in political economy... 

The mode of production in material life determines the general character of the 

social, political and spiritual processes of life”. The mode of production, for Marx, 

is the totality of economic organization and technology. From the sociological 

viewpoint, as indicated above, the mode of production is the foundation and the 

political (e.g. government) legal (e.g. property relations) and social (e.g. family) 

institutions are the super-structures: but this is not to deny the mutual impact 

7 See Principles, Preface. 
8 O. F. Bouke, Development of Economics, New York 1921, p. 134. 

9 J.S. Mill, Principles, p. 92. 
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of the two on each other. The importance of institutional factors in the Marxian 

system is clearly borne out by one single illustration—the necessary political changes 

must precede for changing a given economy. In his analysis of Wages (Capital 

Vol. I) and Rent (Capital Vol. Ill), Marx brings in factors like customs, habits 

and traditions. This shows how his economic analysis is interrelated to the 

socio-economic functions of institutions. The confluence of Economics and So¬ 

ciology has been the source of Marxism as a social science. 

Marx was followed by a troop of institutionalists of varying shades—like 

Thornstein Veblen, Werner Sombart and Sidney Webb—but because of political 

implications, the dominant fashion had been to isolate the economic analysis from 

its social setting. Reflecting on this aspect of the growth of economic analysis during 

the period 1870-1914, Schumpeter writes: “Nations remained amorphous agglom¬ 

erations of individuals, social classes were not living and fighting entities, but 

were labels affixed to economic functions (or functional categories). Nor were the 

individuals themselves living and fighting beings; they continued to be mere cloth¬ 

lines on which to hang propositions of economic logic”10. 

This unfortunate tendency was temporarily checked by Alfred Marshall, 

(1842—1924) who considered Economics “a study of man in the ordinary business 

of life . This understanding led him to study stock and produce exchanges, insur¬ 

ance, corporate organization, land tenure, banking, labour-management relations 

etc. His analysis of savings is related to habits and customs, which are determined 

by social institutions: and he emphasizes the economic aspects of the caste system11. 

He tried to co-ordinate marginalism and institutionalism, and his approach to the 

influence of environments and group attitudes, is akin to that of J. S. Mill12. 

In general, there is a misconception that John Maynard Keynes’ (1883-1946) 

theory is devoid of institutional background and is like carpenter’s tool. Contro¬ 

verting this viewpoint Streeten (P.P.) invites attention to the following classical 

traditions in Keynes: (i) the classical liberal utilitarianism, (ii) the harmony; (iii) 

the advocay of the regulation of aggregates is qualified by the liberal tradition, namely, 

the removal of the specific factors on the free pursuits of the common good; and 

(iv) the problems of class conflicts and the distribution of economic power13. If one 

takes up broad problems of macro-economics, like the functioning of capitalism, 

he cannot but have to go deeper into social and political institutions. Keynes as¬ 

signs a positive role to the state in the economic sphere, namely, to organize and 

socialize savings and investment (those opposed to this viewpoint are characterized 

by him as a nineteenth century publicist” or “a contemporary American financier”14. 

J. A. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, pp. 886-87. 
11 A. Marshall, Principles of Economics, p. 203. 
12 J. A. Schumpeter, op. cit. p. 889. 

K. K. Kurihara (Ed.), Post-Keynesian Economics, London 1955, pp. 345-64. 
14 J. M. Keynes, The General Theory, p. 380. 
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This function of the state is in confirmity with the traditions of regulated free en¬ 

terprise; and the state apparatus is supposed to be run by an “intellectual aristoc¬ 

racy”15. Therefore, without saying in so many words, Keynes propounds a theory 

of state capitalism as opposed to State Socialism—the political goal of the British 

Labour Party. Once the principle of state functioning in the economic sphere is 

accepted, it will have its own logical course. Its limits will be determined not by 

individuals, but by social movement. In any case, the state cannot enter and exit 

from the economic sphere according to the rythm of economic fluctuations (a short- 

period phenomenon), but it is bound to be a cumulative and continous governmental 

programme (a long-period phenomenon). True, Keynes wants the state to function 

within the general requirements of the capitalist system, but it is not his theory 

that, in practice, determines the function of the state. 

Even in his “pure” economic analysis of interest and profit, Keynes assigns 

an undue role to psychological factors. By introducing the elements of expecta¬ 

tions” and “liquidity preference”; as the determinants of profit and interest, Keynes 

abstracts them from the realm of production and attributes them to psychic beha¬ 

viour. “Explanation acquires explanatory value”, says Schumpeter “only if we are 

made to understand why people except what they expect. Otherwise... expectation 

conceals problems instead of solving them”16. The same may be said about the 

‘liquidity preference’. Thus we see that Keynesianism implies, or assumes, an in¬ 

stitutional framework. 
J. A. Schumpeter (1883-1950) had a much more comprehensive theoretical 

framework than his contemporaries. He, like Marx, considers capitalism to be a spe¬ 

cific stage in economic evolution—which has its growth and decay. Sweezy aptly 

suggests that Schumpeter’s essay on Social Classes embodies his view on the theory 

of the origins of capitalism; the Theory of Economic Development and the Business 

Cycles are devoted to the analysis of the capitalist process; while Capitalism, Soci¬ 

alism and Democracy enjoys the same position vis-a-vis his views on the theory 

of the decay of capitalism. With Sweezy we may say that scope of the Schumpe¬ 

terian system is akin to Marxian social science, but not Marxism as a whole17. 

In his History of Economic Analysis (chap. 2) Schumpeter clearly shows the 

integral relationship between Economics, Statistics, History and Economic Sociology. 

It is the institutional approach that prompts Schumpeter to remark that because 

of the dependence of the economic history on universal history: “it is not possible 

to explain economic change by previous economic conditions alone. For the eco¬ 

nomic state of a people does not emerge simply from the preceding economic con¬ 

ditions, but only from the preceding total situation’ 18. 

15 R. F. Harrod, The Life of J. M. Keynes, p. 331. . „ 
16 Quoted by J. M. Gillman, in on Evaluation of John Maynord Keynes “Science & Society , 

Vol. XIX No. 1, 1955, p. 121. . 
17 P. M. Sweezy, in Schumpeter: Social Scientist, Edited by Seymour, E. Harnss, p. - 

18 J. A. Schumpeter, The History of Economic Development, p. 58. 
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Exactly it was this approach that was adopted by the Indian Classical Eco¬ 

nomists19 (Dadabhai Nairoji (1825-1917) Romesh Chandra Dutt (1848-1899) whose 

rise is synchronized with the growth of national movement against British coloni¬ 

alism in India; and the rise of a socialist movement abroad. The Indian classicists 

explained Indian poverty in terms of the alien rule. The political economy as an 

enquiry into the nature and causes of the Wealth of Nations was used to enquire 

into the nature and causes of Indian poverty. Ranade took the position that the 

process of development involved mutual interaction between psychological and 

institutional factors; and ascribed numerous functions to the state in solving the 

pioblems of Indian squalor and ignorance. For a variety of socio-economic reasons 

the tradition (of linking of economic problems with the socio-political movements), 

was given up, by and large, with the turn of the century. But under the impact of 

the national movement the consciousness roused by the sufferings of the war and 

the post-Independence efforts of the country to march along the path of economic 

de\ elopment and the climate for the study of the growth problems generated by 

international competition between the two conflicting social systems, we have once 

again started looking at economic problems against their social setting20. This 

corresponds to the current international economic thinking on growth problems. 

Arthur Lewis, for example, emphasizes that economics should go behind the ‘prox¬ 

imate causes’ (i) the effort to economise, (ii) the increase of knowledge and (iii) 

its application and increase in the amount of capital and other resources per head 

of economic growth , to ask: why it is that they are found strongly operating in 

some societies, but not in others, or at same stage of history but less so in others... 

Fiist, we must enquire which kinds of institutions are favourable to growth, and 

which are inimical to effort to innovation or to investment. Then we must move 

into the realms of beliefs and... valuations...”21. This statement fully goes in the 

ti aditions of economists’ war against economic and noneconomic factors that have 

hampered economic development. Here we are inevitably reminded of Smith’s 

onslaught on Mercantilism, Ricardo’s opposition to landed aristocracy and Marx’s 

advocacy of the abolition of the private ownership of the means of production. 

Even Lord Keynes, who stood to reform capitalism, did not hesitate to critisize the 

capitalist class lor its euthanasia of the cumulative oppressive power... to exploit 
scarcity value of capital”22. 

1J See P- K' GoPal Krishna, Development of Economic Ideas in India 1880-1950, Delhi 1959. 
Dr. Radhakamal Mukerji’s The Foundation of Indian Economics (1916) and the Principles of 

imperative Economics (1921) occupy a foremost place in Indian institutionalism. 

D. R. Gadgil, Pre-conditions of Economic Development, “Indian Economic Review”, Vol 
I, No. 1, Feb. 1952. See also present writer’s On Economic History in Singh, V. B. (Ed.) Economic 

History of India: 1857-1956, Bombay 1962, pp. 13-19. 

W. A. Lewis, The Theory of Economic Growth, London 1955, p. 11. 

22 J. M. Keynes, op. cit. pp. 375-76. 
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II. THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE 

In 1951, the Indian planning was started with the understanding that: “An 

underdeveloped economy is characterized by the co-existence, in greater or less 

degree of unutilized or underutilized manpower on the one hand of unexploited 

natural resources on the other. This state of affairs may be due to stagnancy of 

techniques or to the certain inhibiting socio-economic factors which prevent the more 

dynamic forces in the economy from asserting themselves. Corresponding to each 

stage of development, there tends to grow a certain economic and social stratifi¬ 

cation which is conducive to the conservation of the gains from the use of known 

techniques. Such stratification has a part to play in social progress. But, beyond 

a point, it hampers innovation and change, and its very strength becomes a source 

of weakness. For development to proceed further, a re-adaptation of social insti¬ 

tutions and social relationship thus becomes necessary. In planning for a better 

economic order, the close interrelation between the technical and social aspects 

of the process of development has to be continually kept in view”23. 

As the process of Indian Planning is unfolding itself, a number of problems 

are coming to the fore, and their solutions have to be provided on theoretical, pro- 

grammatical and practical levels. To our mind the most crucial problem today, 

after ten years of planning, seems to be the institutional24 barriers to economic 

development; which may be discussed under Economic, Social and Political 

heads. 

An underdeveloped economy, like that of India, may be divided into two 

main sectors. Sector A, the capitalist sector, which is surplus yielding, consists of 

organized factories, commercial and trading enterpries, plantations and organized 

farming. Here two qualifications are necessary. Firstly, it is to be remembered that 

some of the aforesaid capitalist enterprises are tiny and scattered. Secondly, there 

is a pocket, a crucial one, owned by foreign monopolies. Sector B, the subsistence 

sector, consists of the bulk of the peasantry, cottagers, retailers, traders and money 

lenders. This sector embraces bulk of the Indian population. Accumulation (the 

crux of economic development), is being hampered by certain institutional barriers 

in the aforesaid two sectors. 

For a rapid economic development it is essential to reorganize sector A so as 

to make it yield the optimum rate of capital accumulation. Here one has to re¬ 

member that sector A has developed under a colonial framework, and the organized 

industries still bear stamp of semi-feudal and colonial structure. For example, the 

industrial management has a pre-capitalist attitude towards workers. The industrial 

bureaucracy resembles to a semi-feudal hierarchy. The working class has yet not 

fully stabilized itself as permanent city-dwellers; and its link with the village is not 

23 Government of India Planning Commission, The First Five-Year Plan. p. 7. 

24 By institution is meant: “established forms or conditions of procedure characteristic of 

group activity. See R. M. Mac Iver, and C. H. Page, Society, London 1952, p. 15. 
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only a cause of high absenteeism (which fluctuates with agricultural operations) 

but is also responsible for accentuating low labour productivity. The working class 

dwellings are caste oriented. Radical reforms in all these sections are urgently 

needed. 

The pocket, owned by foreign (mainly British) capital consists of exportable 

commodities (e.g. jute and plantations); or having an impact on foreign exchange 

(e.g. oil). One of the lessons of planned economies, is that through the instrumen¬ 

tality of nationalization, profits are ploughed back in the economy to achieve an 

accelerated rate of growth. Recently a section of the organized working class has 

started demanding the nationalization of banking, oil industry and export and 

import. This type of democratic movement should be related to the larger question: 

how and in how many years, do the Government propose to bring Schedule B (pri¬ 

vately-owned) industries, within the meaning of the Industrial Policy Resolution, 

1956, into Schedule A industries (state-owned)? The working of the nationalized 

sector in the country may not have been properly evaluated, but this is not to deny 

that with its nationalization, the life insurance business has not only increased but 

become a direct aid to economic development. Even this limited experience under¬ 

lines the necessity of furthering of nationalization in selected sectors, with a view 

to breaking monopolistic advantages and leaving at the disposal of the state an 

increasing investible funds, to be used in a planned manner. 

But mere nationalization is not enough. Its democratic content and economic 

efficiency are to be created through workers’ participation in management, factory 

committees and increasing association of the trade unions with production, con¬ 

sumption and distribution. There is no reason why the trade unions should not 

be associated with the administration of social security schemes. 

With regard to Sector B, the crucial problem is to transform it into a surplus 

yielding sector, without undergoing the painful experiences of capitalist development. 

Within the framework of Indian planning, co-operative institutions can, and must, 

replace the existing peasant economy, cottage industry, retail trade and rural credit. 

This alone appears to be the way to liberate the peasantry from the age old burden 

of exploitation in various ways; to enable the cottagers to have the benefits of power 

and modern technology; to enable the consumer to purchase more with given 

income, and insure the producers to increase income by eliminating the profitering prac¬ 

tised by the middlemen; and finally liberate the peasantry, along with other sections 

of the rural poor, from the clutches of the userer. The institution of co-opera- 

tivization and state trading of foodgrains will not only guarantee freedom to the 

self-employed in the primary and tertiary sectors, but will also increase their income 

and employment and thereby ensure a higher rate of accumulation. 

The reorganization of Sector A and B involve transformation of archaic and 

exploitative economic institutions into those of dynamic and progressive ones. 

Without these iundamental institutional changes, neither can the prevailing eco- 
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nomic impasse be ended, nor can the distance between developed and underdevel¬ 

oped economies be reduced. 

In the pre-Independence days it was quite fashionable for a section of British 

economists25 (who dominated the scene) to ascribe Indian poverty, squalor, igno¬ 

rance and disease to religious beliefs, caste and increasing population—dividing 

itself into joint family. This type of analysis—no doubt, helped the colonial adminis¬ 

tration, but it had nothing to do with scientific investigation. Social institutions 

like caste and the joint family, by reducing individual initiative and precluding 

unrestricted occupational mobility, have retarded economic development26. The 

persistence of the dowry system, in spite of legal ban, functions as an anti-accumu¬ 

lation institution. But these could not be the fundamental cause of a stagnant econ¬ 

omy. One has to go deeper into the socio-economic content of these institutions 

as barriers (or aid) to economic development. A glance at the occupational-cum- 

caste statistics of India brings to light the fact that business leaders and owners 

of capital and land as well as high-ups in services and even trained captains of com¬ 

merce and trade or overwhelming members of a given community, belonging to 

certain caste, and coming from specific regions. Against this occupational back¬ 

ground if economic, social and political conflicts arise, it is a job of Indian planners 

to change the occupational pattern and remove the causes of conflict. Let us not 

forget that economic relationships are expressed through property rights and polit¬ 

ical organizations as well. 

The Third Five-Year Plan rightly states that: “The socialist pattern of society 

provides a major line of advance in a developing economy, which is becoming 

increasingly complex, and in which there is a constant interplay of a variety of 

social-economic and other elements... It is true that the economic foundations 

must be well laid; if the social objectives are to be attained”27. The economic foun¬ 

dations of any progressive society, today, is to be laid on the public ownership 

and the control of the means of production. It is the planned efforts of a people 

to reconstruct the economy for an increasingly better standard of living that ena¬ 

bles it not only to conquer hunger, disease and obscurantism; but this very vic¬ 

torious march “radically recreates man’s intellectual and psychic structure”. 

This intellectual approach to Indian problem is generally blurred by the pres¬ 

ence of an educational system, which is the creation of an alien rule with a view 

to recruiting administrative staff. This is not to deny either the limited good that 

the system has done; nor our efforts to give a democratic and dynamic content 

to the prevalent system. But the fact that matters is that our educational system, 

as a whole, is quite unsuited to planned productive efforts of the nation. The Indian 

Commission on University Education (presided over by Dr. Radhakrishnan the 

25 See Anstey, Vera, The Economic Development of India, London 1949, pp. VIII, 52 54, 58. 

26 See T. N. Madan in Social Organization V. B. Singh, (Ed.), op. cit. pp. 59-84. 

27 Report, p. 18. 
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present President of the Indian Republic) favoured the view that education be 

combined with productive labour . _ 
Looking at the problem functionally education has to provide a variety ot 

skills ranging from unskilled labour to highly trained scientists. In a planned econ¬ 

omy education has to fulfill a threefold task: (a) to supply skilled manpower- 

human capital (without which physical capital will be a waste), (b) to generate 

a climate for growth; and (c) to teach the cultivators and artisans simple and ele¬ 

mentary skills which will yield a small surplus over subsistence—a tangible contri¬ 

bution to physical accumulation29. But education is not playing these roles in India 

because, the productive role of education and investment in human capital are 

not being fully appreciated by the planning and the administrative authorities. 

A complete overhauling of the educational system, with a view to gearing it to the 

needs of a developing economy, is urgently needed. 
Planning, social or economic, (and more social than economic) is implemented 

through the instrumentality of a political institution, that is, government. Thus 

political independence, that gives rise to a free democratic government, is only 

a mean to economic, cultural and spiritual regeneration, as the Indian Pledge 

of Independence pointed out, it is a special characteristic of Indian National Move¬ 

ment, during the ‘thirties and the forties’, that it became a confluence of political 

and economic aspirations of resurgent India. Against this background it was natural 

for the Indian parties, fighting for complete Independence, with a clear vision of 

the shape of things to come, to unite together, to fight the alien rule and its Indian 

allies. But with the dawn of Independence the parties of the left seceded irom 

Congress and came out with their independent policies and programmes. One of 

the impacts of the British Rule on Indian Constitution is the acceptance of parlia¬ 

mentary democracy, which, by definition, requires an opposition to the party in 

power. This theory has been accepted in India without any critical examination. 

In Britain the Labour and the Conservative parties fight the election with divergent 

socio-economic programes; and often the battle is on the question of nationali¬ 

zation. In India, however, the situation is quite different. All the parties of opposi¬ 

tion (with the exceptions of the Jana Sangh and the Swatantra Party which aie 

post-Independence parties) have declared their faith in socialism. In this context oppo¬ 

sition to the present ruling party should only mean a left to the Congress opposition. 

This would imply that the parties of Indian socialism, other than the ruling party, 

should pose before the electorate the issue of Indian socialism and their solutions 

as opposed to the official solutions. Such issues may be the role of nationalization 

with its democratic content, the growth ot the public sector, level of employment, 

28 In this connection the Commission quotes Marx to say: “Education of the future will 

in the case of every child over a certain age, combine productive labour with education ... and 

athletics ..., and merely as one of the methods of raising social production but as the only method 

of producing fully developed human being”. 1. Report, pp. 41^12. 

29 See: J. Vaizy, Economics of Education, London 1962. 
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agrarian reforms and more particularly land redistribution and co-operative farming, 

working conditions for the industrial workers and the middle classes, cultural re¬ 

generation and the forms in which democratic institutions can be promoted along 

with economic development. Once such issues are raised and discussed, it will be 

found that there is a large area of agreement between the parties of Indian socialism. 

In fact, there will be only two broad Fronts—a Planning Front and an Anti-Plan¬ 

ning Front. This vital need of the country is not being reflected through the tradi¬ 

tional parliamentary form of government. There is opposition for the sake of oppo¬ 

sition. The success of Indian Planning depends on the development of the Planning 

Front, may be, within the framework of parliamentary democracy. 

A government is run by a hierarchy of officials, that is, bureaucracy. With 

the growth of socio-economic activities it is only natural that a bureaucratic set-up 

enlarges itself. Therefore, often a rapid programme of planning and expansion of 

bureaucracy simultaneously take place. In such a situation it is the task of national 

leadership to curb influences of bureaucracy in the formulation and implementation 

of planning; and by setting up effective indogeneous democratic institutions at 

various levels of planning—like village Panchayats, Workers Committees, Staff 

Councils, Co-operatives etc. 

The present Indian leadership is a product of national liberation movement, 

which has deep democratic roots, and has formulated a positive programme of 

post-Independence national reconstruction. Such a leadership is an asset to any 

democratic movement that aims at a socio-economic transformation of the society. 

Thus, economic development is just not the function of economic calculus: 

it is a complex socio-economic process involving a transformation of economic, 

political, social and administrative institutions in a desired direction, which becomes 

a socio-political decision backed by democratic movement. The success of such 

a transformation, as of any other social reconstruction, depends on a definite cor¬ 

relation of social forces expressed in class alliances, internally as well externally. 

In its theoretical framework, the Indian economic development seeks the alliance 

of the peasantry (along with other sections of rural poor), working class, middle 

classes, traders and manufacturers and the enlightend intelligentsia. There is a grow¬ 

ing consciousness that without such a social dynamics the Indian planning30 

cannot achieve its goal of building a socialist pattern of society. 

30 For the evolution, working and achievements of Indian Planning see V. B. Singh, Gos- 

podarka Indii wczoraj i dzis Warsaw 1961. Indian Economy: Yesterday and Today, New Delhi 1962. 
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Austria 

ON MATURITY IN CAPITALIST ECONOMIES 

What has become of maturity? 

In this paper I want to deal briefly with a few questions which readers of 

my “Maturity and Stagnation in American Capitalism” (Oxford 1952) have been 

inclined to ask. They refer to 

(1) the contrast in the U.S. and West European employment situation bet¬ 

ween the period before and since the Second World War 

(2) the weakening of the incentive to invest in advanced stages of capitalism, 

and 

(3) the role of innovations in the secular trend movement. 

From Keynes to Haavelmo 

I shall argue, in relation to the first of the above points, that increased public 

spending has played a major role, both in U.S. and in Western Europe. There has 

not been more deficit spending since the war, it is true, even rather less than before. 

However, the increase in public spending financed out of taxation tended to raise 

output and employment. Following Haavelmo1, we use a simple model to demon¬ 

strate this. Let consumption be a linear function of income, and assume that the 

taxation does not alter the distribution of incomes. In the absence of taxation na¬ 

tional income will be 

To = nYoWBfl 

where / is investment, a is the marginal propensity to consume and aY0+B is con¬ 

sumption. Assume now that a proportion l of income is taxed away and spent 

by the government. In addition the government incurs a deficit of the amount d. 

We have then for the new income Y 

Y = a Y(\-X)+B+I+XY+d 

1 Multiplier Effects of a Balanced Budget, “Econometrica” 1945. 

[423] 
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where XY-fd is the government’s spending on goods and services. From this we 

find 

y_2^+_l_=Jjl/1+J_\ /a = -!\ 
1-2 1 (l-2)(l-a) l-2\ 'l—aj \ Y„l 

If the deficit spending is zero the original income T0 is raised by a multiplier —-j 

determined by the rate of taxation (we might call it the ''tax multiplier”). This 

result is based on the assumption that the government’s spending does not directly 

affect the consumers’ real income, or rather, what they think their real income 

is (unlike the case of free medical service, for example, which directly affect con¬ 

sumers’ real income). In U.S. the additional government spending was on arms; 

in Western Europe, mainly on public investment and arms. The above assumption 

therefore broadly holds. Another important assumption is that the taxation is 

“neutral” with regard to income distribution. The additional post-war taxation 

in U.S. and Europe was hardly regressive; in so far as it was progressive the effect 

on employment was greater than appears from the above simple model. 

We shall now use the following figures to make it plausible that public spend¬ 

ing was in fact a major factor in the achievement of high levels of employment 

after the war. 

average 1929 to 1937 

average 1951 to 1961 

1938 

average 1951-1958 

U.S. {in percent of national income) 
Government Government 

purchases of goods deficit spending 

and services 
16.4 2.6 

24.3 0.4 

U.K. {in percent of gross national 

product at factor cost) 
Public authorities current Deficit 

expenditure plus public in public 

investment accounts 

18.8 4.2 

27.2 0.8 

Using the U.S. data to evaluate the algebraic formula given above we find, 

assuming, rather arbitrairly, a multiplier of 1.5 

Y (pre-war) =^-^(1+^ = 1.21 r0 

Y (post-war) = 
1-0.239 

0.005 \ 
1.32 Y0. 

The net effect of public spending and taxation appears to have increased the na¬ 

tional income by a factor of 1.32/1.21, i.e. by about 9 percent above the level it 

would have reached without the additional taxation. 
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If employment is taken to be proportionate to the spending, then, with a full 

time equivalent labour force of about 62 millions (including self-employed) in the 

period concerned, the 9 percent additional spending corresponds to 54 million 

employees. A primct facie case seems to be made out in favour of the assumption 

that public spending has played a major role in the reduction of unemployment. 

We have, however, to consider also the secondary effect of the public spend¬ 

ing. It increases the demand for the goods and services produced by the private 

sector, but, unlike private investment, it does not increase the productive capacity. 

Now this is flagrantly untrue in Western Europe where much of the public spend¬ 

ing goes into investment in certain key industries (especially the production of 

energy); however, it remains true that the capacity of private industry is not in¬ 

creased. Therefore, the utilization of capacity in the private sector is increased 

as a consequence of an increased public spending-cwm-taxation. (In fact, the in¬ 

vestment in public utilities, by obviating bottlenecks, in many cases only ensures 

that the stimulating effect of the demand on the private sector leads to a smooth 

growth.) The effect of the increased utilization is a rise in private investment 

to a level permanently higher than it would have been without the public 

spending. 

As the figures given earlier on show, the increase in public spending is im¬ 

portant also in the case of Great Britain. The same could be shown for Sweden 

and Holland, and probably for France, if the pre-war data were not so inadequate 

in the case of this country. 

Thus the pre-war technique of deficit-spending has been replaced since the war 

by the technique of increased public spending financed by taxation, but this has 

been practised on a much greater scale, and with correspondingly greater effect 

on employment. A full analysis would have to take account, of course, of the pos¬ 

sible redistributive effects of the post-war taxation, and of the effects of the tax 

relief accorded to business in various forms as an incentive to invest. 

The Role of Consumers' Credit 

We start from a consideration of the special character of durable consumers’ 

goods. The studies of consumers’ behaviour have often treated spending on new 

durables in the same way as spending on non-durables, and related both to the 

current income. It would seem more logical to relate the depreciation of durables, 

or the stock of them, to the current income of the consumer. The standard of life, 

which is thought to depend on the income, is shown in equilibrium by the current 

spending on non-durables and by the stock of durables owned. When the income 

changes from a lower level to a higher one, however, the stock of durables will change 

only after a certain time, because the consumer has to save up until he can buy 

all the durables appropriate to his new higher standard of life (we exclude consum¬ 

ers’ credit for the time being). We can imagine that, with a jump in income, the 

“depreciation” of a fictitious durable good is started, and at the end of the depre- 
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ciation period this durable is actually bought (being afterwards depreciated in 

the same way, if the owner’s standard of life remains unchanged). Thus, there will 

be a lag between income and consumption of durables corresponding to the life 

time of the durable good. (In a less abstract model the lag will be shorter, because 

people often reduce current consumption of non-durables in order to reduce the 

time of waiting for the purchase of a new durable good.) 

It seems very plausible that this lag is the reason for a phenomenon described 

by Modigliani and Duesenberry, namely the discrepancy between short term and 

long term propensity to consume. If we take 10 year moving averages of income 

and consumption, then these figures will reflect the average spending on durables 

over a ten year period, corresponding more or less to the “depreciation” notion 

used above: the long term data will be a “true” propensity to consume in the 

sense that they take account of the spending on durables. In a regression of annual 

data of income and consumption, however, a different pattern will appear: the 

rise in incomes over a few years’ boom will not be fully reflected in consumption 

in the same period, because much of the spending on durables can only materialize 

at a later date owing to the lag explained above. In a deep slump, on the other 

hand, the spending will never be fully adapted to the current income, because some- 

spending on durables will take place out of savings made in more prosperous 

years. Thus the short term propensity to consume will be lower than the “true” 

propensity to consume; part of what appears as saving in the short run is in fact 

only saving for durable goods. 

It is evident that the introduction and wide acceptance of consumers’ credit 

will very much reduce the lag between income and consumption of durables. (The 

lag will probably not disappear entirely, even if nobody is excluded from or refuses 

the credit facilities, because the permanence of an increase in income may be doubt¬ 

ed by the consumer until the increase has persisted for some time.) If the prece¬ 

ding explanations are correct, the reduced lag must lead to a closing of the gap 

between long term and short term propensity to consume: the short term propen¬ 

sity to consume will increase as a consequence of the habit of buying durables on 

credit and it will tend to approach the long term propensity to consume. A cursory 

examination of the time series of consumption and disposable income in the U.S. 

(in real terms per head of population) does seem to confirm this expectation: 

we get a marginal propensity to consume of 0.78 for 1929-40, and of 0.91 for 

1950-592. 

2 The regression equations are: 

consumption per head (pre-war) =0.78^+190 

consumption per head (post-war) = 0.91^+ 26 

(where y is real income in $ of 1954 per head). 

The “basic consumption” (consumption at zero income) has declined to a small amount, so that 

the pattern more nearly approximates to the proportionality of consumption and income which 

is supposed to hold in the long run. 
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The introduction of consumers’ credit on a very large scale has, in fact, been 

a characteristic feature of the U.S. post-war economy. What are the consequences 

of such a reduction in the spending lag on the dynamics of the system? 

Intuitively it is obvious that a considerable lag in spending on durables must 

act somewhat as a stabilizer. The additional money earned in the boom is in part 

withheld and is spent later, presumably largely in the course of the following 

slump, and this may help to bring about the turning point of the slump3. If, in 

consequence of the prevalent use of consumers’ credit, the lag in spending on du¬ 

rables is reduced to a small interval, so that any increase in income has its full con¬ 

sequence on the demand for durables almost immediately, then the effect on the 

cycle is un-damping. The sequence income—consumption—income ... (representing 

a positive feed-back) will proceed more quickly to higher and higher (or lower and 

lower) levels. The countereffect {negative feed-back) which appears once the new 

equipment has become ready to produce, is correspondingly greater (in view of 

the greater investment during the construction period). Intuition tells us that the 

effect of the shortened lag in spending will be to un-damp the cycle and to shorten 

it. The amplitude of the cycle will probably in practice not be much effected; it 

depends to a large extent on the magnitude of the random shocks which are essen¬ 

tial for keeping the cycle going4. 

Another effect is not so obvious: the undamping will affect the secular growth 

of the economy by increasing the long term rate of growth. This can best be ex¬ 

plained by reference to Prof. Kalecki’s model of the trend and cycle5. The move¬ 

ment of net investment / round the trend value is governed by the equation 

. . i d it-a 
h+e = n it+p — 

while the movement of the trend values themselves is governed by 

(1) 

yt+d = nyt+myt_m-)r[(\—.n)P+y]Kt (2) 

this equation referring to the trend value of gross investment. K, is the stock of 

capital. 

It will be seen that the parameters n and p which occur in the equation of the 

cycle, are met also in the equation of the trend (m is, in fact, a sum of p and some 

other term). The close connection between the two phenomena of trend and cycle 

could perhaps be shown as follows: the term Kt, the capital stock, which occurs 

in the trend equation, depends obviously on the investment; we can determine it, 

if a uniform lifetime r is given, as the integral of gross investment over a past pe- 
t 

riod r. This integral / yt, dz, can be replaced, making use of the intermediate 
t~ T 

3 The spending is not necessary on durables. The money saved for this purpose may be spent 

on necessities in the slump. 
4 M. Kalecki, Theory of Economic Dynamics, London 1954, p. 129. 

5 Theory of Economic Dynamics, London 1954, Part 6. p. 146. 
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value theorem, by the approximation xyt-a where o is a value intermediate bet¬ 

ween 0 and r. If we introduce this expression xyt_a instead of Kt into (2), we 

have a homogenous equation in gross investment; now we may add to this the 

equation (1) for the oscillations round the trend, and the equation so constituted 

will govern at the same time the cycle and the trend. It will yield an exponential 

solution, due to the term in yt_a, which represents the impact of innovations, 

and an oscillation due to the action of the other two terms: The term in j(_« 

is a destabilizer, and the greater its coefficient m, the smaller the damping of the 

oscillation. The term in yt embodies the action of the negative feed-back, which 

is due to the depressing effect of the growing capital stock on the rate of profit 

and to the incomplete reinvestment of internal savings. 

Both trend and oscillation are determined by the same set of data. It can be 

shown that the parameter m, which acts as a destabilizer in the oscillation (the 

greater m, the smaller the damping) will at the same time promote the long term 

growth. This is apparent from Prof. Kalecki’s analysis of the exponential solution6: 

it follows from it that if an exponential trend is obtained at all (i.e. as long as m 

is not too large) the rate of growth will be the greater, the smaller d—m, (i.e. the 

greater m) given the other parameters. Thus, the parameter which un-damps the 

cycle at the sometime stimulates secular growth. 

Now the decrease of the lag in spending on durables, if it were introduced 

explicity into this system, would play the same role as the increase of the coeffi¬ 

cient m. The essence is in both cases the strengthenging of a positive feed-back, 

which leads at the same time to anti-damping in the cycle and to a larger growth 

rate in the long run. 

It is possible that changes in lags have played an important role apart from 

consumption. The tax-relief accorded to businessmen on condition of investment 

of their profits has, in certain European countries at least, speeded up the process 

of investment of internal savings: the lag between earning and investment of pro¬ 

fits which in the above equation is denoted by d, has become shorter. Since this 

is the lag with which the “negative feed-back” operates, it is plausible that its re¬ 

duction has tended to shorten the cycle. At the same time, the reduction of 6 must 

have stimulated the secular rate of growth, as the above quoted analysis of Prof. 

Kalecki shows: the smaller d—m, the larger the real exponential solution of the 

equation. 

In countries with an endemic price increase there is, of course, still another 

reason for a shortening of 0. On the other hand, difficulties on the supply side, 

for example in construction, or delays in deliveries of capital goods, may work 

in the opposite direction. It is, nevertheless, a fair guess that the factors making 

for a reduction of 0 in the post-war era have dominated. 

Op. cit., p. 152-155. 
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Safety versus investment 

My original explanation of maturity rests on the idea that the economy can 

move upwards only if some capital is knocked out of existence, and that this hap¬ 

pens by competition; once only a few oligopolists remain in an industry, however, 

competition to the point of the knife involves too much loss. Since “knocking out” 

of capitals does not take place, there is a tendency to low utilization of capacity 

and a fear of excess capacity dominates the investment decisions of business. 

In elaborating the theory I have made use of some arguments which can not 

stand up to the stress of time. I have argued that the oligopolists have some diffi¬ 

culty in moving into other sectors of the economy which are not yet oligopolised, 

and where they could consequently expand, knocking out some of the existing 

capital without too much competitive effort. The movement into a different branch 

requires know-how and this takes time, there is therefore a delay in investment 

which is tantamount to a disincentive to investment. But the big oligopolists in 

the U.S. nowadays are so organized as to spread their tentacles into a host of the 

most diverse lines of business. Since they have their finger in every pie, it is quite 

possible to argue that the impediments against moving into another branch do 

not exist for them any more. This situation which has arisen only in the post-war 

era, involves no doubt a much easier flow of capital from the point of inception 

(earning) to the investment. 
Whatever the possibilities of movement of funds between industries, the fact 

remains, however, that the competitive sector of the economy, which offers better 

prospects for investment than the oligopolistic sector, has been greatly reduced in 

proportion to the whole economy. This alone is sufficient to account for a weak¬ 

ening of the incentive to invest. 
There exists, however, another reason for the weakening of the incentive to 

invest in advanced capitalism which is supplementary to my original explanation. 

The reason is that large concerns prefer to barter the chances of great profit for 

greater safety, and the policies designed to meet this aim involve in most cases 

less investment than would otherwise have been decided. The larger, therefore, 

the concerns become, and the greater the relative weight of large concerns in the 

economy, the smaller is the incentive to invest. The oligopolistic market situation 

is partly an incidental consequence of bigness, partly a symptom of the safety- 

mindedness of big business. 
The striving for safety is, of course, common to all business. It is patent, how¬ 

ever, that most of the roads to safety are blocked to small business. The small 

man has to indebt himself heavily, or he will in many cases not be able to run his 

business at all. He cannot afford to keep reserves and he has to put his one egg 

willy-nilly into one and the same basket. The bigger the business becomes, the more 

opportunities open up for a leisurely decision whether to choose a high mathematical 

expectation of profit associated with great risk, or a lower one with greater safety. 

The safety preference of large concerns is an assumption which we do not 
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make just for the purpose of explaining a weakening of the incentive to invest in 

mature capitalism, but which is forced on us by data which hardly admit of anoth¬ 

er interpretation. It is undeniable, on the one hand, that big firms have the ad¬ 

vantages of large scale economies, that they can, therefore, earn a higher profit 

rate than small firms. It should be expected, therefore, that firms grow more 

quickly the greater they are. Such data as we have on the correlation of growth 

rate and size of firms suggest that it is rather uncertain, sometimes positive, some¬ 

times negative, but always very small7. There is no strong evidence that large firms 

grow more quickly and earn higher profit rates than small firms. On the other 

hand, there is pretty good evidence that the mortality rate of firms decreases with 

the size; big firms manage to be safer. Linking the two strands of evidence togeth¬ 

er we should say that the larger firm uses the greater opportunities open to it 

due to larger scale economies to increase its safety rather than its profits. This in¬ 

volves reducing the relative indebtedness (or even holding bonds), and therefore 

investing less than could be done at a fixed proportion of debt to own capital. 

A smaller proportion of debt involves a reduction of the mathematical expecta¬ 

tion of profit rate, and a reduction of the variance of the profit rate8. It is, there¬ 

fore, an ideal way of bartering away profit for security. 

Not all the methods of buying safety involve a smaller investment, but it is 

clear that the whole investment policy is affected by the relative value put on safe¬ 

ty. The security preference may lead to the elimination of risky investment pro¬ 

jects, and it may also lead to a greater lag in spending on investment, if the aim of 

collecting more experience about a new process etc. is coming to weigh more 

strongly than the aim of getting in first and reaping the profits. 

Technically speaking, what happens in maturing capitalism (U.S. in the pe¬ 

riod from 1890 to 1939) is therefore this: the share of large concerns in the market 

and in the total internal saving grows. For the large concerns the effect of a given 

internal saving on investment is smaller than for the medium and small business, 

and possibly also the time lag of spending on investment is bigger. With the grow¬ 

ing share of the big concerns the investment effect of a given internal saving in 

the total economy will therefore decline. 

The Role of Innovations and the Generation of the Trend 

In denying the active role of innovations in the investment process I have 

formerly taken up an extreme position which I have no wish to uphold. I was re¬ 

acting against the view that maturity had arisen from a drying up of the flow of 

innovations—why it should have done so, nobody had explained, and the fact 

of drying up itself seemed not very well documented (except to the extent that the 

concepts of innovation and investment were quietly merged, which made the result 

7 I give some of these data and elaborate on the above argument in my forthcoming book 

Growth and Survival of Business Firms. London, Charles Griffin & Co. 

8 Cf. my paper On Risk, “Oxford Economic Papers” 1943. 
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obvious). I have been wrong, however, to disregard the economic function of in¬ 

novations in capitalism which, as Prof. Kalecki’s work has made clear, is to make 

a more than temporary enlargement of the capital stock profitable. The capitalist 

system as represented by Kalecki’s model of the pure business cycle is subject 

to a badly working servo-mechanism (or rather, a controller) which in the absence 

of innovations (and certain other influences, like outside savings) keeps the capital 

stock constant. It does so, because it happens to work in this way, not because 

anybody designed it. Whenever the capital stock grows, and a boom develops, 

a negative feed-back operates so as to push the investment back. This is due to 

the depressing effect which a growth of the capital stock has on the rate of profit. 

This feed-back, which operates with a not inconsiderable lag (up to one year) pro¬ 

duces an oscillation round a stable position where net saving is zero and the capi¬ 

tal stock constant. Innovations make it possible to break through this closed circle 

and set an upward path for the capital stock; the controller henceforth pins the 

system down to oscillations round this path. The function of innovations is to 

offer the prospect of additional profits which make it possible to enlarge the capital. 

In Kalecki’s formulation: an innovation is analogous to an increase in profit, and 

a steady stream of innovations is comparable in its effects on investment to a steady 

rate of increase in profits9. 

One might wish to go a little further and ask: is it not actually the belief of the 

innovator-investor that he will get the additional profit, and if so, must we not 

exclude that his belief is consistently disappointed, or else the innovations would 

loose their fascination for the investor? There is room for comment here and I offer 

the following interpretation of the effect of innovations: 

A steady stream of innovations means that a given proportion of the existing 

capital stock is knocked out every year owing to technical obsolescence (it does 

not pay to work it any more, because the current cost are not covered, owing to the 

competition of new processes or products). An equal amount of investment in pro¬ 

portion to the capital stock becomes then possible every year without the negative 

feed-back operatin gagainst it. This investment (which will embody the innovations) 

causes an additional stream of profits which makes it possible to actually enlarge 

the capital stock by some further investment without depressing the rate of profit. 

The way in which Kalecki introduces the innovations into the last version 

of his model (1954) makes it actually an endogenous theory of the trend. (Seep, above). 

The effect of innovations (represented by the term y Kt in (2) depends on the size 

of the capital stock, which evidently depends on gross investment over a certain 

long period in the past. The innovations are, therefore, an influence of gross in¬ 

vestment with a certain relatively long lag. I suggest this could also be interpreted 

as follows: innovations arise in a stochastic process of learning10, the knowledge 

9 op. cit. p. 158 (my italics). 
10 T. Haavelmo, A Study in the Theory of Economic Evolution, Amsterdam 1954: K. Arrow, 

Economic Implications of Learning by Doing, “Review of Economic Studies June 1962. 
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being embodied in the capital stock, and new innovations are thrown up in propor¬ 

tion to the capital stock with a given intensity y. The innovations would then re¬ 

present random positive shocks proportionate to the capital stock. 
Kalecki in his model of 1954 has in fact brought about the synthesis of cycle 

and trend in form of an endogenous theory which I desired but failed to achieve 

in my book. I think that this synthesis is essential for the analysis of economic 

development. It permits us to analyse the effects which certain parameters of the 

trade cycle, as for example saving propensities or lags, have on the secular develop¬ 

ment. Naturally a closer understanding of the dynamic process of learning which 

throws up the innovations remains desirable. 
I should like briefly to mention a modification or variant which could be made 

of Kalecki’s model. The negative feed-back which operates in this model acts via 

the rate of profit. One could imagine it to act, in an analogous way, via the degree 

of utilisation. This requires only that the investment is made to depend not on 

the rate of profit on existing capital, but on the degree of utilisation of capacity. 

The boom, in this version, will break because of the accumulation of new capacity 

which will depress the degree of utilisation. In this version the business cycle repre¬ 

sents a controller which tends to keep capacity constant by a feed-back operating 

via utilisation. This view is, in fact, implicit in the theory contained in Maturity 

and Stagnation. It might seem that the problem of the trend—the question how 
the economy breaks out of the closed circle and sets on an upward path takes 

a different form in this version: required is a steady stream of additional demand 
of a type which will not set the negative feed-back operating. Innovations will again 

fullfill the requirement, in so far as they destroy existing capacity. But will not 

also a steadily increasing stream of export surplusses, government deficits, or public 

expenditure financed by taxation (vide p. 1-3 above) do the trick? 
Historically the stimulants to growth have been very strong at times and 

it is not entirely perverse to look for a systematic brake. It may be found in the 

assumption that the share of profits in the national income is elastic in the long 

run and influenced by utilization, so that it tends to adapt itself to some extent to 

the rate of growth. This theory has been extensily discussed and motivated in my 

book. This kind of damping effect acting in the secular development might explain 

how the secular evolution has most of the time avoided running headlong into 

inflation. 
An alternative explanation, which 1 did not mention, suits the post-war 

conditions, at any rate, much better: If they cannot get labour, entrepreneurs 

are driven to use their investment funds for automation rather than for creating 

additional employment capacity. This adaptiveness of investment explains why 

full employment in Western Europe has been maintained for many years now 

without hyperinflation. 
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Great Britain 

THE CHANGING PATTERN OF CONSUMPTION 

i 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The object of this paper is to describe the system of demand functions which we 

are using in our model of British economic growth [2], The purpose of these func¬ 

tions is to enable us to divide a given total of consumption into its constituent 

commodities and so to take us a step nearer our goal, a balanced statement of 

the economy in a future year. 

Our method has been to start with a simple system of relationships which 

possesses a number of generally accepted theoretical properties and then to elabo¬ 

rate this model to take account of what we know about consumption patterns, 

in the past. The development of the model is thus an example of the iterative pro¬ 

cess of induction and deduction commonly found in scientific work. 

In the following section I shall explain the economics of the model and in 

section 3 I shall show how we have solved or how we propose to solve the various 

statistical problems to which the model gives rise. In section 4 I shall set out some 

of the results and in section 5 I shall give a brief summary of conclusions. Section 

6 contains a list of works cited. 

2. THE ECONOMIC OF THE SYSTEM 

The system of demand functions I am discussing relates to the average con¬ 

sumer. In its simplest form, it can be described as follows. 

The average consumer has a concept of the standard of living he expects to 

be able to achieve. This concept is expressed in terms of a set of quantities whose 

elements are the amount of each commodity which must be consumed if the stand¬ 

ard of living is to be realised. The average consumer buys these quantities na¬ 

tionally at their current market prices and then compares the total cost of what 

he has bought with the amount of money he allows himself for spending on con¬ 

sumption. If he finds he has some money over he allocates this to the different 

commodities in certain fixed proportions; if he finds that he has overspent the 

money available he reduces his expenditure on the different commodities by ap¬ 

plying the same proportions to the amount of overspending. 

[433 
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Let us stop at this point and express this set of relationships in algebra. Let 

p denote the vector of commodity prices and e the vector of quantities bought by 

the average consumer; then pe denotes the vector of expenditures, a circumflex 

accent on a vector being used to denote a diagonal matrix formed from it. Let p 

denote total expenditure, the elements of a vector c denote the constituents of the 

basic standard of living and the elements of b denote the proportions in which 

uncomitted expenditure is devoted to the different commodities. Then 

pe = pc+b(p—p'c) 

= bp-\-(J—bi')cp 0) 

where i and / denote respectively the unit vector and the unit matrix and a prime 

denotes transposition. Since ib == 1, premultiplication of (1) by V yields the iden¬ 

tity p'e == p. Premultiplication of (1) by p~\ the inverse of p, shows that the ele¬ 

ments of e are homogeneous linear functions of degree zero in p and p, so that 

e is unchanged if p and p are changed to Ip and Ip where l is any positive con¬ 

stant. The equation for an element, $ say, of e can be written in the form 

ep = (1— bp)cp+bp(p—^PyCyMpp (2) 
v^P 

from which it follows that 
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(4) 

(5) 
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The price elasticities in (4) and (5) are elasticities along uncompensated de¬ 

mand curves and can be divided into an income effect and a substitution effect. 

Thus if we denote by wy the proportion of total expenditure devoted to commod¬ 

ity y, so that 

_Pyey 
p 

and by sPy the elasticity of substitution between commodities /3 and y, then 

_ _ (bpy-bp)by{p—p'c) 

WpWyP 

(V) 

bP y (8) 
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where dPy = 1 if = y and is other wise equal to zero. Thus we can write 

Sep 

dpy 
(9) 

By appropriate substitutions (9) can be reduced to (4) if /? = y and to (5) if 7^= 

y. The first term, Spy, on the right-hand side of (9) measures the substitution 

effect of a change in the price of y on the demand for (} and the second term 

measures the income effect. This is Slutsky’s equation, and, as can be seen from 

(8), Slutsky’s condition that sPy = % is satisfied by this system of equations. 

In theory the own-elasticities of substitution, spp, must be negative. If, as 

seems reasonable, we assume that uncommitted expenditure, p—p'c, is positive, 

this condition requires that 0 < bp < 1. Thus inferior goods are ruled out. But 

with this restriction on the elements of b it follows that sPy > 0 for all /3^y. Thus 

complementary goods are ruled out too, and the system can only represent a set 

of commodities, or commodity groups, that are substitutes for one another. With 

a careful choice of commodity groups, this may not be a serious limitation in. 

practice. 

There are, however, other limitations to this simple formulation which are 

serious. The most obvious, which I shall discuss in some detail in this paper, is 

that so far the elements of b and c have been assumed constant. As time progres¬ 

ses, the average consumer’s conception of his standard of living is likely to change; 

and with it his allocation of uncommitted expenditure is likely to change too. 

What can we do about this? 

Fortunately, it is not very difficult to allow for systematic changes in b and 

c. The formal properties of the model are not affected if the parameters are made 

functions of predetermined variables. The simplest possibility is to make the lin¬ 

ear functions of time. Thus, at time 0, we should have 

b@ = b*+0b** (10) 

and 
c0 = c*-\-0c** (11) 

say. 
The introduction of these linear trends removes the main rigidity of the orig¬ 

inal formulation in (1). Nevertheless, cases arise in which linear trends are too 

crude an approximation. For example, one of the categories we have used in our 

empirical work is transport which includes expenditure on cars and their running 

expenses as well as on public transport. At the beginning of the century, cars were 

of negligible importance; by the nineteen thirties they were generally accepted 

but were still too expensive for many people; nowadays they are coming to be 

bought by the whole community. As a consequence the trends in the parameters 

for transport have tended to move along an accelerating curve. Such a tendency 

can be represented in the model by adding quadratic terms to (10) and (11). 
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We shall see in section 4 below that we can improve by this means the abil¬ 

ity of the model to describe past observations. But in doing this we risk the pos¬ 

sibility that our projections will be less reliable than they would have been with 

linear trends. For example, the accelerating trends for transport will eventually 

pass through a point of inflection and begin to slow down. In other cases we may 

find that a quadratic trend passes through its maximum or minimum near the 

end of the period of observation and so will change its direction in the period of 

projection. Though possible in exceptional cases, for example the gradual disap¬ 

pearance of the carriage after the advent of the motor car, such changes of direc¬ 

tion are, in general, not very plausible. They can be avoided by giving up time as 

the variable on which the parameters depend and by making them functions of 

the past history of the branch of demand to which they relate. For example if ee 

denotes a vector of five-year moving averages of the components of consumption 

ending in year 0—1, then we could replace (10) and (11) by 

be = b*+e*eb** (12) 

and 
c0= c*+e%c** (13) 

We shall see in the next section that this formulation presents no more statistical 

difficulties than the earlier ones. 
Having thus freed the basic model from its failure to allow for changing 

tastes and habits, we must now consider another limitation. Even if the parameters 

change systematically through time, the model still implies that consumers are 

capable of rapid adaptation so that in each year they are in equilibrium. This is 

probably a reasonable assumption in the case of perishable goods but it is cer¬ 

tainly not reasonable in the case of major durable goods which involve a large 

initial expenditure. As explained in [2] the method described in [6, 8] can be adapt¬ 

ed to the present model. A computing sequence for this extension of the model 

is given in [7]. I shall not discuss this problem further here as we have not so far 

made use in our calculations of this extension of the model. 

3. THE STATISTICS OF THE SYSTEM 

In applying the system of equations just described we have used annual ob¬ 

servations over the period 1900 to 1960. Ihe first results, using linear trends in the 

parameters, were set out in [7]. In this paper only broad groups were analysed and 

no attempt was made to base the estimates of the parameters on cross-section data 

as well as time series. Accordingly, in this section I shall consider three problems. 

(i) a computing sequence for the model consisting of (1), (12) and (13); (ii) a de¬ 

composition of the model to enable the subgroups of main groups to be analysed; 

and (iii) the combination of cross-section data and time series in estimating the 

parameters. 
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(i) The computing sequence. In order to estimate the parameters b*, b**, c* 

and c** we have used an iterative two-stage least squares procedure. If we con¬ 

sider the model consisting of (1), (12) and (13), the computing sequence is as fol¬ 

lows. 
We begin by guessing values of b* and b** which I shall denote by b$ and 

b**. The values of the elements of b* are the average expenditure proportions; 

those of b** are zero. 

We then form a vector of type vx 1, y0 say, as follows 

ye^P&e&-(b*+e%b**)^o 04) 

and a matrix of order v, Y0 say, as follows 

Y0 = [I-(b*+e%b%*)i'\p0 (15) 

Apart from a random element, y0 and Y0 are connected by the relationship 

If we now define 

and 

ye = [Ye- Y0e%] 
■» 

y — {to y2’ Yt} 

Y^^Yz,..., Yx} 

r={F1eJ,raea*, ..., Yxe*} 

we can write, apart from a random element, 

y = xg 

where X == [Y: 7*] and g = {c* : c**} 

The least squares estimator, glt of g is 

g! = (X'XT'X'y 

Given gj we can form a vector of type vx 1, w@ say, as follows 

wQ=pe[e0-(c*+e*Cl**)\ 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

and a matrix of order v, We say, as follows 

We^[pe-Pe(ct+etc**)]I (23) 

It will be noticed that W@ is a scalar matrix. Apart from a random element w@ 

and W& are connected by the relationship 

lb* 

so that if we define 

w0 = [W0:W@e%] ^ 

WS= {wu W2, ..., Wx} 

(24) 

(25) 
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W={W1,JV2,...,WT} (26) 

and 
W* e= {Wxe*,W2e*, Wze*j. (27) 

We can write, apart from a random element, 

w = Zh (28) 

where z = [W:W*] and h={b*:b**}. The least squares estimator, hx, of h is 

hx = (Z'Z)-1Z,w. (29) 

Given hx we can return to (16), replace b* and {,b** by b* and b** and cal¬ 

culate the next approximation g2={c* :c**j of g. We continue in this way 

until the process converges. 
In estimating h, the system breaks down into v separate equations since We 

and Wq are diagonal matrices. At the same time the adding-up, theorem ensures 

that i'b* = 1 and i'b** = 0 for the estimated values of b* and b**. In estimating 

g on the other hand, since Ye and Y% are not diagonal matrices, the v equations 

all contribute to a single, average estimator of g. 

(ii) The analysis of subgroups. A feature of the system I am describing is that 

it is decomposable: once we have analysed total consumption divided into a cer¬ 

tain number of main groups, we can then carry out exactly similar analyses on 

the components of each of the main groups. If necessary we can continue this pro¬ 

cess in a hierarchy of subanalyses. 

The method is as follows. The equations for group j in a complete system 

can be written as 

heJ = Pjcj+bj(p—p'c) (29) 

where the suffix j denotes that the vector to which it is attached contains elements 

relating only to group j. If we premultiply (29) by i' we obtain 

P?j = Pi 

= p'j Cj+i' bj (p —p' e) (30) 

so that 
p-p'c = (i'bj)-1 (pj —PjCj) (31) 

If we substitute for p—p c from (31) into (29) we obtain 

Pjej=pjcj+bj(i'bj)-1(fij-p'jcj) (32) 

From an analysis of the main groups, we can obtain estimates of i'bj and 

i'cj = jC, say. From the analysis of the components of group j we can obtain esti¬ 

mates of Cj and bjii'bf}-1. Thus the whole system will fit together consistently pro- 

wided that i'cj in the subanalysis is equal to jC in the main analysis. To ensure 

this equality we must carry out stage 1 of the subanalysis subject to this constraint. 
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If, for example, we consider the version of the system in which the parame¬ 

ters are linear functions of time, then we must ensure that jC* = i'c*j and that 

jC** = i'cf*. If and denote two undetermined multipliers, then the normal 

equations of stage 1 of the computing sequence for the subanalysis take the form 

r YjYj OY'jYj i O' K 1 

VT 
i_

 

OY'jYj 02YjY 0 i „** 
vj GYjyj 

V 0 0 0 Ai 
ft 

jL 

_ 0 i' 0 0. _ A 2 - 
ft 

L jC 

The equations in the second stage of the computing sequence are unaffected, 

(iii) Cross-section data and time series. Although our empirical work on the 

model I am describing has been based so far on time series, it would obviously 

be desirable to check the conclusions derived from it with the estimates of the re¬ 

lationships between individual expenditures and total expenditure derivables from 

budget studies. Since there are obvious difficulties in comparing derivatives or 

elasticities obtained from time series with those obtained from budgets, the first 

step is to make independent calculations on the two bases and find out if they 

differ significantly. If they do, we must conclude that apparently comparable meas¬ 

ures are in fact not really comparable. A possible reason for this which seems 

to be borne out by a limited amount of analysis [9] is that for some types of good 

and, in particular, for durable goods, long-term total expenditure elasticities are 

typically different from short-term elasticities. Analyses of time-series which do not 

concern themselves with the time needed for adaptation, may reasonably be sup¬ 

posed to yield estimates of short-term elasticities. Elasticities from budgets on the 

other hand may better approximate to longterm elasticities. We could test this 

approximation by using the dynamic version on the model based on time series. 

If we find that the two sets of estimates are, on the whole, not very different we 

should combine them to give better estimates of the parameteis. Following Dur¬ 

bin [3], there are two ways of doing this. 
(a) We estimate a time-series of b from the budget studies, supposing these 

to be sufficiently numerous, and use these as extraneous estimators in (1). With 

this information we can rewrite (1) as 

u=Vc (34) 

where u=pe—b/a and V= (I-bi')p. Thus we could estimate c from the equa- 

tion 
C = (V'vyw'u (35) 

In all likelihood the budget studies of the past will not be sufficiently numerous 

for this purpose. If this is so we ought to carry out the fitting simultaneously, sub¬ 

ject to an appropriate constraint on the time-form of b. 

(b) Statistically speaking, the method just suggested does not make an effi- 
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cient use of the available data. A method which made the fullest use of the data 

from both sources would have to follow the lines suggested in section 3 of [3], 

By these means it should be possible to build up a fairly detailed picture of 

the structure of demand consistent with all the information about the past that 

we possess. In the course of doing this we may be led away from the particular, 

simple approximations that I have described. Our problems, then, are: first to 

find a suitable specific form of the model; and, second, to generalise it so as to 

take account of important features of the real world that it leaves out. I have al¬ 

ready mentioned the question of adaptation and adjustment rates. But we should 

not abandon the idea of a coherent and manageable approximation to reality or 

we shall fail to obtain even an approximate picture of the structure of demand. 

4. SOME RESULT OF THE MODEL 

I wish that I could now give a complete set of results obtained from the mod¬ 

el I have described. Unfortunately I cannot because the series of analyses I have 

outlined are not yet completed. So far we have only analysed eight main groups; 

we have made no subgroup analyses and we have made no systematic comparison 

with budgets. 
The data we have used relate to expenditure per head on eight commodity 

groups and the corresponding price index-numbers measured over the years 1900 

to 1960. In estimating b and c we left out the years 1914 through 1919 and 1940 

through 1947 because of the abnormal conditions of war periods. This means that 

we have 376 observations from which to determine 30 independent parameters 

in the case of the model with linear trends and 45 in the case of the model with 

quadratic trends. The method of fitting is the one described in the preceding sec¬ 

tion with 01 in place of ee* in the case of the linear version and with additional 

terms of the form 02b*** and @2c*** in the case of the quadratic version. 

The estimates of the parameters are shown in the following two tables and 

the goodness of fit of the two models is indicated in the double page diagram at 

the end of the paper. 

The first table compares the components of b. The letters L and Q denote 

respectively the linear and the quadratic model. 

In these tables 0 = 0 in 1960 and so b* and c* show the estimates of b and c 

in the year. All these estimates showed considerable trends. For example, in the 

linear model the proportion of uncommitted expenditure spent on the food fell 

by 0.39 percentage points in each year until in 1960 it was as low as 8.05 per cent. 

At the same time committed purchases per head of food measured in 1938 prices 

rose each year by £0.332 until in 1960 they reached £33.73. In 1960 uncommitted 

expenditure according to the linear model was £38.32 per head and committed 

expenditure on food at 1960 prices was £93.1 per head. Thus, according to the 

linear model, food expenditure per head in 1960 should have been £[93.1 + 
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(38.32x0.0805)] = 96.2. The corresponding figure from the quadratic model is 

£95.3. The observed value is £95.8. In each of these cases the error is about one 

half of one per cent. 

Table 1 

b ¥ b** fo* * * 

L Q L Q L Q 

Food 0.0805 0.0948 —0.00390 0.00039 — 0.000086 

Clothing 0.1569 0.1813 0.00210 —0.00008 — —0.000035 

Household 0.2263 0.1724 0.00210 —0.00961 — —0.000137 

Communications 0.0023 —0.0018 —0.00040 0.00010 — 0.000002 

Transport 0.2342 0.2588 0.00160 0.01080 — 0.000117 

Drink and tabacco 0.0956 0.0618 —0.00190 —0.00161 — —0.000038 

Entertainment —0.0143 —0.0018 —0.00080 0.00236 — 0.000035 

Other 0.2186 0.2346 0.00120 —0.00236 — —0.000029 

Total 1.0001 1.0001 0.00000 —0.00001 — 0.000001 

The second table compares the compenents of c. 

Table 2 

c • c** 

L Q L Q L Q 

Food 33.73 35.06 0.3320 0.2775 — —0.000518 

Clothing 9.26 12.25 0.0430 0.0557 — —0.000544 

Household 24.59 28.63 0.0540 —0.0383 — —0.004702 

Communications 1.13 1.15 0.0260 0.0358 — 0.000366 

Transport 8.97 14.62 0.1650 0.3979 — 0.003135 

Drink and tabacco 10.20 11.56 0.0580 0.1572 — 0.003829 

Entertainment 5.05 4.86 0.0750 0.1035 — 0.000778 

Other 9.99 14.15 0.0640 —0.0292 — —0.002401 

Total 102.92 122.28 0.9170 0.9464 — —0.000057 

The diagram shows that both models perform well. In many cases, for 

example throughout the period for food and in the post war years for all the se¬ 

ries, they show very similar results. In other cases, where they differ, the quadrat¬ 

ic model is usually the better. For example, it shows to advantage in reproducing 

the interwar series for clothing and household almost exactly and gives a much 

better reproducing of the earlier part of the series for transport and communica¬ 

tions. The rather flat series for transport obtained for the interwar period from 

the quadratic model is probably due to the substantial element ot net investment 

in the purchases of cars in that period. Since neither version of the general model 

given here takes any account of consumers’ problems of adaptation, each is likely 

to reproduce the underlying movement of consumption, that is purchases minus 

net investment. The other case in which this kind of effect might be important is 
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the durable component of the category household. But here the net investment 

component of purchases is smaller than in the case of cars and the category itse , 

which includes expenditure on rent and fuel, is very large. 

Although the two war periods were left out in calculating b and c, the actua 

and estimated series for these periods are shown in the diagram. On the whole 

they show what one might expect. For example, during the second world war the 

average consumer systematically devoted less of his expenditure to food and cloth¬ 

ing and more of it to drink and tobacco than he would have done in normal cir¬ 

cumstances. 
It will be noticed that in the post war years the fit of both models is uniform¬ 

ly good. This is not surprising because it is the sum of squares of all the absolute 

discrepancies that is being minimized by the statistical procedure, and in the post 

war period all series were relatively high because prices were high compared with 

most earlier periods. What is perhaps more interesting is that the models also fit 

reasonably well in the early part of the century when prices were very much lower 

and also in the case of the very small groups, communications and entertainment. 

As I have said, we have not yet made a systematic comparison between the 

total expenditure elasticities derived from the model and those derived from 

budgets. So far we have only looked into two cases, food and clothing, in both of 

which the alternative estimates are in fairly close agreement. For food, the linear 

model gives estimates of this elasticity of 1.0 for 1900, 0.6 for 1938 and 0.3 for 

1960; the quadratic model gives corresponding estimates of 1.1, 0.4 and 0.3 ; budg¬ 

ets are not available in sufficient detail for the earlier part of the period but give 

estimates of 0.6 for 1938 [1, 10] and 0.3 for 1960 [11], in complete agreement with 

the linear model. For clothing, the linear model gives estimates of 0.3 for 1900, 

1.1 for 1938 and 1.4 for 1953; the quadratic model gives corresponding estimates 

of 0.7, 1.6 and 1.7; budgets give estimates of 1.1 for 1938 [5] and 1.4 for 1953 [4], 

again in complete agreement with the linear model. 

It is hard to say why the linear model should have appeared the better one 

in the comparisons. It may be that the budget estimates are not the best that could 

be made; it may be that the curvilinearity introduced in the quadratic model is 

not of the appropriate kind. Reasons for this belief have already been given though 

no calculations have yet been made with the third time-series model or with the 

model in which budgets and time series are combined for estimation purposes. In 

the present case it is the parameter b that is important and it is, perhaps, signifi¬ 

cant that, in the quadratic model, min b for food occurs in 1958 and that max b for 

clothing occurs in 1959. Thus in both cases there is a considerable degree ot cur¬ 

vature over the observation period which has already changed direction. Certainly 

we might be doubtful of such results in making projections. 

Another curious feature of the quadratic model is that in almost all years un¬ 

committed expenditure is negative. This is in contrast with the result obtained 

from the linear model in which uncommitted expenditure is positive except during 
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wars and the years immediately following them. However, even with this model 

uncommitted expenditure is not very big; in the interwar and postwar periods 

it fluctuated between 10 and 15 per cent of total expenditure. 

This result of the linear model seems to me to be much what one might ex¬ 

pect. The average consumer has a great many commitments, whether they are 

legal commitments or not, and can only make marginal adjustments to his expend¬ 

iture pattern. But over time he tends to get richer and as he does his conception 

of his commitments rises. As a consequence he can still only make marginal ad¬ 

justments. In war and immediate postwar year the average consumer cannot 

maintain his conception of his standard of living and, in one way or another, is 

forced to cut back his expenditure. As conditions improve a margin of uncom¬ 

mitted expenditure reasserts itself. 

The quadratic model goes further than this and suggests that the average 

consumers’ conception of his standard of living always outruns the money he has 

to spend and so he'is always preoccupied not with what to buy but with what not 

to buy. In a society in which emulation plays an important part and which is not 

divided by sumptuary laws into non-competing groups, even this picture may not 

seem unduly far-fetched. But, if we accept it, the whole theoretical interpretation 

of the model needs to be reconsidered since, as we can see from (8), a negative 

value of uncommitted expenditure would cause the own-elasticities of substitution, 

SpP, to be positive. The position would be still worse if the commitments were so 

high that the term in round brackets on the right-handed side of (4) became neg¬ 

ative, since in this case the Marshallian demand curves would get into the wrong 

quadrant. 
The Slutsky condition (8), is an equilibrium condition, and we might argue 

that the average consumer cannot be in equilibrium if his uncommited expenditure 

is negative. With the quadratic model this makes the theory somewhat remote 

for reality, unless, as is possible, we have so far been able to make only a poor 

approximation to the true values of the parameters in this model. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

My conclusions from the work discussed in this paper can be summarised 

as follows. 
(1) The kind of demand model I have described is capable of a sensible in¬ 

terpretation and gives a reasonably good representation of the past. 

(2) This model is capable of considerable generalisation and of making very 

full use of past experience. 
(3) In it, the influence of income and prices are introduced in a simple and 

approximate way. The important innovation, on which I have concentrated in this 

paper, is the allowance for changing responses. This is done by allowing the param¬ 

eters, which have a clear economic interpretation, to change over time. 
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(4) An outline of our practical experience with the model shows that it is 

promising but that there is still room for experiment and improvement. Two 

methods of improvement were suggested: the introduction of more sophisticated 

trends in the parameters and the combination of time series and budget studies. 

(5) The model is hierarchical: it deals first with main groups, then with sub¬ 

groups of main groups and then with subgroups of subgroups. The thought here 

is that main groups are relatively little affected by changes either from the side 

of supply or of demand which cannot be represented by simple systematic changes 

in the parameters. As the subgroups become smaller the effect of these changes 

become more important until at some point in the subdivision of commodities the 
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usefulness of the model is likely to be exhausted. This is as it should be; it is eas¬ 

ier to formulate relationships to describe broad categories than to describe nar¬ 

row ones. It is helpful to be able to see how far we can go with any proposed for¬ 

mulation. 

(6) In all our work on economic growth we are concerned to produce the 

best picture we can of the future based on the changing relationships of the past. 

By this means we expect to be able to provide a worthwhile basis of discussion 

with those engaged in the different branches of economic activity. From such dis¬ 

cussions we hope that a plan will finally emerge which is realistic as well as con¬ 

sistent, and which reaches a reasonable compromise between individual and so¬ 

cial aims. 
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Adam Szeworski 

Poland 

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION AND THE LONG-TERM 
GROWTH IN DEVELOPED CAPITALIST ECONOMIES 

The purpose of this contribution is to sketch the ways in which the Government 

can influence upon the rate of long-term growth, and to appreciate briefly the 

effectiveness in this respect of various policy measures used in the developed cap¬ 

italist economies. 

The problem will be considered on a theoretical background as provided by 

M. Kalecki’s theory of dynamics of capitalist economy1. So far as our subject is 

concerned, the main point of this theory is that long-run development is not in¬ 

herent in that economy, and specific “development factors” of semi-exogenous 

nature, are required to sustain a long-run upward movement. 

These main factors are considered to be innovations in the broadest sense, 

i.e. technological developments which make certain investment projects more at¬ 

tractive than they would be otherwise, introduction of new products and opening 

up of new sources of raw materials which make necessary new investment in pro¬ 

duction, transport facilities, etc. Their influence does manifest itself in raising the 

long-run level of investment above the depreciation level at which it would other¬ 

wise maintain, thus adding to the stock of capital equipment. Since that invest¬ 

ment effect can be generally assumed to be the higher the larger is the stock of 

capital, it follows that, with a given stream of innovations, a continuous upward 

movement in the long-run level of investment, thus in the development of the econ¬ 

omy, is obtained. 
On the other hand, it is argued that there is a factor, i.e. savings being accu¬ 

mulated outside firms, or the so called rentiers’ savings, which tend to generate 

a negative trend in the long-run level of investment in a similar way that innova¬ 

tions do a positive one. Thus, it is the net effect of innovations and rentiers 

savings which determines the long-run development of the economy. 

The rate of this development is dependent on the intensity of the two factors 

in relation to the stock of capital equipment; if the intensity of innovations is in¬ 

creasing or that of rentiers’ savings declining, a higher rate of growth of the econ¬ 

omy is the result; and if there is a decline in the intensity of innovations or an 

increase in that of rentiers’ savings, this leads to a retardation in growth. 

1 M. Kalecki, Theory of Economic Dynamics, London, George Allen and Unwin, 1954, pp. 178 
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It results from the above that, if a change occurs in the long-run level of in¬ 

vestment, owing to an intervention of some other factor than the two mentioned 

above, the effect of this will lead to a similar change in the rate of growth of the 

economy. This is because given intensity of innovations and rentiers’ savings will 

be related to a stock of capital which has been changed as result of that interven¬ 

tion, so that a corresponding change in their investment effect will follow. This 

may be particularly the case of a rise in the degree of monopoly which, as it 

is known, results in a fall in the long-run level of investment below that at which 

it would be otherwise. This may also be the case of a Government intervention 

which may obtain a rise in that level. 

It is largely in terms of those four factors that a rise in the long-term rate of 

growth can be explained as it was observed in the economies of developed capi¬ 

talist countries after the World War II. 

There was, indeed, a considerable rise in the degree of monopoly in most 

of the countries considered, the evidence of which is a rise in relative shares of 

corporate profits in their national incomes in the postwar years as compared with 

the prewar period. This had, of course, a negative long-run effect on the level of 

investment. On the other hand, there was also an increase in the intensity of in¬ 

novations, the effect of which combined with a decline in real value of rentiers’ 

savings in relation to real value of capital stock, was superior to that of mono¬ 

poly, so that the net effect was a rise in the long-run level of investment, thus in 

the rate of growth of the economies considered. And in addition, there was also 

an intervention of the Government in current development of these economies 

which contributed, in many cases, to a further rise in the long-run level of invest¬ 

ment. 
It is true that a powerful expansion in foreign trade has been also an impor¬ 

tant factor in speeding up the rate of growth of those countries. But this can also 

be explained in terms of the influence of the factors already enumerated which 

brought about the changes outside the area considered leading to that expansion. 

So, for instance, large-scale development programmes which have been launched 

by Governments in the primary producing countries, gave rise to introduction of 

new techniques and products not known so far in those countries, thus contrib¬ 

uting to an increased intensity of innovations, whereas rentiers’ savings were 

brought to a relative decline. Moreover, the extension of the socialist system over 

large areas, while cutting off important sources of raw materials exploited so far 

by capitalist countries, has caused the latter to search for new sources of supply, 

both domestic and foreign. This, in turn, strenghhened the purchasing power of 

primary producing countries to buy investment goods for their development pro¬ 

grammes in developed countries, and so forth. 

From the above it may be concluded that the Government action contrib¬ 

uted to the rise in the rate of growth of the countries in question both in a direct 

and indirect way. In fact, the changes in the intensity of the factors determining 
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that rate were, even in the developed countries, dependent on the influence of their 

Governments. 

This is especially the case of the rise in the intensity of innovations. It has 

been essentially based, on a big progress in science and technology which to a con¬ 

siderable degree, was financed by an ample Government expenditure on research 

for was purposes during the World War II and the postwar armament race. This, 

in fact, opened the way to many important technological developments and to 

introduction of a lot of new products which were accompanied by exploitation 

of new raw materials, etc. altogether enlarging the scope for profitable investment. 

And as inventive activities are becoming more and more institutionalised, this 

enables, especially big corporations, to engage the Government into research for 

their own purposes. 

So far as the relative decline in rentiers’ savings is concerned, it was mainly 

the result of a general rise in the price level owing to a heavy war and postwar 

demand but the Government action has also contributed to thus fact, through rent 

controls monetary policies, etc. both during the war and early postwar years. 

On the other hand, it was also due, to a large extent, to the influence of the 

Government that there has been a rise in the degree of monopoly. Fostering in¬ 

vestment in heavy industries for both the war production and postwar reconstruc¬ 

tion purposes by means of policies which favoured accumulation of profits with¬ 

in the big corporations, has considerably contributed to promote the concentra¬ 

tion of production and capital, which is the main source for a rise in the degree 

of monopoly. And with an increased influence of monopolistic corporations on 

the Government, its policies have been more and more subjected to their inter¬ 

ests. 

As it may be seen from the above, the indirect influence of the Government 

on the rate of growth of the economies considered has been both a positive and 

a negative one. So far as the direct influence is concerned, it consists mainly in 

a current intervention in the short-run developments of the economy. A relative 

attenuation in cyclical fluctuations and an improvement in the rate of employment 

of the labour force available as observed in those countries in the postwar period, 

have been mainly the results of such intervention. And, as already mentioned, 

this has been not without significance for their long-run developments. 

It is to that intervention that our further considerations will be devoted. Giv¬ 

en its main objectives, which are to prevent the unemployment from growing 

excessively and thus leading to heavy social conflicts, and at the same time to pro¬ 

tect the economy against excessive inflationary pressures, we will try to show what 

implications the policy measures may have on the long-run level of investment, 

and thus on the rate of growth of the economy. Two main groups of those meas¬ 

ures which are as usually applied in the countries considered will be reviewed, 

i.e. monetary policy and fiscal policy measures, and some words will also be said 

on direct controls. 
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The most important of the measures belonging to the first group is a policy 

of changing the rate of interest for short-term credits in order to stimulate slug¬ 

gish activity in recession, or to prevent inflationary pressures in the up-swing of 

the cycle. The effectiveness of this policy for the level of investment is obviously 

very limited, because the latter (except for dwelling construction) is dependent— 

so far as credit conditions are concerned—upon the long-term rate of interest and, 

therefore, can be influenced by those measures in an indirect way only and with 

a certain time-lag. This may be the case, if the long-term rate of interest which 

is based on the short-term rate expected in the next few years, does response to 

a given policy when applied for a longer period. 

Thus, for instance, an “easy money” policy which consists in keeping the 

short-term rate at an average relatively low level, may bring about a decline in 

the long-term rate which, in turn, may cause a rise in investment above the level 

at which it would be, if the interest rate were determined by market conditions. 

Moreover, it may also cause the rentiers’ savings to fall in relation to both the 

total savings and capital stock, which will be growing at a faster rate. In these 

ways such policy may lead to a positive, although not very significant, change in 

a given rate of growth of the economy. 

An opposite effect may result, if the short-term rate of interest is kept at an 

average relatively high level. The long-run level of investment may then be de¬ 

pressed and rentiers’ savings may rise in relation to the capital stock, thus slowing 

down the rate of economic growth. 

It appears then that a Government intervention which relies on this kind of 

policy measures may contribute to a higher rate of growth, if it can disregaid the 

interests of rentiers’ groups. If the latter prevail in the policy considerations ot 

the Government, this cannot but lead to a retardation in economic growth. 

This problem may be exemplified by the experience of Great Britain, a coun¬ 

try where the Government intervention has heavily relied on the measures consid¬ 

ered above. A shift from an “easy money” policy as practicised in the eaily post 

war years towards a high rate of interest policy in recent years, which has taken 

place to comply with interests of the rentiers’, has been certainly one of the fac¬ 

tors which contributed to a relative stagnation of the British economy in the lattei 

period. 

Another main measure of the monetary policy which consists in changing the 

supply of money, does not seem to be relevant tor the subject of our consideia- 

tions. For, neither a rise in that supply in order to stimulate investment, nor a re¬ 

duction in order to prevent it from growing excessively, can lead to desired results, 

its raising does not assure per se a rise in profit expectations which is needed toi 

a new capital to be invested, and its reducting can be easily offset by a rise in the 

velocity of money circulation. And so far as their possible influence on the short¬ 

term rate of interest is concerned, it is rather improbable that it could be ot a kind 
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to produce a change in the long-term rate, thus to affect the level of invest¬ 

ment2. 

Of much more importance from the point of view considered, are fiscal po¬ 

licy measures, i.e. adjustments in the level of Government expenditure or/and 

the rate of taxation. For, under a tendency inherent in capitalist economy for 

the demand to fail in growing pari passu with the growth in investment, these are 

exactly the measures which, due to their direct influence on the level of overall 

demand, are the most suitable to counteract the recurring falls in investment being 

a result of that tendency. They may be used in order to create an additional de¬ 

mand to fill in the “demand gap” or to cause investment to rise above the level 

as determined by market conditions, but also in order to check the growth in in¬ 

vestment, if it is considered excessive. 

When viewed from the point of the level of demand, the changes in the rate 

of taxation which affects, directly or indirectly, the incomes of broad masses of 

population, are the most effective ones. For, in this case, a tax reduction is im¬ 

mediately followed by an almost equivalent rise in demand, and a tax increase by 

a corresponding decline. Instead, such effects are not certain so far as the taxes 

on capitalists’ incomes are concerned. This is because the latter do not adjust im¬ 

mediately their consumption to their changed incomes, and may also not adjust 

immediately, and the more so later on, their investment, unless the given meas¬ 

ures are consistent with changing profit expectations. And since they are used 

mainly to counteract the tendencies prevailing on the market, their result can be, 

at best, only a limited one, even if tax changes are directly tied with investment 

decisions, as it is the case of depreciation allowances. 

Generally, however, there is little scope for using tax reductions as means to 

raise the level of investment in the long-run, even if the tax rates are high. The 

expenditure policy is, therefore, of essential importance in this respect. 

The crucial points here is not the amount of the expenditure itself, but the 

ways in which it is financed. For, to the extent to which it is covered by tax reve¬ 

nues, it does not affect the overall level of demand; the Government demand 

being then equal to the amount by which the private demand has been reduced 

due to the taxation. Thus, if the Government policy is aimed at to create an ad¬ 

ditional demand, the rise in expenditure must be in excess of the amount of taxes— 

and, if they are raised too, in excess of the rise in those affecting the purchasing 

power of broad masses of population, It follows that the only way to have an ad¬ 

ditional demand is a deficit spending—and, possibly, also a rise in capitalists’ in¬ 

comes taxation. 
The latter may be the case, if capitalists, and especially big monopolist cor- 

2 The same holds for the supply of foreign capital which may be influenced on through 

changes in the rate of interest. The “hot money” flows which follow such changes, do not affect the 

level of investment activity, whereas the flows of long-term capital can be induced only by general 

profit considerations which underlie the investment decisions. 
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porations, do not throw over their increased tax burden through raised prices on 

consumers, while an increasing demand due to the increased Government expen¬ 

diture does raise their profits before tax so as to compensate the negative effect 

of higher taxation on their profits after tax. Since, however, a rise in capitalists 

taxation is inconceivable, under conditions actually prevailing in the countries 

considered without a simultaneous rise in taxes on population, this way of financ¬ 

ing the Government expenditure cannot bring about significant results for the 

level of overall demand3. 
The problem may be illustrated by the experience of increased armament 

expenditure in the United States and Great Britain in the early fifties. In United 

States it was financed, to a large extent, by means of a budget deficit and incre¬ 

ased taxation of corporate profits, and the result was a rise in the national pro¬ 

duct. No such result was obtained in Great Britain, where the rise in expenditure 

was financed overwhelmingly by increased taxes on population incomes; on the 

contrary—there was a fall in national product owing to the fact, that armaments 

came into being at a time when the heavy industry was under a strong pressure 

of demand for investment and exports, so that either had to be reduced. 

The economic doctrine underlying the Government policies in the most of 

the countries considered, does recognize the necessity of deficit spending, within 

certain limits, in the recession, but considers it to be inadmissible in the upward 

stages of the cycle. This approach is based on considerations of a possible 

depressing effect of such spending on private investment or its possible inflation¬ 

ary effect on the economy as a whole. 

Despite what is argued, a deficit spending while reducing the supply of capital 

for private borrowing has no adverse effect on private investment because, as al¬ 

ready said, changes in money supply do not affect the level of investment. On the 

contrary, it raises the profits above the level at which they would otherwise main¬ 

tain, by an amount nearly equivalent to the budget deficit, thus creating power¬ 

ful incentives for capitalists to expand their investment. 

Neither it is necessarily bound to produce inflationary pressures as long as 

production capacities of the economy are not utilized to the extent. And in so far 

as this may actually happen despite existing idle capacities, it may be due to the 

kind of expenditure rather than to the deficit spending itself. This may be the case 

of an increased Government expenditure—may it be financed by means of taxes 

or budget deficit—which is directed toward industries already working at full ca¬ 

pacity. 

The Government policy following the above doctrine tends to shrink the 

budget deficit as soon as the recession has given way to an expansion, and even 

to shift to a budget surplus in an advanced phase of the up-swing. This leads to 

3 The problems of financing of economic development are a field to which the contribution 

of M. Kalecki is as outstanding as it has been to the theory of economic dynamics. The present 

considerations of the subject follow the lines of his argumentation. 
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a relative stabilization of fluctuations in investment over the cycle at an average 

level which is rather close to that determined by market forces. This means that 

such a policy does not affect the long-run level of investment, except, possibly, 

for some psychological effects of a relative stability in the future on the profit ex¬ 

pectations of capitalists and their investment decisions. In consequence, such a 

policy cannot but little contribute to a higher rate of growth of the economy. 

This kind of policy is exemplified by the United States and Great Britain, 

where the balanced budget considerations in the long-run have been the main 

guideline of the Government policies. The result was a relatively low rate at which 

their national products have been growing in the postwar period. 

In fact, the objective of a high rate of growth can be obtained only if there 

is a purposeful growth-oriented policy which does not take into account the doc¬ 

trinal considerations of a “sound finance”, and which is striving to keep invest¬ 

ment at a level which is necessary to assure a rate of growth. However, the pos¬ 

sibilities for the Government to obtain such a level of investment are limited in 

a capitalist economy by the nature of the system itself. 

The scope for expanding the Government expenditure which may create an 

additional required demand, is relatively large for unproductive purposes, like in¬ 

vestment in dwelling, social and administrative construction—or armaments. This, 

however, may contribute to solving the problem of unemployment, but it does not 

ensure a high rate of growth. It is only by means of productive investment that 

such a goal can be obtained. And in this respect the Government direct activities 

are limited, as a rule, to the fields like economic infrastructure, extraction of raw 

materials or power production, which are rather of secondary importance for the 

long-term growth. Investment in these fields cannot, in fact, but create favourable 

conditions for expanding industries like manufacturing, which in that respect are 

of decisive importance, and which are governed by profit motivations of private 

capitalists. 
Thus, it is only to the extent to which the Government can directly influence 

upon investment decisions of private capitalists that significant results in rasing 

the rate of growth may be obtained. Direct controls, however, are usually resorted 

to, in general, in critical situations. And even if applied, they are capable rather 

of preventing only an undesirable investment from being undertaken than to en¬ 

force its implementation in desirable lines—unless this complies with the inteiests 

of the given capitalists. In the latter case, direct controls have to be substituted for 

by direct financing, if the desired results have to be obtained. 

The problem may be illustrated, once again, by the experience of Gieat Bii- 

tain in in the early postwar period. Despite an expansion in Government diiect 

investment and despite the direct controls largely imposed on private sector, no 

essential change has been obtained in the industrial structure of the economy re¬ 

quired to improve its foreign balance position in the long-run. The consequences 

were recurring crises in the balance of payments over the whole postwai peiiod 
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which gave rise to restrictive Government policies, thus leading to a low rate of 

growth in the British economy, the lowest among all the countries considered. 

An opposite example is offered by France, where besides an expansion in 

Government direct investment, a direct financing of private investment, by means 

of hig budget deficits, was for several years an essential feature of the Government 

policy. The main ways of that financing were open subsidies and cheap long-term 

credits which, under strong inflationary pressures which were the result of that 

policy, underwent a rapid depreciation. It is mainly in this way that France has 

achieved a realtively high rate of growth in the postwar period. 

To sum up—the only effective way in which the Government can obtain a 

higher rate of growth in a capitalist economy, is a policy creating an additional 

demand in order to raise investment in the long-run above the level determined 

by the given intensity of innovations and rentiers’ savings and the degree of mo¬ 

nopoly. This is, however, not possible, if the policy is governed by the balanced 

budget considerations. Mobilization of idle resources of capitalists and their cur¬ 

rent profits for productive purposes is needed, if a high rate of growth has to be 

obtained. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTMENT 
INDIVISIBILITIES 

1. Formulation of the Problem 

It is well known that part of the productive equipment of an economy shows 

the feature of “indivisibility” or “bulkiness”, that is that some capital goods must 

have a certain minimum size in order to be useful at all. As so many concepts the 

concept of indivisibility is a simplification. Strictly speaking there may not be this 

minimum size as a precisely defined quantity, but rather the phenomenon that the 

bigger sizes of a given type of capital good are more productive than the smaller 

sizes. This is well illustrated by the rule of thumb that the quantity of capital ne¬ 

eded in a number of heavy industries grows with the 0.6th power of the volume 

of production. The cases usually quoted as examples for strict indivisibilities are 

roads and railways. In order to be useful a road must connect two centres, that 

is, extend over the full distance between these centres. But of course the “size” 

may be reduced by reducing the width or the quality of the road and this may be 

carried as far as to leave us with a path only. So in principle there is not a 

real minimum investment; but it is so much more useful to let the road be one 

for trucks, say, that as a practical approximation we may in fact assume that there 

is this sort of a minimum. The same applies to the railway; often we will state that 

the minimum of a railway connection between two cities is one track forgetting 

about the theoretical possibility to make the track narrower and narrower until 

we were left with a toy railway. We assume therefore the existence of such mini¬ 

mum-sized investment projects. 
They are particularly interesting when they will not be operated at full capac¬ 

ity. For roads, railways, harbours, information centres and so on it is certainly 

realistic to say that they may already be very useful when they are not at all used 

to the full. In such cases we will speak of technical overcapacity. They are inter¬ 

esting because the marginal costs of an additional unit of production will be low¬ 

er, sometimes much lower, than average costs. In these cases the famous dilem¬ 

ma of welfare economics becomes important, what prices should be charged for 

these products: should they cover marginal costs only or should they also cover 

fixed costs? [1] 
The problem which will be discussed in this article is the one of investment 

decisions with regard to indivisible assets. More precisely we are going to discuss 

. [455] 
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how new investment in a growing economy must be distributed over the various 

sectors of the economy, among which there are some showing indivisibility as a 

feature. An important reason for discussing this question is that decentralized de¬ 

cisions such as those by private firms based on criteria such as the profit rate are 

not compatible with the welfare optimum of the economy. This negative statement 

may first be discussed, as an introductory exercise. 

There are three ways in which decentralized decisions could be conceived of, 

depending on how prices of the services (or products) of the indivisible assets are 

being determined. The first way would be to charge prices equal to marginal costs. 

This would lead to permanent losses of the operators of the assets and there would 

not exist any willingness on their part to make investments in this sort of assets. 

The second way would be to charge monopoly prices; in this way part or all of the 

fixed costs could be covered and even more than that and there might be a wil¬ 

lingness to invest. But there is no guarantee that this policy is the correct one: 

monopoly prices are not in conformity with the welfare optimum and they may 

well'create an undue desire to invest; alternatively there may be restriction of pro¬ 

duction and hence of investment below the optimum. Since monopoly prices are 

not the correct prices to apply the corresponding investment policy may not be 

correct either. The third possibility for price formation is a two-part price system. 

This may be such as to comply with the condition for the welfare optimum that 

additional units can be obtained at marginal costs. It may also solve the problem 

for the enterprise to cover fixed costs; but the fixed amount to be raised and its 

distribution over the various customers is arbitrary—there do not exist precise 

welfare economic criteria for it—and again this means that there is no guarantee 

that an investment policy based on such a policy conducted by a single enterprise- 

is optimal. The reason why the fixed amount is arbitrary may be given a mathe¬ 

matical formulation. The optimum equations of welfare economics—expressing the 

conditions for maximum welfare—only specify the total fixed amount plus lump¬ 

sum redistribution tax to be paid by each individual consumer, but not the com¬ 

ponent due to any single supplier. [3] 

The welfare optimum does define, however, as we will show for a few simple 

cases, the amounts of capital to be invested in each of the sectors of the economy. 

We may therefore characterize the situation by saying that these investments—at 

least for the sectors showing indivisibilities—can only be determined by central 

planning. The important practical question which must occupy ■ us most in this 

context is, however, where we can indicate measurable criteria for this investment 

policy. This we are going to investigate with the aid of a very simple model in or¬ 

der, first of all, to clarify the nature of the solution. 

2. A Simple Demonstration Model 

To this end we assume that a social welfare function Q is known expressing 

the satisfaction of the population as a function of the quantities xq, x2 and x3 
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available for consumption and the quantities of labour ax, a2 and a3 needed to 

produce xx, x2 and x3 respectively. We then assume that ah = ahxh (h = 1, 2, 3) 

and substitute this into Q\ the result being the “net” satisfaction, which is sup¬ 

posed to be a quadratic function of xh of a simple (separable) type: 

Q = ^-(con^+coaaxl-l-cagsxl). (2.1) 

We assume that labour is abundant. 
Furthermore, we assume that the economy has at its disposal a quantity K of 

capital, rising over time. This capital is invested in the three sectors or industries 

in quantities Kx, K2 and K3 where 

K=K1+K2+K3 (2.2) 

Sectors a and 2 are characterized by indivisibilites meaning that Kx must be 

a multiple of a given (“minimum”) quantity kx and K2 a multiple of k2. When 

used fully these quantities of capital will produce quantities of product 

= pxKx (2.3) 

x2 = $2K2 (2.4) 

where /51? /32 are output-capital ratios and are assumed given and constant. Capi¬ 

tal K3 in the third sector can take any value and 

*3 = p3K3 = p3(K-Kx-K2) (2.5) 

with /S3 constant and given as well. 
Our problem will be to determine KL and K2for rising values of K so as, at any 

moment, to maximize Q. 
In the situation described there exists for each of the xh a “saturation level 

~xh for which——= (oh—iohhxh = 0 When this equation is fulfilled for all values 
dxh 

of h we are in the situation sometimes described as “bliss” [2] We assume that 

the saturation level for x3 is not reached in the interval of K considered. As long 

as 
PhKh<*h (h - 1, 2) (2.6) 

the capitals invested in sectors 1 and 2 will be fully used, because underutilization 
would mean that Q can be raised without using more capital, whereas the margin¬ 

al gross utility derived from an increase in xh still surpasses the marginal disutil¬ 

ity of the corresponding increase in ah. 
Situations satisfying (2.6) will not show technical overcapacity. Whenever foi 

one of the h a situation is reached where 

PhKh>xh (2-7) 

a situation of technical over-capacity for that h will exist. We will treat these two 

situations one after the other. 
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3. Solution of Main Problem in Terms of Utility Coefficients-. Situation without 

Technical Over-Capacity 

During the “development” of the economy considered, that is, with in¬ 

creasing values of K, satisfaction derived from it will rise. For many values of K this 

increase will take place by an increased investment in sector 3, while the capitals 

Kx and K2 remain unchanged. Only occasionally will it be preferable to let either 

K, or K2 make a jump by k1 or k2, at the expense of the capital K3 invested 

in sector 3. It may even happen that Kx and K% will jump simultaneously. The in¬ 

vestment policy at any time—that is, at any value of K evidently will depend 

on the relative “attractiveness” of increased production in each of the three ind¬ 

ustries. For constant values of K1 and K2, Q will be a continuous function of K1 

represented in diagram 1, by a rising curve 

Q = ffK-K.-K,)} (3-1) 

Graph 1 

There are a large number of such curves, each corresponding with given val¬ 

ues of Kl and K2, respectively. These curves will sometimes intersect; that is, for 

some value of AT a curve for a lower value for say Kx will be “overtaken” by a curve- 

for the next higher value of Kx, that is K1-\-k1. We must find the values of K 

for which such intersection occurs In any such point we will have 

Q{K,K„K2) = Q{K.Kf-kx.K2) (3.2) 

Writing out the expressions at the left-hand and the right-hand side we will have: 
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(°ifi1K1—y "n/5?5^i+terms with x^co3p3(K— Kr—K^)— "33/53 

(K-Ki-Kzf = coMKi+kJ- y")n$(tfi+fc])a+terms with 

x2-\-co3f}s(K—Kx — ki—K2) 2 c° 33/^3(K ^1 ^1 -^2)2 (3-3) 

The terms with x2(= fi2K2) have not been written out since they are the same 

on both sides. Leaving out all terms which are the same on both sides we trans¬ 

form (3.3) into: 

0 = —2” (2K1k1-\-kf) c'J3/33kx ^ "33/53{ 2k fK Kx -K2)+kl} 

(3.4) 

which, by division through co33/3ffcx leaves us with: 

k = y3—yi+-y (i+rn)fci+(1+yn)^i+^2 (3.5) 

where 
"l£ 1 

^33^3 
(3.6) 

COu/Sf 

yi1 "33/51 

(3.7) 

and 
"3^3 

y 3 — o2 • 
CL,33/j3 

(3.8) 

Similarly, a jump from K2 to K2+k2 will be justified, whenever 

K = y3—y2~\ ~ (1+722)^2+ (1+722)^2+-^! (3.9) 

where 
CO 2/5 2 

y2 "33/5f 

(3.10) 

and 
"2 2^2 

722 - , Q9 
"33 Pi 

(3.11) 

The solution of our main problem—as long as no technical overcapacity exists 

in sectors 1 and 2—can therefore be formulated as follows. Starting out with val¬ 

ues 0 for both Kx and K2 we can find the values for which K which initially will 

be fully invested in sector 3 only—must either be invested in sector 1 (to an 

amount of kf or in sector 2 (to an amount of k2); the lowest of these two values 

of K will be decisive. In our numerical example, to be treated in section 6, we will 

find that the lowest of these two critical values of K is the one where K2 has 
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to jump from zero to k2. This then must be done and from that moment on we 

must repeat the exercise for K2 — k2 and Kx = 0. Again we must calculate the 

values of K for which either Kx has to jump by kx or K2 by k2. Again the lower 

of these two values for K is decisive. In this way (see again section 6) we will be 

able to determine the optimum path of investment of K. For the time being our 

formulae assume that we know the coefficients y; in section 5 we will discuss how 

these can be estimated from measurable phenomena instead of from utility func¬ 

tions which have not been measured so far and are not available therefore for prac¬ 

tical decisions. First, we discuss what change in our formulae is needed whenever 

a situation of technical over-capacity develops. 

4. Situation with Technical Over-Capacity 

The calculations just discussed must be changed when the point of saturation 

for commodity 1 or 2 is approached, that is when the next extension of the sec¬ 

tor’s capacity by either kx or k2 will create a production capacity surpassing the 

quantity xx or x2. In such a case the satisfaction to be derived from the next ex¬ 

tension of capacity will be maximum if that capacity is not fully utilized and this 

maximum addition of satisfaction will now be obtained by sacrificing relatively 

more of x3 which instead could have been produced. 

Since xx = — we can estimate the increase in utility now by substituting 

this value into the utility function and the addition of a new quantity kx to Kx will 

now lead to an increase in satisfaction of 

(4.1) 

In order that it be worthwhile to give up the increase in utility to be obtained from 

investment of the amount of kx into sector 3 this increase 

CO33&2 {—2k1(K—K1—KJ+l<%} (4.2) 

must now be just below the value (4.1); the point where it becomes worthwhile 

increasing Kx by kx now will be found by equating (4.1) and (4.2) and solving for 

K. This leaves us with an equation: 

(4.3) 

and similarly for a jump in K2 under the same circumstances: 
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5. Approximation of Utility Coefficients by Measurable Concepts: the “Demand 

Pattern'’ 

Equations (3.5), (3.9), (4.3) and (4.4) solve our problem—in the simplified 

case considered—and a numerical example will be given in section 6. Before dis¬ 

cussing the results we will first ask ourselves the very important question whether 

the coefficients we need to know in order to use the equations just mentioned can 

be determined from measurable phenomena. We will show that this is the case 

if we assume that we know the demand pattern for the products of our sectors from 

the experience of a much “larger” country than the one considered so far and if we 

are confident that that pattern can be applied to our country. By the demand pat¬ 

tern we mean the influence exerted by a rising capital stock (and hence income 

level) on the quantities demanded of each of the products considered. Any con¬ 

fidence that we can apply the evidence from another country must be based on 

some belief in the similarity of demand patterns for different countries after cor¬ 

rection for income differences. In other words: we must of course use the demand 

pattern for incomes (or capital stocks) comparable to the ones which prevail in 

the country for which the planning must be done. 

Our reference to a much “larger” country must be understood as a methodo¬ 

logical device to eliminate the phenomenon of indivisibilities. For a large country 

we may assume that the latter play a much lesser role than for small countries, 

since in comparison to a large country’s demand the capacity of a single enter¬ 

prise is much less important than in comparison to a small country s demand. 

If indeed we assume that production in the three sectors can be expanded 

continuously, it is easy to find out how a growing quantity of capital K will be 

distributed over the sectors. At any value of K the marginal utilities of the capitals 

invested in each of the sectors will be equal. Since now Kh — (h = t, 2, 3) we 

have: 
8Q 0 8 Q Q , , _ A 

Ph-j—-Ph COhhXh) — 41 
8K, 

(5.1) 

where A is the marginal utility of capital and at the same time 

3 

V = K. (5-2) 

V Ph 

From equations (5.1) and (5.2) we can solve the xh as functions of K. The result 

is 

W = 

5 = 

CO, ! K-S (5.3) 
Whh Ph hhS 

3 

Vfc -1 (5.4) 
^ fta>kk 

where 
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S' 

3 

X1 , COk 
- 

Pk^kk 

(5.5) 

Equations (5.3) are what we called the demand pattern in a large country; if we 

write them: 
xh = K (5-6) 

it follows that 

<°H S' 

h (,ihh PhU)hh^ 

and 

(5.7) 

3 
(5.8) 

We will assume that the and ^ can be estimated statistically from the large 

country’s experience: 
It can now be shown that all the coefficients appearing in the solutions (3.5), 

(3.9), (4.3) and (4.4) can be expressed in terms of the measurable coefficients £°h, 

£1 and <?/i allu Ph- 

This is just a question of solving (5.4), (5.5), (5.7) and (5.8) for the unknowns 

coh, a>hh, S and S' and expressing the coefficients of our solution equations in 

terms of the measurable coefficients. The results are: 

n £3 (5.9) 

to tx to 
S3 S3 S2 

y“ rt - h 1 

(5.10) 

p& 
7n g ti 

P 3-n 

(5.11) 

P& 
722 ~ 0 £1 

P 3?2 

(5.12) 

t° 

^Jk s' — 1 

1 V-fc 
l~^pk 

(5.13) 

, f»° , fa (5.14) 

(0l   ^1 | £{ r./ 

°>nPi Pi Pi" 
(5.15) 

O) 2 £2 | £ 2 ^1/ 

^22/^2 P 2 P 2 

(5.16) 
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HHM (5'i7) 
*-£(l+s1 <5-l8) 

6. Numerical Example 

We will now illustrate our solution of the problem of investment in indivi¬ 

sible assets by a numerical example. For simplicity’s sake we will use the formulae 

in their original form, expressed in terms of the utility coefficients coh and cohh; 

from the previous section it can be understood, however, that we could just as 

well have assumed the and as given. 

Our numerical assumption are: 

kx = 2; k2 — 4; ^ = 0.5; p2 = 0.4; /33 = 0.32 

co1 = 0.35; oj2 = 0.6; co3 = 10.; a>1X = co22 = co33 = 0.1 

From them we can derive: xx = 3.5; x2 = 6; x3= 10. 

yx = 17.5; y2 = 24; y3 = 32; yxx = 2.5; y22 = 1.6. 

The general form of equations (3.5) and (3.9) becomes: 

K=14.5+lJ5k1+3.5K1+Ki (3.5') 

8+1.3k2+is:1+2.6Z2. (3.9') 

In order to determine the values of K for which investments in sector 1 or 2 

will be made, we must now start with the assumption Kx = K2 = 0, which for 

small values of K must anyway be true and find out which of the two values for 

K supplied by (3.5') and (3.9') is lower. We find: 

from (3.5') \K= 18 and from (3.9'):K= 13.2 

This means that the first jump in investment will be in sector 2, leading, at 

K= 13.2 to K2 = 4, while Kx remains 0. We now repeat application of the equa¬ 

tions (3.5') and (3.9') but for Kx = 0 and K2 = 4 and try to find out again which 

of the two equations yields the lower value for K. We obtain from (3.5') :K = 22 

and from (3.9') :K= 23.6. This time there will be, at K= 22, a jump of Kx from 

0 to 2. Continuing this way we will find that jumps take place at the following 

values of K: 
K = 13.2 Kx = 0 k2 = 4 

K = 22 Kx = 2 k2 = 4 

K = 25.6 Kx = 2 k2 = 8 

K = 33 Kx - 4 K2 — 8 

K = 38 Kx = 4 K2 = 12 

K = 44 Kx = 6 k2 = 12 
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Since the saturation values of and x2 are, respectively, x1 3.5 and x2 6 

and the corresponding capitals would be (without indivisibilities) Kx = l and 

X, = 15, we have now reached the point (for both at the same time, which is a 

coincidence)) where the next extension of production capacity would not be fully 

used. Hence we must now apply formulae (4.3) and (4.4) instead of (3.5) and (3.9). 

We find from (4.3) :K — 50.4 and from (4.4) :K = 50.2, meaning that the jump 

will be in K2 (becoming 16) and in a similar way we obtain as the last value of K 

for which a jump will take place :K= 55.4, where Kx will be brought at 8. This 

completes our list as follows: 

A-=50.4 Kx = 6 *2= 16 

K = 55.4 Kx = 8 ^2=16 

Since the saturation level of K3 is 32, the economy considered will be com¬ 

pletely saturated for K — 56. 

Graph 2 shows the development, as a function of K, of capitals invested in 

the three sectors. 

In this example the phenomenon of unused capacity because of indivisibilities 

does not play a considerable role; it only occurs when K has reached the level of 

50.4. If we had chosen the value for kx or k2 or both larger, we might have met 

the occurrence of technical overcapacity at relatively lower levels of K, that is, lon¬ 

ger before saturation for industry 3 occurs. 
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This may be shown for a few still simpler cases, in which industry 2 does not 

occur at all, meaning that co2 = co22 = Kz — 0. For this case, and assuming at 

the same time that now fi-Jc1 > 5cx, we know that only equation (4.3) has to be 

used to find the only jump in investment which will take place. It takes the form: 

K = ~2kiJr }'3 
}'i °h 1 7n (°t 

kx OixifixA 2 kx coJijS} 

which, with the numerical values we have assumed, becomes: 

(4.3') 

K = \ fcl~'TT+32 (4-3") 

For kx = 10 this yields K = 30.9, whereas the saturation value for Kz remains 

!X 
= 32 and hence the saturation level in sector 3 will only be reached when* 1 

P 3 

K=kx+32 = 42 

7. What Would Happen under a Private Regime? 

Finally we may illustrate, with the figures of our last example, the difference 

between the centrally planned development and the development under a private re¬ 

gime. As we already saw, the centrally planned development is characterized by 

two phases; up till values of K = 30.9 all capital will be invested in sector 3, show¬ 

ing no indivisibilities. At that value an investment Kx = 10 in sector 1 will 

occur and production of the corresponding good will be at the saturation level 

xx — 3.5. 

Development under private decisions, we assume, will be one of two possi¬ 

bilities. The first possibility is that a single price px will be charged for the product 

of sector 1 and a price pz for sector 3. Demand will distribute itself over the two 

products according to the rule that marginal utilities show the same ratio as the 

two prices: 
(Oz Q)ZZXZ />3 ^ ^ 
CO]^ —COnXj Px 

1 For a much higher value of kx we meet still another phenomenon, not to be discussed here 

now. It may then be best first to invest all capital into sector 3, until saturation is reached, i.e. until 

x3 = x3. After that, for some time there will be no possibility to invest at all and idle capital will 

accumulate until it becomes worth while to disinvest out of sector 3 and to invest both the capital 

released from that sector and the accumulated idle capital into sector 1. This intermediary phase 

of “hoarding” will occur as soon as the minimum capital needed for sector 1 surpasses the value 

Xt ■ , where x3 represents the level of x3, to which we are prepared to fall back if instead we 
r 3 

1 (o* v 
obtain the utility derived from investing kx into sector l.This latter utility beingy“, x3 satisfies: 

1 col 1 „ 1 to* 

Y~co^~C°3X3+Ya>33X^ = T con 
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Producers will distribute their capital over the two sectors so as to equalize 

returns which in our simple case will take the form 

P 1*1 

*1 
= /?3p3 • (7.2) 

Finally, total capital equals the sum of the capitals invested in the two 

sectors: 

K=k1+^(ifk1^0). (7.3) 
P3 

, p3 . c 
Equations (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) can be used to express xlt *3 and — in terms ot 

K. Filling out the numerical values and eliminating p3/pi we find: 

1—0.1*3 _ xx 
0.35—0.\xl ~ 10x0.32 

(7.4) 

K= 10+ 
+ 3 

0.32 
(7.5) 

For x1 we then find: 
*+0.35—0.1;+) = 3.2{1—0.1 (0.32AT—3.2)} 

or 
*2—3.5*x+42—.RT — 0. 

Solution for *x yields: __ 
*x =1.75+ |/l.752-42+/C (7.6)2 

which can be interpreted as follows: 

No real solution for *x exists, that is, no *x will be produced, as long as 

/C-42+1.752 < 0 

or K < 38.94. 

At that value of K production of *x will start, at a volume of 1.75. This volume 

will rise with rising K and it will only reach the value 3.5 for K = 42 which is the 

value for which saturation in *x and x3 is reached. In plain words: production 

of *x will start too late and remain too low up till the situation of “bliss”. 

The second possibility is that a two-part price is applied by private producers 

in sector 1 and that a fixed amount of f1pl is charged in addition to the price px 

per unit sold. Receipts then become (/x +*!)/?! and equation (7.4.) now runs) 

1 0.1*3   /i + *l t-] 

0.35-0.1*! ~ To x 0.32 ■ 

Using the same method as before we now find instead of (7.6): 

+ = 1.75-y/i+ -j/ |l.75+i-/1j“+X-42. (7.8) 

2 Clearly only the + sign is economically relevant. 
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From this formula we may conclude that, for positive values of fx the produc¬ 

tion of xx will now start at a lower value of K, that it will always be higher than 

for the same K in the absence of a fixed amount fx, but that it will only reach the 

level of 3.5 again for K = 42. By an appropriate choice of fx we are able to let xx 

approach the optimum value, but we can never reach it entirely. The value to be 

given to fx appears to be 

A =-3.5 
M-K 

£ 
(7.9) 

where e is small; the smaller ex the more will xx approach its optimal value. 

The general conclusion to be drawn from our two alternatives is that for our 

model private decisions will lead to a sub-optimal value of xx. 
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J6zef Zagorski 

Poland 

THE CONCEPT OF TECHNICAL PROGRES 
IN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

The object of this paper is to derive the definition of technical progress against 

the background of the basic Marxian concept of production and to establish its 

relation with the, what may be called, economic progress. 

We shall begin with the discussion of the concept of factors of production. 

Factors of Production and their “Productivity”. If we look at the process of 

production from a purely physical point of view then we can define it as the pro¬ 

cess of combining different forms of energy (human and that derived directly from 

nature) and matter (formed or unformed) the result of which is a product, 01 a 

new material object (or a new form of energy) with different physical and use char¬ 

acteristics. All the elements participating (combined) in this process are defined 

as factors of production. Input and output tables reflect statistically the process 

of combining different elements into a new product. And depending on how de¬ 

tailed the criteria of classification are we can obtain a larger or a smaller number 

of factors of production (in the same way as the number of rows and columns in 

input-output tables). However, for the purposes of a more general analysis a very 

detailed classification is superfluous and, therefore, since the time of the classical 

school very broad criteria have been used for classification (they are physical and 

economic categories at the same time) and thus the number of factors ot produc¬ 

tion is reduced to the three basic ones: labour (direct), capital (accumulated la¬ 

bour) and land (natural factors). 
All these factors are indispensable in the process of production and none of 

them can appear in isolation. Therefore, it is impossible to determine on the basis 

of physical criteria to what extent each of these factors contributes to the ciea- 

tion of the product and which one contributes more. 

There was a time in the history of economics, when the introduction of the 

concept of marginal productivity of production factors seemed to have done it. 

This, however, proved to be an illusion. The isolation of particular factors, as 

achieved in the calculation of marginal productivities, is a purely artificial device, 

very useful for some types of analysis, but unable to serve as a gauge of the real 

contribution of particular factors. To this end it is necessary to analyse the real 

nature of the factors and their function in the process of production. This kind 

of analysis, as is well known, was carried out by Karl Marx. 

[469] 
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The Essential Features of the three Classical Factors of Production. Marx does 

not formally refer to this classification (except casually). Nevertheless, this clas¬ 

sification is implied in his analysis. ^ _ 
The definition of labour given by Marx is of key importance here: ‘ Primarily, 

labour is a process going on between man and nature, a process in which man, 

through his own activity, initiates, regulates, and controls the material reactions 

between himself and nature. He confronts nature as one of her own forces, setting 

in motion arms and legs, head and hands, in order to appropriate nature’s pro¬ 

ductions in a form suitable to his own wants. By thus acting on the external 

world and changing it, he at the same time changes his own nature. He develops 

the potentialities that slumber within him, and subjects these inner forces to his 

own control”1. A little farther Marx amplifies this definition: “The labour process 

resolved into its simple rudimentary factors, is as we have seen, purposive activ¬ 

ity carried on for the production of use-values, for the fitting of natural substan¬ 

ces to human wants; it is the general condition requisite for effecting an exchange 

of matter between man and nature; it is the condition perennially imposed by 

nature upon human life, and is therefore independent of the forms of social life— 

or, rather, is common to all social forms' 2 3. 
Capital begins with the theory of value and the whole analysis is carried in 

value terms, although, incidentally, the physical categories are considered as well. 

However, the problem of technical progress cannot be properly handled in terms 

of the theory of value. The process of production is, primarily, a physical phenom¬ 

enon and should be handled in physical terms. 
Our first object is to vindicate the Marxian thesis that only labour creates 

new use-values (which we treat as physical category because it can be reduced to 

physical characteristics), without resorting to the theory of value. 

Human labour is first of all “a purposive activity”. Marx describes its specific 

character in the following way: “We have to consider labour in a form peculiar 

to the human species. A spider carries on operations resembling those of the weaver; 

and many a human architect is put to shame by the skill with which a bee constructs 

its cell. But what from the very first distinguishes the most incompetent architect 

from the best of bees, is that the architect has built a cell in his head before he con¬ 

structs it in wax. The labour process ends in the creation of something which, when 

the process began, already existed in the worker’s imagination; already existed in 

an ideal form. What happens is, not merely that the worker brings about a change 

of form in natural objects; at the same time, in the nature that exists apart from 

himself, he realizes his own purpose, the purpose which gives the law to his activ¬ 

ities, the purpose to which he has to subordinate his own will 

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, translated by Eden and Cedar Paul, Everyman s Library, 

London 1930, p. 169. 

2 Ibid., p. 177. 

3 Ibid., pp. 169-170. 
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It follows from the above that only the human labour can endow natural ob¬ 

jects with the capacity of serving needs of man, in other words, only human labour 

can create new use-values; and in this sense only human labour is a productive factor. 

Of course, in result of the self-existent processes going on in nature, or rather as 

an incidental by-product of these processes, some natural objects may happen to 

possess already the form fit for satisfying directly human needs, i.e. possess use- 

values. This was the basic condition of man’s survival in the early stages of his 

existence when his labour was of an instinctive character. However, as soon as 

labour has become a purposive activity—and this is the most essential feature of 

human labour—man began to subordinate the forces of nature to his own ends 

and all “the free gifts of nature” ceased to play any important role. 

What is, then, the part played by other factors? Let us begin with the capital. 

According to Marx, there are two original factors, “foundations of all wealth— 

land and the workers”4. Capital is a derivative factor consisting of matter (“land”) 

and past labour. Matter or nature in general given once for all and being the back¬ 

ground of all human activity, a datum, can be left out of account (see below). There¬ 

fore, there remains only the past labour embodied in the form which endows matter 

with the use-value. However, the use-value of the capital goods is only potential. 

“The machine—writes Marx—which does not serve the purposes of labour is use¬ 

less”5. This value is activated only in the hands of man and is transferred to the 

product “not in virtue of the addition of labour considered in the abstract, but 

in virtue of labour that has a specifically useful character, in virtue of the specific 

form of this supplementary labour. As such purposive productive activity (spin¬ 

ning, weaving, or forging), the labour is able, by its mere contact with the means 

of production, to raise them from the dead, to quicken them so that they become 

living factors of the labour process, to enter into combination with them in order 

to form products”6. Man “makes use of the mechanical, physical and chemical 

properties of things as means of exerting power over other things, and in order 

to make these other things subservient to his aims. (...) Thus nature becomes an 

instrument of his activities, an instrument with which he supplements his own 

bodily organs, adding a cubit and more to his stature, scripture notwithstanding”7. 

It is true that capital not only substitutes and magnifies human labour but 

also enables us to produce things that man by himself would never be able to make. 

In this practical sense we can consider capital as “productive”. But essentially it is 

an apparent productiveness, reflecting the productiveness of human knowledge, 

skill and toil. For stressing the practical importance of capital we should rather 

talk of “the productivity of the use of capital”. 

4 Ibid., p. 548. 

5 Ibid., p. 176. 

6 Ibid., p. 195. 

7 Ibid., p. 171. 
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There is, of course, a very essential economic difference between living labour 

and labour embodied in means of production. The latter denotes the “freezing” 

of living labour for the construction period of means of production and of their 

gradual “unfreezing” as they are being used up, which temporarily excludes this 

labour from the process of the reproduction of means of consumption causing 

a temporary—absolute or relative—decrease in the flow of consumer goods. But— 

as we mentioned before—the choice between current consumption and future 

consumption which can be expanded at the cost of current consumption by in¬ 

creasing means of production is an economic problem, and not a technical one. 

If the construction period of the means of production and their useful life were 

relatively short the distinction between living labour and embodied labour would 

be of no practical consequence. 

The matter is also relatively simple as far as the productivity of “land” is 

concerned, “land” in the sense of all natural factors. All that happens on our planet, 

including organic life in spite of its specific characteristics, and all human activity 

is, from a physical point of view, a transformation of different forms of matter 

and energy. The general prime mover of all these transformations is solar energy3; 

the earth provides matter with definite properties. Thus, matter and energy com¬ 

bine to form the notion of nature. From the point of view of primitive man whose 

life depended on the grace, or rather the whims of nature, it was the source of all 

well-being, the only life-giving and “productive” factor. This view was quite logical 

in the epoch of the beginnings of human civilization, but in the minds of agricul¬ 

tural societies which saw the whole power of nature primarily in the “earth” it per¬ 

sisted until the era of industrialization8 9. 

In the classical doctrine land appears only as one of the three factors of pro¬ 

duction—beside labour and capital. This approach, however, is, in some sense, 

illogical from the point of view of any epoch. Nature acts not only through the 

“land”, but also through capital and human labour which is also only one of the 

links in the transformation of matter and energy, the same as the power of draft 

animals (capital) or a waterfall (nature). The only rational solution of this problem 

has been given by Marx. He did not place man beside nature, but opposed him 

to it. He did it because human labour is not just another link in the chain of trans¬ 

formations of matter and energy. It is more than that, it is something that trans¬ 

cends the concept of nature—it is a “purposive activity”. Man learns to know the 

laws regulating the transformation of matter and energy and uses them for creating 

use-values which satisfy his needs and which—before he actually creates them—he 

must first create “in his own mind”. Nature, as the environment in which a man 

8 Including stored-up solar energy in the form of fuels and excluding other cosmic influences, 

the nucleus of the earth and the “native”, earthly source of energy—nuclear energy. 

9 In the history of economic thought the last serious exponents of this view were the Physio¬ 

crats. Although Quesnay himself sensed the weakness of this view, he finally accepted it, even though 

formally. Cf. J. Zagorski, Ekonomia F. Quesnay'a (The Economics of F. Quesnay), Warsaw 1963. 
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lives and acts and of which he is a part, is completely indifferent with respect to 

his needs; some natural phenomena are favourable to man and some detrimental. 

The balance of advantageous over disadvantageous phenomena provided man 

only with limited possibilities of subsistence of the animal type. Man embarked 

upon a struggle with nature to expand these possibilities; he began consciously—- 

as far as his knowledge of the laws of nature permitted—to direct the processes 

of transformation of matter and energy in a way most advantageous to himself, 

he began to produce. Being the pre-condition of production, nature is a basic factor 

of production, but she is a completely passive factor—an object of human activ¬ 

ity—whose amount can be neither increased nor decreased, though it can be 

exploited to a lesser or greater advantage. The Marxian definition of the process 

of labour given at the beginning of this paragraph puts the problem of production 

in its proper historical and philosophical perspective. As we have tried to show, 

it follows logically from this definition that the only creative and productive factor 

in this process is man and his labour. 

It can be argued, of course, that even conventional, purely arbitrary defini¬ 

tions may lead to correct practical solutions. This is undoubtedly true. But the 

definition that emphasizes the key elements of a given problem facilitates the whole 

analysis and provides the shortest and surest way to the final objective. 

The above considerations were, perhaps, of a somewhat elementary nature. 

However, they are an indispensable link in this study. 

The ability to acquire knowledge and to put it to practical use is the essential 

source of the productive power of man. What we shall say below will be in the 

nature of dotting the i, emphasizing certain logical inferences which proceed from 

our arguments. 

Man, as a power plant producing energy and transforming it into mechanical 

work (force times distance moved) is, of course, subject to the laws of thermody¬ 

namics—the amount of effective energy produced is smaller than the amount ot 

energy absorbed (in different forms). Also, with regard to the efficiency of his enei go- 

mechanism man comes second to animals10. In this respect, of course, he was com¬ 

pletely at the mercy of nature. 

The factors that enabled man to change his role from being a passive toy of 

the forces of nature to being a tamer imposing his will and his objectives were two 

elements of his physical structure: his highly developed brain and the dexterity 

of his hands. His brain enabled him to acquire and to accumulate knowledge about 

nature (and about himself) and his hands, these “first instruments of human la¬ 

bour”, enabled him to put this knowledge to practical use through designing new 

and ever more complicated instruments multiplying his native power and his ability 

to subjugate the forces of nature to his own practical ends. The notion of know¬ 

ledge in this context is understood in a very broad sense ot comprising not only 

10 e. g. draft animals or beasts of burden. 
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a systematized theoretical lore which could have been achieved only at a fairly 

advanced stage of the development of human civilisation, but also all kinds of 

knowledge about the properties of nature; including the kind manifest in simple 

human labour that endows this labour with the characteristics of purposive activity11. 

Thus we can distinquish three essential elements of human labour: knowledge, 

the practical ability to use it in the process of production, and expenditure of energy. 

The last element, as we know, is a deficit item in the input-output balance-sheet 

of energy, and were man not endowed with other weapons in his struggle for living, 

he would be completely at the mercy of nature. The capacity for executing mechan¬ 

ical work is in man a very static element, as nature itself, although it is still an 

indispensable condition of his survival. Knowledge and the ability to use it for 

practical purposes are dynamic elements and they alone enable man to undertake 

production and to develop it by the ever widening process of substituting man’s 

effort by energy derived directly from the resources of nature. 

The Technique of Production. By the term technique of production we under¬ 

stand a strictly defined quantitative combination of factors of production in a given 

process of production whose result and aim is the product. In other words, the 

technique of production is a kind of a technical prescription tor a given piocess 

of production and we can express it as a vector of technical parameters similar to, 

although not identical with, Leontief’s technical coefficients. The latter express the 

extent to which a given factor of production is used-up per unit of product and 

our parameters express the necessary amount of a given factor of production, per 

unit of product, that is engaged in the process of production. Thus the proposed 

parameters do not reflect the consumption of fixed capital and materials, but the 

amount of fixed and working capital engaged in the process, per unit of product, 

per unit of time. 

Sticking strictly to physical terms we have to consider as many various factors 

of production, as there are elements—different in respect of physical characteristics 

participating in a given production process. Thus, we have to divide living labour 

into as many different factors as many various specializations with different skill 

are required in a given process. The same applies to the subject matter of labour, 

both produced by man or natural, like, for instance, the area of land occupied by 

a given process (in agriculture with consideration given to the kind of soil), as well 

as to the instruments of labour (each type of machinery is a different factor). 

The significance of this definition as a tool of analysis is, of course, veiy limit¬ 

ed. We have introduced it here as a basic concept defining precisely the whole 

problem and constituting a point of departure for all generalizations. 

In every day use (and in other uses) the notion of technique is usually directly 

associated with equipment of labour: technique is equipment. This is justified, as 

11 It is worth remembering that in ancient Greece the Goddess of Wisdom, Athene, was also 

the Goddess of Crafts. 
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far as common use is concerned, because to day the type of equipment determines, 

in a broad sense, (although not exclusively) the whole process of production. The 

simplification, therefore, is vindicated. But the transposition of this simplification 

to the theoretical analysis causes complications. 

It is a well known fact that the same production equipment gives different pro¬ 

duction results (different technical parameters) in a well developed country and in 

an underdeveloped country. Also, the results obtained with the same equipment 

are different at the time when its exploitation is beginning and different after a cer¬ 

tain period of time. This fact is explained by not very precisely defined organiza¬ 

tion factors or in some similar way. But, it follows from our definition that always 

when technical parameters are distinctly different we are dealing with a different 

technique. And even though from the point of view of the common use of the term 

“technique” this approach may appear to be queer (the equipment is the same), 

it ensures greater precision in theoretical analysis. In both examples given above 

main differences in the technique of production stemmed from the fact that labour 

force used with the same equipment in two different places or moments of time 

was characterized by different skill. 
Identifying technique only with the equipment diminishes the role of living 

labour: technique is not only the machine but also (disregarding the subject matter 

of labour) man who knows how the machine works, can put it in motion and opeiate 

it; in other words, technique also means the technical skill of human labour. 

Marx defines simple labour force as: “such as, on the average, the ordinary 

man, without any special development of faculty, is equipped with in his bodily 

organism”. On the other hand “Skilled labour counts only as intensified, or rather 

multiplied simple labour, so that a smaller quantity of skilled labour is equal to 

a larger quantity of simple labour”12. The skilled labour, therefore, can be ex¬ 

pressed in terms of simple labour and divided into two parts : that of simple labour 

that need be constantly reproduced, and accumulated simple labour embodied in 

the skill of man. This distinction may be of practical importance for the problems 

of economic growth of developing countries. “The accumulated simple labour” 

possesses of the character of capital; indeed, it is “a living capital” in contrast to 

the inanimate capital. 
Our definition of technique enables us also to eliminate certain concepts which 

sometimes appear in economic considerations concerning technical progress. What 

we have in mind here is the notion of “technology” as something different from 

“technique”, and the notion of the “organization of work”. 

In our terminology “technique” includes the notion of technology (the method 

of processing matter). There is no change in technology which would not be reflected 

in our technical parameters (and even if this could conceivably happen it would 

not have any economic consequences). 

12 Op. cit., p. 13. 
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Somewhat greater difficulties are presented by the problem of “the organi¬ 

zation of work” because this concept is not very precisely defined. However, if by 

the “organization of work” we understand the organization of the process of pro¬ 

duction itself, i.e. the activities that fall within the competence of the technical and 

engineering personnel, then this concept is included in our definition of technique 

and is expressed in technical parameters pertaining to living labour with appro¬ 

priate skill. But excluded from the concept of technique are all other organization 

factors which in this paper we shall define as “management” on all levels of the 

social organization of production. 

As we have already mentioned, our definition of production technique, though 

possessing of some abstract virtues can serve only very limited purposes. If we 

wanted, for instance, to deduce on this basis the definition of technical progress 

it would be: technical progress is every lasting lowering of any one of the technical 

parameters not involving an increase in the others or the introduction of new para¬ 

meters. As we can see, this definition would limit very radically the notion of tech¬ 

nical progress by excluding from it progress involving substitution of factors. 

We have therefore to seek for some other less rigid a definition. 

Synthetic Characteristic of Production Technique. First of all we have to reduce 

a practically infinite number of factors to basic economic categories: labour and 

capital. There arises the problem of reducing different kinds of labour to one, and 

different means of production to units of capital. 

How should labour be measured? To reduce skilled labour to simple labour 

is undoubtedly a very difficult problem from the practical point of view. In empir¬ 

ical and theoretical studies, differences in qualifications are, as a rule, disregarded, 

and labour is counted in physical units which is, in fact, tantamount to counting 

only simple labour (the number of units is the same) and eliminating what we have 

defined as accumulated in the living form simple labour. There would be some 

economic sense in it were we to include this accumulated labour in capital. From 

the traditional point of view, however, we should convert skillled labour into units 

of simple labour. 

The different physical capital goods may be reckoned in units of time of labour 

required to produce them. This, however, leaves out the differences in the most 

essential feature of capital goods—their time patterns. Mrs. Joan Robinson pro¬ 

poses to account for these differences in the time pattern by means of interest13. 

Much more ambitious, and very ingenuous indeed, is the solution elaborated by 

Prof. Michal Kalecki and Mieczyslaw Rakowski14 with a view to find the formula 

13 Joan Robinson, The Accumulation of Capital, Macmillan, London 1956, pp. 121-122 and 

422-425. See also M. Dobb, An Essay on Economic Growth and Planning, Routledge and Kegan 

Paul, London 1960, section III. 
14 Uogolnienie wzoru efektywnosci inwestycji (The Generalization of the Formula of Efficiency 

of Investment), "Gospodarka Planowa”, No. 11, 1959. See also M. Rakowski (edit.), Efektywnosc 

inwestycji (The Efficiency of Investment), Warsaw 1963. 
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of the efficiency of investment, which could guide the choice of techniques in a plan¬ 

ned economy15. The whole problem is considered within the fremework of a model 

of growth with constant parameters; the time pattern of the gestation period of 

investments, of their service life and of output and input streams, connected with 

particular investments, are being dealt with separately and accounted for on the 

basis of the social opportunity costs. Thus this solution goes too far to be applied 

directly to our problem. 

Without going into further detail of this involved problem we can assume 

here, that the problem is solved, so that the time pattern of a capital good can be 

treated on the same footing as its cost (measured in units of time of labour) thus 

adding up to “the social opportunity cost of capital”. 

If we include into the notion and measure of capital the factor of time, capital 

ceases to represent the embodied labour only and thus cannot be added at current 

labour, though both can be measured in the same units. 

So far we have reduced the indefinite number of factors of production to the 

two basic homogenous factors: labour and capital. There are still two different 

factors, which cannot be added together. But there is no obstacle for multiplying 

them one through the other. In this way, instead of two separate factors we get 

now only one “compounded” factor. Having thus one output and one factor we 

can now calculate the efficiency of the given process of production, i.e. the efficiency 

of its technique. The composition of the “compounded” factor of production 

need not bother us here, the main characteristic of the technique being, according 

to our present definition, the ratio of the output to the “compounded” factor. 

We propose, therefore, the following formula as a measure of the efficiency 

of technique (denoting by E—the efficiency of technique, by P—output, by N— 

labour and by K—capital): 
E= P :NK. 

The higher is the E, the superior is the production technique, and the faster 

the E rises, the faster is the rate of technical progress. 

The Problem of Aggregation. We have devised our formula primarily with the 

view to an individual plant producing a single, homogenous good. Can this measure 

be generalized for the economy as a whole? It would be possible, if all the magni¬ 

tudes entering into the formula could be aggregated, each taken separately. We 

have already aggregated N (labour) and K (capital), but it is impossible to aggre¬ 

gate physical outputs—P. In practice, however, outputs are being aggregated by 

means of valuation at some constant prices, the index problem being abstracted 

out. This is not a neat procedure, but it is the only one available, and besides useful 

enough for practical ends. By adopting such a makeshift, method, i.e. by valuing 

outputs at corresponding (constant) prices, we can calculate the aggregate 

efficiency of technique for the economy as a whole. 

15 The formula has been oficially approved in this role and is effective in Poland since 1960. 
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The absolute magnitude of E has no practical meaning whatever. The use¬ 

fulness of the above formula consists in making possible the measurement of the 

rate of changes in the efficiency of technique. Yet, there is a big drawback to it: the 

measurement is correct and makes sense as long as the pattern of output remains 

constant. The better practical solution would be the aggregate index of individual 

efficiencies of technique weighted by values added, involving another index problem. 

There is, however, one application of our aggregated, item by item, E, which can 

prove useful. 
The P in our formula does not represent the actual output. It is a technical 

parameter calculated on the assumption of the normal full capacity working of 

the plant. The same concerns other magnitudes entering into the formula except 

the fixed equipment, which determines normal full capacity. The calculated E re¬ 

presents, therefore, the potential efficiency of the existing technique. 

Let us now define the concerned magnitudes in a different way: let P denote 

the actual sum of actual outputs (values added), N'—the employed labour force 

(the sum total) and K'—the stock of the existing capital. Now, on the basis of our 

formula we can calculate the E', which in this context measures the actual efficiency 

of the existing technique. 
Both E and E' have one factor in common—the stock of capital {K = K'). 

This makes possible the calculation of the ratio E /E, which measures the degree 

of utilization of the potentialities of the existing technique. 

The difference between the E' and E is accounted for by the interference of 

the new factor, as yet not introduced into the picture—the factor of management 

at the level of an enterprise and at the level of the economy as a whole. 

Technical Progress and Economic Progress. Among various circumstances, de¬ 

termining the productivity of labour, Marx mentions the following: the workers 

average skill; the development of scientific theory, and the degree to which this 

theory is applicable in practice; the social organization of production (in the original 

‘die gesellschaftliche Kombination des Produktionsprozesses ); the supply and the 

efficiency of the means of production; physical conditions lh. The social organi¬ 

zation of production” we define here as the management. 

Management is the all important factor in the socialist economy. While in 

the capitalism an important part of the problems of social organization of pro¬ 

duction is handled by market forces, in the socialism all the problems of social 

organization of production fall within the sphere of management. The role of the 

management does not consist only in the proper utilization of the existing technique, 

but also in changing the existing technique in the right way. Thus technical progress 

and progress in management are most closely interwoven, though each can follow 

16 Ibid, p. 8. Also Kalecki in his known formula for national income introduces the term 

u providing for the effect of “improvements independent of investment outlays”: M. Kalecki, 

Dynamika inwestycji i dochodu narodowego tv gospodarce socjalistycznej (Dynamics of Investment 

and National Income in the Socialist Economy), “Ekonomista”, No. 5, 1956. 
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its own way. There may be progress in management without any commensurate 

technical progress (e.g. the Chinese experiment), and vice versa. Both contribute 

jointly to what may be properly called “the economic progress”. In the colloquial 

use “the economic progress”, usually identified with the technical progress, is undei- 

stood as the increase in the productivity of labour. So far as the progress in man¬ 

agement (in its narrowest sense—the stock of capital being given) is concerned, 

it is quite correct. And it is also correct as to the technical progress, if this progress 

is of a neutral character. It ceases, however, to be correct, if the bias in technical 

progress is labour-saving or capital-saving. The increase in the productivity of 

labour overrates the, what we consider, real technical progress, when the bias is 

labour-saving—the increase in the productivity of labour is achieved to the cost 

of increased accumulation—and underrates it, for similar reasons, when the capital 

is capital-saving. 
In our opinion the economic progress is best reflected by the changes in our 

E'—the actual level of the efficiency of technique. 
To sum up the article, we present here the figure depicting the lelationship 

between science, technique, management and economic progress. 

The arrows show the direction the influences operate. 
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